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The book ALL SAINTS ROYAL HOSPITAL:
LISBOA AND PUBLIC HEALTH reveals surprising
historical and documentary data regarding one of the
most emblematic buildings of Lisbon, the first hospital
created by royal initiative in Portugal, which would be
considerably damaged by the 1755 Earthquake and
completely deactivated twenty years later.
Throughout its pages, we learn much more than the
building’s history: we learn the experiences and daily
life of a hospital that lasted almost three centuries,
drawing from insights provided by archaeology and
documents regarding the location and its occupation
through time, including the hospital’s construction,
beginning in 1492; there are references to its
Manueline and Renaissance architecture and
the design’s inspiring role for urban restructuring, the
creation of public spaces of reference, and the changes
to road circulation it imposed, both when it arose and
when it was deactivated and demolished.
Based on All Saints Royal Hospital, the book also
provides information regarding assistance to the sick
in Portugal and in Europe during this period, including
the hospital’s religious congregations,
a characterization of patients and professional health

care providers in each era, and several management
and administration issues, among other topics.
The result is a rigorous and multifaceted portrait
of the Royal Hospital, which seems to rebuild itself
before the reader and make itself known again.
This work is the result of the partnership between the
City Council of Lisbon (CML) and Santa Casa da
Misericórdia de Lisboa and also the CHAM - Centre for
the Humanities of the Faculty of Social Sciences
and Humanities of the NOVA University of Lisbon
and the University of the Azores, together with
different partners, public and private. Support for
scientific research, carried out in close relationship
with the University, was partly supported by the Lisbon
City Council through research grants.
The project is part of the City of Lisbon’s cultural
policy to research, preserve and disseminate the
Portuguese capital’s cultural heritage, mobile and
immobile, tangible and intangible. In addition to the
funds from the Municipal Archive, elements essential
for this study included data from the city’s two
archaeological campaigns: the first in 1960-1961, which
revealed the old hospital’s space and was pioneering
in urban archaeology in Portugal and one of the first
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in Europe regarding the Early Modern Age; and the
second from 1999 to 2001.
With a multidisciplinary approach, ranging from
archaeology and history, architecture and urbanism to
administration and management, including
pharmacopoeia and public health policies, this book
is an unquestionable testament to the scientific quality
of the authors.
I would like to congratulate the promoters of this
project: the Department of Cultural Heritage of the
City of Lisbon, in particular the Centre for Heritage
Studies (NEP), the Centre for Archaeology in Lisbon
(CAL) and Lisbon Municipal Archive, and the CHAM
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- Centre for the Humanities of the Faculty of Social
Sciences and Humanities of the NOVA University
of Lisbon and University of the Azores. We also thank
the scientific curators Edite Martins Alberto, Rodrigo
Banha da Silva and André Pinto de Sousa and all the
institutional partners that contributed to this work,
in particular the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa that
supported the present edition, which I believe will be
essential to understand the History of Public Health
and the City of Lisbon.

Catarina Vaz Pinto
Councillor for Culture and International Relations,
Lisbon City Council
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Commemorating the foundation of a charitable
institution is not only a profound pleasure, but also
a duty for all of us. In this case, the “obligation” of
celebrating the founding of the great All Saints Royal
Hospital is clear, as the main mission of that
institution was treating the ill, protecting the helpless,
and harbouring abandoned children. The latter were
left in the hospital’s foundling wheel because families
lacked the means to educate and sustain them and
trusted this institution to welcome minors and care for
their development and education.
At the time, the founding of All Saints Royal Hospital
was a modern and vanguard project. This institution founded in the context of a profound reform
of charitable institutions, during the last decade of the
15th century - was founded with the aim of promoting
the common good, particularly among the neediest ones.
The founding of the Confraria da Misericórdia de Lisboa
[confraternity of the Lisbon house of mercy], in 1498,
six years after the foundation of the city’s great
Hospital, was part of the same movement of
institutional transformation and reform. The assistance
model promoted by both institutions was implemented
throughout the whole continental territory and, in the

case of the Misericórdias, also replicated in the overseas
territorial dominions established by the Portuguese.
The appearance of these Misericórdias was undoubtedly
promoted by several monarchs, but also benefited
from the commitment and desire of the local
populations. In this context, we must recall the
innovative vision of King D. João II, Queen D. Leonor
and King D. Manuel I (her brother), as well as their
emissaries, councillors and ambassadors. All of them
were able to find solutions for social problems, making
it possible to create modern assistance institutions,
capable of providing efficient responses to the needs
of the most disfavoured segments of the population
whose daily lives were marked by situations of great
precariousness. Notable examples include the previous
foundation of the Caldas da Rainha Hospital (which
rapidly earned great prestige) and the foundation and
dissemination of the Misericórdias, with their
organizational structure based on the “Commitment”,
a document that served as founding and guiding text
for all its activities.
Lastly, we underline the association of the Santa Casa
da Misericórdia de Lisboa with this initiative. The former
Irmandade da Misericórdia [Brotherhood of House of
Mercy] was charged with administrating All Saints
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Royal Hospital after 1564, a responsibility they
maintained until late 1851. As a result of this joint
history with All Saints Royal Hospital (later named
São José), the Misericórdia de Lisboa had contact with
the hospital’s role of sustaining and educating children
entrusted in its care, an activity it assumed and directly
operated after 1768.
As a result of this functional transferral, the Santa Casa
da Misericórdia de Lisboa still preserves, in its Historical
Archive, good part of the documentation regarding
assistance provided to these children, particularly the
set of foundling signs whose dimension and rarity
are a true ex libris of the Institution’s archive.
These signs, distant but pungent echoes of an
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unprotected childhood in Lisbon during the 17th
to 19th century, are made known in the present edition.
We cannot conclude without first declaring our deep
thanks to the Câmara Municipal de Lisboa
[City Council of Lisbon] and the NOVA University
of Lisbon for having undertaken this important
project, which provided support for new research and
disseminated information about the activity promoted
throughout the centuries by All Saints Royal Hospital.

Edmundo Martinho
Provost of the Santa Casa da Misericórdia
de Lisboa
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In this year of pandemic, we conclude a research
project that, once again, brought together the Faculty
of Social Sciences and Humanities of the NOVA
University of Lisbon (NOVA FCSH) and the City
Council of Lisbon, through its Municipal Directorate
of Culture. The topic is particularly pertinent: the first
great initiative in Portugal to create a general health
system, when the Crown assumed this role as part
of its obligations. A space for social assistance, but
also for progress in medical and scientific knowledge
in the Early Modern Age, All Saints Royal Hospital was
one of the city’s most remarkable buildings before the
1755 earthquake, determining the configuration of the
Baixa and Rossio areas, which remain today the heart
of Lisbon. Destroyed by that earthquake and other
catastrophes, the Great Hospital moved to Santana hill,
to the old college of Santo Antão, and afterwards
became the Hospital of São José. Some of the
country’s most important medical institutions were
developed in that area of city, where to this day the
National Health Service provides healthcare to
a significant percentage of Lisbon’s population and
which is also the site for higher education, with the
presence of the NOVA Medical School.
Therefore, I am pleased to recognize the work

of professors and researchers from NOVA FSCH
in pursuing this project, not only its three coordinators,
but all those who were part of the team. On the one
hand, the project studied data from a large
archaeological excavation developed 20 years ago in
Praça da Figueira, thereby dignifying Lisbon’s urban
archaeology and bringing to light periods and topics
our school has pursued for some time. On the other
hand, the project motivated thorough research in the
national and municipal archives, revealing multiple
historic documents that will be available for the future.
Last but not least, the aim of transferring knowledge
to society. The final objective of this research was an
exhibit, with several centres, in dialogue with the city,
calling attention to the importance of health in our
collective life. Ironically, the pandemic demanded the
cancelation of the exhibit. However, the publication
of this book, as well as other ongoing initiatives will
sustain that opportunity. We hope that this body
of work will, sooner or later, be brought to the wide
audience it deserves.
Also noteworthy is the interdisciplinary dimension
of the exhibit, bringing together knowledge and
diverse fields that are dear to NOVA FCSH, such as
archaeology, history, art history, anthropology,
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museology and heritage studies, congregating
researchers from several of our research units,
including CHAM - Centre for the Humanities, which
from out part was the motor of this project. Naturally,
our colleagues did not remain within the walls of
NOVA but followed our traditional openness of
debate and collaboration with all those, in and outside
the country, who work in related areas, establishing
networks that make us stronger and improve our work.
The institutional partnerships of this project, some
novel for NOVA FCSH and other long consolidated,
represent this vision of collaborative work. A special
word for the students who in this context found
another notable training opportunity because the
alliance between teaching and research is part of our
vision for higher education, one we constantly seek
to consolidate.
Regarding the area of Culture of the City Council
of Lisbon, there is already a long common history.
In recent years, several projects have shed light upon
the city’s history, seeking to study, value and
disseminate its vast and diversified cultural heritage.
This was the case with research project LxConventos,
on the extinction of these religious houses and the
evolution of the buildings where convents were
housed”, or the exhibits “Pão, carne e água: memórias
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de Lisboa Medieval” [Bread, meat, and water:
memories of Medieval Lisbon] and “Lisboa 1415
Ceuta: história de duas cidades” [Lisbon 1415 Ceuta:
story of two cities], the latter involving the
coordinators of the present book. We wish to continue
this collaboration, given the evident synergies
(and complicities) between academic and municipal
institutions, the good results achieved and the
perspectives for the future.
From our part, NOVA FCSH wants to deepen its
service to the community, making its knowledge and
resources available to help build the future of the city
and its region. The creation of the portal MaisLisboa
was, precisely, a means to strengthen the interaction
with the community where we are inserted. Following
a vision of an increasingly global and civic university,
we aim to be an actor and creator of value in Lisbon,
namely in the fields of history and cultural heritage,
which are after all the city’s essence and valuable
resource. The book we are now launching, as well
as the project and other initiatives and problems,
are a good example of just that.

Francisco Caramelo
Diretor of NOVA FCSH

Construction of pedestal for the equestrian statue of D. João I in Praça da Figueira
1967
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Praça da Figueira - parking
[between 1949 e 1951]
Horácio Novais
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All Saints Royal Hospital (in Portuguese Hospital Real
de Todos-os-Santos) was rediscovered 60 years ago. In
1953, Gustavo de Matos Sequeira registered nine steps
of its main stairway, during the renovation of the old
restaurant “Irmãos Unidos”. In the summer of 1960,
during the first works extending the Lisbon Metro,
there were extensive excavations in Praça da Figueira,
covering an area of about 2500m2, which exposed the
great hospital’s northwest cloister, as well as the
annexed hermitage of Our Lady of Amparo and
dependencies of the Convent of São Domingos.
Julieta Ferrão, director of Cultural Services of the City
Council of Lisbon, and Irisalva Moita, curator of the
City Museum, took decisive action with Lisbon’s
mayor, General França Borges, and the Metro’s
administration interrupted their works and allowed
research of the findings. At the time, urban
archaeology in Portugal was incipient: the discipline
was largely devoted to pre and proto-history and the

Roman period, almost completely ignoring remains
from after the Kingdom of Portugal’s foundation.
The archaeological intervention was epic, with 70
workers, 7 supervisors and 2 coordinators, led by
Irisalva Moita, divided into two shifts working in
consecutive 24- hour cycles. The discoveries had
a great impact at the time. Openings in the fencing
around the site were created to arouse the interest
of Lisbon’s inhabitants. The findings were extensively
covered by the media, and RTP [the Portuguese public
station] produced the first television report on
archaeological excavations in Lisbon. The Metro itself
organized an unprecedented exhibit, in 1963, in the
Rossio station, with the archaeological results.
However, the city of Lisbon paid the Metro
a considerable compensation to stop their construction
between August 22 to September 24, 1960. During
subsequent works in Rossio, in 1961 and 1962, only
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“monitoring” by archaeologists was authorized.
The discovery of the Roman necropolis eventually
motivated new excavations, this time under the
direction of Fernando Bandeira Ferreira.
In 1993, there was the first major exhibition on All
Saints Royal Hospital, five hundred years after its
foundation. Organized by the City Museum, this was
a significant attempt to integrate the archaeological
remains revealed by those excavations, together with
knowledge from the fields of history and art history.
The exhibition’s catalogue, under the direction
of Paulo Pereira and scientific coordination by Ana
Cristina Leite, is still a work of reference today.
Naturally, many other publications had been printed
about this important institution of assistance, health,
and science of Early Modern Portugal, even before
those archaeological interventions, such as those of
J. Cipriano Costa Goodolphim, Augusto da Silva
Carvalho, Fernando da Silva Correia, or Mário
Carmona, to name a few.
However, the rediscovery of the great hospital did not
end there. In the late 1990s, a new large-scale project
was launched in Praça da Figueira to build a parking lot
with several underground floors. There were three long
years of negotiations with the lot’s concessionaires to
define an archaeological program. Work started in
1999 with expert appraisal, using geotechnical probes,
and other preparations. Excavations occurred between
December 1999 and March 11, 2001, under the
permanent direction by one of us, Rodrigo Banha
da Silva, assisted by Marina Carvalhinhos,
both archaeologists in the City Museum’s archaeology
service. With the permanent participation of 25
archaeologists, archaeological technicians and
draughtsmen, the intervention covered an area of
about 4500m2, almost double that of 1960.
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The works of 1960 and 1999-2001 differed in more
than area excavated and duration of the excavation
(1 versus 16 months). While the former took place
when Portuguese archaeology was globally out of date
with the field’s most modernizing trends in Europe,
the latter coincided with a moment when national
archaeologists had already adopted the new theoretical
and methodological tools emerging in various parts of
the world. Among the fundamental innovations were:

the concern with stratigraphy, that is, recognising the
importance of the relationship between structures,
sediments, and other objects (rocks, earth, and pieces)
in their context of deposition (its exact position in the
subsoil); the inclusion of all periods when analysing
the human past, not just ancient periods, but also the
medieval and early modern periods; and the need
to collect all remaining traces of the past for their
complete understanding, not only museum pieces,
but all pieces of ceramic, metal, glass, bone, seeds…
This intervention at the turn of the century resulted
in the re-excavation of the areas exhumed in 1960,
complementing previous readings of All Saints Royal
Hospital, in particular the lower area of the Santa Clara
ward, in the façade facing Rossio, and the north-west
cloister. New elements were also added, such as the
primitive rear façade with gothic portico; the 16th and
17th century dating of the pavements (and major
works in these periods); the existence of a cemetery
in the rear of the Hospital; the late date of the wells;
or the extent of recovery work following the disasters
of 1750 and 1755, which kept the building operational
until 1775. In addition, an enormous number
of objects were collected, covering its three centuries
of existence. Above all, while the 1960 excavations
defined about 20% of the building’s plan, those
in 1999-2001 recognized up to about 90%, although
many areas were profoundly dismantled by looting
of material following the hospital’s transfer to the
former College of Santo Antão, today the Hospital
of São José. Previous occupations of the building were
also defined in this intervention, such as the areas
within the walls of the Convent of São Domingos, but
also - in progressively deeper levels - four streets and
houses of an arrabalde in Islamic Lisbon; vast areas
of a Roman necropolis; and pre and proto-historic
occupations of downtown Lisbon, from when the area
had a quite different configuration. Of course, all these
dimensions led to the accumulation of an enormous
amount of information on the more than 3000 years
of occupation in this area of the city, and a collection
of over 4000 slides and photos, some 300 preserved
architectural elements, and 600 boxes of archaeological
material from several different periods: a cultural
heritage of remarkable quantity and diversity.
The reader may well ask why so magnificent collection

waited two decades to be shown to the public and with
an almost exclusive focus on All Saints Royal Hospital,
reserving the previous occupations of present-day
Praça da Figueira to a mere introduction. On the one
hand, one should consider that the excavation is but
a small part of an archaeological project, one that is
time-consuming and delicate, of course, but no more
than all the laboratory work that follows, which
requires the training of vast teams, including
conservators-restorers. On the other hand, one need
recognize that Portugal has not yet found a formula
to develop, with dignity, these final stages of all
archaeological projects: those that aim to transform the
data and materials collected in the field into knowledge
about the past (into history!), ensuring its subsequent
availability for public fruition (it is worth remembering
that cultural heritage belongs to all citizens!).
The case of Praça da Figueira and All Saints Royal
Hospital is, therefore, unfortunately, not an exception,
but rather the rule for the overwhelming majority
of archaeological interventions, in which these later
stages - absolutely essential to give meaning to all the
work - remain unfulfilled. The case of Lisbon
is particularly serious for two essential reasons:
the number of archaeological interventions of recent
decades, particularly in recent years, given the city’s
profound transformations, particularly in its housing
stock; the area’s intense occupation over centuries,
generating a vast and unique heritage hidden
underground. It is important to understand that, apart
from Athens and Rome, no other European capital
has, simultaneously, constituted an urban phenomenon
successively and continuously since the Iron Age
(since the 8th century BC); constituted a relevant
Roman city (1st century BC - 5th century AD); after
a period of some contraction, converted into a great
medina of the Islamic West (between the 10th and
12th century); and after becoming, in fact, the capital
of the Portuguese Kingdom, affirmed itself as the
centre to one of the most important colonial empires
in the world (between the 15th and 20th century). This
uniqueness and potential at all levels should be valued!
Thus, propped by a successful initiative to mark the
600 years since the Portuguese conquest of Ceuta,
the exhibition Lisbon 1415 Ceuta - an event studied
essentially from a local dimension -, the City Council

of Lisbon, through the Department of Cultural
Heritage of the Municipal Directorate of Culture,
and the Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities
of the of the NOVA University of Lisbon (NOVA
FCSH), by means of the CHAM - Centre for the
Humanities, joined forces to shape a project about All
Saints Royal Hospital. The initial opportunity was to
take advantage (fulfil!) the potential, in terms of
heritage and information, generated by the
archaeological campaign in Praça da Figueira in 19992001, naturally in articulation with previous findings,
within the scope of the Lisbon Archaeology Centre.
However, a vision of “making history”, where all the
traces of the past count and complement each other evident in that work on North Africa -, led us to
include an intense research of archival sources related
to the Royal Hospital, under the coordination of one
of us, Edite Martins Alberto. Thus, arose the project
“Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos: a cidade e a saúde”
[All Saints Royal Hospital: the City and Public Health],
ongoing since 2017, with funding from the organizing
institutions and under our coordination. In terms of
archival work, it was joined by the project “Hospitalis Hospital architecture in Portugal at the dawn of
Modernity: identification, characterization and
contextualization” (PTDC/ART-HIS/30808/20178),
funded by the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
(FCT) and coordinated by Joana Balsa de Pinho.
In fact, there is an enormous amount of little-known
information in the archived written documents.
In addition to the possibility of going back to
previously read documents, finding new elements on
a variety of subjects, the Portuguese archives hold
a wealth of information yet to be treated... Thus, after
defining the state of knowledge and research on All
Saints Royal Hospital based on a survey of the printed
material and iconography, we conducted an in-depth
research of the collections of the Municipal Archive of
Lisbon (mainly references to measures related to health
in the city) and the Historical Archive of the Santa Casa
da Misericórdia [holy house of mercy] of Lisbon
(namely the collections related to the Hospital
administration), but above all the immense archive of
Hospital of São José, in the National Archive in Torre
do Tombo, where the documents from the great
hospital are conserved.
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The work was organized along two vectors: a survey
of the documentation on All Saints Royal Hospital as a
place for assistance, medical training, and platform of
knowledge on fighting disease, as well as the hospital’s
administration, financial management and human
resources; and the search for sources directly related
to archaeological objects, contributing towards their
interpretation, and to understanding the building, also
recovered in the archaeological work. Given the
impossibility of treating all the documentary sources,
we selected the oldest chronological series and where
one might expect to find new information, collecting
data until 1775, when All Saints Royal Hospital was
transferred to a new building, as mentioned. A theme
that was unforeseen but eventually developed was the
role of the City Council of Lisbon in healthcare during
the centuries of the Royal Hospital’s operation,
especially in the prevention and mitigation
of epidemics. This seemed to us of great scientific
interest and important to contextualize our
understanding of health policies in Early Modern
Portugal.
Moreover, this project is part of a European trend
to advance the study of hospital history, valuing the
heritage of these institutions. Health institutions’
archives is perhaps the most recent area to receive the
attention of researchers and heritage technicians, with
the availability and treatment of the archive collections
and the publication of studies on the subject.
The importance of the archives of hospital institutions
lies not only in understanding the history of health,
but also their fundamental contributions to social,
economic, and urban history, among other themes,
both in Portugal and in other European countries.
Indeed, we thought it relevant to explore the
international significance of All Saints Royal Hospital,
on the one hand, integrating this hospital in the
context of the assistance reform occurring in Europe
since the early 15th century; and, on the other hand,
studying its medical and assistance action over more
than three centuries, its daily life, internal rules, staff,
financial management, among others, allowing for
future comparisons with similar institutions in Europe
and ancient spaces overseas (particularly Portuguese).
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Thus, over two years, more than 10000 documents
of interest on the history of All Saints Royal Hospital

were referenced and summarized, some of them
transcribed. These were contextualized in the
aforementioned topics and provided to collaborating
researchers (authors of the following chapters) for the
development of their thematic investigations. By the
end of this year, we hope that all this information will
be available on various platforms, updating our
knowledge about the hospital and its impact on the
history of the city and the country, and constituting
a basis for new research or thematic approaches.
Exploratory studies have already provided a new view
on health in Lisbon in the early modern era (see No. 11
of the 2nd series of the Cadernos do Arquivo Municipal)
and this work will represent a qualitative leap in the
study of the great hospital. But we are well aware that
much remains to be explored, particularly in terms
of written sources. It is also important to highlight the
work of digitizing sources at the National Archive of
Torre do Tombo, as part of its collaboration with the
project, making available the digital copies of the main
codices referring to the Royal Hospital’s organization.
As for the archaeological material, there was work
before and there will continue to be work after this
project... In the years before this project, there were six
master’s theses - in NOVA FCSH and the University of
Minho - on the excavations in Praça da Figueira, while
three PhD theses - in the universities of Coimbra,
Lisbon, and once again, NOVA FCSH - included data
from this intervention; several scientific articles were
also published. Presently, there are another four
master’s theses, initiated within this project, and a PhD
thesis exclusively on All Saints Royal Hospital. As part
of internships at NOVA FCSH, many archaeology
students participated in campaigns to process, register
and interpret ceramic, metal and glass archaeological
materials recovered in that intervention, under the
coordination of Rodrigo Banha da Silva. A first
inventory of the recovered stone materials was
compiled. The first global plan of the great hospital
was produced, based on several dozen sheets
of millimetre paper drawn during the excavations,
a “blanket” measuring 3.80 m x 2.10 m. An inventory
of the boxes with material was elaborated. A fellow
spent an entire year dedicated to these tasks, and an
additional fellow was hired for three months for the
same purpose. The result is clear: we’ve come a long
way, but it’s not enough! An important part of the

information produced in the excavations of Praça da
Figueira remains to be processed. Understanding this
point is important, so citizens are aware of the
implications of such an intervention, in compliance
with national law and European and international
conventions.
As for this publication, we must clarify its scope and
objectives. First, the articles published in this book are
the result of invitations to researchers who in recent
years have focused on the history of the great hospital
and related areas, and also the result of research
developed under the project “All Saints Royal Hospital:
the City and Public Health”. As mentioned, the results
of the documentary and archaeological research were
provided to several researchers, from different fields
and institutions, to conduct thematic studies - the
framework that we believe is the most stimulating for
the advancement of research. The various authors
worked on topics that seemed to us the most relevant
for a renewed approach to the great hospital, including
colleagues who have extensive experience in this and
other related subjects, but also young researchers who
are beginning more substantial research. Of course,
many aspects have yet to be addressed, much
information remains to be interpreted, but we hope
the coming years will consolidate this initiative and
make full use of this work and the elements the project
will make available.
Second, this research’s ultimate objective was the
realization of an exhibit, which would take place
in 2020 and 2021, in several parts of Lisbon. There
would be a main nucleus, in the Navy Museum,
coordinated by the aforementioned department of the
City Council of Lisbon, and a number of secondary
nuclei, involving several partners convened for this
purpose, given their work or relation with All Saints
Royal Hospital: this is our understanding of such
cultural and scientific projects. They were the National
Parliament, site of the former convent of São Bento,
where the great hospital was temporarily installed after
1755; the Museum of Pharmacy, for its work on the
study and promotion of this important area of health;
the University Hospital Centre of Central Lisbon, the
heir of the great hospital; the National Archive
of Torre do Tombo, which conserves the most
important collection of documents,

the aforementioned collection from the Hospital of
São José; the Lisbon Metro, institution whose work
led to the first discovery of the hospital; the Museum
of Health, for its expertise in valuing this field;
the National Museum of Natural History and Science,
for its collection and the long history of research in
the Earth Sciences; the Navy Museum, indelibly linked
to the maritime expansion and the associated entry
of disease in Portugal, as well as protection on board
and upon arrival at the country’s major ports;
the Patriarchate of Lisbon, which holds the religious
heritage that was once in the Hospital; the Santa Casa
da Misericórdia of Lisbon, the fundamental institution
for social assistance in Early Modern Portugal that
administered the great hospital since 1564.
Ironically, the pandemic affecting the world in 2020 which will certainly be profusely studied by historians
in the future - prevented the realization of this exhibit
as planned. The essence of the display will take place
on a website, following the planned guide, naturally
adapted to this virtual environment. This support will
have advantages, allowing a level of interactivity
difficult to achieve physically, but it will surely imply
loss of contact with the objects - documents, images,
and archaeological materials - that we consider
irreplaceable. The work is not lost, however, and we
hope that other occasions will allow the public to see
these valuable collections. Several parallel activities aim
to bring this work to the public, and some displays
by our partners will take physical form.
Third and finally, the volume the reader has in hand
was never intended to be the catalogue of the exhibit,
merely presenting, or extending the texts present in the
exhibit, reproducing or depicting the selected objects
and images. We always conceived this publication as
a complement, in parallel with the exhibition, a book
that explored and developed subjects presented there,
but without intending to mirror the exhibit. We sought
to devise an element that would allow the interested
visitor to develop this field and serve as a source for
different scholars. Thus, while the following chapters
correspond to the thematic nuclei on which we worked
over these years, their subchapters and texts no longer
follow the structure of the exhibition, but rather seek
to explore the available information or areas
of knowledge that are particularly stimulating for
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research, and for which we found distinguished
authors. Of course, this volume will not be the
catalogue of the website being prepared, nor of the
temporary exhibitions to be held. We hope it will have
a longer life than the event that is about to take place.

We also commend the other partners named above,
in the person of their highest officers, who readily
accepted our invitation, but also the various colleagues
with whom we have always shared constructive and
affable meetings.

Thus, the present book gathers a set of diverse texts,
some of them longer seeking to provide a general
framework for the themes addressed, others shorter
exploring specific subjects, both kinds profusely
illustrated. By aggregating texts from such disparate
fields as archaeology, geology, history, art history,
history of health and assistance, social and institutional
history, pharmacy, and architecture, with specific
methodologies and their own forms of expression,
we tried to graphically standardize the texts, enabling a
better coherence and understanding of the themes,
without ever distorting their specificities. Thus,
footnotes were limited to essential information, placing
references to the documents cited in the text, without
neglecting a list of specific bibliographic references
at the end of each text. There was a concern with
referring the archival sources in detail, in order to allow
the future development of the various themes. In
short, we sought to create a publication that reflected the
current knowledge about the building and the city, the
institution, and its primary activities, but also its operation,
powers, and representations, against the backdrop
of health in Lisbon during the Early Modern Age.

A word of deep thanks to all the authors of this work,
whom we need not name here, but who presented us
with their best knowledge to respond to our challenge,
often under a tight schedule, giving substance to the
initiative we planned three years ago. Especial thanks
to Adelino Cardoso, Rute Ramos and Joana Balsa de
Pinho, who are authors, but also continuously helped
us manage the work related to the history of health,
with archives and the hospital’s heritage. We must also
mention colleagues from our institutions. Special
mention to Ana Isabel Ribeiro, who carried out several
tasks, essential to this work’s successful
implementation, and who was in truth, together with
the three commissioners, the fourth element of its
coordination. Reference also to António Marques,
Moisés Costa Campos and Filipa Nunes, the former
as coordinator and the latter two as conservators-restorers of the Centre for Lisbon Archaeology; and
Helena Neves, Adelaide Brochado and Sandra Pires,
the former as director and the latter two as senior
technicians of the Municipal Archive of Lisbon. We
also include Rita Mégre, with research and documental
treatment; Hélia Silva, with cartographic and
iconographic research; and José Vicente, with
photography, all of them senior technicians of the
municipality of Lisbon. A word of recognition to the
staff of the National Archive of Torre do Tombo and
the Historical Archive of Santa Casa da Misericórdia,
who worked with us on the documentary survey.
Finally, we recognize all the project’s fellows and
collaborators: André Bargão and Sara Ferreira in the
field of Archaeology; Camila Amaral, Lina Oliveira,
Rui Henriques and Teresa Avelino Pires in the field
of archives, for their commitment towards all tasks;
as well as all the students from NOVA FCSH who
were somehow associated with this work.

Finally, our recognition and thanks to institutions and
people who were decisive for this work. Our own
institutions, responsible for this initiative and
associated project, and also the main financiers:
the City Council of Lisbon, in the person of the city
councillor Catarina Vaz Pinto, but also Manuel Veiga,
director of the Municipal Directorate of Culture, and
Jorge Ramos de Carvalho, the director of the
Department of Cultural Heritage, with whom we
closely shared this project on a daily basis, and the
Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities of the
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, in the person of its
director, Francisco Caramelo, but also João Paulo
Oliveira e Costa, director of CHAM, the research
centre that unites the three of us and which undertook
the research. A word of recognition to the Santa Casa
da Misericórdia of Lisboa, one of the project’s partners,
which also had a special association with this edition.

Hermitage of Our Lady of Amparo - stairs leading to main chapel
P006724
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
Irisalva Moita - “Relatório das escavações a que mandou proceder a C.M.L.
de 22 de Agosto a 24 de Setembro de 1960”. Revista Municipal, n.ºs 106-107, 1965, p. 15
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Acronyms and abbreaviations
AAP Associação dos Arqueólogos Portugueses | Association of Portuguese Archaeologists
ADE Arquivo Distrital de Évora | District Archive of Évora
AHMP Arquivo Histórico Municipal do Porto | Municipal Historical Archive of Porto
AHSCML Arquivo Histórico-Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa | Historial Archive of Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa
AHU Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino | Overseas Historical Archive
AML Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa | Municipal Archive of Lisbon
ANTT Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo | Torre do Tombo National Archive
ANBA Academia Nacional de Belas Artes | National Academy of Fine Arts
ARTIS Instituto de História de Arte | Institute of Art History
ASRH All Saints Royal Hospital | Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos
ATC Arquivo do Tribunal de Contas | Archive of the Court of Auditors
BA Biblioteca da Ajuda | Library of Ajuda
BNP Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal | National Library of Portugal
CAL Centro de Arqueologia de Lisboa | Archaeology Centre of Lisbon
CECS Centro de Estudos de Comunicação e Sociedade | Communication and Society Research Centre
CEPESE Centro de Estudos da População Economia e Sociedade | Research Centre for the Study
of Population Economy and Society
CESEM Centro de Estudos de Sociologia e Estética Musical | Centre for the Study of the Sociology and Musical Aesthetics
CHAM Centro de Humanidades | Centre for Humanities
CHULC Centro Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Central | Central Lisbon University Hospital Centre
CIAUD Centro de Investigação em Arquitetura Urbanismo e Design | Research Centre for Architecture Urbanism and Design
CIDEHUS Centro Interdisciplinar de História Culturas e Sociedades | Interdisciplinary Centre for History Culture and Societies
CINAV Centro de Investigação Naval | Naval Research Center
CITCEM Centro de Investigação Transdisciplinar «Cultura Espaço e Memória» | Transdisciplinary
Research Centre “Culture Space and Memory”
CLEPUL Centro de Literaturas e Culturas Lusófonas Europeias | Centre for Lusophone and European Literatures and Cultures
CML Câmara Municipal de Lisboa | Municipality of Lisbon, Lisbon City Council
CMC Câmara Municipal de Cascais | Municipality of Cascais, Cascais City Council
CRIA Centro em Rede de Investigação em Antropologia | Centre for Research in Anthropology
DGPC Direção Geral do Património Cultural | Directorate-General for Cultural Heritage
DMC Direção Municipal de Cultura | Municipal Direction of Culture
DPC Departamento de Património Cultura | Department of Cultural Heritage
EGEAC Empresa de Gestão de Equipamentos e Animação Cultural | Company for the Management
of Equipment and Cultural Animation
EN Escola Naval | Naval School
ESESFM Escola Superior de Enfermagem S. Francisco das Misericórdias | Higher School
of Nursing S. Francisco das Misericórdias
FCG-BA Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian - Biblioteca de Arte | Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation - Art Library
FCSH Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas | School of Social Sciences and Humanities
FCT Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia | Foundation for Science and Tecnhology
FL Faculdade de Letras | School of Arts and Humanities
GEAEM Gabinete de Estudos Arqueológicos da Engenharia Militar | Archaeological Studies Office of Military Engineering
GEO Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses | Office for Lisbon Studies
HRTS Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos | All Saints Royal Hospital
HSJ Hospital de São José | S. Jose Hospital
IAP Instituto de Arqueologia e Paleociências | Institute for Archaeology and Palaeoscienses
IDL Instituto Dom Luiz | Dom Luiz Institute
IELT Instituto de Estudos de Literatura e Tradição | Institute for the Study of Literature and Tradition
IEM Instituto de Estudos Medievais | Institute of Medieval Studies
IHA Instituto de História de Arte | Institute of Art History
IIIPC Instituto Internacional de Investigaciones Prehistoricas de Cantabria | International Institute
for Prehistoric Research of Cantabria
INSA Instituto Nacional de Saúde Doutor Ricardo Jorge | National Health Institute Doutor Ricardo Jorge
LABOH Laboratório de Antropologia Biológica e Osteologia Humana | Laboratory of Biological Anthropology
and Osteological Human Remains
LARC Laboratório de Arqueociências | Archaeosciences Laboratory
ML Museu de Lisboa | Lisbon Museum
MNAz Museu Nacional do Azulejo | National Tile Museum
NEP Núcleo de Estudos do Património | Centre for Heritage Studies
NOVA Universidade Nova de Lisboa | NOVA University of Lisbon
NOVA FCSH Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas, Universidade Nova de Lisboa | Nova University of Lisbon
- School of Social Sciences and Humanities
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NOVA FCT Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia | NOVA School of Science & Technology

SCML Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa | Santa Casa da Misericórdia of Lisbon
UAL Universidade Autónoma de Lisboa | Autónoma University of Lisbon
ULisboa, UL Universidade de Lisboa | University of Lisbon
VICARTE Vidro e Cerâmica para as Artes | Research unit - Glass and Ceramics for the arts

ant. before
ap. approximately
apud quoted in
atrib. attributed
c., ca circa | about
cap. chapter
cf. compare
cient. scientific
cit. citation
cod. codex
cx. box
des. drawing
dir. direction
doc. document
e. g . exempli gratia (for example)
ed. edition
et al. et alli (and others)
etc. et cetera (and the rest)
f. folio
fig. figure
fr. friar
fs. folios
gav. drawer
i. e. id est (that is)
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larg. width
liv. book
m. metre / metres
máx. maximum
mç. bundle
ms. Manuscript
n.º number
n/a no answer
n.d. no date
op. cit. opus citatum (work cited)
O.S. Omnium Sanctorum (All Saints)
p. page
pp. pages
publ., published
ref., refs. reference/s
s.d. no date
séc. century
s.l. no place of edition
s.n. no editor
t. tome
v. verse
v. g . verbi gratia (for example)
vol. volume

Editors’ note
In the organization of this volume, we sought to graphically standardize the texts, as much as possible, in order to
establish a greater coherence and understanding of the topics, without every distorting the specificities of each
text. In this sense, footnotes were limited to essential information, placing references to the cited documents within
the body of the text, and indicating a list of specific bibliographic references at the end of each text. There was a
concern with detailing the archival sources used, in order to allow future development of the various themes.
Considering the extensive number of documentary citations, mostly in sixteenth-century Portuguese, we chose a
strict transcription criterion, but applying norms that facilitate reading by all readers. Thus, the specifics of the
original writing of each document were retained, without however overloading the text with symbols and characters.
This methodology, used by most authors, followed the original spelling, but extended abbreviations, standarded the
use of the upper and lower case in the toponyms and anthroponyms, modernized the use of the u/v, i/j, i/y,
and used straight parentheses [...] in the quotations for all words that were interpreted or added to the original.
For texts in the fields of archaeology and geology, we maintained the spelling for measures and geographical references
proposed by the authors, as well as the more complete legends for pieces from archaeological excavations, with
specific information about the intervention site, dates, measures, among other identifying elements of the object.
Throughout the publication, separating each text, both written and material documents were reproduced, selected
from among recent research and archival inventory, or from the collection retrieved in the archaeological
interventions in Praça da Figueira, in the 1960s and 1999-2000. The elements chosen, some published for the first
time, are the result of a careful selection, attempting to highlight the most important documentary sources, as well
as reflecting the diversity and relevance of the materials that have reached the present day and that therefore
constitute fundamental elements for the study and understanding of the history of All Saints Royal Hospital.

Translation note
The relevance of the knowledge from various fields concerning the Royal Hospital of Lisbon, and the diversity of
researchers gathered around this study, suggested early on that this work should be internationalized through a
bilingual edition in Portuguese and English. However, the large number of texts and their size (exceeding
expectations), as well as the large number of images reproducing both archaeological elements and written and
iconographic sources, demanded two different editions.
The English edition translates all the texts of the Portuguese edition, maintaining each author’s specificities in
the organization of texts and inclusion of transcriptions of historical sources or quotations of ancient authors.
In these cases, we kept original language, preserving the characteristics of the ancient writing, followed by
translation into modern English placed within straight parenthesis. Therefore, we maintained the rigorous use
of sources and ancient texts, adjoining a translation to facilitate understanding and access to the document. For
all texts, the complete citation references and there archival location are indicating, allowing further research of
the topic by an interested reader. In addition, some ancient Portuguese terms with specific meanings where
preserved (in italic) to ensure more rigorous understanding, while suggesting a translation in the beginning of
each text, to facilitate understanding.
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All Saints Royal Hospital, façade facing Rossio
Early 18th century. Master P.M.P., attributed. Portuguese production
Tile panel, faience
MC.AZU.0074
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
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The area where All Saints Royal Hospital was established is located at the head of Esteiro da Baixa, a valley resulting
from the confluence of the Valverde (or Vale do Pereiro) and Arroios streams, and a tributary on the right bank of
the Tagus (fig. 1).
It was also on the margins of Esteiro da Baixa and the so-called colina do castelo [castle hill] (elevation on the valley’s
left bank reaching 95 m in altitude; fig. 1) that Lisbon was founded, as evidenced by the various archaeological finds
identified in that area (e.g. Cardoso, 1995; Bugalhão, 2001; Silva, 2013; Sousa, 2014).
During the Iron Age, and essentially during the Roman period, there were higher intensity changes in the landscape
around the Esteiro da Baixa and the lower terraces of the estuary (e.g. Blot, 2003; Durão, 2012; Costa et al., 2018),
which certainly led to changes in the natural dynamics of this river-estuarine system. In a first phase, these changes
arose with the installation of anthropic structures, such as the Iron Age dwellings in Archaeological Nucleus of Rua
dos Correeiros (NARC) (Sousa, 2014) and the Roman cryptoporticus (Caessa and Mota, in press; fig. 1, No. 3) in the
inter and supratidal areas of the river-estuarine beaches that constitute the banks of the estuary (e.g. Bugalhão et al.,
2013; Costa et al., 2018).
After the Roman period, the conquest of previously riverine territory for the development of the city was
continuous, with successive landfills and construction along the river shores moving progressively further south.
In downtown Lisbon, there were particularly significant moments in the late Middle Ages (13th and 14th centuries)
with the construction of the so-called walls on Ribeira de Lisboa (Silva, 1939); in the 16th century with the
construction of Paço da Ribeira and the Terreiro do Paço; and, in the second half of 18th century with the
pombaline reconstruction of Lisbon and the construction of the Praça do Comércio (Costa et al., 2017). The river-marine deposits were thus buried by the construction of successive landfills and the morphology of the area
corresponding to the estuary changed.
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The reconstruction of the paleomorphology of the Esteiro da Baixa valley and tributaries, as well as its morphological
and paleoenvironmental evolution through the Holocene (ap. the last 11700 years), appears repeatedly in the
bibliography of Lisbon, in order to understand the relationship of this area with the city’s anthropic occupation in
different chronologies (e.g. Silva, 1939; Amaro, 1993; 1994; Farinha, 1993; Alarcão, 1994; Moita, 1994; Arruda et al.,
2000; Andrade, 2001; Almeida, 2004; Pimenta et al., 2005; Valera, 2006; Calado, 2008; Almeida et al., 2009; Figueiredo,
2014; Bugalhão e Teixeira, 2015). In 2011, based on a multidisciplinary methodology that integrates information on
topography, geology, current and historical cartography, archaeology and aerial photography, Matildes et al. (2011)
built a digital model that reconstituted the paleomorphology of Esteiro da Baixa and quantified the thickness of
surface sedimentary deposits corresponding to the valley infilling. Despite the current knowledge developed in various
disciplines dedicated to the study of Lisbon (e.g. geology, archaeology, urbanism, among others), there are still some
questions regarding these subjects.
The Esteiro da Baixa is characterized by a deep valley (Almeida et al., 2009; Matildes et al., 2011), embedded in the
Miocene substrate, which reaches ca. 10 m below the present mean sea level (MSL) at its head, in Praça da Figueira
(Almeida, 2004), and ca. 47 m below MSL at its mouth, in the Tagus estuary (Keller, 1999, CML GeoSIG database,
ST17 survey). The last phase of incision in the estuary’s valley was most likely in the end of the Last Glacial Maximum
(ca. 18000 years ago), when MSL was ca. 120 m below the present-day level (e.g. Dias et al., 2000).
The rapid rise of the MSL during the Early and Mid-Holocene (e.g. Vis et al., 2008; Leorri et al., 2008; García-Artola
et al., 2018) promoted the flooding of depressed areas formed during the Last Glacial Maximum, such as the Tagus
estuary and its tributaries (e.g. Vis et al., 2008), forming an extensive estuarine area with approximately 1300 km2
(e.g. Taborda et al., 2009). The slowdown in the rate of MSL rise, after 7000 cal BP (calibrated years before present,
i.e. years before 1950), promoted the sedimentary infilling of the Tagus estuary and the formation of beaches on the
banks of the estuary and its tributaries, with geological and geomorphological characteristics prone to the
accumulation of sand (Taborda et al., 2009), such as Esteiro da Baixa.
The paleoenvironmental reconstitution done by Almeida et al. (2009) based on the PC98 sediment core collected at
Terreiro do Paço (Fig. 1, No. 5), indicates the deposition of sediments of brackish environments since ca. 12000 cal
BP until ca. 3500 cal BP, with a peak of marine influence situated between ca. 8700 and 7800 cal BP. The upper unit
of PC98 (U-6; Almeida et al., 2009), corresponding to the 4 m of surface sediments dated later than ca. 3000 cal BP,
is represented by intersections of natural and anthropic levels that seem to already correspond to post-Roman landfill
deposits built on the previously formed beaches. This fact did not allow for the reconstruction in more recent times
of the estuary mouth at the studied area. However, based on a study of sediments from a core collected in the Ribeira
das Naus (fig. 1, No. 6), there was a change in the sedimentation pattern in the subtidal area of the estuary shore
during the Roman period, most likely related to the city’s growth and consequent landscape change during this period.
High sedimentation rates may have also been the consequence of climate factors favourable to sediment transport
and accumulation (Costa et al., 2019). The analysis of sediments collected at Banco de Portugal (BPLX; fig. 1,
No. 4), attributed to the Roman period by the archaeological context, seems to indicate an intertidal zone close to
mean sea level (0 m), with the presence of large limestone ballasts that correspond to a residual deposit reworked
over time (Costa et al., 2018).
To date, there are no published studies on the paleoenvironmental evolution of sediments in Praça da Figueira;
however, the ongoing analysis of various environmental indicators combined with 14C dating of organic material from
the I4 core collected between 1999 and 2001 during the archaeological excavation in this area (Silva, 2003; fig. 1,
No. 1), seems to indicate the formation of fluvial beaches in the head of the estuary, previously to ca. 6300 cal BP.
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Thus, the area where All Saints Royal Hospital was built corresponds to a depressed area embedded upon
Miocene substrate during the Last Glacial Maximum, reaching ca. 10 m below MSL (Almeida, 2004). In
depth, it is filled with sediments whose nature, riverine or estuarine, are still unknown. River beaches seem
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to occur in the area prior to 6300 cal BP, whose sand resulted from erosion of the valley’s Miocene formations.
Other beaches were formed on the banks of the estuary, at that time or since then, which were later occupied in the
Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman period.
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The birth of the urban phenomenon that originated the city of Lisbon was attributed to Late the Bronze Age,
although no categorical data has yet been found to confirm this. In fact, we cannot yet date the origin of Lisbon
further back than the 8th century BC, during the dawn of the Iron Age (Silva, 2012; Sousa, 2016). This Late Bronze
Age is equivalent to a significant historical stage, during which there were increasingly intense exchanges among the
multiple and quite distinct Atlantic European communities, as well as between them and the well-established
Mediterranean networks, where the flux from the East and the Sardinian platform played an important role in the
relationships with the Iberian Atlantic coast (Cardoso, 2011).
Within the territory of present-day Lisbon, an important agro-pastoral village developed between the 12th and 10th
centuries BC in the foothills and in Alto da Casa Branca, in Tapada da Ajuda (Cardoso, 2014), apparently without
any urban morphology. Shortly afterwards, other important settlements seem to have arisen or asserted themselves
in the region, on prominent landscape spots, with wide visual dominance over the surrounding environment,
becoming the epicentres of power and territory. This is the case of Castelo dos Mouros (Sintra), Serra da Amoreira
(Odivelas) or, within the section of the Tagus that in Antiquity was navigable by large ships, Santarém itself or Alto
do Castelo (Alpiarça), to name but a few. These central sites were the heads of highly hierarchical territory settlement
patterns that reflected the structure of the very society that produced them (Arruda, 1994; Vilaça and Arruda, 2004;
Cardoso, 2011; Sousa, 2018). Around them, other agro-pastoral sites were established, without any concern for
landscape prominence, seeking to take advantage of the available natural resources, especially the best agricultural
soils (Cardoso, 2011; Sousa, 2018), but with natural emphasis on the most essential asset, water.
In this Late Bronze Age framework, very roughly sketched here, there arose a small settlement in Praça da Figueira
dating from the 10th-9th centuries BC, along the sandy-loamy shores of a stream that ran down present-day Baixa [downtown]. Detected for the first time in 1962 in the archaeological excavations of Bandeira
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Ferreira, and then in 2001 (Silva, 2012), a set of elements revealed discrete remains of constructions

probably executed with perishable materials. The associated objects denounce the various human activities of that
small community: the collection of shellfish (bivalves, oysters and sea snail), the possible breeding and consumption
of ovicaprines (questionably also bovines), the practice of chiselling stone, making pottery and cultivating cereals.
In addition, there was access to trade goods, as evidenced by fragments of foreign vessels decorated on the outside
with burnished reticules in geometric patterns.
Water dynamics acted episodically and marginally over this small site’s abandoned remains, followed by a significant
phase of accumulation of loamy sands, as seen in the previous section (Freitas and Costa, in this book). This phase
is equivalent to the entire time span between at least the 7th and 1st centuries BC (Iron Age and the Roman
Republican period). In Praça da Figueira, the remains of this period are sparse and scattered. Even so, there are
elements that should be valued in another sense, as they evince the activity in the present-day square’s area, very
likely fleeting and associated with circulation along the east side of the Vale da Ribeira de Valverde (roughly
equivalent to the present-day Avenida da Liberdade), connecting the harbour zone of Olisipo, and the slope and hill
of São Jorge Castle, with the inland areas further to the north.
This line of communication, or at least some sections, probably materialized architecturally as a road, if not in the
first stages of the Roman presence in the region, in 138 BC, at least towards the end of the Roman Republic. Octavius
(future Augustus) granted the city the status of municipality of Roman Citizens, probably between 31 and 27 BC.
This entailed not only an urban programme for the Olisipo capital, but also structural interventions in the territory,
particularly means of communication.
In 1962, the pavement of a Roman via (road) was detected in the subsoil of Praça de Figueira, probably linking
Lisbon to Santarém, from where it continued either to Braga or Mérida (Branco, 1961). Excavated again in 2000-2001, the road’s section would reveal Praça da Figueira’s earliest moment of establishment to have been during the
principality of Emperor Tiberius (14-37 AD), with frequent and consecutive remodelling until the late 4th or early
5th century.
Although the area was clearly peripheral to the Roman city in a strict sense, which was limited to the southern slope
of São Jorge castle’s hill, a secondary and perpendicular path was built during the time of Emperor Claudius
(41-54 AD), joining the main road in Praça da Figueira and heading towards Rossio. This secondary axis would later
be used to access the vast circus building, built there probably in the 2th century AD. This intervention included
excavation and construction of walls delimiting suburban plots of unknown function, in the square’s southwest
excavated area. In the same period, other plots further north, excavated in 1962, revealed cremation graves, some of
them in their own funerary buildings, which mark the beginning of an intense use of the area of present-day Praça
da Figueira as a classical monumentalized necropolis, a physiognomy maintained until the end of the 3rd century AD.
Known as the “NW Necropolis of Olisipo”, current knowledge has greatly expanded its previously assumed area.
Today we know it extended north along Portas de Santo Antão Street to, at least, the area around the Lavra elevator.
It is unclear how far south it extended, but presently it’s known to have reached the southern excavated area of Praça
da Figueira, but most likely extends much further.
The original landscape of the already excavated Necropolis reveals classical Roman traces on both sides and along
the road. In one case, to the NE, there was a building, imprecisely dubbed a columbarium, that is, a covered structure,
with an area for incineration and multiple rows of niches with round tops open to the inside and intended for
placement of urns: the “marbled” inscriptions that closed and sealed the niches, collected in 1961 by Irisalva Moita
or excavated archaeologically by Bandeira Ferreira in 1962, mention nearly contemporary individuals of full Roman
citizenship, belonging to three distinct families: Terentia, Callaea and Ursia. This may imply a collective
monument, perhaps even a sepulchre belonging to a funerary association (collegium funeratitium). To the
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north of this construction, another mausoleum-like monument, probably for a family, had a small central

compartment detached from the remaining structure and with greater architectural detail, possibly intended for the
most prominent figure. The building’s interior had other ground-level compartments and its own well.
Seven powerful masses, excavated in 2000-2001, supported monuments of yet unknown shape, because the
superstructure was completely dismantled at the end of the 3rd century AD. These could include monument and
funerary buildings of diverse shapes and forms, including towers, podiums crowned by columns, portico-shaped
mausoleums topped by a pediment or shaped as a large altar. Unfortunately, because of intense scavenging of stones
in the area from late 3rd century AD onwards, there are no fragments of these buildings’ architectural decoration to
provide a glimpse of their morphologies.
Other sepulchral practices were also documented in the part of the Roman necropolis exhumed in Praça da Figueira.
The cremations in urns or brick cists seem to have been dominant in the 1st and 2nd century AD, lasting until the early
4th century AD. However, inhumations, sometimes employing wooden coffins and in holes in the ground, were
widespread throughout the 3rd century AD and would widely dominate the first half of the 4th century AD. Although
studies are still being concluded, one can already note that children comprise a significant presence, with older children
(i.e., from the age of 3-4 years until adolescence) representing the cases of more exuberant grave goods, perhaps reflecting
the more intense sense of loss of a loved one, including for instance the grave of a young girl whose ashes were stored
in a brick cist, together with two glass vases, a cylindrical ivory box, a red glass pendant from a necklace, a ring with the
inscription VTF (equivalent to the expression, VTere Felix, “use it with luck”, often present in objects of value, with
close parallel to golden rings from Mérida or Villafranca de Los Barros; cf. Encarnação et Pina, 2018), another wedding
band-like ring, two earrings with a freshwater pearl and a phallic pendant, an apotropaic amulet (deposit personal gold
jewels in a grave was a practice prohibited by Roman law, reinforcing the unique character of this girl´s burial).
Throughout the 5th century AD, the main Roman road continued operational, while the secondary road lost its
function a century earlier - because the vast circus building had been deactivated - and was completely overlaid by
deposits, as was the neighbouring circus in Rossio. Near the main road, a small agricultural settlement was established
using the remains of old funeral buildings, but would not last long, expiring before the end of the aforementioned
century. Scattered throughout the area, and buried in isolation, several babies were found also dating from the 5th
and 6th century AD, excluded from the Christian holy field because they were not baptised, an indication of
Christianity’s triumph in the city (Casimiro, Prata et Silva, 2017).
Thereafter, there is an archaeological silence in the square. Thick deposits containing older objects accumulated in
the site, covering a long span of time between the 7th and 9th centuries. The ancient Roman road disappeared
completely beneath them, and no other construction element has been detected in the area. This does not mean that
the road ceased to be used, only that it no longer assumed an architectural expression, which is justified, among
other smaller factors, by the replacement of circulation by wagon with transport on an animal’s back, the predominant
regional mode until the end of the Middle Ages.
Tenth century remains in the square are still discreet and sparse, but are already present. By the end of this century, the
Muslim city was surely revolutionized. One strong indication is the leader Almançor’s declaration, in an Arabic inscription
found in 1939 in São Jorge Castle (but only read recently), that in April 985 he “restored the medina [city]” in the name
of Caliph Hisham II. Carmen Barceló suggested the text’s highly official character, in accordance with the chancellery
regulations of the Omeyad Cordoba´s Caliphate, is directly related with the reform of the city walls and defensive system
(Barceló, 2003). Note that as soon as 986, Almançor attacked Astorga and, in 997, developed a well-prepared campaign,
evoking a strategy used long before (in 138 BC) by the Roman general Decimus Iunius Brutus, during which he destroyed
the archbishopric headquarters of Braga and the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela: for this military initiative of
Almançor, written sources explicitly declare having used Al-Asbûna (Lisbon) as a naval war base and supply
base for the devastating campaign in Galicia. The town therefore seems to have gained another vitality and
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importance toward the end of the caliphate of Córdoba, its high military strategic value recognised.

The disintegration of power that followed the caliphate once again marginalized Al-Asbûna in relation to the main
centres. Apparently, it developed a policy around its markedly autarchic interests, which would even entail a short
period under Christian Leonese tutelage. It maintained this character until the voluntary merger under the rule of
the Almoravid in 1111, and even under this dynasty, as suggested by the fact that the only governor’s name between
1111 and 1147 is a Mozarab (half the city’s population was Mozarabic, but Almoravid inhabitants were Islamic
rigorists by definition) and by the pleas for help against the Christian siege led by Portuguese King Afonso Henriques,
which were addressed in 1147 to capitals of several taifas [independent Muslim principalities of the Iberian Peninsula].
The first half of the 12th century would be, therefore, a period marked by instability in the region, with the advance
of Christian domination to the south. This explains the presence of a Muslim quarter identified in 1999-2001:
archaeological data show that non-constructive elements prior to its establishment reveal artefacts nearly synchronic
to those detected in the housing levels, indicating a brief occupation and prior planning of streets and constructed
lots. Though we might consider this preconceived organization a symptom of a strong authority over planning, this
is not an indispensable condition, and other explanations of a private nature, taking advantage of pre-existing agrarian
partitions to reconfigure the area, are also possible.
Four narrow streets and ten-and-a-half housing/shop units were identified in the archaeologically recognised part
of the quarter. In these, and where it was possible to recover sufficient elements of the floor plan and associated
structures, modest domestic residences are predominant, with about 50m2 of area (Silva, Gomes et Gomes, 2011).
The architecture of the houses is, of course, Muslim: a single door to the street, invariably facing midday to receive
more sunlight, leading to an open courtyard, around which are distributed the remaining covered compartments;
to the north, the hall is the probable commensal area, with side by side alcoves for sleeping; to the sides of the patio,
the kitchen and, on the opposite side, the toilet and a storage room. The internal misalignment of the doorways
follows the typical Mediterranean intimacy, sealing off everyday family life from the exterior, the street, with the
peculiarity that only in one house is there a possible zaguan, an antechamber common in Al-Andaluz urban housing,
but almost absent here. Does this mean that the inhabitants were of rural origins?
The quick and the dense urban occupation of present-day Praça da Figueira, suburbs in the late Middle Ages, has
other important implications: firstly, it clearly shows the city’s enormous growth in that period, during which it
became one of the greatest cities of Al-Andaluz; and secondly, the elements gathered in Praça da Figueira may
suggest the occupants of the houses were displaced people from the north of the peninsula and/or the Al-Asbûna
fields who sought security within the proximity to the medina’s walls, given the Christian advances.
Life in this quarter did not end, however, with the Christian conquest of 1147. Data suggests that some dwellings
were not only abandoned, but some building elements were stolen. In contrast, other housing units, although less
numerous, show clear signs of reforms during the second half of the 12th century. Maintaining their Muslim identity
profile, these residences must be considered in relation with the continuities during the reign of the first Portuguese
monarch, when Mouraria (the subsequent designation of Moorish quarter) was formed.
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Elements of sickle edge (2)
Flint. Handcrafted.
10th-9th century BC. Waste pit
A- Max. width 2.8 cm; max. height 1.9 cm
B- Max. width 2.6 cm; max. height 1.2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/6893-1 and 2)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Suspension bowl
Ceramics. Handcrafted
10th-9th century BC. Waste pit
Max. height 10 cm; max. width 11.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/6893-1)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Calyx (fragment)
Samian Ware. Produced in Arezzo (Italy)
c. 14-35 d.C. Votive pit
Max. height 4 cm; max width 15 cm; rim Ø 16.4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/4823-1 to 8)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Funerary inscription of Iulia Cufr enisa
Pink regional “marble”. Regional workshop
2nd - first half of 3rd century AD. Grave in NW necropolis
Height 20 cm; width 28 cm; depth 2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00 7012-1)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Carinated bowl with handles
Glazed pottery decorated with manganese.
Regional pottery
12th century. Islamic neighbourhood
Rim Ø 33 cm; base Ø 11.5 cm; height 9.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/7222-1)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Panoramic view of Lisboa
Olissipo quae nunc Lisboa, civitas amplíssima Lusitaniae, ad Tagum, totis orientis et multarum insularum et Aphricaeque et
Americae emporium nobilissimum 1598
Georg Braun, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, V - Urbium Praecipuarum Mundi Theatrum Quintum, est. 2.
[Lisboa]: Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, 1965
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Occupying a clearly peripheral position in the 13th century city, the Rossio area and the nearby fertile valleys of the
Valverde and Arroios streams concentrated in a narrow geography the various powers of the new Christian city,
including the Crown, São Vincente de Fora and the local government itself (Gonçalves, 2011).
Benefiting from the proximity to one of the main roads serving the city (Silva, 2018), the São Domingos Convent
was founded by King D. Sancho II, who, in line with the support to mendicant orders as a counterpoint to the
established power of the Secular Clergy, considered the newly formed Order of the Preachers of Santo Domingo
an important ally. Having obtained the support of São Frei Gil of Portugal (1190-1265), then Provincial Prior of
the Dominican Order for “the Spains”, and in the presence of the bishop of Ratisbona, the temple’s first stone was
laid between February and March 1242. The general pace of the construction is unknown, but according to
Frei Luís de Sousa, who in the 16th century accessed the order’s archives, it ended during the monarch’s lifetime.
The first building was in agreement with the principles of austerity and dispossession that characterized the precepts
of the Mendicant Orders, “Mediocres domos et humiles habeant fratres nostri” that is “that our brothers have humble and
modest houses” (Constitutions of 1220).
The deposition and death of Sancho II did not end the royal patronage of this community. Afonso III promoted
the expansion and aggrandizement of the original building and temples. Frei Luís de Sousa transcribed the epigraph
atop the gothic entryway, which read: “The mighty Afonso fifth king of Portugal, illustrious Lord of the County of
Boulogne, which his Father’s Kingdom restored and expanded, and cleansed of rotten people, and smote his enemies,
founded this temple with great expense, which he ended with all perfection in the space of ten years”. The king also
donated to this community extensive “[…] ground and lands that surround the Convent, from this building to the
door of Santo Antão: along the road that was called Corredoura and turning to the right and up the wall to the
wicket-gate of Santa Anna, and descending to the channels of Mouraria and from there to the Church of
S. Matheus, where there is another road, and around what is now Rua da Betesga [Bestesga Street], resting
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within this circuit, and as an Island, the Hermitage of São Matheus with the houses of the Monsanto

Convent” (Sousa, 1866: p. 367). The area was known as the “Hortas de São Domingos” [Vegetable Gardens of São
Domingos] or “Hortas dos Frades” [Vegetable Gardens of the Friars] and included the lands that today range from
Rossio to Poço do Borratém, and from Rua da Betesga to Portas de Santo Antão, and would allow the friars
“to be free from disturbance by neighbours” (Sousa, 1866), facilitating the fulfilment of their vows of isolation and
poverty. At the same time, this community became one of the largest landowners in Lisbon.
The land in question “[…] was uncultivated, which the people used without there being private owners, one the one
hand for brick ovens, and on the other for sowing cereals and vegetables” (Sousa, 1866). While this account is not
contemporaneous with when the “gardens” were created, it does indicate this land’s state of abandonment after the
Christian conquest of the city (1147), with the “the Islamic quarter”, in present-day Praça da Figueira, gradually
deactivated, structures crumbling with collapsed roofs, and little by little closed by filling and natural deposition.
At the time of the donation, the Dominican Friars promoted extensive work to prepare and level the soil, perhaps
with royal support, which included the transport of a thick layer of lime-sandstone that covered the whole area, except for Corredoura. This was
in fact a huge investment in the land’s water insulation with the aim of
promoting the soil’s agricultural capacity (Silva, 2018).
The peripheral position of the convent and its “vegetable gardens”
persisted during the 13th and part of the 14th century, while the western
suburbs expanded towards the Carmo and northward along the road.
Eventually, the proximity of houses motivated raising the convent
enclosure’s walls, which certainly sought to mark the Friars’ land and
ensure their isolation in the face of expanding urban pressure, while
constituting a strong visual mark in the medieval city’s landscape.
After 1373, and because the Convent integrated the city’s interior after the
erection of the new town wall, by order of King Fernando I, it also
assumed a more central role in the growing urban nucleus, at the “centre
and heart of the place, in the most flat and populous part, with greater
activity, with its doors in the best square”, as rightly stated in the 1500s by
Fr. Luís de Sousa (1866). Archaeological work provided evidence for the
15th century Dominican investment to strengthen the hydraulic capacity
of the “vegetable gardens”, with the construction of wells in robust
masonry, equipped with noria.
It was, however, the central position of the São Domingos lands that
dictated their demise, as the area coincided with King João II’s plans to
found a large central hospital in the city of Lisbon. This monarch prepared
the venture and contact with the Friars so the crown could acquire the necessary plots and land, and Manuel I finalised
the project and executed the definitive exchange of land. By 1504, with the construction almost completed, the São
Domingos “vegetable gardens” and the old Corredoura road had disappeared from the area, replaced by the
monumental structure of All Saints Royal Hospital, with the façade of São Domingos Convent integrated into the
large structure’s design.
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Letter by King D. Manuel I on the donation by an exchange
of the fence of São Domingos Convent
22 august 1502
Registo de escrituras do reinado de D. Manuel I,
Hospital de São José, Livro 1134, f. 1
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/029-008/1134
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Introduction
Although the foundation of All Saints Royal Hospital was ordered by D. João II, the building’s construction was the
initiative of D. Manuel I. In the beginning of D. Manuel’s reign, houses were purchased from the friars of São
Domingos, near Rossio, to extend the hospital. That the architectural complex facing Rossio belongs to an
autonomous cycle developed in the period of D. Manuel was confirmed by Damião de Gois who mentioned that
(D. Manuel I) “... acabou o grande e sumptuoso Hospital da cidade de Lisboa ... e fez nele todas as casas que estão
na face do Rossio desde a Rua da Betesga até o Mosteiro de são Domingos” [finished the large and sumptuous
Lisbon Hospital ... and made in it all the houses facing Rossio, from Betesga Street to the Monastery of St. Domingos]
(Gois, ed. 1988, p. 74). There is a very clear difference in the text between the hospital and the urban front extending
from the Monastery to the Church of São Domingos. These houses, intended as administrative infrastructure and
housing for the Hospital’s senior staff, seem designed as a Manueline period initiative, constituting an essential element
in structuring the old Rossio “a par São Domingos” [near São Domingos], which acquired an urban configuration
of large impact on the city’s image.
In close articulation with the construction of All Saints Hospital and all this institution’s assets, several buildings
located in the “ourivesaria” [jewellery] area, belonging to the Hospital, were demolished. In exchange, the institution
received several buildings in the old Jewish sector. These buildings allowed the opening of Nova d’El Rey Street,
directly connecting Rossio with Nova dos Mercadores Street and the Ribeira [riverfront], which at this time was also
undergoing significant transformation.
From this major urban reformulation, Lisbon gained a matrix structure with two large squares, Rossio and Terreiro
do Paço [palace square], connected, in turn, by a large axis: the Nova d’El Rey Street. This noteworthy
structure will remain a fundamental element in the layout of the Baixa Pombalina [Pombaline downtown],
where Augusta Street assumed the role of connection between Rossio and Terreiro do Paço, maintaining
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the previous urban logic conceived in the Manueline era. Later and during the second program to reorganize the city
of Lisbon initiated in 1513, the Hospital appeared as a reference model for the works along the façade of Terreiro
do Paço. Actually, the “regimento de obras” [rules for construction] discriminated that windows on the new Terreiro
do Paço front should be “equal to the hospital”, explicitly emphasizing All Saints Hospital’s role as primary reference
for the major urban transformations operated in Lisbon in this period.

The Rocio and opening the Nova d’El Rey Street
Thanks to a favourable economic and political conjuncture, throughout the reign of D. Manuel I (1496-1521),
the city of Lisbon suffered a series of transformations in its urban structure providing a new image that lasted until
the 1755 Earthquake. With the Tagus as a fundamental and structuring element, the city extended along its shores,
with the double logic of seeing and being seen. In this aspect, Lisbon’s iconography, from the 16th century to the
19th century, clearly and systematically represented the city as seen from the Tagus.
By initiative of the Royal House, these changes took shape mainly through two major programs of urban
reorganization: a first, implemented between 1498 and 1502, aimed at transforming the city into the “cabeça do
reyno” [kingdom’s head] and the royal power’s privileged location; and a second, developed in 1513, whereby the
city was structured as the capital of a young Empire and a fundamental element to its affirmation, creating or renewing
a vast set of urban buildings to support maritime trade activities located in the area of Ribeira and Terreiro do Paço.
As part of Lisbon’s 1498-99 plan of urban reorganization, a large urban axis was created, crossing the entire area of
Baixa, connecting the Ribeira area with what was then called Roçio a par São Domingos. This street’s official name,
Rua Nova d’El Rey [king’s new street], clearly denotes an ideological character, by associating regal power and the
king’s image with the large urban transformations taking place in the city. Contrary to other city streets, which suffered
mostly corrections, expansions and renewed façades, Nova d’El Rei Street was born as a new urban entity following
a more complicated process to reorganize Baixa’s urban matrix, in the area of Ourivesaria Street. Because the jewellers
remained in Nova d’El Rei Street this street would later take the name of Rua dos Ourives [goldsmiths street].
The name Nova d’El Rei Street has created confusion, for there is another street, reformulated during the reign of
D. Dinis, also with the name Nova Street, but since the Manueline period this street became known as Nova dos
Mercadores Street [new merchants’ street]. On the other hand, part of these streets, near Ribeira and Nova streets,
already existed since the mid-15th century. The urban novelty was the extension of Nova d’El Rei Street and its
connection to Rossio.
In a provision dated February 10, 1502, this street appears cited, perhaps for the first time, as rua nova d’El-Rey.
This provision, which dealt with the demolition of balconies throughout the city, had a chapter specific for this
street, determining: “...mandamos vos asy mesmo logo isso mesmo deribar todollos Balcoens da rua nova de El Rey
como vos dissemos, e naquella maneira que volo mandamos...” [we order the immediate demolition of all balconies
in new king’s street as said, and in the manner ordered]. Reading this document, we conclude there had been
preliminary meetings about this street, between elements of the Royal House and the Lisbon Senate, which were
not limited to the demolition of balconies.
Comparing this royal charter with an extensive contract, also dated 1502 (Sousa Viterbo, 1899, pp. 312-318), which
includes several royal licenses from the previous year, allows us to better understand the process of urban formation
of Nova d’El Rei Street. In short, the aim was to demolish a number of building in the ourivesaria area, belonging to
All Saints Hospital. In return, the hospital received several buildings in the old Jewish sector.
The demolition of these buildings in the “ourivezaria” area would allow a direct connection with Rossio,
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thereby forming this street as a new urban entity.

Given the need to demolish buildings and relocate their residents, opening this street required concerted action
between the Royal House, City Hall and All Saints Royal Hospital. The contract initially transcribed a first royal
license addressed to “.... Doutor Diogo Lopes de Carvalho e mestre escola e pero vaaz e gonçalo figueira...” [doctor
Diogo Lopes de Carvalho and school master and Pero Vaz and Gonçalo Figueira] (Sousa Viterbo, 1899, p. 313);
the former, the Royal Hospital’s provedor-mor [senior ombudsman], Lisbon’s ombudsman for hospitals, chapels, shelters
and confraternities, and the latter two, Lisbon city councillors. In this license, the street still had no name, and we
surmise that other demolitions were underway to allow said work “...mandamos vos que todos juntamente ponnhaes
o fforo ao forno da ourivazaria honde mandamos abrir a Rua assy commo vos themos mandado que façaaes nas
outras propriedades ... E fazeo logo por que se posa comprir o que mandamos no abrimento da dicta Rua.”
[we order you all to place the contract in the jeweller’s oven where we ordered the street opened, as we had ordered
for other properties; and do it immediately so what we ordered can be built in opening said street] (Sousa Viterbo,
1899, p. 313). In addition to legally interfering in the demolition of said properties, the Royal House also assumed
the technical supervision of the process. In the transcription of another license in this contract, a master mason is
designated in charge of the work, Afonso Annes, and ordered: “...e sendo por nos vista a dita rua e mandando eu
alguu tempo se çarre (feche) ...” [we having seen said street and having ordered it be closed some time.] At the end
of said license, by way of conclusion, it expressly determined: “...e per este (alvará) mandamos ao dito afonso annes
que abra a dita rua comprindo jinteiramente o que sobre esto lhe temos mandado…” [by this licence we order said
Afonso Annes open said street, entirely fulfilling what we have ordered on this matter] (Sousa Viterbo, 1899, p. 313).
Opening this street, between the years 1500 and 1504, coincided with the great architectural works at All Saints Royal
Hospital. Although there was construction in this building throughout the reign of King D. Manuel, the large orders
of lime, stone and wood were made in 1502, for a total of 3 960 124 reais, in a letter of discharge by João Alvares
Porto Carreiro, omdudsman of the king’s lands and the salt fields of Santarém, (Carvalho, 1992, p. 42).
The appointments and rules for different management positions and specialized personnel were also signed between
1501 and 1502, and the Hospital rules signed in 1504.
The hospital façade with its long gallery of round arches is formally part of a cycle of urban initiatives promoted by
the Royal House from 1498 to 1502, whose charter was signed on August 10, 1502 explicitly mentioning that the choices
made therein should serve as a model for the “corpo da cidade” [body of the city] (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel
I, Livro I da Estremadura, f. 160 - Alvará de 26 de dezembro de 1500). The new Hospital façade seemed to follow the
choices made for Ferreiros Street, where it was determined “...ponhão todas (as casas) sobre arcos de pedraria e que
fiquem todas as ditas balcoadas sobre os ditos arcos iguais sem hua sair mais que a outra nem ser mais alta que outra...”
[all houses should be upon stone arches and all balconies over equal arches with none further out than another, nor
taller than another] (AML, Livro 1.º de D. Manuel I, doc. 75, f. 58v.-59 - Carta régia de 3 de abril de 1502).
In addition to the urban constitution of two large squares associated with two emblematic buildings - All Saints
Hospital and the Paço Real [Royal Palace] -, there began a number of large works in the main streets of Lisbon’s
centre, implying repairs of the main doors and the most important city fountains, a program of action embracing
the city as a homogeneous and functional whole.
As first priority, the streets connecting the new Praça da Ribeira [riverfront square] to Alcáçova [alcazaba] and São
Francisco hill were widened, which implied the demolition of houses, porches and landings to facilitate road
circulation. The façades of Nova and Sapataria streets were reformulated to rest as a gallery over esteios de pedraria
yguais e muy bem obrados [equal stone pillars of very good stonework], in an architectural programme of great rigour.
From these aesthetic choices, the streets of Ferreiros [blacksmiths], Tanoeiros [coopers] and Bacalhoeiros
[cod fishermen] were reformulated, in a programmatic organization that promoted a new architectural programme
and established a radial structure in the city’s fabric along broad lines of development from the city centre.
Five new axes radiated from this centre: from Ribeira to Alcáçova; from Ribeira to Alto de São Francisco;
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from Ribeira westwards to Cata-Que-Farás; from Ribeira eastwards to São João da Praça and Alfama; and finally,
from Nova dos Mercadores Street, by Nova d’El Rei Street, to Rossio. Emerging from this group, as aforementioned,
Nova d’el Rei Street would consolidate Rossio as a new core of urban centrality.
In parallel with the royal provisions to rearrange the city’s urban fabric, there were measures to form centres of
urban expansions both within and beyond the walls of King D. Fernando. In 1500, D. Manuel signed a decree
determining the extinction and expropriation of all the olive groves inside the Fernandine wall for the construction
of houses (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel. Livro I da Estremadura, f. 160 - Alvará de 26 de dezembro de 1500).
The urbanization of Vila Nova da Oliveira began on the grounds of the Trindade and Carmo convent walls, and
there were other small urbanizations, such as the opening of Saco Street, on the wall of the friars of São Francisco.
As a new expansion core, the city developed preferentially to the west, along the banks of the Tagus, from CataQue-fares to Boavista. Further up, on the same hill, developed Vila Nova de Andrade, later called Bairro Alto de São
Roque. Baixa and Alta [downtown and uptown] were established as paradigms of a new city model, with the baixa
assuming an eminently administrative and commercial significance and alta a largely residential value.
Between 1499 and 1502, and closely related to the city’s strategies of urban reorganization, there were architectural
and construction measures with profound consequences for the city’s image and Portuguese architecture. A provision
prohibiting the construction of new balconies and terraces was signed in June 1499. A much more general and taxing
measure was signed on April 3, 1502: ordering the “derybamento” [demolition] of all existing balconies in the city,
within six months, with fines for the non-compliant (AML, Livro 1.º de D. Manuel I, doc. 75, f. 58v.-59). These
“balcoadas” [balconies] were associated with the structure’s façade and the typology of medieval building with
wooden structure and cantilevered floors. Their prohibition was a denial of a type of building and the need to define
a new typology. Therefore, the second license on August 10, 1502, signed by António Carneiro, had a particular
urban significance (AML, Livro 1.º de D. Manuel I, doc. 82, f. 63v.-64). Issued as a result of doubts and complaints,
this license confirmed the previous one, but still assumed the great works to be carried out in Lisbon as an
architectural model, noting “… Item todolos outros Balcões do Corpo da Cidade se metâo como geralmente o temos
mandado...” [also all the other balconies in the city body will become as we have generally ordered]. The rule for
those who built new façades, stipulating “...se desfação de todo e se faça parede direita sob pena ...de vinte cruzados
douro para as obras da cidade...” [be all undone and straight wall be done under penalty of 20 golden cruzados for
city constructions] was reaffirmed, but now for all of the city’s old façades, subjected to the same fines (AML, Livro
1.º de D. Manuel I, doc. 82, f. 63v.-64). Finally, the license of August 10, 1502 allowed the construction or maintenance
of balconies as long as they did not exceed the span of a palm and a half, a norm that will become characteristic of
all 17th and 18th century architecture, not only in Lisbon, but throughout the country.

City reorganization program initiated in 1513
During the year 1513, there was a new cycle of relations between the Royal House and the Lisbon Senate related to
major works to be carried out in the city centre. The most emblematic works were the changes to the Tagus-facing
front of Terreiro do Paço, whose façade was increased two levels. But in the Ribeira area and near the Royal Palace,
there were new projects and works in the Royal administration buildings related to maritime trade: the Alfândega
Nova [new customs house], the Armazéns Reais [Royal warehouses], Casa dos Contos [counting house], Paço da
Madeira [timber customs house] and the Tercenas da Porta da Cruz [artillery foundry]. In this context, the post of
“mestre de Obras Reais de pedraria da cidade Lisboa” [master of royal stone works of Lisbon] was created, attributed
to André Pires, and registered in the royal chancelleries in the year 1515. The Alfândega Nova building, whose works
began in this period, would harbour not only customs, but also the Casa dos Contos and the Paço da Madeira,
underlining a rationalization of administrative management, following maritime trade’s progressive growth
and the State’s greater complexity.
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Installing these administrative agencies in a new building in the square, parallel to the Paço da Ribeira balcony and
bulwark, freed the land where they were previously, naturally determining a centralized coordination to readjust all
these functions. In the urban lands near Largo da Portagem, where Paço da Madeira and Paço do Trigo were located
until then, would become the site of the Misericordia [house of mercy] church and buildings, which constituted
a new social infrastructure, part of the typical urban typology in Portuguese cities during the early modern period.
This new cycle of works was undoubtedly related to the great victories achieved in the East, which guaranteed maritime
supremacy throughout the Indian Ocean. King D. Manuel sent a letter to Pope Leo X on June 6, 1513 announcing his
great victories in India, printing the letter for distribution in the European courts. The following year was the famous
embassy to the pope, led by Tristan da Cunha (Archivo Histórico Português, 1906, pp. 111-114). Also in 1513, a new
agreement was signed with the Andrades, beginning a second phase of allotment in Vila Nova de Andrade, whose
properties were distributed on several streets, both north and south of present-day Largo do Camões.
In the 1513 urban reorganization program, the Rossio Square and All Saints Hospital were not forgotten. The Royal
House created a new tax to launch a special fee for the construction of an aqueduct to bring “augoa damdaluces ao
Rossio” [andaluz water to Rossio]. This water refers to an aqueduct, from an area today still called Andaluz,
that would feed the Rossio fountain, thereby providing this square with an essential daily infrastructure.

Opening Nova d´El Rey Street and the urban reforms in Lisbon,
following the city’s urban reorganization, initiated in 1498
Helder Carita, 1999
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Reorganization of Rossio

Regarding the reformulation of the Terreiro do Paço front, initiated in this period, there is reference in the letter
sent by the Lisbon Senate to the Royal Chamber, that André Pires would lead a group of four master masons: “...
nos concertamos ora com André Pires e mestre Christovam e Pero Vicente e Pero de Trilho castelhano que ... e tem
com eles feito empreitada na maneira que se segue...” [we coordinate with André Pires and master Christovam and
Pero Vicente and castilian Pero de Trilho who has constructed with them in the following manner] (AML, Livro 4.º
de Dom Manuel (18th century copy), f. 14v.-16v. - copy of the letter sent to the king in 1513). Specified throughout
the rules of procedure are budgets for the windows, which appear in equal sets, with rigorous metrics:
“... 50 portaes de oito palmos por quatro... 50 janellas de sobre loja de três palmos ... 21 janelas que hao
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de ser como as do Hospital...” ...” [50 portals with eight by four palms... 50 above shop windows about

three palms... 21 windows like those of the Hospital] (AML, Livro 4.º de Dom Manuel (18th century copy), f. 15v.).
We are unequivocally faced with an architectural programme with a clear concern for systematic repetition of
architectural elements and a use of proportional metrics, with clear affinity for the proposed aesthetic assumptions
of the city’s first urban reorganization program. As for the top two floors, with a continuous line of windows, equal
to All Saints Hospital, as specified in the document, we observe a concern with establishing typological concordances
between squares of equal symbolic value. From the period’s iconography, we conclude that this was an order for
twinned windows along both façades of the upper floors.
If the first plan was focused, above all, on urban renewal and restructuring the city centre, the second plan focused
on creating the image of an imperial city, with the construction of large buildings supporting the Empire’s trade and
administration. The intersection between legislation and architectural and urban praxis was the basis for an urbanism
of proportional metrics, which in its development interconnected the outline, morphologies and architectural elements
that provided a theoretical and formal coherence to the Portuguese urbanism produced in the early modern era.
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Panoramic view of Lisboa
Ca. 1570. Unknown author
Drawing on paper, using feather and grey, brown and blue
watercolour (in 17 sheets)
COLLBN J29-15-7831-110/30a-q
© Leiden, Leiden University Libraries
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In memory of Irisalva Moita
All Saints Royal Hospital is a building studied and documented as few others, although it has disappeared from the
Lisbon landscape. Some elements are, in my view, essential to understand that institution, namely the contributions
by the classic olisipographers [Lisbon historians] Vieira da Silva or Júlio de Castilho, but especially the classic 1954
work by Mário Carmona (Carmona, 1954) and the studies by Irisalva Moita (Moita, 1964, 1966, 1992, 1993). In 1991,
these studies were joined by a chapter in Rafael Moreira’s doctoral thesis dedicated to D. João’s municipal initiatives
(Moreira, 1991) and the catalogue of the monographic exhibition in Museu da Cidade [City Museum] (1993), under
the scientific direction of Ana Cristina Leite (Leite, 1993), containing contributions from several scholars and
collection entries. More recent excavations and subsequent publications have brought new data to our understanding
of the whole. The same can be said of doctoral and master’s theses of great merit that have valued the building and
its operation, that is, the Hospital’s structural aspects, but also, or in particular, the internal organization and medical
practice of the “artisans of the body” in that modern hospital’s auspicious beginning.
In this article, I intend to address the hospital’s “long term” history in its architectural aspect and, to use the expression
coined by Philippe Boudon, “architecturological” aspects. I will intersect information that came to light in the
unavoidable works by Hélder Carita on Manueline Lisbon (Carita, 1991), Nuno Senos (Senos, 2002) and Carlos
Caetano (Caetano, 2004), relating to issues of urban organization, the layout of the palatial components of the Royal
Palace of Ribeira, and the various institutions and traces that persisted in Manueline/Joanine Lisbon. But I will add
some paradigms I believe essential for understanding the genesis of the whole, such as the novel dimensions of
proto-Manueline architecture of the house of the Dukes of Beja continued by the Avis-Beja branch, in particular
the Convento de Nossa Senhora da Conceição de Beja [Convent of Our Lady of Conception of Beja], and the Beja
Hospital; the Convent of São Francisco of Évora; the institution and building of the Thermal Hospital
of Caldas da Rainha in its first and second iteration and especially in the time of Queen D. Leonor; the
somewhat lateral but still important case of Caldas de Lafões; the architectural practice of public buildings
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in the city and Lisbon, in the period from kings D. João II to D. João III; and a comparative analysis with Italian and
Spanish hospitals of the same cycle (approximately in late Middle Ages between 1450 and 1530). We shall also
undertake an analysis of the Hospital’s iconography.

ANCIENT ICONOGRAPHY
Already classical, but unavoidable, is an evaluation of representations of All Saints Royal Hospital in the old
cartography and iconography of Lisbon. Not all agree on the building’s configuration. We know, however, through
archaeological excavations and references in chronicles or accounts, that the building was in Rossio Square in Lisbon
prior to the 1755 mega-seism (and continued there even after the catastrophe), occupying a large area corresponding
roughly to the current Praça da Figueira; and that there were four cloisters and a church, aligned between the cloisters,
to the west.

PANORAMIC AND OLD VIEWS OF LISBON - 15TH-16TH CENTURY

Date

Work

Author

Base drawing (approx. date

Type

1530-1534

Genealogia
dos Reis de Portugal
f. 8

Simão de Bening
(illumination),
António de Holanda
(drawing)

1530-1534

Illuminated parchment

ca. 1540 (?)

Frontispiece
of Crónica do rei
D. Afonso Henriques

Attributed to
António de Holanda

Later than 1534 (?),
ca. 1535-1545

Parchment.
Illuminated manuscript

1570 (?)

Leyden Panoramic

Anton van den Wyngaerde
(attrib.) ?

ca. 1570

Drawing on paper

1572

Georg Braun,
Civitates Orbis Terrarum,Vol. I

Franz Hogenberg
(engraving)

ca. 1513 (?)

Engraving on wood

1598

Georg Braun,
Civitates Orbis Terrarum,
Vol. V, 1593 Urbium Praecpipuarum
Mundi Theatrum Quintum,
Immersive view of Lisbon

Joris Hoefnagel
(drawing)
(attrib.)

1563-1567?

Copper engraving

Sepia
watercolour

Vol.V, 1598
1580
(late 16th
century)

Layout and perspective
of Lisbon and surroundings

Anonymous

ca. 1580

1598

Cosmographei oderBeshriebung aller
LanderHerrshaffen, vol II
(1598 edition;
1st ed. without Lisbon: 1541);
other editions: 1614, 1628

Sebastian Munster

Engraving on wood;
based on the engraving of Braun,
op. cit (1572)
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Engraving on wood

The following list provides the main 16th century representations that include the Royal Hospital of Lisbon and
seeks to date not only their elaboration and/or publication, but also the probable date of the drawing that served as
the basis for the illumination, drawing or engraving.

Dimension

Collection/Place

55,9 x 25,4 cm

British Museum, London

41,5 x 29,5 x 9 cm

Museum of Condes Castro
Guimarães, Cascais

Lisbon port and riverfront

83 x 274,5 cm

Leyden University, Leyden

Legend in Portuguese, with 16th century lettering in gothic cursive, indicating the main buildings and their names. Inscription, in the upper right corner, alludes to the miracles of S. Vicente, patron of Lisbon, also in Portuguese.

34,5 x 48,5 cm

Lisbon Museum, Lisbon

Panoramic view of Lisbon and CascaisInscription on case: LISBONA – OLISIPO SIVE UT PERVETUSTA LAPIDUM
INCRIPTIONES HABENT ULYSIPPO VULGO LISBOA

36,7 x 47 cm

Lisbon Museum, Lisbon

OLISSIPPO quae nunc LisbonBird’s-eye view (60º)

42 x 56,5 cm

National Library of Portugal,
Lisbon

34,5 x 48,4 cm

Lisbon Museum, Lisbon

Comments
Representation of Lisbon in the early 16th, seen from Tagus, depicting the invasion of Lisbon by the Crusaders during the
city’s reconquest, with representation of the armies camped outside the city walls. The Tagus sand bar is represented in the
folio’s left margin.

Panoramic view of Lisbon
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By approximation and comparative study, Nuno Senos determined the various illuminated or engraved panoramic
views produced in the 16th century. He concluded that the dates of execution of the Lisbon overviews do not
coincide, except in specific cases, with the drawings they were based on. Thus, one of the most recent overviews,
part of Georg Braun’s work, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, (vol. I, f. 2: Lisbona; Cascale, 1572) was based on a drawing from
about 1511-1513 (Senos, 2002, p. 85).
The Genealogia dos Reis de Portugal, (Genealogia do Infante D. Fernando) or Vista da costa até Sintra, alusiva à Conquista de
Lisboa aos Mouros (f. 8, British Library of London, 1530-1534), attributed to Simon de Bening and António de
Holanda, were based, according to Nuno Senos (Senos, 2002, p. 85), on a drawing from between 1530 and 1534;
datable by the buildings depicted therein, namely the façade of the Igreja da Misericórdia, concluded and operational
by that time (Senos, 2002, pp. 85-86). If this is the case, the representation that constitutes its copy and that was
included in the Crónica de D. Afonso Henriques (Museu Conde de Castro Guimarães, Cascais, c. 1535-1545) would be
based on the same source, once again close to the later date of 1534. I would suggest, however, an earlier date. In
fact, in both overviews - in the Genealogia [Genealogy] and in the Crónica de Cascais - there is a surprising detail that,
until now and as far as we know, has gone unnoticed: represented near the western edge of the Rossio Square is a
large gilded tilt (or lists), with two large masts on each end, each of which seem to support a crow’s nest. This was
surely intended for a great horse tournament. This showy structure was similar to many others erected in Rossio,
which was, by tradition, a place of celebrations of this kind and bullfights as well.
The ceremony at the origin of this element of ephemeral architecture is not known. Considering the probable date
of this illumination (1534; post-1534?), it might be an element, recorded in drawing, from around 1520, when Queen
D. Leonor, newly married to D. Manuel, entered Lisbon. At that time, the goldsmith and playwright Gil Vicente was
put in charge of the entrance festivities (Carta Régia de 29 de novembro de 1520) [Royal Charter of November 29,
1520] (Alves, s.d., p. 48, n.º 10).

Fig. 1 - Gilded tilt to the left of Rossio Square
(western side)
Detail of Crónica do rei D. Afonso Henriques,
by Duarte Galvão
© Câmara Municipal de Cascais,
Museum of Condes Castro Guimarães
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Fig. 2 - Gilded tilt to the left of Rossio Square
(western side)
Detail of Genealogia dos Reis de Portugal,
(Genealogia do Infante D. Fernando), f. 8
Simão de Bening and António de Holanda
Lisbon, Flanders, 1530-1334
© London, British Library of London

Another hypothesis is that these are remains of the Lisbon celebrations of Emperor Charles V’s marriage to infanta
D. Isabel of Portugal, in 1526. This element, therefore, may be considered important for the definitive dating of this
overview or at least of its original drawing. Given this suggestion, we should date the initial drawing to a period from
1520 to 1526, with possible later updates in the 1530s.
In the representation integrated in the Georg Braun edition, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, (vol. V, f. 2: Lisbona), printed in
1598, we find a new representation, eventually improved and adopting an abstract angle, the so-called bird’s-eye view,
containing considerable new information and a substantially better-defined urban overview. Nonetheless, the initial
drawing is quite earlier, drawn between 1550 and 1567 (Senos, 2002, p. 104.), once again considering the buildings
represented therein that serve as chronological milestones. The engraving in Sebastian Munster’s album (1488-1552),
integrated in his Cosmographia Universalis, was included only since this work’s 1598 edition and is nothing more than
the reproduction of the engraving included in Braun’s collection.
An exceptional case is that of the so-called Panorâmica de Leiden [Leiden panoramic view]. This is a pen drawing on
paper, with a different ink from that used for writing the captions. Composed by the juxtaposition of 18 cards, it is
830 cm high and a generous 2745 cm wide. The missing lower left card is thought to be the western limit, where
Paço da Ribeira [waterfront palace] was represented. Why it’s in the library of the University of Leiden (with the
inventory number J29-15-7831-110/30) is unknown. I suppose the document circulated between Portugal and the
Low Countries, and to the Low Countries - where it would remain - presumably during the reign of Philip I of
Portugal. The drawing of the buildings and urban whole obey representational criteria that can already be considered
Renaissance or post-Renaissance, taking into account the formation of a linear perspective, although there is a
tendency to flatten the planes.
The most important step in dating this rare record was provided by Ayres De Carvalho (Carvalho, 1987, p. 254), following a
request for an expert opinion from the institution holding the piece. He noted that the watermarks of the paper’s manufacture
are from between 1560 and 1593-1598. There had been an attempt, in 1991, to date the panoramic more precisely using the
information dating the paper’s manufacture to about 1560: “the overview must therefore be from the following decade, since
it is undoubtedly earlier than 1580” (R.M., M.S. et A.F, 1991, p. 213). The problem of dating, however, remained open.
The Church of S. Sebastião, whose construction in Terreiro do Paço [Palace Square] began in 1570-1571 and could therefore
constitute the terminus post quem, is absent because the card relative to Paço da Ribeira, and which could contain a
representation of the unfinished construction site, is missing. Another element duly valued by Ayres De Carvalho’s
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interpretation of the overview is the initial construction of the Church of Santa Engrácia (Carvalho, 1987, p. 254).

In my opinion, the legend in the upper left corner is also decisive for the rigorous dating of the overview. It is
increasingly difficult to read, as I surmised during a direct analysis of the piece in 2007. I refer to the 1998 reading
by Irisalva Moita, duly adapted (Moita 1998, 2004, pp. 22-23): “(…) aqui divisadas: sam vice [te] /. (…) em hua nao
em que aportou a esta cida/[de] (…) / (…) Vieram em guarda do corpo do be[m/ aventurado] (…)/ (…) ao lugar
honde morto foi lançado pllos /(…)caens; and cuja memoria eterna aque/(…) [les] (…) acharã que he na costa do
mar occeano /(…) de Sam Vencente. and milagrosamente de nhua / (…). por os mesmos corvos ho guardarõ ate o
…. deuotos rpãos que o trouueram a esta ci [da] de …… muy veneradamente sepultado na igreja p.i [cipal] …… jaz
faz muytos and grandes milagres.” [... here noted: São Vicente … on a ship that brought to this city of … came
guarding the body of the saint … to the place where, dead, he was flung by the …; and whose eternal memory …
found on the coast of the ocean … of São Vicente and miraculously none … because the same crows protected
him until the … the devout Christians who brought him to this city of … buried with veneration in the main church
… performs many and great miracles]. This legend suggests we are before an explanation of the Armas de Lisboa
[Lisbon Arms] since we reconstitute the first line as “[As armas de Lisboa] aqui divisadas” [the Lisbon arms here
differentiated]. It gives an account of their origin and links them, as is well established, to the life, legend and miracles
of St. Vincente, who, moreover, appears mentioned. This is the theme of this short narrative. This legend is fully
justified since it presents the patron of the city depicted in this panoramic view. But the panoramic drawing - or its
offering - probably coincided with a special celebration in honour of the saint; and that celebration could only have
been the centenary commemoration of the arrival in Lisbon of St. Vicente’s relics, rescued by the first king of
Portugal, D. Afonso Henriques. That date can be determined with rigour, since in the 16th century calendar it would
correspond to September 15, 1573.

Fig. 3 - Caption of Lisbon Panoramic
Ca. 1570. Unkown author
© Leiden, Leiden University Libraries

It is worth mentioning this was during the reign of D. Sebastião and an especially fertile year in consecrations related
to the kingdom’s various origin myths. Also attributed to 1573 is D. Sebastião’s foundation or re-building of the Igreja
de Nossa Senhora da Conceição de Castro Verde [Church of Our Lady of the Conception of Castro Verde],
celebrating the victory against Islam by King D. Afonso Henriques at the Battle of Ourique; a church rebuilt and
raised to Royal Basilica, during the reign of D. João V. Also note the passage where André de Resende mentions that
King D. Sebastião commissioned him to make an inscription for a commemorative arch he intended to erect in
Ourique. The year of that occurrence is indicated in the passage by Resende regarding the date of the Battle of
Ourique and immediately precedes his reference to the “arch”, specifically mentioning the year 1573. The votive
character of the Panoramic, if the drawing and legend are coeval, is therefore very important.
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Regarding the Royal Hospital, none of the panoramas or views are reliable, or so we conclude given

comparisons with archaeological data and subsequent cartography. The Genealogia offers a depiction where the Royal
Hospital’s façades and Church are completed. However, there are only two cloisters, one on each side of the temple.
Behind the temple, to the east, there is still an open area, although with façades to the North and a brushstroke of
beige on one of these buildings, as if this wall plan lacked caulking or whitewashing. However, given the small
dimension of the perspective, this may be merely a simplification of the final drawing. In Braun’s engraving of 1572,
there is a structure whose profile is similar to the Hospital’s configuration, but to the south there are four cloisters,
which is clearly erroneous. In Braun’s 1598 engraving, the Hospital appears more prominently, but the details of the
building plan seem once again mistaken, as it represents two cloisters of a different size on the same southern side
and a garden area in the rear, that is, to the West. It is, however, an approximation to the drawing in Genealogia, but
one surely derived from the draughtsman’s ignorance of that establishment’s interior and his subsequent deduction.
The same happens with the Leyden panoramic, known for its accuracy, but which again presents the “Spital d’el Rey”
[King’s hospital] with four cloisters on each side of the church. Once again, a draughtsman’s deduction.
What these drawings reveal, however, is the size and effective urban prominence of the Royal Hospital building,
which always stands out among other buildings and clearly dominates the Rossio square. Also, the inclusion of
multiple cloisters, although represented erroneously, reveals knowledge (albeit indirect) of the structure’s internal
complexity and cross-like distribution, with the church at the centre of the functional components. All cases depict
the church, with great detail, and the sequence of arcades demonstrating the building’s iconic character. Below,
I mention more recent representations.

GENESIS
All Saint Royal Hospital’s first stone or foundational cornerstone was laid, according to the chroniclers, on May 15,
1492 (Pina, 1950; Resende, p. 37; 1-372), during the reign of D. João II. This monarch commissioned the new
institution “por que os Pobres. and pessoas Miseráveis tivessem algum mais certo Recolhimento. and Remedio de
suas necessidades” [so the Poor and Miserable people would have more reliable Shelter and Remedy for their needs]
(Regimento, 1946, p. 17), following an assistance view that, as aforementioned, applied the maxim of “right to the
city” of Leon Batista Alberti (1404-1472) from his work De Re Aedificatoria (1443-1472). The reference to Alberti
may seem mismatched from historical reality, but these and other Italian humanist writings were probably already
known to King D. João II and those who aided his decision, since both Vitruvius and Alberti’s text may have been
known early on from copies circulating in Portugal since at least 1460, for the ancient Roman author (Moreira, 2011,
pp. 51-54), and the late 15th century, for the Florentine author.
Regarding the Royal Hospital’s floor plan - a major novelty since it gave rise to a typology called “planta de tipologiahospitalar” [hospital-type floor plan], which will enjoy great popularity for centuries -, one need recognize the
quadripartition of service and servant spaces as a creative phenomenon. This arrangement occurs in monasteries
and convents where the court or cloister works as a distribution centre to different functions for its community,
providing them with an internal hierarchy and a scheme of access and separate or even closed-off dependencies. We
must not forget that monasteries and convents or buildings of equivalent function were the first spaces for assistance
established during the Middle Ages.
Of course, the precursor of urban assistance is found in the Greek xenodocheion (ξενοδοχειον) of essentially
charitable and hospitable functions, which had its correspondent in the Roman world, accompanied by therapeutic
spas. One of the oldest cases (4th century BC) is the shelter or katagogeion (καταγωγεῖον) at Epidaurus, which
already presented a curious cross plan, with two floors, and no less than 160 chambers! However, the
typology was not intended for therapy, nor was it permanently medicalized.
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The appearance of tendentially cross-like plans, in “L” or “T”, began to gain importance in places for harbouring
and sheltering pilgrims, but also the sick. Firstly, however, there was a process of centralizing the practice of medicine
by merging smaller hospitals, shelters and health care institutions into a single building with similar roles, the result
of an administrative gesture with proto-humanistic civic contours, or inspired by the doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas,
as seems to have been the case with the first phase of the Ospedale di San Luca [Hospital of San Luca] in Brescia
(Dias, 2016, pp. 39-41).

Civic inspiration: the Italian hospital models
Therefore, there is an obvious translation from the square to the cross floor plan, with a division according to gender
or type of disease. The issue would then have been transposing the model of spatial hierarchy, well established in
the monastic/conventual context, to civil buildings or public works, whose primary objective is functionality.

Fig. 4 - Architectur ological translation:
from the cloister court to the Greek cross

Unsurprisingly, Leon Battista Alberti discusses building hospitals in the chapter after his discussion on building
monasteries and convents, with identical generic terms. He reserved the particularities for the hospitals: “The ancients
thought that men recovered and preserved their health thanks to the art and power of the Gods Aesculapius, Apollo
and Health: therefore they built them temples only in very healthy places, where pure breezes and very clean waters
abounded, so that there the sick could recover their health quickly, not only by the grace of the gods, but also by the
beneficial action of the place. And, no doubt, we wish that, above all, there be perfectly healthy places, public or
private, where the sick can be accommodated. The most advisable for this purpose will be dry and rocky places,
assiduously swept by the winds and not burned by the sun, famous for their mild temperature, since moisture is the
source of miasmas. But evidently nature in all things is pleased with the middle ground; and, moreover, health itself
is nothing but a composite of various elements, where the middle ground is evident; and moderate things are always
cause for pleasure. / Moreover, contagious patients must be moved away not only from the city, but also from the
public roads; while others will be kept in the city. All these facilities must be divided and distributed in the following
way: those in treatment must be housed in one part; in another part, those who are admitted more for shelter than
treatment, until death takes them, as is the case with the decrepit and insane. Women should occupy a separate space
from men, whether they are sick or treat the men. Furthermore, as in the case of families, facilities should also have
more private and more common sections, according to the regime, treatment and hospitalization; we do not intend
to pursue these issues any further. Only one thing is important: that everything concerning matters of this kind be
defined, in each of its parts, in accordance with the uses of private households” (Alberti, 2011, Liv. V, chap. VIII,
pp. 336-337). Alberti was aware of the hospital accomplishments in Tuscany and, surely, of proposals by his friend
António de Averlino, Il Filarete (c. 1400-c. 1469). The adoption in Lombardy of the cruciform hospital
layout and the system of segregation by gender and disease owes much to the existence of examples with
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this planimetric scheme in Tuscany.

In Italy, we find the early examples of this type of planimetric composition in buildings already designated as
“hospitals” (“ospedale”), integrating the roles of hostel, shelter and assistance to the poor and pilgrims and associated
with medical practice. The genealogy can be traced back to the 13th century, with subsequent application in hospitals
of other Italian states and republics, denoting a trans-regional exchange of experiences.

Figs. 5 and 6 - The domus and the Roman villa
as a generic model
Fra Giocondo (Giovanni Giocondo) (ca. 1433-1515)
Vitruvius, De architectura, 1511
[Available at http://architectura.cesr.univ-tours.fr/Traite/Notice/
CESR_2994.asp]

Cesare Cesariano, in the translated edition of Vitruvius, refers to the Roman master’s advice and doesn’t hesitate,
albeit in a somewhat forced manner, to compare the Vitruvian advice regarding the oecus, or “guest house” with
triclinia, to the Italian hospitals he knew, even choosing the representation of the Milan hospital to illustrate, with
floor plan and elevation, what he intended to demonstrate when he wrote: ”Thus, we can well say that these hospitals
are as our house, for all who come and go or are brought here, and so on and so forth. So Vitruvius (if I am not
mistaken) wants to demonstrate that this large house has two triclinia, both serving as waiting rooms ... therefore,
among these complexes, we can correctly include the great enterprise (Oeconimica) of the general hospital of the Holy
Spirit in Rome or that famous (hospital) of Siena or Florence or Milan. So says Vitruvius. And in them the beds are
normally arranged near and along the walls” (Cesariano, 1521, Liv. VI, by Vitruvius). The engraving shows the
completed section of the Milanese hospital at the time (c. 1521), that is, a first court for male patients, with crossshaped plan and a monumental aspect that during execution departed in part from Filerete’s sketch for the hospital
in his utopian Sforzinda. This also means that in humanist culture, around 1520, this scheme was perfectly assimilated
and that its diffusion was (and became) established.
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Fig. 7 - The Ospedale Mag gior e of Milan
Cesare Cesariano (1521) - Di Lucio Vitruvio Pollione
de architectura libri decem..., Book VI
Como, G. da Ponte
[Available at http://architectura.cesr.univtours.fr/
Traite/Images/BPNME276Index.asp]

No longer with dubious functions as charitable “shelters”, but rather intended for medical healing and obeying
rational plans tendentially in T or cruciform, the scheme would appear - first in Florence - in the Ospedale di Santa
Maria Nuova (1334). But others emerged, like the Ospedale di Santa Maria della Scala in Siena (1440), the Ospedale de
S. Matteo in Pavia (1449), the Ospedale di San Leonardo in Mantua (1450) or the Ospedale Maggiore in Milan (1456),
continuing in Northern Italy with the hospitals in Genoa (1474), Parma (1476), Udine, Turin, and Piacenza
(Dias, 2016, p. 43). These Italian-style hospitals had a corcia, that is, a large room that worked as main ward, with an
altar at the end, and the crociera, that is “an ortogonal junction in Greek cross within a square with lantern tower in
the centre, forming 4 distinct areas, given the need to separate the sexes and isolate incurable diseases from the
others” (Moreira, 1993, pp. 23-24).
The Ospedale Maggiore of Milan (Antonio Averlino, il Filarete until 1456; Guiniforte Solari between 1456-1499;
subsequent works in 1624; later campaigns of conclusion and restoration; 18th century; 1939; 1958) - masterly
analysed by Domingos Tavares (Tavares, 2014, pp. 63-77) for its monumentality and simple organization, with a
geometric and expedient rational - will become an inspiration for a number of hospitals built throughout all
of Europe, and especially early in Iberia, as this is the typology of Spanish health-care institutions like the hospitals
of Valencia (1493) and Zaragoza (1496) - now missing -, the Royal Hospital of Santiago de Compostela (1501-1507),
the Hospital of Santa Cruz de Toledo, the Royal Hospital of Granada (both from 1504), the Tavera Hospital (1540)
- also in Toledo -, and the Cinco Chagas Hospital (1545), in Seville.
Among them, in Portugal, and preceding them, there is, of course, All Saints Royal Hospital of 1492. Although the
reception of drawings of any Italian hospital is not explicit, the fact is D. João II was inspired by the transalpine
institutions to establish an innovative and reformist regime in the new Royal Hospital he wanted to erect in Lisbon,
as he declared in his will: “mando que se faça o dito espûtal na maneira que é começado [...] o qual queria que pouco
mais ou menos seguisse o regimento que se them em fíorenca and sena...” [I command said Hospital be done in the
manner it begins, which I wish would more or less follow the rules of procedure as in Florence and Siena]
(transcription Caetano de Sousa, 1748, t. II, part I, p. 208).
I ignore whether in this process there were echoes of the bishop of Porto and then Roman Cardinal-Presbyter
D. Antão Martins de Chaves (?-1447; bishop: 1423-1447; cardinal-presbyter: 1437-1447; archpriest: 1440-1447) who
was, by all indication, the promoter of the hospital-shelter of Santo António dos Portugueses na Cidade
Eterna [St. António of the Portuguese in the Eternal City], although with traditional characteristics.
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The tomb of D. Antão, in the Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran in Rome, commissioned by Pope Eugene

IV, was begun by Filarete while prelate and concluded only years after his death, in 1449. Perhaps this - or rather, the
bishop’s entourage after his death - is the “Luso-Italian” link in the late Middle Ages that led to the circulation of
ideas regarding themes of assistance…
What is clear is that, later, the cultural policy of King D. João II, as several researchers have shown, led to an
approximation with Italy and Florence in particular and may have provided access to handwritten copies of
architectural treatises in circulation. The use of sketches and projects, in the time of D. João II, perhaps revealing an
architectural culture also contaminated by “Italianism” (which is not the same as saying “all’antica” architecture),
was rightly signalled by Pedro Cid: “Suddenly, during fourteen years of a reign that changed the country, there was
an explosion in the use of ‘pinturas’ [paintings], ‘debuxos’ [sketches], ‘mostras’ [samples]: words that begin to appear
often in the period’s documentation, as well as references to ’hordenadas’ [ordered], ‘‘terçadas’ [traced] or ‘devizadas’
[signed] works” (Cid, 1998).
There don’t seem to be questions concerning knowledge of Alberti’s Treaty, written in 1452 amid the Florentine
context of the Medici; of the consecutively updated treaties of Francesco Di Giorgio Martini (1439-1501) in the
Sienese circle - the Trattato di architettura, ingegneria and arte militare (concl. 1482) influenced the Joanine and Manueline
military architecture (Cid, 1998); and surely, although without documentary proof, of the Trattato d’architettura or
Libro Architecttonico (1460?-1464) of Il Filarete, made famous for its utopian proposal of the city of Sforzinda in
the context of the Sforza of Milan. In this treatise, there is a reference to the “ospedale” or “Magnum Oecio” of
Sforzinda, which is the plan that would be adopted by Averlino in his proposal for the exemplary “Ospedale Maggiore”
of Milan. There is also no lack of very clear proposals for a rational quadraletic organization (Kuilman, 2013, chap.
3.5.) based on the square court or rotation of the square, whether in cult buildings or in urban civil terms for public
squares and markets.
This means that during the reign of D. João II there was an impetus resulting in the passage from a more organic
culture - a medieval culture - to a more modern planning culture, which included, among other fields of knowledge
(beyond architecture), the development of spatial geometry, cartography, astronomy, mathematics and geography;
in a gradual rationalization of delimitation policies that contaminated all the arts and activities required by the
expansion. King D. Manuel would promote a greater investment and extension of this knowledge in association
with an expansionist theory of imperial character. Moreover, the initiative to build the Royal Hospital obviously
emerged as a statement to the city, with well-orchestrated political contours and decisively determined by the figure
of the Prince in his privileged relationship with his subjects, to grant them greater safety and health and at the same
time demonstrating his exercise of absolute authority. Therefore, the choice of the Royal Hospital’s location was
not only a real estate opportunity, but also an urban operation. The regularization of Rossio, completed during the
time of D. Manuel, began with D. João II and I have no doubt there was an idea of regularization and discipline
that, a little later, would produce a legislative basis with the Regimentos [rules of procedure] and Ordenanças manuelinas
[Manueline laws], perhaps already being prepared in the chancellery. The vision of a regulated square, precisely at
the city’s entrance, was an unprecedented process of urban reform and the Royal Hospital’s configuration, with its
extensive arched façade and staircase leading to the church’s entrance level, would fulfil (and fulfilled) this desire.
The Hospital would be done “na maneira que é começado” [in the manner it begins].
In fact, later, the Hospital would be praised emphatically. That gesture was due to doctor Francisco de Monzón
(?-1575), when he wrote Libro Primero del Espejo del Príncipe Christiano (Monzón, 1544, chap. 59; BNP reservados 997v.).
The first edition of this work, in 1544, was printed in Lisbon in the press of Luís Rodrigues. The 1571 edition is an
updated version, published in the press of António Gonçalves (Monzón, 1571; BNP Reservados 2798), the same
who later edit Os Lusíadas. Father Francisco de Monzón was born in Madrid in the late 15th century, having studied
in Alcalá de Henares. Trained in Arts and Theology, he went to Madrid and soon afterwards to Lisbon,
by invitation of King D. João III, who recognized his prestige as a preacher and made him his chaplain
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(he was also later chaplain of King D. Sebastião). Author of treaties on spirituality and counselling such

as Norte de confesores, he was granted the canonicate in the Cathedral of Lisbon and held the chair of Theology at the
University in Coimbra. The university moved to Lisbon, where Monzón held that post in the Royal Hospital (roughly
between 1530 and 1537) and there wrote Espejo..., in close proximity with the physical space of the building he would
later praise. In this book, he exalted architecture as an exercise of power, enumerating the existing buildings in Lisbon
(and always providing parallels with the city of Jerusalem, so the issue of Lisbon as capital must have interested
him). King D. João III appears as a monarch attentive to his affirmation through the monumentality of buildings
and their innovative language. One of the work’s essential topics (chaps. 58-59) is obviously All Saints Royal Hospital,
which Monzón immediately compares to the hospitals of Rome, Siena (Holy Spirit), Santiago and Toledo (Hospital
del Cardeal). Curiously, but not insignificantly, Monzón traces parallels between the Royal Hospital of Lisbon and
the Temple of Jerusalem, one of many buildings that “no tienen que aver embidia aios del rey Salomon” [should
not be envious of those of King Solomon]. He described the building and its operation in detail, but very especially
the church entrance “que para marmoles fueran de mocho valor” [with very valuable marbles] …

Figs. 8 and 9 - The Temple of Solomon, according
to Comentários by Nicolau de Lyra.
Quadripartition as a model
Liber chronicarum, 1493, by Hartmann Schedel,
Michael Wolgemut and Wilhelm
Pleydenwurff, Nuremberg, fs. 66v. and 67v.
© Library of the University of Heidelberg. [Available in
https://digi.ub.uniheidelberg.de/diglit/is00307000]

What prevails is, first, an ideological position and, second, a religious position, wherein Monzón used a topic of the
time, often glossed and repeated in other texts and panegyrics. But we must not forget that the square structure,
multiplied in four cloisters, and its ideally quadraletic configuration (Kuilman, 2013) refers to the reconstitution of
Solomon’s Temple, which circulated throughout Europe at the time in the form of an engraving, celebrated in the
Comentários of Nicolau de Lyra (1270? 1340?) (Planta and Alçado do Templo, of 1493; Planta and Alçado do Templo,
of 1502) [Temple layout and elevation] and which would reach the presses as an engraving (for example, the famous
best-seller that was Liber chronicarum, 1493, by Hartmann Schedel, Michael Wolgemut, and Wilhelm Pleydenwurff,
and edited in Nuremberg, Library of the University of Heidelberg, f. 66v.; 67v.) or in Postilla Literallis, Paris, 1500),
after being brought to fame in copies of the original drawings.
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ANTECEDENTS, COMPARISONS AND PARALLELS
Caldas da Rainha Hospital
Regarding assistance and hospital institutions, the most conspicuous example arose by initiative of D. João II’s wife,
Queen D. Leonor, namely the Caldas da Rainha Hospital, or the “Caldas de Óbidos”, which established the reasonable
importance of a thermal institution that dates back, at least, to the 13th century, but whose aquifers had long been
known. Not by chance, it was located on one of the pilgrimage paths leading to Batalha and from there to Santiago
de Compostela. This immediately placed it on the pilgrim route, making it a place of shelter for travellers and not
only for the sick.
The Hospital, in fact, and according to chroniclers, precedes the village’s official royal recognition. Its foundation
dates back to 1485, more precisely January 22 according to Friar Jorge de São Paulo (São Paulo, 1967). The respective
church began first, around 1490, as spiritual support to bathers. Work was already well under way by 1496, but would
continue during the reign of D. Manuel, proceeding until 1508. It was attributed to Mateus Fernandes I (act. 14801515) by Rafael Moreira, using indirect documentary support (Moreira, 1991, pp. 43-44).

Fig. 10 - Caldas da Rainha Hospital, 18th century
Front elevation of Caldas Hospital
as found on March 28, 1747
Drawing, anonymous

Construction of the hospital building, in turn, began in 1491, but was substantially modified in 18th century campaigns.
The best-preserved element among all those constituting the assistance institution is the Church, small but with great
ornamental refinement, as only possible during the last years of the Joanine reign and early “Manueline” taste,
in reality. In the opinion of Rafael Moreira, regarding the thermal complex (one of the first in Europe), “the
intervention of Master Mateus Fernandes consisted essentially in organizing the pre-existing elements, the pools
collecting sulphurous waters - the pool reserved for women, to the north (still today), and the pool for men and skin
patients, to the south. They derive from the ancient typology of a tank in vaulted crypt with central vent, as seen in
some Roman Baths (Lugo, Alange) and in the Pool of King D. Afonso Henriques in São Pedro do Sul, which Queen
D. Leonor surely visited in the autumn of 1483 while traveling from Viseu to Porto” (Moreira, 1991, pp. 46-47).
These data are important in attributing the work to Mateus Fernandes I. Additionaly, the presence of several members
of Mateus I’s family - not only his son, but also his grandchildren - in building yards where he worked, suggests that
he oversaw the construction and that it was demanding (Duarte, 2008, pp. 99-100), corroborating Rafael Moreira’s
thesis, which I also subscribe (Pereira, 1993). His presence in Batalha when he elaborated one of the masterpieces of
Portuguese architecture, the Portal das Capelas Imperfeitas [Entrance of the Imperfect Chapels], completed
in 1509 - an authentic testimony of ornate and triumphant Gothic style (much more than the tenuous
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Italian foreignism...) - is very significant given the proximity of the respective worksites (Duarte, 2008, p. 72).

The chronology established by Miguel Duarte’s beautiful study of the urban environment and the thermal/hospital
structure is indeed enlightening (Duarte, 2008, p. 208), because in this interim we cannot follow any proposition of
Italianism by Mateus Fernandes I or the queen herself, considering the structure was being organically adapted to
strong pre-existences and conforming to resulting limitations. The tank arrangement implied a constant adaptation,
with additions built since its (re)founding (1485) until about 1530, or later, giving it a configuration fully embedded
in local tradition or, if you will, the consequence of an idea that, while rational, bears no Italianism, nor presupposes
an inverted T floor plan, not even in its intent (in this I, ruefully, disagree with the fascinating and - literally - lovely
reading of Rafael Moreira).
All the works that have enriched our knowledge of the Thermal Hospital of Caldas - including an analysis of the
rules of procedure and of the hospital’s daily life until well into the 17th century - are also demonstrative of its
administrative and medical specificity, characteristic of a baths complex to treat the sick. Obviously, Queen
D. Leonor’s attention (and thus that of King D. João) to italianizing contributions is not in question. But here these
contributions are related to assistance, necessarily continuing the gradual importance of these baths and their need
for infrastructure. The intervention of D. Jorge da Costa (1406-1508), Cardinal Alpedrinha, was also important for
the Queen’s intentions and in obtaining (by diplomatic means) the proper founding instruments from the Holy See,
where he held an effective power. The same may be said of the invocation of Our Lady do Pópulo, which could only
have been inspired by the cardinal, especially devout to Our Lady del Popolo in Piazzale Flaminio, in Rome, where he
would choose to be buried in the chapel he bought in 1480 and which he decorated for this purpose with a magnificent
tomb containing a relief of the Virgin by the workshop of Andrea Bregno (c. 1505?), a result of the Roman context
where he lived. Popolo here seems to arise with the dual meaning of either people or as a reference to the place
“del Popolo” (from the walnut) where the Roman Church was erected. The bas-relief found in the tower of the Caldas
Church closely follows the iconographic figuration of Santa Maria del Popolo and is, surely, an Italian work imported
or sent from Rome by D. Jorge, as well as a Renaissance capital that supports the middle part of the small high choir,
which was part of the hospital’s original entrance.

The baths of Lafões
Within the framework of domestic policy, one cannot exclude the hypothesis that Queen D. Leonor intended to
emulate her husband’s initiative when he founded the Royal Hospital in 1492, in a curious civil service competition
with modern contours. I must also mention a thermal building of mineral-medicinal waters, with great renown in
the kingdom: the so-called Caldas de Alafões or Lafões, by the river Vouga in the “Vila do Banho” [Bath Village],
today S. Pedro do Sul, recently restored by architect João Mendes Ribeiro (completed 2019), (Cruz, 2019).

The baths are of Roman origin (1st-2nd century AD) and constituted then a thermal building of considerable
importance, as proven by the archaeological works conducted there by Helena Frade and J. Beleza Moreira (Frade,
Moreira, 1992; Frade, 2000). King D. Afonso Henriques visited the baths, apocryphally or not, and hence their fame.
They were the object of improvements on an undetermined date in the Middle Ages, certainly around the 13th-14th
century (in the Chapel of S. Martinho and the continuous Chapel of Our Lady of Health), works that gained greater
expression with King D. Manuel, on an undetermined date (Carriço, 2013). Here we can observe how the
administration of the works faced a solid pre-existence and had to conform with adventitious structures.
The Manueline intervention created, in effect, another hospice and shelter that assumed, until its decay, the status of
Royal Hospital of Caldas de Lafões.
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Fig. 11 - Caldas de Alafões or Lafões, S. Pedro do Sul (Planta piso 0 and alçados)
Project to Recover, Rehabilitate and Conserve the Roman
Thermal Baths of S. Pedro do Sul (concluded 2019)
Architect João Mendes Ribeiro
© Drawings by João Mendes Ribeiro Arquitecto Lda.

However, as had happened in the “vila da Rainha” [town of the Queen], the pools and tanks remained virtually
unchanged and their enclosure was adjusted, including the installation of pavement on the ground floor. I must
point out something enigmatic and, I believe, never truly studied, except in Helena Frade’s precise diagnosis of the
vertical archaeology (Frade, 2000; 2013): the walls of the indoor pool present important traces of the Roman building
in its façade; however, there were modifications in what seems to be the rearrangement of the aediculae (or small
shrines) located on the main axis and lateral niches, which were lowered and present a framing - particularly the
niches. These shrines were either originally Roman or already of proto-Renaissance style. We intend to explore this
matter later, especially considering that the “Manueline” works were probably extended during the reign of D. João
III to the area of influence of the nearby urban centre of Viseu, an area fertile in early Renaissance architectural
achievements due to the influence of D. Miguel da Silva and his muratore Francesco da Cremona (clearly exercising
his profession in this building and facing the amalgam of stones remaining from ancient times…). There was
undoubtedly work in the mid-16th century, but not to provide the building with frames and modenature of corbels
and arches with the characteristics we find there.
This is a matter to be clarified. But we should temper this hypothesis, surely fragile, with another fact, that I can
situate in the extreme lower limit of the Middle Ages, namely the news that “A Albergaria de Lafões - (S. Pedro do Sul)
- fundada pelos leoneses antes do séc. XI, junto da gafaria and beneficiada como ela por D. Afonso Henriques...” [The Shelter of
Lafões, S. Pedro do Sul, founded by the Leonese before the 11th century, near the leprosarium and like it favoured
by D. Afonso Henriques] (Correia, 1976). This changes the stylistic equation regarding its alterations and extensions,
dating these to the time of the Asturian-Leonese dominion, in a period of pre-Romanesque antique revivalisms...
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Great Hospital of Beja
The other hospital work, this one of great importance, is due to King D. Manuel’s father, the infante D. Fernando,
who founded a shelter in Beja in 1479, already marked by the general late-medieval tendency to unify the care for
the poor and pilgrims. With D. Manuel the institution would gain a new impetus in 1490, when he was only Duke
of Beja; but even more so when D. Manuel reached the throne.
Definitively enthroned, the monarch assumed and absorbed the rents of the contributing hospitals to finance the
institution; and would with his own purse drastically expand and improve the assistance service and establish the
“hospitaleiro” [hospitable] service in what would become the second major Portuguese hospital: the Hospital Grande
de Beja [Great Hospital of Beja], later named Hospital de Nossa Senhora da Piedade [Hospital of Our Lady of
Piety] (Borrela, 1987; Mestre, 1992; Espanca, 1993). It was no small work, but rather a demonstration of ducal and
later royal power, in order to endow the capital of the Avis-Beja dynastic branch with a first-rate medicalized
institution.
Nothing, however, in this building’s architecture refers to All Saints Royal Hospital, which contradicts the thesis of
the latter’s Iberian influence. It is true that a previous shelter may have constrained the configuration of the future
hospital. Note that D. Manuel, while still Duke of Beja, began the construction of the “new” hospital in 1490,
therefore before the Lisbon Hospital’s cornerstone was laid. But the works were certainly protracted and the fact the
Regimento was only drawn up by the king himself in 1511 (Pires, 2018), makes this document a reflection of the
guidelines stipulated for the Lisbon Hospital, so construction would have been largely coeval with the Lisbon
institution…
While it is undoubtedly an innovative architectural achievement, there is no planimetric relationship with the Lisbon
Hospital. The large building was erected in front of the castle, creating a dialogue with the urban centre affirming
the House of Beja. Note that the keep of Beja was an object of Manueline intervention and had a significant influence
in the scenic apparatus of the Tower of Belém that D. Manuel sponsored.
The Hospital approximated a monastic/convent floor plan with its garden and cloister, in a traditional configuration.
There does not seem to have been the slightest intention, whether for topographical or for typological reasons,
to emulate the italianizing cross plan of the Royal Hospital. However, it stood out in the city for its completeness,
clinical efficacy, and architectural composure of the (then) wide, not to say enormous, ward. The building had only
a ground floor. Only later, in consecutive campaigns culminating in the reign of D. Maria I, would it gain upper
floors and even lower the level of the cloister corridors, changing their proportions. Even so, the cloister was (and
still is) a distributive whole, influenced by one of the most active architects of Alentejo, most likely Diogo De Arruda,
already aided then by his younger brother, Francisco. This is a possible attribution, considering the duration of the
intervention, in both the dominion of the Avis-Bejas and in what we can call the architecture of the princes of Vila
Viçosa or the bragantine house. Indeed, the institute was organized with an L structure. The quadraletic centrality
wasn’t an essential element, unlike what happened in Lisbon. However, the municipal pragmatism was considered
one of the determining bases for the building: one might even say, in some aspects, close to military architecture...
Therefore, the great ward is, among the Manueline works in Alentejo, an absolute unicum that must be valued.
The inventiveness of Arruda (in our view and as a hypothesis) is a further episode of what we call the Renaissance
gothic (like the Tower of Belém, the Tower of Evoramonte and some defensive elements in Moroccan squares).
The infirmary, I reiterate, is a novelty. There is nothing classical: only experiential realism and rigorous measurement
and strength in the structures that reveal the construction’s advancement and concern with its functionality.
The courtyard’s gothic section with pointed arches is a modified remnant, while the main cloister
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constitutes a case of inventiveness, creating ventilation for the sick. With six sections, the room has two

naves, with large pointed dividing arches and rib-vaulted ceiling with ogives in all its sections. The pillars are cruciform
and very robust. The fenestration has wide bays with segmental arches and deep upper opening, extending upward
from the pavement level, a generous solution to provide light and aeration.
It is, therefore, a linear space unified by the interpenetration of the two wings, but properly hierarchical, to the left
and right, along its full length, for functional reasons related to medical activity in the ward. There is no precedent
in Portugal for this type of building, nor does any subsequent work follow its example. It constitutes in itself an
alternative to All Saints Royal Hospital in terms of spatial organization. Initiated in a Manueline phase, it displays a
completely different option. Or so it seems. As we will see, the Church’s lower floor in the Royal Hospital of Lisbon
may bear some kinship with the room in Beja. This “leftover” space - possibly a barn and warehouse as some
chronicles seem to indicate, but surely also a place to receive pilgrims -, could only be generous in proportions and
of significant height. Whether it functioned as a utilitarian crypt or church baixos [basement], it adopted a structure
that was able to support an upper pavement - that of the temple nave - without structural problems.

Fig. 12 - Superimposition of the layout of Praça da Figueira upon the registered and adapted
outline of the Planta Topographica, and exacta do Sitio, que compr ehende a Ilha em que estava
edificado o Hospital Real de todos os Santos desta Cidade, (…), pello Ajudante Guilher me Joaquim
Pais de Menezes and o Discípulo Thomas Roiz da Costa
Júlio de Castolho (1889), Lisboa Antiga, vol. X (2.ª ed.), pp. 86-87
D.100R (http://purl.pt/22488)
© Lisboa, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
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ALL SAINTS ROYAL HOSPITAL
The initiative to build the Hospital began when the still Prince D. João, future King D. João II, asked Pope Sixtus IV
for authorization to unite - in a single medicalized and centralized establishment - the incomes and functions scattered
across Lisbon in about 43 hospitals, shelters, lazarettos and houses of mercy to the poor, both private and (above
all) ecclesiastical. Irisalva Moita rightly uncovered the conditions that led to a delay between the papal bull and the
beginning of construction, long after the rise of King D. João II to the throne (1481): “Implementing the idea of
founding the Hospital, for a period that may seem too long (...) only began to be executed in 1492, is justified by
delays imposed by the successive political crises that marked the reign of the Perfect Prince and by the delays in
obtaining the papal authorizations. In fact, the first authorization granted by Pope Sixtus IV, through the bull
Ex debito sollicitudinis officio pastoralis, dated 1479, lost its validity because of this pope’s death, and was confirmed in
1486 by the bull Iniunctum nobis de super, by Innocent VIII” (Moita, 1992, p. 9). The bureaucratic process that followed,
as well as the purchase and expropriation of land to build the Hospital, also determined this delay (Moita, 1992;
1993). With this building, the large square of rossio would also be regulated, this time with a delimitation to the east
and an extensive façade.

Founded in 1492, the building had a cruciform floor plan. In the synthetic words of Cristovão de Oliveira “mui grande
and sumptuoso edifício Hospital de Todos-os-Santos. Edificado em trinta and cinco arcos (da parte do Rossio) em cima quatro lanços de
calas em codra dentro em si pátios and hortas and uma grande igreja.” [All Saints Hospital was a very large and sumptuous
building, with 35 arches (on the Rossio side), above with four groups of rooms in a square, with patios and garden
within, and a large church] (Oliveira, 1987 [1551], p. 103).

Fig. 13 - Hypothetical reconstitution of the All Saints
Royal Hospital floor plan
Mário Carmona (1954), O Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos. Sep. Boletim Clínico
dos Hospitais Civis de Lisboa. vol. 18, n.º 3-4
This is the first reconstitution with approximate representation
of the cruciform floor plan deduced from documentation

Thus, when the work was concluded, around 1504, and during its operation during most of the 16th century, the
Hospital had three main wards distributed across the arms of the cross, arms joined in the main church chapel
located on the main axis and with entrance through the façade: the S. Vicente ward, 35 m long, 8 m wide and 6.60 m
high, was located in the middle; the St. Cosme ward, located in the right arm, 28 m long and 8 m wide, was intended
for the “feridos” [wounded]; the St. Clara ward on the left, intended for women and feverish (Moita, 1993, pp. 41-42).
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Figs. 14 and 15 - Floor Plans I and II
Irisalva Moita (1964), Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos.
Relatório das escavações de 1960 (I).
Revista Municipal, n.º 101-102. Lisboa: CML.

The main chapel is assumed to have had an opening to each arm so that a patient, from his bed, would accompany
the divine services. The result was a combination of hospital efficacy and ritual dominance, with the church’s main
chapel at the intersection of the corridors. The altar would be visible from all angles, where clearly spiritual power
subordinated healing the sick and the action of physicians and surgeons. What we see is an almost exclusively
utilitarian architecture, which was not far from the pragmatic design of the waterfront buildings. On the other hand,
a judicious system of circulation inside the walls was used for services, creating a lengthwise membrane-wall for each
ward behind the rooms. The deceased were moved through these corridors, which also provided access to the latrines
located at the ends for disposal, thus avoiding contact with the bedridden patients during these daily and frequent
movements.
The church was raised and reached by a large prismatic staircase with twenty-one steps, attesting to the height of the
last step and entrance to the temple. Therefore, it rested upon a full and built void, which up until the first fire
probably also functioned as the “celeiro” [barn] and provided access, on the left of those entering this crypt, to an
area for reception of pilgrims and a secondary ward.

Figs. 16 and 17 - Floor Plans III and IV
Irisalva Moita (1964), Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos.
Relatório das escavações de 1960 (I).
Revista Municipal, n.º 101-102. Lisboa: CML.
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Fig. 18 - Global plan of 1960 excavations
Irisalva Moita (1966), Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos.
Relatório das escavações de 1960 (II).
Revista Municipal, n.º 110-111. Lisboa: CML.

Fig. 19 - Floor plan of area affected by 1960 excavations
led by Irisalva Moita (Hospital…, 1993)
Ana Cristina Leite; Paulo Pereira (1993), Elementos para uma
reconstituição. In Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos. 500 anos, catálogo da exposição.
Lisboa: Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, p. 63.

There was access behind the stairwell and under the arches running behind it, where there was “outra casa debaixo
dos alpendres, onde se faz a feira; and tem outros vinte leitos de homens and outros vinte para mulheres, em que há
hospitaleiro and hospitaleira, onde agasalham peregrinos que vão and vêm, aos quais não dão senão camas and água
para beberem” [another house under the porches, where the fair occurs; and there are other twenty beds for men
and another twenty for women, and the male and female hospital servant, where they harbour the pilgrims who
come and go, to whom they give bed and water to drink] (Barron, 1987 [1552], p. 126). This can also be deduced by
the description of Cristivão de Oliveira when he wrote that “Debaixo destas enfermarias, está um hospital, casa
muito grande em que se agasalham de noite todos os peregrinos naturais and estrangeiros, a que o hospital não dá
mais que camas and água com uma hospitaleira que os agasalha, que tem salário para sua mantença. (…) E no hospital
debaixo há outros tantos leitos para os peregrinos and pedintes” [under these wards is a hospital, a very big house,
where at night they shelter pilgrims, both native and foreign, to whom the hospital gives no more than bed and water
and a female hospital servant to shelter them, who is paid a wage. (...) And in the hospital underneath there are beds
for pilgrims and beggars” (Oliveira, 1987 [1551], p. 59). This crypt structure under the temple, as
aforementioned, was original. Unfortunately, the excavations could not discover its initial structure, as its
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eventual vestigial and archaeological survival was compromised with the rubble from demolitions and,

certainly, with the landfill and filling that took place in the 17th and 18th century. Even more damaging was the
installation of a high-voltage station built under Praça da Figueira.

Fig. 20 - Hypothetical schematic elevation
of the possible structure of the baixos
[basement] of the Hospital church
© Author´s drawing

I can therefore advance the hypothesis, already outlined above, that the crypt’s layout was identical to that of the
ward in the Beja Hospital. The function would be (nearly) the same. The robustness of the pillars and vaulted structure
in Beja suggests it was, on the one hand, it was possibly inspired by the baixos of the Royal Hospital of Lisbon, and
on the other hand, that a second floor was planned for Beja, which was only materialized in the 19th century....
If we analyse the plans and testimonies of the archaeological works from the 60s and later, we can glean the existence
of thick cement massifs, which may not be the remains of this celeiro, but spurious modifications, made only with
the aim of ensuring the stability of the church after not one, but two fires, in 1601 and 1750 (and excluding the 1755
earthquake).

Fig. 21 - Photo of the excavations
in the arch area and church
Rita Neves Silva; Rodrigo Banha da Silva (2017),
O contexto do poço do claustro SO do Hospital Real
de Todos-os-Santos: os contentores para líquidos.
In Arqueologia em Portugal. Estado da Questão.
Lisboa: Associação dos Arqueólogos Portugueses,
pp. 1795-1808.

Medical procedures came to be developed systematically here, as was soon then recorded in the document
granted by King D. Manuel I, the Regimento do Hospital [Hospital’s rules of procedure] (Carmona, 1954,
pp. 232-235 and pp. 239-241; v. doc. Regimento do Esprital de Todolos Santos de El-Rey NossoSenhor de Lisboa
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(mss. 1504) in Registo dos Reinados de El-Rei D. João II and de D. Manuel, ANTT, Fundo Hospital de São José, Livro 938,
fs. 86-129v.). This document, in addition to the wards, also records a dining hall, bread oven, kitchen, pharmacy and
administrative dependencies. It also records “casas” [houses] and “albergarias” [shelters], among them the “Casa dos
Doidos” [madhouse] and the “Casa das Boubas” [syphilitic house], thus conferring a specialized character to the
diverse medical actions, motivated by patient diseases. As noted by Ana Cristina Leite: “This remarkable document
governs the entire functioning of the hospital that depended on the king until 1530, when the hospital began to be
administered by the Congregation of the Loios, and later by the Misericódia. It also determined the number of
employees, their obligations, orders and benefits. Some had their own homes inside the hospital, where they lived
and almost everyone had the right to eat in their dining hall (with the exception of married people who ate their
rations in their hospital residences, with their family). The standards described were strict, in order to avoid abuse
and neglect, and there was such a great interdependence of functions that it was hardly possible for each employee
not to perform their assigned task properly. Many of the positions and number of employees were maintained
throughout the hospital’s lifetime. Most changes occurred in the clinical staff, which was increased as patients
increased” (Leite, 1993, pp. 83-84). The location where newcomers, and therefore the non-hospitalized patients in
need of medical assistance, were received was known as “banco” [bench], a term that remains in the medical and
hospital lingo to designate the reception of patients in the emergency department…
The critical fate of the cruciform plan, adopted here, and the plan in T will have its avatars in other Portuguese
buildings - and particularly the latter, in “Tau”, including, among the earliest cases, the dormitories of the Convent
of Christ in Tomar, the campaign to reform the cloister by João de Castilho from 1529/1530 until 1545 (Moreira,
1991) and, at least, the plan for the dormitories of Santa Maria Cruz de Coimbra, dated 1527 (Lobo, 2006, p. 42).

Rossio Square and the Royal Hospital
What we might call the emergence of modern urbanism in Lisbon occurred during the reign of D. Manuel I (r. 14951521), extending later to the Portuguese mainland and overseas possessions. The documentation from this period
starts to give great importance to the public space, namely the regulation and layout of streets, using a functional
standard with a measurable nature, from which resulted a well-documented expression: tracing “de cordel” or “por
cordel” [with or by string] (Carita, 1999, pp. 33-34). In fact, between 1498 and 1499, a program to reorganize the city
was launched that lasted until 1501-1502, as can be concluded from the study by Hélder Carita (Carita, 1999 pp. 60-61).
This program denounced unprecedented functional concerns and sought to respond to the increasing influx of
goods and people to the city, whose exponential growth began at that time.
The space of the “Ribeira” [waterfront] was defined based on a pre-existing area from the Middle Ages, but now
framed by the construction of the Paço Real [Royal Palace], then called da Ribeira. The Ribeira became then the very
place of the new Palace. The transfer of the Royal Palace from the hilltop - where it was already asphyxiated by the
medieval structure of the kasbah, subjected to consecutive adaptations and additions - was a political signal,
considering the mercantile nature of the Portuguese Empire. The programme of improvement and promotion of
the riverfront is an obvious sign of modernity. Essentially, it consisted in the creation of equipment to serve the
armed forces, accompanied by a prestigious building - the Royal Palace - where (and from which) the monarch’s
presence (or omnipresence?) would be felt. These were the first acts aimed at “urbanizar a água do Tejo” [urbanizing
the waters of the Tagus River], to use a fortunate expression by Carlos Caetano (Caetano, 2004, Part I), who studied
the phenomenon in depth.
In fact, these works led, immediately, to an extension of several roads (Porta do Paço, Portagem, Calçada de
S. Francisco) and construction of new roads (Nova, Nova dos Mercadores, Sapateiros, Ferreiros, de S.
João da Praça), to foster community service and the establishment of corporations of artisans, and
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proceeded to remodel or open fountains for the “agoadas” [systems to supply ships with freshwater] (in

the Rua Nova, Rua dos Cavalos, Chafariz d’el-Rei, Cata-Que-Farás and Santos).
The aim of spatial planning is evident. As Cristóvão Rodrigues de Oliveira stated in 1551: “deste Rossio querendo
ir para o mar, entram na rua nova d’El rei, comprida, and direita rua, que vai dar na grande rua nova dos mercadores”
[from Rossio to the sea, they enter in the new, long d’El Rei street, then Direita street, which leads to the new street
of merchants] (Oliveira, 1987, p. 103; Carita, 1999, p. 78.), indicating the work’s relevance, connecting Rossio Square
to the north with the Ribeira to the south, crossing or flowing into a critical point for city life, that is, the west-east
axis opening towards Lisbon’s largest street and the Royal Palace itself. There was a question of interpreting the
trend already manifest in the Middle Ages to prolong the city to the West and along the river, this time connecting
it to the hinterland through Rossio, a square used for the distribution of food from the surroundings rural fields and
gardens. This urbanization was also accompanied by the necessary legislation, produced essentially between 1498
and 1502. The legislative elements or municipal edicts then issued: regulated or prevented the construction of
“balcões” [balconies] - that is, first floor extensions - in the city houses, as a form of regulation and measurement;
gave indications on the needed work and how it should be done; determined the opening of arches on the ground
floors, for greater comfort and safety of pedestrians and inhabitants; and insisted (Carita, 1999, pp. 81-89), vehemently,
in standardized processes, which is made clear in the oft repeated phrase “faça-se [ou ficam] de iguall” [make it (or
it will remain) equal] (Carita, 1999, pp. 75-79).
The Royal Hospital, although its works started three years earlier, would play a fundamental role in regulating and
ennobling the Rossio area. What we would see there, however, would be an almost exclusively utilitarian architecture,
no different in terms of stonework and adjoining buildings from the pragmatic conception seen along the river.
Only on the church façade would one see the Manueline ornamental vigour, with its powerful emblematic decoration
and the unusual stairwell (we have yet to learn how one ascended within the Hospital, if by the common spiral
system, or by stairwells with treads...).
From the Hospital’s genesis, we can already gather that the inspiration for the functional layout came from Italy, an
update of the period’s trend regarding the institution of “central” hospitals. The wide archway had bays of unequal
diameter, which Damião De Gois described as fully Manueline by stating that King D. Manuel “fez nelle todallas
casas que estam na face do Roxio des na rua da Bitesga ate ao mosteiro de S. Domingos” [made there all houses
facing Rossio from Rua da Betesga to S. Domingos monastery], although in elevation, at their peak, they were
nearly all, if not all, levelled. This led to irregularities in some spacing between columns and bay width, without
losing the effect of repetition - which would then become one of the characteristics of a certain urban
monumentality - an essential element to close the square’s eastern side. Improvements would also occur on the
western side, conferring a rectangular ground plan to the square, prolonged in its north-south direction. This is a
memory, in fact, of the pre-existing and long gone void of the hippodrome of Felicitas Iulia Olisipo [Roman-era
Lisbon] - making it all the more interesting -, which excavations have proved was located precisely in Rossio on a
lower level, but which determined the orientation and obliqueness of the square, defined by the axis of the spina
(of which some stone remains were recovered).
In fact, in the reformist perspective of the Manueline period, squares play a fundamental role. This is the case with
the only pre-existing squares worthy of the name: Rossio and, more informally, Ribeira. The latter would be closed
- or flanked - by a prestigious building - the Royal Palace, as mentioned - but only on one side. This fact, which
results in an asymmetry, is far from the completeness and regularity of the Renaissance design of the square (in “U”
or quadrangular) and is reminiscent of a medieval design, which is not to say, therefore, less modern. Also noteworthy
are the Hospital’s cloisters. The four cloisters were not regular, as iconography enunciates (although somewhat
confusingly) but archaeology confirms beyond doubt, that is: they did not obey a layout based exclusively on the
rectangle or the square, but assumed where necessary a trapezoid configuration, all the while creating the
maximum possible regularity. This was due to the topographical constraints of the site and, in particular,
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to real estate determinations and boundaries of the area occupied by the Hospital.

We cannot discard the additional hypothesis that the two cloisters to the north and south of the church, which served
as two wards, were built first and when construction of the temple began. Irisalva Moita noted carefully that
“according to Silva Carvalho, the Hospital received its first patients in 1501 - possibly those displaced from the
extinct hospitals and whose incomes were, in the meantime, transferred to the Royal Hospital - at a time when
construction was not yet completed, because the Hospital’s 1504 Rules of Procedure, established by D. Manuel, in
reference to the building says that with the help of our Lord almost all is finished. Naturally, the hospital’s operation opened
in stages, and was fully operational in 1504. Most of the staff was hired in 1502: a physician, two surgeons,
a pharmacist, four chief nurses and a female nurse, in addition to their assistants, a provedor [ombudsman], a vedor
[intendant], a escrivão [registrar], etc. However, by royal decision, the latter three were already in service since 1492,
when the Hospital was founded and construction began. That some houses in this wing (or the wing adjoining the
Monastery to São Domingos) were already operational in the late 15th century proves that City Hall met there in
1498 and the Ombudsman worked there at least since 1497” (Moita, 1992, p. 15).

Figs. 22 and 23 - Hypothetical evolution of the building
(1st phase: ca. 1492/1493 - 1500; 2nd phase 1504)
© Author´s drawing

In the tiled representation, the long façade of arches are superimposed by two floors reinforced by buttresses.
The vaults, almost all rectangular, are not presented uniformly. No intention of symmetry can be discerned, but rather
of variability. We are far, I think, from renaissance precepts, even the most early, and much closer to what would be
built (or was already being built) in the beach of Restelo, in the long galilee under the large monk dormitory in the
Monastery of Santa Maria de Belém, where the same irregularity was present - as demonstrated by the old 16th to
18th century representations -, the same random, or rather occasional, distribution with unequal bays and windows
distributed across segments of the façade’s bays. The vault that would give access to the Ermida de Nossa Senhora da
Saúde [Hermitage of Our Lady of Health] is wider and the upper floors reveal a plan with two areas, both with three
arches which I suppose to be old-style, in contrast with the twinned windows to the north of the temple, which can
only be Manueline style, with a double bay sustained by a mullion.

The Church of All Saints
I have already analysed the church, in an article that is possibly dated and worthy of reassessment (Pereira, 1993,
pp. 31-37). Not that parallels with the façade are out of touch with the architectural culture of about 1500-1504.
I maintain all the parallels that I listed then as comparative standards, especially for the sections of the façade
above the staircase and for the portal-altarpiece there, which is reasonably documented in engravings and
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tiles of the 16th to 18th century, namely: the façade and portal of S. Francisco de Évora (antecedents; 13th

century; begun in 1481;1499-1503), the church portal’s elevation of the Convent of Jesus of Setúbal (1490-1515), the
façade and in particular the overall composition - again, in terms of proportions - of the Church of S. João de Moura
(1502-1515) and the façade of the Church of Nossa Senhora da Conceição da Golegã (c. 1516-1520?).

Fig. 24 - Portal of Hospital Church
in tile of the Lisbon Museum
(simplified and noting ceramic losses in the gable)

I mentioned at the time, and so maintain, that the Hospital’s overall plan had been outlined by Mateus Fernandes I,
at the time the kingdom’s most prestigious architect and surely preferred by King D. João II. In contrast, subsequent
and simpler works (the wards and various dependencies) were executed by the numerous master-masons and
architects who worked in Lisbon at a time when the constructive expansion of D. Manuel’s reign was felt throughout
the entire kingdom and beyond, and probably under the intendant André Pires (who had been entrusted with terças
[trusses] or fortifications) or António Carneiro for municipal solutions of urban and civil character - that is, common
and non-religious works - during the reign of D. Manuel. Another Manueline secretary was Bartolomeu de Paiva, at
some point nominated vedor over works in the Jeronimos Monastery, who must have overseen pious works, especially
the religious architecture promoted by the monarch. Thus, there were a group of officials in the chancellery with
well-defined roles and with the possibility of coordinating policies in each of these areas.
I attributed the ornamentation of the church façade to Diogo Boitaca (c. 1460-1527) for aesthetic and formal reasons,
and because of certain details found in works by this master, equally prestigious and Mateus Fernandes’ son-in-law.
One of the aspects that I pointed out was the presence of a kind of signatura [signature] in the ornamentation
I attribute to Boitaca and that occurs in Setúbal and Golegã: the pentagon of concave sides in the portal’s apex.
Other aspects to be considered are the spiral columns and half-columns (and the demi-bullnose, sometimes)
that since Setúbal seem to have been used, not alone but often, by the same Boitaca. Judging by the tile representation in
the Lisbon Museum, practically all the façade’s pillars are in spiral, as well as the doorjambs. The composition
is wide and occupies almost the entire façade: it obeys, of course, a process of well-established design based on an exercise
of straightedge and compass in order to form the intersections that provide their distinct components. Another fact to
take into account are the seven circular windows, referring to the “empty” eyes of Golegã, which has two, and a third the main and largest, culminating the ornamental arrangement - with glass. The pinnacled trimmings, attached to the
wall, are not discernible in this representation but seem to be the usual twisted structures surmounted by vegetalist motifs.
The sculptural component, in turn, can be reassessed (Pereira, 1993, pp. 35-36) in terms of program,
although these are no more than hypotheses, as there is no written and descriptive record about this
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iconographic program. While there is no question regarding the presence of the statue of S. João Evangelista [Saint
John the Evangelist], shown in a contemplating position looking upward, it is very likely that the two patron saints
of medicine had their place of prominence, on the highest point upon the last corbels under the baldachin, that is,
São Cosme (who will give his name to one of the wards), and his twin brother São Damião, who on the tile drawing
seems to use the usual physician’s hat... Opposite S. João Evangelista could only be S. Vincente, whose invocation
baptises the eastern ward. On the central axis and under the Italian-style dossel or padiglione was the figure of Nossa
Senhora com o Menino [Our Lady with the Child] (Pereira, 1993, p. 36). This program is far from traditional canons
(which I previously defended, suggesting the presence of the Four Evangelists), but would be justified in an
undertaking of this importance and especially as part of an architecture intended for the treatment of the sick.

Virgin Mary
with the Child
Shield of
the Kingdom
(House of Avis)

Fig. 25 - Proposal of iconographic/heraldic
program for the Hospital church

Pelican
(heraldic symbol
of King D. João II)
S. Cosme
Portrait of D. Leonor (?)
S.Vicente
Cartouche

The discussion regarding the heraldry component is more delicate. The pelican, symbol of King D. João II, is
represented to the left in the non-restored and repainted part of the tile. On the other side, if we follow the logic of
the era already seen in S. Francisco de Évora, would be the armillary sphere of King D. Manuel, this monarch’s symbol,
who always respected the heraldic symbols of the founders; but not the pelican that appears painted to fill a ceramic
gap. At the top was the Shield of the Kingdom, possibly crowned by the dragon of S. Jorge. More difficult to consider
are the concentric circles over each door and that usually frame a relief with an effigy, usually of the founder or his
successor. There are similarities with the concentric cartouches - the only I know of - on the portal (today, lateral)
of the Mother Church of Ponta Delgada, whose patron saint was S. Sebastião and that underwent considerable
remodelling in 1531, an apparently late period for a comparison with the Royal Hospital’s façade.

Fig. 26 - Overview portal of masonry
of the Church of São Sebastião de Ponta Delgada
(left)
Fig. 27 - Representation of concentric cartouches
in the Royal Hospital’s Church
(upper right)
Fig. 28 - Concentric cartouches with busts
in the Church of São Sebastião de Ponta Delgada
(below right)
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Armillary Sphere
(heraldic symbol
of King Manuel I) (?)
S. Damião
Portrait of D. João II (?)
S. João Evangelista
Cartouche

However, we have to consider that Ponta Delgada had been a village since 1499, so it certainly had a main temple
that did not correspond to the temple we see there today, but which was its original nucleus. In addition, there is a
probable documented mention of the church in 1504, when commissioning the construction of a “capella ao lado
da Senhora do Rosario na egreja Matriz com a invocação dos 3 Reis Magos” [chapel next to the Lady of Rosary in
the main church with the invocation of the three magi] (Sousa, 1986, p. 97), in addition to other mentions dated
1514 and 1522. Later references date to 1531, when an integral remodelling of the church was promoted (Sousa,
1986, p. 97). In Ponta Delgada, the portals in white Lisbon limestone were sent from the mainland, and their
workmanship, according to Gaspar Frutuoso (Frutuoso, 1966, liv. IV, p. 32), was by a mestre Lupedo [Master Lupedo].
Lupedo was, therefore, the master responsible for the limestone portals (certainly from the quarries of Rio Seco or
Alcolena, in Ajuda and Monsanto) and their respective dais. They left the continent already cut and ready to install,
as was customary in these cases and, certainly, also in other of the work’s stone parts. As Rafael Moreira rightly
pointed out, this “master Lupedo must be, in our opinion, the ‘Lapedro’ or ‘Pedro de la Pedro’ who since 1517 was
Filipe Henriques’ rigger in the Belém worksite” (Moreira, 1991, p. 232), which agrees with the work orders for
Jerónimos, where he appears several times with the more common spelling of “lla pedro” (Oliveira, 2006, pp. 219-303). The design of the vaults agrees with a tradition that seems, in fact, to go back to the stonework of the Jerónimos
campaigns. The baseline is a proportional 3:2 scheme (sesquiterium) starting from the landing or colonnette base.
This may be the axial portal of the first or second version of the church, displaced and reassembled on the north
side in this final version. If this is the case, the original façade of S. Sebastião de Ponta Delgada, meanwhile modified
in the 18th century, may have had a single gable, with a unified frontal plane, a single page, also in the manner of the
Church of Marvila.
If 1509 is a reasonable estimate for the completion of the works, the frontispiece of the Royal Hospital’s Church
was of the first façade-altarpiece of Lisbon and the kingdom. Gil Vicente, the goldsmith and playwright, was probably
involved in its programming. Note, for now, the proven identification of Gil Vicente as the “mestre ourives” [master
goldsmith]. We know that in 1506 he concluded the Custódia de Belém. In 1509, he was appointed to the important
post of “vedor das obras em prata and ouro” [intendant of works in silver and gold] for the Jerónimos Monastery
and All Saints Royal Hospital (!), in Lisbon, and for the Convent of Christ in Tomar. This means he was responsible
for orders and administering goldsmith expenses in these three religious houses. In 1513, while still goldsmith to the
old queen D. Leonor, he was appointed Mestre da Balança [master of weights], a position he abandoned about four
years later. Several factors corroborate this identification between the craftsman and the playwright, including the
fact that Gil Vicente the playwright was in the service of D. Leonor, at least until 1518 (Braamcamp Freire, 1944).
I now add one more model, if I may call it that, for to the constructive choice in the Royal Hospital’s Church: the
church of the Convent of Conceição de Beja, another building promoted by the Dukes of Beja and that seems to
occupy a central role within Portuguese late Gothic. Work started in 1459 - the foundational year - and extended
until 1473, when arrival of the nuns is documented. King D. João II and Manuel were later required to finance the
rest of the convent, as the temple was already finished. The church had a single rectangular nave connected with the
chancel, also quadrangular and straight façade. The temple’s ceiling was wooden, while that of the chancel was a
starry vault (currently hidden in the baroque ornamental lining), which would constitute one of the first experiences
of its kind in the south of the country. But it is in the structure of the supporting elements and in the general
decoration or trimmings that the church of the Convent of Conceição presents an original vocabulary. For the first
time in the Portuguese Gothic, there are buttresses with a twisted section, according to the plan/elevation
transposition schemes characteristic of the late European Gothic. The ornaments are made up of patron shields
and demarcated by framing chords. These twisted frames are also a new ornamental invention. Likewise, throughout
the work there is a very evident and dense presence of heraldic motifs, both on the walls and in the bosses, in itself
an anticipation of Spanish solutions (Vieira da Silva, 1987, p. 55). All these elements will become part of the ornamental
repertoire of the so-called Manueline style because they will be integrated into the dominant trend of
Portuguese architecture of the first third of the 16th century. The church in Beja, in addition to
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establishing a unique typology of a single church nave in a building of important patronage, also has a

noteworthy use of straight façade in the chancel, as well as bevelled edges in the body of the cloister, which stems
from a process probably started in the time of King D. Afonso V and continued and affirmed during D. João II’s
reign, and pursued, but also terminated (given other options, such as columnar churches and hall churches), in the
time of D. Manuel. This scheme will be adopted in the Royal Hospital.
In fact, in the last quarter of the 16th century, a few temple typologies were created, especially those associated with
monastic structures other than the church of the Convent of Conceição de Beja. The church of the Convent of the
Canons Regular of S. João Evangelista or Loios of Évora is generally identified as one of the first models of this
new genre. The advent of the Cónegos Regrantes [Canons Regular] is closely related to the reformist (or pre-reformist) movements of the church, as the 15th century was, in this respect, also a period of spiritual and
confessional renewal. The Canons Regular had been constituted in 1430 and were based in the Monastery of Vilar
de Frades. Founders of the congregation included mestre João Vicente (doctor of King D. João I), Martinho
Lourenço and Afonso Nogueira, who adopted the customs and practices of the Canons of S. Giorgio in Alga,
in Venice. After a complex period of stabilization, they moved to Lisbon under the patronage of D. Isabel, future
Duchess of Burgundy, settling definitively in S. Bento de Xabregas in 1461, which would become their mother house
and was renovated for this purpose, under the patronage of Cardinal Alpedrinha. Unfortunately, nothing remained
of this building, although we know from chronicles that it was a church of two naves with lowered vaults, an apparently
strange typology in the Portuguese context.
There arose another church with a single nave in Évora in this period: the Church of S. Brás, of Évora, whose
construction began around 1490. It had a distinct external expression and obeyed a program of popular worship,
to support a shelter, the pilgrimage and the regional festivities. The church was low, with a single nave with wooden
ceiling, the chancel had a straight façade and two lateral bays with complementary functions and there was a galilee
with three arches, one main and two laterals.
In reality then, two typologies became available as models or prototypical forms following numerous temples built
in the Manueline period and already in the time of King D. João III. The first model, as in Conceição de Beja or
Loios of Évora, was used in constructions for monastic congregations; the second model, that of S. Brás, was the
quantum used in numerous temples and in some parishes, especially, but not exclusively, south of the Tejo, with large
extensions of this model throughout the great Extremadura, reaching Coimbra and its area of influence, where it
lost its more distinctly southern or Mudejar character.
The predominant layout has a “double” rectangle (or duplus) for the naves, while the chancels are square, or part of
the 3:2 ratio (or root-2 rectangle) as the geometric consequence of deviating this square’s diagonal. The system is quite
simple and confirms a trend already anticipated for many buildings of the Manueline cycle, namely the use of simple
proportions based on the square and double square. Even the volumetry betrays this purpose, with cubic and double-cubic volumes or at most using 3:2 proportions in the elevations. This is what happens in the Royal Hospital’s church.
There was a single nave, but no plan to install a vault of stone and/or brick and mortar, since no elements prove an
external or thick sustaining buttress. I suggested the nave’s wood ceiling was executed in Mudejar laçaria [ribbons].
Later, it was replaced, giving way to a painted ceiling, executed between 1580-1590 and based on a remarkable drawing
(BNP. Inv. D. 6R: drawing on white paper; pencil and bistre ink; Lisboa) by Fernão Gomes (1548-1612), which
unfortunately had a brief existence, as it was destroyed by the 1601 fire (Serrão, 1993, artigo 19, pp. 60-61).
Regarding the Hospital church, there remains the issue of the conformation of the main chapel and its tower, which
was simultaneously a bell tower and used to illuminate the cross and altar, as well as to articulate the altar with the
two floors (or only with the first floor and the most important wards?), which possessed tribunes from
which the bedridden and patients could view the divine services. Nothing has reached us on this
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turret, in turn accompanied by four small turrets, collapsed partially and were demolished after the 1601 fire.
The only parallel we can indicate is quite simple and does not present the complexity of the Royal Hospital’s organism:
the bell tower in the Convent of Varatojo 1470-1531; post-1600; post-1755; 19th century). I’m referring to two
passageways in Gothic pointed arch, fully open to the pavement level, giving access and passage from the conventual
dependencies through the small, but elegant, gothic bell tower.

Figs. 29 and 30 - Varatojo convent
Left: intermediate floor and closed off (?) passageway (?);
to the right, access to the tower and interior of bell tower
© Photo by author

I believe the vaults that allowed the altar to be seen from the three wards, which converged onto the cross and main
altar, must have had a similar formula, possibly with iron or wooden grids. I do not know, however, whether the
main altar had a tabernacle (as the wooden one mounted in the altar of the Royal Hospital of Santiago de Compostela)
or whether it was a simple altar. The possible existence of a pew, which I hypothesized to be authored by Diego De
Zarza (Pereira, 1993, p. 36) who worked in Lisbon (Carmo Convent) and Belém (Jerónimos), may presuppose another
woodwork of high aesthetic value, in a “igreja grande mui sumptuosa com retábulos” [very sumptuous large church
with altarpiece] (Oliveira, 1987 [1551] p. 58), even if assembled later in the 1540-50s.
The church’s ornamental campaign followed its path and changes in taste, and the rhythm of the consecutive calamities
it suffered. The memorialist Pedro Rodrigues Soares (cit. by Serrão, 1993, p. 61), when referring to the unfortunate
fire of October 26, wrote that that “este templo estava muito ricamente acabado and o teito de sima todo pimtado
and dourado de novo em que se gastou muito dinheiro sem nada disto tudo ficar mais que poo and sinza” [this temple
was very richly finished and the ceiling all painted and gilded anew, for which much money was spent, leaving nothing
but dust and ash]. Also lost were the mural paintings, which must have had several notable works by another excellent
painter and distinguished colourist of pictorial mannerism, Francisco Venegas (1582-1583). Executed around 1580-1590, they represented the “Kings of Portugal” (perhaps the second sequence of this type after the “Room of the
Kings” in the Jerónimos Monastery, which would later be transposed into an engraving in the so-called “séries dos
Reis de Portugal” [series of the kings of Portugal] and thus were probably based on the series published by Pedro
Andrade de Caminha in 1578. The walls, in the words of Duarte de Sande written in 1584, were “revestidas de muitas
and insignes pinturas, parte das quais representam os reis de Portugal. and são havidas em tanta conta que nos dias
ordinarios estão cobertas com cortinas, and nos de festa se põem patentes” [covered with many and distinguished
paintings, part of which represent the Kings of Portugal, and are so valued that on regular days they are covered with
curtains, and on festive days made prominent] (Sande, ed. 1863, p. 86). This fact must be emphasized
because it stems from a civil and celebratory character defending the unity of the Kingdom and monarchy,
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The chancel, after the 1601 disaster, would receive a painted ceiling, also designed by Fernão Gomes and Diogo
Teixeira, with a contract signed in 1604. Carpentry work -demonstrating that the chapel had lost its stone vault or,
more likely, that it was never covered by vaulted ceilings but rather by a system of crossed and coated timber (perhaps
also with mudéjar design...) - was entrusted to the experienced architect Pedro Fernandes de Torres and executed by
Gaspar Gonçalves, António Gonçalves and Gaspar Lopes (Serrão, 1993, p. 61). The church’s nave ceiling received a
monumental new painting, this time by Domingos Vieira Serrão and Simão Rodrigues, dating from 1613 and of
which nothing is known (Serrão, 1993, p. 61). It was, in turn, consumed in the 1750 fire…

Construction: the materials
Although not built in one go, construction of the Royal Hospital seems to have been quite rapid, given its size, even
if some elements, such as the eastern cloisters, were finished later, probably during the time of King D. João III,
approximately during the 1530s. This speed (laying the first stone in 1492, receiving the sick in 1498 and concluding
- partially, although fully functional - in 1504) suggests merely 12 years. This meant an exemplary organization of
the worksite and a very significant system of construction in terms of the materials used, their collection and
treatment, but also labour. No less than 50 officers must have worked in this building, or even more, according
to our (weak) estimates based on the work’s progress.
Materially, moreover, the building would be characterized by the intense use of wood: in the scaffolding, the supports
for the vaulted ceilings and arches, as well as in the high pavements and roof frames. This wood “shed” was well
prepared, and surely there was no lack of labour, relying on the Ribeira’s experience of naval carpentry and the
mobilization of some of these workers towards progress of the “factory”. The very supply of planks, boards and
logs must have come by land and sea, and most likely from the woods of Sintra or the pine forests themselves,
especially those of Leiria, which would become a constant source of raw material for boats and buildings, having
reasonable access to cargo ports in Óbidos or further north, at the mouth of the Vouga. Larger pieces, such as those
intended for the church roof, required exceptional length and could not be satisfied with pine or walnut. These were
imported from Northern Europe, as occurred with the boards for the temple roof, from “Norway”, which is to say,
from the Scandinavian countries, probably from Denmark.
One yet unclarified case is related to the foundations: these were made of stone, as demonstrated by the excavations,
but perhaps based upon wooden stakes, as in buildings prior to the Hospital’s construction. An interesting article by
Irisalva Moita gives account of a pre-existing structure in the Hospital’s northeast limit, apparently unrelated to it
and where an important Islamic sepulchral tombstone dated 1398 was found as reused material (Museu de Lisboa).
The structure was found embedded in a wall, which may or not have been a Hospital addition, and upon stakes and
trellis reinforced with iron nails (Moita, 1967). The same system may have been used in the Hospital. One need consider
the existence of a water table under the building (the very humidity that advised it be built above the square’s level).
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Figs. 31 and 32 - Wall’s wooden foundations.
Structure of stakes
Irisalva Moita (1967),
Funerary gravestone from a Lisbon almocavar [muslim cemetery]
Revista Municipal, n.º 114-115. Lisboa: CML

On the other hand, I witnessed in the company of archaeologist Ana Vale, on a rainy morning in November 1996
(if I’m not mistaken), the discovery of a small part of the wooden stands of Lisbon’s Roman hippodrome, during
work to expand the Rossio underground subway. The wood, or “cavea” planks, was preserved more than 3.5 m deep,
enmeshed in an extremely dense and plastic black soil (Fernandes et Vale, 2006).
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Figs. 33 and 34 Location in plan of the architectural element;
set of dismantled stakes
Irisalva Moita (1967), Funeral gravestone from
a Lisbon almocavar [muslim cemetery].
Revista Municipal, n.º 114-115. Lisboa: CML

The supply of stone would be substantially easier. In fact, from the analysis of materials in hewn or cut stone we
realize a variety of origins, but all from quarries near the city, such as the white stone “of Lisbon”, probably from
Alcalena, Rio Seco and Ribeira da Ajuda, in addition to extraction from dolomitic outcrops, within the city itself, for
the yellow stone. But the white stone was preferred, along with the so-called “black” stone from Restelo. I allow
myself this provisional conclusion, not based on any petrographic analysis, but rather given knowledge of the type
of stone, its colour and the chisel treatment each offers. Another very important element was lime. In Estremadura,
lime kilns were abundant and existed even in the city, in the areas of Pampulha, and very close to Santarém, in Alverca
and onto Oeiras, where the white stone was transformed for mortar and plastering. Wood, but as a lighter and poorer
resource - that is, mato [brushwood] - was used in the slow combustion of lime kilns.
Tiles, bricks or ceramics were manufactured in Lisbon, but were brought in greater quantity from the southern shore.
Extending the millennial tradition of the Romans, they were used for reinforcement, coating, and lighter domes
mixed with masonry. Used for joining and filling walls, this was much lighter than an exclusive use of large stone
ashlars. This lime culture, in my opinion, allowed a substantial increase in utilitarian construction in Lisbon,
accompanying its demographic growth and the needs of long-distance trade.
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Stone hewn and conceived applying stone stereotomy was the work of master-masons and officers, with

more specialized practical knowledge. Even so, of all the material exhumed in the excavations and studied during
the archaeological campaigns dedicated to the Royal Hospital, the heaviest ashlars were used in the buttresses and
wedges, and in the doorjambs or wall foundations and bases. There was greater care in the use of stereotomy precisely
in the arches and their supports, that is, in the columns and colonnettes, and among these, in the shafts, capitals and
bases. An even more specialized role, after the arrival of pre-cut blocks from the quarries, was working stone with
artistic character and framing, only liable to occur in the work yard, for reasons of measurement and testing at 1:1
scale and as determined by moulds. But the moulds also allowed a serial production, consistent and always coherent,
with easy application.
While handling or manipulating (so to speak...) the big stones, the shafts or columns of the Royal Hospital rescued
in the excavations (which I did with collaborators from the Museu da Cidade in 1992 during a hot summer and with
the help of a Bobcat pallet truck, with no grapple, and using our body as a counterweight!), I was able to feel the real
weight of the architecture and the impressive difficulty of displacing these monsters of inclement density. There
were many calhaus [rocks], as we called them!...
There was an almost absence of veneer or stone hewn into thin slices, which indicates wall coverings were mostly
masonry, except perhaps the temple’s façade - of which very little remained - and even this made use of normal masonry
painted to simulate ashlars, as in S. Francisco de Évora. But even here that doesn’t seem to have been the case, as the
representations present the temple’s façade without any streaks feigning stone. In contrast, the façade ornaments,
carefully worked or with chords, were in white limestone - and not in brecha da arrábida [Arrábida breccia] -, which would
only be used, I believe, for repairs in the 17th century and trimmings - pinnacles, urns - at that time. The construction
was based on practice and on experientialism that was used in (many!) other buildings in the kingdom’s capital. All
utilitarian, even including a good part of the constituent segments of the court residence in Paço da Ribeira…

Carving: practical geometries
The analysis of the Royal Hospital’s constructive elements in its initial phase (and even the second phase with
D. Manuel and a third phase that I believe occurred in the reign of D. João III) leads me on an excursion about the
antecedents of building pragmatism. Just before the Joanine initiative dating back to 1479, when Portugal was opening
up to Europe because of its North African expansion, there was an increase, on the one hand, in the kingdom’s effort
to consolidate recent squares and works and, on the other hand, to answer infrastructural problems. Portugal, in the
mainland and islands, as well as in its Moroccan and Atlantic possessions, was building more, and faster than ever.
The simplification of procedures is evident in works aimed at extending the crown’s entrepreneurial capacity to the
entire territory. This is what happened with the appearance of a bare and firm aesthetic, with geometric rigour and
little or scarce ornamentation, which, from the mid-15th century, emerged as an alternative to the “perpendicular”
style of Batalha Monastary.
The master-masons at the service of the crown and of the lay and ecclesiastical lords, especially the bishoprics, also
increased in number and organizational capacity, if one is to believe the final balance of a work as large as Batalha.
This brought many officers into the labour market, who were soon promoted to masters through the increase in
their patron’s purses and in response to an increased demand. This surge in construction would give rise to a new
aesthetic party with other representative works, such as the cloister of King D. Afonso V in the Batalha Monastery,
attributed to Fernão de Évora and built in 1448-1477. It was essentially utilitarian, and therefore structural simple
and austere. I am well aware, and agree, that this austerity had an ideological substrate. The headquarters of the
Order of Santiago, in the new Church of Santiago (Vieira da Silva, 1990), seems to adopt an aesthetic
averse to ornamentation, which I have already called iconophobia, with parallel only in the Cistercian temples
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Returning to the topic of expressive simplicity, we must distinguish this temple - of erudite character and with points
of contact with this new aesthetic that the history of architecture will designate as late-Gothic - and what are obvious
expedient works that to good effect fulfil objectives of economy and speedy construction.

Fig. 35 - Section-type of arch voussoir
and stone edges in Portuguese works
from the mid-15th century
until about 1560-1570
Sample of modenatures used
in All Saints Royal Hospital
© Drawings by author

In general, the support structures of these buildings from the second half of the 15th century are extremely easy to
shape, without requiring complex moulds - precisely the opposite of the so-called “classic Gothic” and, even more,
the “flamboyant Gothic”. In this case, we find smooth octagonal or hexagonal columns, and capitals that decline
these geometric figures (the hexagon and octagon) in their sections. The modenature is smooth and the mould to
prepare them and mark them in stone was standardized.

Fig. 36 - Modenature and planning of capitals and column-types
Sample of modenatures used in All Saints Royal Hospital
© Drawings by author

When I say standardized, I do not mean a necessary and unavoidable process for every large or small worksite, where
pieces must obey a modest repetition, so production is easily controllable. No. In this case, I am referring specifically
to serial production meeting the need of not one, but several worksites. Previously carved, these materials were
available, circulated from site to site and, therefore, conferred a great unity - and a great practicality - to various
worksites, whether for claustral dependencies, small parish churches or palaces for the nobility, terças or civil works.
The immense family appearance that permeates the works of D. Afonso V and D. João II - and then with D. Manuel stems from this process.
Among these, we underline those that were the object of great work, by affixing ornaments with the shape of small
heads or ram protomes in the wedges or facets in each of the base corners or rustications (depending on whether
they were used as a base or capital) and that appear in All Saints Royal Hospital. There is a series of local
design with numerous occurrences, especially in the Greater Estremadura and Alentejo (Pereira, 1993,
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established and quite common carving scheme. In fact, I attribute major importance to this type of tectonic
formulation and stereotomy, because it is a proven streamlined process running in parallel with the production of
stones for the famous instant castles (my term), which the Portuguese transported with them and erected quickly on
the coast of Morocco and Mauritania, and for which the pre-assembly of parts and standardized dimensions played
a key role.
Note that there are several configurations, but all based on the same type of “design” - this is the appropriate term
in this case. For example, in the cloister of King D. Afonso V, in the lower galleries, the columns and capitals were
carved monolithically and with two false octave columns, twinned, as where the bases and capitals. The combination
of elements, in turn, from the bases to the capitals and columns, and their inversion, repetition and placement or
pairing, stems from a practical use, depending on their use with available materials. Therefore, this is the indelible
mark of many of the enormous infrastructure and proto-factory works carried out by King D. Manuel and his
successor D. João III, in military works and, in particular, in warehouses, “alfândegas” [customs] and “casas” [houses]
in Portuguese ports or riverfronts, in the mainland, islands and overseas. Not by chance, many of these elements
circled everywhere, and appeared everywhere, transported in ships as useful and marketable ballast.
In the Royal Hospital, the exception were the narrow basket capitals (few, I think only two, dug up in the 1960s
excavations) that Rafael Moreira associated with copies of romanesque capitals from the second half of the 12th
century, located on the upper level of the “Campanile” and in the Baptistery of Pisa, suggesting they were a
Portuguese import from that Italian city, with which Portugal maintained special trade relations since the early 15th
century; perhaps even copies of the Roman originals (Smith, 1991, pp. 40-43).

New typologies
I recall that it was during the beginning of the Royal Hospital’s construction, a period that began around 1498 and
lasted until the mid-16th century, that Lisbon’s architecture expanded in utilitarian buildings. Houses grew in number,
especially on the coast due to the demographic increase of the cities. Moreover, the Manueline initiatives of urban
rearrangement gave rise to norms that would have a decisive medium-term effect on the construction of houses.
They had to be in “pedra and call” [stone and lime], possibly with internal dividing panels. This marked their exterior
appearance, now more monotonous, and more regulated and stabilized in a model with a well-defined metric. This
attention to repetition and replication was the genesis of modern urbanism, relying on the homogeneity of buildings
to invent the image of the urban public space. But we find - with significant presence and volume, sometimes
monumental - port buildings, buildings for customs and assistance, warehouses of multiple nature, buildings of
increasing functionalism. Nevertheless, what we are given to observe is that in these utilitarian buildings - as evidenced
by persisting examples or surviving representations, as well as exhumed archaeological remains - we come across
generalized architectural syntagmas, almost (if not actually) “uniform” or tending towards uniformity: round archways
on pilasters or half pilasters; wide and smooth voussoir and pilasters with bevelled edges; wooden roofs, possibly
ribbed or groin vaults, often in brick.
Simple structures, with regionally accessible and easy to cut materials, with minimal plastic treatment and with uniform
proportions. We confirm that we are faced with a first generalization of types and simpler ornamentations, usually
limited to doorways, in the chamfers, in order to expedite construction. These same vocabulary characteristics will
then extend to buildings of worship and monasteries - although not always, because there will be works of exceptional
grandeur and sluggishness - and also associated with the military architecture of African fortresses and, later still, to
those of more advanced pyroballistic nature.
The year 1513 also marked the beginning of a major reform of the riverside. Indeed, this year seems to
be essential to understand the reign of D. Manuel on its various fronts, as that moment was a concentration
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of numerous decisions with almost universal impact. A new program began to be designed for the Ribeira, the
riverfront. At the same time, an experienced master mason, André Pires, was hired, then nominated “mestre de
Obras reais de pedraria da cidade de Lisboa” [master builder over royal stonework of the city of Lisbon], registered
as such in 1515 (Carita, 1999, p. 99). In 1513, two other experienced masters were also hired, certainly of Pires’
generation and in all likelihood with identical training, perhaps even collaborators in several previous works: João de
Cáceres and Martim Lourenço, the former as master “das Obras do Paços de Madeira” [of works in the Madeira
Palaces] and the latter as master “das Obras Reais de pedraria and paços d’Évora” [of Royal masonry works and
palaces in Évora] - where he developed an immense complex of unprecedented scope, begun in the time of D. João
II and expanded in area by D. Manuel and D. João III, but still marked by the pragmatic subtlety of his colleagues.
The family appearance one finds among the works of the period certainly has to do with the fact it united masons
and carpenters in interdependent work fronts.
The Ribeira was therefore composed of several squares, the most important of which the Terreiro do Paço [Palace
Square], which served as the city’s noble and prestigious face. Beyond the horizontal mass of the Royal Palace
gallery, further west, was the large square of Ribeira das Naus. Next came the Corpo Santo square (Caetano, 2004,
pp. 133-135; fig. 56).
Actually, the topographic and urban definition of these squares resulted from the construction of buildings made
since 1513. Indeed, the organization and compartmentalization of these fronts began as new buildings were
constructed along the riverfront. Their function was recorded in their names: Tercenas [dockside granaries], proto-industrial buildings dedicated to manufacturing equipment linked to expansion, such as ships and vessels, or artillery,
with their foundries; Armazéns [warehouses], for the collection of products of various types; and Alfândegas [customs],
for administrative control over travel and, sometimes, unloading products.
The greatest concentration of activities related to the expansion was near or part of the Royal Palace but were subjected
to successive remodelling until its configuration was greatly changed in the late 16th century. Nevertheless, the urban
area dedicated to these functions remained the same, that is, it retreated behind the Terreiro do Paço and integrated
the baixa [downtown] (Caetano, 2004 pp. 201-204; fig. 121; drawing by José António). To the west of the palace was
the area of the Armaria [Armory] and Armazéns do Reino [kingdom’s warehouses] (Caetano, 2004, pp. 170-172; fig. 98;
drawing by José António). The Casa da Moeda [Mint] is thought to have been associated with the palace body.
All the houses were also used for the storage of precious goods from the travels to India, but also to weigh, record and
store them. Building the Royal Palace decompressed the area dedicated to these activities, which was confined, at first,
to adapt and accommodate the Casa da Mina [House of the Mine], located next to the Casa de Ceuta [House of Ceuta].
The Casa da Índia [House of India] was built on the Royal Palace’s lower floor, equipped for the storage and careful
treatment of spices (weighing, recording and accounting, business and government of these primary goods).

This building’s topography approached, in a very concrete and pragmatic way, the Empire’s actual geography, and
constituted as if a permanent “mnemonic” that reinvigorated the understanding of the Empire’s large and global
scale, although it also reflected its fragility. Nevertheless, the city became, with the remaining warehouses, a civitas
and a community.
Further west, the Ribeira Velha [old riverfront] or Ribeira das Portas do Mar [literally, riverfront at the sea’s door]
was framed by a huge building built by the city during the reign of D. Manuel, once again with a simple but effective
character: the Celeiros do Trigo [wheat barns], or Armazéns do Terreiro do Trigo [warehouses of wheat square]. They were
erected in front of the façade of the most important church of the entire riverfront, the Igreja da
Misericórdia [Church of the House of Mercy], a very prestigious institution at the time.
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an open ground floor, each with segmental archways (Caetano, 2004, pp. 164-167; drawings by Ricardo Laranjeira),
following a formal articulation (buttresses, lateral bays) not very distinct from the gallery of the Jerónimos Monastery
dormitory or the Royal Hospital’s Rossio archway.
One of the most important buildings for the riverfront operations was the Alfândega, which needed to be renovated.
The works for the Alfândega Nova [new customs] were launched in 1517 and its construction dragged on for decades.
The building stood on the river, next to the Armazéns do Terreiro do Trigo. Together with the latter, it closed the eastern
side of Terreiro do Paço. This building’s configuration changed the most during the century. It began by offering a
two-story façade facing the river, with four floors and a vaulted archway on the ground floor, connected to a platform
and an associated pier. This was the form, we believe, during almost the entire 16th century, considering the visual
sources until about 1580. Towards the late 16th century, the side facing the river was expanded, with two parallel
bodies defining an interior yard, which served as a pier platform, probably only additions to the western and eastern
limits of the original platform.
Now, from what we know of the largest buildings, this constructive movement reveals that new and inventive
typologies were followed, using expeditious means based precisely on the combined system of simplified stereotomy
and wooden roofs with simple carpentry, masonry walls, and stone and brick vaults, what I call “light” vaults, as
opposed to ribbed vaults in stone with slabs. These result in clear surfaces with well-defined volumes, roofs maintained
by simple whitewash (and, if they had edges these would be only ornamental and in brick cut in the Alentejo style),
and stereotyped stonework, of certain effect and structural robustness. Worksites accumulating unworked or carved
stone, carved columns and capitals and prefabricated bases, ceilings used in series from vault to vault, and more
accurate wooden moulds for roofs or ornaments (few), all this provided a building capacity similar to that of the
Royal Hospital, perhaps even coincident with some ongoing work in the Rossio Hospital, whose construction, we
believe, was prolonged. Thus this structure of large (or even very large) tercenas was endowed with round arches or
three-centred arches and segmental arches with chamfer, bevelled doorways, columns - when there were any - of
prismatic section, capitals manufactured in series (many directly from the quarries, from where they came already
roughed out or even completely carved), with the usual bases and capitals, which so often - I insist - seem even
interchangeable, with prismatic ends. This is the type of carved stone we find, I repeat, in the Royal Hospital as
evidenced by the stonework collection found there. Limestone is dominant.
I will not dwell on these pieces considering the material studied and edited by Irisalva Moita, Ana Cristina Leite and
myself, and the model, which remains a reference, produced in 1992-1993 at the Museu da Cidade (and property of
the Health Museum / Instituto Nacional de Saúde Doutor Ricardo Jorge), with scientific involvement of the entire
team of historians and archaeologists of the Museum and technical execution by the expert Carlos Loureiro based
on drawings by the late designer Carlos Ribeiro (Pereira, 1993, art. 24, pp. 63-64).

The long epilogue
We’ve seen a glimpse of the Hospital during, and soon after, the initial works. But it did not stop growing. If we
look at the excellent and essential study by António Pacheco (Pacheco, 2008), we find the evolution of the wards
that were operational since the beginning of the Hospital’s operation in 1504. The table below summarizes
information from collected sources:
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Date

Number of wards / services

1505
1550 (ca.)
1620 (ca.)
1715 (ca.)
1755-1758
1759-1775

5
9
19
22
21
22

Source: (Pacheco, 2008, Annex 3 - “Enfermarias / serviços do Hospital Real de Todos-osSantos (1502-1775)” [Wards/Services of All Saints Royal Hospital], pp. xxiii-xxvii.

The increase was thus exponential, which António Pacheco proved with new data (Pacheco, 2008, annex 3). Not
that, with some exceptions, the creation of each ward or service corresponded to large expansions. There was
an accommodation within the Royal Hospital’s vital space and even the use of the so-called “corredores”
[corridors]. But some services, such as the “Banco” or those requiring isolated patients, were reinforced and
new structures added.
One aspect this author emphasized is that, contrary to what is usually said and written (and by distraction I myself
have incurred in this lapse!), the Royal Hospital continued to work (and in full) after the 1755 earthquake, a nefarious
event that is often mistakenly assumed to have ended the institution’s activity. This was not the case and, moreover,
the Rossio Hospital’s maintenance was seriously considered and appears in almost all alternative plans. This can be
seen in a series of originals of the proposals then presented under the direction of Manuel da Maia, to wit, in Plan
no. 1 by Pedro Gualter da Fonseca and Francisco Pinheiro da Cunha; in Plan no. 2 by Elias Sebastião Poppe and
José Domingos Poppe; in Plan no. 3 by Eugénio dos Santos and António Carlos Andreas; and even in the plan that
was to be adopted, where All Saints Royal Hospital had different dimensions than the original and would have been
globally reformulated, but remain in the same place, that is, Plan no. 5 by Eugénio dos Santos and Carlos Mardel.
Until the 1755 earthquake, the Hospital, as we know, suffered several serious setbacks. It was certainly partially
damaged in the great earthquake that struck Lisbon in 1531, forcing several repairs. But especially serious was the
1601 fire and, surely, the Great Fire of 1750, which erupted when there was work in progress. A catastrophe was
caused by the amount of combustible wood in the mounted scaffolding, as testified by the memorialists. Even so,
the Hospital’s evolution regarding campaigns after about 1550 remains unclear. Data do not abound and the
iconography is not explicit regarding interior spaces and their distribution, which one has to assume.
There must have been work during the reign of D. João III, and I indicate a date after 1531 for repairs and addition of
dependencies, including the so-called Enfermaria dos Convalescente [convalescent ward], which seems to distinguish itself
from the others. Derived from this part of the work are, perhaps, the bases with comma-shaped leaves executed in a
greyish and harder limestone, and a capital with voluminous crochets and foliaceous winding of Gothic proportions,
but with a tendentially pre-Renaissance plastic treatment (Pereira, 1993, arts. 25.12; 25.13; 25.1, pp. 69-70).
The first fire of 1601, I believe there is no doubt, compromised the structure of the chancel’s great tower, which partially
collapsed and would eventually be demolished, disappearing from the subsequent representations. The same occurred with
the crypt/”celeiro”, filled and reinforced without functional concern, only in order to ensure the survival of the church
structure above the (now, renewed and thickened) foundations. The Hospital descriptions support this fact. Cristóvão
Oliveira and João Brandão in 1551 and 1552 still refers to the lower floors, below the church and wards I think,
but more recent sources no longer mention these areas that served essentially as a shelter/hospice.
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Of the exhumed material, the repairs in the Hermitage of Nossa Senhora do Amparo (one of two grey

and red marble plates from a landing of a small stairwell leading to the chancel) are undoubtedly from work after the
1601 fire. Found in other compartments, but scattered, were tiles with “tapestry”, “diamond tip” or beadwork
patterns, the sacrarium also from the chapel, a stone fragment from a crown that was adjoining a wall, and a pinnacle
in Arrábida breccia, the latter surely one of the trimmings in late repairs of the façade pediment, which are represented
in the Lisbon Museum’s large tile.
Recent excavations (Boavida, 2012; Bargão, 2015; Banha da Silva et Rodrigues, 2015; Barradas et Banha da Silva, 2017;
Silva et Banha da Silva, 2017) have revealed a fragmented collection of glazed ceramics from Italy, Seville, but also
from Lisbon, dating from the 16th to the late 17th century. The temporal horizon and late-medieval date of the well
where they were found, agrees with remodelling in this area in the eastern limit of the Royal Hospital complex, which
according to Boavida was related “to the architectural changes that occurred in All Saints Royal Hospital, as part of
profound work promoted during the reign of D. João V, during which the well was eventually deactivated and filled
with rubble. A chronology of the early 18th century is, therefore, adequate for the samples” (Boavida, 2012, p. 139;
apud. Moita, 1964, p. 86).
The reign of D. João V and, most likely, the moments following the 1755 fire, were decisive in the modification of
the Royal Hospital’s urban physiognomy. An engraving by Zuzarte, an artist always distinguished by his rigour, and
the comparison with two other iconographic sources, more imprecise but equally important - namely, the figurative
tile of the Convent of the Trinas and the representation of an auto-da-fé in Rossio, erstwhile in Guanabara (Brazil)
in the Solar Monjope; both now missing, but known from photographic reproductions - show the façade facing
Rossio with the church portal in a place of prominence, joined by façades now with three floors.
The watercolour drawing by Francisco Zuzarte - in this respect, the most enlightening of the sources; the others
serve to confirm this representation, despite dating from 1787 (“Zuzarte fc. 1787”) - represents the Hospital before
its deactivation and demolition. There is a beautiful watercolour drawing, by the same Zuzarte and from the same
date, of the Palace and Tower and part of the square of the previous Paço da Ribeira, therefore prior to the 1755
earthquake, which severely destroyed this architectural complex. The artist documented, therefore, the moment
before the catastrophe, which also means that the Hospital’s representation is its state before the earthquake (which,
as we have seen, seriously affected the Hospital but did not compromise its activity) and, I suppose, after the
remodelling immediately after the 1750 fire, which was probably as or more destructive than the mega-seism.
It is difficult to date the image on which the drawing is based. In 1787, the Neptune fountain did not exist in Rossio,
yet Zuzarte represents it, and with rigour, which denotes the almost archaeological character of a graphic memorialist
of a Lisbon that had disappeared or was beginning to disappear. An analysis of the drawing dates the Hospital’s
presentation as between 1750 and 1767, since most likely the façade facing Rossio maintained a configuration resulting
not only from works after the 1750 fire, but also some repairs after 1755. “From a document dated June 8, 1715,
we know that the Misericórdia’s board commissioned the necessary repairs and the extension of some wards that had
been ruined and which was the cause of some expense” (Carreira, 2012, p. 49).
In the aftermath of the fire, it is also certain that the Crown sought to expand and repair the Hospital, which reported
several needs, from administrative and material problems to issues of degraded spaces. Thus, we follow Adélia Carreira
when she writes, “The monarch probably wanted to use the opportunity not only to rebuild the wards affected by the
Great Fire, but also expand the hospital facilities, which would solve the already old overcrowding problem. Only thus
can we understand why a topographical plan for the Royal Hospital’s area and surroundings preceded the elaboration
of the project to reconstruct the hospital building” (Carreira, 2012, p. 50).
The author notes this plan is from 1750, a fundamental date. The objective of the important Planta Topographica, and
exacta do Sitio, que comprehende a Ilha em que estava edificado o Hospital Real de todos os Santos desta Cidade, o Convento
de São Domingos, and Cazas asim do Ill.mº and Exmº Marquês de Cascaes, como as dos particulares, a qual foi tirada
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na prezença do Sargento Mor Philippe Roiz de Oliveira, pello Ajudante Guilherme Joaquim Pais de Menezes and o

Discípulo Thomas Roiz da Costa, a que assistirão também outros Discipulos todos do dito Sargento Mor, and se finalizou a 9 de
Dezembro de 1750 [Topographic Plan, and exact site, which comprises the Island with this city’s All Saints Royal
Hospital, the Convent of São Domingos, and the Houses of the Marquis of Cascais and other private persons,
drafted in the presence of Sergeant Major Roiz de Oliveira, by the assistant Guilherme Joaquim Pais de Menezes
and the disciple Thomas Roiz da Costa, assisted by other disciples of the Sergeant Major, and concluded on December
8, 1750] (Carreira, 2012, p. 50), was an attempt to purchase land and houses (more than fourteen) for a planned
extension. The prices were surely quite high, considering their location as well as their illustrious proprietors,
suggesting the possibility of expropriation, which had already been considered by local officials and the monarchs D. Pedro II and particularly D. João V - in their eagerness to clean and improve Lisbon, as if they were Lisbon’s
Senate (Murteira, 1999; 2004; v. Carreira, p. 54).
Although the exact date to to match Zuzarte’s choice is undetermined, one cannot, however, ignore that he represented
an eastern facade of Rossio that obviously precedes what resulted from the post-earthquake reconstruction campaigns.
However, as his drawing is precise, we can observe the essential characteristics of the works of remodelling, expansion
and improvement, according to standards that maintained the essential of the previous (and now old or very old...)
Royal Hospital and those that resulted from its reactivation after the two catastrophes.
Thus, the façades immediately adjacent to the church façade - which remained nearly unchanged, with changes only
to the up-and-down system to the roofs, in the side area (and hence the front’s step-like profile, which reveal Zuzarte’s
talent and attention to detail!) - were totally reconfigured: to the south, there remained two floors above the archway,
something already observed in the Lisbon Museum tile, with floor to ceiling windows on the upper levels, but uniform
window openings; to the north, the Manueline archways continues to play a regulating role, certainly very useful in
urban terms, and resolves upwards along three floors with uniform windows, an attic and a pitched roof with two
dormers. But from both segments there emerges an inescapable desire for norms and symmetry.
Towards the Convent of S. Domingos, there is less regularity. Next are three narrow lots, with a street front width
corresponding to each of the Manueline arches. The houses appear bourgeois: one of them features a triangular
gable, but likewise three floors and regular windows. The following three lots apparently had a wider front to the
street (or square...) corresponding to a 3/4/3 sequence, including the arches in their foundation. While the bays
appear regular, one might say that the balconies have an older aspect, with “box” balconies. In the lot closest to the
row of the three narrow houses, I believe there is scaffolding, probably to hold the façade and what was behind it,
as if construction was being prepared, or there was part of an already condemned ward.
Overall, for the sequence including the S. Domingos Monastery lot and what is immediately before, there is a
roof with a single unified pitch without apparent fireguards, with four and five arches, respectively. In general,
I believe we are faced with a model of façades that follows the provisions and positions that D. João V had already
proposed for tenement buildings and that had repercussions upon the final building designs in the so-called Baixa
Pombalina designed by Eugene dos Santos and Carlos Mardel (who in 1760 intervened in the Hospital, for repairs)
(Carreira, 2012, p. 54).
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Fig. 37 - Rua dos Ourives do Ouro,
Elevation and tenement buillding
Livro 1.º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do senado ocidental, f. 220
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/CHR/010/0045/0102
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

This type of building is even known from a drawing annexed to a City Senate document, decreed by D. João V,
to regulate the streets and façades of the houses in Rua dos Ourives do Ouro: there are reasonable similarities with
a type of architecture approaching the Enlightenment rationalism that would emerge during the consulate of the
Marquis do Pombal and as a consequence of the experientialism of the Casa do Risco das Obras Públicas [house of
public works design].
***
But 1775 was approaching, when the Hospital ceased its activity and was transferred to the College of S. Antão, then
unused after the expulsion of the Society of Jesus, in 1769. This chapter, while part of All Saints Hospital’s history
(together with the new Central Hospital of Lisbon, quite rightly named “de Todos-os-Santos” [All Saints]!), is from a
separate period, one that is no less fascinating and had a different constructive logic, but still bore memories of the
old Royal Hospital’s projects. Now another chapter is approaching, as S. José Hospital is nearing decommission.
It won’t be demolished, as the Royal Hospital, and rightly so; but it merits attention to its heritage, as it encloses not
only the last 200 years of medical history, but also more than half a century of one of the most innovative institutions
created on Portuguese soil.
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Fig. 38 - Section of planta topographica, and exacta do sitio,
que compr ehende a ilha em que estava edificado o
hospital r eal de todos os santos desta cidade
[Topographic Plan, and exact site, which comprises the Island
where this city’s All Saints Royal Hospital was built]
(BNP, D.100R, http: // purl.pt/22488) with overlay of elements revealed
in archaeological excavations, between 1960 and 2000
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Manueline portal voussoirs (2)
Limestone. Workshop of Master Boitaca?
Late 15th - early 16th century
19th century sewer
Height 39.5 cm; max. width 50 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Manueline portico base
Limestone. Workshop of Master Boitaca?
Late 15th - early 16th century
19th century sewer
Height 40 cm; max. width 80 cm; length 57 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Late-gothic bases (2)
Limestone. Regional production
16th century. Annexes of All Saints Royal Hospital
A: height 30.5 cm; width 50.2 cmB: height 30.5 cm; width 50.4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Late gothic capital
Marble (Alentejo). Regional production
Late 15th - early 16th century
Height 34.5 cm; width 33.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (A-PF.00/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2015
Base of cross
Limestone and “Arrábida breccia”
Regional production
1706
Reused in western wall of corridor
beneath the Santa Clara Ward
Height 37 cm; width 43 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/J 3. Muro Oeste)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Crown
Limestone. Regional production
18th century
All Saints Royal Hospital landfills
Height 24.5 cm; max. width 44.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavations
CML-CAL (HTS.60/216EA)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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_The largest building of early modern Lisbon

INDEX

_THE ICONOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ROYAL HOSPITAL
Ana Cristina Leite
Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses (GEO), Municipality of Lisbon (CML)

Since the 16th century, the model of representation of Lisbon stabilized as: panoramic views from the river, with
the Ribeira area - the period’s new political and urban centre - prominently in the foreground; illustrations or
chorographic images, but which allow us to learn about the city as a whole, as well as its rugged topography; and,
views offered as scenery, where we can distinguish the main or most notable buildings, whose exaggerated scale
makes them stand out among the dense urban fabric. This symbolic and cosmopolitan model, oriented towards this
city’s role as the Empire’s central city, is no more than the city’s public image, always similar (Pereira, 2006, p. 2) and
crystallized until the 1755 Earthquake and following years (a production answering the interest in showing Lisbon
before the disaster). The same type of representation of the city will appear recurrently, not by direct appropriation
- since the oldest views were illuminations, intended for restricted consumption -, but by means of engravings for
widespread use, published throughout the 16th century, in works with collections of cities, and that synthesize the
“official” model of representation of Lisbon, its public image; “that is, showing Lisbon as it was sought to be shown,
particularly among the European literate circles” (Leite, 2019, p. 22).
The characteristics of this official iconography are practically identical to the descriptive texts of the city, as seen,
for example, in the laudatory work Urbis Olisiponis Descriptio (edited in 1554), by Damião de Góis (Góis, 1554, 2002).
Naturally, representations of the Hospital in the city’s iconography share the same particulars. A part of the urban
grid matrix, facing the Rossio Square (and closing this square to the east, playing a role in urban reorganization),
with its dimension, architectural characteristics, monumentality, but also its importance and significance, probably
related to a “modern health and assistance policy” (Soromenho, 2019, p. 136), the Hospital was carefully represented,
with greater or lesser detail, but often exaggerating its proportions to highlight the building among the city’s urban
panorama. This building’s relevant scenic presence within the city’s image was thus reinforced; an effect achieved
largely by the striking monumentality of the main façade and the church’s Manueline portal that rose above the
ground floor, and by the imposing and also scenic stairway, and perhaps also by the colourful pyramidal
roof of its crossing tower.
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Unsurprisingly, therefore, Damião de Góis, in the aforementioned 1554 work Urbis Olisiponis Descriptio, considers the
Hospital as one of the city’s sete grandiosos edifícios [seven magnificent buildings], saying “…tudo se faz de tal maneira
que o nosso Hospital pode reivindicar a primazia sobre todos os Hospitais Reais, embora muito numerosos e célebres,
que se encontram através de Espanha ou das restantes regiões do mundo cristão” [everything is done so our Hospital
can claim primacy over all Royal Hospitals, despite the many and famous, found in Spain and other regions of the
Christian world] (Góis,1554, 2002, p. 157). Additionally, there is the curious and notable comparison by Francisco
de Monzón, in 1544, between the Hospital and the Temple of Jerusalem, among many other accolades by enlightened
foreign travellers and Portuguese authors (Cristóvão Rodrigues de Oliveira, João Brandão de Buarcos, Frei Nicolau
de Oliveira, Padre Duarte de Sande, etc.).
Most of the Hospital’s known representations are small details within the city of Lisbon’s iconography from between
the 16th and 18th century, which we list and describe below (Section 1). There is also a substantially smaller group
of images exclusively of the hospital complex, identified and described afterwards (Section 2). Not all are original,
realistic or flawless representations, but as a whole they have contributed towards our knowledge of what would
have been one of the most relevant and unique urban structures of utilitarian architecture in the 16th century.
The oldest known original images and those closest to the Hospital’s date of foundation, where we can observe the
building with some realism if we exclude some inaccuracies, are two illuminations from the first quarter of the 16th
century: one attributed to António de Holanda, executed in Lisbon, based on a live drawing and inserted, respectively,
in Crónica de D. Afonso Henriques and in Genealogia dos Reis de Portugal (1.1 and 1.2); and the drawing Panorâmica de Lisboa
[panoramic of Lisbon], by an unknown author, from about 1570, archived in the University of Leiden (1.3).
Still during the 16th century, the first representations began to appear: an engraving by Georg Braun (or Georgius
Braunio, Cologne, 1541-1622), engraved by Frans Hogenberg in 1572, but with drawing of the city from around
1520 (1.4); and, in 1598, the first “bird’s eye view” (1.6), according to a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel (1.5), made during
a trip to Portugal, perhaps in the service of the Spanish monarch, Philip II (Gschwend & Lowe, 2017b. p. 36), or in
1567 (Senos, 2002, p. 104).
The engravings by Braun and Hogenberg, published in 1572 and in the 1598 work, were systematically copied and
reinterpreted throughout the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, until the 1755 earthquake. They are of great iconographic
importance and richness, specially the “bird’s eye view, topographic in nature, despite the inaccuracies in the Hospital’s
details. Another widely circulated engraving was that of Sebastian Münster, from 1598 (1.7).
Despite occasional images in drawings or paintings (1.8 to 1.10), these engravings disseminated the image of Lisbon
and were the basis for the Hospital’s representation, with copied or reinterpreted versions, until the 18th century:
small details in several other printed panoramic views (1.11 to 1.14), but only where the drawing’s perspective offers
a view of Rossio (and the most relevant, also used for vast production), since low-angled models, from the river,
hinder the perception of that city square in many other known important images, in paintings, azulejo [tiles]
or engravings.
Among the iconographic elements, there are also representations of the Hospital alone or more specifically its main
façade and the church portal, albeit integrated in an illustration of Rossio or daily scenes, dated from the 18th and
19th century (Section 2).
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1 - Representation of All Saints Royal Hospital in Lisbon iconography (16th - 18th centuries)
1. 1. - Panoramic view of Lisbon (detail)
About 1520. António de Holanda (1480?-1557), attributed
Illumination over parchment
Detail of Frontispiece in Crónica de D. Afonso Henriques by Duarte Galvão
Cascais, Museu Condes de Castro Guimarães

In the urban fabric, one can identify the Hospital building,
though only its main façade facing Rossio, a two level elevation
above the archway that extends to the Convent of São
Domingos. From both sides of the central church develop the
remaining hospital dependencies, with a larger section to the
north than the south (cf. Auto de Medição e Confrontação deste
Hospital e suas pertenças, Leite, 1993a) - a particularity that is not
constant among representations. Also represented are the
crossing tower/main chapel, covered by a pyramidal roof (with
blue coating, possibly corresponding to a glazed tile roof); and
the stairway landing providing access to the church. The small
size of this detail in the Panorama, showing the Hospital and
chromatic flaws, hinders a more detailed reading of the drawing.

1. 2 - View of Lisbon and the Tagus estuary (detail)
1530-1534. Drawing by Antonio de Holanda
Illumination over parchment
Print from f. 7 in Genealogia dos Reis de Portugal [Genealogy of the Kings of Portugal],
António de Holanda (1480?-1557)
and Simon Bening (c. 1483-1561)
London, British Library

Although very similar to the previous image (same author and
referring to the city in 1520), one can better identify some other
particularities in the Hospital’s representation: the design of the
church façade’s triangular gable; the portal’s double door; the
faceted stairway to the temple and the divided crown over the
main façade. Note the representation of the northeast and
southeast cloisters, not identified in the previous image, as well
as São Vicente ward (with large windows) in line with the church
crossing/main chapel, forming with it one of the arms of the
building’s cruciform layout. The church’s lateral dependencies
present different dimensions, with the northern section having
a greater dimension. However, with this representation and most
others, the planimetry is not fully discernible,
or appears incorrect. The wards are also not
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observable, at least rigorously. The crossing tower’s

pyramidal cover retains the same characteristics of the previous image, with a blue coating, also repeated in the
following image.

1. 3 - Panoramic view of Lisbon (detail)
About 1570. Unknown author
Drawing on paper, in pen and grey, brown and blue watercolour (in 17 sheets)
COLLBN J29-15-7831-110/30a-q.

This representation of the Hospital, part of one of the most
important and complete panoramic views of Lisbon, presents
an incorrect planimetry of the building: the church, as the
central building, appears flanked by two bodies (one to the
north, the largest, and another to the South), each with four
cloisters; and the temple tower - crowned by a blue pyramidal
roof and four spires in each corner - appears isolated at the
top of the nave, outside the overall structure. Considering the
detail of this view, this error in the drawing allows us to deduce
that the author most likely made a live drawing of the city, but
did not know the Hospital’s interior, having only received a
description or had access to some incorrect image he
interpreted in his drawing. Note that the known engravings
with this type of representation date back to 1572 and 1598 see 1.4 and 1 7 -, therefore later than this view, but previous drawings could be available to support these engravings
(or we have to re-evaluate this view’s date, especially given the analogies with the engraving by Sebastian Münster
(1.7), which requires further investigation, under development but not expanded upon here). But as for the exterior,
this image is quite rigorous. The façade facing Rossio has two floors above an archway, with buttresses between the
bays; all the buildings are topped with battlements. This is also one of the few rigorous representations of the south
façade facing Betesga Street, with its 16th century mullioned windows, similar to those in the main façade facing
Rossio, and the presence of the archway’s first arch. The Hospital is identified with a legend superimposed over the
temple roof: “Sprital del Rey” [King’s Hospital]
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1. 4 - Panoramic view of Lisbon and the coast from Santos to Cascais - Lisbona
- Cascale Lusitanae opp - Betheleem (detail)
1572 (drawing earlier or about 1520). Unknown author
Engraving, print 2 in Civitates Orbis Terrarum, Book One, by Georg Braun (1541-1622)
and Frans Hogenberg (1535-1590) engraver, Cologne, 1572
MC.GRA.1397
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

This panorama is one of the first engravings of Lisbon of
widespread use, with illustrative character, and disseminated in
publications of wide circulation. The Hospital is a small detail
in the drawing, but an expressive building within the urban
fabric and the Rossio square. However, it does not present the
cruciform structure, but rather a central body occupied by the
temple, always of prominent dimensions, flanked by other two
bodies of similar dimensions, where two cloisters in the
southern structure appear in a rudimentary and imprecise
manner. This less correct representation was largely copied and
reinterpreted in many other later images, as we have already
emphasized.

1. 5 - Panoramic view of Lisbon. “Bird’s eye” perspective (detail)
About 1565-1567. Joris Hoefgnagel (1542-1601)
Drawing on paper in Codex Miniatus, 1563-1570, f. 49v-50r.Viena, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek
1. 6 - Panoramic view of Lisbon. Bird’s eye” perspective
- Olissippo quae nunc Lisboa […] (detail)
1598. Drawing from 1565-1567 by Joris Hoefgnagel (1542-1601)
Engraving, print 2 in Civitates Orbis Terrarum, Book Five - Urbium Praecipuarum Mundi Theatrum Quintum,
by Georg Braun (1541-1622) and Frans Hogenberg (1535-1590), engraver, 1598
MC.GRA.1691
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa
The drawing (recently identified by Gschwend and Lowe, 2017b,
p. 36) and respective engraving with an aerial or “bird’s eye”
perspective of topographic character depicts the Hospital with
great prominence, that is, with an enlarged dimension, and
identified with the designation “Hospitale omniũ Sanctorũ”.
On the Rossio façade, one can identify the archway opening to
Betesga Street, the landing and stairway, with only three faces
(instead of the existing and commonly presented five) leading
to the church. The church is represented incorrectly without any
crossing tower but suggesting the existence of large nave
windows (or buttresses, as in other images?). The
remaining bodies and outbuildings are distributed
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around the temple: to the north, a large cloister; to

the south, two cloisters, with indications of the archway and vegetal elements, in the centre (the southern side
incorrectly larger than the northern side); and to the rear, three areas, one probably occupied by the Hospital’s garden
(with well-outlined beds/plots) and two other irregular, defined by various constructions. The cruciform layout is
not evident, but we can identify what would correspond to the Santa Clara and São Cosme wards, positioned
perpendicularly to the Church, although with unrealistic proportions. Like the previous engraving (1.4), this one was
also widely disseminated, copied and reinterpreted in many other later views of Lisbon.

1. 7 - Panoramic view of Lisbon - Olisiponis oder Lissabonae […] (detail)
1598. Engraving. Drawing of unknown author
Published in Cosmographey das ist beschreibung aller länder […] by Sebastian Münster (1489-1552),
Basileia: Sebastian Henricpetri, 1598, f. 80-81
MC.GRA.1693
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

Another widespread print that has as its matrix the
drawing View of Lisbon by Braun/Hogenberg of
1572 (1.4). Münster collected memories of cities
from the local elites and scholars, therefore it not
surprising that, in the text accompanying the
panorama of Lisbon, he made reference to a work
by Damião de Góis, Urbis Olisiponis Descriptio, which
he would have had access to when it was published
in 1554, or, simply, by copying the text annexed to
the 1572 engraving (Leite, 2019, p. 27). This explains
the inaccuracies we identified in the Hospital’s
representation. The church stands out, not only for
its size compared to the rest of the building: nave
with buttresses; triangular gable façade, with only
one opening and oculus; stairway accessing the temple with only three faces, omitting the landing; the crossing tower
with pyramidal roof juxtaposed to top of the nave, outside the structure. The remaining building is formed by two
outbuildings, on both sides of the temple, of identical size, each opening to four cloisters. Here the draughtsman
may have interpreted the text by Damião de Góis, which describes that “está o edifício dividido em quatro claustros…
” [the building is divided into four cloisters] (Góis, 1554, 2002, p. 157), since the 1572 engraving by Braun/Hogenberg
only indicates two openings in each side block. The small size of the Hospital image within the design does not
allow great rigour and detail. Therefore, the Rossio archway is not represented, but there are two upper floors.
As with other engravings and representations of the Hospital, this image with unrealistic aspects was largely copied
and reinterpreted later, as we have been underlining.
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1. 8 - Panoramic view of Lisbon - Lembrança dos Mur os e bastiães que falecem há Cidade de Lysboa
da parte da Ter ra & doutr os baluartes e bastiães da parte do Mar (detail)
1571. Francisco da Holanda (1517-1584)
Drawing with pen and sepia watercolour, part of sepia water drawing inserted in the work Da Fabrica que Falece há
cidade de Lysboa, manuscript, f. 8v. and 9r. BA. 52-XII-24
Lisbon, Biblioteca da Ajuda
In this image of the city made to show Lisbon’s missing
fortifications, Francisco de Holanda only details some of the
city’s most significant buildings within the urban fabric.
Therefore, he synthesizes the Hospital’s representation to
only its monumental church, triangular gable façade and the
landing and access stairway, while the remaining structure is
imperceptible.

1. 9 - Panoramic view of Lisbon
1598-1599/1606. Hieremias Gundlach
Watercolour drawing
In Nova Hispaniae Regnorum Descriptio, f. 666-667
Cod. 6481
Viena: Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek
The author of this view (published by Gschwend and Lowe, 2017B, p. 37), Hieremias Gundlach (Nuremberg, 15751608), travelled to Spain and Portugal between 1598 and 1599, and collected historical and geographical data that he
compiled in the manuscript Nova Hispaniae Regnorum Descriptio, only completed in 1606. Although he was in Lisbon,
he used the panorama by Braun and Hogenberg, published in 1572 (1.4), as his source. This resulted in a
representation of the Hospital formed by the central temple and two lateral bodies, whose dependencies are
articulated around two cloisters. The church tower with its pyramidal roof is a prominent structure. This is the last,
known, representation of the Hospital in the 16th century.

1. 10 - View of Lisbon with the “entrance” of King Philip II of Portugal in 1619
About 1620-1622. Unknown Author
Oil on canvas
Germany, Weilburg Castle
The first original, known representation of the Hospital dated from the 17th century (Flor, 2019). The building
emerges from the dense urban fabric, with a focus on the monumental and scenic façade with double door, stairway
and church (here without the representation of the tower that had disappeared with the 1610 fire that devastated the
Hospital). Open to the square, the temple stands out for its exaggerated dimensions in relation to the
other hospital outbuildings, which are not represented, with the exception of the Rossio façade. To the
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north, the archway is still noticeable.

1. 11 - Panoramic view of Lisbon - Lisabona in Portugal: Committe Deo, Spera, et ille Faciet (detail)
1638? Unknown author. Published in the work by Daniel Meisner - Libellus novus politicus emblematicus civitaruni,
Nuremberg, 1638
Engraving
NC-234
Coimbra, Universidade de Coimbra, Biblioteca Geral Digital

This view was copied either from the 1572 engraving by Braun
and Hogenberg (1.4), or that of Sebastian Münster published
in 1598 (1.7), as the Hospital’s representation reproduces the
same volumetric and planimetric errors, thereby contributing,
like its inspirations, to other incorrect representations.
However, in this view, the Hospital also has a large presence,
given its exaggerated size, indicating the value given to this
utilitarian architecture. The temple’s lateral dependencies
present different dimensions, although exchanged (the south
side larger than the north side). The tower is wrongly
represented here, as it had been destroyed by the 1610 fire,
as aforementioned.

1. 12 - Panoramic view of Lisbon - Pr ofil de la Famause Ville et Port de Mer de Lisbone
Capitalle du Royaume de Portugal (detail)
1645. Hugues Picart (1587-1664)
Engraving
MC.GRA.0429
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

Although following the model in the engravings by Braun and
Hogenberg of 1572 (1.4) and Sebastian Münster of 1598 (1.7),
this representation crystallizes a new image that will be
replicated and adjusted in other engravings in the 17th century
but also in the 18th (the latter corresponding to the edition of
several views of the city the earthquake had destroyed).
The Hospital stands out by its size and presence in Rossio, and
is presented once more in a non-cruciform plan: church in the
centre, with a buttressed tower juxtaposed to the top of the
nave (a tower that, we stress, ceased to exist in 1610), outside
the rest of the building; the temple nave, in the centre of the
building, flanked by two massive bodies of equal size, with no
representation of cloisters. Although it is an engraving of
considerable size, the architectural details are inexpressive and
hardly close to a structure of Manueline architecture.
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1. 13 - Panoramic view of Lisbon in 1610 - Lisboa amplissima Lusitaniæ civitas totius; Lisbona;
Indiæ orientalis et occidental emporium celeber rimum (detail)
About 1680. Netherlands: editor Carel Allard, attributed (1648-1709)
Engraving
MC.GRA.1398
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

As with the previous image, this engraving assumes, in annexed
text (description of the city), to show the city in 1610 and
would be copied in other engravings. The presence of the
tower, destroyed by the 1610 fire, will be a constant in later
images. Although the planimetry is the same, there are a small
number of significant differences regarding the previous
representation: the presence of archways in the façade facing
Rossio; the drawing of the fenestration that seeks to simulate
mullioned windows; the existence of a church façade with door
in round arch and a rosace, which as we know does not
correspond to reality; also, the landing in the stairway accessing
the temple was omitted. For example, an engraving attributed
to Giuseppe Longhi, Lisbona, from about 1680-90 (Bologna),
repeats this representation; the building, like other significant
Lisbon buildings, appears identified with the caption “l’ospital di tutti i Santi”.

1. 14 - Panoramic view of Lisbon - Lisabona (detail)
About 1730. Georg Balthasar Probst (1732-1801)
Engraving
MC.GRA.1871
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

Although in line with the representations of 1572 by Braun and
Hogenberg (1.4), 1598 by Sebastian Münster (1.7) and possibly
in Picart’s of 1645 (1.12), we note a new reinterpretation of the
Hospital’s image. The building’s planimetry is formed by a
single block, where the church nave emerges from the centre
of this block. However, the northern part is larger than the
southern part; the tower is completely disjointed from the
temple structure, and next to the single block’s rear; there is no
indication of cloisters; the Rossio archway is non-existent,
giving way to a ground level with regular windows, under two
other floors (repeated in the south façade, facing Betesga
Street); there are three open doors in the middle of the
structure, in line with a reduced stairway with quadrangular
landing. The Hospital is identified with No. 43, corresponding
to the legend “Alla Heiligen Spittal”. Despite this representation’s inaccuracies, the Hospital is, once again,
one of the buildings of great expression within Lisbon’s urban fabric.
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2 - Iconography of All Saints Royal Hospital’s Rossio façade
2. 1 - All Saints Royal Hospital, Rossio façade
Early 18th century. Master P. M. P., attributed. Portuguese production
Tile panel, faience
MC.AZU.0074
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa

This panel with the detailed representation of the Hospital’s main façade facing Rossio is one of the most relevant
known iconographic elements. In this representation of the Hospital, there are many evident reminiscences of the
building’s main façade and 16th century church portal. The Church façade was shifted to the side, to frame São
Domingos Convent, to the north, next to the Hospital, and therefore leaving visible only the southern section that,
as we have noted, was smaller than the northern section: “Começouse a medir pela parte do Poente por onde parte
com o dito Rocio[…] E de hum marco que está posto em a mesma parede com a frontaria ao Poente em que estão
as Armas do Patriarca São Domingos , e um letreyro, que trata de sua divizão the entestar nas Escadas da porta da
Igreja do d. Hospital tem medido por fora dos Arcos cincoenta e tres varas e tres quartas. […] E medindo até a
canto, e cunhal, onde começa a Rua da Bitesga, partindo com o mesmo Rocio; tem de pé da ultima escada the o dito
canto, e cunhal, dezanove varas escaças” [we began measuring from the western part facing Rossio. Between a mark
in this wall facing west, with the arms of the patriarch São Domingos, and a dividing sign next to the stairs leading
up to the Hospital Church door, outside the arches, measures 53 yards and three quarters. And to the corner and
cornerstone where Rua da Betesga begins, from the same Rossio, is 19 yards] in Auto de Medição e Confrontação deste
Hospital e suas pertenças (Leite, 1993a, p. 53). The monumental church façade with triangular gable, above a five-sided
stairway ending in a wide landing, stands out in the composition. The Manueline portal that unfolds over the entire
surface of the façade gives it a monumental and scenic character very noticeable in this image, where the presence
of human figuration (although with some problems of scale), gives us a sense of the hospital’s proportions and its
impact in Rossio, one of city’s main squares (together with Terreiro do Paço). The portal’s composition develops
from the double door flanked by profuse ornamentation over the entire surface of the façade, made of helical
columns and buttresses that frame ropes, interlaced threads, ending in flying buttresses that frame rope elements,
intertwined cords, ending in crockets and demi-bullnoses. Three oculi surround a central dossal with an image of
the Virgin with the Child. Laterally, four more religious figures (the four evangelists), two on each side placed on
corbels. Some heraldic elements are distributed over the doors: the symbol of D. João II, the pelican, and the Royal
shield. As noted by Paulo Pereira, besides the ornamental program is the notable iconographic program (1993,
p. 35), quite evident in this image. The crossing tower is also not represented here, as it had been destroyed
possibly with the 1610 fire that devastated the temple, sparing only the portal, according to the description
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by Pero Roiz Soares (Lopes de Almeida, 1955, pp. 388-389). On the façade next to the church body,

to the north, one observes the archway formed by low ashlar arches - 16 in total, including those corresponding to
São Domingos Convent, although descriptions refer to 25 (Brandão, 1552, 1990, p. 125), with irregular spans,
separated by abutments. The gallery corridor, for public use, has a groin vault ceiling, as inferred by the presence of
small corbels. A 16th century-style door is indicated in the gallery exterior by a plinth with a cross (possible access
to the Hermitage of Our Lady of Amparo, or one of the access doors to the Hospital?). Over this gallery stand two
floors of the hospital dependencies. This façade’s fenestration is irregular, with windows of varied typology:
rectangular frame, with or without iron grating or balcony; mullioned windows; a loggia; and a jalousie window.

2. 2 - View of Rossio and All Saints Royal Hospital façade
1742. Unknown author. Inserted in work by Josué Rousseau - Histoire Abregée du Portugal et des Algarves… Amsterdam:
Jacques Desbordes,1742, p. 774.
H.G. 5467 P.
Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal

The entire representation has problems of scale, in both the
small size of the Rossio Square and the excessive dimension of
the Hospital. And although it is a fantasized image of the city,
possibly a scenario for groups of pilgrims heading to the
Hospital’s church, it has some particularities, such as: the
pentagonal section of the stairway and landing accessing the
temple; the temple’s façade, in ashlars and with triangular gable,
where the portal’s composition extends over the entire surface;
the double door, framed by helical columns and three oculi.
Above, a dossal with an image of the Virgin (an element with
excessive dimensions). We do not know the sources used for
the drawing, since all the known previous elements of wide
circulation did not possess this level of detail; we believe the
author was in Lisbon at the early 18th century, when he edited
a work on Grammar. The engraving also shows the northern
façade of the hospital outbuildings, with the archway and
abutments between each span. However, only the hypothesis
of a live drawing explains the realism of the façade.
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2. 3 - Auto-da-fé procession in Rossio
About 1740
Tile panel from Solar Monjope (early 20th century. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Demolished in the 1970s
Photo by J. M. Santos Simões, taken in 1960-70
Coleção Azulejaria Portuguesa
Lisboa, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian - Biblioteca de Arte

The Hospital façade facing Rossio appears as background to
the Auto-da-fé scene - the procession of those condemned
by the inquisition - and is drawn rather schematically. Once
again, the church stands out, with the nave and advanced front
of the lateral bodies; a front with triangular gable and portal
occupying the entire surface: double door, helical columns,
oculus, coat of arms element (?). The lateral bodies of the
remaining dependencies do not exhibit the archway and have
two floors and dormer above the ground floor. The hospital
is juxtaposed to São Domingos Convent, where some arches
can been observed.

2. 4 - View of All Saints Royal Hospital façade
Mid-18th century (?)
Tile panel from Trinas Convent (missing)
Of this panel, we only know the drawing published
by Mário Carmona and Nuno Daupiás (1954; 1959).

It shows the part of the façade facing Rossio to the north of
the church, with three floors above the archway. The temple’s
façade, on the edge of the panel, was narrowed resulting in a
distortion of the portal’s composition, although it does
schematically include most of the ornamental elements.
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2. 5 - View of Rossio before the 1755 Earthquake
1787. Zuzarte (signed Zuzarte fc1787). Original drawing 1754/55?
Watercolour drawing
Lisboa, private collection
Reproduction based on photo by José Artur Leitão Bárcia
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/BAR/000954 - Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

When this drawing was executed, what remained of the
Hospital had been demolished, but it has great
documentary value, because the author (of whom we
know biographically very little) must have had access to
some source, unknown today, or to a drawing of his, which
Paulo Pereira dates to 1754/55 (2007, p. 6). The tower that
disappeared with the 1610 fire is no longer represented.
When we look at the architectural elements of the Rossio
facade, we do not recognize the reminiscences of the 16th
century building that are clearly present in the Lisbon
Museum tile panel (2.1). Rather, it is closer to the images
in the Solar Monjope and Trinas Convent tile panels, but
with greater rigour of representation: on the north façade,
of greater size, there are three floors and dormer, over a
buttressed archway, and on the south side the two usual floors, both sides with the same dimensions; regular
fenestration, with rectangular frames and bay windows, except for the first floor, denouncing a different expression
from the 16th century period. Irisalva Moita (1992, p. 35), argues that this drawing shows us the Hospital after the
1750 fire, which considerably damaged the building, but it seems unlikely that the Rossio fenestration was so modified.
As for the drawing of the church portal, there are some suggestions of Gothic architecture, such as the lancet arch
surrounding the double door, although we also observe the helical columns, the intertwined torçades framing the
entire composition, the royal coat of arms, the niches with religious images (only two, not four), the oculi, armillary
spheres (instead of the pelican), the central image without dossal, in a composition occupying the entire front up to
the triangular gable. We can state that almost all the portal’s components are represented, but either out of place or
without rigour. However, this is a record still referring to the Manueline decoration.
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2. 6 - View of the Rossio Square
18th century / 1750-1800? Unknown Portuguese Master
Oil on canvas
(Available at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rossio_e_Castelo_de_S._Jorge_antes_do_Terramoto_
de_1755.png)
Álvaro Roquette/Pedro Aguiar Branco Collection, SARL

This recently identified work, with a chronology that might
go from the 18th century to 1800 (Soromenho, p. 135;
Gschwend and Lowe, 2017b, p. 39), has similarities with
Zuzarte’s drawing (2. 6). The author of this painting
possibly copied that drawing or, more likely, both artists
had access to the same source that is unknown today
(Soromenho, pp. 138-139). Using the same point of view,
the Hospital’s representation was shifted to include the São
Domingos complex. The differences include: fewer arches
in the painting’s archway, corresponding also to the smaller
dimensions of the Hospital bodies on both sides of the
church; in the drawing of the temple portal, we find the
coat of arms in place of the Virgin; the religious figures
are not represented; there are two angels, an armillary
sphere at the end of the composition, and a cross of Christ on the edge of the triangular gable (in many other
representations there is a small Latin cross). We dare suggest that this painting and Zuzarte’s drawing have some
analogies, here reinterpreted, with the woodcut published in Archivo Pittoresco (2.7), which was itself based on a drawing
made when the portal was demolished.

2. 7 - Gothic Portal of All Saints Royal Hospital
1861. Signed “Coelho”
Woodcut. Published in Archivo Pittoresco, vol. IV, 1861, p. 213
Lisbon, Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses

A short text explains that although at the time (1861) there
was no trace of the Hospital and this portal, the
engraving’s author discovered a drawing, “unico que existe
d’aquelle grandioso edifício” [only remaining of that
grandiose building], which belonged to José Valentim de
Freitas (designer of public works) “que o houve de um
architecto contemporaneo da demolição” [who obtained
it from an architect contemporaneous with the demolition]
(Archivo Pittoresco, 1861, p. 216). The text describes the
portal: “Alem do typo architectonico, tem este portal o
cunho dos soberanos que edificaram o hospital de todos
os Santos, os pelicanos, emblema de D. João II, que estão
aos lados do baldaquino em que se vê uma
estátua coroada. Que talvez seja a deste rei, e a
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esfera armilar posta no alto da fachada. As

quatro estatuas metidas entre as columas, devem ser dos santos hospitaleiros, e mais amigos dos pobres enfermos”
[In addition to the architectural type, this portal has the mark of the sovereigns who built All Saints Hospital, the
pelicans, emblem of King D. João II, beside a baldachin where we see a crowned statue, perhaps of this king, and
the armillary sphere placed high on the façade. The four statues between the columns must be of the patron saints
of hospitality and friends of the sick poor] (Archivo Pittoresco, 1861, p. 136).

3. Other representations
The great evocative power of the Hospital - given the building, its function, and existence for over two and a half
centuries - persisted after its disappearance. Unsurprisingly, therefore, during the 19th century, representations of
this institution continued to appear, even if completely imagined and unrealistic, but with a clear symbolic
significance, such as the engraving by Carlos Alberto in the Lisbon Museum archive, which was partially reproduced
in a partnership diploma of the Sociedade de Soccorros Mutuos Marquez de Pombal [Marquis de Pombal mutual aid society]
from about 1881 (lithography, Biblioteca Nacional do Brasil). The engraving is decorated with several episodes
from the time of the Marquis de Pombal or his governmental action and is duly subtitled and dated. One episode
is identified as “Incendio do Hospital de Todos os Santos” [All Saints Hospital fire] with the date of 1755 (but, as
we know, one of the Hospital fires was in 1750). The representation shows us a completely idealized façade,
as well as the church portal, in flames, with the sick being removed through the windows and attended by a crowd
filling the square.
However, among all the significant Lisbon buildings now gone, All Saints Royal Hospital is one of the best known,
due to the abundant existing documentation, including the manuscripts and published sources, cartography and
iconography listed above, together with remains of its architecture, decorative features, and artefacts recovered in
occasional findings and archaeological interventions (1960, Irisalva Moita and 1999-2001, Rodrigo Banha da Silva).
The articulation of these elements and the various research works has resulted in some reconstructions of the
Hospital that we can consider as a contemporary collection of representations.

All Saints Hospital fir e
Partnership diploma of the
Sociedade de Soccorros Mutuos Marquez de Pombal, c. 1881
(Detail)
Engraving by Caetano Alberto. 19th century (2nd half)
Rua Nova do Almada typography
MC.GRA.0515
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa
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The first 20th century image of the hospital was by the painter Jaime Martins Barata, probably inspired by the Lisbon
Museum tile panel, for the laudatory work Oito Séculos de História [eight centuries of history], edited in 1947 by the
City Council of Lisbon.

All Saints Hospital in the 17th century
Lithography. Watercolour by Jaime Martins Barata
Published in Oito Séculos de História, Lisboa, Câmara
Municipal de Lisboa, 1947.
Lisbon, Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses

Also noteworthy is the large-scale model of Lisboa antes do Terramoto [Lisbon before the earthquake], carried out
under the scientific coordination of Gustavo de Matos Sequeira between 1955 and 1959, by model maker Titian
Violante, and since 1982 on exhibit at the Museu da Cidade [City Museum] (now Museu de Lisboa [Lisbon Museum]).
With no archaeological data yet available, the possible sources used by the Lisbon scholar to model the Hospital
were the textual sources, the iconography, already well-known at the time (Vieira da Silva, 1947), and the cartographic
elements. This model of the Hospital presents a cruciform planimetry, defined by the wards and church; four cloisters;
a façade facing Rossio with a buttressed archway; the church at the centre, with prominent dimensions, with a
hexagonal ceiling and tower over the crossing (and not crossing/chapel); and also represents the outbuildings to the
north, adjoining the Convent of São Domingos. Some of this reconstruction’s aspects are questionable, such as the
tower, for whose hexagonal structure there is no evidence, and which did not exist after the 1610 fire, as we have
pointed out.

Lisbon before the Earthquake (detail)
Model in plaster and wood
Gustavo de Matos Sequeira (scientific coord.);
Titian Violante (model maker)
1955-1959
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa
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Marking the fifth centenary of its foundation, a model of the Hospital in the early 16th century was made (Loureiro,
Leite et Pereira, 1993) at the request of the São José Hospital (now on display at the Health Museum) under scientific
coordination of the Museu da Cidade (coordination: Paulo Pereira and Ana Cristina Leite; drawings by Carlos Ribeiro;
model maker Carlos Cabral Loureiro). With a scale of 1:100, the model represents many details of the construction
and ornamentation (supported by the iconography, archaeological remains, and the comparative analysis with
Manueline period architecture). The possible dimensions of the Hospital were also rigorously determined based on
documents known at the time, textual and cartographic (such as, for example, the aforementioned Auto de Medição e
Confrontação deste Hospital e suas pertenças, manuscript, 1696 (Leite, 1993a, pp. 52-53); the 1960 archaeological excavation
plan (Moita, 1964-1966); the Planta topographica, e exacta do Sitio, que comprehende a Ilha em que estava edificado o Hospital
Real de todos os Santos desta Cidade, O Convento de São Domingos, e Cazas asim do ill.mº e Exm.o Marquês de Cascaes, como as
dos particulares: a qual foi tirada na prezença do Sargento Môr Philippe Roiz de Oliveira, pello Ajudante Guilherme Joaquim Paês de
Menezes, e o Discipulo Thomas Roiz da Costa, a que assistirão também outros Discipulos todos do dito Sargento Môr, e se finalizou a
9 de Dezembro de 1750 [Topographic Plan, and exact site, which comprises the Island with this city’s All Saints Royal
Hospital, the Convent of São Domingos, and the Houses of the Marquis of Cascais and other private persons,
drafted in the presence of Sergeant Major Roiz de Oliveira, by the assistant Guilherme Joaquim Pais de Menezes
and the disciple Thomas Roiz da Costa, assisted by other disciples of the Sergeant Major, and concluded on December
8, 1750] India ink drawing, watercolour, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal).

All Saints Royal Hospital (16th century)
Model in acrylic, wood and plaster
Paulo Pereira and Ana Cristina Leite (scientific coord.);
Carlos Ribeiro (reconstitution drawings);
Carlos Cabral Loureiro (model maker)
1993. Fotografia ACLeite
Lisbon. Museu da Saúde
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More recently, in 2010, as part of a project, by the Museu da Cidade, to virtually reconstruct the city before the
earthquake, a new 3D virtual model of the Hospital was built, once again using all the sources identified at the time
(Leite, 2011).

All Saints Royal Hospital and surroundings, before
the 1755 Earthquake
Virtual 3D reconstitution. Museu da Cidade, 2010
Ana Cristina Leite (project leader); Margarida Almeida
Bastos (coordination); Carlos Cabral Loureiro
(reconstitution drawings and modelling); Sdesign - World
(3D modelling and texturing); Ana Cristina Leite, Carlos
Cabral Loureiro, Margarida Almeida Bastos, Rita Fragoso
de Almeida, Rita Manteigas (research); Lurdes Garcia,
Rosário Dantas (research support).
Lisbon, Museu de Lisboa
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_FERNÃO GOMES AND THE PROJECT FOR PAINTING THE CEILING
OF ALL SAINTS ROYAL HOSPITAL CHURCH
Vítor Serrão
School of Arts and Humanities, University of Lisbon

This incredibly detailed design was intended for the composition of one of the ceilings in the Royal Hospital’s
Church. It illustrates the precise definition of the iconographic program and model of architectural structure that
organized this wooden cover. Everything gives it exceptional characteristics within Portuguese art, as a very rare
testimony of a sketch for a 16th century ceiling that disappeared due to historic vicissitudes. Furthermore, the refined
work was by Fernão Gomes, the regal painter of kings Philip I and Philip II of Portugal and one of the best artists
of his generation. The drawing itself is, in fact, very faithful to the canons of Roman mannerism, which the artist
knew well, and reveals an enviable plastic quality, attested in the general scenic conception, in the fine sketches of
the historical medallions, and in the boldness of the decorative and scenic surroundings.
The drawing, first referenced by Maria Alice Beaumont (1962), was first exhibited with prominence by Ayres de
Carvalho (1977) and must date from the mid-1580s. Unfortunately lost in the fire of October 26, 1601, the painting
- of which this drawing was the detailed project - remains only in the memory in this beautiful drawing, which
includes a scale. The project includes 15 quadri riportati that alternate between a circular, square, and oval shape,
integrated, and surrounded by fine “brutesco”, putti, vegetalist motifs, posters with Latin inscriptions alluding to each
“story”, as well as shells, florets, and other motifs. As José Alberto Seabra Carvalho wrote, “this sheet is an exceptional
document because it preserves the reliable memory of the vast and complex decorative program (...). Destroyed by
fire, the work would eventually live less than twenty years. Its edifying allegorical discourse, perfectly suited to the
vocation of the hospital for which it was created, is articulated longitudinally in three thematic series” (Carvalho,
1977, p. 371).
As the art historian Dagoberto L. Markl noted, the iconographic program develops a complex allegorical program
of glorification of themes from the Old and New Testaments that allude to healing and hospitality, which were the
most consequential representations of the function of the building for which they were intended (Markl et Serrão,
1980, pp. 173-191). The themes from the Old and New Testaments are interrelated and sequenced, in a
kind of iconological narration with a common denominator: the praise of Charity. The presented scenes
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develop along 15 quadri riportati alluding to Miraculous Cures, Hospitality and Glorious Scenes. Thus, following

Ceiling of the nave of the All Saints Royal Hospital Church
Drawing on white paper
Fernão Gomes, ca. 1580-1590
Inv. D. 6R (available at http://purl.pt/14998)
© Lisboa, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
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the identification proposed by Dagoberto L. Markl, there are several episodes in sequence, which the design represents
in detail, surely so they could be appreciated and approved by the provedor [ombudsman] and other authorities of the
Misericordia de Lisboa [House of Mercy of Lisbon], the entity that presided over construction in the Royal Hospital.
On the left side, in ascending order, we see the episodes of Hospitality: the Miracle of the Fruitless Fig Tree, Lot receiving
the angels sent to Sodom, the Meeting of pilgrims on the Way to Emmaus, Christ received in the House of Martha and Mary and
the Philoxenia of Abraham. Next are the Glorious Scenes, in the central group of medallions, which include the episodes
The Archangel Raphael is sent to the family of Tobias, Moses and the bronze serpent, The Last Supper (in the centre, in a larger
“refitted frame”), The Good Samaritan and, finally, the Final Judgment. Finally, on the right hand side, one can admire
the stories of the miraculous cures: Christ healing a haemorrhagic patient, The Boy Tobias healing the blind father with
St. Raphael, the Cure of the Leper, the Probative Pool and the Miracle of Zacchaeus the publican, which all together constitute
the “estorias (…) tiradas do Testamento novo e velho” [stories taken from the New and Old Testament], as the
legend below explicitly states.
The drawings of the various scenes, well defined on the white sheet, attest to Gomes’ excellence as a sketch artist,
and show compositions with slender figures in serpentine poses, backgrounds of oblique architectures, backgrounds
with landscapes and a relationship between planes suggesting the strength and catechetical sense of the paintings,
when viewed from below. The painted ceiling surely had a great visual and scenic impact! Unfortunately, only the
drawing remains, a final study for the composition covering the body of the Royal Hospital’s Church, badly destroyed
by the terrible fire of 1601, about which the Memorial by Pero Rodrigues Soares left a poignant testimony (Almeida,
1957, pp. 199-200). The reconstruction and the inherent redecoration of All Saints Church was quick, and Fernão
Gomes would return, with a contract celebrated on January 30, 1604 with the provedor of the Santa Casa da Misericórdia
de Lisboa, D. GiI Eanes Da Costa, to paint the new ceiling of the church chancel, now in association with the painter
Diogo Teixeira, but with a substantially different iconographic program. Due to his death in 1612, he was unable to
complete the new decoration of the nave ceiling, which the painters Simão Rodrigues and Domingos Vieira Serrão
executed with marked success in 1613-1614, after the death of Fernão Gomes...
There is abundant documentation on all these paintings and some news that attest to their scenographic impact and
the good artistic impression they caused (Markl et Serrão, 1980). We also know that the new church nave ceiling
served as a model for another ceiling by the same Simão Rodrigues and his “partner” Domingos Vieira Serrão,
painted soon after in the vault of the Sacristy in the See of Elvas (Serrão, 2009, pp. 106-107). But that roof would
also collapse in a new fire in 1750... Simão Rodrigues painted the ceiling of the New Sacristy of the Cathedral of
Elvas, under the supervision of the architect Pero Vaz Pereira, and “na comformidade da pimtura que está feita no
Hospitall de todos os santos da cidade de llisboa e terá nove paineis repartidos, … ha quoall pimtura fará da cornija
pera simaa” [in conformity with the painting in All Saints Hospital in Lisbon and with nine separate panels, wherein
the painting will act as upper cornice] and furthermore, “esta pimtura sera hobrigado ho dito Simão Rodriges fazer
per suas proprias mãos e trara por adimdo e companheiro pera ella a domingos vieira pimtor porque ambos e nenhum
houtro farão a dita hobra prefeisoandoa a sua propria custa e despesa de tudo aquilo que for ouro e pimturas…”
[the painter Simão Rodigues is obliged to paint by his own hands with the help of Domingos Vieira, painter,
for both and no others will compose the work, perfecting it at their own cost and expense for all that is gold and
painting] (Monteiro, 2012).
Regarding 16th century Portuguese art, almost all painted ceilings in churches or palaces, known to have been
abundant, were lost. Very rare are those that survived the aesthetic changes in the baroque era and the destructions
caused by the 1755 Earthquake, fires and other damage. Among the surviving cases, there is the large ceiling of the
Jesuit Church of São Roque, painted by another italianising mannerist painter, Francisco Venegas, in 1584-1588
(finished by Amaro do Vale) and, among less significant cases, the wooden ceiling of the Chapter House of the
Monastery of Jesus of Setúbal and some Alentejo frescoes by non-erudite brush. These circumstances
make the drawing of Fernão Gomes in the National Library of Portugal an exceptional testimony, both
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for its unsurpassable plastic qualities and its elaborate programmatic, iconographic, and symbolic context.

In fact, this ceiling’s painting was structured as a true testament of an Italian-style scenic discourse that refers to the
Roman counter-reformist ceilings of the time of Popes Pius V, Gregory XIII or even Sisto V, and corresponds to
the prevailing taste for ceilings interspersing historiated or allegorical quadri riportati with fake architectures or balusters
and framing in stucco, a taste that found fortune in Portugal in the late 16th century and in the turn to the 17th century.
The drawing of the scenes historiated by Fernão Gomes (1548-1612) demonstrates a deep knowledge of what was
done in the Mannerist circles of Italy, not only in the Rafael style (from Taddeo Zuccaro to Girolamo Sicilante da
Sermoneta) but also those of decisively Tridentine style (Marcello Venusti, Niccolò Circignani il Pomarancio, Cesare
Nebbia). The painter most surely frequented these Roman circles and took them as models for his own repertoire
base. An artistic celebrity in the Portuguese court of the Philip kings, he was born in Albuquerque (Castile). Early on,
by still unclear circumstances, he had the opportunity to learn painting in Delft, in Netherlands, with the Italianised
Mannerist Anthonis Blocklandt (1535-1583). However, as mentioned, one cannot exclude further training in Italy, as
the art historian Nicole Dacos believed, considering the pictorial references close to late Roman Mannerist models
(Dacos, 2012, pp. 177 and 244). He came to Lisbon in the early 1570s, where he interacted with poets (Jerónimo
Corte-Real and Luis de Camões, leaving the only true portrait of the latter, of which only a 19th century copy is
known). His quality opened the way to official positions, such as royal painter of King Philip I of Portugal, confirmed
by the following monarch, and painter of the Mestrados das Ordens Militares [Masters of the Military Orders]. He was
also one of the founders of the Brotherhood of São Lucas in 1602. Today, we have a well-established biography and
account of his pictorial production (Moura et Serrão, 1992). In the last months of his life, he led a victorious movement
of 16 Lisbon painters who demanded, from the authorities, a new liberalized status for their art (Serrão, 1983).
An entirely successful collective protest, with the nobiltà of Painting duly recognized in labour rights and social status.
The art of Fernão Gomes deserved the praise of Felix da Costa Meesen, art critic of the time of D. Pedro II, who
in his 1696 treatise on painting praised his condition “de bravo talento, e mui destro no pintar, com grande valentia
e excelente debuxo” [of brave talent, and very dexterous in painting, with great courage and excellent
draughtsmanship] (Kubler, 1967, p. 464), qualities that are well evident in the design of the Royal Hospital ceiling.
Also trained in the refined and ingenious environment of the Bella Maniera of Raphael Sanzio’s followers, the artist
gradually integrated the European currents of art senza tempo and showed derivations in style similar to those of the
Italianised Flemish painters Maerten van Heemskerck and Cornelis Engebrechtsz, the Bolognese Denis Calvaert,
and Prospero Fontana, and also Girolamo Muziano, Niccoló Pomarâncio, Cesare Nebbia, Federico Zuccari, and
others (Strinati et al., 2005). He thus adhered, like so many painters of his time, to the reformed mannerism (ContraManiera), the preferred taste of the Catholic markets of that time, generating a very individualized and stylistically
recognizable work. As for easel paintings, we know of the transept panels in Jerónimos Monastery, the great and
rafaelesque Ascension of Christ in the Sacred Art Museum of Funchal, some paintings in the Santa Casa da Misericórdia
de Lisboa, in the convent of Santa Maria da Arrábida and the mother church of Grândola, and in the Cathedral of
Portalegre, where he painted part of the main altarpiece. A group of his interesting bistre ink drawings also survived,
conserved in the Office of Drawings of the Portuguese National Museum of Ancient Art and in the Public Library
of Évora, well studied by Dagoberto L. Markl and Joaquim Oliveira Caetano; in addition to the study of the ceiling
of the Royal Hospital in the Reserved Section of the National Library of Portugal. Ideologically, Fernão Gomes
was a true painter of the system (like his frequent “partner” Diogo Teixeira), informed by a strict obedience to the
Tridentine counter-reformist canons. Despite this, he had problems with the Inquisition of Lisbon. In 1588, in the
Anunciada Monastery, he naively painted the portrait of Soror Maria da Visitação, the fraudulent “freira da Anunciada
que fazia Chagas” [nun of Anunciada who caused ulcers] and was summoned to testify and duly admonished by the
Tribunal of the Holy Office (Serrão, 2008, pp. 103-130). This process, which stirred the Kingdom in the early 1590s,
inspired the literary vein of Camilo Castelo Branco and Agustina Bessa Luís in two novels, respectively As virtudes
antigas, ou A freira que fazia chagas, e o frade que fazia reis [The Ancient Virtues, or the nun who made ulcers, and the friar
who made kings] (1868) and A Monja de Lisboa [The Nun of Lisbon] (1985).
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In the iconographic articulation between themes from the Old and New Testaments, the beautiful drawing develops
the complex symbolic program that Fernão Gomes came to paint on the first ceiling of the Church of All Saints
Royal Hospital, around 1580-1590 and which was destroyed in the fire in 1601. It was, from what can be deduced,
and considering the prevailing mentalities at the time, an open book of images on the great theme of Charity. This remarkable
collection of artistic works that made the Hospital Church one of the most remarkable in Lisbon - the pictorial
composition of Fernão Gomes on the ceiling; the frescoes on the walls, directed by Francisco Venegas (1582-1583)
with representations of the Kings of Portugal; the “stained glass” of the main chapel, authored by António Taca; and
other valuable aspects of the interior decoration - perished in the fire of October 26. The memorialist Pedro
Rodrigues Soares, who witnessed the tragedy, wrote of this lament about the painting of Gomes: “este templo estava
muito Ricamente acabado e o teito de sima todo pimtado e dourado de novo em que se gastou muito dinheiro, sem
nada disto tudo ficar mais que poo e sinza” [this temple was very richly decorated and the ceiling all painted and
gilded fresh for which much was spent, and nothing more of this was left than dust and ash] (Almeida, 1957)!
In 1707, Frei Francisco de Santa Maria, author of Santuário Mariano, praised the painting on the ceiling of the Hospital
Church, writing “fazendose aquelle tecto, que he cousa admiravel, escolhêrão o mais insigne pintor daquelles tempos,
que foy Fernão Gomes para que o obrasse como vemos” [to make that ceiling, an admirable thing, they chose the
most distinguished painter of the time, Fernão Gomes, to make the work we see] (Santa Maria, 1707, vol. II, p. 281),
but he was already referring to the replacement pictorial composition. In fact, the royal painter and his collaborator
Diogo Teixeira painted the chancel’s second ceiling in 1604, over a wooden ceiling built by Gaspar Gonçalves, António
Gonçalves and Gaspar Lopes, according to the “risco” [strokes] by the architect Pedro Fernandes de Torres. The
iconographic program, much simpler than the complex drawing by Gomes, merely represented an Adoração da
Eucaristia [adoration of the Eucharist], as described in the notarial contract: “ao redor da figura da custodia que está
no meio do tecto da dita capella mor a suagloria de anjos meninos ate cheguar com deminuição a serafins onde esta
a dita custodia e os ditos anjos meninos estarão sobre seo claro e fermoso com sua arquetetura e ornamento no
contorno da capela o qual sera à imitação de pedra & sobre os pedestaes que vam na arquetetura levarão oito feguras
de molheres com azas de anjos mui bem trajadas e coloridas e estas sam as bem aventuranças que mostrem bem os
atrebutos das ditas bem aventuranças e aos pees das proprias feguras sobre os pedestaes levarão duas figuras de
tamanho que mostrem bem os atributos das ditas bem aventuranças e no quadrado dos pedestaes em que elas vam
levarão seus letreiros de letra gramde que bem se leão debaixo, o que tudo sera mui bem acabado conforme ao
desenho, a qual pentura de toda a capela sera de oleo de finas colores” [around the custodial figure in the middle of
the ceiling of said chancel, His glory of boy angels decreasing to seraphims unto said custodian, and said boy angels
are under clear and beautiful sky with its architecture and decoration outlining the chancel which will be made of
imitation rock & over the pedestals will be eight female figures with angel wings, well-dressed and colourful and
these are the beatitudes that exhibit their attributes, and on the foot of the figures over the pedestals will be two
figures of a size that show the attributes of the beatitude, and on their pedestals will be large letters underneath,
which shall be all well decorated according to the design, and the painting of the whole chancel will be in oil of fine
colours.]. This painting will also perish in the fire that consumed the building in 1750, making it already impractical
for worship, even before the mega-seism of 1755. Also burned on the same occasion was the ceiling of the church
nave, painted in 1613 by Domingos Vieira Serrão and Simão Rodrigues, and which was much praised in 1696 by
Felix da Costa Meesen due to its bold illusionistic perspective: in the treatise Antiguidade da Arte da Pintura [Antiquity
of the Art of Painting], Felix da Costa praised Vieira Serrão, wrote “fez cousas excellentes com mt.ª doçura e
modestia, fidalguia e bom debuxo, [e] entendeo bem a perspectiva como se ve no tecto do hospital Real invenção
sua” [he made excellent things with much sweetness and modesty, nobility and good draughtsmanship, and
I understand the perspective as seen on the Royal Hospital’s ceiling, his invention] (Kubler, 1967, p. 465). Following
historical vicissitudes, the four costly artistic ceilings of the Royal Hospital’s Church successively succumbed to
catastrophes of a different order! As they used to say in old Lisbon, the Hospital was really ill-fated.
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Fernão Gomes’ drawing of the first roof of Royal Hospital’s Church reveals the skill and sense of
aggiornamento achieved by Portuguese painting in the late 16th century, attentive to the models of reformed

Mannerism used in Italy on the eve of the Great Catholic Jubilee of 1600. The sense of historical organization of
the quadri riportati, structured in a didactic sequence in the ceiling’s planimetry, limiting the effect of perspective to
specific frame dynamics and fake architectures that involve the scenes, bears an affiliation with what was being done
in Italy at the end of the 16th century. The moving and rigorous drawings, by means of the figures and very
customized poses, the wise scenographic play, inflaming the allegorical sense of the discourse, and the fidelity to the
canons, reveal how Gomes was a good epigone of Contra-Maniera and the pittura senza tempo, the great international
currents of catholic art (Zeri, 1957). But we can also observe the moonlit atmospheres, the illogical perspectives,
the serpentine lines of volumes and shapes, which demonstrate how the painter of king Philip I of Portugal never
abandoned his affection for the more daring models of Bella Maniera he had learned from his master Blocklandt,
and, later, in Rome, in the 1560s and 1570s. All this makes the drawing in the National Library, between the Tridentine
rigor and the eternal seduction for the poetry of forms, a truly artistic gem.
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_THE FIRES OF 1610 AND 1750: DESCRIPTION, DAMAGE, SALVAGE,
MEANS AND PARTICIPANTS, COMPLEMENTARY MEASURES
Mónica Duarte Almeida
Divisão de Salvaguarda do Património Cultural, Municipality of Lisbon (CML)

“HE o Elemento do fogo, entre todos, o mais voraz, que se póde considerar; e aquelle, cujas violencias
tem originado os mayores estragos, que se podem temer. Não ha cousa, que lhe rezista; porque até as
mesmas pedras, cuja duraçaõ se imagina perpetua, lhe estão sujeitas’’
[Among them all, fire is the most voracious element; and its violence has caused the greatest damage to
be feared. Nothing can resist it: for even the very stones, thought to be eternal, are its victim].
(Relação do grande, e deplorável incendio …, 1753, p. 3)
This was the fate - almost predictable - of All Saints Royal Hospital, located in the capital’s bustling heart. Like other
hundred-year-old institutions with an expressive architectural presence and plentiful users in the Old Regime’s Lisbon,
it was ravaged by fire several times, an element that was still quite present in urban daily life. In this context, we highlight
the three moments of greatest material loss affecting the Hospital by way of great fires: October 27, 1601 (church); August
10, 1750 (church and wards); and, November 1, 1755 (most of the hospital complex, after the earthquake). The knowledge
about such fires is today differentiated, and their analysis requires more than the short discussion below, where we propose
mere reflexive thoughts about the first two fires, more alike in their presumed common cause (human carelessness) despite
being almost 150 years apart.
Thus, to provide a general and comparative perspective of those two accidents, in the tables below, based largely on
coeval news, we organized information into five titles (DESCRIPTION, DAMAGES, SALVAGE, MEANS AND PARTICIPANTS,
COMPLEMENTARY MEASURES) to answer the main questions usually raised in similar occasions. This thematic and
tabular compartmentation is followed below.
DESCRIPTION. They were large, violent and devastating fires, which impressed witnesses and marked the
city’s image1. The 1750 fire, which began in the casa das tinas [tub house], extended beyond the church to
many wards, the neighbouring Convent of São Domingos, and Betesga Street itself. Both began at dawn;
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the night hours brought greater inattention. Carelessness in the use of the spaces was the cause of the fires, associated
with different actions in the institution’s daily routine, and interference of outside people (e.g. preparation of
All Saints’ Day celebrations, or works in progress).
DAMAGE. The fire exercised its dramatic and irreversible action within a few hours, destroying heritage built over
centuries, numerous artifacts, and irreplaceable works of art... In 1601, the church - after recent works of expansion
and costly decorative campaigns - was even more richly ornamented with tapestries and liturgical accessories, and
ready to celebrate, three days hence, the feast of the hospital, on All Saints’ Day... and almost everything was lost,
reduced to singed walls, coal, and ash. In 1750, it wasn’t possible to confine the fire to the casa das tinas. From there
it spread unstoppable to the wards and church, growing with the abundance of combustible material (the wooden
stakes for ongoing construction facilitated the spread), the lack of water and the rising wind. The resulting destruction
was for that reason much higher (an estimated 12000 cruzados in damage, only for the Convent of St. Domingos!),
with at least two deaths…
SALVAGE. What was salvaged? Given the scarcity of accurate and reliable descriptions, this is an exercise in crypto
history. In fact, we have only isolated testimonies, which generically refer to some objects and works of art and a
few surviving pieces. However, it is dramatic to note the repeated situations of loss: from fire to fire, there was
collapse even of new art produced to replace previous art, itself already a replacement for burned art2. Note the
importance of this point within the context of fighting fires. One wants, first of all, to save the people (the sick,
the bedridden, and other users; the religious community of the Convent of São Domingos; and the inhabitants
of the adjoining houses) and the assets (the Hospital’s movable and immovable property, and of neighbouring
residents; precious art and religious items; the rich Dominican library, etc.). To salvage what was possible amid
the chaos, imminent danger and destruction, there must have been acts of great humanitarian value, mutual aid,
heroism, and courage.
MEANS AND PARTICIPANTS. There were surely moments of widespread confusion, disorientation, unrestrained
shouting, drama, looting, violence, baseless orders. It was necessary to locate and communicate the place of the fires
(which broke out late at night), try to stop them and extinguish them, and bring the necessary human and material
means to the site, in an adequate formation and movement. It was, however, a disproportionate struggle: on the one
hand, a swift and overwhelming destructive force; on the other hand, insufficient and ill-prepared human resources
working with elementary tools and ineffective equipment, with reiterated lack of discipline and intelligence by the
local and central authorities.
Despite the long time interval between both fires, little changed in how they were fought and in the resulting effects,
as the difficulties remained almost the same. In the 17th century, only the carpenters and caulkers from Ribeira das
Naus [riverfront] were obliged to rush to the site with their axes - essential to demolish structures and extinguish the
fire - as well as the authorities who barred access to the site to prevent theft and disorder, namely the soldiers from
the nearest detachments. Any passer-by could be forcibly recruited to fight the fire and provide help, carry water in
any containers at hand, remove debris, aid the wounded... In the 18th century, fighting fires was already based mostly
on hydraulic pumps (with greater reach over the flames) manoeuvred by manual workers, employed for that function,
since 1646, by the Lisbon Senate3. However, there were still organizational limitations in the cyclopean task of
regimenting people, equipment, and water to fight fires in a timely manner. Particularly during alarms, there was

There are contemporary accounts for both moments, attesting and lamenting the scale of both tragedies - which “de hum edificio tão grande mais que os sinaes para o sentimento” [from
such a large building left no more than signs for suffering] (Relação do grande, e deploravel incendio…, 1753, p. 4). For the 1601 fire, we turn especially to the testimony of Pero Roiz Soares (cf.
Almeida, 1953, pp. 388-390). As for the 1750 fire, we found similar coverage in the extended news in the official Gazeta de Lisboa, only three days after the occurrence (Gazeta de Lisboa.
Suplemento, August 13, 1750, pp. 639-640), as well as in the anonymous and detailed description printed by Manoel Soares that same year; Relação verdadeira, e individual do formidavel incendio, que
se ateou no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos da Cidade de Lisboa, em 10 de Agosto, deste anno de 1750.
2
The chronology of the hospital church’s wooden ceilings illustrate this circumstance: the nave ceiling (1580-1590), by Fernão Gomes, with “Cenas do Antigo e Novo
Testamento” [scenes from the Old and New Testaments], executed after 1584... burned in 1601 (fortunately, there is a draught of the painting in the collection of the Portuguese
National Library - http://purl/14998); rebuilt in 1604 (the chancel ceiling, by Fernão Gomes and Diogo Teixeira, “Triunfo da Eucaristia” [triumph of the eucharist]), and in
1613 (the nave celing, by Domingos Vieira Serrão and Simão Rodrigues), both of which disappeared in the 1750 fire... For history and iconography cf. Serrão, 1993, pp. 60-61.
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persistent overlap and interference regarding the municipal authority over the urban space, inducing disturbance and
even violence in a context of great instability and disorder. The city’s Fire Service needed an adequate budget and
operational rules, with a single command during combat, and men dedicated daily to this activity, which only happened
in the following century.
COMPLEMENTARY MEASURES. Along with fighting fires, various actions were needed to ensure the well-being of the
people involved and to recover some material assets: to secure, transport, relocate, treat and feed the patients and
Hospital users; to move and find accommodation for the religious communities affected during the process; to
support and feed those who helped fight the fire (firefighters, workers of the city companies, water carriers, soldiers,
religious, population in general...); to recover and transport furniture and artefacts. An endless number of measures
whose temporal and humanitarian urgency would make them virtually impossible to carry out were it not for the
committed and instant generosity from many people (from the most varied social backgrounds), providing goods
and services on a charitable basis.
In short, we note how fragile the preservation of the city’s property has always been – especially when subjected to
intermittent and irreversible damage from fires. Using these fires as examples of the Hospital’s historical reality there were many others in Lisbon’s history -, we highlight the contemporaneous descriptions of events, suggesting
more similarities than differences between both fires, although they were separated by almost 150 years, and
demonstrating how in urban experience human nature itself explains the repeated attitudes of negligence, causing
fires and their ruthless destruction of heritage.
One need also reflect on how, from the ashes, the frequent constructive renewal with updated taste was an instrument
of affirmation of power, by which the Hospital was successively rebuilt. The choice of another location and new
space for the hospital (in São José, from 1775, in what was previously the Royal College of Santo Antão) resulted
more from a political urban strategy to reinvent the Baixa [downtown] than from the destruction, albeit extensive,
inflicted on the architectural unit by the fires alluded to and especially by the last fire (of 1755), of more dramatic
and uncontrollable extraordinary natural causes (Pacheco, 2018).

The Lisbon Senate had twelve hydraulic pumps, distributed by three warehouses; it sent five and some other equipment; of these, two burned fighting the fire, and the others
were badly damaged (cf. Relação verdadeira ..., 1750, p. 7). Each device was manned by a corporal/foreman who, seconded by eight men from the city’s companies (nicknamed
firemen after 1734), manoeuvred the pump. Note that by the 1750s, the pump corporals had not received much of their wage for more than five years..., however they remained
obligated to their fire-fighting service (cf. Ferreira de Andrade, 1969, pp. 57-64; 207-211).
3
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DESCRIPTION

“[…] Sendo o fogo de maneira que alumiaua toda a cidade fazendoa tam crara que paresia de dia fazendo toda a
madeira traues ferros que a trauessam tudo em poo e em çinza […] foi a noute quieta e sem uento que se o
ouuera ardera a çidade […] este templo estaua mto Ricamte acabado e o teito de sima todo pintado e dourado
de nouo em que se gastou muito dinheiro” [The fire was such it illuminated the city making it appear like daytime,
turning all wood, beams, iron into dust and ash; the evening was quiet and without wind, if there had been any
wind, the city would have burned down; this building was very richly decorated and the ceiling all painted and
gilded anew, for which much money was spent] (Almeida, 1953, p. 388). ”[...] durou o incendio, e o estrago desde
a huma hora atè as seis da manhã” [the fire and damage lasted from one o’clock to six in the morning] (Santa
Maria, 1744, t. III, p. 247). Its cause remained unknown... even after three days of investigation and several efforts
to discover it “[…] todos tiuerão pera si que foi prodigio mandado do çeo” [all maintained it was an omen sent
from heaven] (Almeida, 1953, p. 389), to which one could add two others on that day: a plague of malformed
and voracious red grasshoppers; and a thick fog. These three “omens” would be subject matter of calls for
penitence in the prayers that followed, a pretext for greater prudence.

DAMAGE

Destruction of church interior, leaving the walls. Lost was the fresco by the painter Lourenço de Salzedo, executed
until his untimely death, on July 10, 1577. Also lost was the nave ceiling, in Norwegian wood, carved, painted by
Fernão Gomes after 1584, with scenes from the Old and New Testaments “[…] por mais deligensias que se
fizerão não puderão saluar o sacrario nem coussa alguã da Igreia” [all attempts were unable to save the tabernacle
nor anything from the Church] (Almeida, 1953, p. 388).” […] estaua toda a Igreia armada da mais Rica tapesaria
que avia e consertada com Requissimos ornamentos sem nada disto tudo ficar mais que poo e sinza [...] ficando
somte as paredes ingremes como carvão todas queimadas” [the whole Church was decorated with the richest
tapestries and arranged with rich ornaments, all of which became no more than dust and ash] (Almeida, 1953,
pp. 388-389); “[...] e estando pelas paredes Retratados todos os Reis de Purtugal se queimarão todos” [and on the
walls were portraits of all the Kings of Portugal, which all burned] (Almeida, 1953, p. 389).

SALVAGE

“[…] somente com grande perigo saluarão as portas da Igreia e as tirarão por caussa de não cair o portall […] e
milagrosamente ficou em pee” [only with great danger were the church doors saved, removed so the portal
wouldn’t fall, and miraculously it remained standing] (Almeida, 1953, p. 388); “[…] ficou o Retauolo de nossa
senhora da paz e o de sam Iorge” [the alterpeice of Our Lady of Peace and St. Jorge was saved] (Almeida, 1953,
p. 389); “[...] ficou esta sagrada Imagem [de S. Jorge] intacta do fogo; porém com o incendio geral do anno de
1755 pereceo” [the sacred image of St. Jorge was intact; however with the general fire of 1755 it perished] (Castro,
1763, t. II, p. 257); “[...] não ficando mais que o Retrato delRey dom sebastião[...] as armas de Purtugal com hũa
uma esfera tudo de pao no simo da entrada da capella mor [...] ficarão sem se queimarem” [only the portrait of
King Sebastião remained, the coat of arms of Portugal with a sphere, all in cloth, atop the chancel’s entry, were
not burnt] (Almeida, 1953, p. 389).

MEANS
AND PARTICIPANTS

Only very rudimentary means (axes, hoes, picks, levers, ropes, ladders, and buckets) were used to extinguish the
fire, either to knock down structures or carry water. The fire was fought, under police authority, mostly by
carpenters and caulkers from Ribeira da Naus, by the religious and general population, “[…] acodindo todo o
povo e o Vizo Rey” [all the people and Vice-King coming to help] (Almeida, 1953, p. 388).

COMPLEMENTARY
MEASURES

In the aftermath “[…] mandarão muito grande soma de trabalhadores e mouros das gales despeiar a sinza e
inmundiçia da queima para em dia dizerem missa na Igreia mas não se pode despeiar de todo despeiarão antão
do altar mor e capella” [they sent a large number of workers and moors from galleys to dispose of the ash and
rubble from the burn, so in the daytime there could be mass, but they weren’t able to clear everything, so they
only cleared the high altar and chapel] (Almeida, 1953, p. 390).

TABLE 2 – FIRE OF 10 AUGUST 1750

DESCRIPTION

DAMAGE

“[…] pegou por hum descuido o fogo [caught fire by carelessness] (Gazeta de Lisboa, August 13 1750, p. 639);
Corrião as tres da manhaã do dia déz de Agosto [...]. Começou este lastimoso incendio em hũas poucas de apáras
das obras, na casa que chamão das tinas, que he aonde se aquenta agua para os banhos dos doentes. Dalli foi
discorrendo até á casa do Irmaõ maior, e Ermida dos enfermeiros, em que havia já dous rombos, que fazião já sair
pela Sacristia muito fumo, e não pouco fogo. Foi-se logo communicando á enfermaria de S. Cosme, e Damião;
daqui ás casas dos doudos, e dos mortos, e á enfermaria de S. Pedro: não perdoou a sua violencia á de S. Lourenço,
[...] chegou ás duas de S. João de Deos, e de S. Francisco de Sales, sitas ambas superiormente à vivenda das amas
dos engeitados. Passou dalli á enfermaria de S. Francisco Xavier, pegando tambem no novo corredor de S. Camillo
de Lélis; e já ardia com summa voracidade na habitação dos feridos, convalecença, e casa da Anatomia. Chegou á
cozinha, ás enfermarias de Santa Clara, e de Santa Joanna, das mulheres feridas, e doudas” [It was three in the
morning on August 10. This pitiful fire began in a few work trimmings, in the house they call the tubs, where bath
water is heated for the sick. From there it ran to the house of the senior Brother and the nurse hermitage, where
there were already two breaches causing much smoke to leave the sacristy, and not much fire. Fire spread to the
wards of S. Cosme and S. Damião; from there to the house for the mad and the dead, and the ward of S. Pedro:
the ward of S. Lourenço was not spared its violence; by two it reached the wards of S. João de Deus and S. Francisco
de Sales, both above the house for the foundling nannies. From there it spread to the ward of S. Francisco Xavier,
also burning the new corridor of S. Camillo de Lélis; and already burning voraciously in the houses for the wounded,
convalescents, and the Anatomy house. It reached the kitchen, the wards of Santa Clara and Santa Joanna, for the
wounded and mad women] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, pp. 2-3). “Foi o fogo fazendo o seu effeito na casa dos
engeitados, e ardia já na parte posterior da Capella mór da Igreja; [...] passando o incendio a discorrer pelas naves
da Igreja abaixo, se communicou ao Coro, às casas do Fidalgo, e da Fazenda. Outra infelicidade. Estava no pateo
huma notavel quantidade de madeira de pinho para a estacaria das obras: de cima cahião incessantemente muitos
tiçoens; estes ateados naquella materia, passárão a fazer o damno mais formidavel, passando a queimar-se a botica,
as casas do Cirurgião do banco, de Joseph Elias, dos porteiros, debaixo, e decima, do Padre Thesoureiro, e do Padre
Secretario Joseph da Fonseca” [The fire had its effect in the foundling house, and the lower part of the church
chancel was already burning; the fire then ran through the church naves, communicated with the choir, the manor
house and the treasury. Another mishap. In the patio was a notable quantity of pinewood for foundation stakes:
from above, fell many embers; the pinewood thus inflamed made the damage more formidable, the pharmacy was
also burned, the houses of the emergency surgeon, of Joseph Elias, the downstairs porters, and upstairs, of the
Treasurer Priest, the Secretary Priest Joseph da Fonseca] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 3).
“[…] ardeu na mesma manhan toda a sua grande Igreja, e enfermarias, mas pôz em evidente perigo o Real Convento
de S. Domingos, sendo acometido do fogo por três partes, e especialmente a sua grandissima, e admiravel Biblioteca:
voltando depois o incendio com o vento para a rua da Bitesga, reduziu tambem a cinzas huma boa parte das suas
casas” [In the same morning, the Church and wards also burned, but the Royal Convent of S. Domingos was in
evident danger, approached by fire on three fronts, and specially its large and admirable Library: with the wind, the
fire then turned to Betesga Street, where it also reduced a good number of houses to ash.] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13
Agosto 1750, p. 639). “[...] no breve tempo de vinte e quatro horas [o incêndio] lançou por terra o que com grandes
dispendios se tinha conservado illezo por quasi duzentos annos; não deixando de hum edificio tão grande mais
que os sinaes para o sentimento” (Relação do grande, e deploravel incendio…, p. 4). “Fez-se mais sensivel esta desgraça,
porque havia bem pouco tempo, que se tinha concluido inteiramente a reedificação do dito Hospital em Templo,
enfermarias, e casas do Rocio com grande dispêndio” [in a brief period of 24 houses, the fire tore asunder what
had been conserved with great expense for nearly two hundred years; leaving only sentimental signs from such a
large building; This disgrace was all the more tragic, because the complete remodelling of the Hospital temple,
wards, and houses in the Rossio had occurred only recently, with great expense.] (Castro, 1763, t. III, p. 318).
[...] posto que não se queimasse [o Convento de S. Domingos] pela precisão da muita parte, que, por atalhar o
perigo, se cortou, e deitou abaixo, senão restaura a perda com o melhor de doze mil cruzados [So the Convent of
S. Domingos wouldn’t be burned, to curtail the danger, it was cut and collapsed, or else restoring the loss with
twelve thousand cruzados] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 3); Without great certainty, and despite the presence of
723 patients in the hospital, there is only mention of one death among the 17 there alienated and one among the
officers who helped fight of the fire.
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MEANS
AND PARTICIPANTS
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“[...] que o reduzio totalmente a cinzas; ficando unicamente da Igreja a admiravel fachada do seu portico, taboleiro,
e escadas, e das enfermarias a de S. Camillo” [which reduced it to ashes; of the church only its admirable portal
façade, landing and stairway remained, and the wards of S. Camillo] (Castro, 1763, t. III, p. 318); The fire also
threathed the ward of Santa Maria Madalena - whose ceiling the Dominican brothers overthrew “a fim de pôr
em salvo a sua selectissima Bibliothéca, que tão proxima ficava” [to save their select library, which was so nearby]
(Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 5); “ lhe escaparão, por se atalhar e ficar tudo superior á Sacristia de Nossa Senhora
do Ampáro, a enfermaria de São Jorge, a de São Joseph, o refeitorio dos enfermeiros, e o corredor de S. Domingos,
cuja intercessão, parece que o defenderia” [and they escaped, as it was curtailed and what remained was above
the Sacristy of Our Lady of Amparo, the wards of São Jorge and São Joseph, the nurses’ dining hall and the
corridor of S. Domingos, whose intercession would seem to defend] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 3);”
O Santíssimo Sacramento da igreja do Hospital foi levado para o sacrário do Convento de São Domingos; assim
como postas [...] a salvo muitas sagradas Imagens, paramentos, e ornatos de ouro, e prata daquelle grande Templo”
[The Blessed Sacrament of the hospital church was taken to the tabernacle of the Convent of St. Domingos;
and several sacred images, vestments, and gold and silver ornaments from that Great Temple were rescued]
(Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 5); Saved and intact were two images of the Virgin: in the church façade (protected
by glass that didn’t break); and in the cloisters, under an interior stairwell, “sem embargo de haverem cahido as
varandas todas com seus arcos, que erão de antiga pedraria” [although the verandas and all their arches, on old
masonry, fell] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 4); Also saved was the image of the Virgin and the vestments from
the Nurses’ Hermitage (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 4). With the patio already aflame, the children’s nannies
could only “sahir por casa de Antonio Nogueira; e pelas janellas do Embaixador de Castella, que cáem para a
horta, se tirárão os berços, camas, e mais móveis” [leave by the home of Antonio Nogueira; and through the
windows of the Ambassador of Castille, which led to the garden, the cribs, beds and other furniture were
removed] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 4); “[...] ajudarão a trazer os pobres doentes para o seu Convento,
depositando as mulheres na Igreja, e os homens nas casas do seu Capitulo, e Portaria, e os doudos que erão
desaseis, nos carceres; ficando tambem alguns doentes em casa de Fernando Freire, na Calçada de Santa Anna”
[helped to bring the poor sick to their convent, depositing the women in the Church and the men in the Chapter
houses, and gatehouse, and the madmen, then 16, in the jails; with some sick also in the house of Fernando Freire,
in Calçada de Santa Anna] (Relação verdadeira …, 1750, p. 5). The main chapel of the Convent of São Domingos
served as the first refuge for the foundlings and their nannies; then to the Senate House; and finally, and by royal
decree, to the Palace of the Counts of Ribeira. “Foy grandissima a consternaçam, nam só nos deploraveis enfermos,
que se achavam nas suas camas incapazes de poderem salvarse de perigo tam imminente; mas nos moradores das
casas circumvisinhas, com o trabalho de procurarem livrar os seus moveis” [There was great concern, not only
among the deplorable sick, in their beds unable to save themselves from such an imminent danger; but the
inhabitants of neighbouring houses, working to save their property] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13 agosto 1750, p. 639).
The Lisbon Senate sent 5 hydraulic pumps: two were burned and the others suffered much damage (Relação
verdadeira …, 1750, p. 7). All the master workers from Ribeira das Naus, water carriers and general population also
rushed to help “[...] nam obstante o horror das chamas, e, da confusam, os PP. da Companhia de Jesûs, os da
Congregaçam do Oratorio, os Conegos Seculares de Santo Eloy, os Religiosos Dominicos, os Franciscanos, os
Arrabidos, os Eremitas de Santo Agostinho, e os de outras Religioens concorrêram a acarretar agua para extinguir
o incendio, e, a salvar os doentes ás costas, conduzindo os para o Convento, e Igreja de Sam Domingos” [despite
the horror of the flames and the confusion, members of the Company of Jesus, Congregation of the Oratory,
Canons Regular of Saint Eloy, the Dominican Religious, Franciscan, Arrabidos and Hermits of St. Augustine,
and other Religious rushed to carry water to extinguish the fire and carry the sick, taking them to the Convent
and Church of São Domingos] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13 agosto 1750, pp. 639-640); “Muitos soldados trabalharam
incansavelmente [garantindo em especial a segurança do local] com tanto zelo, que muitos nam quizeram deixar
o trabalho a outros, que os hiam render” [Many soldiers worked tirelessly, ensuring the site’s safety, with such
zeal that many didn’t want to stop working and yield to their replacements] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13 agosto 1750,
p. 640); “[…] houve alguns [religiosos] que se distinguiram tanto nesta virtude [a caridade] (huma das mais
heroicas dos humanos) que chegaram a levar ás costas desde o Rocio para o Desterro (caminho bem dilatado) as
camas dos doentes; aonde os Religiosos Dominicos lhe leváram tambem a ceia” [some religious so distinguished
themselves in this virtue, charity, one of the most heroic, they carried sick beds on their backs from Rossio to
Desterro (a long way), where the Dominicans took them supper] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13 agosto 1750, pp. 640).
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The chancel’s upper part couldn’t be saved “assim pela falta de agua, como pela sua grande altura, que não podia
ser dominada das bombas; e mandando-se alli abrir hum rombo, como se não cortou, como fôra de melhor effeito,
até os frecháes das paredes, tanto ficou sendo inutil, e frustranea esta diligencia [because of the lack of water, and
its great height, which couldn’t be reached by the pumps; there were orders to open a breach, as it wasn’t cut, which
would have been to better effect, up to the wall openings, so it became useless, frustrating this attempt] (Relação
verdadeira …, 1750, p. 3).
“No jantar assistiram os Religiosos Dominicos aos enfermos com o alimento, que lhes era presiso segundo a
disposiçam dos enfermeiros, o que lhe ajudáram a administrar muitas pessoas Religiosas, e Clerigos Seculares.
e estando já determinada a sua acomodaçam dentro do mesmo Convento, foi o Rey Nosso Senhor servido mandar
passar por seu Real decreto todos os doentes para o Mosteiro de N. S. do Desterro, e os meninos engeitados, e as
suas amas para o Palacio que foi dos Condes da Ribeira grande [...]” [The Dominicans assisted the sick with their
meals, according to the instructions from nurses, with the assistance of many Religious and Secular Clerics. After
their housing was settled within the same Convent, the King Our Lord issued his edict that all patients be transferred
to the Monastery of Our Lady of Desterro, and the foundlings and their nannies to the Palace that belonged to the
Counts of Ribeira] (Gazeta de Lisboa, 13 agosto 1750, p. 640). The city masters were then called to demolish and
brace the walls in danger (AML, Chancelaria Régia, Livro 1º de consultas, decretos e avisos de D. José I, fs. 15-16v., 12 agosto
1750 - Aviso sobre o incêndio no Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, com as disposições a tomar após o incêndio
[Warning about the All Saints Royal Hospital fire, with measures to be taken after the fire]); Likewise, the Senate
ordered the people’s judge to take control over the fire pumps, dispersed in the hands of the firefighters, considering
their ineffectiveness (AML, Chancelaria Régia, Livro 6º de Registo das Ordens do Senado, f. 134, 12 Agosto 1750 - Ordens
do Senado sobre o incêndio no Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, com as disposições a tomar após o incêndio
[Senate orders on the All Saints Royal Hospital fire, with measures to be taken after the fire]). Between 1750 and
1751, the Hospital’s patients remained in the Convent of Desterro, afterwards returning to S. Camilo ward.

Hydraulic pump to fight fires
In Sobre el establecimiento de quatro casas donde se custodie y haia todas
las prevenciónes necessárias a atender puntualmte a apagar los incêndios
que acahezcan, ca. 1773
© Madrid, Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Archivo de Villa - Biblioteca Digital
Memoria de Madrid
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Fragment of cup
Dutch majolica. Produced in Delft
17th century
All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Bottom Ø 4.2 cm; max. height 6 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Fragment of cup
Dutch majolica. Produced in Delft
17th century
All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavations
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Lid
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
Late 17th - early 18th century
All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Rim Ø 12 cm; height 8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/10012)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Pot (burned)
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
18th century
Rim Ø 14 cm; height 8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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_The largest building of early modern Lisbon
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_THE ROYAL HOSPITAL’S WATER SUPPLY
AND LISBON’S SANITATION
Ana Patrícia Alho
ARTIS - Institute of Art History, School of Arts and Humanities, University of Lisbon

The history of All Saints Royal Hospital began in 1492, following the wishes of King D. João II. It became intrinsically
linked to the history of the city’s urbanism, for it was the largest building in early modern Lisbon.
The decision to install All Saints Royal Hospital in one of the city’s main arteries, the current area of Rossio,
was partly related to the site’s existing water resources, for the building’s water supply or draining wastewater.
Throughout its history, the building experienced troubled periods, such as those following the fires of 1601 and
1750, precisely moments when water assumed an important role. In fact, the building’s deficiencies in water supply
were a constant concern, as we can see in the documentation of the time, which recorded the need to acquire this
essential resource from aguadeiros [water suppliers]. However, the lack of water did not lead to the building’s
dismantlement, but other reasons, among them political. In 1769, the services of All Saints Royal Hospital were
transferred to the current Hospital of São José, a decision taken by José Carvalho de Sebastião e Silva.
All Saints Royal Hospital had a quadrangular plan, in the middle of which was a cruciform body, where the main
wards dedicated to São Vincente, São Cosme and Santa Clara were located. At the intersection of these wards was
the main chapel of the monumental church. All the admitted patients were observed in the casa das águas [water
house], the room with the so-called banco das águas [water bench] a long bench where one awaited to be attended.
Among other dependencies were also the refectory, the bread oven, the kitchen, the pharmacy, the garden and
other administrative spaces, as well as the staff quarters, located in the façade facing Rossio and the lower section
of the cloisters. Before the construction of All Saints Royal Hospital, the Cano Real [Royal Pipe] of São Domingos
was built under the building’s south-west patio, guaranteeing the drainage and maintenance of the space’s salubrity.
Regarding Lisbon’s 16th century sanitation network, archaeological work carried out on the site of the former
All Saints Royal Hospital led to the discovery of sections of pipe, pipework, and wells relatable with
parts of the building.
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In the late 15th century, urban sanitation became a concern for the monarchs, given the suspicion that the spread of
disease was favoured by the city’s poor sanitary conditions. In addition, there was a desire that Lisbon have an image
similar to that of the large European cities, such as Paris, which in the late 15th century already possessed pipework
for water distribution overseen by the municipality (Estrela, 2017, p. 22).
During the spread of the plague in 1486, King D. João II addressed a letter to the City Hall of Lisbon, where he
recommended “[…] Que sse deue fazer por alguas Ruas prinçipaaes canos mui grandes, e por as outras ruas outros
mais pequenos, que vaão teer a elles; e de cada casa cano que vaa teer aos ssobre ditos, por onde possam deitar
suas agoas çujas e vir a eles” [that there should be very large pipes through some of the main streets, and smaller
ones through other streets, that will join the former; and from each house a pipe that joins the aforementioned,
where water can be discarded and sought] (Barros, pp. 85-105). Later, in 1552, during the reign of D. João III,
the means dedicated to the city’s sanitation and hygiene were truly relevant, as there was a constant concern with
keeping the city clean of excrement, sludge and dirt. These cleaning works were carried out by black men and
women (Brandão, pp. 198-213). Centuries later, the same care would also be visible during the reign of D. João V,
who expressed his concern during the epidemic of febres graves [severe fevers], relating the episode with carelessness
in cleaning the city streets.
In the archaeological intervention carried out during the construction of the metro network, in Praça da Figueira,
in 1960, a section of a main duct was identified and interpreted as belonging to the Cano Real de São Domingos.
The discovery coincides with the records of Lisbon pipes (Bugalhão et Teixeira, 2015, pp. 88-122), namely the
passage noting that “Huum canno real que tem a boqua ao colegio de sam domjnguos e vem por debaixo do dito
colegio e moesteiro e do espital de todolos samtos e por a betesga e omde faz h a boqua e vay por a Rua da praça
da palha” [a royal pipe that opens to the college of São Domingos and goes underneath said college and monastery
and all saints hospital and betesga and where it has an opening and goes along the street of palha square] (AML,
Livro dos pregos, f. 334).
This was, therefore, part of the main conduit that, since at least the mid-15th century, directed water flowing down
the valleys of present-day Liberdade Avenue and Almirante Reis Avenue. In the turn of the century and as part of
the Manueline program of reordering the city, Nova d’el-Rei Street arose above the connecting Rossio to Terreiro
do Paço, formerly called Cano Nova Street. In addition to plumbing these streams, the structure received urban
sewage from several buildings, namely All Saints Royal Hospital, as concluded from the following passage
“todas estas casas por omde este cano pasa tem seruemtia pera elle” [all of these houses through which this pipe
passes drain into it] (AML, Livro dos pregos, f. 333-335).
The evacuation of both domestic effluents and rainwater forced the creation of a sewage network, which was
improved by building canals whose cleaning costs were distributed among the users themselves and the municipality.
Lisbon’s historical centre was crossed by the Cano Real - Rego das Imundicades [trench of filth] - from São Sebastião
da Pedreira, down to Valverde onto the present-day Jardim do Regedor Street and then entering the city next to
Paço dos Estáus. The pipe network that discharged into the Cano Real was extensive. One of the most important
tributaries descended from Arroios to Anjos, went under the College of São Domingos and joined the Cano Real
shortly after Rossio square.
In the map by João Nunes Tinoco, the Cano Real’s discharge site is visible by a small recess on the beach, west of
Terreiro do Paço, while east of the site is the “Cano do chafariz d’arroyos” [the pipe of the Arroios fountain].
In addition, we also know the “Cano da Correaria” that comes down Correeiros Street and Ourives da Prata Street
and ends in Terreiro do Paço. Two drainage pipelines converged in Rossio: the “cano do chafariz de
Arroios” and the “cano de São Sebastião da Pedreira” (Bugalhão et Teixeira, 2015, pp. 88-122).
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Regarding the 15th and 18th centuries, periods when there was greater attention to issues of water supply and drainage
in Lisbon, historians agree there was a general lack of drinking water in the city of Lisbon, and naturally also in
All Saints Royal Hospital.
The main fountains were the “chafariz de El-Rei” (supply for the general population) and the “chafariz de Dentro”
or “dos Cavalos” (used as water trough for animals), with occasional references to other secondary resources, such
as wells or private fountains. Several public works seem to confirm the city’s scarce water supply, as evidenced by
those commissioned by King D. João II, in 1487 and 1494, increasing the number of spouts in chafariz de El-Rei and
later in chafariz dos Cavalos. The increase in the number of spouts in these fountains led to similar constructions, such
as the fountains of Praia or Novo and of Paus or Aguadas (for the supply of drinking water). Among D. Manuel’s
several measures to improve the supply of drinking water was the attempt to introduce water into the city through
an aqueduct, from the fountain of Andaluz to Rossio (Pereira, s.d.).
The south-west cloister of All Saints Royal Hospital was found during the archaeological intervention between 1999
and 2001, under the scientific guidance of Rodrigo Banha da Silva and Marina Carvalhinhos from the archaeological
services of the Museum of Lisbon (City Hall of Lisbon). The discovery brought to light structures that, at the time,
were underground, like the pipework connecting to the Cano Real de São Domingos, presented without covers.
In the courtyard’s central area, only one well survived and the remains of its access patio, dated between the second
half of the 16th century and the following century (Silva et Silva, 2017, pp. 1795-1808).
At least three of the four Royal Hospital cloisters were equipped with points of water supply. As a rule, in the
courtyard, these spaces had a single hydraulic structure, except for the NE cloister, which had two wells in the NW
and SE corners. In the NW cloister, the well was placed in the middle of the courtyard, while in the SE cloister,
archaeological works from 1999-2001 did not identify any hydraulic structure. However, the well may have been
destroyed, since usually all cloisters had a water point. As a whole, the cloisters had the hydraulic function of
collecting rainwater in the sinkholes on the ground floor, which then routed the water, through gutters, to the wells
(Bargão, 2015).
Thus, the Royal Hospital’s four cloisters had access to water through different structures, located in each of the
courtyards, including water wheels equipped with a pulley system.

Layout of All Saints Royal Hospital
with the water points - supply and drainage
© Helena Almeida (based on maps by archaeologist
Rodrigo Banha da Silva), 2019
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Através da documentação recolhida e analisada no Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo sabemos que,
The documentation collected and analysed in the Portuguese National Archive of Torre do Tombo indicates that,
between the years 1564 and 1583, several aguadeiros worked for All Saints Royal Hospital, whose names are now
properly identified: Yoam Gyl, Domingos Pirez, António Gonçaluez, Dioguo Alluarez, Manuel Vieira, Batiam
Francisco, Gonçalo Pirez and Amador Vieira (ANTT, Hospital São José, Registos de receita, livros n.º 590 to
752). Between 1600 and 1766, among the monthly wages paid to numerous hospital employees, was the category
of the water supplier. There are also detailed records of expenses with the purchase of water between 1660 to
1667, 1723 to 1724, 1751 to 1752, 1755 to 1757 and 1766 to 1769 (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Registos de
despesa, livros 770 to 973).
These data are truly relevant because, through their analysis, we can corroborate the opinion of other historians and
experts who have defended Lisbon’s water scarcity and, more specifically, that of All Saints Royal Hospital.

Final considerations
The analysis presented was based on two main approaches. First, archaeological studies, since the 1960s, in the area
of the former All Saints Royal Hospital, which brought to light important evidence of the building’s history,
particularly with regard to its hydraulic structures.
Second, archival research in the National Archive of Torre do Tombo. Documentary sources related to the building
allowed a preliminary survey of data which, when duly studied, will contribute to clarify the issue of the responses
to Lisbon’s water scarcity.
Based on an interdisciplinary perspective, and in collaboration with the architect Helena Almeida, we developed a
layout of All Saints Royal Hospital, indicating all the points for supply and drainage of water. Four water wells were
identified in the building complex, more specifically in three of the four cloisters that were the object of archaeological
excavations (marked in blue). As stated, the fourth cloister must originally also have had a well (although it has not
been identified by the archaeological teams), thus making up a total of five wells throughout the building.
Nevertheless, the consulted archive documentation indicates a high number of payments, by the hospital
administration, to aguadeiros and for the purchase of water, suggesting the building complex faced water scarcity,
a circumstance that needs greater reflection in future studies.
This text was produced as part of the project “Hospitalis - Hospital architecture in Portugal at the Dawn of Modernity; identification
characterization and contextualization” (PTDC/ART-HIS/30808/2017), financed by FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia.
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Jugs (2)
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
ca. 1750. Well in SW Cloister
A - Height 27 cm; rim Ø 7.6 cm; bottom Ø 8 cm
B - Height 27 cm; rim Ø 8 cm; bottom Ø 8.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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_THE 1755 EARTHQUAKE AND RECOVERY INTERVENTIONS
Adélia Caldas
Institute of Art History (IHA), FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

On 1 November 1755, work at the All Saints Royal Hospital was abruptly interrupted by the massive earthquake
and the subsequent fire that, in addition to causing countless casualties, completely or partially ruined almost all the
wards and completely destroyed the church.
Responding promptly to the disaster that had struck the capital, Secretary of State Sebastião Carvalho e Melo
implemented a series of urgent measures (Providências) aimed, above all, at safeguarding public health and the
population’s safety. Among the first measures were those concerning All Saints Royal Hospital, one of which
determined the distribution of the sick and injured by various civil buildings - the Palaces of the counts of Almada
and of Castelo-Melhor - and religious buildings - the monasteries of São Bento da Saúde and of Desterro, among
others - where they remained during the reconstruction of the wards, initiated a few weeks after the cataclysm.
As soon as the four ground-floor wards were completed, in May 1756, the “homens doentes” [sick men] who were
in the “Casas de D. Antão de Almada, nos Celeiros do Conde de Castelo-Melhor e no Mosteiro de S. Bento da
Saúde” [Houses of D. Antão de Almada, in the Barns of Conde de Castelo-Melhor and in the Monastery of São
Bento da Saúde] returned to the Hospital and, in December of that year when two new wards were completed, the
“mulheres doentes, assim de febres como de feridas” [sick women, both feverish and wounded] that were “nos
Celeiros e Armazens das Casas do Conde de Castelo-Melhor” [in the Barns and Warehouses of the Houses of the
Count of Castelo-Melhor] were also transferred (Lisboa, 1758, pp. 123-124).
In subsequent years, work intensified at the Royal Hospital, more wards were rebuilt, and by 1761 nineteen wards
were completed, which led a coeval author to say that “todos os antigos doentes tinham sido restituídos ao Hospital
por se terem nelle feito muitas enfermarias, por ordem, e despeza Real” [all former patients had been returned to
the Hospital as many wards were built, by Royal order and expense] (Castro, 1762, 3, p. 319). Works in the wards
continued at least until the first quarter of 1769, as evidenced by the Diários da Administração do Hospital
[Hospital Administration Diaries], which recorded the costs of building materials and payments to
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stonemasons and carpenters (ANTT, Hospital de São José. Livro 4776, fs. 154, 155 and 421).

Some of the Royal Hospital’s successive interventions were, no doubt, conceived and (or) supervised by Carlos
Mardel (1695-1763), as can be seen from a Aviso [notice] sent by the Secretary of State to the Board of Trade,
in March of 1760, ordering the latter to provide this military engineer with “trez moios de Cal, trez Officiaes de
Alvinéo, e trez Officiaes de Carpinteiro, para hum concerto, de que [carecia] o Hospital” [three moios of lime, three
master stonemasons, and three master carpenters to repair whatever necessary in the Hospital] (ANTT, Junta do
Comércio, Livro 106, fs. 138v.-139).
Although converted into a large construction site, the Hospital resumed operations a few months after the earthquake,
housing an increasing number of sick people as the wards were rebuilt. There were, however, major shortcomings
in the care provided to the sick as a result of poor administration. To end this anarchy, the Crown decided to appoint
as new chief nurse, D. Jorge Francisco Machado de Mendonça (Lord of the Quinta da Torre de Entre Homem e
Cávado, Colonel of infantry and Commander of the Order of Avis) who, during his term of office, from July 1758
to May 1766, significantly improved the material and human conditions of All Saints Royal Hospital.
D. Jorge de Mendonça made every effort to end or minimize the Royal Hospital’s multiple problems, such as poor
management of financial resources, poor conditions of care and accommodation for the sick, lack of food, medicine,
clothes and olive oil for lighting, and indiscipline and negligence among staff, including doctors and surgeons.
In order to ensure adequate care for the “pobres enfermos” [poor sick], he imposed more work hours for surgeons
and doctors and forced the latter to visit the hospitalised patients twice a day. He also organized a consultation and
admission service for patients, creating the “casa de aceitação dos doentes” [house for admission of the sick], one
for “visita dos médicos e cirurgiões” [doctor and surgeon visits] and one “do confessor” [for the confessor], placing
them near the wards so the sick, after being registered, could be taken there “sem demora” [without delay] (Carmona,
1954, pp. 258-259).
For the sick to receive the medication they needed (and which were often stolen), the chief nurse demanded the
“Boticario e maiz officiaes e Aprendizes” [pharmacist and other officials and apprentices] to limit the permanence
of “Enfermeiros e Ajudantes” [nurses and helpers] in the pharmacy and forbid admittance to “estranhos ao serviço”
[non-staff], also recommending the utmost zeal “na Limpeza e promptidão dos remedios” [in the cleaning and
prompt preparation of medication] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 1106, f. 47). Many of the hospital pharmacy’s
shortcomings were overcome after May 1760 when, by order of Count of Oeiras Sebastião Carvalho e Melo,
the pharmacy from the former Jesuitic College of Santo Antão was transferred to All Saints (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 1106, fs. 55-55v.).
Concerned about the spiritual assistance to the sick, D. Jorge de Mendonça created alternative spaces to that of the
missing church to hold religious activities. And, as he understood that the Anatomy Course was of great relevance
for training health professionals, he provided some rooms for its operation. To justify the decisions, on 18 October
1761, the Chief-nurse sent the Count of Oeiras a “Breve Memorial” [brief report], where he listed the many problems
he had faced and those he had already solved, while asking for help in resolving other situations aimed at improving
hospital services. (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 1106, fs. 114-115; 130).
The Hospital’s reconstruction continued until 1769, and it is believed that the Crown probably intended to recover
and maintain it in Rossio, as presented in the Planta da Baixa-Chiado [map of Baixa Chiado] by Eugenio dos Santos
and Carlos Mardel from 1758. But the Hospital’s presence in this urban, central, low and poorly aired area had long
been criticised by the advocates of higienistas [hygiene] or aeristas [miasmatic] ideas (which associated health with clean
air), including doctors and military engineers. Demonstrating his agreement with these ideas, Manuel da Maia (16801768) suggested, in the first part of his Dissertação [dissertation], the transfer of the Royal Hospital to São Bento,
a higher, more airy and, consequently, healthier area (Carreira, 2012, p. 277).
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The Crown did not immediately follow Brigadier Maia’s suggestion, but would come to admit the
inevitability of transferring the Royal Hospital for public health reasons, as the hygienists argued. Thus,
on 26 September 1769, King D. José donated Colégio de Santo Antão to the Misericórdia [House of Mercy],

with its “Igreja, Officinas, e Cerca” [church, workshops, and wall], determining that All Saints Royal Hospital should
be established there, since “nunca seria conveniente nem conforme ao costume das outras Cortes, que se fabricasse
no interior da Cidade Capital destes Reynos” [it would never be convenient, nor in accordance with the custom of
the other Courts, that there be construction in the interior of the Capital City of these Kingdoms] (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 943, fs. 136-137v.).
Deactivated in April 1775, after the sick’s transfer to the new São José hospital, the former All Saints Royal Hospital
was alienated and its land would be occupied by Pombaline city blocks, as represented in the 1770 layout, authored
by Monteiro de Carvalho (ANTT, Livro das Plantas das Freguesias de Lisboa, 1770 - freguesia de Santa Justa).

Topographic map of Lisbon, destroyed by the 1755 Earthquake, and reconstruction proposal
Planta topográfica da cidade de Lisboa arruinada, tambem segundo o novo alinhamento dos Arquitectos Eugénio dos Santos
e Carvalho e Carlos Mardel
Augusto Vieira da Silva (1950) - Plantas Topográficas de Lisboa. Lisboa: Câmara Municipal de Lisboa. Planta n.º 2
PT/AMLSB/CMLSB/UROB-PU/11/456/02
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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Topographic map of Lisbon before the 1755 Earthquake
Carta topographica da parte mais arruinada de Lisboa na forma em que se achava antes
da sua destruição para sobre ella se observarem os melhoramentos necessarios
Manuel da Maia, 1756
Manuscript, watercolour on paper
Cota 2342-2-16-22
© Portugal, Gabinete de Estudos Arqueológicos da Engenharia Militar/Direção de
Infraestruturas do Exército
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_FROM ROSSIO TO SANTO ANTÃO-O-NOVO COLLEGE
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The relocation of All Saints Royal Hospital from Rossio to the Santo Antão-o-Novo College - which was linked to
the site and equipment’s characteristics, but also its functionality - has been associated by Lisbon and health historians
as the inevitable consequence, after the partial destruction in the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, to find installations for
the hospital, but also because Jesuit real estate had been alienated, in 1759, when the Society of Jesus was suppressed.
The purpose of this text is to analyse this transfer, but also characterize the relation of these religious group with
the importance of health, and with how these matters were addressed in their study plan and their conception of
college spaces, which sought the restoration of health.
On 3, 4 and 5 April 1775, by order of “Sua Majestade Fidelíssima” [His Most Loyal Majesty], King D. José I (1714-1777), patients from All Saints Royal Hospital were transferred and accommodated in the new Hospital (Ramos,
2019, pp. 77-78). This move, organized by Francisco Furtado de Mendonça, the Hospital’s Chief Nurse, mobilized
the Court’s nobility, “pessoas de bem, e Irmaons da Mizericordia” [benefactors, and Brothers of the Misericórdia],
who led “em macas, e esquifes, os doentes de maior perigo” [the patients in greatest danger in stretchers and beds]
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 944, f. 2 (number 1A)). The former were joined by the religious from the Lisbon
convents, who, according to a coeval account, carried patients on their shoulders, and those of lesser danger in
carriages. Although the documentary testimony is not clear, the indications this procedure implied no expenses lead
us to consider the possibility that some of these expenses were commissioned by previous parties, or even, as was
the practice in some city determinations, that one, or more, municipal taxes were established. But what led to this
institution’s transfer to a building located on the top of a hill, which forced a significant number of inhabitants to
walk up the Pena slope, or up the Socorro area, or both routes?
The first possible answer is that former Santo Antão-o-Novo College, which belonged to the Society of Jesus,
was unoccupied since 1759, when that religious institution was suppressed in Portugal, and the buildings
were not so damaged they couldn’t be quickly converted into a new hospital unit. Secondly, the location,
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which was considered early on, could foster healthy living, because it is was “desassombrado y desahogado

de montes por estar en un alto de buena y grande vista dela mar y de campos, y assi goza[r] de mejores aires” [with
no shade and well ventilated because it is up high with a good, wide view of the sea and fields, and thus enjoying
better air] (Martins, 1994, I, p. 334), and this would also have helped that decision. This was also confirmed by the
anonymous author of História dos Mosteiros, Conventos e Casas Religiosas de Lisboa [History of the Abbeys, Convents and
Religious Houses in Lisbon], who in the early 18th century stated: “concorrem ao mesmo Collegio [de Santo Antão-oNovo] os sogeitos que por razam de achaque sam mandados de outros Collegios a buscar saude, ou por lhe serem
os ares naturaes ou tambem por serem os de Lisboa conhecidamente mais benignos que dos mais lugares do Reino”
[proceeding to the same Santo Antão-o-Novo College are the individuals that because they are sick are sent from
other Colleges to seek health, or because of the natural air or also because the air in Lisbon is recognised as more
beneficial than other parts of the Realm] (Lima, 1958, I, p. 452). Another aspect that reinforced this choice has to
do with the space’s previous inhabitants and their mission to provide assistance. Consequently, its spatial organisation
was based on the aims of St. Inácio de Loyola (1491-1556), who led his fellows to help the sick, visit them in hospital,
sending them to hospitals so they could receive the necessary basic services, in addition to spiritual services (Rodrigues,
1931, I, I, p. 677-678).
The Society of Jesus mission, expressed in its Constitutions, led to the determination that, in their first years in the
Society, members must serve in hospitals for a whole month, promoting charitable action towards others, and thus
the works of bodily mercy, on which the success of spiritual work and apostolic service has always depended
(Rodrigues, 1931, I, I, pp. 677-678). This idea is also supported by our knowledge today of several hospital visits by
priests Simão Rodrigues (1510-1579) and Francisco Xavier (1506-1552), during their stays in Lisbon, in April 1540
(Rodrigues, 1931, I, I, I, pp. 233-244), as well as aid work by fathers Inácio de Azevedo (1526-1570) and Pedro da
Fonseca (1528-1599) in this field. This was crucial for the implementation of this practice in both All Saints Royal
Hospital and São Lázaro Hospital (Nóvoa, 2019, pp. 27-45). Moreover, it is noteworthy that, in 1557, several practices
were allowed in Portuguese health centres, including pain relief, administration of medication and food, and cleaning
patients and wards (Rodrigues, 1931, I, I, p. 679). These actions were carried out by students, priests, and teachers,
who were also tasked with preparing the sick for death, which motivated the subsequent worship of Piedade [Piety]
and Boa Morte [Good Death] in the devotional spaces they managed (Martins, 2014, pp. 386-391). Curiously,
in 1756, three years before the Society’s suppression, this type of aid and spiritual action was still practised, because,
according to letter by Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo (1699-1782), the Jesuit Félix da Veiga was appointed to
these functions among the innumerable patients of Fundição e Limoeiro prisons (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 943, f. 15v.).
Part of this framework was also the privileged relationship that Society members had with the Medical Sciences,
which also led to the design of adequate spaces for this purpose in their installations, in particular the college that
received the new All-Saints Hospital. This was recognized by the Crown, as evidenced by the Society of Jesus’ good
standing in the 16th century, when on 17 August 1551 they obtained a licence so priests residing in Santo Antão-o-Velho College could receive medication from the pharmacy in All Saints Royal Hospital (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 1116, fs. 245v.-246). This circumstance - coupled with solid medical knowledge thanks to their practice
in overseas missions, where the Jesuits came to monopolize this field (Salgado, 2015, p. 121; Calainho, 2005, p. 64) was further solidified by teaching Arts, a requirement to gain admittance into Medical School, according to
a determination by D. João III (1502-1557) (Silva, 2002, p. 243).
Finally, one must not ignore the royal support the Jesuits received in 1575, when D. Sebastião (1554-1578) ordered
City officials to concede the walls and towers located beneath Santa Ana convent (fig. 1), in front of where the
Society priests planned to build a new house (AML, Livro 3º de emprazamentos, fs. 138-145v.); as well as when he urged
the sale of land near the Santa Anna door, a São Lázaro House tenant, for the same purpose (AML, Livro 1º do
Hospital de S. Lázaro, doc. 37, fs. 50-51v.). These elements help understand the extent of construction that
would be supervised by the All Saints Royal Hospital, which would later be called São José Royal Hospital.
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Although designed for teaching, as aforementioned, and having housed
about 2000 students, the largest Jesuit College in Portugal had a sick ward
and pharmacy, so that its members could be treated without needing to
go to other health units (Martins, 1994; Branco, 2012). These spaces were
managed by the Reitor [Rector] and by a Prefeito de Saúde [Health Prefect]
and Irmão Enfermeiro [Brother Nurse], in addition to a Cozinheiro de Enfermos
[Cook for the Sick], a Médico e Cirurgião do Colégio [College Physician and
Surgeon] and Boticário [Pharmacist], the only person with access to the
pharmacy, which for functional reasons was located in a part of the
building with access to the exterior (Martins, 2014, pp. 134-139).
As for the spatial organisation of the buildings under consideration, and
within the framework of this institution’s move to the old college, it is
worth noting that the area commonly known as infirmary was located in
the Community area, and that it included four cubicles, near the nurse’s
cubicle and, naturally, the pharmacy (Martins, 1994, I, p. 903).
The pharmacy, located in the same area, was valued by society very early
on, as can be seen by reading and analysing a royal edict the institute
received on 31 March 1608, when the monarch attributed 30,000 reis per
year, so the Jesuits could make their own medication (ANTT, Jesuítas,
cx. 16, mç. 71, n.º 198; cit. por Martins, 1994, I, p. 366). This determination
granted the resident community with the autonomy necessary to be
independent of medication from the All Saints Royal Hospital pharmacy,
Fig. 1 - Wall of King Fernando and Santana Tower
Eduardo Portugal, [1949]
as stated in the already mentioned 1551 license, which reveals its true
Photograph
significance. In fact, this pharmacy was so important that, in the asset
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/EDP/00008
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
inventory of Santo Antão-o-Novo College, in 1759 (Leone, 1993), it is
mentioned not as a single area, but rather composed of three divisions,
with a notable collection of objects, including: containers for medication, pots from India and the Netherlands,
glassware from Germany, mortars, stills, scales, and a cabinet with 112 medical books (ATC, Junta da Inconfidência,
mç. 25, n.º 96, fs. 98-102; cit. by Guerra, 1969, 5, pp. 13-14). For all aforementioned reasons, this space was possibly
the first to be incorporated as property of All Saints Royal Hospital, because, according to the Royal notice of 30
May 1760, the pharmacy was immediately given to the already mentioned Francisco Furtado de Mendonça (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 1116, f. 71; Santos, 1918, p. 61).
On 28 September 1769, the ensemble was inevitably donated “com todos os seus edifícios interiores, oficinas e cerca
e tudo o mais que se acha dos muros da dita casa para dentro, sem limitação alguma” [with all its interior buildings,
workshops and wall, and everything else within the walls, without exception] to All Saints Royal Hospital (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 1116, fs. 136v.-137v.). Hélia Silva and Tiago Lourenço indicate 26 September, as referred
in another document in the Historical Archive of the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (Silva et Lourenço, 2019,
pp. 103-126). In the same year, on 30 September, the work was awarded to José Monteiro de Carvalho, infantry
sergeant major and acting engineer, who was ordered to appoint a master stonemason and carpenter, “fazendo-se
logo as relações das pedrarias e madeiras” [immediately assessing stone and lumber], to take advantage of the winter
“para nele trabalharem os canteiros” [for artisans to work] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 1116, fs. 137v.-139).
Finally, the action of José Monteiro de Carvalho was consolidated through the analysis of the conversion plan for
Santo Antão-o-Novo College, which this technician outlined as early as 1769, and which is archived in the Academia
Nacional de Belas-Artes [National Academy of Fine Arts] (ANBA, cx. 88 A, gav. 2, pasta 15, des. n.º 532; publ. by
Coutinho, 2010, III, p. 6) . This plan includes the conversion of the East Wing into wards, as well as the
assignment of new functionalities and nomenclatures, such as the “Casa do Enfermeiro” [Nurse’s House],
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among others. Whether this was actually the plan implemented that decade is unknown. But it is worth

nothing that other outlines and a design plan were drafted in the same chronological timeframe, such as the two sets
in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal [Nacional Library de Portugal]’s collection, one signed by “Caetano Tomás”
BNP, Iconografia, D. 29 R-D. 34 R; publ. por Carvalho, 1977, n.º 634 a 639 (fig. 2) and the other attributed to Caetano
Tomás de Sousa (1700-1773) (Carmona, 1954, p. 262). Aires de Carvalho attributed the design plan to Manuel Caetano
de Sousa (1738-1802) (BNP, Iconografia, D. 129 A.; publ. by Carvalho, 1977, n.º 560) (fig. 3). The chromaticism and
legends of these designs also suggest a clear concern with spatial distribution, with the spaces to be maintained and
with those to be built. The occupation of wards, the largest being divided, can be observed in the new plans.
All projects also convey an even more detailed concern with the creation of rooms for some of the most significant
elements of the hospital’s organization, as expressed in the reuse of relatively small spaces, such as cubicles.
The same drawings also reveal an attempt to make use of some spaces, such as hallways, for new features, as can be
seen the old College’s second plan, where the space between the “Aula da Esfera” [Sphere Classroom] and the wall
leading to one of the old yards gives rise to a “Caza onde se Confeção os doentes antes de entrarem para as
Emfermarias” [house were patients are prepared before they enter the wards], or in the corridor separating the old
church and the sacristy, which longitudinally would house a chapel and another sacristy.
Remaining from the Jesuit buildings were the church’s façade and remnant wall drapery, until the 19th century, and
the entire East wing. In 1811, the ancient Portaria [entrance] to the South received the statues of eight Apostles that
were in the devotional area (fig. 4). Its ancient sacristy was converted into
the present Chapel (fig. 5). The ward nomenclatures originated from
the earlier hospital, namely: São Cosme and São Damião, São José,
São Camilo, among others.
Therefore, All Saints Royal Hospital’s move to the dependencies of the
old Santo Antão-o-Novo College must have already been planned by the
then rulers of the kingdom. The fact this equipment was not irreparably
ruined by the earthquake of 1 November 1755 certainly contributed
towards this decision to reuse the space (Martins, 1994, I, pp. 458-460).
That the buildings were located upon one of the most salubrious parts
of the city and had ample wings - organized along an extensive corridor
with several cubicles, which when cleared of those separations could be
used to establish large hospital wards - must also have contributed to
elect this complex for the new hospital, as also demonstrated by the
similarity between the solutions presented by Monteiro de Carvalho e de
Caetano Tomás. Finally, the existence of a pharmacy, which had always
been autonomous and fostered by royal patronage, which, among its
medicinal drugs and instruments, had a collection of 112 medical books,
would also have been critical towards the decision regarding the new
medical care installation.
This work is funded by national funds through the FCT - Fundação para a Ciência
e a Tecnologia, I.P., under the Norma Transitória – [DL 57/2016/CP1453/CT0046].
Fig. 2 - Project for São José Hospital
Caetano Tomás de Sousa, between 1755 and 1800
Drawing in watercolour, 120 x 70 cm
© BNP, Secção de Iconografia, D. 29 R.
- available online at http://purl.pt/17003
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Fig. 3 – Drawing for the church façade in the Santo Antão College
Attributed to Manuel Caetano de Sousa, between 1750 and 1800?
Drawing in pencil and Indian ink, 48,2 x 3,8 cm
© BNP, Secção de Iconografia, D. 129 A.
- available online at http://purl.pt/21490

Fig. 4 – Apostles in the church façade of the Santo Antão College
Eduardo Portugal, n.d.
PT/AMLSB/POR/059969
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal
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Fig. 5 – View of the old church vestry of the
Santo Antão College
Present-day chapel of São José Hospital
Eduardo Portugal, n.d.
PT/AMLSB/POR/060215
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal
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The medical and care services provided by All Saints Royal Hospital continued in its direct heir, São José Royal Hospital,
the same institution, only transferred to another place of the city. In April 1775, the patients admitted to the old
Hospital were definitely transferred to the just inaugurated new Hospital, created in 1769, located in the building of
the former Santo Antão-o-Novo College, which had functioned under the aegis of the Jesuits between 1583 and 1759.
Little is known about the institution’s internal organization in these first decades, but apparently the same facets as
previously available were assured in the All Saints Royal Hospital. Following in the footsteps of the former institution,
medical and surgical training was maintained, which led in 1825 to the creation of the Royal School of Surgery,
succeeded in 1836 by the Medical-Surgical School, installed in the former Arrábida Friars Convent, within the walls
of São José Hospital. Due to the constant increase in patients and the development of various medical specialties,
one of the main problems the Hospital administration faced throughout its history was the lack of available space
for the operation of all their services. However, in 1834, following the end of the religious orders, several religious
buildings in Sant‘Ana Hill became vacant and available for gradual occupation by relocated services and patients
from São José Hospital. Thus arose the Annexos [Annexes], which, in addition to their own historical heritage,
also became heirs to the Royal Hospital.
In 1844, São Lázaro Hospital, whose origins date back to a 14th century leper’s hospital, was very degraded,
so Lisbon’s Health Department decided to withdraw its administrative autonomy and integrate it within São José
Hospital. Among those hospitalized, in addition to lepers, were those suffering from chronic dermatological diseases
and elephantiasis. After these left to other facilities in 1918, São Lázaro was used for various functions, including as
the first professional nursing school. In 1931, it housed the ward for pregnant women, previously in São José Hospital,
giving rise to the Magalhães Coutinho Maternity Hospital (the first in Portugal). In 1932, an entirely new Maternity
Hospital, named in honour of Alfredo da Costa, was finally inaugurated.
In 1848, São José Hospital annexed the Rilhafoles Estate (which belonged to the São Vicente de Paulo
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Mission), where a Mental Hospital was installed, later
known as Miguel Bombarda Hospital. A Safety Pavilion,
known as panoptic, was built in this institution for
psychiatric patients. Nossa Senhora do Desterro
Monastery (a former Cistercian house), which was used
intermittently for hospital purposes since 1797, also
joined São José Royal Hospital. The Desterro Hospital
oversaw the development of Dermatology and
Venereology, as well as Urology.
The Queen Estefânia Hospital became part of the
Annexes in 1887. This building, whose patron was Queen
Estefânia, was erected within Bemposta Estate, which she
conceded for that purpose. Inaugurated in 1877, it was in
this hospital that the practice of Paediatrics began in
São José Royal Hospital
Portugal. Shortly afterwards, in 1892, the Novitiate of
Lithography by M. Luís, after 1811
© Lisboa, Arquivo Histórico do Centro Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Central
São Francisco Xavier, a former Jesuit College in Arroios,
was also annexed, for it had become vacant in 1890.
Due to its distance from the city centre, the rechristened Queen Amélia Hospital was chosen for the treatment of
tuberculosis until 1906. It remained active as a general hospital, as Arroios Hospital, until its closure in 1992.
In 1905, as part of the reorganization of the services in São José Hospital and Annexes, the Santa Marta Convent
underwent considerable reconstruction to create a modern hospital. The purpose of this intervention was to receive
patients hospitalized in Desterro Hospital, a move that never took place. One month before the Founding of the
Republic (1910), Santa Marta was became the Lisbon Hospital School of Medicine, until 1953. That year, Santa Maria
Hospital was inaugurated and received all school capabilities from Santa Marta, which then finally integrated the network
of Hospitais Civis de Lisboa [HCL - Lisbon Civilian Hospitals], specializing in vascular cardiology and thoracic surgery.
The reform of the services also included the creation of Rego Hospital, in the area of Nossa Senhora das Dores
Convent, inaugurated in 1906 and later called Curry Cabral Hospital. This medical unit included several autonomous
pavilions for the treatment of infectious diseases. Meanwhile, that same year, as part of the 15th International
Congress of Medicine, the new Campo de Sant‘Ana Surgical Medical School was inaugurated, which only became
operational in 1911, under the designation of Lisbon School of Medicine, until 1953.
In 1914, this group of hospitals was renamed Hospitais Civis de Lisboa, which persisted until 1989. During this period,
in 1928, Santo António dos Capuchos Hospital was also integrated. This hospital was established within the walls
of a former convent, where since 1836 had operated the Asilo da Mendicidade de Lisboa [Lisbon Asylum for
Beggars], then transferred to the Alcobaça Monastery. The Artur Ravara Nursing School and a day-care centre for
the children of HCL workers were also installed in this hospital.
Between 1989 and 2004, most hospitals that were part of the HCL became autonomous; only the Capuchos-Desterro-Arroios hospital subgroup remained. In 2004, the São José Hospital and this sub-group became part of
the Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa - Zona Central [CHL-ZC; Lisbon Hospital Centre - Central Zone]. In 2007, the
Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Central [CHLC; Central Lisbon Hospital Centre] was created, uniting the São José,
Santo António dos Capuchos, Santa Marta and Queen Estefânia hospitals. In 2012, Curry Cabral Hospital and
Alfredo da Costa Maternity Hospital were integrated within CHLC, which in 2018 became the Centro Hospitalar
Universitário Lisboa Central [CHULC; Central Lisbon University Hospital Centre].
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Throughout its existence, this institution played a major role in medical-surgical training in Portugal, and,

until the middle of the 20th century, its emergency department (Banco) received the seriously ill patients from all
over the centre and south of the country.

ALL SAINTS ROYAL HOSPITAL HEIRS AND THEIR SPACES
Previous functions

Hospital

Integration1

-

All Saints Royal Hospital

-

(1492-1775*)

Santo Antão-o-Novo College

São José Hospital

(1583-1759*)

(1914-present)

São José Royal Hospital
(1775-1914)

Royal School of Surgery

-

(1825-1836)

Medical-Surgical School
(1836-1911)

São Lázaro Leprosarium
(SXIVth century -1844)

São Lázaro Hospital
(1844-2013*)

Leprosarium
(1844-1918)

School of Nursing

1844

(1918-1930)

Magalhães Coutinho Maternity Hospital
(1931-1971)

São Vicente de Paulo Mission
(1720-1834*)

Miguel Bombarda Hospital
(1911-2011*)

Military Royal College

Rilhafoles Mental Institution

(1835-1848)

(1848-1911)

Nossa Senhora do Desterro Monastery

Desterro Hospital

(1591-1797*)

(1857-2007*)

Navy Hospital

1848

1857

(1797-1806)

Casa Pia de Lisboa
(1814-1834)

-

Queen Estefânia Hospital
(1877-present)

Coutinho Maternity Hospital

1887

(1971-2011*)

São Francisco Xavier Novitiate
(1705-1890*)

Nossa Senhora das Dores Convent
(1768-1834*)(na cerca)

Arroios Hospital
(1892-1992*)

Queen Amélia Hospital
(1898-1910)
Curry Cabral Hospital
(1929-present)

Rego Hospital

1892

1913 - 19782
2012

(1906-1929)

Santo António dos Capuchos Convent
(1570-1834*)

Santo António dos Capuchos Hospital
(1928-present)

Asilo da Mendicidade de Lisboa

Artur Ravara Nursing School

(1836-1928)

(1930-2001)

Santa Marta Convent

Santa Marta Hospital

(1577-1887*)

(1953-present)

Brotherhood of the Poor Clerics
(1889-1903*)

Santa Marta Hospital School

1928

19533
(1905 - 1910)

(1910-1953*)

-

Alfredo da Costa Maternity Hospital
(1932-present)

2012

São José Royal Hospital and Annexes (1844-1914); Hospitais Civis de Lisboa - HCL (1914-1989); Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa - Zona Central - CHL-ZC (2004-2012); Centro Hospitalar
de Lisboa Central - CHLC (2012-2018); Centros Hospitalar Universitário de Lisboa Central - CHULC (2018-present).
2
Became autonomous in 1978 but reintegrated the group in 2012.
3
Was integrated in São José Royal Hospital and Annexes in 1905, but was transformed into School Hospital, associated with the Medical College of Lisbon. It only integrated the
HCL in 1953, when the School Hospital was moved to Santa Maria Hospital.
*Institution closing date.
1
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“Aos dias 3, 4, 5 de Abril de 1775, por bem de Sua Magestade Fidelissima, o Senhor Rey D. Joze
o primeiro, se mudarão os doentes do Hospital Real de Todos os Santos que existia no Rocio para o novo
Hospital Real de Sam Joze, instituído pelo mesmo Senhor, dando-lhe nova forma de rendas e governo
[…]; para cuja mudança concorreu a nobreza da Corte, pessoas de bem e Irmãos da Mizericordia que
conduziram em macas e esquifes os doentes de maior perigo, sendo os Religiosos dos Conventos desta
Corte que também vierão em comunidades, huns dos primeiros que com suma caridade os levarão
também aos seus ombros e os de menos perigo em seges que para isto derão muitos devotos e além
destas avultadas esmolas, dando-se cumprimento as ordens de Sua Magestade.”
[On the 3rd, 4th and 5th of April 1775, by order of His Majesty, the Lord King D. Jose I, all patients from
All Saints Royal Hospital that existed in Rossio will be moved to the Saint Jose Royal Hospital, instituted
by the same King, giving it new form of rents and government (...); the Court’s nobility, benefactors,
and Brothers of the Misericórdia aided in moving the patients in greatest danger in stretchers and beds,
and this Court’s Convent Religious folk also came in communities, the former with great charity also
took patients on their shoulders and those at lesser risk in carriages and for this many devotees will give
substantial alms, thus fulfilling the orders of His Majesty.]
Chief Nurse, April 6, 1775 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 944, f. 1A)
Francisco Furtado de Mendonça, Chief Nurse, with these brief words, recorded for posterity the transfer, during
the first days of April 1775, of all the sick and services from All Saints Royal Hospital to the old Santo Antão Jesuit
College building. This episode would forever change, in terms of architecture and urbanism, one of the most central
and iconic areas of Lisbon of the Early Modern era. Regarding the history of healthcare, this also changed what is
still today a concentration of the most important medical and healthcare heritage in our country, the
Colina de Santana [Santana Hill], in Lisbon, which during the first quarter of the 20th century, became the
site for hospitals and research and teaching institutions in the most diverse areas of health sciences.
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In 18th century, the Ilha [Island], as All Saints Royal Hospital came to be known (BNP, Planta Topografica e exacta do
Sítio, que compreende a Ilha em que estava edificado o Hospital Real de Todos os Santos desta Cidade…, 1750) was the result of
centuries of continuous architectural modifications and expansions, given the slow increase in the number of wards
and services, following the needs of a growing population and the progress in science and medicine. However, the
many interventions, in general, did not change the overall cruciform structure of the building, nor the main 15th
century façade facing Rossio, as indicated by coeval descriptions and iconographic documents (Costa, 1712, III, pp.
395-396). In May 1715, two centuries after its inauguration, the Royal Hospital had 20 wards (four female and 16 male)
(ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 942, f. 64)1, most of which were improved, at that time, to prevent their “ruin”
(ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 942, f. 98)2. At the same time, approximately 128 people from the Misericórdia worked
in the Hospital, among officers and servants, dedicated to providing medical care, spiritual aid or/and all the tasks
inherent to the administration and daily life of the institution (Costa, 1712, III, p. 397). Throughout the 18th century,
according to patient records, the Royal Hospital could accommodate between 700 and 900 patients at the same time.
In October 1774, months before moving patients and services to the Jesuit College building, the Royal Hospital housed
843 patients over 17 wards (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1520, f. 236). Weeks before the transfer, in April 1775,
the number of bedridden patients decreased to 710 sick (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1520, f. 416).
The decision to move the Hospital was taken on 26 September 1769, with the royal donation of the Santo Antão
Church and College to the administration of the Royal Hospital, leading to the subsequent abandonment of the
secular square and the sale of land and houses to fund the construction of the new installations (ANTT, Hospital
São José, Livro 943, fs. 136-137). The determination to create a new hospital - as demonstrated by the most recent
literature, recovering what Gustavo Matos Sequeira explained in the first quarter of the 20th century (Sequeira, 1967,
I, p. 38) - was neither linear nor obvious, and far from circumscribed to the generalized idea, often repeated, that the
earthquake of 1 November 1755 led to the Royal Hospital’s irremediable disappearance. Rather, it was a combination
of factors, structural and conjectural, related with a discussion about the site’s location and salubriousness, the lack
of beds and the many physical limitations of the architectural ensemble, because of destruction caused by several
natural disasters, as well as the chronic lack of financial resources, worsened by unfulfilled bequests and unpaid health
care services (ANTT, Hospital São José, cx. 345, mç. 1, doc. 4).
The quarter century between 1750 and 1775 was a pivotal moment in the Hospital’s history, during which there were
two disastrous events within a few years (a large fire at dawn on 10 August 1750 and the notorious earthquake of
1 November 1755), contributing to the building’s manifest ruin; successive reconstruction and expansion campaigns;
and a new understanding and urban plans for the city of Lisbon, in the context of post-1755 reconstruction.
In September 1759, the Society of Jesus was extinguished, and its assets alienated, fostering a new stage for healthcare
in the capital’s history, increasing the use of new spaces to meet the population’s needs (Pacheco, 2008 and 2018;
Silva et Lourenço, 2019; Ramos, 2019).
Despite the significant destruction caused by the two catastrophes of 1750 and 1755, the Royal Hospital maintained
its activity without interruption, on both occasions, using alternative spaces and immediately developed projects for
expansion and refurbishment, many of them realized only in part, and to recover and expand its intervention capacity.
These successive campaigns would be abandoned only in the 1770s, in the context of the new design established for
Lisbon’s Baixa [downtown] area and the prospect of an imminent transfer to the premises of the old Santo Antão
College. We will tell that story here, succinctly, and schematically, using the coeval documentation and the latest
literature on the subject.

According to this record (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 942, f. 64), from 28 May 1715, by the Misericórdia’s Board on the distribution of doctors and sick in the Royal Hospital,
this was divided into 20 wards: São Cosme (fevers), São Francisco (fevers), São Damião (fevers), São Francisco Xavier (fevers), São Lourenço (fevers), Padres Capuchos (fevers),
São Pedro (fevers), Santa Clara (fevers), São Bernardo (fevers), Santa Isabel (female dysenterics and consumptives), São Vicente (fevers), Santa Catarina (female
wounded), Santo António (syphilitics and wounded), Santa Ana (hysterics), São Domingos (wounded), Santa Maria Madalena (syphilitics), São Caetano (wounded),
São Jorge (male dysenterics and consumptives) and São José (convalescents).
2
Note, for example, this record of payment, on 8 June 1717, regarding “obras das enfermarias pela ruina que ameaçam” [construction in the wards because of impending
ruin], in ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 942, f. 98.
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The fire of 10 August 1750 and the Royal Hospital’s reconstruction
The fire of great magnitude and with several fronts, which broke out in the early hours of 10 August 1750, destroyed
almost the entire Hospital, with the exception of some areas adjacent to the dormitory, the Convent of São
Domingos, the wards of São Camilo, São Jorge and São José, and the library. The flames consumed, among others,
the São João de Deus and São Francisco de Sales wards; the Treasury and houses of the Treasurer, Chief Nurse and
Emergency Surgeon; and nearly the whole Church and the Casa dos Enjeitados [Home for Abandoned Children
and Orphans]. The wet nurses and children sought refuge in the main chapel of the neighbouring São Domingos
Convent and later received temporary shelter in the Conde da Ribeira Palace. The fires also violently affected the
wards of São Cosme, São Damião, São Pedro, Santa Ana and Santa Maria Magdalena, as well as the morgue and
kitchens (Relação verdadeira e individual do formidável incêndio…, [1750], pp. 2-3). Despite the fire’s size, of the 723
hospitalized patients, only one died. After the fire was extinguished, as would also occur in 1755, the sick were moved
to alternative places, including the nearby Convent of Nossa Senhora do Desterro, of the order of São Bernardo
(Relação verdadeira e individual do formidável incêndio…, [1750], p. 5). The effort to rebuild, “restituí-lo ao seu primeiro
esplendor” [restore its first splendour] (Relação verdadeira e individual do formidável incêndio…, [1750], p. 6) and ensure
the return of the sick and hospital staff, was immediate. From August 1750 to January 1751, 6 349$481 reis were
invested in carpentry (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 916 fs. 186-187v.). In addition to these expenses, between
December 1750 and August 1751, 4 377$025 reis were paid to stonemasons and apprentices (ANTT, Hospital
São José, Livro 916 fs. 188-191v.).
On 6 July 1752, the decision was made to acquire several properties in the vicinity, distributed along the old Betesga
Street and the southern half of Poço do Borratém (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1107, fs. 1-4, 11-12, 19-19v.,
27v.-30v., 37-37v., 45-45v., 51-51v., 59-59v., 69v., 85-85v.). Until 1754, 15 properties were bought for the installation
of the São Camilo Congregation of Regular Clerical Ministers of the Sick of Portugal and the Algarves, including
the palace and annexes of the Marquis of Cascais (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1107, f. 103v.)3. The intention
was to annex the area of the present-day Praça da Figueira, as well its eastern quarter up to Poço do Borratém,
and increase the Royal Hospital’s services (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1107, f. 103v.).
Details of the construction work are poorly known, reaching the present day through payments of materials and
labour. We know that, from November 1754 to June 1755, 1 676$780 reis were spent on glass and metal works
(ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 920 fs. 133-133v). In June 1755, Pedro Francisco Xavier Pinto, master stonemason,
received 2 403$515 reis for repairs and works since July 1754 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 920 fs. 134-134v).
Around the same date, a debt of 2 187$942 reis was settled for wages to tilers and azulejo layers, accumulated since
November 1754 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 920 fs. 175-175v.). Finally, in the summer of 1755,80$990 reis
were spent on glass works (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 920 fs. 133-134v.), 350$460 reis for stone masonry and
572$035 reis for carpentry (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 920 fs. 134 and 197).

The earthquake of 1 November 1755 and the Royal Hospital’s reconstruction
Despite the reconstruction efforts, the shocks and fires of 1 November 1755 further increased the overall ruin,
substantially damaging the wards and the church (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, fs. 136), the operating room
and the anatomical pathology areas, the worker residences and the nobility’s private rooms, among others, besides

3
Note that the São Camilo de Lélis priests, whose order was created in 1590, had always had the mission of spiritual and bodily assistance of the sick, as did the
Hospitaller Order of São João de Deus, established in Portugal since 1606. Both were officially proclaimed patrons of the sick and hospitals by Pope Leo XIII on 27
May 1886 (see Borges, 2009 et Santos, 2012).
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disturbing the hospital and administrative routines (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, fs. 60, 61).
Although the Hospital retained “na maior vigência de ter Caza própria com a lergueza e commodidade que he preciza
[the aim of having its own installations with the dimension and comfort it needs]” (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro
943, f. 136), relocating the hospital was not among the first thoughts and, with shortages and difficulties, it continued
to receive and care for those who resorted to its services. In the years between the earthquake and the donation of
the Jesuit houses, the Royal Hospital’s administration found solutions, including temporary accommodation in tents
and wooden buildings, temporary transfers and reconstruction to house and “repararem os enfermos das injurias do
tempo” [repair the sick from the injuries of time] (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 13v.).
The days following 1 November demanded rapid solutions to answer the emergency, assist Hospital patients and
help the many injured, forcing the temporary occupation of alternative hospitalization areas by installing campaign
wards in tents and temporary barracks in several places within and outside the city (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro
943, fs. 13v.-14). Public and private buildings in the vicinity were also used, namely the D. Antão de Almada Palace,
next to São Domingos Convent (present-day Palace of Independence) and the barns of the Count of Castelo Melhor,
on the eastern edge of Rossio (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 16v.).
Other buildings with space to receive the sick and wounded were requisitioned, including convents and barracks.
The sick and injured were housed in the barns of the São Bento da Saúde Monastery (ANTT, Hospital São José,
Livro 943, f. 15) and there was discussion about accommodating more in the São João de Deus Convent (ANTT,
Hospital São José, Livro. 943, f. 13v.) which was, however, given to the Court’s Royal Military Hospital, previously
installed in São Jorge Castle, and partially destroyed by the earthquake. On 5 December, the Duke Regent of the
Casa da Suplicação [Court of Supplication] was charged “de mandar fazer promptas no mesmo sittio do Hospital
Real do Rocio acomodações interinas” [with preparing conditions to hospitalize on the same site as the Royal Hospital
of Rossio] (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 13v.). Only in late May 1756, after repairs of the São Camilo and
São Francisco wards, was there authorization, first, to transfer patients housed in the barns of Count Castelo Melhor
and, later, in September of the same year, the 70 sick in the São Bento da Saúde Monastery (ANTT, Hospital São
José, Livro 943, fs. 17-17v.). In addition to the sick, in many cases it was necessary to relocate staff and servants who
had permanent residence in the Hospital (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 20)4.
On 3 November, all doctors and surgeons were requested to assist the sick and injured in the “diferentes cercas de
Relligiozos e outros diferentes campos da mesma Corte e Suburbios della” [different religious installations and others
from the same Court and its Suburbs], with two daily visits to each patient, including the prisoners in Fundição and
Limoeiro, which were the Hospital’s responsibility (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro. 943, fs. 14, 29 and 15v.; cx. 345,
mc. 1, doc. 7 and 10). The Hospital’s Pharmacy was also required to immediately and promptly respond to all requests
for medicine or materials necessary for their production (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 14).
Finally, all patients were to be ensured an adequate diet, with meat (chicken, beef, veal, sheep), vegetables (ANTT,
Hospital São José, Livro 943, f. 15v. and 211) and bread (AHSCML, Order of 21 January 658, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/01/019) in two daily meals: “jantar” [dinner] during mid-morning and “ceia” [supper] in
the evening (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 944, f. 12v.). These demands led to a substantial increase in expenditure
with the hospital’s pantry and beddings, for example, ordering sheets, mattresses and cloth costing 1 077$735 reis
between October 1756 and July 1757 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 922, fs. 112-112v), and purchasing 3 287
chickens in a single month, in September 1757 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 923, f. 145). Spiritual care was as

In May 1757, the Hospital had bedrooms for two secretaries, four doctors, seven surgeons (including the head of the emergency and an optician), a master bleeder,
six devout laywomen and their assistant, a buyer, the procurator, and a chapel master. In ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, fs. 20.
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essential as physical care. On 26 December 1755, the regular and uninterrupted maintenance of religious services
was mandated. The São Camilo priests were asked to continue presiding over the services in Santa Justa parish’s
church, until “uma casa de madeira para eles” [a wooden house for them] was built (ANTT, Hospital São José,
Livro 943, f. 14).
According to coeval records, from November 1755 to June 1756, 3 836 people received care in the Royal Hospital’s
alternative installations in Portas de Santo Antão, of which 458 died (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1479; Pacheco,
2008, p. 116). In the São Bento da Saúde Monastery, during the same period, from November 1755 to July 1756, 606
sick people received assistance, of which 63 died (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1461). Around this time, in Almada
Palace, 796 people were admitted, of which 137 died during their stay (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1461).
In addition to caring for the living, it was still necessary to bury the dead quickly. The numerous bodies scattered
among the ruins constituted a public health danger, leading to the adoption of precise measures, immediately after
the earthquake, on 2 November 1755, with the consent of the Cardinal Patriarch of Lisbon: inhumations in mass
graves, loading of barges with corpses and discarding them in the high seas, leagues from the Lisbon shore
(Freire, 1758, pp. 97-98).
Despite the temporary solutions and given the urgency, rebuilding and expanding the “old” building was initiated,
a process that would be slow and partial. Little is known about the repair work. However, expenses of 109$320 reis
were recorded for glass and metal work, carried out between the end of November 1757 and the beginning of August
1758 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 923, fs. 133-133v). Throughout the spring and summer of 1760, nearly 61$320
reis were spent on wages for glass and metal workers (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 1926, f. 35).
The first projects, presented in the spring of 1756, by the General Field Master and the Kingdom’s Engineer-inchief, Manuel da Maia, foresaw the Hospital’s reconstruction and expansion within the new design for the city’s
downtown, maintaining its original location, with similar size and layout (França, 1987; Pacheco, 2018, p. 314).
Although the sums may seem small (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 923, fs. 42-42v., 46-46v., 49-49v.)5, 133$390
reis were invested in reconstruction in 1756, and 121$450 reis in 1757. In both cases, the amounts were lower than
usual for Hospital work in the pre-earthquake period (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 922, fs. 133-134).
This lack of financial resources - combined with the demands for rebuilding large part of the city and the effort
required by a war that would only end in February 1763, with the signing of the peace treaty between Portugal, Spain,
France and Great Britain - may explain, in part, the evolution of the conceptual plans for the city’s downtown,
in particular the use of the Society of Jesus’ built heritage. In fact, after the late 1760s, in a city with a shortage of
large buildings, where recovery work was protracted and costly, and when providing assistance to the population was
essential, the aim was to reformulate care provision. On 8 February 1768, the Crown gave a group of Jesuit buildings
from the São Roque Church and Casa Professa (Collecção da legislação Portugueza..., III, p. 402) to the Misericórdia de Lisboa,
to establish a hospital for the abandoned children and orphans. On 26 September 1769, the Crown gave Santo Antão
Church and College in order to constitute a new public hospital for the sick and transfer All Saints Royal Hospital
(ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 943, fs. 136-137).
This new care network was organized as an answer to the urban planning of Rossio and surrounding area, which
was emerging at the same time. Only one of the plans for the Baixa, approved in June 1758 and corrected in 1760,
in an intervention by Carlos Mardel, defended the relocation of the hospital, dispelling doubts about its lack of

Noted that these figures, in absolute terms, are close to the annual wages of the Hospital’s major officers. In October 1757, a Physician at the Hospital earned 126 680
reis per year (including monthly wage and meal allowance), a Surgeon 190 000 reis per year (including wage and housing) and Master Bleeder, 72 340 reis (including
wage and meal allowance). See ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 923, fs. 42-42v, 46-46v, 49-49v.
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salubrity (Pacheco, 2008 and 2018; Silva et Lourenço, 2019; Ramos, 2019). However, the confiscation of Jesuit assets
in 1759 opened the possibility of using their buildings to install other services, namely the Royal Hospital, whose
rehabilitation faced chronic financial difficulties after two disasters in five years. Thus, in a notice on 4 February
1764, Caetano Tomás de Sousa was ordered to outline everything belonging to the Santo Antão College building.
Although the request did not specify the objective, three coeval blueprints for a project to convert the old college
into a hospital, signed by the architect, seem to demonstrate that this was the aim (BNP, Sousa, [Projeto do Hospital de
São José], Iconografia. D.29R., D.30.R., D.31.R).

The donation on 26 September 1769 and the (re)construction of São José Royal Hospital
A few days after the donation of the Santo Antão buildings, José Rodrigues Bandeira, Treasurer-General for Lisbon’s
Misericórdia, by edict on 2 October, received 31 762$310 reis, bequests in Lourenço Amorim-Costa’s will, to pay for
planned works after the 1750 fire and that had remained in the custody of the Hospital’s treasury (ANTT, Hospital
São José, Livro 4476, f. 287). With a total expenditure of about 137 500$00 reis, work to adapt and improve the
Santo Antão College lasted until October 1777, although it was largely completed in early 1775.
Construction started immediately, in the autumn of 1769, with the purchase of large quantities of materials and
hiring of hundreds of carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, coopers, tinsmiths, sawyers, glass workers, locksmiths, tilers,
painters, day-labourers, porters, and errand boys (AHSCML, PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs. 4-5v., 14-15v.,
18-20v., 25-25v., 27-28v., 35-35v., 37-37v., 39-39v., 40-40v., 294-299, 301-303, 305-306, 309, 310-312, 322-323). The
first two years of work, until the end of 1771, were intense and possibly structural, with multiple large payments of
wages, for example 100 labourers per week in the autumn of 1769 (AHSCML, PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001,
fs. 8-9v.), 30 stonemasons per week during the winter of 1770 (AHSCML, PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs.
28-28v.) or even close to 20 carriers, on average, per week in the spring of 1771 (AHSCML, PTSCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs. 14-14v., 40-40v.). In parallel, there were purchases of large quantities of timber
(14 721-dozen 8-palm planks and 272-dozen twelve-palm planks from October 1769 to January 1770), bricks (351
337, between the Christmas of 1769 to November 1771), sand (14 537 loads, in December, 1769), lime (3640 moios
[Portuguese unit of volume], between November 1769, and October 1771), stones and tiles, glass windows and
panels, lead and tar, in addition to all the necessary tools, such as nails, bolts, screws, sieves, ropes, cables, scaffolding,
chains, baskets, and brooms, among other things (AHSCML, PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs. 23-23v., 31-32v., 33-34v., 35-35v., 41-41v., 43-43v., 50-53v.). After the end of 1773, the work entered the phase of completing
the interior and exterior, with an increased expenditure for stone, tiles, pine, plaster and various paints (AHSCML,
PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs. 38-38v., 283-286, 312-313). Nothing is known about the original decoration
plan for the wards in the “new hospital”, with the exception of traces of some azulejo tiles and some frescos that are
still visible today, and references to the acquisition, in addition to linseed oil and kerosene (AHSCML, PTSCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, fs. 318-319), of some drugs and pigments such as “vermilion” (pigment extracted
from cinnabarite, a mixture of sulphur and mercury), “verdigris” (pigment obtained from applying vinegar vapours
to copper), “Italian black”, anil flower (for the colour blue) (AHSCML, PT-SCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001,
fs. 318-319), in addition to gold leaf and powder, on 4 March 1775, with the purchase of three gold milheiros
[a “thousand”, i.e. ten booklets of a hundred gold leaves each], two of which 2 for the Chapel altars (AHSCML, PTSCMLSB/GF/DP/04/02/Lv001, f. 323).
In addition to the adaptations, in the weeks before and after the inauguration, furniture, clothing, medical instruments
and all the other materials necessary for the day-to-day operation of the new hospital were purchased. The expense
records indicate the purchase of 202 Golegã bedcovers, stoves, bath basins, curtains (and their chains) for the wards,
as well as pairs of crutches, bleeding basins, stalls and cabinets for the operating room and new silver
halos for the chapel images (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 2757, fs. 3, 8, 9, 13, 17, 20, 26 e 60).
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Despite the decision to transfer and adapt the Jesuit buildings, there was investment, until 1775, towards maintenance
work, acquisition of equipment and the correct accommodation of the sick in Rossio. Francisco Xavier Pinto paid
23$270 reis for stone masonry, conducted between 18 February and 11 March 1769 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro
4776, f. 173). In the same month of March, master stonemason Valentim Falcão received 11$600 reis for the work
of a paver and a day labourer “de calsarem o Páteo” [to pave the Patio] (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 4776,
f. 175). Also in 1769, 50 pairs of iron benches were ordered for patient beds, and 213 bedcovers, 48 blankets and
144 pillows were purchased (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 4776, f. 194 and 198). Another example is the payment,
in 1770, to Lino da Fonseca of 14$675 reis for several repairs of church ornaments (ANTT, Hospital São José,
Livro 4776, f. 173; Pacheco, 2008, p. 175).
During the first years of the 1770s, looking towards the forthcoming transfer, reconstruction and expansion work
was gradually abandoned. Spending recorded in the coeval documents are increasingly spaced out until June 1775.
Between October 1770 and March 1771, 185 243 reis were spent with stonemasonry. There was an average of 30$873
per month for the work of stonemasons, which was reduced to only 5 660 in August 1771 (ANTT, Hospital São
José, Livro 9573 fs. 3, 12v., 23, 55, 68 and 143). For carpentry repairs, there was accumulated spending close to
104$805 reis from October 1770 to August 1771, that is, a monthly average of 9$527 reis, later reduced to only
6$600 reis in September 1771 (ANTT, Hospital São José, Livro 9573, fs. 5, 16v., 59, 68, 122, 143, 153).

Final considerations
All Saints Royal Hospital’s final two decades took place in a peculiar setting, marked by successive dramatic episodes
of destruction. However, these events did not disrupt the constant pace of maintenance, repair and expansion that
characterized and guided its existence since its inauguration, in the early 16th century, accompanying the health needs
of the population of Lisbon. A ‘living’ work in constant change, a permanent and busy construction site, the All-Saints quarter profoundly marked the urban development of the city’s downtown for almost four centuries, such
that it is still difficult to understand in detail today. The question of its 1755 transfer also remains.
The decision to create a new hospital, taking advantage of the Santo Antão Jesuit College’s structure, was neither
linear nor obvious, and was far from limited to the destruction due to the 1755 earthquake. Rather, it resulted from
a combination of the factors, structural and conjectural, related with the discussion about the site’s location and
salubriousness, the lack of beds and the many physical limitations of the architectural ensemble because of
destruction caused by several natural disasters, as well as the chronic lack of financial resources.
Despite the variety and depth of existing coeval documentation, available in the national archives, many questions
remain to be answered, including the reasons, in the context of the city’s reconstruction and planning of a new care
network, which contributed towards the donation of the Jesuit College, in September 1769, and the protagonists
involved in the project to install the new São José Royal Hospital, after 1775. The answers to these questions precede
the disaster on 1 November 1755. Likewise, the solution, establishing the São José Royal Hospital, took advantage
of a complex political context that dictated the extinction of the Society of Jesus and the annexation of its immense
real estate assets.
We hope that the sources gathered here, as well as the most recent literature cited here and the multiple approaches
taking into account different realities and idiosyncrasies, can contribute to the systematization of a research field
that, far from closed, opens up.
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Topographic map of Lisbon
Planta topographica, e exacta do Sitio, que comprehende a Ilha em que estava edificado
o Hospital Real de Todos os Santos desta Cidade, o Convento de São Domingos e Cazas asim
do Ill.mo e Exm. o Marquês de Cascaes, como as dos particulares / a qual foi tirada
na prezença do Sargento Môr Philippe Roiz de Oliveira, pello Ajudante Guilherme Joaquim
Paês de Menezes, e o Discipulo Thomas Roiz da Costa a que assiatirão também outros
Discipulos do dito Sargento Môr, e que se finalizou a 9 de Dezembro de 1750
Guilherme Joaquim Paes de Meneses / Filipe Rodrigues de Oliveira
D.100R (available at http://purl.pt/22488)
© Lisboa, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
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A city within the city
In Christian Lisbon, the quarter or Ilha em que estava edificado o Hospital Real de todos os Santos desta Cidade; o Convento de
São Domingos, e Cazas asim do Ill.mo e Ex.mo Marquês de Cascaes [island with this city’s All Saints Royal Hospital; Convent
of São Domingos, and Houses of the Illustrious and Excellent Marquis of Cascais] (BNP, Filipe Rodrigues de
Oliveira, 1750) began to develop in the lower part of the city in the 13th century. The land was donated to the
Dominican Order, where they founded the Convent of São Domingos of Lisbon, in 1241. About two and a half
centuries later and faced with the need to provide the city with a large hospital that would unite its dispersed care
centres, D. João II made a substantial part of the conventual garden available for the priests. This is where the first
stone of the new All Saints Royal Hospital was laid on 15
May 1492. With consolidated borders since the beginning
of the 16th century, this huge area was one of the city’s
largest blocks, with about 28.000m2 (fig. 1).
Throughout financial crises, social problems and successive
catastrophes, until 1750 the All Saints Royal Hospital
consolidated itself as one of the main institutions of early
modern Lisbon and one of its most iconic buildings.
Nothing could predict that, within a quarter century,
it would disappear irretrievably from the city’s surface and
daily life.

Fig. 1 - Outline of city block in 1650 map by João Nunes Tinoco
Lxi - Lisboa Interativa / Cartografia historica (http://lxi.cm-lisboa.pt/lxi/)
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The beginning of the end. Burnt, rebuilt, and gone (1750-1775)
After surviving several catastrophes during the first decades of its existence (the 1531 earthquake, the 1601 fire and
various floods), All Saints Royal Hospital was almost completely destroyed by a large fire that broke out in the early
hours of 10 August 1750 (Relação Verdadeira e Individual…, 1750). Given the need to reactivate its normal operation,
an ambitious plan for reconstruction and expansion was promptly drawn up, which involved the acquisition of more
than a dozen private houses within the perimeter of the Ilha [Island], including the Marquis of Cascais Palace
(fig. 2), where the São Camilo de Lelis Convent would be installed in 1754. For the first time, the large city block was
entirely in the hands of the convent and hospital (Silva et Lourenço, 2019a, pp. 109-111).
This reconstruction campaign was still under way when the earthquake of 1 November 1755 destroyed the building
almost entirely. Contrary to the generalized idea, this did
not condemn the Hospital to irremediable disappearance,
as indicated by the reconstruction plan for the Baixa
[downtown], approved the following year, which foresaw
its continuation in the area. Contributing to this decision
were chronic financial issues that tended to justify most
of the urban choices made in Lisbon over the centuries,
especially a mere four years after the Portuguese crown
spent almost 90 thousand reis to buy the properties
necessary for the existing building’s expansion.
During the weeks following the earthquake, therefore,
steps were taken to rebuild and return the sick,
temporarily scattered in various areas across the city.
Although no concrete data is available on how the work
Fig. 2 - Survey and identification of the owners of the quarter after the fire:
began, everything seems to indicate that, given the
All Saints Royal Hospital, São Domingos Convent,
Houses of the Marquis of Cascais, private houses
urgency, construction of temporary structures within the
Ilha em que estava edificado o Hospital Real de todos os Santos desta Cidade […]
city block took place before moving ahead with more
Filipe Rodrigues de Oliveira, 1750. Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (http://purl.pt/22488)
permanent construction. Most was wholly or partially
made of wood, following what had already been executed
shortly after the 1750 fire, when “fizeraão a toda a pressa enfermarias de frontal interinas [...] [que] depois do
terremoto [se] restabeleceraõ […] e dellas se serviraõ” [wards were built quickly, which after the earthquake will be
re-established and used] (Sacramento, 1929, p. 14).
However, by planning to normalize the large quarter with the convent and hospital and opening of a new street (Rua
do Amparo) between them, the downtown’s reconstruction proposal, elaborated by Eugenio dos Santos, would imply
extensive demolitions. In the side facing Rossio Square, the great arch and the church’s façade and body would be
demolished to create the new square’s streets, as early as 1759/60 with the opening of Amparo Street and the
dormitory in São Domingos Convent (Silva et Lourenço, 2019a, pp. 111-113). To the south, normalizing Betesga
Street would also require the demolition of wards and other hospital facilities located there (fig. 3).
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Following the new urban design, the architecture was also
subject to strict regulation. New stylistic rules were
established for Rossio Square, outlined in drawings that
were to serve as a reference to all future constructions.
Thus, like the new private buildings, the convent and
hospital should also follow the rules of the Cartulário
Pombalino [Pombaline Cartulary]. Thus, drawing number 23
of the cartulary was used in the square’s entire eastern
façade, where the project foresaw two blocks with five
buildings each, separated by pilasters, with 3-6-9-6-3 bays
(fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3 - Outline of three new blocks:
Royal Hospital, São Domingos Convent and São Camilo de Lellis Convent - in
the downtown reconstruction plan by Eugenio dos Santos and Carlos Mardel,
indicating the new streets and the areas to be demolished
Lxi - Lisboa Interativa / Cartografia historica (http://lxi.cm-lisboa.pt/lxi/)

Fig. 4 - Drawing adapted to Rossio's two blocks: Dormitory for the Dominicans and Block
Prospeto da Praça do Rocio no Quarteirão da pte oriental da Praça
Cartulário Pombalino, [c.177?]. PT/AMLSB/CMLSB/UROB-PU/01/023
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

This option to encartular [charter] religious buildings extended to other areas of the city centre (Silva et al., 2018,
pp. 86-111). Adopting such a program in a large civil building was less common, although the Hospital is not the
only known case (Rijo, 2016, pp. 19-49). Although there is no data in this respect, it is highly likely that, in addition
to the side facing Rossio, the façade of Betesga Street was also to be rebuilt according to the same principles. Faced
with possibly losing its defining elements (namely the arches on which it was based, the monumental staircase and
the profusely decorated 15th century church façade), All Saints Royal Hospital was about to be deprived of its identity.
However, this plan would never be implemented, because of the royal decree of 26 September 1769, by which
D. José ordered the hospital’s transfer to the former Jesuit College of Santo Antão, as discussed below.
Considering the forthcoming evacuation of the hospital building, there began a process of selling its land
plots and demolishing part of the building, with the hospital still in operation. On 27 March 1771, the
accounting books register a credit of 7,760$00 for construction of the new Royal Hospital, given by the
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“Padre Procurador Geral dos Conegos Regulares [...], em nome do Real Mosteiro de Mafra, producto de toda a
frente da Praça do Rocio do chão do antigo Hospital Real de Todos os Santos, que comprehende, desde a Travessa
nova de S. Domingos até a Rua da Betesga, trezentos outenta e trez palmos de frente com noventa e seis de fundo,
que rematou o ditto Padre [...] a respeito de vinte mil reis por palmo” [Father Attorney General of the Regular
Canons [...], in the name of the Royal Monastery of Mafra, product of the entire Rossio Square front from the
ground of the old All Saints Royal Hospital, from the Travessa Nova de São Domingos to Betesga Street, a total of
383 palms wide and 96 in depth. paid by the said father at 20 thousand reis per palm] (AHSCML, Auxiliar da despesa
do Cofre das obras do novo Hospital, f. 42v). Shortly thereafter, on the site, construction began of a block with five
housing buildings, whose façade followed the cartulary’s design, originally planned for the hospital’s reconstruction
(fig. 4). However, since the new Rossio Square was two meters above the original and a few tens of meters inside the
original square, these new buildings did not collide with the old hospital building, so its construction only involved
dismantling the churchyard, keeping what remained of the main façade. Enclosed within the walls of the new
buildings, the Hospital lost its front to Rossio, from which it remained apart until the end of its days.
The nearby Saint Domingos Convent was also deeply affected by the earthquake. Reconstruction work began as
early as 1755, taking place at least until 1789. Also following the Pombaline cartulary design, new buildings were
built facing Rossio (with rented shops and first floor houses, and dormitories on the upper floors; fig. 4) and Amparo
Street (housing buildings). However, lack of funds would prevent the religious from erecting all the buildings in this
street and consequently closing the convent’s large city block. For this reason, the lands closest to Travessa do Amparo
(the somewhat predecessor of the current Dom Duarte Street) were successively occupied by barracks, which
persisted until the convent’s suppression in 1834. The buildings closing Praça da Figueira would only be concluded
in the second half of the 19th century, according to a cartulário atualizado [updated cartulary] (Silva et Lourenço, 2019b,
pp. 129-130).

Dead King, New King. Praça da Figueira (1775-1971)
The expulsion of the Society of Jesus, by the decree of 3 September 1759, gave the Crown a group of buildings in
Lisbon of great value, including the former Santo Antão College, in Socorro. After the installation, on this site, of
a provisional ward of the Royal Hospital, which lasted only a few months in 1760 (Silva et Lourenço, 2019a, p.117),
plans were begun to repurpose the area. By notice of the Count of Oeiras, dated 4 February 1764, Caetano Tomás
de Sousa (1700-1766) was ordered to “tirar um plano de tudo que pertença ao edifício do Colégio de Santo Antão”
[draw building plans for everything belonging to Santo Antão College] (Viterbo, 1988, p.108). Although the notice
does not explain the order’s intention, the existence of three maps for reconverting the old college into a hospital,
signed by the architect (BNP, Sousa, [Projeto do Hospital de São José], Iconografia. D.29R., D.30.R., D.31.R) appear
unequivocally to demonstrate this objective. The rationale for this change is similar to that governing (particularly
after 1834) the installation of public institutions in the buildings previously belonging to the city’s recently suppressed
religious houses: for the first time, the city had a vacant building large enough to accommodate all of the hospital
installations, whose use depended only upon Royal decision and development of a project to adapt the space. It was
therefore a question of seizing the opportunity.
On 2 October 1769, the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa [Lisbon Holy House of Mercy] took possession of the
old Jesuit building to install the new hospital. Less than two weeks later, on 16 October, adaption work began,
involving more than a hundred workers. Given the perspective of relocation in the short term, the work in Rossio
was suspended.
The transfer of patients to the new Saint José Royal Hospital took place in the first days of April 1775, six years
after the beginning of the Santo Antão College’s transformation, definitively ending almost three centuries
of history of All Saints Royal Hospital in Rossio.
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Dismantling the old hospital would eventually mean an important shift in the plan for the Baixa, then under
considerable activity. Initially, there were plans to build three residential city blocks, continuing Correeiros, Prata and
Douradores Streets, which would be extended to the São Domingos Convent.

However, and contrary to his own intentions (Silva et
Lourenço, 2019a, p. 108), on 23 November 1775, D. José
conceded the land to Lisbon’s City Hall, which became
responsible for establishing a fruit and vegetables market
in the square (AML, Livro 18º de Consultas, Decretos e Avisos
de D. José I, fs. 208-209v.). Soon afterwards, the old hospital
building was dismantled and subsequent remains sold,
mostly to neighbouring religious communities, which led
to the material and symbolic incorporation of elements
from the old hospital into the construction of the new
buildings facing Praça da Figueira.

Fig. 5 - Outline of block with old All Saints Royal Hospital
over the new urbanistic project
Livro das plantas das freguesias de Lisboa, n.º 153
José Monteiro de Carvalho, 1770
PT/TT/CF/153. Image cortesy of ANTT

A
C
B

Fig. 6 - (A) Dormitories in Rossio and Housing Buildings on Amparo
Street near Convent of São Domingos de Lisboa; (B) Housing Buildings
for Regular Canons - Monastery of São Vicente de Fora; (C) Convent of
São Camilo de Lellis. (nº 89) Praça da Figueira - land conceded by the
King to City Hall (three hundred and eighty palms from North to South and
four hundred and forty from East to West)
Drawn over Planta Topografica da Cidade de Lisboa […] posterior a 1789
Lxi - Lisboa Interativa / Cartografia historica (http://lxi.cm-lisboa.pt/lxi/)

With the extinction of the religious orders, in 1834, the
large city block where the Hospital had once been
definitively changed. Around the new Praça da Figueira,
the National Treasury began taking possession of the
buildings of the convents of São Domingos (to the
North), São Camilo de Lelis (to the East) and the
augustinian’s investment houses in Rossio (to the West)
(Silva et Lourenço, 2019b, pp. 129-133).
From a description of São Domingos Convent buildings
in extinction inventory, one can understand that - of the
Convent’s original reconstruction plan - only the buildings
facing Rossio and the first buildings on the western side
of Amparo Street were actually built. The rest of this latter
block were ground floor houses or barracks, remains of
the aforementioned incomplete reconstruction of the
conventual building that, almost eighty years after the
earthquake, gave a precarious appearance to the northern
side of Praça da Figueira.
Moreover, these data are also essential to understand how
the Dominican friars accepted and fulfilled the Pombaline
cartulary metrics although the pilaster markings on the
façade did not correspond to the actual building markings.
Instead of the symmetric bay marking of 3-6-9-6-3
imposed by the cartulary for Rossio Square, only four
buildings were built with the 9-9-6-3 bay metric, the last

with entrance through Amparo Street.

Unlike the buildings of several other male convents in the city, the National Treasury did not intend to repurpose any
of the aforementioned buildings, and promptly divided them into parcels and subsequently sold them at
auction. Thus, except for the church, which was kept open for public worship, the São Domingos Convent
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was divided into two plots and sold at a public auction, and nearly all bought, on 4 September 1835, for a

total of 135.370$00, the highest ever paid for a conventual building in Lisbon (Silva et Lourenço, 2019b, p.130).
This process had the particularity of being accompanied and conditioned by an urban normalization project. Identical
to the coeval plan that opened Nova de Trindade Street in the heart of the suppressed Convento da Santíssima
Trindade [Convent of the Holy Trinity], this plan, designed in 1834, foresaw tearing two new streets through the
conventual space, the last large remaining piece of the large 15th century city block. The rua em continuação à dos
Correeiros [street continuing Correeiros Street, and present-day Antão de Almada Street] would constitute its logical
extension to Largo de São Domingos. Running perpendicularly to this street, Travessa Nova de São Domingos would
allow a more rational division (and one financially more advantageous for the National Treasury) of the convent’s
interior grounds, and thus the construction of a new front, closing what remained of the conventual cloister and
provided greater space for the Amparo Street buildings, which thus gained a second front (fig. 7). After the land
plots were sold and new streets opened, the buildings were constructed gradually, most only in the 1870s and 1880s.
In contrast, the nearby Convent of São Camilo de Lelis, according to the description in the inventory records,
maintained spatial (and possibly constructive) reminiscences of the former Marquis de Cascais Palace, although in
general it followed the same configuration found in São
Domingos: a composition of many buildings with stores
and first floors with entrance from the exterior, and
unified upper floors, occupied by the living quarters of
the priests (Smith et Lourenço, 2019b, p. 131).
In the centre of the square, on the grounds donated by
the King to the Municipal Senate, in 1775 - where had
once been the church chancel, the soul of the hospital the market kept the initial configuration of open-air stalls
for sales, having received occasional improvements
throughout the first half of the 19th century.

Fig. 7 - Outline of streets over area of the extinct São Domingos Convent
Lxi - Lisboa Lxi – Lisboa Interativa / Cartografia historica (http://lxi.cm-lisboa.pt/lxi/)
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Fig. 8 - Praça da Figueira before 1885
Estúdio Mário Novais
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/MNV/001036
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Fig. 9 - Praça da Figueira
Drawing by J. Christino and M. de Macedo (Paes, 1884, n.º 194)

In 1875, the Companhia dos Mercados de Lisboa [Company of the Markets of Lisbon] proposed the construction
of a new building for the market of Praça da Figueira. Despite a rapid procurement for its construction, it was only
inaugurated on 16 May 1885, due to a long judicial process that almost resulted in a new location for the building,
next to Liberdade Avenue (Paes, 1885, pp. 179-181). Authored by Manuel Maria Ricardo Correia, it was considered
“um dos mercados mais belos e elegantes da Europa, pela simplicidade da sua construcção, belleza e rendilhado da
sua ornamentação […], no qual se destacavam n]os angulos […] quatros elegantes pavilhões, de dois pavimentos e
cúpulas douradas” [one of the most beautiful and elegant markets in Europe, for its simplicity, beauty and
ornamentation [...], in particular the angles [... ] four elegant pavilions, with two gilded floors and domes] (Paes, 1885,
179). One of the city’s iron architecture milestones, the construction of this building rewrote the history of the site
and simultaneously confirmed the royal projects, demonstrated exactly a century earlier.

Fig. 10 - Praça da Figueira, seen from Rua da Betesga
Eduardo Portugal, ant. 1949
PT/AMLSB/POR/026488
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Fig. 11 - Praça da Figueira, interior
Francesco Rocchini, ant. 1893 (probably 1885)
PT/AMLSB/ROC/000029
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

However, little more than half a century later, it would suffer a common fate for the buildings on the road to progress.
Lisbon, which wanted to be modern, had other plans for the site, and after several frustrated projects for a connection
between the new Anjos Avenue (now Almirante Reis Avenue) with the downtown of the city, the market building
began to be demolished, in 1949, to give way to a square that would allow traffic flow (Silva et Lourenço, 2019b,
pp. 136-141). Once again, the plan failed, the central part of the square was used as a car park until 1971, when Praça
da Figueira gained the configuration and use it maintains until today.

Conclusion
The city is an organism with a vital capacity for regeneration, often by absorbing old buildings, integrated,
or dematerialized to the point of becoming inexistent. Sometimes, as in the case of the All Saints Royal Hospital,
the dominant note seems to be the total absence of memory of the site. Its disappearance, nearly two hundred and
fifty years ago, caused such loss of memory in the city that crypto history must rescue the image of one of the early
modern city’s most complex buildings.
The use of this space over the last 700 years reflects the priorities of each time: a convent at a time when the city
needed anchors in its growth; a hospital when the King needed to implement modern precepts for welfare
services; a market to mark progress; a car park when Lisbon subjugated itself to car traffic; and finally,
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a space of public enjoyment when the attempt to monumentalize the square returned it to the city.

Fig. 12 - Outline of Ilha [Island] city block over current cartography
Lxi - Lisboa Interativa (http://lxi.cm-lisboa.pt/lxi/)
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Lisbon City Hall’s donation of land occupied by All Saints Royal Hospital
for a vegetable and fruit market
1775-11-23
Livro 18.º de consultas, decretos e avisos de D. José I, f. 208
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/CHR/010/0089/0054
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Praça da Figueira Regulation
1765-1800
Regulamento da praça desta cidade denominada da Figueira
Lisboa: Regia Typografia Silviana
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/CHC/011/005/0002
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Tile
Red clay. Fábrica Nacional
Late 19th century
Roof of 19th century market
Height 34.5 cm; Width 33.5 cm
CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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_THE LISBON METRO AND THE RE-DISCOVERY
OF THE ROYAL HOSPITAL
Helena Taborda
Institutional Communication, Metropolitano de Lisboa

The first proposal to build a metro in Lisbon arose in 1885. Some cities in the world already had a metro as a means
of collective transport: London, since 1863, Budapest in 1896, Glasgow in 1897. Paris would wait until 1898 to begin
construction. The plan was a line linking Santa Apolónia to Algés through Rossio, São Bento Street, Janelas Verdes
and Alcântara. Several ensuing projects were not implemented for economic reasons but had merit for their pioneering
character and foresight.
In 1924, the Lisbon City Hall launched a procurement process for the concession and operation of a metro network
in Lisbon. Construction, in the near future, of a metro seemed, then, an irreversible project. However, there was
divergence regarding the concession’s criteria, which ultimately led to the cancellation of the process. From that date
until 1947, several proposals followed and on 24 November 1947 a Decree-Law was published where, for the first
time, the government legislated the promotion of technical and economic viability studies for the Lisbon Metro.
On 21 January 1948, the government approved the statutes of a public company, known as the “Metropolitano de
Lisboa, S.A.R.L”, and on 26 January the deed was drawn up to incorporate the new company, as well giving this
society exclusivity over the technical and economic study for a Lisbon Metro.
Seven years after the preliminary studies, contracts were signed for the execution of the first phase of the network’s
first tier. Construction work began in early August 1955, proceeding in accordance with a General Plan for an
underground network, built fundamentally by lines accessing the city centre. The official inauguration occurred on
29 December 1959. The following day, it opened to the public. The Lisbon Metro’s network had a “y” configuration
then, and it was only 6.5 km long with 11 stations, endings in Sete Rios (now Jardim Zoológico), Entre Campos
and Restauradores.
But the Lisbon Metro had to continue growing along with the city. By way of Rossio, it would reach
Alvalade, Anjos, Chile Square (future Arroios station), Areeiro and Roma Avenue (future Roma station).
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Work then began to extend and build the network’s second tier.
Construction work to extend the Restauradores Station to Rossio and the Rossio station began in May 1960.
Construction was done in the open air. The Army Ministry’s intervention was required to install metallic pontoons
in the areas most affected by construction, for the passage of private vehicles, buses and tramways, to maintain car
and pedestrian traffic in construction areas.
In an interview to Diário Ilustrado, the President of the Lisbon Metro, Eng. Mello e Castro, expressed his optimism,
saying “opening galleries in Rossio and the whole downtown area represents one of the most delicate jobs
for our technicians, not only because of the existence,
underground, of a number of obstacles, but also the need
to disrupt surface traffic as little as possible (...) Afterwards,
we will concentrate our activities in Praça da Figueira and
the galleries up to Socorro, including the stations”.
The excavations between Restauradores and Martim
Moniz, to build the new Lisbon Metro stations, uncovered
the foundations of several old buildings, remains of a
Roman cemetery and stone buildings belonging to the
necropolis. In Praça da Figueira, part of All Saints Royal
Hospital and its annexes, built between 1492 and 1501,
were also discovered.
The structures of All Saints Royal Hospital were
discovered at a depth of roughly two and five meters,
including stone walls upon pine stakes; a sepulchral
Moorish stele with Arabic characters, encased in a wall;
the cloisters and staircase of the church; and remains
of marble columns, distributed with a cruciform
configuration, corresponding to hospital buildings, whose
area extended from Rossio to Poço do Borratém.
The Lisbon Metro excavations to build the future Rossio
station uncovered, therefore, a considerable area of All
Saints Royal Hospital and remaining dependencies of the
former São Domingos Convent and the Hermitage of
Nossa Senhora do Amparo. On the northern part of the
current Praça da Figueira, church structures and its cloister
were identified. The cloister was between the Hospital and
the Dominican space. Some dependencies from the
ground floor of All Saints Royal Hospital were also
identified in the Northeast area. In today’s interior façade
of D. Pedro IV Square, remains were identified
corresponding to the ground floor of a building’s western
façade, between the Hermitage of Our Lady of Amparo
and the church.
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Stone bases arranged in a rectangle and having
a central hole were also discovered. These were

Fig. 1 - Metro construction for the Rossio station, in Praça da Figueira
Artur João Goulart, 1961
Photograph
PT/ AMLSB/ CMLBAH/PCSP/004/AJG/001491
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Fig. 2 - Metro construction for the Rossio station, in Praça da Figueira
Artur João Goulart, 1960
Photograph
PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/AJG/000228
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

thought to be bases to fit the tables for patient observation. The archaeological excavations were entrusted to the
Municipality of Lisbon’s Museum Office.
These findings were widely disseminated in various media outlets. Diário de Notícias wrote, “The sun has shone once
again upon the stones of All Saints Royal Hospital, silent witnesses to centuries of Lisbon’s history”. The Lisbon
Metro unveiled the topography and outline of Roman and
pre-Pombaline Lisbon.
Due to the curiosity aroused in the population, the
Municipality of Lisbon decided to open to the public the
remains discovered by the Lisbon Metro. Initially, the
archaeological remains were to be exhibited in the Rossio
metro station itself, but this did come to fruition and they
were later placed in the Museum of Lisbon, then called
City Museum.

Fig. 3 - Archaeological excavations in Praça da Figueira
Unknown author, [1960]
Photograph
PT/ AMLSB/ CMLBAH/PCSP/004/PEL/013/S04267 (N82562)
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

This was late September 1960. Construction of the Metro,
suspended from August 26 to September 26 for
verification, study and identification of the findings,
resumed roughly a month later, as Diário de Notícias
reported: “The progress, as determined by the Lisbon
Metro and the people’s interest, seems to advise that, after
collection of the remains (...) the land be returned definitely
to the tomb built by the 1755 earthquake”.
In January 1963, the Lisbon Metro’s Rossio station was
inaugurated followed by the Socorro (presently called
“Martim Moniz”), Intendente and Anjos stations, in
September 1966. In 1972, the Metro reached Alvalade and
thus completed the first phase of the network’s second tier.
Other archaeological remains were found during
construction of other new stations. Lisbon Metro
continued its methodology of articulating the competent
archaeological, cultural and governmental entities, thus
contributing to strengthening and preserving Portuguese
history and culture.

Fig. 4 - Archaeological excavations in Praça da Figueira
Unknown author, [1960]
Photograph
PT/ AMLSB/ CMLBAH/PCSP/004/PEL/013/S042671 (N82566)
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

The Lisbon Metro, as a socially responsible company,
promotes cultural exchange, establishing partnerships
and cooperation protocols with various cultural and city
institutions, aiming to foster interest and motivation for
all cultural aspects of special quality and intended to be
widely disseminated.
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Fig. 5 - Visit by media (press, radio and television)
to the archaeological excavations in Praça da Figueira
Armando Maia Serôdio, 1960
Photograph
AML, PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/SER/002766
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Fig. 6 - Exhibit in the Rossio metro station
of objects found in the Praça da Figueira excavations
Armando Maia Serôdio, 1963
Photograph
AML, PT/AMLSB/CMLSBAH/PCSP/004/SER/002766
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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Fig. 7 - Archaeological excavations in Praça da Figueira
Unknown author, [1960]
Photograph
PT/AMLSB/NEG/02/P00392 (N82568)
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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Panoramic view of Lisbon - Lisabona
ca. 1730
Georg Balthasar Probst
Engraving
MC.GRA.1871
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
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Initial considerations
The foundation of All Saints Royal Hospital was part of
the reform and reorganization of assistance that took
place in Portugal, between the 15th and 16th century, in
line with a European movement. Thus, its creation had
a national and international dimension. Therefore, it
must be understood as part of a double dynamic,
Portuguese and simultaneously European, where both
reformist processes began in the century before the
hospital was founded.
To understand the history of this institution, it is
necessary to highlight the principles, objectives, and main
moments of the welfare reorganization, which also
affected the hospitals. The several authors who have
dedicated themselves to the study of this reform process
emphasize this dual aspect: on the one hand, the
emergence of the modern hospital and, on the other, the
creation and diffusion of Misericórdias [confraternities of
mercy] (Sá, 1998; Braga, 2001; Araújo, 2002; Abreu,
2016), wherein the latter was a specific and original
Portuguese feature of assistance practice in the
European Early Modern Age. As Isabel dos Guimarães
Sá highlights, these two initially autonomous aspects,

aimed at normalizing the institutions through Royal
action, converged in the second half of the 16th century,
after the Council of Trent (Sá, 1998, p. 31).
The organization of charity in Portugal at the dawn of
modernity is “one of the facets of the construction of
the State” (Sá, 1998, p. 58), and, as such, the political
powers, particularly the Crown, were strongly engaged
in promoting, shaping, and implementing this process.

Antecedents and characteristics of assistance
reform in Portugal
Assistance reform, which took place in Europe since the
early 15th century, was a response to the socio-economic
problems affecting the territory since the late
Middle Ages, in particular the enormous urban growth;
demographic pressure; the revolution in prices;
increasing
poverty,
beggary,
vagrancy,
and
precariousness; and the inability of existing assistance
structures to respond accordingly (Sá, 1998, p. 34; Sá,
2001, p. 32-33). Thus, in order to “give
another dynamic to the assistance system
inherited from the Middle Ages, in a context
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of centralization of power and construction of the
foundations of the State”, the rulers proceeded to
reform assistance, including hospital care, restructuring
assistance practices and policies, which were essentially
local and fragmented (Portugaliae monumenta
misericordiarum; PMM1, 2, p. 20; Abreu, 2002, p. 417).
The main difficulties experienced by assistance
institutions in the late Middle Ages were due to “the lack
of managers, the dereliction of ombudsman and
administrators, or the failure to fulfil the commitments
or wills of the institution’s founders” (Braga, 2001, p. 11;
Braga, 1991), with repercussions on the institution’s
assets and properties, as well as leading to their
dilapidation and ruin. To face this complex situation,
the Crown set in motion an assistance reform
with several initiatives to improve asset and daily
management, including drafting regulations; elaborating
accounting books and registering properties; replacing
administrators; reorganizing institutions, with the merger
or incorporation of hospitals, or rather the small-sized
casas de hospitalidade [hospitality houses]2, into large
institutions; creating new institutions; and appointing
officers trusted by the monarchs (Araújo, 2001, p. 146).
The main objective was the rationalization of financial
and assistance resources and fulfilling the will of the
institution’s founders. Thus, as Laurinda Abreu indicated,
“the political power’s dominant trend, supported by the
social theorists who were beginning to focus on the
subject, was to rationalize, modernize and secularize the
mechanisms of assistance for poverty and disease”
(Abreu, 2002, p. 417).
As noted, although the creation of All Saints Royal
Hospital (1492)3 was one of the key moments in this
process of reform, it was anticipated by the enactment
of the Regimento [rules of procedure] for the hospitals
and shelters of Évora, in 1470, and continued with the
foundation of the Hospital of Caldas da Rainha (1485)4
and the formulation of the Regimento for Chapels and
Hospitals (1514).
However, we can trace back the reform efforts even

1

further to the late 14th century. The oldest measure
aimed at unifying small institutions, in line with what the
Crown would do the following century, dates back to an
initiative proposed by the bishop of Évora, D. Martinho
(1368-1382), in 1382, when he ordered the integration
of “casas e bens e direitos [...] e as rendas” [houses and
assets and rights and incomes] of the albergarias [shelters]
of São Bento, São Francisco and Trindade within the
Albergaria do Corpo de Deus. The reason for this
initiative lay in the fact that, “alguas albergarias que ha
na dita cidade som danificadas mal postadas e esso
meesmo os beens dellas de tal guisa que se nom fazem
em ellas hospitalidades nem se comprem as sete obras
de misericordia pera que foram estetuidas e hordenadas
e estabelecidas per os fieis christãos” [some shelters in
the city are damaged and its assets are not used for
assistance, nor do they fulfil the seven works of charity
for which they were instituted and ordered and
established by faithful Christians]; and the Albergaria do
Corpo de Deus, “que he acerca da dita nossa see he boa
e bem reparada e bem postada e se faz em ella
hospitalidade e se comprem as sete obras de misericórdia
e se nom pode manter sem outra ajuda dos fieeis
christãos” [which is close to our Cathedral and well
repaired and equipped and used for hospitality and can’t
be maintained without more help from faithful
Christians] (PMM, 2, doc. 10). Given the proximity
between the Évora episcopate and royal power, this
measure suggests this type of solution was beginning to
be considered by the Court (PMM, 2, p. 19).
Also in 1391, officers in the Porto City Council
appointed a vedor [intendant], Afonso Moreira, because
“os spritaees da dita cydade se danificavam per mingua
d’huum homem boom que os regesse e visse em cada
huum mes e visse os pobres e doentes do que lhis
comprisse e da nacessydade ouvessem mester e lhi lo
fizesse dar aaquelles que as rendas dos espritaaes
recebessem” [the city’s hospitals were decaying for lack
of a good man to manage affairs and to see that the poor
and sick are helped and given the medication they need,
and that he be given the income the hospital receives].
They also decided that, each month, the municipal clerk

PMM designates Portugaliae monumenta misericordiarum. From this work, we cite the documents transcribed within, accompanied by their archive reference and call number.
2
Medieval hospitals were nothing more than casas de hospitalidade, since most of them were not only spaces to heal the sick, but also developed a number of actions to alleviate
situations of physical, economic and social fragility by part of the population; the emphasis was on practising charitable works and not providing medical-sanitary care.
For convenience, in this text, we will use the designation ‘hospital’, because many were actually so called in the period’s documents, but always considering this assumption.
3
Relevant dates: project initiated: 1479; initial construction: 1492; initial operation: between 1501 and 1504; date of Regimento: 1504.
4
Relevant dates: foundation: 1485; initial operation: 1488; date of statutes: 1512.
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would visit the hospital and sick, inspect the houses, beds
and clothing, and that the existing needs would be
communicated to the town councillors and satisfied
(PMM, 2, doc. 148).
These documentary testimonies attest to the awareness
about the situation of these casas de hospitalidade and
indicate measures that would be very fruitful in the
following centuries. However, it was D. Duarte, first as
coregent and then as King, who began a structured set
of actions, almost a “hospital policy”, suggesting
“a ‘certain idea’ (or at least some general ideas) about the
function of hospitals; and the two reform initiatives led
by the monarch foreshadowed the assistance policy that
D. João II would execute half a century later”
(Nunes, 1973, p. 685). The first initiative, on April 29,
1432, was a request from D. Duarte to Pope Eugene IV
1383-1447; pap. 1431-1447) to “que nomeasse
administradores-gerais dos hospitais da diocese e cidade
de Lisboa o arcediago de Lisboa, Dr. Afonso Rodrigues,
e João Lourenço” [nominate the archdeacon of Lisbon,
Dr. Afonso Rodrigues, and João Lourenço as general
administrators of the hospitals of the diocese and city
of Lisbon]5, because some of the region’s hospitals for
the poor and sick and administered by lay people were
in decay, their buildings ruined and incomes used for
other ends, due to bad actions by administrators or
visitors, (Nunes, 1973, p. 686). The second initiative, on
April 1, 1434, relates to the merger and annexation of
hospitals considered useless, because of low income and
little or no assistance provided (Costa, 1973, p. 288)6.
The King asked the Pope to authorize the union of these
hospitals with others of greater income (Nunes, 1973,
p. 687) so that, after this reduction, their administration
could be done by a proper authority, without interference
from ecclesiastical structures. Despite these initiatives
“perhaps because of opposition by Portuguese prelates,
by June 27, 1437, D. Duarte still awaited the
corresponding Pontifical documents” (Dinis, 1973,
p. 352). As indicated by Eduardo Nunes, these two
initiatives, although close in time, demonstrate an

expansion and deepening of D. Duarte’s policy: the first
refers to the union of hospital administrations, but
without interference in their independence; the second
alludes to the merger of institutions and has implications
on their number, buildings and assets; additionally, it is
no longer limited to the Lisbon area, but extends to the
whole country and now also covers ecclesiastical
hospitals, not only secular institutions (Nunes, 1973,
p. 687). Another reformist initiative by this monarch,
earlier than the two aforementioned, was establishing, on
December 8, 1417, a Regimento for the hospitals and
shelters of Santarém (PMM, 2, p. 147).
Afonso V also had an important action in this area, as
shown by some documents conserved in the Royal
chancellery, particularly the promulgation of Regimentos;
the appointment of new administrators7 (Abreu, 2002,
p. 419); the assignment and confirmation of privileges
to hospitals and their officials; and licenses so that these
institutions could acquire assets. Among these actions,
we highlight the provision or replacement, by the King,
of various offices related to hospitals, such as the judge
and provedor [ombudsman] of the Lisbon hospitals and
confraternities of Lisbon and the procurator of the
hospitals and shelters of the city of Lisbon. The latter’s
nomination began as early as 1441 (ANTT, Chancelaria
de D. Afonso V, Livro 2, f. 124) and the nomination of
1473 refers that its aim was “que não se perdessem e
alienassem os bens” [to not lose or alienate the assets]
of these institutions (PMM, 2, p. 179). Later, the
monarch made other relevant appointments: in 1463,
Tristão Afonso was appointed clerk of shelters and
hospitals of the village of Santarém, replacing
Domingos Eanes, who had failed to collect some rents
belonging to the shelters (ANTT, Chancelaria de
D. Afonso V, Livro 9, f. 110); in 1475, Fernão Rodrigues,
esquire, was nominated to control the accounts of the
chapels, leprosaria, confraternities and hospitals of the
diocese of Guarda, with the power to enforce the wills
and commitments of these institutions (PMM, 2, p. 182);
in 1476, Gomes Eanes, esquire to the Royal House,

Source: Monumenta portugualiae vaticana, súplicas de Eugénio IV, n.º 79 (Transcribed in Nunes, 1973, pp. 690-691 and in PMM, 2, doc. 15).
Source: Monumenta Portugualiae vaticana, I, pp. LXXII-LXXIII, súplicas de Eugénio IV, n.º 323-327 (ASV, Regestum supplicationum, vol. 295, fl. 203; transcription in Dinis, 1973, pp. 361-362;
Nunes, 1973, p. 691; PMM, 2, doc. 16).
7
The royal appointment of officers and administrators for assistance institutions was conflictual. In the Courts, there were several complaints related to this topic: in Évora, in 1390-1391,
there was a request that the hospital and shelter ombudsmen be appointed by the municipal judges and good men, and not by the King and Queen, and that all others be exonerated (PMM,
2, p. 114); in 1418, in Santarém, there was a request that the shelter and hospital administrations be attributed according to their institutional statutes, and not at the request
of the King or other persons, and that the ombudsmen appointed by grace and mercy be dismissed (PMM, 2, p. 115). In the Courts of Évora-Viana, in 1481-1482, there
was mention that lifetime judges and the clerks and stewards appointed by D. Afonso V to hospitals and confraternities should be replaced by others elected according to
custom and common law, that is, by the confraternities; that the questions about hospital and confraternity property and incomes be judged by the ordinary judges in the
institution; and that judges and councillors, each year, receive the administration accounts from the hospital and confraternity officers (PMM, 2, pp. 120-121).
5
6
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assumed the post of procurator of incomes and rights
of chapels and hospitals in Santarém and outskirts
(PMM, 2, p. 182); that same year, Rodrigo de Noronha,
was nominated governor of the kingdom’s hospitals,
shelters and leprosaria, with power to give and take the
related offices and rations, and make donations to the
lands taken from the Queen’s properties (ANTT, Leitura
Nova, Livro de Extras, fs. 152v.; 153).

town within his kingdoms and dominions, with the
largest hospital of each locality] (PMM, 2, p. 54, doc. 24),
“mesmo sem autorização dos prelados” [even without
authorization from the prelates], as the “os rendimentos
de cada hospital eram diminutos, não sendo suficientes
para o digno tratamento” [incomes of each hospital were
very low, and insufficient for dignified treatment]
(Costa, 1973, p. 289)10.

Regarding the regulations of welfare institutions, we
highlight the promulgation of the Regimento of hospitals
and shelters of Évora (ANTT, Livro 4 de Guadiana, fs.
160-161), of 14708, which proposed that shelters with
few assets merge with those having more resources
(Braga, 1991, p. 187). Although these initiatives, since the
last decades of the 14th century and with greater
incidence during the reign of D. Afonso V, reveal a
degree of alignment with what was occurring in Europe
during the first half of the 15th century - in particular,
the foundation of the Santa Creu Hospital, in Barcelona,
as early as 1401, one of the first to gather the small and
medieval city hospitals into a more robust institution,
and some Italian initiatives -, it was during the reigns of
D. João II and D. Manuel that assistance reform was
consolidated.

The creation of All Saints Royal Hospital was one of the
key moments of assistance reform regarding hospitals
in Portugal, and constituted the experimental institution
and model applied in the other territories of the
kingdom (Sá, 1998, p. 44). Its modernity is “related with
the institutional importance it acquired, as well as the
importance the medical services had in its way of
working” (Sá, 1998, pp. 44-45). From the beginning,
it was a “projeto régio” [Royal project]. Originally
conceived by D. João II, whose untimely death occurred
in 1495, it was equally protected by D. Manuel, who gave
it several privileges11.

D. João II, while still prince, obtained the papal bull Ex
debito sollicitudinis (August 13, 1479), by Pope Sixtus IV
(1414-1484, pope 1471-1484), that “autorizava a
construir um amplo hospital na cidade de Lisboa, com
faculdade de unir e incorporar no mesmo os outros
hospitais e casas de assistência” [authorized the
construction of a large hospital in Lisbon, with power
to unite and incorporate the other hospitals and
assistance houses] in the city (PMM, 2, p. 51, doc. 22)9.
Later, another bull, Iniunctum nobis, by Pope Innocent
VIII (1432-1492; pope 1484-1492), dated February
21,1486, allowed the King to “unir os diversos hospitais
de pobres e de meninos abandonados de cada cidade ou
povoação insigne de seus reinos e domínios ao hospital
maior de cada localidade” [unite the hospitals for the
poor and abandoned children of each notable city and

Although older, the Caldas da Rainha Hospital12 was not
truly a modern hospital, since it was located in a rural
area, without human settlement, and was a space for
retreat and rest, concerned with the health of the body
and soul, and, therefore, with a devotional character that
prevailed over medical issues. The appearance of the
modern hospital in Portugal was characterized by the
“separation of areas of hospitality dedicated to pilgrims
and travellers, and the areas strictly reserved for the sick;
in contrast with the medieval hospital/shelter that
harboured everyone within the same space without
functional distinction” (Sá, 1998, p. 44; PMM, 3, p. 10).
Afterwards, during the reigns of D. João II and
D. Manuel, several steps were taken to obtain other papal
decrees and bulls from the papal Court that would allow
further hospital reorganization. Alexander VI (14311503; pap. 1492-1503) conceded the papal decree Cum
sicut, on August 23, 1499, to the bishops of the Guarda,
Tangier and Fez, so the small hospitals of Coimbra,

On this topic and the situation of care institutions in Évora in the Middle Ages, see Sousa, 1990.
Cf. Costa, 1973, p. 278, quoting ANTT, Bulas, mç. 12, n.º 8; Vatican Secret Archive, Regestum supplicationum, 785, fs. 258-258v.; Registra vaticana, 607, fs. 38-40v.; transcription of the supplication
and bull in pp. 300-301; PMM, 2, pp. 51-53.
10
Source: ANTT, Bulas, mç. 13, n. º 17; Vatican Secret Archive, Registra vaticana, 711, fs. 309-310v.; transcription in p. 305 and in PMM, 2, doc. 24.
11
Benefits for the Hospital, bestowed by the King (Braga, 2001, p. 15): sugar; confiscated assets; land incomes; urban and rustic rents belonging to the other annexed
hospitals; one slave for each shipment from Guinea; income from assets of the lançados [condemned to exile in the African coast] in Cape Verde, Guinea and Sierra Leone;
judicial fines; “prohibition their houses be used as residences”; “precedence in collection of rent from hospital houses”; and exemption from tax over movable and immovable
property, among others (Sá, 1988, p. 47).
12
About Caldas da Rainha Hospital, see Rodrigues, 2013.
8
9
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Évora and Santarém could be incorporated into the
larger hospitals (Costa, 1973, p. 289)13. Also, in a new
papal bull, dated November 23, 1501, addressed to the
vicar of the vicariate of Tomar and to the bishop of
Guarda, the pope “ordered the verification and
confirmation of the unions of all hospitals in each city
and diocese of the kingdom of Portugal, with the larger
hospitals” (Costa. 1973, p. 290)14, to improve charitable
activity (PMM, 3, p. 37, doc. 8).
Despite some discrepancy between when the papal
documents were issued and their actual implementation
in Portuguese territory, the mergers and new foundations
proceeded at some pace. In 1488, São Salvador Hospital,
in Abrantes, incorporated the locality’s minor hospitals
(Braga, 1991, p. 188). In May 1490, D. João II appointed
a clerk to the “hospital grande” [big hospital] of Beja,
commissioned by D. Manuel, Duke of Beja, with the
assets from the city’s medieval hospitals (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. João II, Livro 12, f. 170v.). On January
24, 1491, the monarch gave the Customs building to the
residents of Silves, to build a church and a Holy Spirit
hospital. This document is interesting, because, although
its primary purpose was donating the Customs house, in
the end, as a note, it refers that “a qual merçe lhe assy
fazemos da dita alfandega pera nella fazerem ho dito
espritall e ajuntarem os outros espritaees que na dita
cidade ha em ella” [the customs house should be turned
into a hospital merged with the other hospitals from the
city] (ANTT, Leitura Nova, Livro 2 de Odiana, f. 51v.).
By 1498, the small hospitals and shelters of Santarém
were already united in the Hospital of Jesus Christ,
as mentioned in the confirmation of the commitment
of the Confraternity of São Silvestre de Santarém,
by king D. Manuel. (PMM, 2, p. 19).
During the reign of the D. Manuel I, the Adventurous,
the Holy Spirit Hospital was created in Évora (1495);
another hospital in Setúbal, with similar designation
(Braga, 1991, p. 188), and in 1508, in Coimbra, the
“Hospital Novo que a nossa propria custa e despeza
mandamos fazer em a nossa cidade de Coimbra [...]
ao qual mandamos ajuntar algum hospital que na dita
cidade havia e assim as rendas delles por virtude da bulla
e authoridade que temos do Santo Padre para em todos

13
14

os lugares de nossos reinos os podermos ajuntar
e reduzir a huma so cazaa” [the New Hospital made at
our expense in the city of Coimbra, that we order joined
with any hospital in said city and their incomes by virtue
of bull and authority we have from the Holy Father so
that in all parts of our kingdoms we can join and reduce
to a single house] (PMM, 3, doc. 27). The reign of
D. Manuel would bring other initiatives, representing new
aspects in assistance reform: on the one hand, the
creation of the Misericórdias and, on the other, the reform
of the chapels. Part of the monarch’s reformist spirit,
covering several areas of society, these initiatives
favoured a greater impact of welfare reform initiatives
(Braga, 2001, p. 79).
Royal intervention to regulate chapel administration
sought to preserve the institutional assets associated with
celebrating mass, to ensure their proper administration,
end cases of abusive possession, and favour compliance
with testamentary provisions (Braga, 2001, p. 79; Rosa,
2006; Sá, 1998, p. 46). The desire to reform the chapels
began with legislation, since 1496, seeking to prove the
ownership of chapels, hospitals, and confraternities.
In case of doubt regarding the possession of certain
assets, these should revert to the Crown and benefit its
hospital project (Sá, 1998, p. 46). In February 1498, the
King appointed Fernão Nunes, schoolmaster of the
Lisbon Cathedral, as procurator of all the hospitals,
chapels and shelters of the city and outskirts, while these
institutions did not join Lisbon’s Royal Hospital (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. Manuel, Livro 30, f. 24v.).
On April 21, 1499, D. Manuel empowered All Saints
Hospital with the administration of the chapels of
Lisbon and outskirts, and the surrounding counties that
had no documents to corroborate their institutions or
expenses (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel, liv. 16,
f. 62v.). Therefore, chapel administration came under the
“control of royal authority, through the same hospital”,
as did verifying their legitimate possession. Chapel assets,
considered vacant or mismanaged, would be given to the
tutelage of the hospitals, when documentary evidence
was lacking (Sá, 1998, p. 33; PMM, 1, p. 27).
Even before these measures, the creation of All Saints

Source; ANTT, mç. 16 de bulas, n.º 8 and transcript in PMM, 3, p. 34, doc. 5.
Source: ANTT, mç. 16 de bulas, n.º 26, and Vatican Secret Archive, Registra vaticana, 868, fs. 121-124; transcribed in Corpo Diplomático português, XI, 1898, pp. 7-9.
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Royal Hospital had already involved the chapels. The
basis for the creation of medieval hospitals were the
chapels, that is, the establishment of hospitals was part
of the provisions related with the establishment of
chapels, which included, as main action, the celebration
of masses for the soul of the institutional founders and,
as secondary action, benefiting the poor, namely through
the creation or support of care institutions, such as
hospitals. Thus, for the foundation of All Saints Hospital
and other similar cases, the testamentary stipulations and
the assets inherent to the creation of the small and
ancient hospitals to be merged in a new hospital, had to
revert to different objectives. Thus, “creating All Saints
Hospital implied gathering under its purview numerous
assets from chapels scattered throughout the city and
even the rest of the kingdom” - many would retain their
administrators, who would report to the hospital on the
fulfilment of the mandatory masses (Sá, 1998, p. 45).
This chapel reform was consolidated when, in 1504, the
monarch promulgated the Regimento of chapels and
hospitals, shelters and confraternities of Lisbon and
outskirts (PMM, 3, doc. 26) and the Regimento of All
Saints Royal Hospital (PMM, 3, doc. 25). In 1514, the
“Regimento de como os contadores das comarcas hão
de prover sobre as capelas, hospitais, albergaria,
confrarias, obras, terças e resíduos” [Rules on how the
county accountants will manage chapels, hospitals,
shelters, confraternities, construction, taxes and legacies]
(PMM, 3, doc. 30) was published, a document that
aggregates, expands, systematizes and generalizes the
Regimento for Lisbon Chapels and for All Saints Hospital
to the whole kingdom. In order to strengthen the
standardization of discipline in these institutions, this
Regimento provided for “supervision by Royal officers
[…] over all aspects related to charitable institutions, the
execution of wills, construction works, and collection of
royalties” and implemented “a management model
anchored in the experience of All Saints Hospital in
Lisbon” (Sá, 1998, p. 48). As Isabel dos Guimarães Sá
indicates, the document does not mention the
Misericórdias, so “at the time, the two realities [hospital
reorganization and creation of the Misericórdias] were still
perceived as independent and there was no desire to have
them converge” (Sá, 1998, p. 49; PMM, 3, p. 16).
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Promulgation of these normative documents
was preceded by several steps, namely the
writing of tombos [asset inventory and

registration] conducted by officers appointed by the
King. In 1498, the tombo of Castanheira Hospital was
conducted by “doutor Allvaro Fernandez do
Desembargo do dito Senhor que ora amda nesta
comarca e asy por todo o Reyno com alçada no
provimento dos ditos espritaes, capellas, allbergarias,
comfrarias, gafarias, orfãos, resydos, beens proprios e
remdas dos comcelhos e com alçada nos feytos cyves”
[doctor Allvaro Fernandez, judicial officer of our Lord,
who travels this county and the kingdom, with purview
over the provision of hospitals, chapels, shelters,
confraternities, leprosaria, orphans, remainders, assets
and incomes from councils, and with purview over civil
actions] (PMM, 3, doc. 43). Also, in the north, at least
between 1492 and 1498, the royal officer Diogo Borges
travelled the territories of Caminha and Viana to
conduct tombo of hospitals, and also in Barcelos, Braga
and Guimarães (PMM, 3, p. 9). In 1499, the bachelor
João Vaz, of the Royal judiciary, was responsible for
providing “nas cousas dos espritaaes, órfãos e albergarias
per todo o Regno” [things for hospitals, orphans and
shelters throughout the Kingdom] (PMM, 3, doc. 62).
That same year, the King commissioned João Fernandes
to conduct the tombo of the Royal Council’s chapels,
hospitals, and shelters, also ordering the tombo of chapels,
hospitals and shelters, including those with clerical
administrators (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, pt. III, mç.
1, n.º 32). In 1501, the licentiate Diogo Pires was sent to
the kingdom’s villages and places “para superintender
nos assuntos relativos às capelas, hospitais, albergarias,
gafarias, confrarias, resíduos e órfãos” [to oversee
matters relating to chapels, hospitals, shelters, leprosaria,
confraternities, legacies, and orphans] and to conduct the
tombos of these institutions, their property and
testamentary obligations (ANTT, Chancelaria de D.
Manuel I, Livro 1, fs. 4v.-5; Abreu, 2002, p. 420). That
year, the mordomo [administrator] of Holy Spirit Hospital
in Setúbal, Duarte Rodrigues, took possession of several
of the town’s hospitals and chapels to collect all the
pensions and rents of these institutions, until otherwise
ordered, to spend on Holy Spirit Hospital and on the
obligations of these hospitals and chapels, as “amdão
defraudadas
e danificadas de seus beims e remdas por hos
manystradores dellas que athe ora forão os emlhearem”
[they are defrauded and damaged in their assets and
incomes by their magistrates who amassed them until
now] (PMM, 3, doc. 253).

This process of monitoring chapels and hospitals, their
management and their assets and incomes, was
supported by the appointment of several officials, during
the reigns of both kings D. João II (Coelho, 2005, p. 169)
and D. Manuel, as their chancellery records demonstrate.
D. João II, nominated the offices of contador [accountant]
of the hospitals of Lisbon; provedor of hospitals, chapels
and shelters and leprosaria for different treasuries of the
kingdom; contador das terças [accountant of taxes], public
works, hospitals and shelters for different counties and
treasuries; clerk of the Lisbon hospitals; clerk for the
provision of chapels, hospitals, shelters and leprosaria;
and procurator of public works and resíduos [unexecuted
remainder of legacies] and hospitals, chapels, shelters
and orphans for different comarcas and contadorias
[counties and treasuries]. Interestingly, as indicated by
Maria Helena da Cruz Coelho, “knights and squires of
the royal house or of some great Lord were normally
considered when nominating administrators, the
ombudsman, the accountant and above all the clerks.
This could raise the question of whether that
appointment aimed to reward services and fealty rather
than indicate a real interest in good management of the
houses to which they were appointed” (Coelho, 2005,
pp. 170-171).
The same trend occurred during the reign of the
Adventurous, with several appointments, including
offices already established by his predecessor: intendant
of public works, resíduos, hospitals, chapels, shelters,
leprosaria and confraternities of Lisbon; clerk of the
Évora hospitals; procurator of all hospitals, chapels and
shelters of Lisbon and outskirts; solicitor of all deeds
and disputes of hospitals in Lisbon and outskirts; clerk
for distribution of hospitals, chapels and shelters and
confraternities, leprosaria, orphans, resíduos, council
assets and rents; promoter of resíduos and things of
chapels, shelters, hospitals, orphans, confraternities;
ombudsman of the Santarém Hospitals; provedor-mor
[chief ombudsman] of the hospitals and chapels of
Lisbon and outskirts; ombudsman of hospitals, chapels,
orphans, resíduos and the kingdom’s almoxarifados
[tax districts].

The reorganization and control of chapels and welfare
institutions was not only a royal concern but occurred in
several regions of the country and by initiative of
different agents. As already mentioned, one of the
essential tasks was inventorying assets “the only way to
establish the assets of each hospital, so as to then
evaluate whether the administrators of those assets
carried out their administration with zeal and honesty”
(Sá, 1998, p. 48). Similarly, the founding documents of
chapels and their obligations (as imposed by the wills)
also had to be submitted.
The concern for assistance reform, and the inherent
initiatives, was not exclusive to royal power. Also
noteworthy in the 15th century was the figure of Infante
D. Henrique, who, c. 1430, intended to establish a
“espitall na villa de Tomar, pera sse em ele manterem
certos proues e averem de vestir e calçar e camas e outras
cousas que lhe necessárias fossem” [hospital in Tomar,
to harbour the poor and provide clothes and shoes and
beds and other things that might be necessary] (PMM,
2, p. 431, doc. 210)15. To this end, the Infante asked the
King for a license to dispose of certain assets necessary
for the foundation and maintenance of the hospital16.
However, this intent would not be realized, possibly “due
to the Court’s aims to organize care in Portugal” and
promote the concentration of hospitals (Costa, 1973,
p. 288). Later, in the same spirit, the Infante would order
the merger of about 14 small hospitals in Tomar,
forming the Hospital of Nossa Senhora da Graça [Our
Lady of Grace] (Dinis, 1973, pp. 354; Braga, 2001, p. 78).
The municipalities also felt this need and decided to
promote local reform initiatives. The representatives of
Elvas in the Courts held in Lisbon in 1498 asked the
King to unite the town’s existing hospitals, justifying that
“aquy ha quatro cassas d’espritaaes que sam cassas muy
pequenas e de muyto pouca remda e por serem proves
se perrdem de todo e nam sam repairadas como devem
nem os proves estramgeiros podem em ellas ser
agasalhados e se fossem todas jumtas em huua soo cassa
seriam de todo milhor repairados os proves e isso
mesmo a dicta cassa. Pidimos a Voss’Alteza que as
mande todas desfazer e se faça huua soo cassa no

15
Monumenta henricina, III, n.º 155, Costa, 1973, p. 288; Dinis, 1973, pp. 360-361: letter from D. João I, June 11, 1430, to Infante D. Henry with license to exchange some lands
in Reigada and Pereiro, in Riba-Côa, and houses he had in Lisbon with assets of the Order of Christ, in Tomar, to make a hospital for the poor in that village; confirmed by
Afonso V, March 11, 1449, p. 365.
16
Cf. transcription of royal license in Dinis, 1973, p. 361.
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começo desta villa omde for milhor e as remdas de todas
quatro se apriquem a ella e se tenha nella o regimento e
hordenança que se tem nos outros espritaees de nossos
Regnnos” [there are four hospitals here, very small
houses and very little income and because they are poor
they are totally degraded and are not repaired as they
should, nor can the poor foreigners be sheltered, and if
they were all united in one house the poor could be
better cured and said house repaired. We ask Your
Highness to dissolve and unite in a single house entering
the town where it is best and that the incomes of all four
revert to it, and that the rules and orders of other
hospitals in our Kingdoms be applied] (PMM, 3, doc.
35). The King authorized the request. Later, in 1504, in
a letter addressed to D. Manuel, Sebastião Vaz further
informed that “ja rematados tres ospitaees desta villa.
leixey o da magdanella honde os ajunto todos porque
esta em milhor lugar. E com a venda desses hospitais e
mais algum dinheiro se fara ahy huum bom hospital”
[three hospitals have already be closed. Leave the
Magdalene where all will be joined, because it is in the
best location. And with the sale of these hospitals and
some more money, a good hospital can be made]
(ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, Parte I, mç. 4, n.º 85).
In the following century, the role of the House of
Bragança in the territories of its influence is worth
noting. Thus, in 1531, “João Mendes de Vasconcelos,
chaplain of the House of Bragança and man trusted by
the Dukes, went to Arraiolos to analyse the hospital’s
accounts, and inventory and register all its assets”.
This initiative reveals, as stated by Maria Marta Lobo de
Araújo, “the Ducal House’s commitment in the field
of assistance […] [and one] intention: strengthening
the Duke’s power within his jurisdiction” (Araújo, 2001,
p. 148).
The episcopal authorities, where their influence was
most notable, would also have an active role in the
reorganization of healthcare institutions. Thus, in 1508,
São Marcos Hospital was founded in Braga, by initiative
of Bishop D. Diogo de Sousa: “nos provendo os
hospitais confrarias e gafaria dessa nossa cidade [...]
achamos em ella ser somemte hum Hospital que se
chama da Rua Nova no qual posto que alguns pobres
peregrinos e estrangeiros se agasalhasem asi por ho dito
Hospital carecer de renda como por em elle
não aver seguimento nem ordenaças nem
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cazas convenientes pera se ninguem poder

nem dever agasalhar não se dava em elle gazalhado tal
qual se deva dar [...] e vista a doaçao que o dito Nuno
Martinz fez das ditas capellas ao dito hospital aplicamos
toda a remda das ditas comfrarias de Recamador e Corpo
de Deos no dito Hospital de São Marcos avendo as ditas
confrarias por extintas como pella presente extinguimos
e apllicamos ao dito Hospital de São Marcos a renda da
dita gafaria e aprovamos a doação das ditas capellas de
Estevão Vicente, Joham Migueiz, Francisco Denis e as
anexamos e incorporamos pera sempre ao dito hospital
pera que pellas ditas rendas assi o dito Hospital de São
Marcos como a dita gafaria sejão governados e regidos”
[considering the hospitals, confraternities and
leprosarium in our city, we find only one hospital, called
Rua Nova, where a few poor pilgrims and foreigners find
shelter; and because our Hospital lacks income and
does not have means nor officers nor convenient
houses for anyone to find shelter, it did not provide
proper shelter; and given the donation by Nuno
Martinz of said chapels to said Hospital, we will apply
all the income of the confraternities of Recamador and
Corpo de Deos to São Marcos Hospital, closing these
confraternities, and also end and apply the incomes of
said leprosarium to São Marcos Hospital and approve
the donation of chapels of Estevão Vicente, Joham
Migueiz, Francisco Denis and incorporate them forever
in said hospital so that with their income São Marcos
Hospital and said leprosarium be governed and
managed] (PMM, 3, doc. 10).
These initiatives indicate an atmosphere widespread
throughout the national territory, with different
promoters - Crown, Church, municipalities, and nobility
- on the topic of assistance reform or aspects of this
reform. Although there was some alignment among
these powers regarding the need for reform of the
assistance institutions, initiatives were not always well
received and successful. This was the case in Porto, when
the local town council refused D. Manuel’s proposal to
create a general hospital. On March 3, 1502, D. Manuel
wrote to Porto’s judges, councilmen and procurator,
arguing that “desejando nos de ver esa cydade muito
nobrecyda, especyallmente nas cousas esprytuaes,
ouvemos por bem e serviço de Nosso Senhor fazer-se
nella huum espitall grande, em que os proves e myseraves
se podesem recolher, pera lhe[s] hi ser feicta mais
caridade do que se faz pellos que ora sam feictos, por
que nam podem ser em nemhuma maneira tam providos
nem repayrados com seram sendo todos encorporados

em huum; e pera se esto bem fazer atrebuymos as rendas
dos outros espitaees a este grande, pera com mais
abastança se comprirem as obras de mysericordea”
[wishing to see this city ennobled, especially in spiritual
things, we think it good and in the Service of Our Lord
to make a big hospital, so the poor and miserable may
find shelter, so greater charity can be provided than in
the now existing hospitals, because they can not be better
provisioned or repaired than if they are all incorporated
into one; and for this to be done properly, we attribute
the incomes of other hospitals to this large one, so with
greater abundance the works of charity be fulfilled]
(PMM, 3, doc. 108). To implement this project, the King
appointed Vasco Carneiro and asked the officers to meet
with him. The King’s insistence is specific: in May that
same year, D. Manuel granted a grace to the city of Porto
so that it could appoint, by election in the city, the
ombudsman of the hospital to be built, united with the
other hospitals, considering the city was in charge of the
management and administration of these hospitals
(ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel, Livro 6, f. 53).
However, the project would never be implemented
(Bastos, 1934).

The Misericórdias and the specificity of the
Portuguese assistance context
The creation and dissemination of Misericórdias, an
initiative that was also part of the assistance system,
conferred a specificity to this reform process that took
place in Portugal in the beginning of the Early Modern
Age17. The creation of these institutions, “established
[…] the basis for a system of assistance, with distinct
characteristics within the European panorama, based on
the action of the houses of mercy” (Sá, 1998, p. 3). This
specificity resided in the fading welfare role of the other
confraternities (Sá, 1998, p. 32)18 and the subsequent
monopoly of assistance activity by the Misericórdias that
reached an expressive geographical coverage (continental
territory and overseas) and a significant social impact.
The Misericórdias were independent from each other, that

is, centralization was not a goal (Sá, 1998, p. 38), although
they sought to fulfil the same care objectives and have
a common organizational matrix. They differed from
the medieval confraternities19 because of the royal
privileges they enjoyed, which enabled their territorial
expansion and the consolidation of their activity. The
rapid spread of the Misericórdias was due, on the one
hand, to an effort by the Crown to move forward with
their creation throughout the country and, on the other,
to the lack of resistance by local communities to accept
the foundation of these confraternities (PMM, 3,
pp. 13-14). At the end of the 16th century, there were
about 250 Misericórdias in Portugal.
The Misericórdias constituted a model conceived by the
royal power, but controlled by the local powers (Braga,
2001, p. 84). As Isabel dos Guimarães Sá defends, royal
protection allowed the Misericórdias to become “one of
the fundamental references for exercising local power (in
conjunction with the town councils, episcopal offices, or
other institutions […])” and the basic element in the
organization of assistance to the poor, thus contributing
to strengthen local power, and not to promote regal
centralization. The intention was “to provide the
kingdom with a network of uniform institutions
common to the entire Portuguese space that would
consider the real difficulties of the royal power’s
penetration in local spheres” (Sá, 1998, p. 38).
D. Manuel’s support of the Misericórdias had as its main
objective “providing visibility to the King and gradually
installing a model whose application would tend to
standardize the institutions and above all their
behaviour” (Sá, 1998, p. 38). There was a clear desire to
“transform the confraternity into a privileged space for
the intervention of royal power” (Sá, 1998, p. 37).
Another aspect worth highlighting is that the Misericórdias
definitively consolidated the affirmation of the laity’s
competence in matters of assistance, by establishing an
institutional network of healthcare. These institutions
eventually stole protagonism from charitable initiatives
promoted by the Church, although Christian spirituality
was essential. Note than, in several places, although they

Cf. PMM, 1, p. 11 for a synthesis of the specificities of the action by Misericórdias during the Early Modern Age.
“The pedagogical and devotional confraternities proliferated in the mid-16th century and the following century. Their main aims were the organization of worship according to post-Tridentine norms and saving the souls in purgatory” (Sá, 1998, pp. 35-36).
19
In Portugal, as in other European countries, the medieval confraternities were in significant numbers and had a different character (devotion, charity, socio-professional
and mutual aid) and social composition (cf. Braga, 2001, p. 80 and bibliography therein; Sá, 1998, pp. 35-37). In addition to the confraternities, “the communities developed
other forms of assistance organization through their administrative bodies and local power” (Sá, 1998, p. 36), and many hospitals were founded and managed by the
municipalities.
17

18
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were lay confraternities, ecclesiastics integrated the
Misericórdias, assuming in some cases the office of
ombudsman (PMM, 1, p. 42). This independence from
the dioceses, i.e. the absence of ecclesiastical tutelage; the
royal protection they enjoyed; and the importance they
achieved in the continental territory and overseas ensuring assistance services and creating one of the first
unified systems -, gave the Misericórdias some originality
and transformed the Portuguese system into a unique
case in the context of Europe (PMM, 1, p. 42).
We need also emphasise another fact directly relating the
Misericórdias with the hospitals, including All Saints Royal
Hospital. Contrary to other countries in Europe, where
hospital management was ensured by a variety of
institutions (confraternities, dioceses, religious orders,
municipal authorities, royal power, and individuals), in
Portugal the Misericórdias ensured both the delivery of
health care - in their buildings, the Casas da Misericórdia
[Houses of Mercy], that were spaces to welcome and
heal the sick, as well as in other assistance spaces -, as
well as the administration of the main assistance
institutions, including the hospitals, which had their own
buildings, not just in the big cities, but also locally, in the
small towns20.
Initially, when the Manueline care reform was first
formulated, the Misericórdias were not expected to
aggregate the hospitals. Only at the end of his reign did
the Adventurous order that some municipal-run
hospitals be integrated into the local Misericórdia. Except
for the Misericórdia of Tomar, created in 1510 by royal
charter - and which immediately incorporated the
Hospital of Santa Maria da Graça, the leprosarium and
two confraternities -, and the Misericórdia of Coimbra that in 1512 was to administer the Royal Hospital,
created in 1508 -, the remaining transfers occurred only
at the end of the D. Manuel’s reign. Note the text of the
Manueline royal charter, dated 1508, regarding Tomar,
which preceded the institution of the Misericórdia and
annexations: “Queremdo el Rey Dom Manuel da
gloriosa memoria que nesta villa de Tomar ouvesse

20

Confraria da Misericordia que depois de elle ser Rey se
começou estes seus reinos e primeiramente na cidade de
Lisboa por ser hua cousa de mui grão serviço de Nosso
Senhor e necesaria a seus povos e per nobrecimento
desta villa a que tinha especial afeição com aver nella esta
confraria que ainda a ese tempo a avia em mui poucas
cidades e lugares de seus reinos e queremdo unir a ella
todolos hospitais e confrarias e asi os bens da Gafaria
desta villa como unio pera que o residuo depois de
compridos os encargos que os ditos hospitais,
confrarias e gafarias tivesem se convertese nas obras da
misericordia pera que esta confraria foi instituida
mamdou primeiro saber as instituições de cada hum dos
ditos hospitais e confrarias e gafaria e por quem erão
administrados e de seus encargos e do modo em que se
adminstravão e despemdião suas rendas e a informação
de tudo cometer ao bacharel Diogo Taveira ouvidor do
Mestrado de Christus” [Wanting King Manuel that in this
town of Tomar there be a Misericórdia, which after he
became King there began to exist in these kingdoms and
firstly in the city of Lisbon, because it is a thing of great
service to Our Lord and needed for our peoples and the
ennoblement of our town, in which he had special desire
there be this confraternity, which at that time were in few
cities and places in his kingdoms, and wanting to unite
in it all hospitals and confraternities and the assets of
this town’s leprosarium, so the remainder after fulfilling
the expenses of the hospitals, confraternities and
leprosaria would be applied to the works of the
Misericórdia for which this confraternity was founded, he
first ordered be ascertained which were the institutions
of said hospitals, confraternities and leprosarium, and
by whom they were administered, and what were their
budgets, and how they were administered and their
incomes spent, and all that information provided to
bachelor Diogo Taveira, ombudsman of the Military
Order of Christ] (PMM, 3, doc. 259).
Note also the cases of Montemor-o-Novo (1518)21,
Barcelos (1520)22, Beja (São Lázaro Hospital) (1521)23,
Porto (1521)24 (this case possibly following the
unsuccessful creation of a general hospital), Redondo

In Spain and Italy, there were confraternities invoking the Virgem da Misericórdia [Virgin of Mercy], but they were not “a specific type of confraternity”. On the Confraternities of Mercy in
Spain and Italy, see Sá, 1998, pp. 39-40.
21
Charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 206.
22
Royal Charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 225.
23
Royal provision published in PMM, 3, doc. 235.
24
Royal Charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 236.
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(1521)25, Viana do Castelo (leprosarium) (1521)26,
Monsaraz (1521)27, and the annexations in the lands
under the jurisdiction of the House of Bragança28, with
royal authorization dated 1524 (Sá, 1998, p. 49; 68Abreu,
2002, p. 427). However, “because they were isolated,
these cases do not indicate a concerted plan, as would
occur later” (Abreu, 2002, p. 427), namely in the second
half of the 16th century.
In the documents of annexation or assigning the
responsibility of hospital management to the
Misericórdias, there was a concern that Confraternity
officers fulfil the legacies included in the wills of the
institution’s founders and that any remainder be used to
fulfil the Works of Mercy by the Confraternity, and that
rents be collected, assets seized, and the legacies fulfilled
with those incomes. These documents highlight the good
governance of Misericórdias, despite the small income and
means they possessed, and the careful manner in which
they sheltered and treated the needy.
The royal charter relating to Montemor-o-Novo states,
“ vemdo nos como as comfrarias da Misericordia que se
em nosso reino estetuiram sam asi bem regidas e
guovernadas como a serviço de Nosso Senhor compre
e as obras da Misericordea per os ofiçiaaes e irmãaos
dellas sam inteiramente compridas e consiguem o fim
pera que se as ditas comfrarias ordenarom, nos
emquamto he bem e justo folguamos de as favorecer e
hacresçentar. E olhando como a Comfraria da dita
Misericordea que nesta villa he ordenada he muito pobre
[...] Comsiramdo como a primcipal cousa pera que ese
dito esprital foi ordenado asi foi pera as obras de
misericordea se nelle comprirem […] o simtirmos por
mais serviço de Nosso Senhor e bem das almas dos
defuntos que as eranças ao dito Esprital leixarom que o
dito Esprital se ajunte a dita Comfrarya da dita
Misericordea e queremos que os ofciaes da dita
Miserycordea tenham a gouvernaçam e amenystraçom

do dito Sprital rendas e foros delle e cumpram a façom
comprir os encarreguos que os defuntos per seus
testamentos e compremissos ordenarom” [seeing how
the Confraternities of the Misericórdia established in our
kingdom are well managed and governed, as should be
in the service of Our Lord, and the Works of Mercy
totally fulfilled by its officers and brothers, achieving the
ends for which said confraternities were ordered, we find
it well and just to favour and increase them. And seeing
how the Confraternity of the Misericórdia in this town is
very poor […]; Considering how the main aim of said
Hospital was that it practice works of charity […]; we
find it in the service of Our Lord and good for the souls
of the deceased that the inheritances they left to the
Hospital be given to the Confraternity of said Misericórdia
and want the officers of said Misericórdia to govern and
manage the Hospital’s incomes and assets and fulfil the
obligations the deceased charged in their wills and
commitments] (PMM, 3, doc. 206). The charter for
Viana do Castelo mentions that “na villa de Viana he
estetuida e ordenada ha Comfraria da Misericordia e que
como avia hi tamtas esmollas pera se imteiramente
poderem comprir as obras da dita misericordia pera que
asi a dita Comfraria he ordenada queremdo lhe dar algũua
maneira para o bem poderem fazer quamto a sua
posebilidade poder abramjer, sabemdo nos como a
gafaria da dita villa tinha muitas herdades e campos e
outras cousas que lhe remdiam e nom avia hi lazoro
nenhuum per quem se as remdas dela podesem gastar a
nos praz que ho provedor e oficiãaes da dita confraria da
Misericordia tenham aminystraçom e provimento da dita
gafaria pera que os oficiaais que ora sam como ao diamte
forem da dita Misericordia ha provejam asi do que toquar
a suas eramças como aos lazaros quando os hi ouver” [in
the village of Viana, a Confraternity of the Misericórdia
was instituted and ordered, and as there were enough
alms to fully applyn the Works of Mercy, wanting to
provide said Confraternity so it can expand the good it
can do, and knowing how the leprosarium of said village

Confirmation of the charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 478.
Charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 243. In the introduction to volume 3 of PMM, Isabel dos Guimarães Sá and José Pedro Paiva underline that “it was particularly opportune to integrate its
assets in the houses of mercy, as the gradual disappearance of leprosy led these hospitals to be empty, as revealed by the documentation”, and their incomes unspent or ill-spent (PMM, 3, p. 15).
27
Royal charter published in PMM, 3, doc. 270. This annexation was planned since the Confraternity’s foundation: “Considerando os homẽns honrados desta vila [...] no anno passado de
1520, estando nesta vila o bacharel João Alvares ouvidor do senhor Dom James Duque de Barguança consultarão com elle que se puzesse em obra fundarem aqui esta Sancta Comfraria. E
como quer que elle fosse do mesmo proposito, acordarão que se fizesse suplicação a El-rei como de feito elle a fes loguo. E pedirão a sua Alteza que para a dita Confraria se poder melhor
substentar, ouvesse por bem lhe a juntar e unir a Alvergaria e Hospital pobre de Santo Spirito, que avia nesta vila, que tinha algũs mil reais de rendas e foros” [Last year, 1520, while bachelor
João Alvarez, ombudsman of D. Jaime, Duke of Bragrança, was in this town, the honored men in this town met with him to estalish this Holy Confraternity here. And as he was of like mind,
they agreed to ask the King, which was done immediately. And they asked his Highness that if said Confraternity was to be better sustained, it be joined with the Shelter and Holy Spirit
Hospital that there was in this town, which had some thousand reais in rents and pensions] (note before the charter).
28
In 1510, D. Jaime, Duke of Bragança, donated the assets of the Hospital of Vila Viçosa to the administration of the Misericórdia (PMM, 3, p. 15): “as confrarias das
Misericordias que houvesse nas suas villas e logares se ajuntassem aos hospitaes que nas ditas villas houvessem para que juntamente com as esmolas das Misericordias, e
rendas dos ditos hospitais se pudessem melhor fazer as esmolas aos pobres e necessitados” [the Misericórdia in their towns and places be joined with the hospitals of these
towns so together with the alms of the Misericordias and incomes of said hospitals they can better provide alms to the poor and needy] (Godolphim, 1897, pp. 187-188).
25
26
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had many lands and fields and other things providing
income and no leper with whom its incomes could be
spent, we wish the ombudsman and officers of said
Confraternity of the Misericórdia have administration and
provision of said leprosarium so the present and future
officers of said Misericórdia manage it, its inheritances and
lepers, when there be any] (PMM, 3, doc. 243).
During the reign of D. Manuel, the most important
hospitals would be administered by individuals appointed
directly by the monarch or the royal family, that is, the
initiatives to hand the administration of the hospitals
over to the Misericórdias were not a systematic policy and
would not be continued during the reign of D. João III.
This monarch would hand hospital management to the
Canons of São João Evangelista29, namely the main
hospitals, such as All Saints, in Lisbon, and the hospitals
of Caldas da Rainha, Coimbra, Santarém, Montemor-o-Novo, Évora, Vimieiro and Castanheira (Sá, 1998,
pp. 49-50). Only after the Council of Trent were there a
significant number of transfers of hospital tutelage to
the Misericórdias (Sá, 1998, p. 32), that is, “Trent […] was
the conclusion and approval at the supreme level in
doctrinal matters - the church - of the reform initiated
in the 1490s” favouring the fusion of hospitals with the
Misericórdias (Sá, 1998, pp. 32-33).
During the reign of D. Henrique (1562-1568), the
management of All Saints Hospital was handed over to
the Misericórdia (1564), and in the following years,
between 1560 and 1578, about two dozen hospitals are
annexed to the local Misericórdia30. This dynamic
coincided in time with the session of the Council
of Trent that defined the status of the Misericórdias
as
confraternities
under
royal
protection
(Sá, 1998, 50; Braga, 2001, p. 90) and that confirmed
their independence from the ecclesiastical power
(which could only judge matters of worship), thus
clarifying the ambiguities regarding the tutelage of these
confraternities (PMM, 1, p. 27). The main motives for
this management transfer were identified by Isabel dos
Guimarães Sá: the self-financing of these institutions,
that is, the fact their assets not only financed the
expenses of the assistance activity and associated hired

29

professionals, but also allowed the brothers to perform
various offices and tasks voluntarily and reduce the Royal
expenses. Likewise, hospital would be effectively
managed by these confraternities, which would not
happen if the responsibility were assigned to the
religious orders, because in these cases the Crown would
bear the hospital expenses (Sá, 1998, pp. 50; 57).
On the other hand “estas incorporações significavam
importantíssimos acrescentamentos de património para
as Misericórdias” [these incorporations implied very
important additions of property for the Misericórdias]
(PMM, 3, p. 16) and “conditions facilitating new
donations in the context of the belief in purgatory,
transforming the Misericórdias into manorial entities that
could quickly become managers of large number of
assets, which they could administer as best suited them”
(Abreu, 2002, p. 427).
According to Laurinda Abreu, “hospital annexation was
the central milestone of the reform of Portuguese public
assistance”, which was not exclusive to the post-Trent
period, but the Council promoted the process and
allowed a process that was sparse until then to gain a
national dimension. This procedure corresponded
to “a premeditated action, […] excluded only the
confraternities that administered hospitals protected by
ancestral papal privileges, or the brotherhoods of the
Poor Clerics, institutions that early on guided their action
towards lending the brothers money […] and providing
assistance in sickness, particularly by delivering
medication” (Abreu, 2002, pp. 429-430). Despite these
cases, “there was no major conflict between the king and
ecclesiastical institutions in order to dominate hospital
assistance”, a fact confirmed by the ephemeral
attribution of the administration of large hospitals to the
Lóios. The difficulties of hospital administration were
well known to the episcopal authorities and religious
orders, and “o seu retorno, que imaginamos sobretudo
consistir em capital político, era mais necessário ao
Estado em construção do que à Igreja” [their gains,
which would above all consist of political capital, were
more necessary to the State under construction than to
the Church] (PMM, 1, p. 27).

After the death of the King, the Lóios asked Queen D. Catherine to renounce the administration of hospitals. The request was accepted, and the Order kept only the administration of the
hospitals of Coimbra, Caldas da Rainha and those who were in the territories of House of Bragança (Sá, 1998, p. 50).
30
Cf. Abreu, 1990, pp. 30-31: Braga (1559), Monção (1560), Melgaço (1562), Atouguia (1563), Vila Franca de Xira (1563), Óbidos (1563), Mesão Frio (1563), Benavente
(1564), Aljustrel (1564), Lisboa (1564), Sesimbra (1565), Vila de Frades (1565), Évora (1567), Tavira (1568), São João da Pesqueira (1568), Almada (1568), Tomar (1570),
Loulé (1570), Alvalade (1571), Faro (1572), Aljubarrota (1572), Cabeço de Vide (1574), Coina (1577), Portel (1578). Addionally: Évora de Alcobaça, Messejana, Mesão Frio,
Sintra, Palmela and Viana do Castelo; this process continued during the reign of D. Felipe I, as evidenced by documentary testimonies, namely those in the Royal Chancellery.
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hospitals, while in Portugal that role fell upon the
Misericórdias.
Final considerations
The issues inherent to assistance reform, in the period
between the late Middle Ages and beginning of the Early
Modern Age, are closely related to the foundation of All
Saints Royal Hospital. Contrary to what was previously
considered, this reform was not established with the
foundation of this hospital; this was only one of its
defining moments. The collection and analysis of data
on this topic anticipates the willingness of this reform
at least one century, namely the creation of new, more
effective institutions in terms of administration and
providing charity. These pioneering initiatives arose from
the episcopal clergy, in Évora and Porto, justified by the
material, managerial and functional deficiencies of the
existing care institutions. And these were not unique
cases, as seen from the examples presented, a fact that
aligns the Portuguese and European panoramas, with
no chronological gap and even some coincidence of
initiatives. Not overly valuing the most obvious
initiatives in this European process - the unification of
hospital institutions and the creation of general
hospitals -, we gave as an example the topic of chapels.
Since 1499, by royal order, chapels that were considered
vacant or mismanaged were transferred to the tutelage
of the hospitals. Also, in 13th century France, the
Crown established that hospitals that could not
demonstrate their origins should be considered royal
foundations and, as such, subject to the jurisdiction of
the King’s personal chaplain.
Since the 1430s, kings became the protagonists of
welfare reform and reorganization, with broad policy
lines defined for the realm that would not allow
inversions nor ruptures in a process that sought to
reform the State and reinforce Royal power: kings
D. Duarte, D. Afonso V and, finally in a more structured
way, D. João II31 and D. Manuel, In their initiatives, they
also sought to reduce ecclesiastical control over hospitals
and charitable institutions, as would occur throughout
most of Europe. In the European continent, the
municipalities or consortia of institutions gained
predominance in the institutional management of

31

Another noteworthy aspect of this assistance reform
process in Portugal was its magnitude, that is, it affected
several fronts, from merely administrative to medical and
public health issues. The former was undoubtedly one
of the most relevant, as it was more related to financialpatrimonial matters; as well as the ethical-moral issue of
complying with the legacy obligations of hospitals, but
also chapels and confraternities. The main instrument
for carrying out this control was the tombo of their
possessions by Royal officers. This point was essential,
for it was the only way to verify the assets of these
institutions and whether they were being properly
managed in terms of the legacies and the spiritual and
assistance commitments they imposed; that analysis was
preceded by other decisions, if need be.
The example of Lisbon, with the creation of All Saints
Royal Hospital, spread throughout most of the country,
although, surprisingly, some important localities, such as
Porto, never implemented the proposal for a general
hospital, despite several royal attempts.
The institution of general hospitals and other initiatives
carried out in the context of assistance reform and
reorganization indicate a generalized environment, that
is, the need for reform was felt throughout the national
territory, involving different promoters - the Crown, the
Church, the municipalities and the nobility.
As pointed out by several authors, the Portuguese
assistance panorama in the dawn of modernity gained
specificity with the creation and dissemination of the
confraternities of Misericórdias. These confraternities which acquired a social and political prominence
that would characterize, although with differences,
continental Portugal and overseas - would be the great
protagonists of assistance until the end of the Early
Modern age. Encouraged by the Royal power, they were
instruments of local power and ensured the management
of most of the assistance services and, from the mid16th century, of the existing hospitals in the country,
through annexations promoted by the monarchs, in a

For a perspective of King D. João II’s action in the context of assistance, in the broad sense, see Coelho, 2005.
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specific socio-religious context. The justification for this
revolves around the exemplary character of these
confraternities and their endowment with the means to
fulfil their function.

had no hospitals on the town or if they were too
degraded or insufficient, the Casa da Misericórdia served
to shelter pilgrims and treat the sick, assuming the role
of hospital. This is also a Portuguese specificity.

The Misericórdias reaffirmed the importance of secular
action in matters of assistance, while not neglecting
spiritual aspects. This fact is particularly notable in the
buildings they constructed or, when pre-existent, adapted
to serve as a space for their activities - the Casa da
Misericórdia [House of Mercy]32, a building with multiple
functions, and several spaces. If the the Confraternity

This text was produced as part of the project “Hospitalis Arquitetura hospitalar em Portugal nos alvores da Modernidade:
identificação, caraterização e contextualização” (PTDC/ARTHIS/30808/2017), financed by FCT - Fundação para a Ciência
e a Tecnologia.

Will of King D. João II
1495, September 29
Gavetas, Gav. 2, mç. 2, n.º 59, f. 1v.
PT/TT/GAV/2/2/59
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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About the Casa da Misericórdia, see Pinho, 2012.
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Papal bull issued by Pope Sixtus IV, Ex debito solicitudes, addressed
to King D. João II, authorizing him to build an ample hospital and
incorporate all the city’s existing hospitals and their assets
1479, August 13
Bulas, mç. 12, n.º 8 (last folio)
PT/TT/BUL/0012/08
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT

Gravestone of Al-Abbas Ahmad
“Lioz”. Regional production
1398. Foundations of ASRH
Height 70 cm; width 46 cm; depth 18 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1962
MC.ARQ. PF.62/ E.P. 0004
Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Charter confirming the charter of December 20, 1497 donating
all assets of mosques and synagogues to All Saints Royal Hospital
1497, December 20 / 1665, August 17
Hospital de São José, cx. 499 B, mç. 2, n.º 30
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/005/0499/00030
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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In the late Middle Ages, throughout Western Europe,
including Portugal, hospital life faced several
difficulties, namely a multiplicity of small institutions1,
ill-adjusted forms of administration, inexistent or
careless ombudsmen and administrators, decreased
incomes and non-compliance with the statutes,
regulations and testamentary obligations stipulated by
the founders (Braga, 2001, p. 11; Araújo, 2002, p. 192).
This context - and additional important social issues,
such as the increase in the number of poor people and
the growth of the urban population - fostered an
intense debate on the issues of poverty, forms of
assistance and the administration of such programs,
and the function of alms. The debate gave rise to a set
of widely disseminated theoretical writings, such as the
works of Luis Juan Vives, Dominic Soto, Juan de
Medina, and later Miguel Giginta2 (Araújo, 2001,
pp. 147-148; Pagès, 2012)3.

Gabriella Piccinni notes that in this period and context,
public authorities became aware that assistance was
necessary and, therefore, an obligation of the res publica,
intimately related to the common good and good
governance. This awareness, which will promote a
redefinition of hospital establishments, dates the origin
of the welfare state to the dawn of Early Modernity, that
is, “come e quando la responsabilità della società verso i
poveri abbia iniziato a tradursi in servizi offerti da parte
dello Stato ai cittadini, e permettendo di leggere in
termini nuovi anche le reti e le pratiche di assistenza
chegià nel basso medioevo emergono dal tessuto sociale
delle comunità” (Piccini, 2017, p. 145). Since the 13th
century, throughout Europe, this issue would justify a
process of municipalisation of assistance (Piccini, 2017,
pp. 144-145), where charity promoted by the civil and
municipal authorities assumed “un ruolo nel sistema di
redistribuzione della ricchezza, delle rendite collettive e
del benessere tra i diversi strati sociali” (Piccini, 2017,

According to Aragó (1967), between the 13th and 14th century, in Europe there were 19 thousand hospitals for the poor, sick and travellers (p. 36).
About Giginta, his proposals and action see Pagès (dir.), 2012.
3
As Maria Marta Lobo de Araújo underlines, in Portugal, as throughout Europe, there was no debate about the increase of poverty and the lack of response by assistance
institutions: “the reform of assistance in Portugal was not discussed and analysed by our intellectuals” (Araújo, 2002, pp. 177-180; Araújo, 2001, p.147). Also see the chapter
with the suggestive title “Os reformadores europeus da caridade: quem os leu em Portugal?” [The European reformers of charity: who read them in Portugal?] in Sá, 2011,
pp. 33-37 and ed. Grell et al., 1999, pp. 156-164.
1
2
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p. 147)4, while the church’s role in this context was
disregarded. Therefore, “l’ospedale, collettore di denari
e beni (chiamati carità) e organizzatore ed erogatore di
servizi al bisogno (chiamati egualmente carità), fu un
mediatore importante del processo attraverso il quale lo
slancio etico dei singoli e lanecessità di protezione sociale
delle fasce deboli vennero indirizzati in modo
socialmente utile, trasformandosi in servizi” (Piccini,
2017, p. 148).
The reaction to this difficult and paradigm-changing
situation would be the reform and reorganization of
assistance institutions, which occurred throughout
Europe, from the 14th century and during the 15th and
16th centuries, especially in Italy, France, Spain, Portugal,
among other territories, with local particularities due to
each region’s political-administrative organization and the
characteristics of the assistance institutions themselves
in each location. As Francisco Bianchi and Marek Słoń
defended, “la comprensione dele riforme ospedaliere del
Quattrocento deve tenere conto, fra le altre cose, anche
delle strategie di controllo sociale che le oligarchie al
potere inaugurarono proprio in questo frangente e che
porteranno in epoca moderna all’apertura di strutture
dove recludere poveri e mendicanti”. The various
epidemic diseases that plagued Europe, such as the Black
Death, began to introduce a new perception of poverty,
followed by awareness of how the traditional
management of assistance was ineffective when faced
with the demands of a destabilized society, unable to
respond to that period’s health emergency (Bianchi et
Słoń, 2006, p. 13)5. It is relevant to clarify concepts: “con
l’espressione ‘riforme ospedaliere’ intendiamo tutti quei
processi di riorganizzazione dei sistemi assistenziali
urbani che nel corso del Quattrocento segnarono
significativi e rilevanti momenti di rottura con
l’esperienza medievale, manifestando in tutto o in larga
parte i tratti caratteristici delle riforme di quel periodo, a
prescindere dal ritrovamento di delibere o altri
documenti prodotti da organismi pubblici - laici e/o
ecclesiastici - per la promozione delle riforme stesse”
(Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 20).

4
5
6

The European cities involved in this process adopted
different welfare organisational models. The two main
models were the Milanese and the Florentine, the two
important institutional experiences tested in Italy that later
spread throughout the European territory6. The Milan
model, embodied by the Ospedale Maggiore in Milan, also
known as Ca’ Granda, concentrated the old and small
hospitals under a single institution. This concentration was
almost always accompanied by the foundation of a new
hospital and the construction of a new building. In the
Florentine model, based on Ospedale di Santa Maria
Nuova, the autonomy of the institutions was preserved,
and the medieval assistance network was complemented
with the creation of new institutions specialized in certain
types of assistance (abandoned children, widows, lepers,
etc.) and dividing the specialized assistance competences
among the existing institutions (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006,
p. 21). While this categorization is operational, Bianchi et
Słoń warn it should not be considered rigidly. Thus, the
hospital reform in several centre-north Italian cities, which
generated these various administrative models, had some
common characteristics, namely a significative involvement
of public authorities in assistance initiatives, greater
medicalisation of the services provided by hospitals, and
specialization of hospitals by categories of assistance.
The assistance reform was aimed at developing a
new strategy to overcome the fragmentation of
resources allocated to assistance and the institution’s
administrative and management inefficiency, i.e. the new
hospital and assistance institutional model focused on
the implementation of policies of administrative
centralization, the rationalization of financial resources,
the greater professionalization of hospital staff, the
increase of assistance services, the expansion and
adaptation of existing hospital buildings and, above all,
the construction of new buildings specifically designed
for hospital care. The main initiatives, as early as the 14th
century, were the concentration of assistance services in
a single large hospital institution or coordinating services
in a network or, still, concentrating administration and
assets (Piccinni, 2016, p. 19).

On the complex social and economic situation in Italy between the 13th and 14th centuries and what triggered this reformist process, see Piccinni, 2016.
Recall that Santa Maria Nuova Hospital in Florence received a new impulse in the context of the 1348 plague (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 29).
According to Isabel dos Guimarães Sá and Maria Antónia Lopes, Italy developed and exported the most innovative assistance models, which were adopted throughout Europe: general
hospitals, homes and hospitals for foundlings, wedding dowries for poor young people, and retirement (Sá et Lopes, 2008, pp. 55-56). Salvatore Marino, in his talk “Le riforme
del welfare. È esistito um modelo mediterrâneo di assistenza?”, presented in Convegno Internazionale “Alle origini del welfare”, held in Siena, January 29 to February 1,
2020, defended a somewhat different position, giving greater importance to the Barcelona (1401) case rather than Milan (1456), as the source of inspiration for the creation
of general hospitals, and attributing new nuances to the reform process, such as the Casa dell’Annunziata in Naples. Publication of the communications presented at this
Congress and the assessment of reform in other regions of Europe may bring new elements to the discussion.
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In the late Middle Ages, in Tuscany, there were no
particular changes in the assistance system, which
focused mainly on enhancing and improving the pre-existing system, considered efficient (Bianchi et Słoń,
2006, p. 28). This fact could be related to the
“riconoscimento di una superiorità nelle tecniche
economiche che era stato attribuito in maniera
generalizzata e da tempo alle élites mercantili delle città
toscane sembra essersi esteso alla gestione dei loro istituti
di assistenza” (Piccinni, 2016, p. 24).
By the early 16th century, Florence had about three
dozen hospitals. The most prominent was Santa Maria
Nuova, founded in 1288, but expanded several times,
especially after 1348, seeking a greater medicalisation of
its services, fostered by an increasing state intervention.
The city’s welfare structure was improved in 1445, when
the Hospital of the Innocents, responsible for the
foundlings, began its activity and gradually incorporated
the remaining city hospitals with that same function:
St. Gallus, in 1456, and Santa Maria de la Scala, in 1536
(Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 29).
In the 1540s, Cosimo I de Medici decided to investigate
the state of the existing assistance institutions in his Duchy
and promote a reform of the entire system, as part of a
policy to gain greater control of the territory. This reform,
embodied in the edict of March 1542, went beyond mere
changes to the existing care structure, and sought to
answer concrete social problems, such as the increasing
number of beggars and the abandonment of children
over three years of age. Thus, new institutions were
created to meet these needs, complementing the action of
existing institutions, with control of their administration
and finances, including selection of those chosen for
leadership positions (Grell et al., 1999, pp. 62-64, 66-69).
A new and important reform of the Florentine hospital
system would take place in the 18th century, under the
auspices of Peter Leopold, between 1777 and 1785.
The ideas that would guide the Grand Duke’s policy for
the Tuscan hospital network were based on the
distinction between hospitals for the sick and hospitals
for pilgrims and establishing a single tutelage for the
administration of the main hospitals in the Tuscan cities.
In this perspective, six hospitals were eliminated
in Florence and their properties and assets integrated in
Santa Maria Nuova; the same occurred in other cities of
the region (Boccadoro, 2019, p. 72).

In Prato and Pistoia, in the 16th century, the local
political powers were responsible for promoting the
suppression and concentration of former hospitals.
In Pisa - which since the 13th and 14th centuries had an
urban welfare system with specialized institutions,
namely one for foundlings, and medical capacity -,
there were no changes and, therefore, institutional
fragmentation persisted. However, in 1257, Pope
Alexander IV sought the foundation of a new hospital,
to unite all the city’s existing hospitals. This precocious
project, which enabled the creation of a large hospital the Ospedale Nuovo della Misericordia, or Santa Clara -,
did not achieve the centralization of Pisa’s urban
assistance system because it did not strengthen the role
of local governance in hospital management (Bianchi et
Słoń, 2006, p. 30).
In Siena, the Hospital of Santa Maria della Scala, one of
the oldest in Europe, began to coordinate other hospitals
without, however, eliminating the other care initiatives
present in the city. Its influence reached other Tuscan
hospitals, such as the hospital with the same name in
Florence (Grell et al., 1999, p. 20). The Siena Hospital
would be important throughout Europe as an
administrative and operational model. Their
administrators would highlight, in 1433, his “buona et
grande fama per tutte le nationi de ‘christiani” (Piccinni,
2016, p. 22). Brescia, for example, recalled the Sienese
and Florentine experience when it decided to unify the
administration of its hospitals and, later, build the new
and impressive Hospital of San Luca, between 1447 and
1452 (Piccinni, 2016, p. 22); as we shall see, the same was
true with King D. João II and the foundation of All
Saints Hospital.
On the attempts to export the Sienense model, as
Gabriella Piccinni highlighted: “le fonti senesi regalano
anche prove tangibili di vari tentativi di esportazione del
“modello Santa Maria della Scala”, da aggiungere ai dati
sulle presenza di dipendenze e filiazioni dell’ospedale
senese nel proprio territorio (dagli anni Trenta del XIII
secolo) e poi in varie città italiane tra Toscana, Umbria e
alto Lazio (dagli inizi del XIV)” (Piccinni, 2016, p. 20).
There are several Italian, but also European, signs of these
attempts. In the cathedral archive of Barcelona, there is a
document, dated from the early 15th century, on how the
hospital of the city of Siena was regulated and
governed, and in 1414 Emperor Sigismund of
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Luxembourg asked for a drawing of the

referred hospital. Similarly, in documents related to the
foundation of hospitals, such as those of Pavia (1449) and
Cremona (1451), there are clear references to the Florence
and Siena institutions. Francis Sforza, Duke of Milan, sent
his ambassador to Siena and Florence to gather
information on those cities’ hospitals, akin to the Milanese
Hospital he was preparing. Similarly, the architect Filarete,
author of the project of this hospital building, would
travel to draw the Sienese hospital.
Also, in 1524, King Henry VIII requested a copy of the
Statutes of Santa Maria Nuova Hospital before founding
the Savoy Hospital in London, because of the city’s
shortage of hospitals and hospices. Emperor Ferdinand
I of Habsburg obtained the same information c. 1546
(Piccinni, 2016, p. 25; Soffici, 2020, p. 38). On the case
of Savoy, we have some precise information, namely a
recent comparative study between the Florentine and
London hospital ordinances, which show that the
hospital founded by Henry VIII was for hospitality
rather than health care. Francesco Portinnari, papal
protonotary, whose family was the patron of the
Florentine hospital and maintained commercial relations
with the English Crown, facilitated the contact (Soffici,
2020, pp. 10-12).
King D. João II, in his will, also referred to the Florence
and Siena hospitals as a model for All Saints Royal
Hospital, which was being built in Lisbon7: “Item porque
minha teençam he mandar fazer pello amor de deus
huum spital em lixboa da emvocaçom de todollos santos
pera remedio meu spiritual e corporal dos proues e
enfermos pero se se acertar que o Senhor deus queira de
mym al despoer assy que eu o nom possa fazer mando
que se faça o dito spital na maneira que he começado E
a gouernança do dito spital se faça como parecer bem a
meu testamentejro o qual quiria que pouco mais ou
menos siguisse o Regimento que se tem em florença e
sena e todollos spitaaes da çidade de lixboa se
converteram em elle com todallas Rendas e propriedades
e cousas como mo them outorgado o sancto padre pera
sua bulla apostolica”. [My intention is to build, by the
grace of God, a hospital for the poor and sick; but if God
takes me, I order that this Hospital be made as it was
started and that the hospital’s administration be instituted
as seen adequate by my trustee, following more or less
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7

the rules for the [hospital of] Florence and Siena; and all
the Hospitals in Lisbon will transfer their incomes and
properties and things, as approved by the Holy Pope in
his apostolic bull] (ANTT, Gavetas, gav. 16, mç. 1, n.º 16).
The hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence was also
a model for the hospital architecture built at the dawn of
Early Modernity. It was built in a phased manner
(1313/1315-1341-1474-1574), first with a rectangular
ward, shaped as a long nave, then successively expanded
with two wings perpendicular to the first ward, configuring
a tau-shaped cross that, as Esther Diana refers, should be
considered “the indisputable prelude to later cross-shaped
constructions” (Diana, 2019, p. 17). The cruciform layout,
planned since the project, contrary to what happened in
Florence, was replicated in several buildings: Genoa
(1447), Pavia (1448-1450), Mantua (1449-1450) and Milan
(1448-1456) (Diana, 2019, pp. 17-21; Boccadoro, 2019,
p. 68). Later, two other elements - the courtyard and the
gallery - were added, defining the architectural canon of
Renaissance hospitals (Boccadoro, 2019, p. 68).
In Milan, the hospital reform began in 1401, with the
appointment of a person responsible for the management
of the hospitals in the city and Duchy, using Santa Maria
della Scala Hospital, in Siena, as an administrative model;
however, the death of the Duke the following year barred
the completion of the reform. The foundation of the
Ospedale Maggiore would take place years later, in 1456,
by a donation by Francisco I Sforza (1401-1466),
confirmed by papal bull in 1458, and resulting from the
union of the city’s small hospitals. We know, from
documentary evidence, that the Duke of Milan sent
several professionals, including architects, to Florence (and
Siena) to learn about the Florentine hospital and use it as
a model for the Milanese hospital, but with the genuine
intention of perfecting it, making it “more beautiful and
with more order” (Diana, 2019, p. 20).
The Milanese model that proposed the creation of larger
or general hospitals, one of the most paradigmatic
examples of assistance reorganization and reform,
brought several small and ineffective hospitals under a
common administration. However, the union of these
Hospital institutions in the same building was not
mandatory (Grell et al., 1999, p. 20).

For a comparison between the Regimento [rules of procedure] of All Saints Hospital and its Italian counterparts (Santa Maria Nuova) see Abreu, 2009, pp. 267-285.

From the mid-15th century, throughout Lombardy and
the northern Italian Peninsula, several hospitals of this
type were instituted, planned, and built, resuming, and
updating the models that implied the construction of a
new building, but also the desire to manage assistance by
concentrating and decreasing the number of smaller
hospitals. Larger hospitals were thus instituted in Brescia
(1427), Mantua (1450), Genoa (1472), Reggio Emilia,
Pavia, and Parma (1471), but also in urban centres of
more modest dimensions, such as Bergamo (1457),
Cremona, Como, Lodi, Piacenza, Crema, Savigliano, and
Varese (1567). In these cases, civil and episcopal
authorities and the confraternities were notably
committed to these institutions (Garbellotti, 2005, p. 190;
Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, pp. 11, 22, 24, 25, 27). Not all
general hospitals were responsible for managing other
healthcare institutions in their localities, nor did they
necessarily contemplate their elimination. Some
remained active and cared for the incurable and the
needy who lacked particular attention, such as
abandoned children or specific types of needy who were
not necessarily sick, such as single or abandoned women,
among others (Garbellotti, 2005, pp. 190-191).
In 1431, a large hospital was founded in Palermo. The
chapters regulating the new institution mention the
intention to bring together the city’s existing hospitals,
reducing them to a “remarkable and famous” hospital,
to better meet the needs of the poor and sick. The
documentation also records the importance of the
Florence and Siena hospitals in this foundation, but also
of those in Barcelona, Naples, Gaeta and Rhodes, the
latter located in an area of Aragonese influence (Piccinni,
2016, p. 23).
In other regions of Italy, new institutions were founded,
or existing ones reconverted towards a specialisation.
Although there was no plan for the entire urban hospital
network, new hospitals were created in three of the main
cities of Veneto: Venice, Padua, and Verona.
In Venice8, in the second half of the 15th century, there
was an attempt to create a larger hospital according to
the Milan model, but it did not materialize, and the
welfare system’s dispersion and fragmentation persisted

8
9

until it was completed in the following century, with
specialized hospitals for the incurable (1522), the poor
(1537) and the beggars (1594) (Garbellotti, 2005, p.191;
Grell et al., 1999, p. 93; Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, pp. 26-27;
Bianchi, 2014, p. 30). Similarly, Padua and Verona
followed a model close to the Florentine case (Bianchi et
Słoń, 2006, p. 28). The assistance reform in these three
Veneto cities focused on aspects partially realized in
Treviso, in the previous century, namely a general
reorganization of urban welfare services, based on the
division of assistance competences and specialization; a
greater medicalisation of hospital activity; the foundation
of a leprosarium; the creation of institutions for
foundlings; and a broader involvement of local leaders
in the management of assistance institutions (Bianchi et
Słoń, 2006, p. 28). Hospital specialization made it
possible to overcome the geographic dispersion and
dispersal of means that characterized medieval hospitals
providing general care to the needy and concentrate
hospital resources of a particular field of assistance in
order to improve the quantity and quality the service
provided in that same field (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 17)9.
The trend, which occurred in some of the Italian
territories, of creating a larger hospital, unifying the small
institutions into a larger one, never occurred in Naples.
The city had a hospital network with roots in the Middle
Ages, particularly the hospitals of Casa Santa dell’
Annunziata (14th century) and Casa degli Incurabili
(1519) (Grell et al., 1999, p. 133).
In Rome, the reform of Holy Spirit Hospital, controlled
by papal power, guided the institution towards a
specialized activity - the shelter and treatment of
abandoned children, which would become its main
activity (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 22).
Despite the evident diversity of the Italian context,
Bianchi et Słoń consider that “nel corso del XV secolo
nessuna città oltre le Alpi avviò una riforma ospedaliera
così ampia e radicale come le riforme italiane che
seguirono il modello milanese o fiorentino” (Bianchi et
Słoń, 2006, p. 31). Moreover, the assistance reform
process in Italy would have an impact throughout
Europe, although variable. However, Piccinni warns that

On the specific issue of hospitals and assistance policy in Venice, see Bianchi, 2014.
The authors exemplify this dynamic with the case of Milan: lepers, syphilitics, old people, the insane and abandoned children had specific hospitals, p. 17.
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“certi modelli, infatti, appaiono subito dificilmente
esportabili: qualche volta per motivi politici e qualche altra
per la peculiarità del disegno architettonico o urbanistico
del modello”, as was noted at the time (Piccinni, 2016,
p. 25). Therefore, one can differentiate the paradigm
originating in Italy - which since the second half of the
15th century perfected the assistance practices of
medieval origin and that extended to Southern Europe from the Northern European paradigm, shaped by
Protestant ethics and developed later, between 1520 and
1560 (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 15).
In the Central European region, one notable
characteristic was common to all the initiatives of
hospital reform in this territory: a close connection
between the religious and political dimensions, that is,
civic religion became one of the main motivations for
this reform (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 31). These initiatives
fostered the Protestant hospital reform that took place
since the second quarter of the 16th century and that lay
the foundations for a modern assistance system (Bianchi
et Słoń, 2006, p. 31)10.
Of the examples studied by Bianchi and Słoń, only
Breslau (Poland) and Frankfurt (Germany) had a welfare
reform similar to the Italian, while cities such as
Strasbourg, Nuremberg and Cologne underwent some
specific changes, benefitting from a proximity to Italy
(Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 43). The authors also refer that
“Nessuna traccia di riforme ospedaliere quattrocentesche
è attribuibile [...] alle città anseatiche” (Bianchi et Słoń,
2006, p. 43). During the 15th century, Breslau and
Frankfurt also felt the need for a hospital reform to
improve the efficiency of the assistance system.
In the case of the Polish city, this reform initiative was
based on several assumptions that would only be entirely
fulfilled at the beginning of the 16th century and that
demonstrate the influence of the Italian process. Note
the predominant role of the municipal power in this
process, namely in the institution and construction of a
large hospital (1460); in the specialization of services to
rationalize expenses; the concern with harbouring
foundlings; and the increase in medicalisation of
services, at least in some hospitals. Although the new and
large hospital, dedicated to Santa Barbara, did not
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incorporate the other city’s assistance institutions, the
role and control played by the municipal power over
these institutions, namely four of them, represented a
form of hospital administration concentration (Bianchi
et Słoń, 2006, pp. 33-34).
In Frankfurt, in the second half of the 15th century, there
were only two hospitals: the Holy Spirit and the Tre Re.
Between 1448 and 1454, the Municipal Council promoted
the foundation of a new hospital, dedicated to Saint
Martha, under the tutelage of the Holy Spirit Hospital.
In 1453, the Tre Re Hospital itself was annexed to the
Holy Spirit Hospital. As the later was dependent on
municipal power, all the city’s institutions fell then under
its tutelage. This administrative centralization and the
foundation and construction of a new hospital relate the
reformist initiatives in this German city with the Italian
reorganization of welfare (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, p. 35).
Breslávia and Frankfurt represent, for Bianchi et Słoń,
“esempi cosi complessi e importanti di riforme
ospedaliere” in Central Europe (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006,
p. 36). However, in other cities of the region there were
some reformist initiatives: in 15th century Strasbourg,
for example, there were assistance institutions from the
previous century - the main one with municipal
administration -, that were developing a more specialized
activity, with special attention to foundlings, and the
medicalisation of their hospitals (Bianchi et Słoń, 2006,
pp. 36-38). Similar aspects were recorded in Nuremberg.
The city of Cologne presented a diverse situation, since
it had a wide hospital network dating back to the
previous centuries, managed by a diversity of powers:
Church, city districts and municipal power. In the 14th
century, new hospitals were founded, and their
administration was assigned to the city council. One of
them, the Hospital of St. Revilien was characterized by
specialization, dedicating itself to the sick, poor or
pilgrims. In the early 15th century, the municipal
government held control of all the city’s hospital
institutions, including those intended for foundlings
(Bianchi et Słoń, 2006, pp. 40-41).
A little further north, in 14th century England, London
had 34 assistance institutions11. These institutions, as in

On the assistance model and context of Protestantism, see Fehler, 1999 and Grell and Cunningham, 1997.

the rest of Europe, suffered from financial problems and
mismanagement and were negligent in the treatment of
patients and poor (Rawcliffe, 1984, pp. 13-15). This
situation and some explicit complaints encouraged, since
the mid-14th century, a greater civic awareness and
interest in public health by the civil authorities. This
perception led to the foundation of some leprosaria,
public property, and, in the case of Saint Mary Hospital,
to the appointment of councillors to join the hospital’s
administrative body (Rawcliffe, 1984, p. 14). This
involvement of municipal and civic authorities in
hospital management would be complemented by the
protection, endowment, and effective promotion of
these institutions by citizens (Rawcliffe, 1984, p. 1).
In the 16th century, particularly during the Anglican
Reformation, and between 1536 and 1541 with the
dissolution of the monasteries, the hospitals lost the
support of the religious orders and the situation became
even more complex. At the express request of the citizens
of London, the Hospitals of St. Bartholomew, St. Thomas,
and St. Mary of Bethlehem fell under royal protection
(Waddington, 2003, p. 18). However, in the 16th century,
England experienced a trend we could consider European,
related with a concern for the treatment of the sick,
wherein the Savoy Hospital, founded in 1515, was the first
to provide for regular follow-ups by doctors and surgeons
(Rawcliffe, 1984, p. 9).
Also in northern Europe, at the beginning of the
Protestant Reformation, Sweden had 28 assistance
institutions and, as in England, King Gustav I, who
reigned between 1523 and 1560, took them from the
control of the church and expelled the religious. The
institutions kept their property and assets, and continued
their activity, but under the control of local governments
(Mäkinen, 2006).
In the 16th century, the reality of welfare in France
was characterized by a close relationship between
three actors: Church, State, and local power (Grell et al.,
1999, p. 215). Since the Middle Ages, the royal power
had a strong tradition of intervention in religious
matters, including matters of assistance. The municipal
governance, with the support of the church, through its
bishops, tried in implement a reformist program in Paris,

11

See the list of these hospitals in Rawcliffe, 1984, pp. 18-21.

Ypres, and Augsburg. This echoed the Treaty of Juan
Luis Vives, De pauperum subventione (1525), which
advocated the rationalization of the assistance system,
the merit of the poor, and the expropriation of property
from poorly managed institutions (Grell et al., 1999,
p. 218). However, the need for reform and a more
effective control of assistance institutions had been felt
earlier. As early as the 13th century, the Crown had
established that all hospitals that could not prove their
origins should be considered royal foundations and, as
such, subject to the jurisdiction of the King’s personal
chaplain (Grell et al., 1999, p. 219).
In 1561, the Edict of Orleans was promulgated,
following requests from the local administration to audit
and inspect assistance institutions. It established that the
management of hospitals should be the responsibility of
non-religious elements, seeking to reconcile, on the one
hand, the need to restrict ecclesiastical power over the
provision of assistance, appointing local secular elites as
managers of these institutions, and, on the other hand,
providing these elites with a means of acquiring social
prestige and consolidating their local power (Grell et al.,
1999, pp. 219-220). This sentiment dates to the previous
century; already in 1348, a resident in Aix-en-Provence
determined the foundation of a hospital in his will,
recommending that if it could not be administered by
his heirs, it should be administered by the municipal
authority and not by ecclesiastics (Piccinni, 2016, p. 16).
In the first quarter of the 16th century, inherited from
the situation of assistance in the Middle Ages, the
hospital reality of southern France was still dominated
by a large number of small institutions that operated
without supervision by a more important and resourceful
institution. Although there was a trend towards
centralisation, particularly in the cities of Bordeaux,
Toulouse and Montpellier, the main impetus of these
initiatives was political competition between the elites
imposing themselves into the hospital administrations,
particularly in the most important cities (Grell et al., 1999,
pp. 246-247). In this European region, reform focused
on a strict control of hospital administration, such as the
regulation of hospital admissions. For example, in
Bordeaux, only local people, unable to work or with
fragile personal networks, could be admitted to the
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hospital. There was also a shortage of medical care:
the only attending doctors in the hospital were
simultaneously municipal doctors, a situation that would
only change in the 17th century (Grell et al., 1999,
pp. 247-248). In France, the generalization of general
hospitals, because of the concentration of hospital
institutions, would occur only in the course of the 17th
century (Grell et al., 1999, p. 255-257).
In Spain, we find a different reality in terms of assistance
reform, much closer to what occurred in Italy. In this
territory, assistance reorganization began in cities of the
crown of Aragon, in the 15th century, with the merger
of small hospitals and other assistance establishments
into larger institutions with greater economic power. The
first to be created was the Santa Creu, or Holy Cross
Hospital, in Barcelona (1401), a joint initiative by
municipal and ecclesiastical institutions12. The reform of
assistance in Spain was strongly marked by a process of
municipalisation: “La municipalización de los hospitales
se produjo a lo largo de los últimos siglos medievales,
dentro del propio proceso de laicización. Es decir, se dio
una evolución progresiva desde las primeras fundaciones
eclesiásticas, recordemos que estas nacen en torno a las
limosnerías monásticas y catedralicias, hacia una
administración laica, lo que no es óbice para que la
religión no estuviera presente. La derivación última
fueron los hospitales generales de los siglos XV y XVI.
En todo este processo de laicización los municipios
tuvieron mucho que ver. Ala par que se dio una
expansión demográfica y municipal en los siglos XIII y
XIV [...]. La ayuda al necesitado que proporcionaban las
familias, los vecinos, las parroquias y las cofradías
comenzó a ser insuficiente. El município y las elites
urbanas se unieron para asistir y controlar a aquellos
sectores pobres de la población” (Villagrasa, 2016, p. 54).
After the foundation of Barcelona’s hospital, other
foundations followed: Our Lady of Grace in Zaragoza
(1425), General Hospital of Mallorca (1456), and
Valencia Hospital (1512). In Mallorca, the general council
asked for a hospital like that in Barcelona. This was
granted in 1456; construction began in 1460; and statutes
were promulgated in 1514 (Roca, 2018, p. 44). In

In smaller localities, there was also a similar process of
unification of medieval hospitals. After Holy Cross
Hospital, the first hospital of this type to be established
was that of St. Nicholas, in Alcañiz, in 1418, by merging
four hospitals; an action encouraged by its patrons and
supported by the municipality and the Archbishop of
Zaragoza. This was followed by Huesca (Nuestra Señora
de la Esperanza, c.1420), Daroca (1427), Lleida (Santa
Maria, 1453), Palma (1456), Tarragona (Santa Tecla,
1464-1465), Castellón (1498) Barbastro (1525), Jaca
(1540), Teruel (Hospital de la Asunción, 1549), Reus,
Girona and Montblanc (Vilaseca, 1958, pp. 18-19;
Tarragó Valentines, 1975; Grell et al., 1999, p. 181;
Conejo, 2002; Barceló, 2014, pp. 41, 44; Villagrasa, 2016,
pp. 84, 91,125, 133, 159). These annexations and
foundations took place, in some cases, not peacefully,
but with opposition from interlocutors. For example, in
Catalayud (1481), there was some resistance to the
process, because certain hospitals alleged their seniority
and good administration (Araújo, 2002, p. 193)13.
In Aragon’s three main urban centres (Barcelona,
Zaragoza, and Valencia), hospitals were managed by
mixed commissions composed of members of the
church and the municipal government, with a residual

On the conditions of the precocious process in Barcelona, see Grell et al., 1999, pp. 180-181.
As Carmona (1980, p. 52) indicated, there were two opposing approaches to how assistance should be structured: a hospital system according to the traditional scheme
with medieval roots or according to new modern assumptions. Opposition to the union and decrease of hospitals assumed the latter view, which was latent in that period’s
society. The resistance to this process found in Portugal can also be related to this argument.

12
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Valencia, since the early 15th century, the municipality
tried to control hospitals, their property and accounting.
In 1482, the city jurats deliberated on the need to build a
general hospital, nominating a commission to review the
norms of other general hospitals - Holy Cross in
Barcelona and the Our Lady of Grace in Zaragoza.
However, the process, led by the municipal government
and the administrators of the Hospital of the Innocents,
was only concluded in 1512, with the merger of four of
the city’s hospitals. Four other hospitals were excluded
from this process, as they provided very specialized care
(Grell et al., 1999, pp. 184-187; Roca, 2018, p. 33). The
Valencian General hospital was an entity with an
important medical dimension that contemplated several
aspects, such as specialized professionals, specific type
of assisted persons and their treatment, and a significant
role in the implementation of public health measures
(Grell et al., 1999, p. 192).

intervention by the Crown (Grell et al., 1999, p. 181).
In the Castilian territories, the reform and merger of
hospitals, based on the Aragonese model, was slow and
postponed due to political and economic issues, notably
due to strong opposition from the administrators of the
former hospitals and the ombudsmen of the tutelary
confraternities, and the lack of financial resources (Grell
et al., 1999, p. 165). As indicated by Linda Martz, hospital
consolidation in Castile, as most welfare reforms, was
mostly the Crown’s project, although executed with the
support of the Church. The reform plan led by the
Catholic Kings, Fernando II of Aragón and Isabel of
Castile, foresaw the merger of medieval hospitals and
the foundation of new royal hospitals, as happened in
Santiago (1499) and Granada (1501-1504-1524) (Grell et
al., 1999, pp. 165-166). In Santiago, despite a 1507 bull
for the Royal Hospital’s annexation of the city’s
remaining hospitals, this did not materialize. There was
a dispute with the municipal authorities, motivated by
Hospital de San Miguel’s assets and incomes, the most
important in the city (Araújo, 2002, p. 192). In Granada,
the Catholic Kings founded two hospitals, Alhambra
(1501) and de los Reys (1504); however, in 1526, following
a recommendation from Francisco Romero, the
administrator and treasurer of the city’s Royal Hospitals,
King Carlos V rebuilt the Royal hospital outside the walls
and united the two hospitals instituted by King Fernando
and Queen Isabel. The King eliminated the Alhambra
hospital and transferred its incomes to the new
institution, seeking to reduce expenses, especially with
staff, and thereby improve care for the poor and sick
(Valenzuela, 2003, pp. 216-217).
The process of uniting hospitals was defended in the
Courts: Segovia (1532), Valladolid (1548 and 1555),
Madrid (1563) and Cordoba (1570) (Grell et al., 1999,
p. 165). In the Courts of Segovia (1532), the King was
asked that “existing hospitals be united in a total of two
hospitals for each locality: one for the treatment of the
poor and another to cure the contagious”. A similar
request was reiterated in the Courts of 1548 and 1555
(Araújo, 2002, p. 193).
Although, in 1545, King Charles V promoted “a redução
dos hospitais, através do encerramento dos que se
encontravam sem rendimentos e decadentes” [a decrease
in hospitals, by closing those without incomes and
decadent] (Grell et al., 1999, p. 165), only “the decision

of the Trent Council on hospital mergers consolidated
the process” (Araújo, 2002, p. 193). In 1564, King Philip
II determined the Council decrees be observed in his
kingdoms and, in 1566, he obtained a papal bull
authorizing the union of the hospitals of the dioceses
of Cuenca, Palencia and Segovia. A papal decree dated
the following year, 1567, would allow the union of
hospitals in all ecclesiastical districts in Spain (Araújo,
2002, p. 193). In 1581, the same monarch ordered an
inquiry of the operational conditions of the hospitals
and confraternities in Spain. The intention was to
decrease the number of hospitals and implement a
process of hospital reform in the country, which ended
up extending to the next century (Araújo, 2002, pp. 193194). The reunification of hospitals in important cities such as Salamanca (1581), Madrid, Seville, Medina del
Campo (c. 1570), Jaén, Toro, Antequera, Segovia and
Valladolid (Grell et al., 1999, pp. 20; 164-167) - occurred
only in this reign.
In Salamanca (1581), as in Madrid (1587), the respective
bishops of Salamanca and Archbishop of Toledo
ordered the hospital concentration. In Salamanca, the 19
existing hospitals were reduced to two, while the hospital
managed by the University was also maintained. In
Madrid, four of the ancient city hospitals were preserved
and the remaining eleven united in a general hospital; in
this sense, the number of hospitals in Madrid was
reduced from fifteen to five (Grell et al., 1999, p. 167).
In Seville, despite several attempts - 1488, 1507 and
1522 -, only in 1587, with the preponderant role of the
archbishop, were more than seven dozen assistance
institutions reorganized into two main hospitals, the
Amor de Dios and the Espíritu Santo, while five of the
city’s hospitals were excluded from this process. Each of
these new entities was especially dedicated to a specific
type of assistance and registered a significant
medicalisation process (Carmona, 1980, pp. 53-55; Grell
et al., 1999, p. 168).
In Europe, between the late Middle Ages and the beginning
of Early Modernity, the various assistance institutions in
the territory generally experienced poor conditions, in
terms of their functioning, administration and financing.
The awareness of this situation and the need to react led
different powers - namely local governance and
the monarchs themselves or other heads of
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state - to promote some concrete initiatives of

assistance reform and reorganization. Therefore, the origin
of the welfare state can be considered much more ancient,
as argued by Gabriela Piccinni, since assistance was an
obligation of the res publica closely related to the common
good, good governance and redistribution of wealth. This
reform covered not only the issue of hospitals, but also
other problems troubling the rulers, such as prohibition of
begging, fake poverty, and the explicit obligation to work,
albeit in some cases only partially.
The origin of this reform can be located in Italy, where
Pope Alexander IV, in 1257, took one of the first
initiatives, by founding a new hospital that would unite
all the city’s existing care institutions. However, it would
be common to the entire European area, between the
mid-14th century and the early 15h century, as in Portugal
with the Municipality of Porto’s pioneering initiative, in
1391, appointing municipal officers to administer the
city’s hospitals and conduct monthly visits. This reveals
an early Portuguese concern with assistance reform, in
line with what was happening in the rest of Europe.
The European assistance reform and reorganization
would take place in different ways and with different
variants depending on the local particularities related to
issues of political and administrative organization and
the characteristics of the existing charitable institutions
in each place. The main argument was to create a greater
and better assistance capacity, giving institutions more
economic and administrative resources and more
efficient management.
In Italy, where this reform gained consistency, the
Milanese and Florentine models stood out and would be
exported to other European regions, including Portugal.
In addition, there was the Hospital of Siena, Santa Maria
dela Scala, one of the most significant in medieval
Europe, namely its administrative model.
This reform’s timing was not linear, there were several
rhythms, moments, and variants. Certain measures in one
country at a specific time would take place a century later
in other places. One of the most significant examples
was the unification and decrease in the number of
hospitals, which began in many places in Europe in the
early 15th century, for instance in Barcelona in 1401, and
that would only occur in Florence by the hand
of grand-duke Peter Leopold in the 18th
252
century, with the abolition of a few Florentine

hospitals while placing the remaining hospitals under a
single tutelage.
The Italian hospital reform covered various aspects, from
the general reorganization of urban care services to the
division of assistance competences, notably by promoting
specialization, and included a larger medicalisation of
hospital activity, a more meaningful involvement of local
leaders in the management of assistance institutions, and
the creation of a larger hospital that would unify small
institutions of medieval origin.
In Milan, as in Portugal, the first steps were
administrative, by appointing a manager for the city and
Duchy’ hospitals, as early as 1401; in Portugal, King
D. Duarte, in 1432, asked the Pope to appoint two
general administrators to the hospitals of the diocese and
city of Lisbon.
As defended by other scholars, while Italy influenced the
assistance reform of the southern European countries,
the central and northern region would experience a
different reality, notably due to the Protestant
Reformation. However, the southern and northern
territories share some topics, which we cannot entirely
identify, as the state of research is still incipient. One of
the European trends, with common points in many
countries, that is worth noting, in addition to the
hospital’s medicalization process, was the role of
municipal authorities in the assistance reform initiatives,
especially the management of hospitals. In the Spanish
case, roughly speaking, there was even talk of
municipalisation of assistance. In the process of
consolidation of the modern State, civil powers began
to take a greater interest in welfare and have a more
concrete notion of social justice, assuming social
responses to the issues of poverty and disease; and, as
an obvious consequence, this interest of civil authorities
for institutions and beneficent practices entailed a
secularizing trend.
In this regard, and although some assistance was
attributed by law to the municipalities, the Portuguese
reality was distinct, presenting a strong tradition of royal
intervention in structuring and organization of assistance
reform, closer to the Castilian case in both form and
chronology, and in part to the French case. The creation
and dissemination of the Misericórdia confraternities, a
royal initiative, their almost monopolization of assistance

services and their management of hospitals, would mark
the reality of assistance in Portugal until the end of the
Early Modern Age.

This text was produced as part of the project “Hospitalis Arquitetura hospitalar em Portugal nos alvores da Modernidade:
identificação, caraterização e contextualização” (PTDC/ARTHIS/30808/2017), financed by FCT - Fundação para a Ciência
e a Tecnologia.
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The Early Modern socio-economic structures required
being an owner (of land, houses, capital, rents of diverse
origin) to escape poverty, because manual labour was
poorly remunerated and labour instability very strong.
Naturally, a goldsmith, a shoemaker or a servant had, in
principle, very different incomes, and the situation of a
master artisan who owned the means of production was
quite different from that of a journeyman. Worse off,
however, were unskilled workers and, even more
vulnerable, women, always working in these social groups
that were, after all, the majority of the population.
Thus, all individuals who depended on manual labour
could live in situations of imminent poverty or in absolute
poverty, unable to meet their minimum needs. Among the
poverty-prone were many who, although subsisting in
normal situations, were unable to face concrete adversities
afflicting them repeatedly: sickness, unemployment, an
increasing number of children, payment of a funeral,
a disaster (flood, fire, theft...), old age, etc.
In 1750, a female hatcheler earned 40 reis a day. With this
income, she would have to house, clothe and feed herself.
Indexing this income to the average price of wheat, she
would need at least 57 reis a day for her livelihood. Thus,

a hatcheler wouldn’t earn enough for a normal diet, even
working continuously, which was only possible if she had
enough clients to purchase her labour. In 1775, a maid in
the same city received 4 000 reis a year. Servants had
lodging and food, but not clothing. However, the pricing
structure was very different from the present and clothing
was prohibitively expensive for a large percentage of the
population: in 1760, a skirt and a mantilha [headdress] was
9 930 reis; and in 1814, a very poor girl admitted as a
servant in Lorvão monastery received the necessary “fato
e cama” [clothes and bed] from the Misericórdia [House
of Mercy] of Coimbra, and this expense reached 18 685
reis (Lopes, 2000).
Men were also vulnerable. In 1813, the Town Council of
Coimbra established the wage of a stone labourer as 120
reis a day, which was lower than food expenses calculated
for workers at the Roda [foundling wheel]: 160 reis a day
(Lopes, 2000). Ignácio Paulino de Morais was right when
he concluded, in 1802, that a family of a couple with
three children under the age of nine could not support
themselves with less than 2 499 reis a week (Morais,
1802). That is, working six days a week, they’d
have to make 400 reis a day. Therefore, in
these social circles, it was impossible for only
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the “chefe de família” [head of the family] to work,
although this myth persists.
Thus, property and work relations defined three distinct
situations: proprietors, who in general escaped the world
of paupers; workers living in constant risk of poverty,
and who were therefore poverty-prone, but could also
be poor; those who did not work nor possessed
anything, who were infallibly poor, given the absence of
social security, and were the clients of private and
institutionalized charity.
It should also be noted that the word assistência [assistance],
in the Early Modern period, commonly meant residence.
Therefore, the term charity was used, rather than
assistance, which was only adopted in the sense of social
assistance in the second half of the 19th century.
Only in the 16th century, gradually and throughout
Europe, did hospitals specialize in receiving only the sick,
for until then they also housed travellers, pilgrims and
foundlings. In the words of Colin Jones - who for his
semantic wordplay had to resort to a Romanic language
- the hospitalized went from pauvre malade to malade
pauvre, that is, from being a pauper who could be sick to
a sick patient who was poor (Jones, 2003). In Portugal,
this evolution followed, although without causal
relationship, the integration of hospitals in the
Misericórdias, a more recent creation.
From the reign of D. Duarte (1433-1438) but
intensifying with King D. João II (1481-1495) and
successors, there was a tendency (not only Portuguese)
to merge the small dispersed and less efficient hospital
institutions into larger units, culminating in 1492 with
the creation of All Saints Hospital in Lisbon, which
resulted precisely from the union of 43 hospitals. This
hospital’s aims, as set out in its rules of procedure,
illustrates the transformation of a “charity institution for
all kinds of assistance” into “a vocational and organized
place for the treatment and eventual healing of the sick”
with “one condition: that these patients be poor”
(Mendonça, 1996). During subsequent reigns, the
hospitals of Porto, Évora, Coimbra, Santarém, Setúbal
and other smaller ones were merged and, in 1514, the
Regimento das Capelas e Hospitais [Rules of Procedure of
Pious Legacies and Hospitals] established the
uniformity of royal control and forms of
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hospital management.

As early as the 16th century, the Misericórdias annexed the
hospitals. These Portuguese confraternities, also known
as Santas Casas [Holy Houses], were civil institutions,
independent of the church and without parallel in other
countries. The first was founded in 1498, and they spread
rapidly throughout the continent, islands and colonial
territories. These confraternities “under immediate royal
protection” were made up of men of the middle and
upper strata of each locality, constituted by mandate
from the monarch or with his permission, and
regulations approved by the central power, which
protected them. Although they were brotherhoods or
confraternities (the form of association known at the
time), they had a distinct legal nature (civil) and different
activities (spiritual but also social and directed to the
outside world). The action of the Misericórdias was
integrated in the Catholic doctrine, but they were
associations of laypeople, although they ded include
clerics, who like all others where there as Christians.
Thus, the Misericórdias were always exempt from
ecclesiastical jurisdiction (Cf. Abreu, 1999; Abreu, 2002;
Abreu, 2014; Abreu et Paiva, 2006; Araújo, 2000; Araújo,
2009; Araújo, 2018; Araújo et Paiva, 2007; Lopes, 2002;
Lopes, 2010, Lopes et Paiva, 2008; Magalhães, 2013;
Oliveira, 2000; Paiva, 2002-2017; Pardal, 2015; Sá, 1997;
Sá, 2001; Sá, 2002; Sá et Paiva, 2004; Sá et Lopes, 2008;
Xavier et Paiva, 2005).
Initially, the Misericórdias had no hospital aims, but early
during the reign of D. Manuel I, and particularly during
the subsequent reign, some hospitals were incorporated
in these confraternities, the most important being All
Saints Hospital, in 1564. “The Misericórdias became the
point of reference for assistance institutions” (Xavier et
Paiva, 2005). In the 17th century the trend continued, to
the extent that Misericórdias, from the 18th century
onwards, focused more and more on assisting the sick.
The Crown’s other decision was to hand over the
hospitals to the friars of the Portuguese Congregation
of Saint João Evangelista (Lóios), as occurred in Lisbon,
Coimbra, Caldas da Rainha, Santarém or Évora, but in
the mid-18th century most Portuguese hospitals were
already administered by the Misericórdias. This made sense
because they were houses of charity and hospitals were
destined for the poor. In the early 18th century, Rafael
Bluteau defined the hospital as a “public place where
poor patients are cured” (1713) and at the end of the
century António Morais maintained the definition,
adding the meaning of a shelter for poor wayfarers:

“house where the poor patients are cured. Where poor
guests and wayfarers are sheltered” (1789).
The main reasons for the foundation and rapid
expansion of the Misericórdias in the 16th century were,
in short: 1) of a spiritual order, because laypeople applied
and lived their doctrine; 2) of a state order, as a means
of asserting royal power by controlling assistance and
making it more effective; 3) and of a social order,
since joining a Misericórdia was a way of attaining prestige
and privileges and, later, as they grew richer, easy
access to the capital markets. Towards the end of the
Early Modern era, there were about 400 Misericórdias
throughout the country and empire.
Although it is common to consider the 18th century,
namely its second half, and the first decades of the 19th
century as a period of decline for Misericórdias, the crisis
was not overwhelming. Few Misericórdias were founded,
but the creation of new services in existing ones, the
expansion, refurbishment and inauguration of buildings,
in particular hospitals, and the trust placed in them by
so many benefactors could not have occurred in a time
of deep depression.
The social work of Misericórdias over time was vast and
multifaceted. Assistance to the incarcerated was always
assumed as a task. After enquiring about detainees who
were in dire need of help, the Misericórdias provided them
with regular physical (food, clothing, medication...),
spiritual and legal assistance. Accompanying those
sentenced to death and burying their remains was
another task taken on by the Santas Casas. For those who
had been convicted to having their bodies exposed and
consumed on the gallows, the Misericórdias received the
privilege to gather their bones every year on All Saints
Day, which they did in a ritual and religious ceremony.
The Misericórdias also ensured free funerals to poor
families that so required.
Poor patients received assistance from Santas Casas in
hospitals and their home, with medical visits and supply
of free medication. Raising foundlings was legally the
domain of the town halls, but several Misericórdias took
on this duty, but not the associated expense, which was
paid with tax revenues. In practice, there was a wide
variety of solutions, more so because some Misericórdias
had absorbed hospitals that had this obligation, such as
in Lisbon. The permanent lack of revenue sometimes

generated conflicts, or at least bad will, between town
halls and Misericórdias, who struggled with a difficult
service, aggravated by their considerable administrative
complexity. Aside from foundlings, whose aid was never
contemplated in the commitments of the Misericórdias,
many of them guaranteed funding for wet nurses for
poor families when the mother could not breastfeed due
to death, illness or bearing twins.
Aid for wayfarers was widespread among Misericórdias,
who established a simple and effective network covering
the national territory. Travellers, still very much
associated with pilgrims and therefore somewhat sacred,
would ask the nearest Misericórdia for a “carta de guia”
[travel letter], that is a document bearing the institution’s
official seal that identified the traveller and their place of
departure and destination. Along with the carta, they
received monetary aid for sustenance until they arrived
at the next Misericórdia. Here they presented the carta and
received the necessary money for the next stage. And so,
from Misericórdia to Misericórdia, these poor people
completed their journeys. When they were sick and
unable to walk, they received horse transport. Some
Misericórdias also had small shelters that at least provided
a roof, light and warmth for travellers.
Almost every Misericórdia distributed wedding dowries to
“well-behaved” poor orphans, a very important deed
throughout the 17th and 18th centuries. This form of
social correction was not exclusive to Misericórdias and
reveals, as few others, the disciplining aims of assistance.
The same could be said for hostels and orphanages,
expensive institutions only possible in more opulent
Misericórdias and frequently under other tutelages, usually
episcopal. The Misericórdias invested little in ransoming
captives (imprisoned by those professing another
religion, generally in the Muslim Maghreb), because the
Trinitarians had exclusivity over this work, although
under the control of the State and partly funded by the
Royal Treasury (Alberto, 2001).
Many Misericórdias provided lifelong aid to people who
had disabilities or were elderly, but in too small a
number to cover all cases. Besides the sick and elderly,
how many healthy people did not earn enough money
for the minimum means of survival? Such situations
were generally overlooked by charitable
institutions. These poor people had to resort
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to alms distributed at the door by various

and private institutions, without criteria or guarantee
of continuity.
In Portugal, as mentioned, aid to foundlings was the
purview of town halls, as established by the Ordenações
Manuelinas (1521) and Ordenações Filipinas (1603) [laws
enacted by Kings Manuel I and Filipe II], whenever there
were no hospitals or shelters to house them (cf. Pinto,
1820; Pinto, 1828; Sá, 1995; Lopes, 2000; Reis, 2001;
Fonte, 2004; Lopes, 2010). This was the only form of
assistance for which the general laws of the kingdom
provided funding from public taxation. A 1783 order,
issued by the Intendência Geral da Polícia (General Police
Administration) led by Pina Manique, mandated the
establishment of foundling wheels in every town without
one. The system in Portugal was pioneering in Europe,
because it combined the spread of receptacles with great
institutional and financial (public) uniformity under
supervision by a central public body.
In return for wages, foundlings were raised until the age
of seven by outside nurses in their homes. At the age of
seven, the children had to work and earn their keep,
receiving a wage from the age of twelve. They became
free and emancipated at the age of twenty. Portugal
differed from other Catholic countries in its lack of

Church tutelage over assistance institutions and their
activities. The solution found for foundlings is strikingly
different from other countries.
Confraternities or brotherhoods - and, in much smaller
number, the third orders - proliferated in Portugal, as
throughout the Catholic world. Although there are
examples that contradict the assertion, in most cases the
confraternity charities were not open to their
communities. However, given the high membership in
confraternities, mutual aid within them cannot be ruled
out. The main mission of the third orders was spiritual
refinement of its members and not assistance. They
practised assistance, but directed to brothers, and - in
later stages of the period considered - the wealthiest
confraternities opened shelters, schools and hospitals
reserved for order members.
In short: the Misericórdias, the hospitals and the foundling
wheels were the great assistance institutions in Early
Modern Portugal, endowed therefore with a civil “social
protection system”. That is why these institutions were
protected and supervised, both by Enlightenment
reformism and Liberalism - a distinct scenario from
other Catholic countries.
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With several hospitals, shelters, leprosaria and “casas de
mercê” [houses of mercy], surely in greater number than
any other city or town in the kingdom, in the medieval
period Lisbon had an assistance network marked by a
variety of beneficiaries, institutions and functions that
would only abate with the “standardization” following
the establishment of All Saints Hospital, in the early 16th
century (Trindade, 1973; Andrade, 1980; Tavares, 1980;
Aniceto et Pereira, 1980; Abreu, 1996; Moisão, 2014).

A network marked by diversity
Contrary to what one might think and considering the
current assumptions of health for all, access to this
network was not guaranteed in the medieval period.
Indeed, not all the needy would obtain the physical and
spiritual care provided by the assistance institutions
spread throughout the city, at a time when the reasons for
their existence confounded assistance with hospitality,
against the background of the necessary spiritual care for
the soul (Sá, 1996, p. 87). In fact, this network’s mission
was not exclusively aimed at the sick - today considered
the main vocation of any hospital in contemporary
societies -, but above all the poor, who could be

honourable old townspeople whom the economic crisis,
bad business or biological extinction had led into poverty,
but also orphans, pilgrims or handicapped who were
unable, for various reasons, to ensure adequate means of
subsistence. All of them corresponded to the idea of the
«good pauper», befallen into a poverty similar to Christ’s,
one not to be confused with false beggars, heretics and
loafers. All those in this latter group - certainly otiose and
perhaps criminals individuals that could easily flee justice
and disturb the established order -, were therefore
excluded from the assistance provided by charitable
institutions disseminated through the realm (Tavares,
1989, pp. 36-40, 44-60; Sá, 1995, p. 226; Abreu, 2007).
Medieval assistance houses also resulted from a Christian
tradition that directed the good use of wealth in favour
of the neediest as a form of salvation for the rich and
powerful. In this respect, these foundations were
perceived at the time as charitable acts of an eminently
private nature, embodying desires of salvation by
collective entities, such as confraternities, or individuals
with financial capacity, based in the city or its peri-urban
areas, and with a status as diverse as the royal family,
nobility and urban chivalry, merchants and
royal officials based in the city (Rosa, 2001a,
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pp. 460-470).

This network’s diversity was also expressed in terms of
the multiple designations of such institutions. Naturally,
assistance institutions in a city like Lisbon were not all
the same -and the documentation confirms this -, so
records have references to hospitals, shelters, mercearias
[houses for devout laypersons], or even leprosaria,
suggesting distinctions that could be operative at the
functional level. However, determining the exact
contours of these distinctions is not always possible,
given the characteristic terminological fluidity in the
medieval period in terms of institutional identifications.
A typical case of this problem are hospitals and shelters.
While they both encapsulated the same function
of harbouring the poor (Tavares, 2000, p. 137),
historiography has underlined the former’s association
with greater permanence, eventually with the possibility
of access to medical care, while the latter would be aimed
at a more temporary reception (Correia, 1940, p. 6;
Correia, 1999; Sá, 1996, pp. 87-88). Easier to define is
the case of leprosaria, given their specific vocation as a
place of internment for lepers, usually under royal or
municipal powers (Tavares, 1989, p. 125; Nóvoa, 2010;
Rocha, 2011).
The case of Lisbon can help clarify mercearias, as this type
of charitable assistance proliferated in the city,
particularly since the end of the 13th century. It was
precisely in this period of great prosperity for the city
(Farelo, 2008, pp. 81-82; Andrade et Miranda, 2017) that
a specific kind of legacy was developed, with the main
goal of providing the necessary shelter and support for
honourable men and women fallen into poverty, often
older people, who in return had several obligations to
pray for the soul of their respective benefactor(s)
(Pereira, 1973; Salgado et Salgado, 1994b; Sá, 1995,
p. 221). These paupers were different from the mob of
needy or indigents who characterized the lowest level of
medieval urban society. In fact, these “envergonhados”
[ashamed] paupers maintained their honourable status,
which despite their situation, kept them from mendicity
and manual labour. Therefore, as Maria de Lurdes Rosa
points out, such legacies were intended above all to
guarantee conditions for maintaining their moral status
(Rosa, 2001a, p. 467).
These legacies established a distinction between the
former paupers, who were simply taken in by
a hospital or shelter, and these “ashamed”
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poor. The latter, associated with a function of

spiritual intercession, became known for developing a
specific occupation marking a functional distinction, well
expressed in the late medieval Lisbon documentation,
with references to Afonso Eanes, merceeiro [devout
layman] of the Count [D. Pedro] Hospital (1354);
to Gomes Fernandes, merceeiro of Bartolomeu Joanes
Hospital (1365); to the merceeiras [devout laywomen] of
Pedro Salgado (1369); the merceeiro of the chapel of
Mestre Pedro (1396); to João Rodrigues, merceeiro of King
D. Afonso [IV] Hospital (1417) or the merceeiras of the
house of Maria Afonso (1464) (see table in annex). Note
that historiography was too quick to associate these
groups of merceeiros/merceeiras with specific spaces,
conceptualizing these as mercearias [houses for the
merceeiros/as] (Pereira, 1973; Salgado et Salgado, 1994b;
Houaiss et Villar, 2003, p. 2460, sub verbis “mercearias”).
Strictly speaking, establishing conditions to shelter the
merceeiros/as was independent from the existence of a
specific space, at least from what one can gather from
the documentary sources characteristic of late medieval
Lisbon. While it is true that the most spectacular cases
of Bartholomeu Joanes, Count D. Pedro, D. Maria de
Aboim or King D. Afonso IV involved groups of a
dozen or more merceeiros/as in hospitals - resulting
therefore, to a large extent, in the later terminological
confusion between hospital and mercearia - Lisbon
continued to harbour foundations in other spaces. Let’s
consider, for instance, the case of the chapels, such as
Martim Ferreira chapel, identified in the early 16th
century, or the indistinct houses for smaller groups, often
with one bed for a single merceeira, as in the case of the
foundations of Bento Martins, in his Alcáçova house in
1384, or of Maria Domingues, in the Alfama quarter,
sometime before 1455 (see table in annex). Over time,
the phenomena’s “vulgarisation” led to the creation of
a specific designation to characterize the spaces for these
groups, when they were located outside the hospitals.
Initially characterized by a fluctuating nomenclature,
as indicated by the identified cases of casa dos pobres
(1318) [poor house] or casa de mercê [house of mercy]
(1396) (see table in annex and Tavares, 2000, p. 137), over
time the designation mercearia became established,
present in Lisbon documentation only after the end of
the 15th century, before its generalization in the
following century (AML, Livro 2 de Duarte e D. Afonso V,
n.º 47 (1474); Houaiss et Villar, 2003, p. 2460, sub verbis
“2mercearias”).

Limitations to understanding the network
Evaluating the exact contours of all this “diversity”
underlines our limited knowledge about the organization
and history of the constituent elements of this assistance
network. On the one hand, there subsists a parsimony
of documents, created by the destruction, loss or
dispersal of the archives of these hospitals, shelters and
“casas de mercê”, largely due to their ephemeral character
or the extinction, negligence or inability to acquire and
maintain incomes arising from the management of their
property or benefactor donations. In fact, the
documentary collections of these institutions, with rare
exceptions (Santos, 1932; Documentos, 1954), were only
conserved when they were managed by “public”
authorities, like the diplomas from leprosaria and the
Count D. Pedro and D. Maria de Aboim hospitals, held
in municipal custody (Tavares, 1973; Martins, 2000;
Nóvoa, 2010; Santos et al., 2017). Therefore, practically
no information remains regarding the means used by the
city’s hospitals and shelters to organize and manage their
assets, with only sparse references to the mere
identification of one hospital and one shelter in wills and
the location of their respective monumental elements
(houses, vineyards, among others) in property contracts,
such as letters of purchase, lease or tenement related to
the king or ecclesiastical and monastic-conventual
institutions scattered throughout the city and outskirts.
This gap in “specific” information helps to explain the
often felt inability to follow the various designations of
the vast majority of the city’s hospitals and shelters
throughout the medieval period (see table in annex), not
to mention the overly restrictive character of some
identifying elements, which hinders the institution’s
unimpeachable recognition. As mere examples, consider
the references, in documents from 1341 and 1365
respectively, to a “Albergaria que ha de veer o que for
Tesoureiro da See em que mora Martim Dominguiz
tendeiro” [shelter that must see who will be the Cathedral
Treasurer, where lives Martim Dominguiz, seller] and to
the “hospital que está acerca da casa de Afonso Peres,
escrivão dos vinhos” [hospital near the house of Afonso
Peres, wine scribe] (Chancelarias Portuguesas. D. Afonso IV,
vol. III, 1990-1993, p. 13; ANTT, Mosteiro de S. Vicente
de Fora de Lisboa, 2.a incorporação, cx. 2, n.º 26).
The late 15th century was ultimately beneficial from this
point of view, with the integration of multiple city
hospitals in All Saints Hospital and the consequent

preservation of a set of documents on these institution’s
property management, copied into the record books
kept in the new hospital’s archive, the record books
of the Chancellery of King D. Manuel and the books
of Estremadura of the so-called Leitura Nova [New
Reading] (Rosa, 1998, 2001b and 2012; Leme, 2017;
Ramos, 2019).
Such heuristic problems are eventually reflected in a
historiography particularly concerned with mapping the
typology, denomination and location of the assistance
houses, but without providing the appropriate
documentary support (Nogueira, 1934; Correia, 1940;
Salgado et Salgado, 1990 and 1994a; Pacheco, 2008;
Farelo, 2018, pp. 468-469). In order to overcome these
limitations, we carried out a documentary survey that
differs from previous approaches in that it is based
almost exclusively on documentary sources. Its
presentation in the form of an annex is the necessary
compromise in terms of the need to condense a large
mass of information into a few pages, without hindering
the reader’s ability to compare information with its
sources. From this point of view, although this survey
suffers from some of the limitations of the previous
references - in particular the large number of first
references to institutions in the face of a parsimony of
foundational dates -, we believe that this necessarily
succinct analysis will allow us to deepen the
chronological evolution, which has characterized the
recent approaches to the history of this assistance
network (Moisão, 2012; Lopes, 2016).

The evolution of the assistance network
in medieval Lisbon
The first information on Lisbon’s hospitals and shelters
dates from the city’s siege by Christian forces in 1147,
if one believes a tradition that states how chapels in the
Portuguese and Crusader barracks were used for medical
purposes, particularly in the germanic field, where
the King founded the chapel of “Nossa Senhora da
Enfermaria” [our lady of the ward], the precursor to the
monastery of S. Vicente [de Fora] (Santa Maria, 1668,
pp. 109-110, 147, 150). Conquering the city and lifting the
siege hindered the permanence of such structures, although
the assistance concerns were maintained with
the establishment of institutions, whose
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foundational timelines are difficult to document.

Despite the impossibility of establishing a fine
chronology of foundations during the 12th century and
even early 13th century, it seems clear that the following
decades saw the creation of assistance institutions for
specific groups, such as foundlings harboured in the
Meninos [children] hospital or the hospitals of Jerusalem
and S. Vicente dos Romeus that supported pilgrims,
in addition to hospital institutions created in the peri-urban monasteries of S. Vicente [de Fora] or Trindade.
Equally important for temporary accommodation were
the shelters: from the more emblematic, founded by Paio
Delgado in the 12th century, to the shelters that were
gradually created in several city parishes (Sta. Marinha,
S. Pedro and Sto. Estêvão de Alfama) (Leone, 1963;
Gago, 2010, p. 10). For this reason, these assistance
institutions were the main beneficiaries of donations in
causa mortis by various Lisbon inhabitants, when they did
not prefer generic legacies to the “hospitais da cidade de
Lisboa” [Lisbon hospitals] or “às albergarias da cidade”
[the city’s shelters], a lasting practice throughout the 14th
century (ANTT, Colegiada de Sto. Estêvão de Alfama de
Lisboa, mç. 10, n.º 188 (1316); Colegiada de Sta. Cruz
do Castelo de Lisboa, mç. 4, n.º 177 (1) and (2); mç. 8,
n.º 353 (1366)).
Since the late 13th century, there were a growing number
of foundations set up by clerics, such as bishop
D. Domingos Eanes Jardo or D. João Soares Alão, and
associated hospitals, shelters and “casas de mercê”,
bequeathed by nobles, royal officials and merchants:
a more than evident testament to an increasing role of the
laity in medieval urban societies (Lurdes, 2001a, p. 460).
The “casas de mercê” are the best understood, given the
conservation of their respective founding instruments,
indispensable to understand the spiritual conditions of
their merceeiros/as. These institutions were developed
concomitantly with the shelters and hospitals of
professional groups, many of whom are managed by the
confraternities (Farelo, 2018, pp. 472-478). The Corpo de
Deus hospital, established in the parish of Sto. Estêvão
de Alfama, illustrates some of the foundational realities
and vicissitudes associated with the administrative history
of these institutions. Founded by a knight of Lisbon circa
1276, sometime during the reign of D. Dinis or D. Afonso
IV, it housed a confraternity. Constituted by those living
near the hospital, it was eventually usurped by the
fishermen who later settled in the parish.
Instead of ensuring its maintenance, this
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professional group was held responsible for its

decadence, since they alienated their rents, sold the clothes
made available to the poor, installed sardine smokers and
stables within the hospital building, which they partly
leased and rented. On an uncertain date, possibly late 14th
century or first half of following century, considering the
sequential narrative in the document, its administration
was granted, by royal authority, to a fisherman named João
Gonçalves, who corrected matters “e em esto prouve a
Deus fazer em ele milagres” [and in this, God performed
miracles through him]. Considering the “grande romagem
e devoção que as gentes tinham em o dito hospital” [great
pilgrimage and devotion people had to said hospital], the
fishermen surreptitiously took back possession - no doubt
drawn by the new current of alms provided by the people
of Lisbon’s devotion - possession ultimately taken away
in the mid-15th century, in favour of a king’s servant
(ANTT, Leitura Nova. Livro 4o da Estremadura, fs. 276-276v.).
This example recalls that the history of the city’s
assistance institutions could be non-linear and, above all,
that the management and operational weaknesses
detectable by historiography throughout this century
were real and extended to many of these institutions.
It also offers perspective on the shelter of S. Vicente de
Mouraria, reported as severely degraded in 1472 (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. Afonso V, Livro 29, f. 66; Braga, 1991).
This alienation seems to have followed, in parallel, the
demand for these institutions in that same chronology,
indicated in the royal testimony itself. In fact, one of the
arguments for the prohibition of atafonas [mills] and
açacais [water channels], decreed by D. Afonso V in 1452,
was precisely the fact that these made manual mills
obsolete, instruments that poor women operated in
people’s homes. These women, now unemployed, were
forced to go “aos espritaaes por minga da guarida
e socoro que entom achavom na moenda das ditas
moos” [to the hospitals for shelter and help which until
then they obtained from grinding with said mills] (AML,
Livro 2 de D. Duarte e de D. Afonso V, n.º 35).
Facing neglect, lower rents or poor management by its
administrators, the city’s hospitals and shelters maintained
their raison d’être. They harboured the poor, from whom
the 15th century city took away previous means of
subsistence, such as the chapels and oratories erected in
its midst - like the Jerusalém and Corpo de Deus
hospitals. And they also answered reiterated concerns for
the salvation of their beneficiaries’ souls, as well as other
city inhabitants (Tavares, 1973, p. 399). In their way,

hospitals and shelters answered the transformations
affecting urban charity, at a time when, as Angela Beirante
pointed out, “oração sobrepôs-se à esmola” [prayer was
overtaken by alms] (Beirante, 2011, p. 61).
Royal power had to address the institutional and
administrative weaknesses that seem to have
characterized most of the city’s assistance institutions,
through a reform reflected in the growing royal rule over
them and the authorization, granted by the apostolic
power in 1479, to annex the city’s charitable institutions
into a single hospital (Costa, 1973, pp. 301-303). Due to
several vicissitudes, including the outbursts of plague
ravaging the city in subsequent years (Tavares, 1987;
Nóvoa, 2010, pp. 52-53; Barros, 2015, p. 253), only in
the 1490s was the reform implemented, by establishing
a specific jurisdiction for the city’s assistance and charity
institutions and, in particular, the creation of All Saints
Hospital (Rosa, 2001; Sá, 1998, pp. 44-50).
Initially expected to receive the assets and expenses of
all Lisbon hospitals and shelters, we still ignore the logic
leading to the annexation by All Saints Hospital of only
about three dozen institutions, mostly hospitals
associated with professional groups and those under
municipal management (except the leprosaria) (Caetano,
1942, p. XL). In this regard, note that the new hospital
of royal inspiration, dedicated to treating sick patients,
did not bring together all the city’s assistance institutions,
as Margarida Leme recently pointed out when she
analysed the number and identification of institutions
annexed by All Saints (Leme, 2017, pp. 396-398).
The case of “mercearias” is particularly eloquent. The
hospital regimento [rules of procedure], dated 1504, proves
the new hospital institution, initiated by D. João II,
eventually assumed expenses associated with the
subsistence of the merceeiros/as of the incorporated
houses, such as those of D. Maria de Aboim or Count
D. Pedro (Ramos, 2019, pp. 86, 209-213). However, most
mercearias followed a parallel path. The self-administered
mercearias were maintained, but mostly the thirty
municipal merceeiras, created by a 1414 royal charter and
maintained by the Alqueidão’s incomes (Abreu, 2016,
pp. 137-145; Livro dos Pregos, 2016, pp. 271-272),
as evidenced by the petitions registered in the municipal
documents, granting vacant mercearias in favour of
Catarina Vaz (1474), Mor Rodrigues (1478), Margarida
Fernandes, widow (1490), Maria Rodrigues, single (1496),

Beatriz Coelho (1510) and Isabel Godinho, widow
(1521) (AML, Livro 2 de D. Duarte e D. Afonso V, n.º 47
(1474), n.º 49 (1478); Livro 3 de D. João II, n.º 18 (1490);
Livro 1 de D. Manuel I, n.º 7 (1496); Livro 3 de D. Manuel
I, n.º 81 (1510); Livro 4 de D. Manuel I, n.º 128 (1521).
Similarly, the institutionalization of All Saints Hospital
did not dictate the annexation of all hospitals related to
professional groups in the city. Although this matter
needs specific attention, the fact King D. Manuel
determined the extinction of the hospitals of the “Vinte
e Quatro” [Professional association of Lisbon] in 1506
- due to the massacre of the city’s Jewish community
shortly before, a prohibition revoked two years later -,
suggests that hospitals of the city’s elite guilds remained
exempt from the new hospital’s tutelage (AML, Livro 3
de D. Manuel I, n.º 10). These hospitals must correspond
to the assistance institutions associated with the city’s
trade guilds, as suggested by Franz-Paul Langhans
(Langhans, 1942).
Such independence was finally extended to assistance
institutions set up or planned by D. Manuel in the early
16th century. A paradigmatic example was the mercearia,
founded in 1507, in the chapel of the Casa da Índia
[House of India], for a dozen men and women. As with
previously created mercearias, their operation was
characterized by lighter obligations for the residence and
assistance during mass owed by the respective
merceeiros/as (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro
38, fs. 52v.-53; Corpo Cronológico, Parte II, mç. 12, n.º 43).
The new hospital’s exemption was also enjoyed by the
shelters or hospitals the monarch wished to establish, in
1510 and 1520, for the treatment of those infected by
the plague outbreaks that devastated the city in the first
decades of the century (AML, Livro 1 do Provimento da
Saúde, n.º 32; 33; 49).
The centralization of the old assistance institutions
through annexation or extinction, with subsequent
transfer of assets and religious expenses, suggests that
the creation and institutionalization of the All Saints
Hospital marked a new period, perhaps a real rupture,
in the organization and operation of the city’s assistance
network established over the past two centuries.
The diverse elements gleaned from the Lisbon
documentation from the early 16th century
indicate this process of institutional
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and effective, was not, nor could have been, complete.
The city’s assistance network, now minus a substantial
number of hospitals, was maintained, possibly within a
dynamic framework dictated largely by the specialisation
of functions. Regardless, too many questions and doubts
still hover over this new emerging assistance geography
in the early modern period in the shadow of All Saints
Hospital. A geography marked simultaneously by the
permanence of some of the old hospitals, shelters and
mercearias in Lisbon, as well as by the new assistance
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foundations arising from the growing influence of
institutions devoted to pious works, following the
creation of the Misericórdia of Lisbon in 1498 and the
development of its model in the following decades.
We hope this summary constitutes the motive for
future considerations of an assistance network
marked, constrained, but hardly obliterated, by the
preponderance of an institution such as All Saints
Hospital that left a solid and concrete mark in the history
of assistance in early modern Portugal.

ANNEX
Hospitals, shelters, leper hospitals and “houses of mercy” in Lisbon (12th century-beginning of the 16th century)
Abbreviations: A. = shelter; ant. = before; doc. = document; c. = about; H. = hospital; M. = “mercearia”; ref./refs. = reference/s; mç. = pack; no
doc. ref. = no documentary reference

Original designation

Oldest ref.

Founder

H. do Mosteiro
de S. Vicente de Fora

1172

Mosteiro
de S. Vicente de Fora

A. de Paio Delgado
A. de Lopo Soares
(1372)
A. de Vasco Martins
da Cunha (1383)

2nd half of 12th
century?

D. Paio Delgado,
cavaleiro

A. dos pobres
(13th century)
A. dos sapateiros (1339)

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

Other refs.

1172-1430

Poor

1372-1480

13th century

Poor/shoemakers

13th century-1460

H. dos meninos
A. do H. dos meninos
(1394)

1221

Abandoned
children
(foundlings)

1221-ant.1502

H. de Sta. Maria
de Rocamador
A. de Rocamador
A. de Sta. Maria de
Rocamador (1295-1400)

1257

A. de Sta. Marinha
A. de Sta. Marinha das
Candeias (Candelorum)
(1337)

1260

H. de S. João

1263

H. do Corpo deDeus/
/H. dos Chincheiros
H. dos Pescadores
da Lapa (1483)
H. de Nossa Senhora
dos Remédios (1551)

c. 1276

A. in the parish of
S. Pedro de Alfama

1280

1280

A. de Sto. Estêvão

1280

1280

Martinho Mendes,
cleric of the A. de
Paio Delgado (1262)

Foundation prior to
the usually indicated
date (1273)

1290-ant.1501

Igreja de Sta. Marinha
(1407)

1260-1407

1263-1276
Knight, resident in
Lisbon (c. 1276);
confraternity (c. 1325)

11 poor women
(1551)

1373-1551

Altar erected by
episcopal authority
(1454)
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Original designation

Oldest ref.

Founder

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

H. da Virgem Maria
e de Todos-os-Santos
(1285)
H. de S. Paulo, Sto. Elói,
S. Clemente and Todos
os Santos (1291)
M. de D. Domingos
Jardo (no doc. ref.)

1285
1291

D. Domingos Eanes
Jardo, bishop of
Évora

“Ashamed” poor
students
6 students (1291)

1285-1450

H. dos Palmeiros
A. dos Palmeiros (1299)

1292

English pilgrims

Pilgrims

1372-1545

H. de Domingos Eanes

1297

Domingos Eanes,
accountant for King
D. Afonso IIII

H. de Fr. João
de Oliveira (1293)
H. de Fr. João (1299)

1293

H. de S. Vicente
dos Romeiros

2nd half of 13th
century

H. de Sto. Eutrópio
(1308) /H. de Sto. Eutrópio and de Sta. Bárbara (1404) /A. de Sto
Eutrópio de S. Bartolomeu (1385)

1308

A. do Espírito Santo

1308

1308

H. de Sta. Bárbara

1314

1314-1397

A. de João Martins,
prior of Sta. Marinha

1317

1317

H. de Sta. Maria
(rua Amoreira) /
H. dos Pescadores
H. dos Pescadores de
Cata-que-farás (1494)
H. do Corpo Santo
(1497)
H. de Nossa
Senhora da Graça
do Corpo Santo (1648)

ant. 1318

Casas dos pobres
de Pedro Salgado (1318)
H. de Pedro Salgado
(1463)
M. de Pedro Salgado
(no doc. ref.)

1318

1297-1381

Other refs.

Merceeiro of Domingos
Eanes (1381) /
Domingos Martins,
Vicente Eanes,
merceeiros of said
Domingos Eanes (1390)

1299-1308

D. João Soares Alão,
bishop of Silves

Confraria
dos Pescadores
de Cata-que-farás

Pilgrims

2nd half of 12th
century-1498

4 “ashamed” poor
4 merceeiras
(1597)

1308-1480

Professional
group

ant. 1318-1648

A 1418 document
mentions hospital
is 100 years old

1363-1463

Merceeiras of
Pedro Salgado (1369)

Original designation

Oldest ref.

Founder

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

Other refs.

Pobres na capela
de Mestre Pedro

1321

Lourenço Peres,
royal official

8 “ashamed” poor

1321-1396

Afonso Domingues,
merceeiro of the chapel
of Mestre Pedro
(1396)

H. de Bartolomeu
Joanes
M. de Bartolomeu
Joanes
(no doc. ref.)

1324

Bartolomeu Joanes,
merchant

12 “ashamed”
poor

1365-1521

Gomes Fernandes,
merceeiro which is now
of H. de Bartolomeu
Joanes (1365)

A. de Domingos Eanes
Alverdão

1325

Gafaria
H. de S. Lázaro (1427)

1325

Municipality
of Lisbon

1325-1460

H. da Rainha
na Alcáçova

1326

Queen D. Beatriz,
wife of D. Afonso IV

1329-1368

H. de Sta. Cruz
A. da igreja de Sta. Cruz
(1382)

1332

H. de D. Maria de
Aboim
A. de Maria Aboim
(no doc. ref.)

1337

H. de João Vicente
A. de João Vicente
(no doc. ref.)
M. de João Vicente
(no doc. ref.)

1325-1410

Parishioners (?)

1332

D. Maria de Aboim

10 poor women

1373-ant.1501

1342

João Vicente,
canon of Lisbon

6 “ashamed”
poor

1342

H. (M.) de D. Afonso IV
and Queen D. Beatriz

1342

D. Afonso IV
and Queen D. Beatriz

12 poor men and
12 poor women

1342-

H. de Sta. Maria
de Roncesvales

1343

1343

A. da Vesuga/
A. do Vesugo

1343

1343-1406

A. do Corpo de Deus

1343

1343

A. de Sto. André

1343

1429-1435

João Rodrigues,
merceeiro of the
hospital of King
D. Afonso (1417)
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Original designation

Oldest ref.

Founder

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

H. de Maria Esteves
M. de Maria Esteves
(1502)
A. de Maria Esteves
(no doc. ref.)

1343

Maria Esteves, wife
of Airas Martins

7 poor women of
good repute (1343)
4 women (1586)

1434-1586

H. do Conde D. Pedro
M. de Teresa Eanes de
Toledo (no doc. ref.)

1348

Teresa Eanes
de Toledo

Number of poor
defined by count
D. Pedro (1350)

1351-1500

H. de João Esteves
da Rica Solteira
and Constança Eanes

1348

João Esteves da Rica
Solteira and
Constança Eanes

2 merceeiros

1348-1455

A. de Sta. Justa

1351

A. dos Trigueiros

1351

A. de João Maceira

1354

João Maceira,
treasurer of Queen
D. Isabel

1354-1405

A. de Gil do Picoto

1355

Gil do Picoto,
merchant

1355

H. de Nossa Senhora
e S. Miguel

[1325-1357]

Manuel Pessanha,
admiral

Merceeiras in the houses
of Afonso Esteves
Merceeiras of the majorat
of Maria Afonso

ant. 1354

Afonso Esteves,
royal official; Maria
Afonso das Lebres,
daughter of Afonso
Esteves

H. do Espírito Santo
da Alcáçova

1354

Other refs.

Afonso Eanes,
merceeiro of the
hospital of the Count
(1354)

1351
Professional
group?

Germans

1351

[1325-1357]

1354

Merceeiras of the
estate of Maria
Afonso (1434; 1464)

1354-ant.1504

H. de S. Fr. Pedro
1366
Gonçalves
A. dos Pescadores (1366)
A. dos Pescadores à cruz
(1374)
H. do Espírito Santo
(1418)
H. dos Pescadores
linheiros (1551)

Confraria do Espírito
Santo dos Pescadores
e Mareantes do Alto

Professional
group

1366-ant.1502

H. dos Clérigos Pobres

1366

Confraria
dos Clérigos Pobres

Professional
group

1408-ant.1501

H. de Sto. António
de Lisboa

1367

Mosteiro de Sto. António de Viena, of the
Order of the Canons
of Sto. Antão

1367

Around 1502
changedto the
hospital of the
Chincheiros

Altar and bell tower
of the H. (1367)

Original designation

Oldest ref.

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

A. dos Sapateiros
de correia

1374

Professional
group

1374

H. de Sto. Eustáquio

1378

Pedro Esteves de
Unhão and his wife
Clara Afonso

3 poor

1452-1491

(M.) de Sancha Dias
A. de Sancha Dias
(1499-1504)

1380

Sancha Dias and her
mother Beatriz
Esteves

3 merceeirosas;
11 merceeiras
(1551)

1380-1617/1619

H. de Vasco Lourenço
de Almada

1383

Vasco Lourenço de
Almada, merchant

4 poor

1383

(M.) de Bento Martins

1384

1 merceeira

1384

H. de Jerusalém (1386)

1208

H. de S. Mateus
H. and A. de S. Mateus
A. de João das Regras
(no doc. ref.)
M. de João das Regras
(no doc. ref.)

1388

H. de S. Brás

1392

A. das Almuinheiras
A. de Sta. Maria
dos Almuinheiros

1394

H. das Sorores
do Mosteiro
de S. Vicente de Fora

1395

A. dos Barreiros

1395

A. da Madalena

1400

H. do Espírito Santo
dos Mercadores (1467)
A. do Espírito Santo
(1389)

1346

A. dos Feltreiros

1416

Founder

1208-1554

D. João das Regras (?)

16 merceeiras
(1597)

Other refs.

Casas “where the
poor are now”
(1378)

Oratorio of Sta.
Maria da Graça,
which was in the H.
of Jerusalém (1501)

1388-1481

1392-1407
Professional
group

Mosteiro
de S. Vicente de Fora

1394-1413

1395

Professional
group?

1395

1400
Sancha and D. Adão
(no doc. ref.)
Confraria dos
Mercadores (1400)

12 honourable
poor (1434)
10 merceeiras (1551)

1346-1517

Professional
group?

1416
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Original designation

Oldest ref.

Founder

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

H. de Sta. Maria
de Belém

1416

Teresa Fernandes

Men and women

1416

H. de S. Pedro Mártir/
H. dos Corretores

1419

Confraria
dos Corretores?

Professional
group

1419-ant.1502

H. de Afonso Lopes
and Maria Francisques

1424

Afonso Lopes, king’s
accountant and his
wife Maria
Francisques

A. de Catarina Lopes

1424

H. and A.
dos Polinheiros

1431

Confraria
dos Polinheiros
e ganha-dinheiros

A. de Vasco Lourenço,
mercador

1432

Vasco Lourenço,
merchant

H. and A. de Sta. Maria
das Neves

1432

H. de Salomão Negro
H. da judiaria de Lisboa

1432

Salomão Negro

H. de João Afonso
de Alenquer

1437

João Afonso
de Alenquer,
royal officer

A. de S. Vicente
da Mouraria

1454

(M.) de Maria
Domingues

ant. 1455

H. dos Ourives

1460

H. dos Carniceiros
A. dos Carniceiros
(1285-1396)

1491

H. dos Ganha-dinheiros

1491

H. de João de Braga
H. de Sta. Maria da
Pomba (no doc. ref.)

1492

Other refs.

1442-1474

1424
Professional
group

1431

1432

1432-1433

1432-1498/1499

Poor

1437-1490

The founder refers
the purchase of the
H. in his will, so its
foundation was earlier

1454-1472

1 merceeira

1455

Confraria?

Professional
group?

1460-1512

Confraria
dos Carniceiros?

Professional
group

ant. 1501

Professional
group

1491-1496…
ant.1500
1496-1499
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Original designation

Oldest ref.

H. de Sta. Maria
da Mercê
H. dos Sapateiros
de correia e odreiros

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

1493

Professional
group

1493-1500…
ant. 1501 dez.

H. de Sta. Ana
dos Tanoeiros
H. dos tanoeiros

1494

Incurable sick
(16th century)

1497-1551

H. de S. Vicente
do Corvo
H. dos Carpinteiros
da Ribeira

1494

Confraria
dos Carpinteiros
da Ribeira?

Professional
group

1499-1500

H. de S. Bartolomeu

1494

Confraria
dos Bombardeiros

Professional
group

1494

H. de Sta. Maria
dos Francos
H. dos Hortelãos

1496

Professional
group

1496-1499…
ant.1502

H. de Sta. Maria
dos Peliteiros
H. dos Peliteiros

1496

Professional
group

1496-1499

H. de Sto. André
H. dos Escolares

1497

Confraria
dos Escolares?

Professional
group

1497-1500

H. dos Almuinheiros

1497

Confraria
dos Almuinheiros?

Professional
group

1497-1499…
ant.1502

H. de Sta. Maria
H. dos Pedreiros
e Correeiros
H. dos Pedreiros
e Carpinteiros
H. dos Pedreiros,
Carpinteiros e Correiros

1497

Professional
group

1497-1498…
ant.1501

H. de Sta. Maria
do Paraíso

1498

H. dos Homens e Banho 1498

Founder

Other refs.

ant.1498

Jews

A. de Maria Arminho

1499

H. de Sta. Maria
dos Alfaiates
H. dos Alfaiates
A. de Monturo da Orca
(1323-1376)

1499

Confraria
dos Alfaiates

H. de Afonso Martins
Alvernaz

1501

Afonso Martins
Alvernaz, royal official

1498-1499
1500-ant.1501.5
Professional
group

1499

1501
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Original designation

Oldest ref.

H. de S. Jorge
H. dos Barbeiros
e Caldeireiros
H. dos Armeiros,
Ferreiros e Barbeiros

Founder

Beneficiaries

Documented
operating period

ant.1502

Professional
group

ant.1502

Capela de Martim
Ferreira

1502

Feed 12 poor
(1502))

H. dos Tecelões

ant.1503

Professional
group

ant.1503

H. Nossa Senhora das
Virtudes ou da Vitória

1551

Incurable sick
(16th century)

1551-1552

H. da Santíssima
Trindade
A. da Trindade

No doc. ref.

H. de Nossa Senhora
de Alcamim

No doc. ref.

H. dos Clérigos Ricos

No doc. ref.

M. de D. Antónia
Henriques

No doc. ref.

M. de D. João II

No doc. ref.

M. de Nossa Senhora
da Conceição

No doc. ref.

A. de S. Salvado

No doc. ref.
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6 merceeiros
and 6 merceeiras

Other refs.

Soursours: Arquivo Histórico da Patriarcal de Lisboa, Título da Capela de Maria Esteves, t. I, n.º 7 (1308), n.º 9 (1314), n.º 18
(1586), t. II, n.º 22 (1434); AML, Livro 1º do Hospital de Dona Maria de Aboim, n.º 2 (1337), n.º 4 (1373); Livro 1º do Hospital do Conde D.
Pedro, n.º 6 (1351), n.º 11 (1348); Livro 1º de Compras e vendas, n.º 9 (1554); Livro 1º de Místicos de Reis, n.º 17 (1460); Livro 1º de Quitações
e Desistências, n.º 60 (1617/1619); Livro 1º de Vereações, f. 56 (1512); Arquivo da Arquiconfraria do Santíssimo Sacramento das
Freguesias de S. Julião e de Nossa Senhora de Fátima, Pergaminhos da Colegiada de S. Julião de Lisboa, cx. 7, n.º 167 (1431),
cx. 12, n.º 258 (1491; 1527), cx. 13, n.º 275 (1545); BNP, Fundo Geral, COD. 9463, fs. 9v.-12 (1418; 1564; 1724), fs. 25v.-27 (1648;
1724); ANTT, Arquivo da Casa dos Condes de Povolide, pacote 6, mç. 25, n.º 6 (1432), n.º 6b (1432; 1433); Casa de Palmela, cx. 4,
n.º 122 (1397); Casa de Abrantes, cx. 90, n.º 194 (1455); Casa dos Viscondes de Vila Nova de Cerveira, cx. 1, n.º 12 (1434), cx. 3, n.º
37 (1464), cx. 5, n.º 32 (antes 1354); Gavetas, gaveta I, mç. 3, n.º 18 (1342), gaveta XI, mç. 9, n.º 14 (1323); Colegiada de S. Lourenço
de Lisboa, mç. 3, n.º 53 (1351), mç. 6, n.º 109 (1396); Colegiada de Sta. Marinha do Outeiro de Lisboa, mç. 1, n.º 20 (1363), n.º 33
(1381), mç. 2, n.º 53 (1318), mç. 3, n.º 103 (1318), n.º 105 (1260), n.º 125 (1407), mç. 4, n.º 124 e mç. 9, n.º 329, 355 (1369), mç. 6,
n.º 216 (1337), n.º 225 (séc. XIII); Colegiada de Sta. Maria da Madalena de Lisboa, mç. 1, n.º 15, f. 4 (1402), f. 15 (1372), Colegiada
de Sta. Cruz do Castelo de Lisboa, mç. 2, n.º 62 (1332; 1343; 1370), mç. 3, n.º 130 (1354), n.º 131 (1354), mç. 4, n.º 34 (1295; 1297),
n.º 177 (1) e (2) (1366); mç. 5, n.º 243 (1380; 1393), n.º 250 (1382), mç. 6, n.º 268 (1384), n.º 291 (1385), mç. 8, n.º 353 (1366), n.º
356 e 357 (1405), mç. 21, n.º 19 (1399); Colegiada de Sto. Estêvão de Alfama de Lisboa, mç. 7, n.º 137 (1454), mç. 8, n.º 151 (1388);
Colegiada de S. Julião de Frielas, mç. 1, n.º 22 (1365), n.º 85 (1339); Ordem da Santíssima Trindade para a Redenção dos Cativos.
Convento da Santíssima Trindade de Lisboa, mç. 1, n.º 8 (1398), Livro 107, f. 58-59v, (1424; 1752), f. 60-61v. (1474; 1752), f. 69v.-72
(1396); Cónegos Regulares de Santo Agostinho. Mosteiro de Chelas, mç. 6, n.º 101 (1280), mç. 10, n.º 189 (Segunda metade do séc.
XIII), mç. 18, n.º 344 (1379), mç. 19, n.º 361 (1339), mç. 46, n.º 903 (1408), mç. 91, s.n. (1263); Ordem dos Pregadores. Mosteiro do
Salvador de Lisboa, mç. 3, n.º 43 (1407), mç. 9, n.º 175 (1390), mç. 14, n.º 269 (1416), mç. 19, n.º 369 (1395), n.º 766 (1355), n.º 1612
(1394); Cónegos Regulares de Santo Agostinho. Mosteiro de S. Vicente de Fora de Lisboa, 1ª incorporação, mç. 1, n.º 9 (1192), n.º
36 (1208); mç. 4, n.º 7 e Livro 78, f. 207v.-208v. (1280), n.º 36 e Livro 81, f. 152v.-153v. (1297), mç. 5, n.º 235 (1376; 1377), mç. 6, n.º
40 (1318), mç. 7, n.º 20 e Livro 76, f. 28v. (1325), n.º 30 e Livro 74, f. 60-62v. (1290; 1326), mç. 12, n.º 32 (1354), mç. 14, n.º 18
(1366), 39 (1369), mç. 15, n.º 23 (1372), n.º 35 (1373), mç. 16, n.º 11 (1374), mç. 18, n.º 40 (1383), mç. 21, n.º 42 (1400), mç. 23, n.º
26 (1410), mç. 27, n.º 2 (1429), mç. 28, n.º 11A (1435), mç. 32, n.º 7 (1460), mç. 33, n.º 23 (1383; 1477), 2a incorporação, cx. 2, n.º 2
(1430), cx. 8, n.º 107 (1406), cx. 13, n.º 79, f. 6v (1419), cx. 21, n.º 22 (1343; 1346); Livro 26, fs. 36-36v. (1368), Livro 81, fs. 27-28
(1413); Ordem de Cister. Mosteiro de Sta. Maria de Alcobaça, 1a incorporação, mç. 11, n.º 32 (1262); 2ª incorporação, mç. 48, n.º
1316 (1392); Ordem dos Pregadores. Convento de S. Domingos de Lisboa, Livro 10, f. 322 (1293); Mosteiro de Sto. Agostinho de
Lisboa, mç. 4, n.º 3A (1386; 1432); Cónegos Regulares de Santo Agostinho. Mosteiro de Sta. Cruz de Coimbra, Livro 42, n.º 15
(1374); Mosteiro de Santos-o-Novo, n.º 163 (1395), n.º 517 (1417), n.º 743 (1452), n.º 1612 (1394); Chancelaria de D. Dinis, Livro 3,
f. 6 (1299), Chancelaria de D. Fernando, Livro 2, fs. 104v.-105 e Livro 3, f. 76 (1383); Chancelaria de D. Afonso V, Livro 9, f. 23v.
(1463), Livro 11, f. 84v. (1450), Livro 12, f. 50v. (1452), Livro 22, f. 132 (1471), Livro 27, fs. 111v.-112 (1442), Livro 29, f. 66 (1472),
Livro 32, f. 52v. (1427; 1480), Livro 33, f. 216 (1424; 1473); Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro 6, f. 89v. (1502), fs. 105v.-106 (1499);
Livro 17, fs. 47-47v. (1501), fs. 47v.-48v. (1499; 1501), fs. 113-114 (1500), Livro 22, fs. 54v.-56 (1499; 1502; 1504), 63v.-64v. (1504), fs.
101-102v. (1499; 1503; 1504); Livro 46, f. 72 (1501), Livro 37, fs. 86-86v. (1501), Livro 44, f. 78 (1521), Livro 46, f. 72v. (1501); Núcleo
Antigo, nº. 314, fs. 73v.-74 (1383), n.º 320, f. 37v. (1498-1499); Leitura Nova. Livros da Estremadura, Livro 1, fs. 28-29v. (1494; 1498),
fs. 123-124v. (1501), fs. 128-129v. (1496; 1498), fs. 155v.-157v. (1495; 1501), fs. 162v.-164v. (1498; 1500), fs. 166-167v. (1500), fs. 196197v. (1497; 1499), fs. 213v.-214v. (1494; 1498), fs. 261-262v. (1497; 1500), fs. 266-267 (1499; 1500), fs. 289v.-291 (1496; 1500); Livro
2, fs. 105-106v. (1499; 1501), fs. 109-110 (1501), fs. 112-113 (1492), fs. 126v.-128 (1501), fs. 183-184 (1498); Livro 4, fs. 215v.-216v.
(1467), fs. 276-276v. (1456); Livro 5, fs. 171v.-172 (before 1455); Livro 6, fs. 121-122v. (1491; 1496); Livro 9, fs. 9-13 (1498), fs. 1315v. (1498; 1503), fs. 51-52 (1500), fs. 82-83 (1502), fs. 119-119v. (1502), fs. 128-130 (1499), fs. 145v.-148v. (1501), fs. 148v.-150v.
(1501; 1503), fs. 164v.-167 (1502; 1503), fs. 177v.-180v. (1497; 1499; 1503), fs. 183v.-186 (1502), fs. 223-225 (1501; 1503), fs. 237-239
(1502; 1503), 287-288 (1452); Livro 10, fs. 80-81 (1439), fss. 262v.-263 (1442); Livro 11, fs. 45-45v. (1476), f. 306v. (1329); Livro 12,
fs. 31-31v. (1434; 1517); Livros dos Direitos Reais, Livro 2, fs. 70v.-71 (1285), fs. 82-82v. (1323), fs. 125-126 (1276); Corpo Cronológico,
Parte II, mç. 7, n.º 166, fs. 6-6v. (1503); Hospital de São José, Livro 7, fs. 323-328v. (1400), Livro 20, f. 20, fs. 114-117 (1378), Livro
42, fs. 66v.-68 (1348), Livro 31, fs. 339-343v. (1432); Livro 98, fs. 41-58v. (1342); Livro 1120, fs. 340v.-344 (1501); Livro 1123, fs.
152v.-160 (1496); Livro 1133, fs. 39v.-40 (1497; 1505), Livro 1134, fs. 4v.-5 (1494), fs. 6-7 (1498), fs. 9-10 (1499), fs. 24-24v. (1499),
fs. 32-33 (1500), fs. 34v.-35 (1500), fs. 55v.-56 (1501), fs. 56v.-58v. (1501), fs. 61-66 (1501), fs. 84-85 (1497), fs. 92v.-93v. (1499; 1502),
fs. 96-97 (1502), fs. 105v.-109v. (1501), fs. 109v.-112 (1502), fs. 139-140 (1502), fs. 140-141 (1501), fs. 151-152 (1497), fs. 167v.-168
(1497), sf. 169v.-170 (1497), fs. 170-172v. (1497), fs. 172v.-173 (1493), fs. 175-176 (1498); Livro 1188, fs. 19v.-24v. (1325), Livro 1189,
fs. 161v.-165 (1437; 1444; 1491; 1507; 1752), Livro 1191, fs. 11-14v. (1378); Brandão, 1980, p. 128 (1308); Buarcos, ed. 1990, p. 135
(1552); Cabido, 1954, pp. 39 (1470), 223-224 (1383), 270, 273 (1473), 347 (1299); Chancelarias Portuguesas: D. Afonso IV, vol.
II, 1990-1993, pp. 239-240 (1339); vol. III, 1990-1993, p. 13 (1341); Chancelarias portuguesas: D. João I, vol. IV/2, pp. 60 (1424);
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Introduction
The Portuguese 16th century (for an overview of this
period see Magalhães, 1993), particularly its beginning
(reigns of D. Manuel I and D. João III), corresponds to
a unique period, with reforms configuring the political
and administrative model of the traditional and
corporate monarchy that would last until the mid-18th
century. We underline: the publication of the Ordenações
Manuelinas [Manueline Orders] (1521) that, coupled with
the timely invention of the printing press, experienced a
new production and distribution of the Royal laws; the
creation of the Desembargo do Paço [Supreme Court], the
court of “graça” [pardon court] (potestas extrordinária) and
control of the literate magistracy; the re-structuring of
the Casa da Suplicação [Appellate Court], a higher judicial
court; the organization of Casa dos Contos [Counting
House] (1516); the creation of the Mesa da Consciência e
Ordens [Court of conscience and orders] (1532); the
Tribunal do Santo Ofício [Court of the Holy Inquisition]
(1536); the municipalisation of the Kingdom, with a
reform of the forais [foral charters] (1497-1520); the first
census of the Kingdom (1527-1532); a very substantial
increase in provisioning for the juízes de fora [municipal
judges], corregedores [magistrates], provedores [umbudsmen]

and desembargadores [appellate judges]; and a reform of
the counties.
In general, the organic-functional structure of the
Crown’s central and peripheral administration would be
defined before the liberal revolution of 1820. The
century would close with the succession of King
D. Sebastião and the subsequent integration of Portugal
in the House of Austria (1580-1640), with the creation
of new councils and courts, the publication of the new
Ordenações Filipinas [Philippine Orders] (1603) and
changes in administration (on the general lines of these
reforms see Subtil, 1993 and 1999).
The reign of D. Manuel was also marked by a strong
investment in the symbolic plan to bring the centre of
courtesan life to the new Royal Palace of Ribeira where
the monarch would be housed, although alternating with
the old Palace of the Castle - Alcáçova (Barros, 1996,
pp. 196-200; Araújo, 2001, pp. 73-74). The governance
of All Saints Royal Hospital began (1502) and
consolidated, therefore, during this modernist cycle with
the publication of the hospital’s rules of
procedure (Regimento do Hospital de Todos-os-Santos
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1504) and its integration in the Misericórdia of

Lisbon (1564). The new health institution would develop
within this political, cultural, demographic, and
administrative framework, obviously monitoring the
economic and social effects of the Discoveries.

could benefit from its care and what was the economic
and social dimension and qualification of its putative
users (for knowledge on the spaces and population of
Lisbon and surrounding areas see Rodrigues, 1970).

Soon after, three bodies were created that, together,
would supervise the Kingdom’s health issues, in
conjunction with the royal territorial ministers (juízes de
fora, corregedores and provedores) and with the “cabeças de
saúde” [public health officials] in each county capital.

The Regimento tells us that the hospital should receive the
sick, the remediados [neither rich nor poor], foundlings1
and, particularly, the poor, that is, the new and grandiose
All Saints Royal Hospital continued, as the other
hospitals of the Kingdom, obliged to practice “charity
and pious work”, in addition to curing sickness. It also
mentions the conditions for Hospital admittance:
becoming ill within the city or up to ten leagues, being
poor, and not having “remédio para se poder curar nem
remediar” [means to cure or remedy themselves] (an
exception for incurable diseases).

Although, since the mid-14th century, an examination was
required for professional certification of físicos [physicians]
and surgeons, in the early 16th century this certification
was attributed to the Físico-Mor [chief physician] (Regimento
of February 25, 1521), recruited among those assisting
the royal family, with an exception for doctors licensed
by the University of Coimbra. Many of the candidates
were recommended by the county senates, with a small
internship at All Saints Royal Hospital or, the most
qualified, also attending anatomy and surgery classes at
the hospital. The Cirurgião-Mor [chief surgeon] (Regimento
updated on July 26, 1556) held additional powers because
he certified the candidates for surgeon, including those
who had attended the University of Coimbra (for a
general framework of health institutions in the early
modern period see Subtil, 2016, pp. 47-159). The third
body created was the Provedor-Mor da Saúde [health chief
ombudsman] (September 27, 1526) who oversaw the
city’s sanitary affairs and, therefore, monitored the port
of Belém through which entered goods and passengers
from abroad that could bring epidemics. For the
prevention and installation of a sanitary barrier, the city
had a lazaretto [quarantine hospital] in Trafaria, in its direct
dependence.
Below, we contextualize All Saints Royal Hospital within
a broader social sphere in order to understand its
framework within the city and Kingdom.

The political sphere
To outline the functional context of All Saints Royal
Hospital, we need to know what type of population
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Let us consider now the borders of the sanitary and
population sphere, between the late 16th century (when
All Saints Royal Hospital became operational) and the
early 17th century (1620), following the work of José
Albertino Rodrigues (1970) and using as sources
António de Sousa Silva Costa Lobo (1904), Cristóvão
Rodrigues de Oliveira (1938), and Livro das Grandezas de
Lisboa, published in 1620, thereby covering the years of
1527, 1551 and 1620.
During the 16th century, the city of Lisbon grew from
60 thousand to 120 thousand inhabitants (from 8 to 25
parishes, in the mid-16th century, and then to 40
parishes, by the early 17th century), that is, it doubled in
population, which means All Saints Royal Hospital faced
a quite different reality from when it was created
(Rodrigues, 1970, pp. 96-115). On the other hand, the
ten leagues around the city (a periphery of about 60 km)
covered several municipalities and increased the potential
users, that is, it came to cover a considerable territory
and a fairly heterogeneous population that grew
considerably throughout the 16th century.
Within this urban and rural space, one can distinguish
three circles where the city of Lisbon, as head of the
Kingdom, had administrative and decision-making
institutions.

The hospital’s almoxarife [administrator] received the enjeitados [foundlings], who were then given to nursemaids for three years, after which they returned to All Saints Royal
Hospital until they were seven years old, when they then learned a craft.

1

The first, more limited, embodied the urbanity of the
city. The geographical space corresponded to a corridor
along the riverfront between Belém and Xabregas and a
northern limit between São Sebastião da Pedreira and
the city’s central core, formed by a rectangle between the
Ribeira das Naus and the Cathedral and between the
Portas de Santo Antão and Mouraria (see diagram). The
government of this territory belonged to the City
Council and its Senate with a president, six councillors,
two administrators and four “mysteres” [master artisans]
elected from the Casa dos Vinte e Quatro. The six purviews
were distributed among Juiz do Açougue; Terreiro do
Trigo, Ribeira and Public Squares; City Cleaning;
Properties; Demands; and Causes. The Senate appointed,
among others, the civil and criminal judges; cleaning
almotacés [inspectors]; registrar of orphans; orphan judges
and partidores [inheritance partitioners]; city depositário
[trustee]; city treasurer; city works ombudsman; property
judges, and cabeças de saúde.
The second circle corresponded to the Court, the space
“onde el Rey está, e cinco léguas ao derredor” [where the
King is, and five leagues around], a diameter
approximately between 30 to 35 km. This was a space in
transit as it was circumscribed to the monarch’s area of
movement, which in the 16th century was crystallized in
the Terreiro do Paço (Paço da Ribeira).
The third circle covered the space left over from the
Court’s five leagues to the ten leagues referred in All
Saints Royal Hospital’s Regimento, which corresponded to
a huge territory surrounding the city, both to the North
and to the south, with great problems of mobility,
worsened when it came to transportation and assistance
to the sick. We can only comprehend this dimension if
we consider that All Saints Royal Hospital’s intervention
was reserved for the surplus from care practised by the
municipal hospitals under the purview of the misericordias.
These areas were, in fact, covered by All Saints Royal

Hospital, which was obliged to receive and treat the sick,
and organize medical visits to those who could not go
to the hospital. In this same space, the Royal Hospital
maintained a functional relationship with the misericórdia
hospitals to ensure the hospitalization of patients
without assistance2.
Finally, in addition to these spaces near the city of
Lisbon, there was the remaining Kingdom that while not
covered by All Saints Royal Hospital’s mission was, in a
way, linked to the hospital with regard to internships and
training of surgeons, and for provincial physicians to
practice and learn, later creating a conflict with the
University of Coimbra over its legitimacy to certify
professional skills.

The Population
The population was composed of nobles, mechanics of
various professions, slaves, Jews, many foreigners,
beggars, women without a trade and many ecclesiastics,
both residing in convents and monasteries and at the
service of various institutions in the city. Most of the
workshops, more than ¾, overflowed out of the
traditional streets, where remained the most profitable
trades, such as jewellers, turners, cloth merchants,
saddlers and carpenters, shoemakers, and tailors3. This
overflow of the city limits also had as a consequence the
disorganization of industrial and commercial activities
and, of course, the planning of the territory whose
building amalgam even led to the demolition, during the
reign of D. Manuel I, of balconies to widen the streets.
Thus, aside from a small elite nucleus between Terreiro
do Paço and Rossio, the demographic environment
where All Saints Royal Hospital operated (in Rossio, near
the São Domingos monastery and the Court of the
Inquisition) was socially fragile and chaotic, making it
difficult to move resources for the supervision, care and
treatment of the sick (see in annex, a diagram with

Within the space of the Court there were several royal institutions, such as Casa da Suplicação; Mesa da Consciência e Ordens (jurisdiction over the hospitals); Desembargo do Paço [palace appellate
judge]; Juízo dos Feitos d’el Rei e da Coroa [Court of the feats of the King and Crown]; Casa dos Seguros [Insurance House]; Juízo da Alfândega [Customs Court]; Juízo da India, Mina e Guiné [Court
over India, Mina and Guine]; Court, Civil and Criminal Corregedores; Chief Chancellor of the Casa da Suplicação; Court Chancellor; Chancellor of the Realm; Judge over the Feats of the Crown
and Treasury; Ombudsman over Residues and Captives; Ombudsman over Orphans and Chapels; Court of the Mint; Judges of Orphans; Civil and Criminal ombudsmen; Council of the
Treasury; Council of the State; Court of the Holy Inquisition; Tribunal da Legacia [legacy court]; Casa dos Contos; Casa da Alfandega das Sete Casas [Customs House of the Seven Houses]; Casa da
India [India House]; Guiné and India Warehouses; Tribunal do Juízo dos Almotaceis (Casinha dos Almotaceis) [Court of the Inspectors]. A total of approximately three hundred royal senior officers.
Mobility and communication was supported by the chief postal officer with 12 horses and 30 footmen, while security belonged to an alcalde with 14 jailers, a Court jail (1 jailer
and 8 guards) and a city jail (1 jailer and 8 guards).
3
On the types of trades in the city, see Oliveira, 1804, pp. 235 et seq. The reappearance, in 1804, of the book by Friar Nicolau de Oliveira (1566-1634) would serve as a source
for many later works. The book appeared in 1620 and summarizes the organic and functional network of the Crown and Lisbon City Hall, see José Subtil (2017), the entries
“História das Instituições I - 1779-1884” and “História das Instituições II - 1885-1974”, in Dicionário de Historiadores Portugueses, (online).
2
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location of the Royal Hospital withdrawn from
Rodrigues, 1970, p. 115).

The resources
In the records and reports of All Saints Royal Hospital
there is no evidence of sporadic or continued treatment
of important players in the monarchy, who by tradition
would prefer private medicine or small private hospital
centres, depending on their economic power. Visiting a
Hospital was, in general, practised by the poor, lacking
proper food, comfort and care (in this regard, see the
works by Laurinda Abreu, especially Abreu, 1999).
Therefore, there is no reason to think that All Saints
Royal Hospital was a centre of excellence disputed by
the nobility and the elites, supporting a sociological
difference in sickness. In the records and reports of the
hospital’s activity there are no references to special
hospitalization areas, reserved for private care. If this had
occurred, we would be faced with the possibility of
differentiating
treatments
and
inventorying
hospitalization groups, diseases, healing success and, in
more serious cases, death and burial rituals. From what
is known about both the medical and hospitalization
protocols, the hospital was geared to deal with mass
access to health care and not with the particularity of
each user, especially with privileged groups. This was
undoubtedly one of the most striking aspects of the new
and grandiose hospital, akin incidentally to the best
foreign counterparts.
Despite the extinction of many small hospitals, there
were still many others such as Nossa Senhora da Luz,
Nossa Senhora da Vitória, Trindade, Corpo Santo,
Palmeiros and Espírito Santo dedicated, in large part, to
less qualified treatments and the practice of charity and
mercy. Located near the monarch’s residence, the
hospital allowed the court physicians and surgeons to
gain interest in the daily life of an unusual institution in
the Kingdom, both in size and available human
resources. We can, in a way, state that All Saints Royal
Hospital’s location conferred a spatial centrality that
made it a centre of major logistic activity and population
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movement, from the movement of patients and supply
of food, production and distribution of medication,
medical consults and burials, and religious rituals,
particularly during the masses celebrated in the beautiful
hospital church, attended by the sick, even when bed-ridden, and the general public.
However, hindering an exceptional evaluation of All
Saints Royal Hospital was the technology used in the
treatment of diseases, which continued poor, with
technical and scientific resources of a rudimentary
medicine, limited to the care prescribed in the wards, that
is, good food, rest and comfort for the soul and body.
Spending on food and comfort in the wards confirms
the absence of areas of specialized medicine and surgery,
thus accentuating the most traditional practices, the only
known at the time. Together with food, another
important device in the fight against disease was the care
put into cleaning the hospital, with the assignment of
various trades and sweepers, and in the sanitary
treatment of the city by six cleaning almotacés, two health
provedores (with scribe and meirinho [judicial officer]) who
organized the 29 cabeças de saúde, for each parish. In the
Port of Belém, where moored the boats visiting the city,
together with concerns for cleaning and sanitation, there
was a tighter surveillance to control contagion of
diseases and epidemics4.
The data on medical and botanical resources confirms
their scarcity and precariousness, notably the absence of
references to the cultivation of plants in the hospital or
city’s gardens, confirming the elimination of privileged
components in diet and cleaning, both in the city and All
Saints Royal Hospital. We have already noted the
importance of the City Council’s cleaning purview and
the valued expression of the group of almotacés, both for
their quantity and for the broad urban distribution.
In the whole city of Lisbon, there were about 40
surgeons and 60 doctors, a brotherhood (Santa Casa)
with 620 brothers to provide the most diverse services,
a tomb managed by 18 chaplains to ensure that burials
were done soon after the death of the sick. We have no
references to pharmacies or pharmacists nor to gardens,
although the first Regimento dos Boticários [rules of

The Belém Port was supervised by an ombudsman, scribe, meirinho and two armed men, and had the support of two towers, one at sea, another on land, as well as the
lazaretto in Trafaria for the quarantine of ships and infected populations.

4

procedure for pharmacists] was published in the late
15th century (1497) and reformed in 1572. In the list of
officers circulating in the city to support the hospital,
there were the cleaning almotacés; the health provedores; the
cabeças de saúde in each parish; orphan judges; civil and
criminal judges; the partidores, depositários and city works
ombudsmen.
As for All Saints Royal Hospital, according to the
Regimento (1504), in a structure of 52 offices
(administrative, religious, health and auxiliary),
approximately half were for health care: two physicians,
four surgeons and auxiliaries, four pharmacists and
assistants, thirteen senior and junior nurses, a barberbleeder and a cristaleira [woman who applied clysters].
The remaining staff included a huge variety of offices:
the gravedigger, dresser, clerk, treasurer, hospital judge,
chapel administrator, promoter, cook, porter, grocers,
women assistants, carver, farm men, washers, stewards
for purchases, foundling stewards, pantry steward, and
chapel organist.
In the late 16th century, despite the huge growth of
users, the restricted group of health officers did not
increase, including two physicians, three surgeons, three
male nurses, five nurses and a barber, but now with a
reinforcement of twelve young men (surgery
practitioners) and two new categories dedicated to health
care. The ward stewards, about a dozen, began to
manage the wards, a total of about thirteen, distributed
among five typologies: patients with wounds, patients
with various ailments, convalescents, bedridden and the
weak. Each ward, with an average length of 15 to 20
meters, had two rows of beds, or more as needed. The
total number of beds in the whole hospital may have
been 250 at maximum capacity, with the use of beds in
the corridors, in cramped wards or even in other hospital
dependencies (see “Do Hospital de todos os Sanctos que
se chama d’el Rey, e de seu edifício, grandeza, e gastos”,
Oliveira, 1804, pp. 118-136).
Another group of supporting players in the Hospital were
the brothers from the misericódia, a total of 128, who
served in the most diverse places, from attending the
hospitalized to food service, application of medical
prescriptions and night watch. This group was affected
after the hospital was incorporated within the governance
of the Santa Casa de Misericórdia of Lisbon (1564).
Finally, let us mention, as indicators, the overall expenses

at All Saints Royal Hospital. Approximately 35% of the
spending was on chickens, sheep, eggs, bread, sugar,
almonds, biscuits and wine and about 10% on cleaning
and supply of water, that is, almost half the hospital
budget was spent on food and cleaning. Only 12% of
spending was employed on wages for physicians,
surgeons, and nurses (4%) and in the pharmacy (8%).
An equivalent was spent with clerics, the celebration of
mass and the consumption of wax for religious rituals
(12%). The remainder of spending was related to the
wages of a variety of other hospital support offices
already mentioned, to logistical equipment, clothing,
beds, and laundry facilities. This budget outline confirms
everything that has been said about the performance of
All Saints Royal Hospital over the 16th century.

Conclusion
Let us now outline some of All Saints Royal Hospital’s
features, inherent to its functionality for about a century:
1 - The hospital never became a safeguard for health
tragedies, nor a reserve to attend to epidemics and
contagious diseases, pathologies related mainly to death
and not to the disease;
2 - Practically in the centre of the city, precisely in Rossio
Square - part of the northern core of the preferred
urban corridor beginning in Terreiro do Paço -, in
addition to the hospital services, All Saints Royal
Hospital was geared for social functions, as it was the
headquarters of the Casa dos Vinte e Quatro, which dealt
with health problems of workers;
3 - All Saints Royal Hospital continued to articulate with
other hospitals that did not have assistance capacity, both
within the city and outskirts;
4 - All Saints Royal Hospital’s was within the city’s most
densely populated area, following the criterion of
proximity, so the volume of user circulation multiplied
the problems of safety and internal regulation;
5 - All Saints Royal Hospital was also a health institution
dedicated to intervening in the Court’s territory and
neighbouring municipalities, which contributed to its
endogenous and exogenous centrality within the health
system;
6 - All Saints Royal Hospital’s availability to receive
interns, without academic training, created the most
significant aspect of its uniqueness, that is,
being a school hospital and thereby gaining
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prominence among the network of physicians

and surgeons. Later, with the professional certification
enabling the practice of medicine and surgery in
communities without médicos de partido [municipal
doctors], the hospital performed tasks not foreseen in
its Regimento;
7 - Located near the monarch and royal family’s
residence, where leaders of the kingdom’s health system
were recruited, All Saints Royal Hospital allowed the
royal doctors and surgeons to take an interest in their
experiences, thereby reinforcing the institution’s
centrality;
8 - There is no evidence All Saints Royal Hospital had a
large panoply of resources for the medical and surgical
treatment of the sick and ill. Hospital spending is
enlightening as to the resources used for treating the sick,
that is food, comfort in the wards, cleaning, cleanliness,
the quality of water and broths;
9 - There is also no evidence of hospital areas dedicated
to experimental treatments, although the distribution of
wards was according to symptomatic typologies: patients
with wounds, with symptoms of illness, patients in
convalescence, and patients under observation.
Supporting all of the above, we can say that the spatial
centrality of All Saints Royal Hospital; the size of the
population under treatment; the magnitude of the
implied daily logistic activities, from the movement of
patients, supply of food, production and distribution of
medication, consultations, as well as burials and religious
rites; the volume of its spending and revenue budgets;
the staff involved in its activity; and its uniqueness as a
training centre established All Saints Royal Hospital as
one of the monarchy’s institutions of reference
throughout the early modern period. The great novelty
of All Saints Royal Hospital was, therefore, the creation
of a large centre for the reception of patients, with a
concentration of material and human resources and,
above all, a new model of hospital work organization.

Fragment of pharmacy jar
Portuguese faience, Lisbon regional pottery
17th century
Well of SW cloister
Max. height 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/ [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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The royal initiatives of kings D. João II and D. Manuel,
supported by the papal bulls of Sixtus IV (1479) and
Innocent VIII (1485), fostered the unification of small
houses that provided assistance, along with their
incomes, with other larger and more operational houses.
This action was decisive not only towards establishing
All Saints Royal Hospital in Lisbon, but to reorganizing
the entire assistance system and national hospital policy.

hospitals, shelters, hospices and any other assistance
houses into adequate buildings, pre-existent or newly
built, that were more suitable for healing the sick, and
that would operate according to Regimentos [rules of
procedure] based on the All Saints Hospital matrix,
which normalized hospital service.

In reality, the first charitable and economic objective of
this measure was largely exceeded, because the large
Lisbon hospital became the cornerstone of an innovative
architectural and functional model and inaugurated the
concept of general or central hospital, leveraging the
continuation of this action throughout the country,
standardizing procedures that sought better organization
and profitability, under secular administration, and also
giving rise to medical teaching in hospitals.

The centralizing action carried out in Santarém, from
1499, selected two aggregating poles for the 14 small
assistance establishments: the Hospital of Santa Maria
de Palhais and the Hospital of Jesus Christ. The latter
would dominate the annexation. Founded in 1426 by
João Afonso, in a palace he had donated, it was located
in the city centre and its mode of operation stood out.
The 1518 Regimento provided aid to the poor and sick,
male and female, housed in separate wards facing open
courtyards. The broad frontal façade was centred around
the church, rebuilt in the mid-17th century.

While the walls of the new Hospital were being erected
in the capital, King Manuel, the Fortunate, managed to
obtain from Pope Alexander VI, in 1499 and 1501, not
only his renewed agreement with this project, but also
confirmation that other villages and towns in the
kingdom could merge their modest and outdated

Construction of the Royal Hospital of Coimbra took
place in 1504, in one of the city’s main squares. It was
endowed with a Regimento in 1508 and 1510, and an
ombudsman. Until 1588, it was expanded with
the incomes and equipment of the shelters and
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old hospitals of the city and nearby villages,

such as Montemor-o-Velho, Tentúgal, Cantanhede and
Pereira. By order of King D. João III, the administration
was handed to the Canons of S. João Evangelista.
The professors and students from the Faculty of
Medicine, from the Prima, Tertia and Avicenna classes,
visited the existing wards for men and women, wounded,
ill and surgeries, accompanied by the administrator and
nurses who wrote down the prescriptions to be prepared
by the pharmacists. Patients who came to the hospital
were evaluated in another room. This was a site for
practicing medicine and anatomy, until the creation of
the University Hospital in 1772. There was a chapel, casa
do despacho [meeting hall], dining hall, shelter, house for
“wandering beggars”, kitchen, pantry, cellar, and
pharmacy, since 1548.
Founded by King João I, in 1492, the Hospital do Espírito
Santo of Évora gathered 12 shelters and small hospitals.
Between 1499 and 1505, a new and larger building was
built receiving the previous hospital, which maintained
the same designation, now qualified as Royal. The
hospital dependencies, flanking the church, were
arranged around several courtyards: a total of five
buildings with windowed façades illuminating
rectangular vaulted wards, with corridors that allowed
circulation between the different spaces, some
compartmentalized with panelling. Demonstrating a
concern with accessibility, the stairs were changed to
improve communication and facilitate the administration
of the sacrament, food, and medicine to the sick.
A different situation was that of the so-called Hospital
Grande [Large Hospital] of Nossa Senhora da Piedade of
Beja, founded by D. Manuel while he was still Duke, in
1490, continuing his father’s initiative. This was followed
by the annexation of three small local assistance houses.
The documentation proves the existence of construction
during the 1st decade of the 16th century and the
provision of alms, assets and equipment, and its
Regimento in 1511.
Located in the city centre, its houses, dependencies, and
chapel were arranged in a square. There were two floors,
with a balcony over an archway, circulating around a
wooden cloister with cistern. The wards or dormitories,
divided between sick men and women, were
on the upper floors, with windows. There
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were also houses for the doctor, nurse,

pharmacist, and chaplain. On the ground floor, there
were spaces to house pilgrims and the poor, in a vaulted
dependence of two naves, later transformed into a ward,
barns, stable, and foundling house. The entrance was
through a reception, which would later house the
pharmacy.
Hospital reform also took place in smaller urban centres,
such as Setúbal, where a 1501 Royal Charter determined
that several chapels and private hospitals unite with
Espírito Santo Hospital, because it was larger and more
fit: a house with stone floors, illuminated by large
windows, and having seven beds.
In Braga, the Hospital of São Marcos, built in
1520 by initiative of the canon Diogo Gonçalves,
incorporated the local assistance institutions that existed
at the time: three small hospitals, a leprosarium and two
confraternities.
In other cities, such as Porto, the local Misericórdias
[houses of mercy] centralized the hospital services. In
1502, King D. Manuel tried to create a large hospital,
incorporating others and their incomes in a space in the
city, with a design approved by the King. The cost of
construction involved the imposition of taxes on meat
and wine, as had occurred in other localities, however
they were not accepted here, nor was the proposed finta
[municipal tax] ever charged, leaving the work undone.
In 1521, the King handed the administration of the
municipal hospitals of Rocamador, Santa Clara and
Cima da Vila to the Misericórdia. These were modest
stone houses with beds. The former had four private
rooms for wealthy people, but all were dedicated to
harbouring the poor and travellers. The Misericórdia
began healing the sick, overcoming the lack of a central
hospital, supported by a medical staff. Only in 1584,
following a large legacy left to the Santa Casa da
Misericórdia of Porto by D. Lopo de Almeida, was a new
and large hospital in Porto finally built.
In Leiria, the Misericórdia also gathered the small local
hospitals into a new building, built in 1632.
All Saints Hospital embodied the first transformation,
thus laying the foundation for the great hospitals of the
16th century, with cruciform layout or a single courtyard,
with surrounding dependencies; the presence of a

religious building; multiple wards, for men and women,
dedicated to various types of disease, well ventilated and
lit by numerous and large openings; the articulation of
several spaces by means of galleries and functional
staircases; and kitchens and other dependencies, taking

advantage of the ground floors; pharmacy; entrance or
reception room to evaluate the patients; and rooms or
homes for the medical staff and assistants. The
typological, functional, and procedural model was
obviously the pioneering Royal Hospital of Lisbon.
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Founded long ago in the late 15th century, All Saints
Hospital and the Misericórdia [House of Mercy] of Lisbon
were united on June 27, 1564, after the confraternity
accepted the invitation from the kingdom’s regent,
Cardinal Infante D. Henrique, to govern his “esprital de
todos os sanctos da dita cidade como convem ao serviço
de nosso Senhor e ao meu” [All Saints Hospital in said
city as befits the service of our Lord and mine] (Pereira,
1998, p. 252). Two centuries later, on January 31, 1775,
secretary of state of the kingdom Sebastião José de
Carvalho e Melo, the future Count of Oeiras and
Marquis of Pombal, proclaimed the “restauração e nova
fundação da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa e dos
hospitais dos enfermos e inocentes expostos”
[restoration and new foundation of the Lisbon
Misericórdia and of the hospitals for the sick and
foundlings] (ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376,
f. 16), imprinting his mark of reform upon the two
institutions that continued to dominate relief work in the
country, by then symbolically installed in the buildings
of the Society of Jesus: the church and house of São
Roque and the College of Santo Antão-o-Novo.
The new stage in the life of the hospital and Misericórdia
had been set to coincide with the beginning of the year

according to the secretary of state’s wishes, beginning
with the transfer of the sick from All Saints to Santo
Antão, but it was postponed until April due to delays in
the works (ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376,
fs. 79-79v.; Hospital de São José, Livro 944, n.º 5).
However, it was not in fact a reunification, as suggested
by Victor Ribeiro (Ribeiro, 1998, p. 124), because the
confraternity had not been dispossessed of the hospital.
Rather, it was a decisive moment in a transformation
underway since the 1755 earthquake, a project completed
the following November, with the abolition of the
Misericórdia of Lisbon’s 1618 constitution.
In this article, we intend to reflect on the evolving
relationship between All Saints Hospital and the
Misericórdia of Lisbon during the government of
Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo as secretary of state
of the kingdom. At a time characterized by state control,
we intend to outline the secretary of state’s policies
regarding these two institutions and evaluate their
effectiveness. To this end, we use some information from
previous studies (Abreu, 2013, pp. 28-43) on the financial
organization of the new relief structure that
dictated the end of All Saints and, in light of
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reanalyse the Breve Memorial [Brief Memoir] by the chief
nurse, Jorge Francisco Machado de Mendonça Eça
Castro Vasconcelos and Magalhães (Mendonça, 1761).

A transitional government
Following the earthquake of November 1, 1755, All
Saints Hospital, still recovering from the serious damage
caused by the fire that had broken out on its premises in
August 1750, returned to the crown’s direct
administration. It was not a question of depriving the
Lisbon Misericórdia of its rights over the hospital, but
rather of confronting the emergency created by the
catastrophic scenario1, which had also affected the
confraternity with the loss of its facilities. The secretary
of state of the kingdom ordered measures be taken to
care for the sick and repair the building. In May of the
following year, he also ordered that some of the patients
who had been scattered around the city return to the
hospital (Lisboa, p. 11; Carmona, 1954, p. 257). That
same year of 1756, Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo
appointed a new board for the Lisbon Misericórdia,
suspending elections among peers; this act was seen as
interference in the life of the confraternity, something
that was also occurring in other institutions, and not only
relief institutions (Lopes et Paiva, 2008, pp. 7-36). To the
post of provedor [administrator] of the Lisbon Misericórdia,
the secretary of state appointed D. Lourenço Filipe
Mendonça e Moura, Count of Vale de Reis, who had
already held the office in 1752/1753 (Serrão, 1998,
pp. 672-673).
Under the government’s guidance, the Misericórdia of
Lisbon sought to restore its own routines and those of
All Saints Hospital by recruiting doctors, surgeons, and
several other employees, and ensuring the maintenance
of centuries-old privileges, which were being reclaimed
by the hospital workers, among many other actions2.
In early July 1758, the hospital received D. Jorge
Francisco Machado de Mendonça Eça Castro
Vasconcelos e Magalhães as treasurer and simultaneously
chief nurse, that is, responsible for the institution’s
operations. The appointment of a chief nurse was an

Analysis of the documentary records kept in the hospital
archive and of the edicts and orders compiled in the
Breve Memorial - addressed by D. Jorge de Mendonça on
October 18, 1759, to the newly appointed Count of
Oeiras, providing a detailed explanation of his
performance as chief nurse - reveals an energetic man
who, a few days after he took office, began to introduce
a large number of norms and regulations covering the
provision of services, administrative organisation and
control of the hospital’s assets: in general, caring for the
sick, the dying, the dead and their souls; the work of the
staff, including the religious and the merceeiras [devout
laywomen] housed in the hospital, their recruitment
and/or replacement; the management of the different
areas of the building; the control of costs, particularly
those associated with the kitchen; the provision and
quality of secretarial services; the privileges of certain
persons regarding the acquisition of meat by the
hospital’s victualler; the recovery of embezzled assets
and the collection of rents; and, above all, the seizure
of debtors’ assets, be they farmers or administrators of
unfulfilled pious bequests.
Prominent in the Breve Memorial is the laudatory tone
used to describe the work done - as if D. Jorge de
Mendonça had ruled over burnt land, literally - and fierce
criticism of the Lisbon Misericórdia, which he sees as
solely responsible for the hospital’s disarray. Alongside
his self-congratulation, he equally fiercely censured the

As amply demonstrated by António Pacheco (2008), following the work of Gustavo de Matos Sequeira in 1967, among others, the documentation from All Saints Hospital’s
archive does not confirm the idea that the building was completely destroyed on November 1, 1755.
2
The first provision we have found from the board of the Misericórdia after the earthquake - to recruit an official (a doctor) - dates from February 28, 1756 (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 943, f. 15).
1
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exceptional situation but foreseen in the Misericórdia’s
1618 constitution for when the confraternity’s
administrator (who governed the hospital) could not
reside in the hospital. In such cases, the chief nurse was
to report weekly to the board of the Misericórdia
“do estado das cousas que tem a seu cargo” [on the state
of things in his charge] (Serrão, 1998, p. 672). In this
context, it is not particularly significant that D. Jorge de
Mendonça was not a Misericórdia brother nor a member
of its governing bodies, as stipulated in the 1618
constitution, considering the secretary of state acted in
the same manner regarding the confraternity, although
in this case he forced the confraternity to admit the
board members he had chosen as brothers.

absence of administrative records relating to the large
inheritance of Francisco Pinheiro, a bulk merchant who
died in 1749 and whose will, according to the
instructions received, should have been executed by the
Misericórdia’s administrator, the 5th Count of Valadares,
in April of the following year3; however, he ignores the
effects of the 1750 fire and the 1755 earthquake, as well
as the complexity inherent in the execution of wills. With
the same vehemence, he also criticized the fact that the
hospital took in prisoners, a decision by the secretary of
state himself in January 1755 (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 943, fs. 8-8v.)4. Bluntly, he suggested
the Misericórdia’s removal, stating “não ser justo que o
thesoureiro tendo todo o trabalho, ao provedor da
misericordia se lhe agradeção as victorias e pela sua mão
sejão administradas as regalias do mesmo hospital” [it is
not fair that the treasurer has all the work, but the
administrator of the house of mercy is thanked for all
the victories, while his hand administers that same
hospital’s privileges] (Mendonça, 1761, p. 23).
However, the accusation that he had found the hospital
“sem formulário ou regimento para a sua governança,
por quanto querendo-me eu reger por elle, não só nem
sombras achei mas menos aresto e forma de governo
dos meus antecessores” [without a model or statute for
its governance, such that when I wished to govern by it,
not only did I find no shadow of it but much less any
precedent or form of government by my predecessors]
(Mendonça, 1761, p. 23) is not confirmed by the
institution’s archives, which indicate no discontinuity
between his decisions (until 1760, when he opted for
separate bookkeeping) and the governing acts of his
predecessors. In fact, the archive’s preservation is
attested by an order from the secretary of state of the
kingdom, on May 7, 1756, that the clerks of the court
of orphans and chantries extract all necessary certificates
from the hospital’s books to reconstitute said court’s
records, which had been destroyed by the earthquake
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, cx. 274, mç. 2, n.º 71).
In addition, most of the regulations for the various
services and functions that he had signed (in the form

of edicts) reproduce, in abbreviated form, previous
statutes (1632, in most cases), or even the hospital’s first
statute, dated 1504. This does not undermine the
importance of D. Jorge de Mendonça’s work in restoring
normality in the hospital’s operations and correcting the
existing disarray, but merely places his discourse into
perspective according to its purposes.
Albeit without known documentary support, we
hypothesize that in this period there were considerable
tensions between the chief nurse and the board of the
Lisbon Misericórdia, which, although it played little part
in daily management, continued to present itself as the
“Mesa da Santa Casa da Misericordia d’esta corte,
Hospital de Todos os Santos and Real Casa dos
Expostos” [Board of the Holy House of Mercy of this
royal capital, All Saints Hospital and the Royal House of
Foundlings] (Ribeiro, 1998, p. 123) and to deal with the
hospital’s treasurers, dispatching various matters relating
to its doctors, religious, tenants, and others (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, cx. 390, mç. 1, n.º 40)5.
D. Jorge de Mendonça’s proposal to remove All Saints
Hospital from under the tutelage of the Lisbon
Misericórdia was not welcomed by the Count of Oeiras.
Indeed, from 1765, he began to strengthen the ties
between the two institutions, reaffirming the Misericórdia’s
authority over the hospital and the crown’s over both
institutions6. After nine years at the head of the
Misericórdia7, the Count of Vale de Reis was replaced by
D. José de Vasconcelos e Sousa da Câmara. On May 23,
1766, the Count of Oeiras selected from the
confraternity’s new board D. José Luís de Meneses
Castelo Branco, 6th Count of Valadares, to assume the
office of chief nurse at All Saints Hospital, terminating
the administration of D. Jorge de Mendonça (Serrão,
1998, p. 223)8. The return of the House of Valadares to
the hospital’s administration and the inclusion, by Royal
Order, of its top administrators on the Misericórdias’s
board - as in the case of Luís Diogo Lobo da Silva
(Serrão, 1998, pp. 244-246)9 - or merely as confraternity
brothers - for example, Félix Teixeira de Matos was

The document handing over the movable assets and papers belonging to the Confraternity of Nossa Senhora da Doutrina, the first executor of Francisco Pinheiro’s will, only dates back to
April 14, 1750; the document relinquishing the inheritance is dated November 19, 1751. The different phases of this case can be found in ANTT, Hospital de São José, cx. 274, mç. 2, n.º 69A.
4
D. Jorge de Mendonça also received the same order from the secretary of state of the kingdom in 1759, as stated in the same book, f. 47v.
5
Also edicts from the Misericórdia’s board during the government of D. Jorge de Mendonça in mç. 1, n.º 39; mç. 1, 41 and 42.
6
The appointment on August 1, 1765, of a special judge for cases involving the two institutions may be understood in this context. ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376, f. 1v.
7
Changes to this administrator’s governing team were sporadic, most often due to the death of a board member. Serrão, 1998, p. 223.
8
The new chief nurse appointed in May 1768, Nuno José da Cunha de Ataíde, also came from the Misericórdia’s board.
3
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appointed clerk to the hospital treasury and brother on
June 21 - demonstrated the strength of the power
relations still in force, which the Count of Oeiras
manipulated at his pleasure, while they may have escaped
D. Jorge de Mendonça.

The Misericórdia’s assets at the service
of the Hospital
Mandated by the Misericórdia’s board with only admitting
to the Hospital individuals put forward by the
confraternity (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 943,
f. 72v.), the Count of Valadares started his work as chief
nurse by renewing contracts, and firing and hiring staff,
a ritual his predecessor had also performed in 1758 and,
long before him, the Misericórdia in 1564, when it took
over All Saints Hospital from the Lóios.
The strengthening of the ties between the hospital and
the confraternity and the adoption of the same
management practices and mechanisms coincided with
changes to the inheritance law and the de-amortization
and de-linkage of assets. This may have been a strategy
so the country’s main relief institutions could have a
coordinated response to the impacts of the new legal
framework. It was also a response to the greater control
exerted over the two institutions’ assets by men trusted
by the secretary of state of the kingdom, and it enabled
the projects he had in mind, as confirmed by the
donation of the church and house of S. Roque to the
Misericórdia (February 8, 1768) and, the following year
(September 26, 1769), of the College of Santo Antão,
to “se estabelecer o hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos”
[establish the Royal All Saints Hospital] there10.
The Marquis of Pombal, acting through the Misericórdia
administrators, conducted the works that led to the
closure of All Saints Hospital. With the donation of the
College of Santo Antão, the administrator also received
the plans to transform its premises into a hospital, with

instructions on the procedures to be followed and the
materials to be used (ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro
376, f. 16),11 together with documents for splitting up the
All Saints Hospital lands and the order to have them
finalized and sold and the proceeds invested in the new
hospital (ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376, fs. 1818v.; AHSCML, Aviso Régio, 1769 September 27,
PT-SCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/023).
What stands out in the documentation is the fact that the
conversion of the former College of Santo Antão did not
take place as quickly as the secretary of state expected,
since on several occasions he complained to the
Misericórdia’s administrator. In one of these letters,
dated August 16, 1771, he reminded him of the
monarch’s interest in completing the works before
winter arrived, thus avoiding the damage it could
cause to the timbers. He promised to make available the
money needed for the rapid progress of the works
(AHSCML, Aviso Régio, 1771 August 16, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/030). Analysis of the
Marquis of Pombal’s generous offer demonstrates he used
the Misericórdia’s capital to finance the hospital by imposing
a loan of 10,667$220 reis at an interest rate of 5%12.
By a royal notice of May 8, 1772, the hospital collected
another 2 246$862 reis (half of the money was taken
from the Board of Administration of the Diamond
Coffer, a legacy left by Lourenço Amorim da Costa
for the restoration works on All Saints after the 1750
fire13 - AHSCML, Aviso Régio, 1772 May 8, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/01/152), which must have
provided the venture with some relief but was quickly
spent. In the second half of 1774, the project gained
new momentum: between July 21 and October 20,
a sum of 11 220$327 was allocated to it from the
assets of the defunct confraternities of Nossa Senhora
da Doutrina, Nossa Senhora da Boa Morte,
Jesus Maria José and the Casa Professa de São Roque
(AHSCML, Ofícios da Secretaria de Estado dos
Negócios do Reino, 1774 July 21 and October 20,

As discussed elsewhere, the renewal of the Misericórdia’s board and brothers in the context of the trial of the Puritans, conducted by the secretary of state of the kingdom, has yet to be analysed.
“Doação irrevogável ao Hospital Real de Todos os Santos da Igreja e Colégio de Santo Antão com a sua Cerca” [Irrevocable donation to All Saints Royal Hospital of the Church and
College of Santo Antão and its precinct], ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376, f. 19v. As is well known, these donations had been preceded by the donation to the hospital, in March 1760,
of the pharmacy and other assets belonging to the College of Santo Antão. ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 943, f. 71.
11
On the day the Misericórdia received notice of the donation of the College of Santo Antão (September 27), the Board of Commerce had been informed that it should give
one of the lime kilns it had on the beach of Paço de Arcos “ao sargento-Mor da Infantaria, com experiência de engenheiro” [to the sergeant major of the infantry, with
experience as an engineer], José Monteiro de Carvalho, director of works of the Royal Hospital. ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 376, f. 19.
12
The hospital was also promised bequests made with no purpose specified by the testators and funds from the sale of terms, which did not translate into immediate liquidity.
13
The other half, according to the Royal notice, was to be invested in the Misericórdia.
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PT-SCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/037 and 38). In late
December, Pombal ordered the Misericórdia’s
administrator to transfer the sick during January from
All Saints to the College of Santo Antão, which had for
some time been known as the Hospital of S. José. As the
project coffers were already empty, he resorted once
again to the Misericórdia’s money, determining that
6 million reis of the royal interest that the confraternity
had in its portfolio be invested in the new
hospital (AHSCML, Ofício da Secretaria de Estado dos
Negócios do Reino, 1774 September 23, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/039). On January 14,
1775, with the sick still in All Saints, Pombal again
pressed the administrator and asked him for a list with
the number of mattresses, sheets and blankets needed
for the move. In a separate letter, he asked him how
much he needed to perform the task. The administrator’s
answer - 48 800$000 reis, an amount the hospital did not
have, but which that same day Pombal ordered
be withdrawn as a loan from the Misericórdia’s
coffers (AHSCML, Aviso Régio, 1775 January 14,
PT-SCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/042) - may have
precipitated the events in the second half of the month,
culminating in the aforementioned Restauração e Nova
Fundação da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa
[Restoration and New Foundation of the Holy House
of Mercy of Lisbon], dated January 31.
The plan to solve the new hospital’s financial problems
was based on the creation of an “unica massa ou acervo
comum para que comprehenda as receitas e as despezas
de tudo o que for pertencente á referida massa” [single
mass or common fund to cover the revenues and
expenses of everything belonging to said mass] including
the Misericórdia’s incomes, those of the foundling hospital
(united with the Misericórdia by the decree of January 4,
1768, ending the duplication of management and
financial costs which had arisen within the brotherhood
in 1657) (Abreu, 2013, p. 31) and those of the “hospital
dos enfermos” [hospital for the sick] (Lopes et Paiva,
2008, pp. 419-423): a total of 93 320$416 réis. The
secretary of state also abolished the hospital’s debt of
49 306$102 réis to the confraternity, arguing that 25
991$070 réis corresponded to the value of the bequests

to be fulfilled by the two institutions, which he took as
cancelled (even before the Pope had announced his
decision regarding the request to eliminate said bequests
and reduce the Misericórdia’s chantries from 124 to only
24, which would only happen with the papal bulls of
June and July 1775), and that 16 444$732 réis represented
amounts recovered by the Misericórdia from capital
invested with interest, which in the future was to be
converted into fixed-interest royal bonds. Also reserved
for the sick and foundlings was the revenue from the sale
of silver and jewellery from the confraternities of
S. Roque. For abandoned children, there was also an
increase in the contribution from the Lisbon City
Council from 600$000 réis annually to 2 000$000 réis, as
well as sums imposed by the Casa da Suplicação [Court of
Petitions] and a new tribute of 10 réis paid by each
person who received sacraments in the capital and its
outskirts (Abreu, 2013, pp. 34-35).
Although the secretary of state of the kingdom had not
forgotten the Misericórdia - which collected the assets of
the confraternities erected in the House of São Roque,
worth more than 306 million réis, and, also on that same
day of January 31, 1775, became entitled to receive a
wider range of inheritances and donations, which had
been limited by the inheritance laws of the 1760s - its
assets now had to cover any mishaps that might occur
with the hospital’s finances and the more than likely
increase in expenses14. By a royal notice of August 30,
the Misericórdia received orders to transfer 3 711$358 réis
monthly from its general coffer to that of the São José
Hospital (AHSCML, Aviso Régio, 1775 August 30, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/058), an amount of
almost 45 million réis per year. Examination of the
hospital’s total annual revenues and expenses showed
they were roughly balanced at values that had exceeded
20 million réis since the 1720s (Ramos, 2019), and almost
40 million under D. Jorge de Mendonça, who had
managed to recover overdue rents15. However, budgetary
compliance in this type of institution is known to have
been more administrative than real, a situation evidenced,
in the case of the hospital, by the debt of almost
50 million réis to the Misericórdia.

On 2 March, control over the Misericórdia became even tighter, as the Marquis of Pombal ordered the judge of grievances, Manuel Nicolau Esteves Negrão, to provisionally
attend all the sessions of the Misericórdia’s board.
15
In the financial years from 1786 to 1788, the income and expenses of the Hospital of São José already stood at 91,819$717 réis and 86,780$641 réis, respectively. In the year
1789/90, they rose to 102,872$972 réis. Biblioteca da Ajuda, Balanços de receita e despesa no Hospital Real de S. José, Lisboa, 54-XI-15, n.º 5 and n.º 58.
14
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On November 17, 1775, the Misericórdia’s administrator
received from the Marquis of Pombal the news of the
king’s decision to abolish its 1618 constitution, together
with an order to establish “regimentos economicos para
o governo do novo Hospital Real de São Joseph e para
os outros hospitaes dos expostos e entrevados, para a
contadoria e secretaria e para os capelaens e obrigaçoens
da Igreja e mais encargos do expediente da mesma
mizericordia” [financial regulations for the management
of the new Royal Hospital of St. Joseph and the other
hospitals for foundlings and the incapacitated, for the
accounting and secretarial offices, and for the chaplains
and obligations of the church and other charges in the
running of said house of mercy] (Abreu, 2013, p. 37):
twenty years after the earthquake, the changes marked
out at the time had been completed. Some of them were
short lived: after Pombal’s government fell, the
Misericórdia of Lisbon managed to restore its 1618
constitution, through the decree of November 18, 1779;
and in 1782, its revenue was separated from the
hospital’s, a decision that the Crown would reverse by
the decree of July 3, 1790, and annul again on February
4, 1801 (ANTT, Ministério do Reino, Livro 376, fs. 29v.-

30, n.º I). The Misericórdia’s vigorous opposition to having
to share the revenues from unfulfilled pious bequests,
which favoured the hospital over the confraternity - a
change that occurred in the reign of D. Maria I (Abreu,
2013, pp. 38-40) - shows an institution jealous of its
assets and unwilling to take risks.
In conclusion, the documentary evidence indicates a
continuity of Sebastião José de Carvalho and Melo’s
government actions regarding All Saints Hospital and
the Lisbon Misericórdia and the objective of consolidating
state control over both. In this perspective, the period
from 1758 to 1766, in which D. Jorge de Mendonça was
the hospital’s chief nurse, no longer seems as important
for reform as it has been considered in the past. Here it
is seen as a time of transition in a process that would be
completed in 1775, a point in time that is symbolically
marked by the donation to the Senate of Lisbon
City Council, on November 23, 1775, of part of the
land of the former All Saints Hospital, on condition
that a fruit and vegetable market be installed there
(AHSCML, Decreto, 1775 November 23, PTSCMLSB/SCML/CR/02/02/063).
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| RIBEIRO, Victor (1998) [1902] - A Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa: subsídios para a sua história, ed. fac-similada, Lisboa: Academia
das Ciências | SEQUEIRA, Gustavo de Matos (1967) [1916] – Depois do terramoto - subsídios para a história dos bairros ocidentais de Lisboa,
vol. I. Lisboa: Academia das Ciências de Lisboa | SERRÃO, Joaquim Veríssimo (1998) - A Misericórdia de Lisboa. Lisboa: Livros
Horizonte.
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“…. Tem primeiro lugar o Hospital de todos os Santos da cidade de Lisboa, hum dos mais celebres
e famosos da Europa. Foi invento acertadíssimo del-Rey D. João o II porque considerando, que
havia em Lisboa muito hospitais dedicados a differentes Santos, e com differentes administradores,
e para differentes enfermidades, se resolveo em redusir todos a hum, entendendo, que se fazia por
este modo mais certa a boa administração da fazenda, reduzido a menos mãos o manejo della, e
mais seguro e fervoroso o exercicio da caridade…1” [All Saints Hospital in the city of Lisbon is first
among the most celebrated and famous of Europe. The right invention by King D. João II,
considering there were in Lisbon many hospitals dedicated to different Saints and with different
administrators and for different diseases, to reduce them all to one, to best manage the treasury,
reduce management to fewer hands, and exercise charity with greater safety and fervour...]
Father Francisco de Santa Maria, CSJE
1

Santa Maria, 1697,p. 279. An official chronical of the Congregation of São João Evangelista (CSJE).

Medieval and early modern hospitals should be
understood as multi-faceted entities, where the deep
connection to the Christian religious universe is no small
matter, with foundations in the theological idea of good
works, sources of merit in the complex network of the

economy of salvation2, but also in processes of
representation of power and social regulation that go
beyond them.
There are two clear examples of this connection in the

Santa Maria, 1697, p. 279. An official chronical of the Congregation of São João Evangelista (CSJE).
Economy of salvation is the patristic term associated with the Pauline idea of economy of mystery, God’s plan for humanity, which includes the mystery of divine incarnation, at the
heart of the plan to save humanity. In this sense, the economy of salvation is the means by which the divinity proposes the salvation of humanity, and by approximation the
means used by humanity to perfect itself and follow the path to salvation. Thus, the practice of good works - which in the Catholic tradition is on par with faith as condition
for salvation - is part of this process of Economy of Salvation. Cf. Catecismo da Igreja Católica, 1993: §1066.
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very structure of the institutions: the religious nature of
the foundations3 and their forms of administration4; and
the devotional dominion of the founders, present in the
hospital’s dedication to one or several religious
invocations, of which All Saints Royal Hospital is the
ultimate example, amalgamating the titles of the various
hospitals in a large pan-hagios5.

middle decades of the 16th century, was the result of the
Lóios’ presence in the court circles of the House of
Aviz, namely during kings D. Manuel I and D. João III.
It was also the Crown’s recognition of this
Congregation’s reformist charisma, and the Crown’s view
of these religious as upright and capable for the royal
service (Falcão, 2018, ch. 4.2).

The administration of All Saints Hospital by the Secular
Canons of S. João Evangelista (the Lóios Priests6) is one
example of administration by religious institutions,
however in a different dimension from those that
preceded it or its contemporaries.

The Lóios became the choice for hospital administration
precisely because of their work in All Saints Hospital.
On March 8, 1530, King D. João III issued a charter that
hands the Hospital administration to the Lóios, as its
management was careless. The king gave the General of
the Lóios and the Congregation’s general chapter the
power to appoint, among its canons, those most suitable
to exercise the Hospital administration (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 940, f. 147). This was an important
act, when the Crown abdicated the direct appointment
of the provedor [ombudsman], delegating the choice and
function to the Lóios. In a society of privilege, it is
significant that the Crown abdicated the possibility of
distributing one further favour to the court circle, in the
form of provedor of the kingdom’s main hospital.

While there are religious orders whose charisma was
hospital care7, the same cannot be said of the Lóios,
whose way of life was based on a liturgical life. One
naturally wonders what was the Lóios hospital
administration and why were they chosen by the Crown
for this role.
As I opportunely indicated, “assistance by the Lóios
would be limited to a very specific field, that of hospital
administration, which leads us to see them, without
unforgivable anachronism, as one of the first structured
forms of multiple hospital administration found in
Portugal” (Falcão, 2018, p. 270).
Since the reign of D. João III, the Lóios administered
some of the most relevant Portuguese hospitals: the
royal hospitals of Lisbon, Coimbra, Santarém, Évora,
Caldas da Rainha, Montemor-o-Novo, Vimieiro and
Castanheira; as well as the hospitals of the House of
Bragança of Arraiolos and Portel. Most returned to the
crown during the regency of Cardinal D. Henrique, but
some stay with the Lóios until the 18th century or even
until 1834.
This role in hospital administration, relevant during the

The results of the new administration were positive,
otherwise we could not understand why the
administration of other hospitals were given to the
Lóios. A letter from the Duke of Bragança, D. Teodósio,
asking the congregation to accept one of his hospitals,
demonstrates how in 1541 (11 years after handing over
All Saints Hospital), the role of the Canons as hospital
administrators was cemented among the elite of
Portuguese society (ANTT, Cónegos de S. João
Evangelista, Hospital de S. João de Portel, Livro 1, f. 25)8.
Although our knowledge about the three decades of
Lóios administration at All Saints Hospital is reduced
and requires further study, some data have emerged from
the documentation. This informs us that the position of

In the form of pious legacies, that is, foundations that offer the founders two types of benefits: masses for their soul (including the budget for the economy of salvation) and the preservation
and promotion post-mortem of their memory. For an overview of the pious legacies, see Gomes, 2001, pp. 69 and 70.
4
Note that in medieval and early modern times, hospital administrations were generally handed over to religious institutions: either the religious orders and congregations (of which the Lóios
are an example), or the lay fraternities of religious nature (as the fraternities of the Misericórdia). For an overview of assistance in Portugal, see the articles by Tavares, 2000 and Sá, 2000.
5
All Saints (from the conjunction of the Greek words pan (all) and hagios (saints). The expression is used as counterpoint to its antonym, much more commonly used in the Portuguese
language, pandemonium, which from an etymological meaning of group of demons has become synonymous with confusion, perturbation. The Lóios chronicler explains King D. João II’s
choice to invoke All Saints “...unindo assim os titulos dos mesmos hospitaes, que ajuntava, e multiplicandolhe novos protectores sem offensa dos antigos.” [thereby uniting the titles of the
hospitals it was joining and multiplying new protectors, without offending the old], cf. Santa Maria, op. cit.
6
This common designation of Lóios Priests is not institutional in origin, but was institutionalized by habit, and stems precisely from the fact the Canons of São João Evangelista had their
first home in Lisbon, in the hospital of Saints Paulo, Clemente and Elói, founded as a pious legacy by D. Domingos Jardo, Bishop of Évora and Lisboa and Chancellor of
D. Dinis. On this designation and about the hospital of Santo Elói, see Pina, 2011 and Falcão, 2018.
7
In the medieval period, the Order of S. João do Hospital (known today as the Order of Malta) or in the early modern period, the Hospitallers of S. João de Deus. Cf. Costa,
2000 and Filipe, 2000.
8
Document transcribed in annex in Falcão, 2018, p. 355 and 356. The Duke expressly mentions the activity of the Lóios in the hospital administration.
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provedor was initially filled according to the logic of
Congregation life, that is, as with the other Congregation
positions the administrators were regularly changed by
election in the General Chapter of the Lóios, under the
precept of triennial alternation of positions9.
This reality, which adapted the hospital administration
to the Congregation’s organization, led the All Saints
Hospital’s officers to complain to the King, in May 1544,
about the effects of the changes in management (ANTT,
Corpo Cronológico, Parte I, mç. 74, n.º 96). This petition
immediately preceded the General Chapter of the Lóios
that should elect the hospital provedor replacing Luís da
Conceição, who in 1541 replaced João de Santiago, and
who was an experienced manager, having managed the
Caldas Hospital in the triennium of 1538-1541 (ANTT,
Manuscritos da Livraria, n.º 186, see the elections of
1538 and 1544).
King D. João III was sensitive to the arguments of good
hospital management and would require from the Lóios
rector-general that the All Saints Hospital’s provedor and
almoxarife [administrator] not be changed that year,
completing another triennium. The monarch even
praised the management by these priests:
“... Luis da conceição que ora tem carreguo de provedor
do ospital de Todos os Sanctos da cidade de Lixboa e
Dioguo de Santa Maria almoxarife do dito ospital sam
pessoas vertuosas e entendem bem os neguocios da casa
e a tem muy bem provyda e servida...” [Luis da
Conceição who is now in charge of administrating All
Saints Hospital in Lisbon and Diogo de Santa Maria
almoxarife of said hospital are very virtuous people and
understand the house’s management and have served it
well] (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, Parte I, mç. 75,
n.º 115, carta de maio de 1544, Almeirim).
The King was obeyed and Louis de Conceição continued
his term, despite the decision by the general chapter of
1542 that hospital administrators not serve more than
a three-year period (ANTT, Manuscritos da Livraria,
n.º 186, f. 132v.).

The tendency for office stability was not entirely new, as
father João de S. Tiago held the post of almoxarife at All
Saints Hospital between 1530 and 1540, was briefly
replaced in 1541 by Father Francisco de S. João, and that
same year by Father Diogo de Santa Maria, who D. João
III mentioned in his 1544 letter10.
While D. João III chose the Lóios to nominate the
Hospital’s provedor and almoxarife for reasons of trust
(expressed briefly), the Congregation accepted the Royal
charge not only because of the Court’s relational logic, but
for the associated financial gains (Falcão, 2018, ch. 4.2).
One example is the annual tenancy of 12 thousand reis
given to All Saints Hospital’s provedor, as seen in the royal
charter of July 6, 1534, and which the Hospital recipient,
father João de S. Tiago, collected in January 1535 (ANTT,
Corpo Cronológico, Parte II, mç. 191, n.º 121).
The Lóios would maintain All Saints Hospital’s
administration until June 1564, when the Crown gave it
to the Confraternity of the Lisbon Misericórdia [House
of Mercy], precisely on the 27th, when Cardinal
D. Henrique, on behalf of D. Sebastião, determined how
the Misericórdia should govern the hospital (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 238). The letter
conceding the Hospital’s administration to the provedor
of the Misericórdia is dated June 28 (ANTT, Gavetas, gav.
2, mç. 2, n.º 59). The last Lóios administrator was Father
Gaspar da Asunción, who had run the Hospital since
1562 (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 223v.
and following)11.
The reason for the change of institution was probably
multifactorial. The regency of Cardinal D. Henrique
marks the point when the Lóios ceased to be one of the
Crown’s options to act within the religious and assistance
universe, given the growing strength of other
institutions. However, the Lóios chronicler defends that
the Lóios asked the Crown to return most of the
hospital administrations, because they were harmful to
their community way of life, while a 1651 congregation
document justifies this withdrawal with the reduced
material gain (Falcão, 2018, cap. 4.2.).

Vd. Idem, ibidem and Pina, 2011 on the Congregation’s electoral system.
These references to the almoxarifes, designated as administrators of All Saints Hospital were gathered from the bundles in part II of the Corpo Cronológico of National
Archive Torre do Tombo, from the years 1530 and 1540, where there are receipts signed by these Lóios officers who managed the Hospital.
11
The year he replaced the provedor Father João de Nazaré.
9
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What is certain is that the years 1563/1564 seem to
mark the triumph of the Misericórdias as administrators
of the main royal hospitals (except for Caldas and
Coimbra that the Lóios will keep until the 18th century),
in particular All Saints, in all regards the kingdom’s most
emblematic. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that

“… Hospital management by the confraternities of the
Misericórdia wasn’t the only choice in 16th century
Portugal, nor the first choice, nor even a continuous
choice, but rather the prevailing choice that became
dominant” (Falcão, 2018, p. 274).
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Charter that determined the transfer of All Saints Royal Hospital’s
administration to the Order of S. João Evangelista (Lóios)
1530, March 8
Registo dos reinados de D. João I e D. Manuel I
Hospital de São José, Livro 938, f. 130
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/004/0938
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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The uniqueness of All Saints Hospital in the Early
Modern Age stems from the innovation and greatness it
achieved, constituting a singular institution within the
national public health panorama. The hospital was
administered by a royal-appointed provedor [purveyor],
from its inception until 1530, and afterwards by priests
from the Canons of São João Evangelista or Lóios, later
passing to the Misericódia of Lisbon. Its management
must be analysed considering the Royal House’s policy
for assistance institutions and, therefore, integrated
within a broader political action.
The administration of Portuguese hospitals by this
religious Order covers only some of these institutions
and was limited geographically to the centre and south
of the kingdom. However, this included the largest
hospitals: All Saints (1530), Holy Spirit in Évora (1531),
Caldas da Rainha (1532) and Coimbra (1548). Giving the
Kingdom’s largest hospital to the Lóios clearly paved the
way for them to administer other hospitals. D. João III
also gave them the administration of other smaller
hospitals: Our Lord Jesus Christ in Santarém, Santo
André in Montemor-o-Novo, Vimieiro and Castanheira
(Sá, 1997, p. 80). Subsequently, the House of Bragança
followed his footsteps and, at the request of Duke

D. Teodósio I, the Order became responsible for the
management of the hospitals of Arraiolos and Portel
(Sá, 1997, p. 80). The latter remained the longest time
under the Order’s administration, namely between 1541
and 1834, with an interruption of about 80 years. The
Order managed that Hospital between 1541 and 1578,
when it was given to the local Misericórdia, but returned
in 1581 to the Order’s administration. Later it returned
to the Misericórdia, but in 1658 Queen D. Luísa de
Gusmão determined its passage once more to the Order,
because of changes to property ownership, among other
administrative reasons (Araújo et Paiva, 1997, p. 139).
These two hospitals had initially been given to the
Misericórdias of their respective villages, by Duke D. Jaime
(Araújo, 2003, pp. 344-345). The hospital of Montemoro-Novo had a similar history, passing from the
Misericórdia’s tutelage, by order of King D. João III,
in 1531, to the administration by the priests of São João
Evangelista, but as with Portel, the process was reversed
in 1567, by determination of King D. Sebastião. This
change seems to have been due to the inability of these
priests to treat all the sick, particularly those with
contagious diseases and women, the latter for
moral reasons. There were also financial
313
problems, as the Lóios were paid for their

services (Fonseca, 2004, pp. 28-30).
In contrast, the hospital of Coimbra remained under the
administration of these religious for a long period, until
1772, except for a short period between 1741 and 1743.
However, the presence of the Lóios fell under criticism
since the late 17th century, due to irregularities, cronyism
and favours (Lopes, 2000, pp. 619-621). Despite the
measures implemented, the situation did not seem to
change significantly and in 1741 they were removed from
the administration. They returned after two years,
remaining until 1769, when the Hospital administration
was given to the county’s ombudsman, although the
religious remained in the building another three years
(Lopes, 2000, pp. 623-625).
Construction of All Saints Hospital began in 1492.
It received its first patients in 1502 and, although it had
its own revenues, the first administrators informed the
king of difficulties in securing revenues (evidencing the
difficult financial situation), together with incompetence
by some officials, despite being governed by highly
prestigious figures (Pacheco, 2008, p. 69; Ramos, 2018,
p. 53). There were many expenses and a lack of liquidity
to pay debts, some of them due to expenses with
foundlings, a concern the administrators repeatedly
expressed to the Royal House (Ramos, 2018, p. 54). This
lack of control must have led King D. João III to hand
over the hospital’s administration to the Canons of São
João Evangelista, on the date indicated (Pacheco, 2008,
p. 69). Moreover, note that the presence of religious in
the Hospital’s administration had been practically
constant, in fulfilment of the 1504 Regimento [rules of
procedure] (Pacheco, 2008, p. 69). The reason the
administration was given to the Lóios was associated
with a lack of charity and hygiene in patient treatment,
although other reasons motivated this change: religious
issues that included restructuring the people in this
sector, and measures to contain expenses (Pacheco, 2008,
p. 70). Perhaps for the latter reason, but also because of
the Royal House’s connection to the hospital, the most
relevant decisions were made by the monarch, even
under the Order’s governance (Ramos, 2018, p. 54).
In mid-1564, the last provedor of the said order,
Father Gaspar da Asunción, asked the king to be excused
from the demanding task of hospital
administration, alleging the loses to the
314
congregation’s functioning, given its canons

of “mayor talento & virtude” [greater talent and virtue]
were involved in these undesired positions. He went
further, indicating the envy of secular people and the
interests “dos que desejavam meter a mão em tanta copia
de fazenda” [of those who wanted to get their hands on
so much treasury] (Maria, 1697, pp. 284; 286-287). The
text praised the referred religious and criticized the
alleged interested parties, but this should be analysed
with some caution as this was the Order’s chronicler.
The argument may be true, but not entirely real, since
the financial difficulties continued under the Order’s
administration, with signs of some permanence,
disturbing the institution’s operation, at a time when the
hospital already had a large number of patients and
a weighty structure. Evidently, the religious congregation
was disinterested, and thereby requested its removal.
Following this decision, that same year, Cardinal
D. Henrique gave the Hospital’s administration to the
Misericórdia. Three years later, the Évora hospital also
changed to an administration by the local Misericórdia.
According to the chronicler, around the same time, the
religious also asked Duke D. João I to be relieved from
managing the hospitals of the House of Bragança, but
he requested they remain (Maria, 1697, p. 287). This
suggests the Order had decided to leave these functions,
at least in some of the hospitals it managed.
The involvement of the Lóios in the administration of
some of the kingdom’s most important hospitals had
naturally caused them some strain due to various issues,
from the transfer of members from religious activities
to administrative tasks - not always appreciated and even
motive for dispute -, to accusations of poor
management (Tavares, 2009, pp. 28-29; Rodrigues, 2013,
pp. 241-242; Rodrigues, 2007, p. 27), even as they sought
to make collections, without results, jeopardizing the
institution’s financial health (Ramos, 2018, pp. 57-58).
This accusation is contested in some works, which
underline the Order’s good performance in All Saints
Hospital, based on the relevant changes introduced
upon opening a new ward for the Capuchin priests and
another for the insane (Abreu, 2009, p. 110), the latter
inaugurating a new line of care for a sector of society
with mental problems.
The change in All Saints Hospital’s administration is part
of “a key moment” for the Misericórdias (Xavier et Paiva,

2005, p. 10), which at that time experienced the most
significant period of annexations, during the regency of
Cardinal D. Henrique. Angela Barreto Xavier and José
Pedro Paiva analysed the documents sent and dispatched
by the said Cardinal, demonstrating the Lisbon
Misericórdia’s request made to D. Henrique and the
importance he gave to the Hospital, but also his “great
trust” in the confraternity’s brothers. In line with these
historians, the annexation was done with consideration
and only implemented after verifying the success of the
Misericódia’s integration of other hospitals, proving its
ability to manage these institutions. They also underline
the fact that the Count of Odemira, the Misericórdia
administrator, maintained close relations with the Crown
(Xavier et Paiva, 2005, p. 10).
Following the Crown’s wishes, All Saints Hospital was
given to the administration of the Lisbon Misericórdia,
along with all its incomes, privileges, and freedoms.
In this process, therefore, there was a strong relationship
between the growth and consolidation of the
Misericórdias, and that of Lisbon in particular, and the
Crown’s desire to endow these confraternities with
hospitals. Simultaneously, the Royal House had a residing
trust in some of the protagonists.

While in the beginning the Misericórdia’s incomes were
dependent on alms and other sources of non-permanent
and limited revenue, from 1559, with the incorporation
of the hospitals in these confraternities, their financial
base became sufficient and dense, and persisted in time
(Abreu, 2003, pp. 10-11). The Crown had a clear desire
to strengthen the Misericórdias, endowing them with
permanent income, which enabled them to consolidate
their position and extend the assistance practices already
underway. On the other hand, as Mário Carmona argues,
only the Misericórdia with a more extensive experience
could provide the hospital with an integrated
administration that included caring for the sick, but also
raising the foundlings and supporting the elderly and
poor, since it combined several sources of income
(Carmona, 1954, pp. 231-232).
The transfer of All Saints Hospital to the Misericórdia
must therefore be considered as part of the Crown’s
strategy for these confraternities, as also occurred with
the Holy Spirit Hospital in Évora, in 1567. The Lóios
remained in this Hospital from its inception until 1551
and from the later date until 1567, governed by people
nominated by D. João III and then by King D. Sebastião
(Gusmão, 1958, p. 155).
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Holy water font
Pink limestone. Lisbon workshop
17th century
Hermitage of Nossa Senhora do Amparo
Height 64 cm; width 34 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/1EA)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Architectural element with cross in relief
Pink limestone. Lisbon workshop
1623
Hermitage of Nossa Senhora do Amparo
Height 64 cm; width 34 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/208EA)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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In 1564, Cardinal D. Henrique handed the fate of All
Saints Hospital to the Misericórdia [house of mercy] of
Lisbon. While the Misericórdia organized the Hospital,
changing routines, modifying practices, and introducing
innovations, akin to those adopted in its own house, a
government plan was being prepared that would be
marked, at least initially, by pragmatism, efficiency, and
administrative rationality, launching a set of reforms in
the building and people working there. It also sought
new support, benefits and renewed old privileges from
the monarchs.
At the time, the hospital provided accommodation and
guaranteed basic care (food, clothing, and footwear) to
more than three thousand patients (Brandão, 1990,
p. 127), care provided by dozens of professionals who
lived and worked in the institution.
The Misericórdia began its mission by diagnosing the most
pressing situations and advancing its organization: it
compiled an inventory of objects in each ward, the
pharmacy, kitchen, pantry, and church (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 567, fs. 8-23v.); tallied the debts
inherited from the previous administration and
recovered some that had been forgotten (ANTT,

Hospital de São José, Livro 567, fs. 25-26); organized
rent collection, beginning with an inventory of the
institution’s assets, which was elaborated in the following
years and continued to be a reference until the 19th
century; and reorganized staff, reducing the number of
physicians and surgeons, but also laying off and
replacing chaplains and altar boys, cooks, nurses,
washers, nursemaids, and many others, to suit the
presumed needs of the time. There was also a physical
intervention, involving the recruitment of workers, such
as masons, carpenters, gilders, upholsterers, blacksmiths,
and locksmiths. The Misericórdia ordered general work;
repairs of the roofs, corridors, balconies; paving of the
sidewalks; placement of tiles in various spaces; repairs
of windows, doors, and grating; and placement of bolts,
locks, and keys where there were none.
Amongst the hustle imposed by the Misericórdia’s
administration were the sick, compartmentalized by
wards according to their illness, waiting for a visit from
the physician who would diagnose their disease,
prescribe treatment, and indicate the type of food they
should receive. Later, and as needed, they were
assisted by other professionals, among them
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surgeons, bleeders, algebraists [bonesetters],

cristaleira (women who applied clysters), and nurses.
Meanwhile, the Misericórdia brothers reviewed and
inventoried the clothing in each ward and ordered new
beds made for the sick, equipping them with the 100 000
réis given by the king and paid through customs (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 567, f. 27): in all, new
blankets - including for the foundling’s beds -, smocks,
sheets, pillowcases, hoods for the chaplains and altar
boys to wear during liturgical celebrations, and aprons
for the kitchen (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567,
f. 91-91v.). In addition, Cardinal D. Henrique donated
linen to the Hospital (Polónia, 2004, p. 104). Old clothing
(779 pieces) was used for shrouds, bandages, and threads
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567, f. 86).
Patients in the males [ills] ward were the most afflicted1.
The approach of Christmas did not slow the pace and
during the twelve days of December, the mason Mateus
Fernandes and six men worked in the ward, removed
land from the courtyard and carried it in baskets, a total
of 185 loads. In addition, there was a carpenter who
dealt with the balcony and a painter who painted “as
grades do corredor dos males” [the bars of the syphilitic
ward] in red (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567,
fs. 240v.; 298).
In the kitchen, the pace was also accelerated. While
preparing the day’s meals, the kitchen’s well was cleaned;
its rope, pulley and hardware exchanged; and three
shelves and two pine tables were added “para se tirar o
comer dos doentes” [to remove the patient’s food]
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567, fs. 186; 322v.).
Given instructions, the cook, his wife and two slaves
made food for patients and those treating them.
The Hospital diet was usually based on meat, bread, and
wine. The most consumed meat was chicken and,
because it was cheaper, cockerel. While the animals were
awaiting slaughter, they were kept in the hospital’s
chicken pens, with bran bought for that purpose. This
was followed by sheep and, rarely, beef or pigeon. In
contrast, bread (white and bran) was bought daily from
bakers, while wine, also used therapeutically, was mostly
from royal donations, as well as sugar and spices (pepper,
cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, cloves...); the rest was bought
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by the Hospital. The sick would also eat rice and a huge
variety of vegetables and legumes, including fava beans,
lentils, peas, lettuce, and pumpkin. For dessert, there was
almost always seasonal fruit (apples, pomegranates, and
oranges) and, from time-to-time prunes, marmalade,
raisins, almonds, pastries and confectionery. For
Christmas, the menu was reinforced with sweets;
marzipan and tigeladas [traditional pastry] were purchased
for the sick’s Christmas Eve supper (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 567, fs. 212v.-213). Rosemary, lemons,
onions, capers, and spices were also purchased. Others,
such as chives and cilantro, were grown in the Hospital
garden cared for by the gardener, who also maintained
the tanks full of water for washing clothes. For a better
and stable water supply, the Misericórdia brothers ordered
the repair of the garden’s noria and the purchase of rope
and buckets (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567, f.
228v.). The washers, in turn, took care of the laundry in
a specific house, and hung the laundry to dry in the socalled campo das lavadeiras [washer’s field] where they
placed new stakes and ropes. The Hospital had a negro,
Gonçalo, who cleaned the building in exchange for food,
clothing, and footwear. There were also the ribeirinhos
[errand boys], hired by the day for small cleaning
services; taking care of the garbage; cleaning the
necessárias [chamber-pots]; collecting, splitting, and
carrying wood; tending to the straw; carrying wine
barrels; tending the cereals; pruning; and even carrying
the sick in cadeirinhas [chairs].
In turn, in the church, the day began with masses for the
living and the dead. Altogether more than 8,000 masses,
in twenty-one chapels, were celebrated each year in the
Hospital church (Ramos, 2019, p. 256). Prayed masses
were celebrated in a low voice and lasted about half an
hour, while in sung masses the celebrant could raise his
voice and sing, which made them, of course, longer, and
more expensive (Sousa, 1982, p. 39). Apart from these,
the chaplains actively participated in the religious life of
the sick and the community and accompanied the
deceased to the grave. The church’s permanent
occupation did not prevent it from being reformed. That
year there was work in the sacristy, the organ was
restored, and the church exterior was cleaned (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 567, fs. 190; 195; 209v.).

“Doentes dos males” [sick with ills] was the name given to syphilitics. Syphilis is a chronic infectious disease, known in Europe since the late 15th century. The rapid spread
of this disease made it one of the world’s leading plagues.

1

Vestments and objects of worship were purchased, and
the church decorated with great wealth and
sumptuousness for the holidays. The Endoenças [Maundy
Thursday] sepulchre was painted and gilded, and crosses
and guadamecil leather were bought to place under the
high altar torches (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro
567, fs. 255v.; 421). Especially noteworthy were the
rituals on the first of November and Holy Week,
particularly the Maundy Thursday procession (Sá et Paiva,
2004, p. 66). The investment in these penitential
processions - oriented towards purging sins and
achieving eternal salvation - was substantial, because of
their symbolic character in the life of the misericórdias and
the community in general, and because of their cost.
Therefore, the Misericórdia brothers did not neglect Holy
Week in the Hospital Church, whose organization was
usually long lasting, involving monetary effort and
labour, and costing tens or hundreds of réis (Novais,

2016, p. 170). On this occasion, funds were allocated to
pay for setting up of the church, lighting, purchasing
flowers, paying the preacher and musicians, and
everything else necessary for the liturgical theatre.
The Hospital’s day-to-day life was, thus, in tune with the
movement in the modern and cosmopolitan city of
Lisbon. The buzz coming from All Saints mixed in with
that of the city and its inhabitants.
To conclude, note that the Misericórdia had an impact
upon all the Hospital’s areas and that thanks to a concern
for the preservation of the Hospital’s documentary
memory (to safeguard rights and assets or to render
account), today we can learn about the multi-faceted
world that was All Saints Hospital. The minutia of records
reveals the multitude of stories in the Hospital’s history.
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Book of All Saints Royal Hospital’s revenues
when it was handed over to the Misercórdia
Registos de receita
Hospital de São José, Livro 567, f. 1
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/032-010/0567
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Letter by D. Sebastião handing All Saints Royal Hospital’s
administration to the Misericórdia’s purveyoy
Gavetas, Gav. 2, mç. 2, n.º 59
PT/TT/GAV/2/2/59
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BETWEEN FOUR WALLS AND MORE:
THE OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE HOSPITAL SPACE
Rute Ramos
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In the early 16th century, All Saints Hospital was a
microcosm in the city of Lisbon. Planned by King
D. João II in 1479 and inaugurated in 1501 by King
D. Manuel I, the new hospital, built in Rossio, was
awarded several privileges, benefits, and exemptions from
the Crown, who for a long time ensured its existence.
This was due not only to the central government’s desire
to plan and rationalize the country’s hospital care, but also
due to a favourable context provided by revenues from
the Portuguese maritime expansion.
Institutions, regardless of when and where they are
created, relate, and interact with their surrounding
environment. All Saints Hospital was no exception, even
though past configurations and relations are different
from those today. For All Saints Hospital we need also
consider that, during its more than three centuries of
existence, it went through different political, economic,
social, and religious configurations. We propose to
reconstruct the connections within the Hospital’s walls
and those it maintained with other city institutions and
beyond, recognising beforehand that the Hospital was
the centre of different relationships that involved the
kingdom’s administrative institutions, the clergy, and,
naturally, the Royal family.

Initially the Hospital administration was in the hands of
royal-appointed ombudsmen, most of them King’s
chaplains or servants of the Royal House. In 1530, King
João III handed the Hospital administration to the
Congregation of São João Evangelista, which led the
institution for 34 years, until Cardinal D. Henrique gave
the administration to the Misericórdia of Lisboa [Lisbon
House of Mercy]. The management model adopted after
1564 was very similar to other hospitals in the Kingdom
administered by the Misericórdias, although in the case of
the All Saints Hospital the dimension was much larger,
at the level of the Misericórdia of Lisbon itself, which by
this time had already reached an important status among
the other Misericórdias.
When the Misericórdia of Lisbon took office, All Saints
Hospital was already receiving thousands of sick people
annually. According to João de Brandão, in 1552,
between 2500 and 3000 patients were admitted a year
(Brandão, 1990, p. 127) and in 1616 it was more than
3000 (Oliveira, 1804, p. 121). To keep running, the
Hospital required a considerable number of workers: the
medical and ancillary staff, in 1614, included
more than three-dozen individuals who tended
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to healing the ills of the body; while the ills of the

soul were left to the care of the several chaplains, about
sixteen that same year, charged with giving spiritual
assistance to the sick, celebrating mass (in chapels, or
others), music and others religious rituals; while still
others were dedicated to administrative work, a total of
eleven professionals, including registrars, gatekeepers,
and the almoxarife [administrator]. The Hospital also had
carpenters, masons, tilers, or gilders who provided
constant maintenance services. It was also custom to hire
temporary workers who carried out small cleaning
services, took care of the garbage, carried firewood, and
tended the cereals. Overall, there was a multifaceted
universe of professional servants who lived and worked
in the institution.
In addition, the Hospital also depended upon a whole
range of other people who, by way of pious foundations,
received annual pensions, namely the administrators of
the former annexed hospitals and the merceeiras [houses
for devout laypeople] of the D. Maria de Aboim and
count D. Pedro hospitals, founded in Lisbon in the 14th
century and integrated in All Saints following the papal
bull of August 13, 1479.
However, in addition to the roles of healing and
assistance established by D. Manuel I, the Hospital
performed other functions and served different interests,
namely housing other institutions within the same
physical space, such as the Foundling Hospital, the Casa
dos Vinte e Quatro [House of Twenty-Four], the
Confraternity of S. Jorge and the Congregação da Santíssima
Trindade dos Clérigos Pobres [Congregation of the Holy
Trinity of Poor Clerics].
With the Ordenações Manuelinas [Manueline Laws], the
Crown determined that responsibility for foundlings lay
with the hospitals or shelters of each city, village, or place
with assets to that end, otherwise the children should be
raised at the expense of the municipalities. All Saints
Hospital, having incorporated the Children’s Hospital
and its expenses, became responsible for foundlings in
Lisbon, a responsibility it shared with the City Council
(Alvim, 1984, pp. 147-166). As expressed in King
D. Manuel I’s rules of procedure, in 1504, the hospital
ombudsman was to receive all foundlings, guarantee their

There is ample evidence the HHHospital also functioned
as a meeting place for several corporations. We know that
fraternal mutual aid associations punctuated the religious
life of Portugal in the early modern period, bringing
together wealthy individuals, nobility, mechanical
officers, and slaves (Santos, 2003, p. 1). Although the
history of these confraternities is not our concern here,
we must note they operated within the Hospital walls,
using the institution’s space and resources. We do not
know how many confraternities had their headquarters
in the Hospital, but that list is known to include the
Confraternity of St. Jorge, the Congregation of
Santíssima Trindade dos Clérigos Pobres, and the Casa
dos Vinte e Quatro1.
According to Eduardo de Oliveira Freire, All Saints
Hospital was headquarters to the Confraternity of São
Jorge since its foundation (Freire, 1885, p. 441). This
corporation, founded in 1558 for religious purposes, had
various activities, from caring for the sick to the
production of cold arms and firearms (Santos, 2005,
p. 15). The congregation included various trades (farriers,
blacksmiths, tinsmiths, locksmiths, copper smelters,

However, without further information, there was a request in 1619 to establish the Confraternity of S. Cosme and S. Damião in the Hospital. In 1632, there was also a
reference to the existence of houses occupied by the Confraternity of Nossa Senhora da Paz [Our Lady of Peace] in the institution. ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 941,
f. 99v. and 134.

1
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baptism and provide a caregiver for a period of three
years. After this, they would go to an institution that
would guarantee their livelihood up to the age of seven,
when they were handed over to learn a trade or start a
job. In 1518, according to information from the
ombudsman Mem Cárceres, the Hospital had in its care
119 children, a much higher number than expected from
the incorporation of the Children’s Hospital, where there
were an estimated six children (ANTT, Corpo
Cronológico, parte I, n.º 23, doc. 128). In 1551, All Saints
Hospital received between 120 and 150 abandoned
children (Brandão, 1990, p. 126), with a growing trend
and much higher numbers than other cities in the
kingdom, such as Porto, Coimbra or Évora (Machado,
2010, pp. 118-120). In 1689, 506 children were admitted
in the institution (Relaçam dos Gastos …, 1689) and by the
mid-18th century there were already more than a
thousand in the Portuguese capital (Estevam, 1957,
p. 18). Foundlings were kept in this physical space until
1771, when the Hospital Real dos Expostos [Royal
Hospital for Foundlings] of Lisbon was created.

gilders, cutlers, and gunsmiths), most prominently the
barber, whose role included bleeding the sick. Within
doors, since its inception, this brotherhood of “homens
do ferro e do fogo” [men of iron and fire] (Santos, 2015,
p. 101) continuously sought to improve the conditions
of its facilities. In 1566, the confreres asked the
ombudsman and brothers of the Misericórdia for
permission to use a “casa vazia e maltratada onde
estavam os doidos para agasalharem as coisas do Santo”
[empty and mistreated house, where the lunatics were,
to store the Saint’s things] (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 940, f. 251), promising do whatever repairs the
house needed. Ten years later, the request was reiterated
and accepted by the Misericórdia, along with permission
to place the Saint’s image in the Hospital’s church
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 306v.).
The Congregação da Santíssima Trindade dos Clérigos Pobres,
known to exist since 1415, also operated in the Rossio
Hospital. This brotherhood’s hospital was among those
annexed by All Saints. The congregation operated in the
Church of Santa Justa, but in 1646 moved to the Church
in All Saints Hospital. The brotherhood was made up of
200 clerical and 20 secular brothers and its aim was
visiting sick confreres and ensuring their care, while also
organizing burials and funeral services, the celebration
of masses for the deceased’s soul and other events in the
confraternity calendar. In 1703, the congregation moved
premises within the hospital to a partition “debaixo da
Casa dos Vinte e Quatro” [under the House of TwentyFour] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 942, f. 18v.).
The Casa dos Vinte e Quatro was created in 1383,
by D. João I, so master artisans could participate in the
city’s government. Before changing location, meetings
were held in the Church of São Domingos and included
two representatives of each of the city’s 12 trade
corporations who, collectively, were consulted on issues
relating to tax collection, supplies and public hygiene
(Matta, 2011, p. 23). When their hospital was
extinguished and incorporated into All Saints, the 24
representatives of the master artisans settled in the
Hospital. According to Mário Carmona, that was when
the name “Casa dos Vinte e Quatro” arose (Carmona,
1954, pp. 155-156). They remained in the Hospital
until the 1755 earthquake, when their meeting place
“se reduzio a cinzas no incêndio” [was reduced to ashes
in the fire] (Freire, 1885, p. 283).

A study of the Hospital’s archive, held in the National
Archive of Torre do Tombo, does not clarify whether
there was any other relationship between All Saints
Hospital and these confraternities beyond providing
space, which is understandable since the Hospital had
incorporated its previous assistance houses. This
occupation was, however, a heavy burden for a Hospital
struggling with a lack of space to house the sick.
All Saints Hospital’s action was not limited to its own
spaces or contiguous spaces - for instance, the Hospital
of Nossa Senhora do Amparo is mentioned in the 1504
Rules of Procedure as a shelter near the Hermitage of
Nossa Senhora do Amparo, which harboured beggars
needing shelter and warm clothing (Pacheco, 2008,
pp. 59-60) and that eventually harboured the incurably
disabled - but extended to other hospitals in the city.
In 1551, Cristóvão de Oliveira indicated that, in addition
to All Saints, there were six other hospitals in Lisbon
(Oliveira, 1987, pp. 58-63), and that they all probably sent
patients to All Saints: Palmeiros Hospital, dedicated to
pilgrims; the three hospitals for fishermen (the Hospital
dos Pescadores Chincheiros also called Nossa Senhora
dos Remédios, the Hospital dos Pescadores Linheiros
and the Hospital de Cata-que-farás); and two others, for
terminal patients, administered by the Misericórdia of
Lisbon, in the Hospital of Nossa Senhora das Virtudes
(also known as Vitória [Victory]), and the Hospital de
Santa Ana, in Fangas da Farinha (Oliveira, 1987, pp. 6162). Established in the Middle Ages, these so-called
hospitals were more akin to shelters - where the poor and
pilgrims could rest and spend the night (they had few
resources and, almost always, no health professionals) than to All Saints. In addition, Hospital da Luz in
Carnide had close relations with All Saints Hospital.
With a capacity for 63 patients, exclusively male, the
Hospital of Carnide followed All Saints Hospital’s rules
of procedure (Abreu, 2014, pp. 257-258). Some
Misericórdias sent patients to the country’s central
Hospital, namely mental patients (Abreu, 2009, p. 112).
For example, between 1653 and 1723, 14 individuals
considered insane arrived at Rossio Hospital, sent from
the Misericórdia of Évora (Pardal, 2013, p. 90).
In turn, All Saints Hospital also sent some of its
patients to the Caldas Hospital, to complement
their cure with other care. The therapeutic
benefits of thermal waters had long been
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known. Fernando da Silva Correia says that

“the Caldas Hospital was from its inception what we
today call a specialized hospital. It was mainly intended
for the treatment of several diseases known to benefit
from sulphurous waters” (Correia, 1942, p. 264). Like the
rest of Europe, in Portugal, thermal water springs were
exploited and frequented by all, rich and poor, and the
conviction in their healing properties meant that any
individual, even without medical prescription, used
thermal water springs to cure his or her ills (Rodrigues,
2013, p. 75). In 1606, the All Saints Hospital physician
also went to Caldas for treatment (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 940, f. 427). Since the early 18th century,
and even before, sending patients from All Saints to
Caldas Hospital was common practice. Isabel Maria
Pereira Rodrigues indicates that, in that century, out of
278 patients, 141 men and 67 women were sent there by

the Misericórdia of Lisbon, (Rodrigues, 1998, pp. 159-160)
In short, All Saints Hospital was simultaneously a place
of medical practice and worship, where thousands of
individuals circulated, including administrators, servants,
beneficiaries of its income and, of course, patients.
In the Hospital’s physical place, competing for space with
the sick, in a continually overcrowded institution, we
know of the Founding Hospital, Confraria de São Jorge, the
Congregação da Santíssima Trindade dos Clérigos Pobres and the
Casa dos Vinte e Quatro. Although there is little
documentation on the Hospital’s relationships out of
doors, we know of relationships with other hospitals in
the city and misericórdias in the country and that it sent
patients needing another type of cure to the Thermal
Hospital of Caldas.
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Image of Nosso Senhor dos Passos
Polychromatic terracotta. Produced in Lisbon (?)
18th century
Height 4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/4c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Pedestal with religious image
Polychromic ceramic. Produced in Lisbon
18th century
Red clay with polychromic traces
Height 4.3 cm; width 8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/4c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Image of crucified Christ
Copper alloy. Produced in Lisbon (?)
18th century
Height 7.5 cm; max. width 6 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/5ME)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Elements of sculptural composition (2)
Red clay terracotta. Regional production?
Mid-16th century. Filling of well in the rear of ASRH
Max. height 36 cm; max. width 14 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/ 2691-1 and 2)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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_RELIGIOUS ORDERS IN HOSPITAL CARE:
ARRABIDIAN, OBREGONIANS AND CAMILLIANS
Rita Mégre
Department of Cultural Heritage, Municipality of Lisbon (CML)
Tiago Borges Lourenço
Institute of Art History (IHA), FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

Over the centuries, hospital care in Portugal was
largely in the hands of lay people, unlike other
European countries, particularly Spain, where several
religious orders played a preponderant role in care and
administration. This was due, above all, to the action
of the Misericórdias [Houses of Mercy] in this area,
which had the full support of the Crown and wanted
these functions run by entities with their own
resources and capable of bearing the resulting burdens.
Among the existing medieval hospitals in Lisbon, less
than half a dozen belonged to and/or were managed
by religious orders. None of them was incorporated
into All Saints Royal Hospital (Correia, 1941, Moisão,
2012; Leme, 2016).
The creation of a large hospital in Lisbon did not change
this paradigm, although at first its administration was
attributed to the Congregation of Secular Canons of São
João Evangelista (Lóios), the only religious order with
tasks of this nature during the almost three centuries this
hospital’s history. In the field of assistance, only a small
group of orders developed work in the Hospital. Their
presence and activity are briefly addressed in this text.

Arrabidians
In 1539, a community of Friars Minor of the
Observance (capuchin) was created in the Arrábida
Mountain (elevated to Province of Santa Maria da
Arrábida in 1560). With the intervention of Infante
D. Luís, in 1542, they founded a hospice dedicated to
Our Lady of Conception in a building of All Saints
Royal Hospital, with the double purpose of serving as a
ward for ill religious and a shelter for those coming from
other houses of the Province, who needed a place to stay
in the city. Contrary to the other religious congregations
who provided assistance in the Hospital, the Arrabidians
only provided care to their members, so this ward had
an exceptional character in Lisbon, because it was created
outside a convent.
Over the following decades, they founded several
convents, mostly in the central coastal region. This ward
served the religious from the new houses established in
the Lisbon region: “porquanto em nossos Conventos a
respeyto do muyto, que estamos distantes dos povos, se
naõ podem commodamente curar os enfermos,
ordenamos [...] [que] os que enfermarem [nos]
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de Saõ Joseph, Santa Catherina, Boa-Viagem,

Cintra, Loures, Conceyçaõ, Verderena, Palhaes, Caparica,
& os que de Salvaterra puderem vir, seraõ todos levados
á nossa enfermaria do Hospital Real.” [because in our
convents, given the distance from villages, we can not
comfortably cure the sick, we order that those who fall
sick in St. Joseph, St. Catherine, Boa-Viagem, Sintra,
Loures, Conceição, Verderena, Palhães, Caparica, & those
from Salvaterra, be taken to our ward at the Royal
Hospital] (Estatutos da Província de Santa Maria da Arrábida...,
1698, p. 38). Convalescence took place in the Convent of
São José de Ribamar. In 1674, a casa de convalescença
[convalescence house] was founded in Olivais (later
elevated to Convent, with São Cornélio as patron saint).
Initially composed of only two houses, the Arrabidian
space in the Royal Hospital was considerably increased
with the construction of a ward during the reign of
D. João III (1521-1557) and another during the regency
of Cardinal D. Henrique (1578-1580). In 1590, “seis
cellas sobre humas varandas, no interior deste Hospital,
para seis Religiosos [...] [irem] tomar postilla de Artes,
e Theologia [no Convento de São Domingos, contíguo
a este espaço]” [six cells were made over some balconies,
inside this Hospital, for six religious to take Arts and
Theology in the Convent of São Domingos, contiguous
to this space” (Piedade, 1728, p. 154). As it provided
“serventia a este Hospicio a mesma porta, que a dà a
todas as Enfermarias do Hospital [...] e fica[ndo este] no
fim de todas, era preciso [...] aos Religiosos, que de outros
Conventos se hiaõ nelle accommodar [...], passar
primeiro por ellas. Por esta causa padecendo os
enfermos, e Enfermeiros algum detrimento [...] [em 1617
procurou-se] que ou se [lhes] desse outra serventia por
fóra do Hospital ou mandasse fazer hum Recolhimento
em outra parte [, resultando] numa serventia pela parte
de fóra, pela qual [...] [se serviam] com huma alegre, e
espaçosa varanda, que domina[va] a Horta do [...]
hospital, cuja vista a faz[ia] não menos divertida” [access
to this Hospital by the same door that gives access to all
the Hospital wards, and being at the end, it was necessary
that the religious coming for accommodation from other
convents first walk through them. As the sick and nurses
were somewhat disturbed, in 1617 another entrance
outside the Hospital was explored or another shelter in
another place, resulting in an entrance from outside,
served by a joyful and spacious balcony, over the
Hospital’s garden, whose view was also joyful]
(Piedade, 1728, pp. 154-155). From the 1728
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description, the Arrabidian’s space in the

hospital included at the time “duas Enfermarias com
seus leitos, e em cada huma seu Altar, para se dizer Missa
aos enfermos, de huma Capelinha, primorosamente
fabricada [em 1630] [...]. Consta[va] mais de Refeitorio,
Cozinha e treze cellas, em que moraõ o Vigario, Porteiro,
dous Enfermeiros, Cozinheiro e Sacristão, dos quaes a
cinco sustenta[va] o Hospital” [two wards with their
beds, and in each its altar, to say Mass to the sick, and a
small chapel, exquisitely constructed in 1630; there was
also a dining hall, kitchen and thirteen cells, where lived
the vicar, the doorman, two nurses, cook and sexton, five
of which paid by the Hospital] (Piedade, 1728, p. 154).
The importance of this hospice can be ascertained by
how the Arrabidian statutes, signed in 1698, chose it to
house “hum archivo geral da Provincia” [a general
archive of the Province] (Estatutos da Província de Santa
Maria da Arrábida..., 1698, p. 82), although by the late
17th century they had already founded several dozen
convents and hospices in Portugal, one of them in
Lisbon (São Pedro de Alcântara, in 1672).
Despite the construction of the Royal Convent of Nossa
Senhora and Santo António de Mafra, inhabited by more
than 200 Arrabidians since 1730, the Province kept the
ward in the Royal Hospital. In 1750, they were installed
in the newly built dormitory of St. Camillus, which
suffered little from the fire that year - due to “ao grande
zelo, q então [estes] mostrárao no muito trabalho que
tiverão” [the great zeal they then showed in the hard
work they had] (Relação Verdadeira e Individual do formidável
incêndio..., 1750, [s.p.]) -, but was affected by the 1755
earthquake. The ward took at least three years to rebuild,
and the religious remained until the Royal Hospital’s
transfer to the former College of Santo Antão, in 1775.
Where the Arrabidians were assisted in Lisbon (until
extinction of their Province in 1834) is unknown.

Obregodians
The Minim Congregation of Poor Brothers
Infirmarians, known as the Obregonians because of
their founder Bernardino de Obregón, was founded in
Madrid in 1566. Obregón’s close relationship with the
Spanish monarch and his meritorious assistance work
with the sick (namely in the Hospital of Santa Ana dos
Convalescentes, in Madrid, founded in 1579), earned
them the administration of the General Hospital of

Madrid, created in 1589 following the union of several
of the city’s hospitals. The presence of the Obregonians
in Portugal was intrinsically linked to the Philippine
dynasty. Philip I was responsible for the entrance of
thirteen Obregonians in 1592, including their founder.
Following the deed of February 9, 1594 (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 1116, fs. 479v.-481v.), they began to
serve in All Saints Royal Hospital: “the religious
fanaticism in the Hospital’s administration prevailed,
it was not only the medical class that suffered their
furores. The day arrived when the Misericódia’s Board
also doubted the orthodoxy of the nurses and fired them
all to replace them with the Obregonians” (Nogueira,
1934, p. 175). The Regimento [rules of procedure]
established then determined that twenty-four irmaõs
enfermeyros [nursing brothers] were to serve in the hospital,
dividing them by wards. Their respective competences
and obligations were also defined, as well as the mantimento
[income] the hospital should provide them (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 1116, fs. 470v.-479).
Their accommodations in the hospital are unknown, but
they never founded a convent or hospice in Portugal.
They were given “la possession del Hospital [...], para
que conforme a su instituto, governassen, dispusiessen,
y acomodassen la cura de los enfermos. [...] Lo primero
que [Obregón] hizo [...] fue repartir los oficios inferiores
a los Hermanos de su Habito, ocupando a cada uno
conforme su talento, [...] reduxo a mejor orden la
comida, cura, assistencia, y tratamiento de los pobres, el
asseo y limpieza de las camas, y enfermerias, numero,
y inventario la ropa, y menage de la casa [...] despedio del
Hospital a los criados inutiles, y a los [...] com ruin vida
[...]. Otro parecia em pocosdias el govierno de la casa”
[possession of the Hospital so that according to their
institute, they could govern, use and accommodate the
cure of the sick. The first thing the Obregonians did was
distribute the lower tasks among their brothers, each
occupying an office according to his talent; organize the
food, cure, assistance and treatment of the poor, the
tidiness and cleaning of the beds and wards, number and
inventory the cloths and house items, let go the
Hospital’s useless servants and those with rotten lives.
Within a few days, the house’s government seemed
different] (Herrera-Maldonado, 1633, p. 154). However,
since 1564 many of these competences belonged,
by royal charter, to the Mordomos [stewards] appointed by
the Misericórdia, so that “friction between both
institutions was inevitable, both struggling for power

over the institution, although, by statute, the
Obregonians should remain under the authority of the
administration and Confraternity Board” (Ramos, 2019,
p. 67). The strength of Obregonian presence in Portugal
was mainly linked to the figure and work of Obregón,
which also provided admission to other Portuguese
hospitals (Évora, Porto, Braga, Setúbal and Terceira
Island). After his death in 1599, their importance in All
Saints Royal Hospital began to decrease considerably,
reflected, first, in the reduction in the number of
religious (there were only 11 in 1600; ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 1116, fs. 499-499v.) and, in 1606, with
their expulsion, following the expulsion of the “irmão
maior, porquanto não serv[ia] com a satisfação que
convem nem com a humildade que se espera de quem
serve os pobres e hospitaes” [elder brother, because he
did not serve with the befitting satisfaction nor with the
humility expected of those who serve the poor and
hospitals] (apud Nogueira, 1934, p. 177). Although they
were readmitted in 1630, they were finally expelled in
1644, following “diligências, devassas e informações
secretas [...] sobre seu modo de vida e procedimento,
[pelas quais] se alcançou ser em grande descrença de
Deos, e damno da fazenda do hospital sua assistencia
nelle [...] [, pelo que foram] despedidos do serviço [...], e
se toma[ram] enfermeiros como antes havia [...] e [...]
nunca mais [foram] admitidos” [investigation, inquiries
and secret information [...] about their way of life and
procedure, which indicated great disbelief in God, and
damage to the Hospital’s treasure and its assistance, for
which they should be dismissed from service and
become nurses as before, and never again be admitted]
(apud Nogueira, 1934, p. 178).

Camillians
In 1746, Pope Benedict XIV canonized Camillus de
Lellis, founder of the congregation of the Clerics
Regular, Ministers to the Sick, who devoted much of his
life to caring for the sick. “Divulgada pela Europa [est]a
Canonização [...], a festejarão com a devida pompa em
todas as Cidades em que tinhão fundaçoens os
Religiosissimos Filhos de seu Sagrado Instituto: e como
por este principio não tivesse o Santo quem neste Reyno
de Portugal lhe applaudisse a nova honra da Canonização
[...] [, D. João V encarregou os padres da
Congregação do Oratório de organizar um
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oitavário] na Igreja do Hospital Real de Todos

os Santos, para que fosse publicamente glorificado
S. Camillo em lugar similhante aos que em vida elegera
para theatro da sua abrazada charidade” [Disseminated
throughout Europe, this canonization was celebrated
with due pomp in all cities where the religious sons of
his Sacred Institute had foundations. As the Saint did not
have in the Reign of Portugal any who would applaud
the new Canonization, D. João V charged the priests of
the Congregation of the Oratorio to organize an
octavario in the Church of All Saints Royal Hospital so
that St. Camillus was publicly glorified in a place akin to
those he had elected as stage for his charity] (Relação das
Magnificas Festas..., 1747, pp. IX-X). Throughout the
D. João V reign, these religious festivities occurred often
on similar occasions, “soon began a series of initiatives
in the institution’s Church to which the [then canonized]
figure was associated, with the participation of other
members of the regular and secular clergy, and often with
the support and presence of the monarch himself. In
addition to the ceremonies in the church, […] there were
luminarias and processions” (Tedim, 2010, p. 293).
From then on, the memory of Saint Camillus de Lellis
was perpetuated in the Hospital, his name attributed to
a ward, and a dormitory built on the grounds north of
the main church chapel, probably in the last years of the
1740s (Relação Verdadeira e Individual do formidável incêndio...,
1750), which escaped virtually unscathed from the 1750
disaster, but not that of 1755.
The canonization of St. Camillus may also have
influenced the entrance into Portugal of religious of this
congregation, following the union, by the royal decree of
March 3, 1749, with the congregation of Nossa Senhora
das Necessidades da Tomina (ANTT, Registo Geral de
Mercês, Mercês de D. João V, Livro 40, f. 18), founded
four decades earlier with the same purpose of providing
spiritual assistance to the dying. In 1754, they settled in
All Saints Royal Hospital, founding a hospice there, in
part of the Old Palace of the Marquises of Cascais, near
Poço do Borratém (Castro, 1758, pp. 316-317), one of
the properties that King D. José had ordered be
purchased in 1752 with the aim of increasing the hospital
building, destroyed shortly before. The choice of location
was due to the good accommodation, but mainly because
it had a hermitage (dedicated to São Mateus), where they
came to celebrate religious ceremonies.
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The main mission of the Camillian priests

was to provide assistance to the sick at the time of death,
a task traditionally performed in the Hospital by the
padres da agonia [fathers of agony], religious of various
orders who prayed masses in the wards, confessed and
ministered the sacraments to the dying - their presence
was required by royal order, as can be gathered by how,
in 1633, King Philip III “mandou escrever aos Prelados
das Religioens, emcomendando lhes [...] que emviassem
dous Religiosos cada mez ao Hospital Real [...] para
ajudarem os enfermos na hora da morte.” [wrote the
prelates of the religions, asking them to send two
religious a month to the royal hospital to help the sick at
their time of death] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro
941, f. 136v.).
The hospice, later transformed into a convent, remained
part of the Hospital until the latter’s move to the former
Colege of Santo Antão, at which time the Camillians
took possession. Although they continued to provide
assistance at the Royal Hospital of São José, they
maintained residence in their building until the Order
and their convent was suppressed, by the decree of May
30, 1834, at which time their goods were sold in public
auction (Lourenço et Silva, 2019, p. 131).

Relação das magnificas festas, com que na Cidade de Lisboa, foy aplaudida a Canonização
de S. Camillo de Lellis, fundador da Congregaçam dos Clerigos Regulares Ministros dos Enfermos:
e Semoens pregados no festivo Oitavario, que pelo mesmo fim se celebrou
no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos
Lisboa: Officina de Francisco da Silva, 1747
HG 3149P (http://purl.pt/35028)
© Lisboa, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
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Plate (fragment) with inscription APOCA[L]IPSE
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
1620-1650. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Max. height 2.7 cm; rim Ø 20.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/N8 [330])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Plate with symbol of Arrabidian Franciscans
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
18th century. Unknown
Height 2.8 cm; rim Ø 17.5 cm; bottom Ø 9.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Basin with inscription Cari(da)de [Charity] (Poor clerics)
Portuguese faience. Lisbon workshop
c. 1770. SW well of NE cloister
Height 8.1 cm; rim Ø 31.8 cm; bottom Ø 19.4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/7169-1)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Religious medal
Copper alloy. Rome
18th century. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Ø 2 cm; thickness 0.15 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Fragment of image of Franciscan Saint
Terracotta. Regional production
18th century. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Max. height 6.5 cm; max. width 4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/T11 [511])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Fragment of image of Saint
Terracotta, Lisbon regional pottery
18th century. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
c. 4 x 3.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q.4/5 [1113])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Image of Saint Anthony
Polychromic terracotta. Produced in Lisbon
18th century
Height 19.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. Excavation 1960
CML-EGEAC-Museu de Lisboa (HTS.60/187c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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_THE ECONOMIC POLICY OF THE HOSPITAL: REVENUES AND EXPENSES
Rute Ramos
Interdisciplinary Centre for History Culture and Societies (CIDEHUS), University of Évora

How did the largest and most important Portuguese
Hospital of the early modern period manage to survive?
Much is known about its asset base, but how did it
actually evolve and what strategies were developed to
keep the “esprital grande de Lixboa” [great hospital of
Lisbon] running for more than three centuries?
Historiography on All Saints Hospital, mostly from the
first half of the 20th century, by doctors such as Mário
Carmona, Sebastião da Costa Santos, Fernando da Silva
Correia and Augusto da Silva Carvalho, took a keen
interest in these issues, but focused primarily on exalting
the greatness of the institution, its famous figures, and
the most salient facts, in particular those related to the
teaching and practice of surgery and medicine.
Archaeological findings in the 1950/60s and, later, in the
1990s, as part of the activities commemorating the 500
years of All Saints Hospital’s foundation, resulted in new
studies on the institution without, however, addressing
these themes, despite the recent contributions by
Laurinda Abreu, António Pacheco and Isabel dos
Guimarães Sá. There are questions regarding property,
revenues, and expenses that we will try to answer,
knowing that the nature of the assistance project - as
outlined in the Hospital’s 1504 Rules of Procedure

dictated by King D. Manuel I - presupposed the existence
of an economic basis that could meet the proposed
objectives (Correia, 1946, pp. 7-13).
A few years after opening doors, most of the hospital’s
assets were direct donations from the monarch or pious
foundations. These date back the integration of the old
hospitals into All Saints - allowed by the papal bull of
Sixtus IV on August 13, 1479 - and was extended, by
privilege of D. Manuel I, to the private capelas [pious
donations] of the city of Lisbon and its outskirts, which
had no administration (Rosa, 2005, p. 192).
In a little more than six decades, All Saints Hospital had
become the owner of more than a thousand buildings
of different types, located in Lisbon and its outskirts,
namely, in the parish of Anjos where 35% of the
Hospital’s property was located, a good part, we believe,
properties that had belonged to the Muslim community
and that the King donated to the Hospital. From the
monarch, the Hospital also received the 194 buildings
located in the areas corresponding to the parishes of
Santa Justa, São Nicolau and São Julião,
a wealthy area of the city once inhabited by
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Lisbon (Ramos, 2013, pp. 104-113). The institution also
had land, casals [small farms], olive groves, houses, mills,
furnaces and other assets in the city’s outskirts and other
settlements in the kingdom, such as Sintra, Torres
Vedras, Santarém, Alcácer do Sal, Torrão and in the
Algarve (Ramos, 2015, pp. 35-44).
These buildings were rented or leased, so the institution
received income in cash, but also in several agricultural
products and various animals. The nature of the
properties usually determined the type of payment: in
urban areas, money was often used, while in rural areas
payment was made preferably in cereals, olive oil, butter,
cakes, rams, cockerels, capons and many chickens, food
that was served to the sick and other people who
depended on the institution.
The number of properties, their geographic dispersion,
and the lack of effective coercive means to properly
execute collection led to a situation of frequent non-payment, gradually exacerbated by the depreciation of
rent value, which meant that income from properties fell
in the following centuries, becoming inexpressive in the
institution’s global revenue, forcing it, as we shall see,
to make new investments (Ramos, 2019, pp. 172-181).
But before that, and to meet the Hospital’s needs, King
D. Manuel I donated agricultural and colonial products.
From Ribatejo came bread and wine, essential products
that formed the basic diet, but also meat, vegetables and,
naturally, from overseas, sugar and spices (cinnamon,
pepper, ginger, nutmeg, cloves...) so characteristic of that
period’s tastes.
In addition, over the centuries, the Hospital acquired
several pensions and cash interests related to various
houses and almoxarifados [warehouses], and in the 16th
century, much also came from donations from the
Monarchs. By the mid-16th century, revenue reached
almost 500 000 réis, mostly collected in Casa da Índia
[House of India] and Customs and, by the end of the
century, it amounted to about 1500 thousand réis (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 566, f. 585). It is a fact that
the Crown was strongly invested in the Hospital and
obviously the privileges and donations of the early days
were associated with a favourable context provided by
overseas expansion.
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In addition, King D. Manuel I exempted the

Hospital from paying chancellery, rights over sentences,
taxes on buying and selling several assets, both movable
(including firewood and meat) and immovable property.
As usual in this type of institution, All Saints Hospital
was given preference in the supply of meat and fish and
in the quality of products, especially meat (Sá, 2002,
p. 37). In the early 16th century, the Crown also gave a
wide variety in judicial fines. Among them, bail of people
involved in crimes; fines resulting from the prohibition
of old ships in the Lisbon river, and fines of 10 cruzados
paid by the tangomans [Portuguese traders in the West
African coast] to obtain forgiveness for the life they
carried, in addition to their fazendas [farms] (cotton,
cattle, slaves), in whole or in part (Salgado et Salgado,
1996, pp. 21-23).
Most of these privileges, benefits, and exemptions were
given to the Hospital during the reigns of D. Manuel I
and D. João III, and they persisted until the end of the
Old Regime (Daupiás, 1959, pp. 18-100). In 1588, King
Filipe I granted the Hospital all income from theatres in
Lisbon, but more than new and large donations, several
diplomas were promulgated during the Habsburg
government, in particular the law of April 18, 1586,
which created the conditions to collect rent in the same
manner as the Royal treasury; or the laws of August 22,
1609, and March 15, 1614, which determined precise
forms of record that sought to eliminate the lack of
control and enforcement over revenue from criminal bail
and unmet legacies. Reinforcing royal supervision
occurred together with an increase in the patrimonial
wealth of All Saints Hospital and the Misericórdias in
general as a result of pious donations, particularly
significant after the Council of Trent (1545-1564). The
joint action of the Portuguese Crown and the Roman
Curia allowed funds invested in pious institutions, but
not provided in the specified time, to be used to finance
hospital assistance. The movement began in 1545 when
Pope Paul III ordered the unfulfilled legacies of the city
of Lisbon and outskirts be applied to All Saints Hospital,
a determination extended to the whole diocese half a
century later. In 1586, the value of unfulfilled legacies
was already significant - 700 000 réis. This was followed
by a period of instability and then a period of growth
after 1614, already under the new Philippine legislation
to control the sector. On the eve of the 1755 earthquake,
it reached more than 10 000 000 réis (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livros 582; 604; 631; 741).

Undoubtedly, the movement to establish capelas,
reinforced by the importance given to purgatory after
the Council of Trent, was important for the Hospital’s
financial and economic soundness. In addition, we also
know that since the late 16th century money invested in
Purgatory also served as a driving force in capital
markets.
The Hospital, which had large sums of money due to
assets from capelas, was able financially to invest,
benefiting the Crown, who imposed the acquisition of
public debt instruments and set the interest rates, as also
occurred with the Misericórdia of Lisbon (Abreu, 2003,
pp. 5-24). The Hospital’s investment in buying public
debt occurred mainly during the Philippine period and
the reign of D. José I, reaching 68 thousand réis during
almost three centuries (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 1940; Chancelaria de D. José I, Livros 15; 58; 83).
In addition to making these purchases possible, private
bequests also allowed the Hospital to lend money at
interest. A practice it followed preferably towards
aristocratic houses that were heavily indebted at the time
(Monteiro, 1998, pp. 372-376). Among the hospital’s
debtors were the Marquis of Castelo Novo, the Marquis
of Valença and the Marquis of Fronteira. In all, from
1711 to 1771, the Hospital applied interest to more than
50 thousand réis. Of these, 29 thousand came from the
legacy of D. Isabel Maria Gamboa, and 10 thousand
from the will of Maria da Conceição and her daughter
Estácia Maria da Maia, an investment providing two
thousand réis annually (Ramos, 2019, p. 167). However,
the Hospital’s willingness to invest in the financial market
would change, as was the case of other institutions
receiving legacies, because, as it is known, in the early
18th century the Constitution of perpetual foundations
suffered a severe retraction.
In the 18th century, especially from the second half
onwards, there was a period of great transformation
that, as was to be expected, resulted in consequences for
the institution. However, the Crown was omnipresent
in the life of the Hospital, exercising over it, for more
than three centuries, a protective function. Each reign
was an opportunity to confirm and, in some cases, add
privileges, which denotes the monarchy’s recognition of
the institution’s greatness and usefulness in the field of
assistance. All Saints Hospital and its administrator, the
Misericórdia of Lisbon, were favoured, as were several

Misericórdias of the kingdom that continually received,
and saw confirmed, distinctions granted in previous
reigns. In the reign of D. José I, the Hospital achieved
the privilege of receiving a percentage over the rental
of cadeirinhas [chairs for transporting patients]. The
biggest accounting change in the institution’s history
took place in this period, by the hand of Sebastião de
Carvalho and Melo, when the same rules used in the
public accounts were applied in the Hospital. The new
method, called double-entry accounting or alla veneziana,
as it was also known, implies recording the same event
twice: one (on the left), indicating debt; the other (on
the right), indicating credit. The sums of debts and
credits must be equal (Almeida, 1994, pp. 236-238). This
effort was due to an increased awareness of the
importance of records as fundamental elements of
control and supervision over assets, but also of the
institution’s own day-to-day management.
Despite all the royal donations, concessions, and private
legacies, since its inception the Hospital had its own
forms of fundraising: money from sales of goods,
payments for services rendered, administrative acts and
alms. Considered as extraordinary gains were clothing
left by the deceased who died in the wards, and money
for the payment of cures, usually from soldiers, slaves,
servants, and madmen, but also of other private
persons, with prices varying according to length of stay
and type of illness.
The range of functions and the multiplicity of sources
of income turned the Hospital into a difficult to manage
bureaucratic machine.
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Fig. 1 - Hospital revenue and expenditure - 16th to 18th centuries

Figure 1 shows a significant approximation between
revenue and costs, although with two distinct trends:
between 1564 and 1664 revenue is slightly higher than
costs; thereafter the situation is reversed, and both
revenue and costs grow exponentially (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livros 567; 604; 652; 699; 751;
780; 831; 879; 934; 935). In the national context, in
terms of annual income, All Saints presented much
higher numbers than its peers, only comparable to
some aristocratic houses in the realm (Ramos, 2019,
pp. 183-184).
Naturally, a large part of the institution’s costs was
directly related to assistance, but it was not exclusively
limited to patients, although their number increased
exponentially: 46 patients in 1518 (ANTT, Corpo
Cronológico, parte I, n.º 23, doc. 128), a little more than
3000 in 1616 (Oliveira, 1804, p. 121) and 9817 in 1758
(Mendonça, 1758, p. 63).
When All Saints Hospital arose, it absorbed the pious
expenses of the hospitals and capelas it integrated,
together with those founded by the institution
itself: in total 56 capelas, 21 of them established in the
hospital church with an obligation of more than
8 000 church masses per year (Ramos, 2019, p. 256).
In general, in addition to these masses and the others
celebrated for the sick, the hospital also cared
for the foundlings, an obligation assumed by
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responsibility shared with the Lisbon City Hall -, it
maintained merceeiras [houses for devout laypersons], and
paid the pensions of former administrators, in addition
to lifetime pensions and wages. All this was joined by a
variety of small expenses, such as rents paid to private
individuals and religious institutions.
Like any hospital of its size, All Saints Hospital also
needed a large group of workers to stay in operation.
According to the 1504 Rules of Procedure, the Hospital
paid regular wages to about fifty workers, in addition to
other professionals it occasionally recruited. All in all, in
1614, wages amounted to 25% of its budget (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 780), most of which to pay
professionals who provided assistance (physicians,
surgeons, pharmacist, nurses and other servants) - an
unequivocal sign that in All Saints Hospital caring for
the body was more important that caring for the soul.
Individually, costs for assistance itself were the main
Hospital expense, which confirms this was a Hospital
in the modern sense of the word, if not in terms of
medical innovation (an area which still requires indepth study), at least in terms of incomes (Ramos,
2019, p. 238).
In short, initially and beginning in the first half of the
16th century, there was an almost exclusive dependence
from the Crown that gradually gave way to another
period when the institution acquired new forms of

financing. Managing the Hospital was never easy, because
of a macrocephalic administration full of vices and
arbitrariness of various order, particularly evident since
1564, also associated with an increasing number of sick
people, workers, and many other dependants who each
year benefited from the institution. These were some of
the reasons contributing internally towards a fragile

balance, but not only. The escalation of pauperism, the
frequent outbreaks of epidemics and the political,
economic, social, and religious dynamics that
characterized the early modern period led to the
problems the Hospital confronted and that, moreover,
affected the various institutions of assistance, from
which more was required than its resources allowed.
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Book of All Saints Royal Hospital’s revenues 1750-1751
Registos de receita
Hospital de São José, Livro 737, fs. 1-1v.
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/032-010/0737
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Book of All Saints Royal Hospital’s expenses 1750-1751
Registos de despesa
Hospital de São José, Livro 916, f. 1
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/032-011/0916
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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There are numerous examples of property plaques in
Lisbon’s historical centre, as well as in other Portuguese
towns. Most of them are on buildings that belonged to
former parishes r to a large proprietor (private or
institutional). In Lisbon, examples of those plaques are
on buildings that belonged to All Saints Royal Hospital.
Almost all of them have quadrangular or rectangular
shape with an S inscribed within a circle or inside the
letter O. There are some round-shaped plaques, whose
frame assumes this letter’s shape, or other rare cases,
where the S appears completely isolated on the plaque
without a defined shape (Boavida, 2019).
Although a part of these epigraphic elements is missing
(13 of the 44 currently known), most of them are still
in situ in Mouraria and Alfama. The others are scattered
in Rossio and Madragoa (Boavida, 2019). Those
buildings integrated the Hospital real estate in two
different ways, as indeed their concentration in certain
areas of the city also seems to indicate.
In Mouraria, the properties where there is a plaque (29)
seem to have integrated the Hospital’s estate following
the edict that expelled the Jews and Moors in 1496,
which reverted the property of those communities to the

Hospital and the town council (Jorge, 1994, p. 661). The
graveyard from Mouraria was dismantled and its
gravestones were reused in the construction of the Royal
Hospital in Rossio (Moita, 1967, p. 83).
Recent archaeological works showed that the graveyard
of Mouraria was not fully deactivated on that date,
remaining partly in use until the 17th century (Ponce et
al., 2017, pp. 1704-1709). A series of property plaques
with the monogram of the Royal Hospital are located
precisely around that area. The others are along walkways
that went around the neighbourhood on the lower
hillside, most of them in Rua do Terreirinho and Rua do
Bem Formoso, on buildings whose owners probably also
moved after the 1496 edict (Barros, 1994, pp. 590-591).
As Alfama’s Jewry existed near Largo das Alcaçarias
(Tavares, 1994, pp. 480-482), it is possible that some of
the buildings there that exhibit the Ⓢ integrated the
Hospital’s estate the same way, although it may have been
occurred in another manner.
The other remaining property plaques of the
Hospital are in buildings that, before the
new hospital’s construction, were albergarias
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[shelters], mercearias [houses for devout lay people],
hospices and leprosy. After papal authorization, more
than half of the six dozen assistance institutions there
were in Medieval Lisbon and its surroundings areas, had
their property and respective incomes integrated in All
Saints Royal Hospital (Correia, 1999; Salgado et Salgado,
1994, pp. 443-446; Pacheco, 2008; Leite, 2012, pp. 36-37).
These institutions were usually associated with artisan’s
guilds or religious houses, most of them with space and
financial limitations, which gave assistance support to the
sick/convalescent. Some of those were also created by
members of the nobility or bourgeoisie, who instituted
them for charitable purposes, following the Christian
piety premise according to which those with more
should help those with less. Examples of this latter case
are Maria Aboim Hospital (near Portas de Santo Antão)
and São Pedro Mártir Hospital (near Porta da Mouraria).
The integration of those institutions into the Royal
Hospital real estate does not necessarily imply their
extinction. The Escolares do Estudo Hospital (in Rua
dos Cegos), the Maria Aramenha Hospital (in Rua
Direita de Santo Estevão, near Portas da Cruz), and the
shelter of São Salvador (in Beco de Santa Helena), were
among several examples.
As mentioned before, some assistance houses in
existence prior to the creation of the All Saints Royal
Hospital were not annexed by that institution. One
instance is the Pescadores Linheiros Hospital (near the
Portas da Cruz, in Alfama), which has an inverted Ⓢ
over the door.
There are no references to how the two buildings in
Madragoa with the monogram Ⓢ came into possession
of the Royal Hospital. They probably integrated that
institution later, as small shelters to support those
arriving in Lisbon by the road coming from Alcântara
through Calçada do Combro. An identical situation
seems to have occurred with the vacant building near the
road connecting Sacavém to Unhos (Loures) (Silva
et Santos, 2007, p. 161), although this may correspond to
the former Gonçalo Vaz Hospital, which was integrated
into the Royal Hospital (Correia, 1999, p. 405; Salgado
et Salgado, 1994, p. 443).
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It should be noted that unlike Baixa or
Chiado, where there was a notable number of

assistance houses integrated into the Royal Hospital,
of which no physical evidence remains. The All Saints
Royal Hospital’s property plaques that still exist are found,
or were found, in areas of the city little affected by the
1755 earthquake and subsequent fires (Boavida, 2019).

Examples of All Saints Royal Hospital property plaques Ⓢ
in several buildings in Lisbon
Photos by request of Dr. Alberto Mac-Bride
Eduardo Portugal, 1945
Arquivo Histórico do Centro Hospitalar Universitário Lisboa Central
Calçada do Forte 20*;
Rua das Olarias 3;
Rua do Terreirinho 28;
Rua do Terreirinho 10;
Calçada do Monte 3;
Rua Damasceno Monteiro 48*;
Rua do Paraíso 43;
Rua das Olarias 30*;
Beco das Olarias
(* no longer exists).
Alberto Mac-Bride Fernandes was a surgeon at São José Hospital
from 1912 to 1953, the year of his death. He was also involved
in the organization of the services of the hospitals where he worked,
as well as author of numerous research works.
In 1912, he proposed the creation of a museum of Portuguese medicine,
where there would be several historical objects and documents.
In his own words, that museum should be installed at São José Hospital
as “successor of All Saints Royal Hospital”,
the first institution of Portuguese medical history (Fernandes, 1912).
Mac-Bride was also an avid collector, interested in several subjects,
from painting to surgical objects, through books and documents.
He had an extensive library with more than 4000 volumes.
Outside the medical field, he was a member of the Liga dos Combatentes
da Grande Guerra, of Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa
and of Associação dos Arquéologos Portugueses,
in addition to other institutions. Together with his brother Eugénio,
among others, he was one of the founders
of the Grupo dos Amigos de Lisboa.
As a surgeon and studious of Lisbon’s history, it is not surprising
that he was interested in the All Saints Royal Hospital,
from which he gathered valuable documents and objects,
which were bequeathed after his death to the Hospitais Civis de Lisboa
[HCL - Lisbon Civilian Hospitals].
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Folio of the rules on donations, indicating the symbol
to be placed on All Saints Royal Hospital’s properties
1504, January 19
Registo dos reinados de D. João I e D. Manuel I
Hospital de São José, Livro 938, f. 10v.
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/004/0938
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Theatre in the first half of the 16th century, before
the emergence of the first theatrical buildings, was
characterized by a variety of spaces used for
representation1. Fernando Castelo-Branco in Lisboa
Seiscentista refers, on this issue, that shows could be
presented in any location considered appropriate “for
example, Gil Vicente presented his acts in several points
of Lisbon: in the palaces of Alcáçova, Santos, Ribeira, the
Xabregas monastery, the chapel in All Saints Hospital and
even in a private palace” (Castelo-Branco, 1990, p. 199).

“Who today walks by the street of Amparo, in the
segment from Figueira square to Poço do Borratém,
treads on the ground of the first theatre hall in Lisbon.
[…] But this improvised courtyard did not yet have the
true character of a public theatre. It represented a
transition between the salon or noble atrium towards the
square for everyone; and the representations, although
paid to the Hospital stewards who flanked the gratuity
box at the door, were rare and occasional” (Sequeira,
1947, pp. 227-228).

Gustavo de Matos Sequeira in Os pátios de comédia e o teatro
de cordel [the courtyards of comedy and the cordel theatre]
recalls that the first courtyard to open in Lisbon, with an
“understanding” with All Saints Royal Hospital regarding
the “income” given to this institution in favour of the
sick, was “in an open square of the palace of Couto de
S. Mateus, the Counts of Monsanto, noble protectors of
this institution”. The location was east of the hospital,
near Borratém and at the entrance of Mouraria, and was
soon baptized Pátio da Moiraria or Borratém:

This known Lisbon scholar had mentioned in 1929,
during a conference presented in the Lisbon Academy
of Sciences on the “Os Pátios de Comédias de Lisboa”
[Lisbon comedy courtyards] that:
“The trend of public representations in courtyards only
arrived in the turn of the century, with the Philippe’s and all
the practices, customs and Castilian formulas associated with
the hospital institutions, with a share of profits or percentage
of income in their favour” (Sequeira, 1930, p. 108).

This article takes up part of the research presented in the chapter “Práticas teatrais em Portugal no século XVI” [theatrical practices in Portugal in the 16th century] in Tras a
nevoa vem o sol - As comédias de Jorge Ferreira de Vasconcelos, Silvina Pereira’s doctoral thesis in Artistic Studies (Theatre Studies), 2010.
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The doctor Mário Carmona, in his work O Hospital de
Todos-os-Santos, explains that the charter of Philippe I of
Portugal, of August 20, 15882, determined where
comedies could be represented in Lisbon, under the
charge of the provedor [ombudsman] of the Misericórdia
[house of mercy], with profits from the theatrical
performances reverting to the hospital (Carmona, 1954,
p. 242). Initially, this exclusive privilege lasted for two
years, but was extended several times, becoming
definitive on December 10, 1612.
Gustavo Matos Sequeira in Teatro de outros tempos indicates
that a contract was established, in 1591, between All
Saints Royal Hospital and the Spaniard Fernando Díaz
de la Torre to build Arcas Courtyard located on the
eastern side of Prata Street, in the parish of Santa Justa,
between Arcas Street, Comédias Alley and Lopo Infante
Street. In this context, Mário Carmona also offers the
following information:
“The arena or courtyard of the Arches began
functioning in 1594; the hospital received three fifths of
the profits from the shows and the contract continued
during the 17th century with the businessman’s heirs”
(Carmona, 1954, p. 242).
Continuing the studies of the Portuguese scholars
mentioned above, Mercedes de los Reyes and Piedad
Bolaños Donoso also mention a deed, dated May 31,
1593, whereby the Spaniard Fernando Díaz de la Torre
bought “houses and yard” to build a comedy courtyard
that during a century and a half would present a Castilian
repertoire, until its disappearance in the 1755 earthquake.
To reflect upon the presence of the Castilian theatre in
Arcas Courtyard, the Sevillian researcher traced the
history of the courtyard from 1594 to 1755, studied the
repertoires and companies, and concluded that
representations entailed “repertoires identical to those
of the Castilian arenas and, therefore, with the same
scenographic needs” (Reyes Peña, 1989, p. 812).
Note that Mercedes de los Reyes in her research on the
Arcas Courtyard studied the document collection that was
in Hospital de S. José until the 1980s. That collection would
then go to National Archive of Torre do Tombo.
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Miraculously, the collection was saved because it was
copied shortly before the 1755 earthquake that would
damage All Saints Hospital. Later, this copy would move
to the College of Santo Antão, present-day Hospital S. José.
Recently, Rute Ramos in her doctoral thesis, O Hospital
de Todos os Santos - História, Memória e Património Arquivístico
(Séculos XVI-XVIII) [All Saints Hospital - history,
memory and archives (16th-18th centuries)], studied the
history of this institution and its archives since its
foundation, recalling that, as in other countries, theatrical
performances in Portugal financed hospital assistance,
as can be inferred from the documents accessible today
in the National Archive of Torre do Tombo.
The key documentation includes King Philippe I’s Charter
of 1588, granting the hospital exclusivity over theatrical
performances in Lisbon, and which mentions the financial
dimension, the supervision and control over shows; as well
as the contract with the La Torre family, in 1591, which
opened the doors in Portugal, during the dual monarchy,
to Spanish comedy, an instrument of propaganda and
power, and a tool to weaken national theatre.
In the first case, the brothers of the Lisbon Misericórdia,
as Hospital administrators, supervised the shows in the
city, according to the Royal Charter of July 9, 1597;
decided the dates of the theatrical performances; hired
companies (which were mainly Spanish); designated who
made collections; cleaned the theatre boxes; and sent
texts “to the palace censor for prior evaluation of
contents”, “where men and women were forbidden from
assuming the opposite gender” (Ramos, 2019, pp. 132133). The performance calendar followed, in general, the
traditional model of celebrating Royal nuptials and dates
consecrated by the Church, namely Corpus Christi, and in
1603, King Philippe II of Portugal ordered that
performances be held after Lent (Ramos, 2019, p. 133).
Arcas Courtyard functioned between 1591 and 1755,
having suffered a great fire in 1697, after which it was
rebuilt and improved, until the earthquake. However, in
1727, according to Rute Ramos, the Lisbon Misericórdia
lost the performance concession. Consequently, the
presentation of comedies decreased drastically, and was
even suspended for a few years, since:

Information collected in Esparsos, p. 39, de J. M. A. Nogueira (Carmona, 1954, p. 242). Cf. ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 352 v.

“Two years later, in 1729, the Count of Ericeira,
Misericórdia ombudsman, lamenting the Hospital’s
financial situation, hurt by the investment in
reconstructing the courtyard, and then without
profits from ticket sales, clamoured for a return of
performances. His claim was unsuccessful, as
representations remained in semi-private spaces, against
the determinations of the Palace censor who had
forbidden them” (Ramos, 2019, pp. 134-135).
The situation worsened in the 30s, with the arrival of the
Italian companies, under the Hospital’s tutelage, who

presented Opera and rivalled the Spanish companies.
The Hospital’s interference in comedy performances in
Lisbon ended in 1762 (Carmona, 1954, p. 242).
The documentation in the National Archive of Torre do
Tombo, from after 1588, indicates an exclusive
relationship between All Saints Royal Hospital and the
theatrical activity in public buildings, a connection that
had a financial component, namely ticket office revenues,
as well as the institution’s prerogatives on where and how
shows were represented, and their supervision and
control over the presented repertoire.
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_THE ROYAL HOSPITAL IN 16TH TO 18TH CENTURY MEDICINE
Adelino Cardoso
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

The hospital’s place in medicine from the 16th to 18th century
Within the framework of medical and health care, All Saints Royal Hospital was a modern institution, given its
involvement in the social dynamic and its role in medical-assistance care. In fact, as Laurinda Abreu explained very
well, the creation of All Saints Royal Hospital was part of a strategy outlined by King D. João II aimed at transferring
structures supporting the most vulnerable sectors into the sphere of public authorities (Abreu, 2014, p. 25). For this,
it was necessary to merge the dozens of hospitals in the city of Lisbon, associated with churches or convents and
that provided assistance to a very wide range of patients: “pilgrims, travellers, poor, old, orphans, sick and prostitutes”
(Abreu, 2014, p. 40). Since these hospitals were under ecclesiastical jurisdiction, papal approval was essential to
legitimize their transfer to the State’s jurisdiction. The papal bull of 23 August 1479, requested by prince D. João,
future King D. João II, opened the way and, finally, with the papal bull of 23 November 1501, the Pope authorized
merging the hospitals of each city into “hospitais maiores” [larger hospitals] (Abreu, 2014, p. 45).
Concomitantly, the medical component in All Saints Royal Hospital was reinforced. In accordance with the Regimento
[rules of procedure], “huum estprital sollene” [a solemn hospital] was created, where “se ajumtassem todos os outros
estpritaes” [all other hospitals are joined] and whose “rendas” [rents] obey the aim of contributing towards “os
pobres e suas necesydades podesem ser melhor soportadas e remediadas e elles melhor provydos e curados” [serving
and remedying the poor and their needs so they can be better provided for and cured] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992,
p. 108). Therefore, the hospital retained the function of assistance in satisfying the needs of the most disfavoured,
but its focus was medical care, and its target population clearly defined: “pesoa que adoecesse demtro em esta cidade
ou que adoecese atee dez legoas della nam semdo porem naturall do lugar em que asy adoecese e semdo pesoa pobre
e que manyfestamemte seja sabido e conhecydo que nam them remedyo pera se poder curar nem remedyar em outra
parte” [person who becomes sick within this city or up to ten leagues when not native of the location
where he became ill, and being a poor person, and clearly known and understood to not have a remedy to
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cure himself nor a remedy in another place] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 127). Excluded were “doemças e

imfermidades imcuravees” [incurable diseases and infirmities] for which there was no medical help, leaving only the
appeal to God, the only one who can heal, because “saúde e doença, vida e morte estão totalmente na mão de Deus”
[health and disease, life and death are wholly in God’s hand] (Castro, 2011, p. 56).
The art of medicine, as practised in the 16th to 18th centuries, must be understood as a dynamic reality tending
towards increasing specialization. The context was quite different context from what we see in today’s developed
societies. Consequently, the hospital’s place within the field of medical care was also quite different from the present.
According to the hippocratic-galenic tradition, practised until the end of the 19th century, medicine is a holistic
science, in which the doctor, at the request of a family member or friend of the patient, comes to the house, where
he diagnoses and prescribes medication, considering the sick person’s particular history, physique, lifestyle,
environment, effects of the disease and, of course, the type of disease and its “natural history”. It was the doctor’s
duty to visit the patient regularly until he was cured, advising him, and adjusting the prescription throughout the
disease’s evolution.
The hospital creates its own environment, which significantly changes the context in which the art of medicine is
practised. The patient appears detached from his usual socio-affective context and the doctor tends to pay less
attention to his individuality and lifestyle, focussing more on the type of illness. However, a doctor at All Saints
Royal Hospital is obliged to personally and directly monitor all patients with two visits a day, during which he checks
the patient’s pulse and observes his urine, taking care to adjust the medication of each individual patient: “Item
Hordenamos e mamdamos por que os pacientes e emfermos do dito estpritall sejam vesytados e remedyados como
devem que o fisico do dicto estpritall faça a vesytaçam de todos os doentes dele duas vezes no dia” [we also order
that the patients and sick of said hospital be visited and remedied, as should the doctor of said hospital visit all its
patients twice a day] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 131).

Medical training during the period in question
All Saints Royal Hospital had a very small medical body, composed initially by a single “físico” [physician], who,
in addition to practising medicine, had to coordinate the remaining health professionals: surgeons, barbers, nurses
and apothecaries. The training of these clinicians is therefore important to understand.
All Saints Royal Hospital was created during an educational reform, in Portugal and in Europe, thanks to the
Renaissance’s renovations, whose impact on medical education resulted in the study of the classics of Greco-Roman
and Arabic medicine, in particular Hippocrates, Galen, and Avicenna, often referred to as “os três coriféus da
medicina” [the three coryphaei of medicine]. According to the canons of the time, a good doctor should know
Greek, Latin, rhetoric, natural philosophy, and moral philosophy as prerequisites for a good medical practice
(Cardoso, 2015). Thus, he would be able to read and understand the basic texts for his training.
The medical curriculum at the University of Coimbra, in 1541, consisted of the following classes, taken over the
degree’s five years: Cátedras [major classes] on Prima, Tercia or Avicenna, Noa or Anatomy, Vespers; and Catedrilhas
[minor classes] on Galen and Crises (Sousa, 2013, pp. 22-23). The Cátedras had a higher status and were aimed at
deepening the subject matter, while the Catedrilhas provided summaries that could be more easily understood by
students. The academic schedule followed the liturgical schedule, as the names of the classes indicate: Prima at
6 a.m., Tercia at 9 a.m., Noa at 3 p.m. and Vespers at 6 p.m. The curriculum had a theoretical component, providing
a theoretical framework, the core concepts, and a clinical component on “the art”, the more common diseases,
their symptoms, and therapeutic resources. The Catedrilhas were eminently theoretical, but Cátedras had a clear
clinical purpose. The order of subject matters in Prima is illustrative: medical art, affected organs,
diseases and their symptoms, different types of fevers, drugs, and their composition - “medicamentos
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simples” [simple medication].

Note, however, that despite its basically bookish character, as has been widely stated, this teaching had, since 1559,
a practical component, exercised in the hospital of Coimbra, city harbouring the only Portuguese university, but
also in All Saints Royal Hospital: “Another important reform was the introduction of hospital practice in medical
education. The 1559 university statues by D. João III established this practise in the hospital of the city of Coimbra.
This practise was conducted under the guidance of the university professors of prima, vespers, and Avicenna. One
of these three professors of Medicine, in their role as practical teacher, alternating each three months, would go
each day to the Royal Hospital to visit hospitalized patients for about one hour, being accompanied by the students”
(Sousa, 2013, p. 23). Doctrinal rigidity did not prevent the masters of Coimbra - who barred the introduction of
modern anatomy and physiology, founded by Vesalius and Harvey respectively - from being open to innovation in
the field of clinical practice (Walker, 2019).

Diseases and their cure
Diseases have a history: in each historical period, new diseases arise and the way to classify and deal with them
changes. The most common classification until the 17th century, as is well evident in Tesouro dos pobres [thesaurus of
the poor] by Pedro Hispano or Opera Medica by Francisco Sanches, was based on the affected parts, beginning with
diseases of the head to diseases of the feet.
Coinciding with the founding of All Saints Royal Hospital, a new disease arose, “una pestilencia no vista jamás”
[a pestilence never seen before] (Villalobos, apud Mora, 2015, p. 320), highly contagious, which spread quickly
throughout the world, and can be considered the first global disease: syphilis. According to the most common
version, it originated in Central America and was brought to Europe following Christopher Columbus’ journey to
the Antilles (1492), causing outbreaks in Barcelona (1493) and Naples (during this city’s siege, with troops sent by
Charles VIII of France, in 1494-1495). The army of Emperor Carlos V played an important role in spreading this
disease across Europe. In turn, European sailors, especially Portuguese, took the disease to the Orient, where,
according to Garcia de Orta’s account “nestas terras todas [da Índia], e na China e em Japão, há este morbo
napolitano” [in all these lands of India, and in China and Japan, there is this Neapolitan disease] (Orta, 2018,
p. 327). As this “pestilence” was “Muy brava e com quien no se alcanza vitoria” [very severe and no victory is
achieved] (Villalobos, apud Mora, 2015, p. 320) and led to a repugnant aspect, syphilitic patients were stigmatized
and kept as far as possible from contact with other patients and the healthy population. In All Saints Royal Hospital,
patients affected with syphilis were hospitalized in a separate ward: “Item o dito fisico sera obrigado de curar
e vesitar os doentes das bubas em todo aquello que a fisica [medicina] tocar e remedia los ha e curara o milhor que
poder na casa apartada que pera os ditos doemtes hordenamos no dito estprital.” [Also, said physician is obliged to
cure and visit those sick with buboes and whatever concerns medicine and remedy, and cure them the best he can
in the close quarters for said patients we so order in said hospital] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 133).
The treatment of syphilis was a controversial topic, especially in the 16th century, when a traditional drug was used
in Europe, mercury, but also plants from the New World and the Orient, namely guaiacum (Guaiacum sanctum), used
in tropical America (Jamaica and the Dominican Republic), and China root (Smilax china). The most prominent
Portuguese doctors with extensive experience in the treatment of this disease, Amato Lusitano and Garcia de Orta,
mainly used these two plants. Amato Lusitano, judging from his Centurias de Curas Medicinais privileged the use of
guaiacum, but also often China root and less often sarsaparilla (Morais, 2018). Garcia de Orta, for years, used
guaiacum, but later also used China root (Orta, 2018, pp. 327-329).
Regarding All Saints Royal Hospital, we have the precious work of a chief surgeon, who practised in
the casa das bubas [syphilis ward], Ruy Diaz de Ysla, whose Tractado contra el mal serpentino, written in 1510,
reveals detailed knowledge of the disease, whose ugliness was comparable to a serpent: “porque assií
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como la sierpe es animal feo y temeroso y espantoso, assí esta enfermedad es fea y temerosa y espantosa:
enfermedad grave” [because as the serpent is an ugly and fearful animal, so this disease is ugly and fearful and
awesome: serious disease] (Ysla, 1992, p. III). For Ysla, the most effective mezinha [medical preparation] was
mercury, but guaiacum also had healing power for syphilis and diet and hygiene should also be taken into account.
As a good observer, Ysla distinguished three species of syphilis, requiring an adjustment in treating each one.
According to Germano de Sousa, the three species of syphilis distinguished by Ysla correspond approximately to
the three stages - primary, secondary, and tertiary - of contemporary medicine (Sousa, 2013, p. 238). In the 17th-20th centuries, mercury remained the reference therapy at All Saints Royal Hospital, as in Europe, until the use
penicillin in the mid-20th century.
Scurvy was a disease whose incidence increased significantly in the 16th to 18th centuries, affecting sailors who
travelled long distances and especially the slaves taken from Africa to America. Camões called it a “doença crua e
feia” [raw and ugly disease], whose symptoms he described with moving realism: bleeding gums, tooth loss, joint
swelling, intense pain (Camões, Lusíadas, canto V). Many people with this affliction resorted to All Saints Royal
Hospital, “placa giratória de doenças” [revolving door of diseases] (Salgado, 2015, p. 84). The treatment was done
through surgery, bleeding, and a citrus-rich diet.
Another common disease in Portugal in the 16th to 18th centuries, which persisted until the early 20th century, was
malaria, which affected mainly the popular masses, but also high-society figures such as King D. Pedro II. The most
usual treatment was with purges, bloodletting, and tisanes. However, the most effective remedy was a secret remedy
(that is, whose inventor-producer did not reveal the exact composition and production method), the famous água
de Inglaterra [water of England], which, in fact, was wine with quinine, a substance still used today by the
pharmaceutical industry. Despite the designation of water of England, since the second half of the 17th century,
it was produced and marketed by Portuguese, notably Jacob de Castro Sarmento (Dias, 2012). All Saints Royal
Hospital is known to have acquired some bottles of this innovative medicine in the mid-18th century (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 926).
Among the diseases already referred to by Hippocrates, which still persist today and were very common in Portugal
and in Europe from the 16th to 18th centuries, as can be seen in clinical observation works common in this period,
were: angina, fevers, aches (especially of the head), cramps, intestinal and kidney diseases. Also, very frequent were
bone fractures resulting from accidents of diverse nature. Treatments, which varied according to the disease and
the specific case of each patient, consisted mainly of bloodletting, purges and ingestion of active substances, in
particular of plant origin, but also mineral origin. Equally important was the regulation of the six unnatural things
(air quality, food and drink, retention and excretion, movement and rest, sleep and vigil, passions of the soul).
The mentally ill, commonly referred to as “doudos” [mad], were classified into three main categories: epileptics,
melancholics and maniacs. According to Galen’s teaching, that “os costumes da alma seguem os tempermentos do
corpo” [the soul’s habitats follow the body’s temperaments], these diseases were treated according to the same
principles as organic diseases, despite the growing tendency to introduce psychotherapeutic measures.
A doctor in All Saints Royal Hospital was also obliged to “vesytar e er todollos enfermos que ha porta do estpritall
vierem e de ally a porta lhe ver suas agoas e tomar seus pulsos e dar todo comselho e remedio que pera suas curas
lhe parecer compridoiro” [visit and see all sick who come to the hospital’s door, and at the door see their urine and
take their pulse, and give all advice and remedy found fit to cure them] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, pp. 132-133).
The incurable remained outside. In the 16th to 18th century, this category of patients included lepers, for whom
leper-houses were created far from settlements.
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De Humani Cor poris Fabrica
Andreae Vesalli
Basileia: Joannex Oporium, 1543
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Tractado contra el mal ser pentino venido de la ysla Española
Ruy Diaz de Ysla
Sevilha, Andrea de Burgos, 1542
Public domain:(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ruy_Diaz_de_Isla_1539.jpg)
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The objective conditions of All Saints Royal Hospital
In the early 16th century, when All Saints Royal Hospital was established, the royal power’s political capacity was
greatly diminished. The Crown exercised jurisdiction over a quarter of the Kingdom’s territory, sharing authority
with high ranking nobles, the military orders, ecclesiastical donees, lay people, and the communities. The total
number of annual appointments of literate ministers did not exceed ten; the monarch was advised by two secretaries
of the Chamber; the affairs of justice and grace involved half a dozen appellate judges and a dozen judges in the
House of Justice; the treasury was in the hands of five superintendents; and security depended on enlistment for
the militias and the bodies of orderlies. The six existing counties and the precariousness of the road networks
illustrate the fragility of political communication and territorial organization. Regarding assistance, the post of Físico-mor [chief physician] did not yet exist (1521), nor that of Provedor-mor da Saúde [chief health purveyor] (1526),
although the Lisbon Misericórdia [house of mercy] (1498) was already operating.
Therefore, All Saints Royal Hospital’s operation, while serving the Court, could not depend on the royal
administration, due to lack of resources, skills, and officers. As with other regulatory provisions (e.g., the charters,
the ordinances, and the rules for chief captains), the operation of All Saints Royal Hospital was dependent, from
the very beginning, on a corporate understanding between several private agencies, such as the religious orders,
the dioceses, misericórdias, Lisbon senate, and the Royal Chamber’s physicians and surgeons, that is, we cannot
have an broad understanding of the organization, management and administration of All Saints Royal Hospital
without considering the unfathomable constellation of particular settlements and conflicts, a far cry from
centralized royal intervention.
This was, moreover, the reality ruling All Saints Royal Hospital from the beginning (1502). Only two years
later, the Regimento [rules of procedure] was published (1504), whose drafting and approval certainly had
the consent of the leaders in office. Therefore, we want to underline the inadequacy of a formal reading
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of the Regimento regarding the organisational structure, although we recognise the value of its political expression
of ideas on assistance and hospital care, essentially following the innovative guidelines advocated and practised in
Italian hospitals of the time.

The Regimento of 1504
The Regimento do Hospital de Todos os Santos, de Lisboa [rules of procedure of All Saints Hospital, of Lisbon] (ANTT,
Hospital de São José. Regimento do Hospital Real de Todolos Santos del Rey Nosso Senhor de Lisboa,1504), is a long regulatory
document, absolutely unusual for the time, and of great normative quality, unlike most of the dozens of rules and
charters on privileges, institutions and royals offices throughout the 16th century. This may indicate it was adapted
from Italian rules of procedure, with one or another reference to the particular Portuguese situation.
How it was produced is unknown, but it probably did not come from the Royal ministers of health, that is, the
Royal Chamber’s physicians and surgeons, who would certainly express royal orders through the chancellery. Rather,
the Regimento was surely composed by officers and agents experienced in caring for patients and hospital organization,
who were summoned informally to embrace a unique experience.
Note that in terms of its language, the structure of the Regimento in titles and paragraphs is very similar to the model
followed in the Ordenações Afonsinas e Manuelinas, [Afonsin and Manueline Laws], that is, a taxonomy by topics with
a detailed description of duties and obligations of the several offices, except for assistants. Also note that the
Regimento has no code for infringements and penalties for non-compliance, which was not common in the rules of
procedure at the time. Nor are there any references to supervision and/or control by authorities, although the
ombudsman’s oversight is invoked, although he was not obliged to give “residence” of his terms in office, stipulated
as without limit. This is illustrated by the fact that private jurisdiction was given, after 1530, to the chapter of the
Congregation of São João Evangelista and not the royal courts, or the Físico-mor [Chief Physician] or Provedor-mor
[Chief Health Ombudsman], created in the meantime.
We know that All Saints Royal Hospital’s architecture followed the hospital reform that took place in northern Italy
and Spain. This pioneering movement began in 1334 with the inauguration of the Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova
(Florence), and afterwards with the opening of the Scala (Siena, 1440), Grand Hospital of Milan (1456), Valencia
Hospital (1493), Zaragoza Hospital (1496), Santiago de Compostela Hospital (1501), Santa Cruz Hospital in Toledo
and Royal Hospital in Granada (1504). Note the cruciform typology in the building’s layout that allowed a new
organization of space and revolutionized the protocol of care provided to the sick.

The place of the patient in the regulatory representation
The regimento charges All Saints Royal Hospital not only with care of the sick1, but also refers the non-remedied,
foundlings2 and, particularly, the poor. The hospital administration should consider that “pobres e pessoas miseráveis
tivessem algum mais certo recolhimento e remedio de suas necessidades em esta cidade do que nela para eles até
então havia posto que em ela hospitais houvesse” [the poor and miserable have more secure shelter and remedy for
their needs in this city, beyond that offered by hospitals until now] to treat them better and cure them, performing
“caridade e obra piedosa” [charity and pious works].

Also in this category, although isolated in their own ward, are patients with syphilis.
The almoxarife [administrator] also received foundlings who were given to wet nurses to raise for three years, after which they returned to the hospital to be dressed and fed
until they were seven and learned a trade.
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Conditions for admission in All Saints Royal Hospital were related with becoming ill within the city or up to ten
leagues, being poor, having no “remédio para se poder curar nem remediar” [remedy or means to cure or remedy
themselves] and not having incurable diseases.
The most notable specific representation in the Regimento is the undifferentiated grouping of three novel designations,
i.e. “enfermos” [ill], “doentes” [sick] and “pacientes” [patients] to identify the admitted population, as well as the
use of “saúde” [health], “cura” [cure] and “remediado” [remedied] to indicate the purpose of the hospital’s mission.
These categories cannot be differentiated as they were never used in parallel and/or undifferentiated, but they
undoubtedly constituted the recognition of a valuable symbolic capital that was not part of the language of
assistance. Nevertheless, the truth is All Saints Royal Hospital had a dual mission: on the one hand, to heal/care
and, on the other, to practice social assistance, a hospital for everyone “ser curado e remediado e lhe ser feita esmola
e obra de caridade” [to be healed and remedied and to be given alms and charity].
The resources to achieve these objectives were, firstly, a body of 52 offices (administrative, religious, health and
auxiliary), half of which were distributed among physicians (2), surgeons and assistants (4), apothecary and assistants
(4), senior and junior nurses (13), barber-bleeder (1) and cristaleira [administered clysters] (1). Then the medication
and, just as important, a good diet. Fourthly, visitations to the sick, which we will refer later. Next was the consolation
of words and charity, to “prover sobre a cura dos doentes e terá muito grande cuidado de saber como são remediados
e pelos enfermeiros das enfermarias são curados como devem e se os tais enfermeiros são caridosos” [foster the
healing of the sick and carefully learn how they are remedied and cured by the nurses and if said nurses are charitable]
so that “que os enfermos sejam muito bem curados e providos em suas necessidades e consolados com boas
palavras” [the sick are properly cared and satisfied and consoled with good words]. Moreover, the wards were cleaned
to “sempre muito limpas e sem nenhum mau cheiro porque isto é coisa que muita aproveita para a saúde” [always
be very clean and without bad smells, because this is something that benefits health] and also good smells were
distributed to nurses so the wards would have “sempre bom cheiro e os enfermos recebam com isso consolação”
[always a good smell and with this the sick receive consolation]. Finally, the health of the soul, in the hands of the
chaplains and the priest (masses, confessions, ointments and communions), who also registered and recorded
admissions (day, month, place of birth, marital status, name of father and mother, nicknames, address of parents,
collection of goods, wills).
A new paradigm in care provision
Conditions in All Saints Royal Hospital fostered the appearance of a new paradigm in care provision, in terms of
size and diversity of offices contributing towards care in this hospital institution. Care is related to a holistic attention
to satisfying a patient’s needs, from a humanistic or anthropological perspective. In a hospital, providing care implies
an activity, an organization, an availability for the other. Who is in need and who provides care are part of a
complexity of variables, implying knowledge of the other, availability, activity by the institution’s various ‘offices’,
as an expression of feeling, as an act of compassion, as a commitment between two people - who is cared for and
who provides care - involving affection, organization, planning, kindness, management of each moment, the idea
of serving, the use of skill, the caregiver’s interest, institutional norms, responsibility, respect, honesty,
communication, trust, consideration for the other, solidarity.
The admission of patients in the hospital obeyed a selection by the physicians and surgeons, with the presence of
the ombudsman, to identify their needs and organize the set of interventions to be performed by several officers
to restore their health, in which hygiene emerged as a fundamental requirement. Nurses were responsible for the
diet (two daily meals, dinner, and supper, where eggs, poultry, olive oil, vinegar, sugar and preserves were prominent),
as well as administrating purges and medication. The diet and therapy both played the role of positively
changing health. Respect for the human person was also a concern, even beyond hospitalization, both
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after being discharged from the hospital and upon death.

Patient visits were carried out twice a day, by the provedor [ombudsman], vedor [superintendent], physician, surgeon,
the hospitaller, the apothecary, the senior and junior nurses, to take their pulse, “analyse the waters”, prescribe
medication, apply purges and plan their diet, that is, a visit where the context of each one’s health/disease was
addressed. In addition to visits to the wards (São Vicente, São Cosme and Santa Clara), there was also an inspection
of the patients with syphilis. This is model of visit - part of the recovery process, with the participation of the
different actors, where each had a well-defined role - marked a major change in hospital procedures and marked a
close relationship with the patient (visits were at each patient’s bedside), with a continuous concern for the evolution
of their health (visits occurred twice a day), an inter-disciplinary dynamic, with visits carried out by the various
officers, those with a greater role in providing care: a global, holistic perspective of the person for the purpose of
recovery. This was therefore a new model of care provision within a hospital, a concept of proximity,
aid, commitment, involvement, respect and trust, so interventions would meet the patient’s needs: a good relationship,
attention, respect, compassion and charity.
Unquestionably, instructions to serve patients from a perspective of care that, henceforth, established and guided
new treatment and health practices in Portuguese society in the beginning of D. Manuel’s reign (16th century).
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Record of patient admission
Sta. Madalena ward
Hospital de São José, liv. 1460, f. 45
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004-001/1460
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Record of patient admission
S. Camilo, S. Francisco, Sto. Agostinho and S. Carlos wards
Hospital de São José, liv. 1412, fs. 1v.-2
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004-001/1412
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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One of the most unusual ceramic uses of the pottery production of 18th century Lisbon is probably the
identification plates of the beds in the wards of All Saints Royal Hospital. In the collection of the Museu Nacional
do Azulejo (MNAz) [National Tile Museum], there are 138 of these objects (with an average dimension of about
16 cm high, 12 cm wide and 1.1 cm thick), some oval and others circular and with polychrome painting. Flanking
the white background, on which is inscribed a purplish brown cursive N over a number, there is a shadow on the
right, in different intensities of blue depending on the piece’s painting, trying to simulate a convex medallion. The
framing of the set seeks to accentuate this illusion, alternating a yellow and purplish brown circle, so the observer
perceives the areas of light and shadow that project on the medallion. A detail that goes almost unnoticed is that,
originally, these pieces were cut at the top and in some of them one can see a painted a hole from which a ribbon
came out with hanging tips. Thus, the plates seek to portray a medallion in a more sophisticated manner than a first
glance would seem to indicate, even though this detail was lost in most pieces when they were removed from their
place (Images 1.1 and 1.2).
Although with many gaps, the pieces that integrate the MNAz collection - whose date and mode of integration
into the collection are unknown - allow us to infer some information. There are cases of the same number repeated
four times (such as 13 and 28), which raises the hypothesis that the Hospital’s four wards all had beds marked this
way. The highest number in the MNAz collection and that allows us to postulate the number of beds of at least
one ward is 110.
A second aspect relates to the type of painting, through which we realize not only that the medallions were made
by different painters (there is a notable difference in lettering), but also that there seem to have been different times
of production. While several pieces appear to have been painted directly on their surface, others appear to result
from the use of stencils to facilitate the process of drawing the various elements (Images 2.1 and 2.2). This
technique is disseminated throughout all numbers, but all painted numbers higher than 68 in the MNAz
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collection employ exclusively this feature. The same goes for the different contours that seek to give the

discs a three-dimensionality. In some cases, there was notable care and skill in the painting’s execution, but where
stencils were used, the chromatic density eliminates any possibility of eluding the observer. It is also evident that
the older plates were hand cut along the edges and the more recent plates were made using moulds, so there is no
indication of them having ribbons, an aspect that, by eliminating the jagged edges, reduces their production cost
(Images 3.1 and 3.2).
Finally, there is the question of the chronology of these objects’ execution. The use of this specific polychrome
allows us to associate the discs with the rocaille aesthetics. Thus, based on dated pieces that allow us to define an
initial timeframe with some security, part of the All Saints Royal Hospital plates were probably made between the
late 1750s and the late 1780s. Our chronological references are the dated panels of saints that are/were embedded
in city walls and with which one can study the changes in taste throughout this century. Therefore, older panels that
employed a similar palette begin to appear more frequently after 1756 (panel in Museu de Lisboa, inv. MC.AZU.0013)
or 1758 (case of panel in MNAz, inv. 6112 or one in Sacramento à Lapa Street, 24)1, supporting the idea that the
pieces identifying beds in All Saints Royal Hospital may have been made in the context of this building’s
reconstruction after the 1755 Earthquake. The pieces made with stencils are later, as this feature only appears in
Portugal towards the late 18th/early 19th century. Thus, we are faced with two moments of production of this set,
which seem to correspond to different times and with some distance between them.
The older plates, some revealing reuse, also display a curiosity. Some numbers were changed after the glaze was
fired, which implied pecking the replacement number and filling the painted area with stanniferous glaze. A closer
look reveals changes in pieces with higher numbers: a plate with the number 3 was preceded by a 6 (Image 4.1);
a number 12 once had a 5 instead of the 1 (Image 4.2); and the number 20 was initially a 60 (Image 4.3).
Although these are discrete and practically ignored elements, a closer look at the plates that once integrated the
wards of All Saints Royal Hospital provides insight into aspects of an iconic building of the city of Lisbon,
which a series of catastrophes and time destroyed, but that still remains alive in the collective memory.
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Although there is an early panel - the Adoration of the Blessed in Travessa de São Pedro de Alcântara, dated 1752 -, the chromatic structure is not yet sufficiently elucidating
of what we can find in the All Saints Hospital discs.
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Among the numerous hospitals incorporated in All Saints Royal Hospital was a hospital dedicated to helping
unprotected children, the Hospital dos Meninos [Children’s Hospital], which had been created in 1273, by initiative of
Queen D. Beatriz, the wife of D. Afonso III. Installed in Mouraria, it was the first of its kind in Portugal. Its
foundation was part of a broader movement to create institutions dedicated to the care of abandoned children. In
Western Europe, the foundation of these institutions, present mainly in the Catholic countries of Southern Europe
where anonymous abandonment was practised, developed from the Italian Peninsula, where the first institution
was established in Milan in the 8th century. The aim was to harbour these children in places separate from the rest
of the population that came to hospitals and shelters.
By incorporating the Children’s Hospital, All Saints Royal Hospital had to ensure the fulfilment of its assistance
obligations. How the incorporation took place and when children began to be admitted in this hospital is unknown.
The Royal Charter of May 31, 1502, which granted privileges to those who cared for abandoned children, known
as expostos or enjeitados, indicates that, at the time, there were already foundlings in the Hospital, or at least this
institution already had the obligation to guarantee them assistance.
In the absence of daily administration records on raising foundlings, the 1504 Regimento [rules of procedure] provides
the first data on this activity. The institution’s provedor [ombudsman] was responsible for raising the foundlings, with
the collaboration of the almoxarife [administrator] and his clerk. When an abandoned child was admitted to the
Hospital, the first step was his baptism, if he had not yet received it. This concern was always present regarding
foundlings. The absence of this sacrament would condemn their souls to limbo, unable to attain the beatific vision
due to original Sin. After baptism, the child was given to a voluntary wet nurse, who raised the child in her own
home for a period of three years. Remuneration for this task was agreed with the purveyor. Although the Regimento
is silent on this matter, there were internal wet nurses in the Hospital since at least 1564, who cared for the
children when they were housed there.
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After three years with their wet nurses, the foundlings were given to the Hospital, where they remained until they
were seven, at which age were they sent to learn a trade or exercise an occupation, depending on the ombudsman’s
judgement and the child’s inclination. Everything should be recorded, with data about the children, the nurses that
raised them and the obligations of who received them at the age of seven. Moreover, in order to be associated with
the Hospital, they were given blue clothes with the institution’s insignia on their chest. At any time, these children
could be given to any who sought them in the Hospital, parents or others, as long as they were not new Christians.
The rules in the 1504 Regimento, approved shortly after the Hospital began its activity in 1502, need be confronted
with the reality of the institution’s activity, which regarding the raising of foundlings seems to have exceeded what
was foreseen. A report, dated October 27, 1518, by then provedor [purveyor] Mem Cáceres, indicates that the number
of foundlings raised at the expense of All Saints Royal Hospital was much higher than expected when the Children’s
Hospital was incorporated. According to this document, six foundlings were raised each year in the Children’s
Hospital, while All Saints Royal Hospital had ensured the raising of 164 foundlings since January 1, 1515. In a period
of just under four years, this represented a considerably higher number than that registered in the Children’s Hospital,
although the report noted 45 had died and four had been given to their respective mothers. A higher number of
foundlings implied a need for more nurses and, as such, increased expenditure. Not only were there more nurses,
but they also earned a higher payment.
The purveyor also reported an incident with the city’s Misericórdia, established in 1498, regarding which institution
was responsible for a child whose wet nurse, supported by a nobleman, had died. Taken to the Misericórdia, this
institution sent the child to All Saints Royal Hospital so it would ensure the payment for raising the foundling. The
Hospital refused. The purveyor understood that the institution’s obligation was restricted to the upbringing of the
children abandoned in its care. Although the situation of said child is unclear, namely whether it was a foundling,
the purveyor’s statement seems to contradict the hospital’s Regimento, which stated that the Hospital would receive
all children abandoned there or those taken there as foundlings. Given the lack of documentation, there are still
doubts as to how the Hospital operated with regard to children who had been abandoned elsewhere.
The same document also indicates the Hospital was already facing a lack of wet nurses. In order to increase the
number of women available to raise foundlings, several privileges were granted to their families. As mentioned,
as early as 1502, the Royal letter of May 31 granted exemptions from municipal obligations to those who cared for
foundlings from All Saints Royal Hospital, during three years. On January 29, 1532, the period of privileges was
increased to six years. The extension was justified by the high mortality of children after they were taken from the
wet nurses at age three. This increase in the duration of privileges was probably associated with an extension of
remuneration for raising the foundlings. In 1576, the privileges previously granted were restricted. In the 17th
century, these became essentially military in nature. A charter dated August 29, 1654, exempted the nurses’ husbands
from various charges of war, privileges that, in 1695, also covered their children, which was confirmed in 1701.
Recruitment of wet nurses was inseparable, although not exclusively, from the increase in the number of foundlings,
which led to an increase in Hospital expenditure to raise them. At least since 1627, there were attempts by the Lisbon
Misericórdia, which administered the Hospital since 1564, to transfer this obligation to the City Council, alleging
financial difficulties. The royal orders always tended towards making the City Council responsible for foundlings,
although it allowed the possibility the Council only guarantee financing, while the administration continue to be
provided by the Hospital. However, the Lisbon City Council refused to accept the royal determinations. In addition
to alleging financial difficulties, they resorted to the Ordenações [royal laws] to deny their obligations towards the
foundlings, although they recalled that, on several occasions, they provided funds to assist the Hospital. According
to the Manueline Ordenações, which were followed by the Philippine Ordenações, children who could not be supported
by their family were to be raised at the expense of the hospitals or shelters in a locality, provided they
had assets applied to their aid. If these were lacking, then the municipalities were responsible for the
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Council argued that All Saints Royal Hospital had incorporated institutions with assets earmarked for the raising of
foundlings, so they were obliged to continue helping these children. The fact the Hospital had provided the
foundlings with space in their building was recognition of their obligation. Since at least the late 17th century,
foundlings were housed in a house attached to the Hospital, on Betesga Street, were the foundling wheel was also
located, a cylindrical device that guaranteed the anonymity of those who abandoned the child. Widely used in
Portugal, the exact date when this mechanism began to be used in All Saints Royal Hospital is unknown, but a City
Council consultation with the King, dated November 4, 1636, refers that children where left in a lathe at the Hospital,
most likely a reference to the wheel. Despite the initial refusal, in the course of the conflict between the two parties,
in 1636, the municipality considered taking responsibility for the foundlings, and informed the Misericórdia. The
Lisbon City Council had decided to administer and fund the upbringing of these children, ensuring their continued
reception in the Hospital until another location was defined. This solution was refused by the Misericórdia. A solution
was adopted the following year to oversee the raising of foundlings in Lisbon. A contract between both parties,
dated June 23, 1637, determined the city would contribute financially to raise the foundlings, while their
administration would continue with All Saints Royal Hospital.
Having defined the responsibility for helping the abandoned children, the Misericórdia of Lisbon decided, in 1657,
to create the Mesa dos Enjeitados [Court of Foundlings], which should ensure the management of this task. This
court operated without a normative text until 1716, when a commitment was approved, probably establishing already
adopted principles. According to this document, the Mesa dos Enjeitados was elected annually in July and integrated
members of the previous Mesa da Misericórdia [Court of the House of Mercy], which ceased its functions at the
beginning of that month. The daily management of raising the foundlings was entrusted to two stewards. In their
dependence was the ama-seca [dry nurse], who ensured the collection of the children deposited in the wheel and the
supervision of the wet nurses who fed them. As soon as possible, the foundlings were registered and given to
external wet nurses until they were seven years old. The first two years were assumed to be breast-feeding years,
during which time remuneration was higher. After the period designated for upbringing, the foundlings could remain
with their wet nurses or be given to who was willing to keep them.
With the Mesa dos Enjeitados’s administration over raising abandoned children, the possibility of changing where they
were received was reconsidered. In 1682, this court considered that possibility of transferring foundlings to São
Lazaro Hospital, where the lepers were treated, an institution administered by the City Council, but the latter gave
its negative opinion.
Thus, All Saints Hospital continued to receive foundlings until 1750. That year, on August 10, a fire in the hospital
reached the area for the foundlings, where the Mesa dos Enjeitados also operated. The children were first taken to São
Domingos Church, then to the Senate House and later to the palace of the count of Ribeira. After the earthquake
that struck the Hospital five years later, they were installed in Rossio, in Campo de Ourique and Calçada de Santo
André. Finally, in 1771, they were transferred to Casa Professa de São Roque, which together with the church had
been donated to the Lisbon Misericórdia, in February 1768. At that time, the administration of foundlings was in the
direct dependence of the Mesa da Misericórdia, which on January 4, 1768, was joined with the Mesa dos Enjeitados,
thereby terminating the foundling’s connection with All Saints Royal Hospital.
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Privileges conceded to the foundling carers
1563, January 22
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 302
PT/TT/HJS/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Determination on the raising of foundlings
1628, May 30
Livro 1º de Filipe III, f. 109
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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_THE SANTA CASA DA MISERICÓRDIA DE LISBOA
AND THE FOUNDLING TOKENS
Francisco d’Orey Manoel
Historical Archive of Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML)
Nelson Moreira Antão
Historical Archive of Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML)

Hospital de Todos-os-Santos [All Saints Hospital] received since 1504 - the year the Regimento [rules of procedure] were
approved - the abandoned or orphaned children of the city. Minors were placed in the Hospital wheel so this
institution would foster, support, and educate them1.
Since 1564 the Hospital administration was entrusted to the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa. Some years later,
in the aftermath of the devastating earthquake on November 1, 1755, that Confraternity took on the direct
responsibility for assisting unprotected children, creating the Hospital dos Expostos [Foundling Hospital].
Therefore, a considerable collection of documents (almost 200 linear metres) relating to the assistance of foundlings,
covering a period dating back to the 17th century2, is preserved in the Historical Archive of the Santa Casa da
Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML). This collection includes different archival series, with common and
complementary information. Some of these series are rare, such as the foundling tokens, which consist in
handwritten notes that were left with some children when they were placed on the wheel. Sometimes these
documents were accompanied by other pieces of various types. The tokens, in their simplest form (only a
handwritten note) or more complex (note accompanied by an object), were intended to identify the minors, when
the parents wanted - or could - claim them. Whoever presented a document matching the token left with the child
would prove they were the minor’s parent and could claim them. Some of these documents had an irregular cutout for validation purposes, providing a specific fit of both parts (the token and the respective countersign).

The roda dos expostos [foundling wheel] was a wooden structure used to deposit children anonymously. When the nurse heard the bell (which rang outside), she went to the structure and
turned it to collect the baby that had just been deposited.
2
Although the headquarters of the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa, within the All Saints Hospital building (managed by the Misericórdia de Lisboa), were destroyed by the 1755
earthquake, the documentation in this archival section was secured, presumably transferred to other spaces a few years earlier, as would happen afterwards with the foundlings
and their caregivers. Cf. Relação verdadeira, e individual do formidavel incendio, que se ateou no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos da cidade de Lisboa, em 10 de Agosto, deste anno de 1750. Lisboa:
na officina de Manoel Soares, 1750.
1
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In addition, tokens were used to convey information about the minor and to share concerns, make requests, share
suffering, and register the reasons for abandonment. Sometimes the handwritten note was accompanied by ribbons,
a little shoe, or even a playing card, a coin, a sock embroidered by the mother or some other symbolic artefact.
These pieces also demonstrated the desire to place the foundling not only under the protection and support of a
reputable institution, but also under the protection and safeguard of a divine or sacred element (images of Saints,
medals, crucifixes, etc.), a secular element (amulets in the shape of a fig or four-leaf clover, etc.), or even affective
element (a strand of the mother’s hair, a picture of the father, or even the family necklace, earring, or ring).
The Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa has the largest collection of these tokens, both in number (more than 87
thousand) and in terms of chronological range (from 1790 to 1926). This chronological timeline is extended by
nine additional tokens, the oldest from 1658, and the others from between 16903 and 1788.
These documents are very rare - even considering other European countries that had the same assistance solution
to shelter unprotected children -, because with time all these documents were considered to have no informative
value and destroyed.
Due to their diversity, the tokens represent records that allow the compendium of a great deal of information.
In addition, they reveal deep feelings, often filled with spirituality, love, suffering, delusion, or anguish that led to
abandonment. Therefore, the tokens gather an unusual source of information - often with hidden messages - which
allow the study of various themes, particularly associated with:
• religiosity and superstition;
• decorative or artistic shapes present in some tokens;
• analysis of the cloths used at a given time;
• history, sociology or anthropology;
• as well as possible influences of other cultures in Portuguese reality.
As an example, we can highlight some tokens of foundlings that portray and testify historical moments and political,
social, and economic circumstances, such as the French invasions (period when the tokens convey messages revealing
the population’s migration movement to Lisbon, fleeing from the invaders). Or those reflecting life during the
Portuguese civil war, in the 1830s, some with explicit support for the absolutist cause or, in contrast, adherence to
the new liberal ideas.
The responsibility for rearing the foundlings was given to the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa. In a Royal letter,
dated February 8, 1768, the monarch granted this confraternity the old Casa Professa de São Roque (which previously
belonged to the Society of Jesus) to install their headquarters and the dependencies for sheltering foundlings and
raising orphans. For this reason, when the new installations of All Saints Hospital were inaugurated in 1775, under
the name of Hospital de São José, this institution was then disassociated from a role that, for centuries, it played in
assisting underprivileged children.
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Token of Inês Maria, foundling No. 288, of 1690. AHSCML, Criação dos expostos, Entradas de expostos, Entradas e batismos, Sinais de entrada (reference code: PTSCMLSB SCML/CE/EE/EB/08/000/001).
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Token of Maria Josefa da Silva, foundling no. 480 of 1697
This 17th century token is found attached to the record of the child’s admission.
[Note: the oldest token preserved in the Misericórdia of Lisbon is from 1658]
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entradas de Expostos, Entradas e batismos,
Livros de registo de entradas de expostos, liv. n.º 11 (1695-1697), f. 472, registo n.º 480
(ref. cod: PT-SCMLSB/SCML/CE/EB/01/11/1481)

Token of Manuel, foundling no. 376 of 1793
Includes a measure of Senhor Jesus da Paciência in pink silk, with stencil,
as well as a pink and blue scapular, embroidered with sequins, silver and gold threads,
a green bow, and a tassel of the same colour.
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entradas de Expostos, Entradas e batismos,
Sinais de entrada
(ref. cod.: PT -SCMLSB SCML/CE/EE/EB/08/004/161)

Token of Inácia, foundling no. 1226 of 1799
Includes the drawing of a Star of David and a blue ribbon with yellow stripes.
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entradas de Expostos, Entradas e batismos,
Sinais de entrada
(ref. cod.: PT -SCMLSB SCML/CE/EE/EB/08/010/577)
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Proceedings for the delivery of Catarina, foundling no. 1633 of 1848
Includes the token and counter token, which consist in manuscript notes (with cut for validation), as well as two white and blue
ribbons, with geometric motifs.
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entregas de expostos a pais,
Processos de entrega
(ref. cod.: PT -SCMLSB SCML/CE/EP/02/025/041)

Token of Guilhermina Maria, foundling no. 97 of 1863
The note presents a cut for the purpose of validation,
and is signed with the initials J. M.
Includes two playing cards, the king of clubs and the king of spades, both with
cut for the purpose of validation.
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa (AHSCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entradas de Expostos, Entradas e batismos,
Sinais de entrada
(ref. cod: PT -SCMLSB SCML/CE/EE/EB/08/074/0063)

Token of Avelino, foundling no. 2482 of 1867
Includes a heart in purple fabric, embroidered
with gold thread and blue beads, wherein rests
a lock of brown hair.
Arquivo Histórico da Santa Casa da Misericórdia
de Lisboa (AHSCML),
Criação dos expostos, Entradas de Expostos, Entradas e batismos,
Sinais de entrada
(ref. cod: PT -SCMLSB SCML/CE/EE/EB/08/078/1540)
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All Saints Royal Hospital, whose activity began formally in 15041, was a secular institution, of royal initiative,
protected throughout its existence, albeit indirectly, by the Crown, as would also occur with the Misericórdia [house
of mercy] of Lisbon.
While this observation is, in itself, of essential importance to understand the development, in early modern Portugal
(16th-18th centuries), of the binomial assistance–charity, it assumes particular relevance in terms of the professional
structure the new hospital felt the need to create, as well as the types of positions imposed by its institutional
dimension. This present reflection seeks to understand the nature of the service provided in the “esprital grande
de Lixboa” [great hospital of Lisbon], as Garcia de Resende called it (Livro das Obras, 1994, p. 352), as well as the
ties of those who, in the most varied areas, embodied this service.
All Saints Royal Hospital arose from the will of King D. João II to equip Lisbon with a large establishment for
assistance, a wish that earned papal recognition: first, during Sixtus IV, the papal bull Ex debito solicitudines (ANTT,
Colecção de Bulas, mç. 12, n.º 8) of August 18, 1479, reverted towards the royal project all pious legacies, rents and
alms that sustained the network of small assistance institutions commonly referred to as “hospitais” [hospitals],
“mercearias” [houses of devout laypersons] or “albergarias” [shelters]; then, the bull Injunctum nobis, de super (ANTT,
Hospital de S. José, mç. 1, n.º 3, cx. 500), of January 21, 1485, in which Innocent VIII confirmed the contents of
the previous bull and, furthermore, allowed the Portuguese Crown to apply the same procedure to other cities of
the kingdom. King D. João II conferred the immense task of guaranteeing the conditions for the construction and
operation of the new hospital to Estevão Martins, Schoolmaster and Canon in the Lisbon Cathedral, Provedor-mor

The Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos [All Saints Royal Hospital’s Rules of Procedure] stipulated by King D. Manuel I, in 1504, a notable document for its rigour
and detail, can be perceived as a text based on experience and experimentation, confirming that the institution manteve abertas as suas portas desde 1502, ano em que terão sido
acolhidos os primeiros enfermos [kept its doors open since 1502, the year when the first sick were received] (Pacheco, 2018, p. 309), or even before.
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[Chief Purveyor] and Judge of Hospitals, Shelters, Confraternities and Chapels. A man trusted by the King, he was
the first governor of the Royal Hospital. In 1492, he raised capital to build the Hospital, presiding over the lease of
the Crown’s assets or of chapels, shelters and hospitals. In 1497, he took possession of the movable and immovable
property of Lisbon’s synagogues and mosques (Carmona, 1954, p. 55). In 1501, already residing in the Rossio
hospital, he took possession of the houses belonging to the former Hospital dos Sapateiros de Correia (Carmona,
1954, p. 56). Appointed ombudsman in 1502 (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. João II, Livro 17, f. 91v.), Estevão Martins
led the institution until December 2, 1506, the date of his death.
The Hospital’s government then fell upon individuals who carried out their activities under royal tutelage. We can
distinguish two main periods in the hospital’s government. In the first, which extends until 1564, we see the royal
appointment of clerics, but also of noblemen and knights of the Royal House, which underlines the institution’s
secular nature. This changed in 1530.
Regarding the dismissal, due to physical weakness, of the then Purveyor Garcia de Souza Chichorro, King D. João
III expressed concerns about management, revealing that “os doentes não eram curados com aquela caridade e
limpesa que se requeria para remedio de suas enfermidades” [the sick were not healed with the charity and
cleanliness required for curing their diseases] (Carmona, 1954, p. 194). The monarch’s displeasure was expressed
in the edict of March 8, 1530, wherein the Hospital’s government was given to the Congregation of S. João
Evangelista of the Convent of Saint Eloy, which already administered several hospitals in the country, thus
inaugurating the period of management by the Lóios Priests, during which Purveyor continued to be appointed,
but this time members of this Congregation.
However, on June 28, 1564, Father Gaspar da Assumpção asked the king for exemption from the burdens and
responsibilities of Hospital governance, which suggests difficulties in collecting assets and the complexity of heading
All Saints. Accepting the resignation of the last Ombudsman from the Congregation of Lóios, the still CardinalInfante D. Henrique ended the first period in the Hospital’s history, a period characterized by the direct initiative of
the Crown in founding and maintaining the institution over the course of seventy years, under its direct supervision,
but also a period of indifference, inability, or, if you prefer, resistance by administrators, ombudsmen and tenants
in complying fully and timely with the obligations related to pious legacies. This question is transversal to the whole
history of Portuguese assistance until the end of the 18th century, and therefore was a permanently inconvenient
feature, which even the systematic attribution of rents and privileges could not mend (Pacheco, 2008, pp. 73-74).
D. Henrique inaugurated the second period of governance by handing All Saints Royal Hospital’s government to
the Brotherhood of the Misericórdia of Lisbon. D. Sancho de Faro, Count of Odemira, then the Brotherhood’s
Ombudsman, accepted the position, taking possession of the Hospital’s property and administration on June 29,
1564. Curiously, even in a political and economic context of great complexity, the Crown sought to keep charity
and assistance under its control. In fact, since their foundation, the “Misericórdias were confrarias de leigos, por
leigos geridas” [Misericórdias were brotherhoods of lay people, managed by lay people] (Abreu, 2004, p. 15), under
the sovereign’s tutelage.
The Brotherhood proposed to the Crown that the election dos officiaes que deveriam governar o Hospital […] fosse feita
pela Mesa da Misericórdia, como se fazia a dos officiaes que serviam na mesma Santa Casa; e que d’estes eleitos fosse um homem nobre,
e honrado, e de bom viver que tivesse o nome de Enfermeiro-Mór [of the officers that were to govern the Hospital, [ ... ] be
done by the Mesa da Misericórdia’s [Court of the House of Mercy], as well as the officers that served the same House;
and that among them the Chief Nurse be a noble and honourable man of good standing] (Santos, 1918, p. 47).
Martin Affonso de Souza became the first Chief Nurse of All Saints Royal Hospital. Chief Nurse was therefore
not someone providing nursing care, but the Hospital’s highest governing office, reporting on his activity
to the Mesa da Irmandade da Misericórdia [Court of the House of Mercy’s Brotherhood] or, ultimately,
408
to the King. Over the years, the office was held by some of the kingdom’s most prominent figures, among

which we highlight, as an illustration, D. Luiz de Athayde, Count of Atouguia, in the biennium 1567-1568;
or D. Francisco Manuel, Count of Atalaia, in 1601-1602; and more recently, among many others, D. Álvaro de
Noronha, Count of Valadares, in 1749-1750 or D. Luiz da Câmara Coutinho, Principal of the Holy Patriarchal
Church, in 1769-17702.
On May 19, 1618, the office of Chief Nurse was annexed to that of Hospital Treasurer, through Chapters 6 and
40 of the Compromisso da [Commitment of the] Misericórdia (BNP, Compromisso da Misericórdia (1618), Res. 3731 V.),
approved by royal charter on that date (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 115). This meant that the
Misericórdia’s Ombudsman also assumed the office of Hospital Ombudsman, while All Saints Royal Hospital’s Chief
Nurse and Treasurer would, from then on, be the same person.
In this second period, which culminated in 1775 when the Hospital ended definitely, a specific moment interrupts
the regimented biennial succession of noblemen identified with the circles of power in the confraternity structure:
the appointment as Executive Treasurer of the Hospital Treasurer and Chief Nurse, in July 1758, by royal decree
and initiative of the Count of Oeiras, of D. Jorge Francisco Machado de Mendonça Eça Castro Vasconcellos e
Magalhães, a person in the trust of Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, which explains why, in a time of crisis, his
mandate extended until mid-17663.
The Ombudsman, or Chief Nurse, was then the highest authority within the Hospital, he who, in the name of the
Crown, enforced the rules of procedure, made decisions, punished when necessary and directed the daily lives and
activities of those who served the King’s great Hospital.
There are no significant discrepancies regarding the major professional groups between the provisions of the 1504
Rules of Procedure and the information contained in documents produced in the Hospital in the 1750-60s. Naturally,
the number of people for each function is not, in most cases, comparable.
Throughout its life, the Hospital grew, but not always linearly. Cycles of growth were countermanded by cycles of
stagnation or even regression, cycles dictated by calamities4, but also by political and economic circumstances, by
the slow accrual of knowledge and by the greater or lesser commitment of those who led the institution’s fate.
What groups were these? The administrative structure, the religious assigned to the spiritual service, the physicians,
surgeons and master bleeders and the large group of “familiares” [familiars, people with ties to the hospital, who
provided several services], among which we find the nurses and their assistants, but which over the years also came
to include people associated with the most varied activities demanded by hospital service.
The administrative area was throughout time one of difficult coordination, given the multitude of tasks and, above all,
the weight of its external dimension. Beginning in 15045 with four staff members, by 1759 there were three secretaries,
a registrar and a papelista6 [literally, paper person], officers who exercised their posts full-time and within the institution.
But the administration also included the House Judge, the Desembargador [appellate judge] Francisco Xavier Morato

In 1918, Sebastião da Costa Santos published his Catálogo dos Provedores e Enfermeiros-Móres do Hospital Real de Todos os Santos e do Hospital de S. José, an essential contribution to understand the
governing positions in the hospitals under consideration, as well as the universe of titled families involved in the Hospital’s service, the Brotherhood and, of course, the Crown.
3
D. Jorge Machado de Mendonça, Senhor das terras, E donatario do Concelho de Entre Homem, e Cavadu Senhor das Cazas De Castro, Vasconcellos e Barroso, e dos Sollas dellas, Senhor da honoraria do Pinho,
e Alcaide Mor da Villa de Mourão (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 1) is a unique figure of the last quarter of All Saints Royal Hospital’s existence. Chief Nurse committed to returning
to Lisbon, in the shortest possible time, what the earthquake of 1755 did not completely destroy, he left us an extraordinary testament of the hospital’s daily life following the catastrophe,
through the famous text Pelo breve Memorial expõe Jorge Francisco Machado de Mendonça ao Ill[ustrissi]mo e Exc[elentissi]mo Conde Oeiras, Do Conselho de S. Magestade, e seu Secretario de Estado dos negocios
do Reino, O regimen que tem estabelecido no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos, donde por Decreto do mesmo Senhor he Tesoureiro Executor da sua fazenda, e Enfermeiro Mór. The manuscript, sent to Carvalho e
Melo in 1759, was printed in Lisbon by Miguel Manescal da Costa in 1761.
4
Recall the 1531 and 1755 earthquakes, as well as the two major Hospital fires in 1601 and 1750.
5
A “Veador” [intendent], with the role of monitoring the acquisition of goods, cooking of food, and the rigorous enforcement of prescriptions (Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos,
pp. 51-54); a “Almoxarife” [administrator] responsible for collecting the Hospital’s rents, in cash or in kind, as well as alms and donations (Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, pp. 5759); a “Escrivão” [registrar] responsible for maintaining the books of revenues and expenses, as well as recording assets and properties, supporting the Ombudsman and “Amoxarife”
(Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, pp. 61-63); another “Escrivão”, probably a notary, without “mantimento algum pelo Proveito de seu Officio” [with no wage for
his office] responsible for executing property deeds and recording “todolos feitos que se tratarem perante o Provedor” [all the Ombundsman’s actions ] (Regimento do Hospital
Real de Todos-os-Santos, p. 20).
6
The office of “Papelista” and practitioner of the Hospital’s “Casa da Fazenda” [Treasury] was created in August 1758, with the responsibility of assisting said house and
dealing with papers and other secret things in the Hospital’s dispatch.
2
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Broa, two Syndics7, four House Attorneys, four other Attorneys with jurisdiction in the counties of Torres Vedras,
Alenquer, Santarém, and Setúbal, and also a registrar exclusively for the lands of Lezírias, which the Hospital owned
and from which it should receive rents and income. The increase in administrative staff reflects not only the
diversification of hospital records8, but above all a very complex web of property and revenue, considering that, despite
repeated complaints9, the collection of rents in cash or products consumable in the hospital (cereals, straw, fruit, wine,
firewood, animals for slaughter), as well as the collection of pious legacies and alms, was always difficult to resolve.
The number of clerics serving the Hospital in 1759 may seem oddly high, compared to the two “Capelães” [chaplains]
and the two “Moços de Capela” [altar boys] foreseen in the 1504 Rules of Procedure. In fact, there were twenty-five
“Capelães da Casa” [house chaplains] and four “Moços de Capela” (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, fs. 201202), which represents a considerable burden on the hospital’s payroll, as the hospital paid these chaplains and boys.
There are many reasons for the presence of so many religious in the institution. The church occupied a central place
in the socio-cultural matrix of the Ancient Regime, so naturally the temple in All Saints Hospital, due to its centrality
and evocation, conquered, over the years, a place of importance among the people of Lisbon, which explains the
considerable volume of liturgical services. From another perspective, the Hospital never stopped providing spiritual
assistance to the sick, although not always with zeal and opportunity10. And the number of sick increased with time,
as expected. But, once again, the pious legacies, and the incalculable amount of celebrations on behalf of the soul
named in the wills, were the reason behind such a large number of religious in the hospital’s daily life, related with
some degree of non-observance of spiritual duties. By ordering the chaplains to resume masses, the then Chief Nurse
implied that obligations derived from the incorporation of legacies and donations had not always been a concern of
the religious in the Hospital. Ritual delirium and faith in an existence beyond death allowed charging payment for
thousands of religious acts, not always performed (Pacheco, 2008, p. 162). As far as the institution was concerned,
this was its highest officer denouncing the error, as “não ser justo estar o ditto Hospital comendo os bens, and rendas
dos testadores sem lhes cumprir suas ultimas vontades” [it was not fair that said Hospital take the goods and rents
of testators without fulfilling their last desires] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 128).
The first medicalized establishment in the realm, All Saints Royal Hospital provided, in its inaugural rules of
procedure, for the existence of a Physician, two Surgeons, one internal and the other external, and two surgical
assistants. Also on the “clinical side”, assuming the risk of anachronism, progress in the number of professionals
was not linear. A basic field in matters of health, the permanent construction of medical knowledge has always
concerned the established powers, namely the Church. Due to financial costs, the number of physicians and surgeons
would vary incessantly, with other problems marking these variations decisively, including religious intolerance and
the Holy Office’s posture vis-à-vis New Christians11. A small excerpt from a Provision dated 1587 leaves no doubt
about this matter - “muito mais proveitoso para os doentes haver um só médico and cristão-velho por ter a
Irmandade, no decurso, visto que além de serem os doentes melhor curados era muito menos gasto para o hospital,
não só nos ordenados and mercês como nas mezinhas receitadas and quanto mais honra seria haver no hospital um
só médico cristão-velho de confiança”12 [it was much more beneficial for the sick to have a single doctor and old
Christian, because the Brotherhood considered that patients were better cared for and it was less expensive for the
hospital, not only in wages and mercies, but in medication prescribed, and there was greater honour in having a
trustworthy old Christian doctor]. The political and economic crisis established in the Portuguese 16th century

Lawyers assisting the House Judge.
The records from this period are already very complete, covering areas such as general accounting and treasury, wages, hiring and dispensation of staff, registration of patient admittance,
discharge, and death, the hospitalized’s belongings (clothes and valuables), the quantity of products purchased and their destination, etc.
9
Throughout the years, there are several references to difficulties in fulfilling the will of testators and benefactors. However, it was D. Jorge de Mendonça, Chief Nurse, who made the most
vehement complaint in the aforementioned Breve Memorial [brief memorial].
10
We resort yet again to D. Jorge Mendonça, when he states that spiritual assistance was “a peior que podia haver entre catholicos (…) com grande desconsolação, e trabalho aos enfermos
(quando se querião confessar)” [the worst among catholics, with great sorrow and work with the sick (that wish to confess)]. Os mortos eram três, e quatro vezes ungidos, e Outros faltando
se lhe com aquelle ultimo Sacramento [The dead were anointed three and four times, while others lack that last sacrament.] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 116).
11
The special care of the Inquisition vis-à-vis doctors from families not proven to be old Christians is well known. Garcia de Orta, Amato Lusitano (João Rodrigues de
Castelo Branco), António Luís, Tomás Rodrigues da Veiga, Luís Nunes, Zacuto Lusitano, Isac Cardoso, Elias Montalto, Manuel Brudo, Rodrigo de Castro, and Ribeiro
Sanches are some of the most promising Portuguese clinicians prevented from exercising in hospitals in Portugal due to religious intolerance.
12
Excerpt transcribed by Carmona, 1954, p. 233.
7
8
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hindered growth, imposed norms that implied stagnation, with no progress in medical knowledge beyond the
hippocratic-galenic perspective, which marked the realm’s university medical education in the early modern era, and
“escravizar o pensamento, mantendo-o ligado aos textos de Galeno, Avicena and Hipócrates” [tended to enslave
thought, strapping it to the writings of Galen, Avicenna, and Hippocrates] (Lemos, 1991, p. 157), thereby reducing
scientific research to comments on these authors. Although confronted with shortcomings of various order, ranging
from the absence of surgical irons to difficulties studying anatomy based on the dissection of the human body,
many surgeons and bleeders of renowned skill were trained in All Saints Hospital.
From the records of wages paid in 1759 (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, fs. 201-205v.) there were four
physicians, nine surgeons, among them Pedro Dufau, an anatomist who taught at All Saints Royal Hospital’s Surgical
School, and David Felipe Stuart, optician. We also find two Masters Bleeders, not a Barber-Bleeder as mentioned
in the 1504 Rules of Procedure.
The large professional group of “familiares” included male and female nurses and their assistants. In the 18th
century, the concept of “Familiar” cannot be understood, as it was in the medieval era and beginning of the early
modern era, as synonymous with “oblato” [oblate], “offerto” [offering] or “confrade” [confrere], people who
donated part or all their assets to a religious house and themselves to the service of that corporation, with vows of
obedience (Viterbo, 1966, pp. 244-249). Nevertheless, the term maintained some connotation with the idea of
community, and its use seems to be justified in All Saints Hospital, and other coeval institutions, given the nature
of their functions and this functional group’s lifestyle, demanding uniform, and routine practices, as well as solidarity
and systematic complementarities.
We stress that we are dealing with ordinary men and women, with ties to the Royal Hospital through a contract for
the performance of a particular function, in most cases remunerated with a cash payment, with food and lodging,
in order to guarantee the permanent availability of each “familiar” member. Therefore, there was a vast group of
people living within the hospital, sharing an austere lifestyle, which did prevent each one from having a life of their
own and, of course, personal needs. Marriage, one of those needs, was allowed.
The 1504 Rules of Procedure included twenty-nine professionals who could, in later periods, fall under the group
we call “Familiares”, with the exception of nurses.

All Saints Royal Hospital’s Rules of Procedure (1504) – “Familiares”

1 Apothecary

3 Kitchen Assistants

1 female Tailor

3 Apothecary Assistants

1 Doorman

1 Washer

1 Barber Bleeder

1 male Hospital Servant

2 Slaves to help the Washer

1 Cristaleira,
who applies clysters

1 female Hospital Servant

4 Slaves, who sweep and perform
minor tasks

1 Steward

1 Miller, 1 Kneader
and 1 Oven operator,
who make bread

4 extraordinary persons for ancillary tasks

1 Cook

Adapted from PEREIRA, Paulo, coord.; LEITE, Ana Cristina, dir. cient. (1993) - Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos. 500 anos, catálogo da exposição.
Lisboa: Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, p. 83
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Two and a half centuries later, the large group of “Familiares” does not vary significantly in number, but there is a
specialization in certain functions, an option perhaps related to the need for management capable of controlling
expenses and ensuring zeal and discipline, aspects always in the documentation, but which the big earthquake
understandably fostered. One should also consider that some tasks observed in 1504 may have been transferred to
another professional group or, considering the structural difficulties following the 1750 fire and the 1755 earthquake,
performed by professionals external to the Hospital, including 13 Washers (ANTT, Pelo Breve Memorial, 1761,
pp. 134-135), a master dealing with mattresses, or masters whose work was related with recovering the building or
tools, such as the Plumber, Blacksmith, Coppersmith, Cooper, Embroiderer, Printer, Bookbinder, among others
(ANTT, Pelo Breve Memorial, 1761, pp. 139-140).

“Familiares” with ties to All Saints Hospital, recorded between 1758 and 1759

1 Apothecary, with uncertain number
of officers and apprentices

1 Carver

1 Man who orders cloth and yarn

1 Medication Monitor

1 Doorman for Treasury

1 Gravedigger for Sant’ana Cemetery

1 Cristaleira and Midwife

1 Doorman
for Women’s Wards

4 Pallbearers
for Sant’ana Cemetery

1 male Cristaleiro

1 Doorwoman
for Women’s Wards

1 Hospital Sweeper

1 Master Cook

1 Buyer and Groom

2 Coachmen

3 Kitchen Assistants

1 Linen Maid

2 Water transporters

Adapted from ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, fs. 153v.-158 e 201-205v.; ANTT, Pelo Breve Memorial, pp. 130-131.

We conclude with a few notes we feel are essential. The care in the preparation of this synthesis may have been
undermined here and there, either because not all the documentation relating to All Saints Royal Hospital has reached
the present, or because, above all in the last quarter of the institution’s life, working conditions and efforts of
rationality and economy dictated the systematic dismissal of some and the hiring of others, creating gaps and
discrepancies that should not be omitted. Still, the model of hospital organization we describe is what reached 1775,
that is, this was the initial structure of São José Royal Hospital.
Finally, we did not consider, in this text, two groups of individuals who, gravitating around and receiving sustenance
from the Royal Hospital, are not contemplated in Relação a quem o Hospital Real de todos os Santos paga ordenado cada
anno [List of who All Saints Royal Hospital pays wages per year] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 153v.).
This includes private or religious institutions that were beneficiaries of varied testamentary dispositions, including
merceeiras [devout laypersons], albergueiros [sheltered], religious, domestics, or simply protected persons, whose future
the testators would seek to ensure, providing them with rents and endowments.
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“Por achar que era gente muito limpa a elegeo por ama”
[because he thought she was a clean person,
he chose her as wet nurse]
Arquivo Distrital de Évora, Ordens Menores, proc. 340, mç. 10
The phrase in the title of this text, although not directly related with the wet nurses of All Saints Royal Hospital, does
illustrate a social reality present throughout Early Modernity, in different occupations and functions. The case under
consideration refers to a person of noble lineage, the future, first Duke of Cadaval, D. Nuno Álvares Pereira de Melo,
and the person chosen to breastfeed and raise him, Ursula Padrão Ferreira, whose identity and situation can be gathered
in a Habilitação de Génere [certificate of lineage] of an orderly, Gaspar do Carvalhal Padrão. In this document, one of
the interviewed witnesses refers verbatim: “que a mai do ordinando fora ama e criara e dava de mamar ao Duque do
Cadaval que (…) he fora o que precederam muitas informaçõis que se fiseram por parte do marquês de ferreira, pai
do dito Duque, que por achar que era gente muito limpa a elegeo por ama de seu filho o Duque” [the orderly’s mother
was a wet nurse and breastfed the Duke of Cadaval, and much information was gathered by the Marquis of Ferreira,
father of said Duke, and because he thought she was a very clean person, he chose her as wet nurse for his son, the
Duke] (Arquivo Distrital de Évora [ADE], Ordens Menores, proc. 340, mç. 10).
The purity of blood statutes, although never a Lei geral [general law], had an overarching influence in Portuguese
society, throughout the Early Modern age and until 1773, when the distinction between old and new Christians
was abolished (Figueirôa-Rêgo, 2011).
In the present study, pertaining to a hospital institution, we need highlight especially those aspects related to the
aforementioned statutes and the professions/trades inherent to sanitary activity and the like: doctors,
physicians, apothecaries, surgeons/barbers bleeders and wet nurses. Regarding the latter, the doctor
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João Curvo Semedo (1635-1719), “familiar” of the Santo Ofício [Holy Office,] warned that the choice

of wet nurse should be judicious, as milk contributed towards the moral development of the child, who might
thereby acquire a degenerate character. Nevertheless, the nobility’s practice of entrusting wet nurses with
breastfeeding was maintained, although associated with the concern to hire clean-blooded women. In the Royal
House, of course, this precept assumed greater relevance and was even dealt with in the context of the Santo
Ofício. From Lisbon, the General Council of July 3, 1688, reminded the Court of Coimbra it awaited the due
diligences of “das mulheres que pretendem ser amas do Principe que se espera” [the women who wanted to be
wet nurses to the forthcoming Prince] (ANTT, Inquisição de Coimbra, Livro 28, Correspondência do Conselho
Geral S.O. (1686-31. 12. 1695), f. 129). Note that this function could, in practice, constitute an instrument of
honourable social ascent, when one was recognised as possessing milk kinship with members of the royal family.
This was the case of Manuel Carvalho da Costa who, in 1673, in this application for Knight of the Order of
Santiago, adjoined certificates on how his mother had been a wet nurse and her breasts had fed Prince D. Pedro
(ANTT Mesa da Consciência e Ordens, Habilitações da Ordem de Santiago, Letra M, mç. 5, n.º 13). On December
22, 1695, a royal charter granted the husbands and children of wet nurses who raised foundlings from All Saints
Royal Hospitals, in the city of Lisbon, with an exemption from the burdens of war (Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino
[AHU], Conselho Ultramarino, Privilégios concedidos por todos os Reis deste Reino, confirmados pelo Rei D. Pedro II, aos amos,
que criam os enjeitados do Hospital Real de Todos os Santos 017-01, cx. 82, D. 18953 and D. 18954).
In the context of charitable institutions, the situation of wet nurses was more nuanced. They were seen as surrogate
mothers, without rigid attention to social aspects, although these underlay the criteria in use (BNP, Cod. MSS 84,
Registo de contratação de amas da Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa.).
The situation of those who dealt directly with the sick and manipulated instruments related to blood, imposed
greater reservation and caution. In a letter to the Mesa da Misericórdia [Court of the House of Mercy] of Évora,
dated July 12, 1584, Philip II decreed that the physician the Misericórdia provided to the city hospital should be an
old Christian and a graduate from the University of Coimbra (ADE, Misericórdia de Évora, Livro de Privilégios,
1557-1559, n.º 48, f. 259).
In 1591, a sentence by the Mesa da Consciência e Ordens [Court of Conscience and Orders] imposed that old Christians
occupy the medical positions of hospitals administered by the Misericórdia of Porto. The court insisted that medical
positions in all cities, towns and places “asy polas câmaras, como pelas misericórdias e ospitaes se desem aos ditos
médicos cristais (sic) velhos somente e não a outros” [as well as city councils, houses of mercy and hospitals, be
only given to old Christians and not others] (Arquivo Histórico Municipal do Porto [AHMP], Registo Geral, Livro
I, n.º 2084, f. 178v.).
One of the reasons for concern and fear of so-called old Christians regarding new Christian medical practitioners
lay in the fact that bleeding was, for centuries, the preferred medical therapy, defended as highly effective. Its
supporters valued its therapeutic, analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and even abortive effects, relying on bleeding for
all kinds of aches and diseases that afflicted a human being. This practice was not, however, exclusively a medical
obsession, as bleedings were usually performed by surgeons and the bleeding barbers, guided by a classic text,
Prática de Barbeiros [the practice of barbers], by Manuel Leitão, dated 1604 and reissued in 1667. A charter dated
July 26, 1559 restricted the performance of bleeding to those who took the two-year course at All Saints Royal
Hospital, with the exception of graduates from the Universities of Coimbra and Salamanca.
Finally, compare the list of applicants for familiar of the Holy Office with the names of those working in this
Royal Hospital or in the health hierarchy, such as the King’s physicians - João Bravo Chamisso, António Francisco
Milheiro, Francisco Borges Azevedo, Pedro Arvellos Spínola, Domingos Monteiro Ramalho, José Rodrigues Froes,
and João Bernardes Morais - and also Gaspar Correia, surgeon of the city of Lisbon, who were granted
permission to renounce their post to a qualified old Christian (Brochado, 2019).
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From its inception, in the early 16th century, All Saints Royal Hospital in Lisbon possessed a group of surgeons
responsible for the practice and regular teaching of surgery. Their knowledge was based on previously used concepts,
so understanding the evolution of Portuguese surgery during the Middle Ages is essential to better understand the
measures adopted in this institution.
In Portugal, the practice of surgery was legislated early, prior to February 1338, as confirmed by documents (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. Afonso IV, Livro 4, f. 24v.; Marques, 1990, pp. 170-171, doc. 91; 92). There was legislative
consistency under several sovereigns, which mandated surgical examinations or one of its branches - eye diseases -,
without discrimination according to ethnicity, religion, gender, or social condition. The medieval surgeons served
the entire Portuguese people, including members of the royal house and aristocratic families, convents and the
religious, municipalities and population in general (Moisão, 2018 pp. 60; 65-70). To exercise the profession, they
needed to obtain a royal license, granted after an exam conducted by other physicians or surgeons. In 1435, during
the reign of D. Duarte (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Duarte, Livro 3, f. 61; Dias, vol. III, pp. 356-357, doc. 502), the
figure of chief surgeon was created, who conducted the exams and issued licences, as well as arrested and fined
transgressors.
The practice of treating diseases with your hands, aided by surgical instruments, focused on wounds caused by diverse
agents, in either a military or civil context - such as master surgeon Álvaro, from Estremoz, who treated André
Álvares, when the latter suffered a “uma cutilada polo rosto” [a cut across his face] and the ablation of “uma parte
de sua natura” [a part of his nature] (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. João II, Livro 12, f. 25); or the emasculation inflicted
upon Afonso Madeira by order of King D. Pedro I, who “mandou lhe cortar aquelles menbros, que os homeens
em moor preço tem; de guisa que nom ficou carne [até] os ossos que todo nom fosse corto” [ordered those members
be cut, which men hold in highest price; such that no flesh remained up to the bones] - as well as wounds
provoked by arrows, lances, crossbow bolts or projected stones (Lopes, 1979, p. 39). In addition to
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traumas, surgeons also treated skin infections with caustic substances - to provoke spontaneous opening

- or by incision with a blade and drainage, if the previous method did not achieve the desired outcome (Livro dos
Conselhos de El-Rei D. Duarte, p. 282). Trepanation and amputation of members were also used with good results for
trauma or gangrene. Other diseases were also considered for surgical treatment, as their “cure” implied acts such as
cutting gums in scurvy to enable patient feeding, or the incision of buboes, in the case of bubonic plague.
During the 15th century, a considerable number of surgeons were also physicians (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Afonso
V, Livro 1, fs. 100v.-101; Livro 6, f. 80v.; Livro 9, f. 131; Livro 10, f. 123v.; Livro 15, fs. 50v., 62v., 64; Livro 16,
fs. 4v., 14v., 40v.; Livro 18, f. 32v.; Livro 19, f. 100v.; Livro 20, fs. 76v., 129; Livro 22, f. 55v.; Livro. 23, f. 75v.; Livro
26, fs. 79v., 87; Livro 28, f. 88v.; Livro 29, f. 122; Livro 30, fs. 48v., 155v.; Livro 31, f. 141v.; Livro 33, f. 199; Livro
34, fs. 8, 92v., 194; Livro 35, f. 30v., 69; Livro 38, fs. 45, 41; Chancelaria de D. João II, Livro 1, fs. 46v., 50; Livro 2,
f. 21v.; Livro 3, fs. 33v.-34; Livro 5, f. 119v.; Livro 12, fs. 123v.-124; Livro 19, f. 12; Chancelaria de D. Manuel I,
Livro 14, f. 22v.; Livro 28, f. 32; Livro 30, f. 22v.; Livro 32, f. 91v.; Livro 33, f. 85v.; Livro 37, fs. 8, 12; Corpo
Cronológico, parte III, mç, 2, n.º 2), that is, they had attended a “school” or “university”. Others had specialised in
treating eye or urinary diseases. Many were clearly literate, and some had a bachelor or doctor’s degree (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. Afonso V, Livro 6, f. 80v.; Livro 18, f. 32v.; Livro 31, fs. 20v., 22; Chancelaria de D. João II, Livro
3, f. 76v.; Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro 12, f. 63; Corpo Cronológico, parte III, mç. 2, n.º 2). At the time,
teaching was characteristically from master to disciple, frequently with a family character (ANTT, Chancelaria de
D. Afonso V, Livro 33, f. 74v.). In Portugal, there was no organized teaching in institutionalized classes.
This group of professionals and their techniques originated a generation of men who built surgical practice in All
Saints Hospital. In 1502, the first appointed surgeons were master Gonçalo (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel,
Livro 2, f. 53v.) and master Pedro (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel, Livro 35, f. 28v.). A royal letter by King
D. Manuel mandated the latter teach two disciples in regular, daily teaching, with a strong practical component in
observing and treating in-patients at the Royal Hospital. These surgical students would remain some time in All
Saints learning the trade and were subsequently evaluated to receive their license (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel
I, Livro 8, f. 70; Livro 24, f. 87).
The “school of surgery” at All Saints Hospital did not being in a vacuum. On the contrary, it took advantage of a
medieval practice and technical books that circulated throughout Europe at the time, written by renowned authors such as Guy de Chauliac, Julián Gutierrez de Toledo, Rolando, Lanfranco da Milano, Bruno da Longoburgo,
Theodorico Borgognoni or Giovanni da Vigo - whose works prevailed in Portuguese libraries into the present. The
Spaniard Ruy Díaz de Isla, who called himself surgeon in his Tractado contra el mal serpentino, but who we know worked
in All Saints, in 1509, as “mestre das boubas” [doctor of syphilis] (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, parte I, mç. 8,
doc. 24) -, published a work clearly based on the experience gained at the hospital. Other authors followed, generating
a source of surgical knowledge that influenced several generations of Portuguese surgeons for many years.
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Medicine enjoyed extraordinary prestige in the Renaissance period when All Saints Royal Hospital was created
(1502). At the time, Medicine represented the paradigm of science and a model of virtue; it was the human art par
excellence, dealing with the human body, the highest object produced by the “Supreme artist”, in the beautiful
expression of Vesalius.
However, medical practise did not cover all work inherent to caring for the sick, as medicine was considered a liberal
art, as opposed to the mechanical arts. Therefore, the doctor’s job was to observe patients, diagnose their type of
affliction and prescribe the appropriate remedies for each patient. In turn, manual mechanical occupations were
practised by surgeons, barbers, and bleeders. Although they had different statutes and functions, the boundaries
between these professional activities were tenuous and permeable.

Surgeons
According to the 1504 Regimento [rules of procedure], surgeons were subjected to the “mesma ordem e regra” [same
order and rule] as physicians, visiting their patients twice a day, performing the necessary procedures and prescribing
the little “mezinhas” [medical preparation] adjusted to each one. These obligations gave surgeons the clinical
responsibility for their patients, and it was up to them to “receitar as mezinhas” [prescribe the traditional remedies] the
apothecary must prepare and indicate each patient’s diet. This Regimento determined there should be two surgeons, one
of which was entitled to a house, próis e percalços [profits and losses], and a wage four times that of the barber-bleeder:
twelve thousand reis. This resident surgeon was assisted by “dois moços” [two boys], “prestes e diligentes” [capable
and diligent], who “eram obrigados a servyr em tudo o que por elle lhe for mandado no serviço de seu oficio” [were
obliged to serve in everything so ordered in the service of their office] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 133).
The first surgeons in record at All Saints Royal Hospital were appointed in 1502: master Gonçalo, city
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surgeon, and master Pedro, surgeon of the Royal House, resident in the hospital (Carmona, 1954, p. 166).

Surgery was a mechanical profession, but training required theoretical knowledge in the field of surgery and anatomy.
After a two-year apprenticeship with a master artisan, they were certified by the chief surgeon (Ferreira, 1990, p. 83).
Antonio da Cruz stood out among the 16th century surgeons, due to his 47-year long career and the authorship of
Recopilaçam de Cirurgia [Surgery Compilation]. Published in 1601, the book lived up to the title’s modesty: a collection
of surgical knowledge. At a time when anatomy was already recognized as a basic science of Medicine, and surgery
in particular, the book did not record the remarkable progress that discipline had in central European countries.
Nonetheless, it was an important means of vernacular dissemination, at a time of difficult access to knowledge,
given the editorial poverty and because the language of scientific communication was still Latin. The book was a
great success and became the reference for Portuguese surgeons. One hundred and ten years after the first edition,
the ninth and final edition of the work was released. In it, we can tell that surgeons treated abscesses - the
accumulation of pus in the tissues - which they called apostemas [apostemes]. There was a clinical procedure still
frequently used by surgeons: a manoeuvre over the skin that indicates the so-called fluctuation, caused by the
presence of fluid in the deep tissues (Cruz, 1661, p. 62). They were unaware of the concept of infection, and
apostemas included erysipelas and conjunctivitis or even tonsillitis. There were also hernias and some lesions of hard
consistency, the cirrus (Cruz, 1661, pp. 40, 44, 46), today classified as tumours. “A verdadeira cura do cancro é por
obra de mãos, com ferro e fogo” [The real cure for cancer is work with the hands, iron, and fire], wrote Antonio da
Cruz. While the suggestion of hot cauterizing was scary enough, the promise was not always fulfilled and wisdom
prevailed because “… qualquer cura por obra de mãos é muito dificultosa e perigosa, e o bom é fugir dela e usar de
cura paliativa” [any cure by hand is very difficult and dangerous, and the good thing is to avoid it and use palliative
healing] (Cruz, 1661, pp. 145-146).
Nearly fifty years later, António Ferreira, another hospital surgeon, published Luz Verdadeira e Recopilado Exame de
Toda a Cirurgia. The book was a great success and was a study textbook for decades. In the first chapter, devoted to
anatomy, more than covering morphology, relations with other structures, vascularisation and innervation, there is
a preference for speculation on the function of organs. Thus, of the mammary glands it states: “As tetas são
membros carnosos e esponjosos, cheios de concavidades, veias, artérias e glândulas, situados na parte dianteira do
peito” [The teats are fleshy and spongy, full of dimples, veins, arteries, and glands, located at the front of the chest]
and are useful “…para defesa do coração dos danos externos” [to protect the heart from external damage], while
being “…o mais acomodado sítio para os meninos mamarem” [the most fit location for children to breastfeed]
(Smith, 1705, pp. 27-28). On the male genitals: the testicles, one right and another left, situated in the “lugar que
todos sabem” [place everyone knows], convert blood into semen (Ferreira, 1705, p. 24).
In the early 17th century, there were three surgeons in the hospital: one for ills, to treat venereal diseases; the surgeon
for the wounded, who dealt with the ward of patients with broken bones, wounds and chronic skin lesions, sores;
and finally, the emergency surgeon who treated all who were rushed for a consultation or emergency treatment.
Due to the large influx of patients with diversified pathologies, early on the latter became a reference place for
learning. The practice there was so desired, that there were qualified surgeons who signed up to practice in the Banco
[emergency ward] to perfect their technique (Carmona, 1954, pp. 293-294, 296).
Regarding the selection of surgeons, we note with surprise the presence of a single new-Christian surgeon at All
Saints Royal Hospital, master Fernando, appointed surgeon in 1539 with a yearly wage of 12 000 reis, but little else
is known except that he died in 1547 (Carvalho, 1949, p. 206; Sousa, 2013, p. 281). This surgeon was denounced by
Bartholomeu Leite, a servant of the King’s Chamber who said he heard Francisca, maid to the King, say he ate
meat on Lent, Fridays, and Saturdays (Baião, 1908, p. 100). There was a deliberately restrictive policy for new
Christians in accessing the “title” of doctor or surgeon at All Saints Royal Hospital. In fact, gradually, rules of blood
purity were established in the Kingdom, as stated quite clearly in some 1619 Court notes mentioning that
no one was to be admitted in schools without verifying their clean blood, in order to ensure they would
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or provoked some rebellion (Centro de Geociências da Universidade de Coimbra [CGUC], Cód. 8570, fl. 252 apud
Olival, 2004, p. 159). One can therefore assume that selection of barber-bleeders was less restrictive, because of
the lower status of this mechanical craft, which appears last in the 1504 Regimento. However, if this is the case,
the 1620 Regimento excludes new Christians from the post of bleeder.

Barbers and Bleeders
The 1504 Regimento states that “aja huum barbeiro e sangrador que o servyço do estpritall em ambas as ditas cousas
faça” [there be a barber and bleeder at the service of the Hospital that does both things] (Salgado et Salgado, 192,
p. 160). This diversified activity includes “fazer todas as barbas e tosquyar todos os doemtes e emfermos do dito
estpritall” [shaving and cutting hair of all patients and sick of said hospital] and “samgrar todos os doemtes
emfermos do dito estpritall em todas as oras e tempos pera que for requerido e pello fisico for hordenado que o
faça” [bleeding all sick patients of said hospital at all hours and times for whatever is needed and as ordered by the
physician] (Ibidem).
At the beginning of the 16th century, the barber-bleeder had an annual wage of 3 000 reis, equal to that of the
women’s nurse and lower than that of washer who earned 4 000 reis. In turn, one surgeon earned 12 000 reis and
had the help of two boys who each earned 2 000 reis to learn, while the other surgeon earned 6 000 reis (Carmona,
1954, pp. 172-173).
According to the rules for bleeders, part of the Regimentos dos Oficiais Mecânicos [rules for regiments of the mechanical
officers], elaborated by Duarte Nunes de León in 1572, they bled and placed suction cups at the request of the
doctors and surgeons. They should have the following instruments: two narrow lancets; two wide lancets; one thin
lancet; and one tipless lancet. They should also have restrictive powders to stop blood flow. The required suction
cups included two small cups for the neck, two medium, two large and one very large cup for the belly (Leão, 1572,
fs. 247-247v.).
In 1592, the barber-bleeder earned 8 000 reis and was also entitled to thirty bushels of wheat. During Lent and on
All Saints day, he received a bushel of grain and another of chicharos (the legume Lathyrus sativus) and, at Easter and
Christmas, a quarter of a sheep (Santos, 1921, p. 12).
The 1620 Regimento established the rules of procedure and learning for bleeders (Costa, 1921, pp. 17-20; Abreu,
2010, pp. 112-113). They accompanied doctor and master’s visits, helping them bleed, but had to be old Christians
of good repute, they could not be new Christians. The master barber-bleeder could bring with him up to six
practitioners, considering there were up to forty to fifty daily bleeds.
The list of practitioners elaborated by the barber included the name, place of birth, masters with whom they learned
and number of years of apprenticeship. This information was then verified by the ombudsman who authorized
and gave each one a signed document to present to the butlers who guarded the ward entrances. The master barber
presented the practitioners to the doctors to teach them the issues necessary for bleedings. After a while, he checked
their knowledge and abilities, informing the ombudsman and doctors of their readiness. Approval was then registered
and signed by doctors and ombudsman, and the practitioners could start bleeding in the master’s presence, removing
hair and providing other remedies. The bleeder had a closet in the wards to store the suction cups, straps and other
necessary things for his trade, acquired by the hospital.
The Relação da despesa que se fez no Hospital de Todos os Santos de 1671 a 1672 indicates that practitioners
had to have surgical lessons with surgeons. In addition to this obligation, they had to attend over a
hundred patients. Their responsibility was greater because they trained the surgeons and bleeders who
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would later go to the rest of the Reino e Conquistas [Kingdom and conquests], to the armadas and armies (Carmona,
1954, p. 293).
The progressively greater responsibility of surgeons, as well as bleeders, raises the issue of these health professionals’
training in the fundamental disciplines for their activity: surgery and anatomy. The demand for higher qualifications
was reinforced by the occurrence of serious situations for patients. Thus, in 1606, it was determined that bleeders’
assistants who entered the wards need have a license from the ombudsman or chief nurse to then receive training
and be examined by physicians (Santos, 1921, pp. 12-13). This issue refers to teaching the craft and simultaneously
teaching Anatomy and Surgery, which was common to practitioners, future surgeons and/or barber-bleeders.

Teaching surgery and anatomy to practitioners
The idea of teaching surgery dates back to the hospital’s foundation: the resident surgeon had the obligation to read
“cada dia huna liçam aos seus dous moços (…) pera aprenderem theorica e pratica e poderem ficar ensinados pera
o serviço do dito estpritall” [each day a lesson to his two boys (…) to teach theory and practice and have them
trained for the service in said hospital] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 156). The reference book for this reading was
A Grande Cirurgia, published by the French surgeon Guy de Chauliac two centuries earlier in 1363. Like the barberbleeder apprentices, the surgical assistants also took the name of practitioners.
The interest in training health professionals in surgery and anatomy was established during the reign of D. João III,
who in a charter dated 20 November 1556 commissioned doctor Duarte Lopes to read a daily lesson in the hospital
from Guido (Guy de Chauliac, Chirurgia Magna of 1363) for one hour, followed by half an hour to answer questions.
This class also included performing necessary autopsies of the hospital’s dead and those sentenced to death. With
the same duties, we was succeeded by the bachelor Pedro Lopes Cardoso in 1560 and the doctor Alonso Rodrigues
de Guevara in 1561 (Carmona, 1954, pp. 283-284; Sousa, 2013, pp. 33-35). This professor gave the most sought out
classes at the University and was simultaneously author of medical works. In fact, the curiosity for anatomy and
dissection itself made public demonstrations a contested event.
According to the Regimento of 12 December 1631, which was not restricted to All Saints Royal Hospital, the necessary
qualification for a surgeon was to study in a hospital, take an exam before a jury of three surgeons chaired by the
chief surgeon, and know Latin. These requirements also applied to the Royal Hospital (Lemos, 1881, p. 60).
The rules were also aimed at controlling admissions and limiting them to those who could read and write. They
insisted on recording the name of the practitioners and preventing contact with patients without the presence of
the barber-bleeder. The new rules were difficult to implement because both barbers and surgeons received
emoluments and tuition paid directly by the students, which constituted an important income supplement (Santos,
1921, pp. 45, 47, 48).
The Relação da despesa que se fez no Hospital de Todos os Santos de 1671 a 1672 indicates that surgeons, in addition to having
to teach surgery to practitioners, also treated more than a hundred patients simultaneously. Their responsibility was
even greater because they trained the surgeons and bleeders who would later go to the rest of the realm and empire,
in the armadas and armies (Carmona, 1954, p. 293). The same applied to the bleeders (Carmona, 1954, p. 293).
Later, in 1694, the Regimento dos Praticantes que aprendem no Hospital Cirurgia e a sangrar [Rules of procedure for
Practitioners who learned Surgery and bleeding in the Hospital] defined common rules. It reinforced previous
requirements, established registration, and determined a training period of five years to qualify for the
examination with the chief surgeon, where no surgeon or barber practitioner was admitted without
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people, making up ninety apprentices or practitioners. In contrast, the barber could have up to forty trainees (Santos,
1921, pp. 40-42). The disciplinary requirement was accompanied by a more solid administrative organisation. The
identity as a surgical school gained consistency. In this transition to the 18th century, surgeons appropriated the
technical execution of bloodletting and took the place of bleeders. In this period, Anatomy masters also had surgical
training, which accentuated their relevance in the hospital.
The study of anatomy is an indispensable component for training surgeons, as well as bleeders. Given the prestige
and development of this discipline in the 16th to 18th centuries, it deserves special attention.
In the transition from the 15th to the 16th century, there was simultaneously a process of naturalization of the
human body and introduction of representations in works of anatomy. Leonardo da Vinci, genius artist and subtle
observer, can be considered the founder of a visual culture in medicine. The first illustrated medical work was the
Fasciculus medicinae, by Joannes De Ketham, published the year All Saints Royal Hospital’s first stone was set, in 1492.
Fifty years later, Andreas Vesalio published De humani corporis fabrica, the same year Nicholas Copernicus published
De revolutionibus. These two works inaugurate the modern scientific revolution.
De humani corporis fabrica, literally The factory of the human body, where the word ‘factory’ designates the admirable
structure of something - applied also to specific organs such as the heart, the ear - where all parts are combined
in perfect harmony. This masterpiece is marked by the author’s systematic observations of his many dissections of
human corpses, his conceptual innovations, the beauty of the immense engravings by Jan van Calcar, an artist of
the Titian school.
The surgical and medical works published in Portugal from the 16th to 18th centuries do not present illustrations
and it is questionable whether the anatomy professors, namely in the University, were aware of modern ideas and
taught them. In any case, anatomy had a relevant place in the surgeon and bleeder’s education.
Following the institution of surgery and anatomy education by D. João III, in 1556, as mentioned above, in the
1559 charter and 1560 Apostil by Queen Regent D. Catarina, it was determined that anyone who wanted to learn
surgery and anatomy would have to attend two years of the said art and science in All Saints Royal Hospital, with
theoretical and practical lessons in the wards, the exceptions being those who previously attended the Universities
of Coimbra and Salamanca or the hospital of Guadalupe. They should, however, be examined by the chief surgeon
in order to practice. The chair in anatomy was created in Salamanca in 1551 and in Coimbra six years afterwards,
held by Alonso Rodriguez De Guevara (Carmona, 1954, pp. 284-285) who for some time accumulated those duties
with that of professor of Anatomy at All Saints Royal Hospital.
In 1705, the teaching of practical Anatomy was resumed by hiring Luís Chalberto Falconete, a native of Setúbal
and a graduate of Reims, who received 70 000 annual reis. He had the obligation to give two weekly lessons. In the
winter months (October to March), he should cut, demonstrate, and explain and, in the summer, dictate and explain
anatomy. The anatomist dissected hanged men, although he could excuse himself in the summer months, due to
the weather. The lessons during eight consecutive days were justified when studying the muscles, veins, and arteries,
thus avoiding the use of many bodies, chosen by the anatomist from the Casa dos Mortos [House of the Dead]. The
anatomist’s private demonstrations could not compromise the obligatory public demonstrations, which practitioners
in preparation for their exam had priority in attending, as controlled by the doorman (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 942, fs. 21, 26-26v.).
When António Mourava was the chair of Anatomy, the lessons were of little use to apprentices, perhaps because
it avoided the practical component. The situation is described in the introduction to the nominating
decree of Bernardo Santucci, dated 1732 and endowing a wage 480 000 reis and a further 120 000 reis to
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Santucci gave three weekly lessons where he explained and demonstrated the body’s structure, each part’s function
and use, intercalating subject matter and demonstration. Between December and July, he taught universal and
particular anatomy with three-hour operations witnessed by practitioners and doctors and surgeons who so wanted.
They studied muscles to learn where and how to cut; arteries and veins to prevent fatal bleeding; and finally, the
nerves, ligaments and bones and how they articulated. In August, uncorrupted anatomical parts were studied.
At the end of the class, the anatomist devoted an hour to questions about the subject matter, and indicated the
subject of the next lesson for students to prepare. In turn, students had to listen to the lessons, study privately using
the teacher’s notes, conduct operations to qualify in practical training, and once in the month a practitioner was
nominated to publicly defend his conclusions and demonstrations. The anatomist also had to help and answer
questions raised by the hospital’s doctors and surgeons, and to check cases of new diseases (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 942, fs. 167v.-169v.; Santos, 1925, pp. 119-20).

School of surgery
The 1755 earthquake destroyed much of All Saints Royal Hospital and for many years interrupted the normal
conduct of work. Nevertheless, it is in this period that three disciplines were individualized: anatomy, surgery, and
operations (Lemos, 1799, p. 203). The first was given to the surgeon Manuel Constâncio, who came to have great
influence in the progress of anatomical studies and surgery in Portugal. A native of Sentieiras, in the confines of
Abrantes, where he learned the craft of barber-bleeder, took lessons in Portuguese and Latin, and practiced in the
Abrantes hospital. Soon he obtained accreditation as a surgeon and joined the board of All Saints Royal Hospital.
A disciple of his wrote a 300-page treatise on anatomy based on his lessons. The document is archived in the
National Library of Portugal and awaits the opportunity to be printed. Manuel Constâncio was a notable Portuguese
surgeon, having obtained scholarships to intern and practice in London and Edinburgh, where surgery achieved
great progress.
In the 18th century’s last quarter, the degraded installations were abandoned and a large building of the Jesuit’s
College of Santo Antão was occupied to install the new São José Hospital. Heir to All Saints Royal Hospital’s
pedagogical culture, the training of surgeons continued therein. In 1825, the Royal School of Surgery was formally
established. Twelve years later, the Medical and Surgical School was created, which required a basic training similar
to that provided in university education, which existed only in Coimbra (Costa, 1925, pp. 330-331). The São José
hospital became the main institution of the Civil Hospitals of Lisbon, which continued training in surgery, with a
demanding theoretical and practical preparation. It was in this school, with a long tradition of teaching, that
remarkable surgeons were educated throughout the 20th century.
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Elements of enema syringe
Bone. Regional production
1700-1750. Well of SW Cloister
Screw rings: 1 cm; ext. Ø 2.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (F.00/ Q.4/5 [1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

C

D

Fragments (3) of suction cup
Glass. Unknown origin
c. 1770. SE well of the NE Cloister
A - Max. height 1.4 cm; rim Ø 1.9 cm
B - Max. height 4.3 cm; Ø 2.0 cm
C - Max. width 7 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (F.00/ Q.4/5 [1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Bleeder’s basin
Copper alloy. Unknown origin
1700-1775
Height 5.5 cm; rim Ø 28 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60. s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Bleeder’s basin
Copper alloy. Unknown origin
1700-1775
Height 6 cm; rim Ø 36 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60. s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Urinal for observation
Glass. Unknown origin
18th century
Height 17 cm; rim Ø 11.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
ML.ARQ.1041
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
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_THE LITERATE AND PRACTISING HEALERS
Luís Ribeiro Gonçalves
Interdisciplinary Centre for History, Culture and Societies (CIDEHUS), University of Évora

The construction of All Saints Hospital, in the image of the Florence and Siena hospitals, changed the relations
between curadores [healers] and patients in Portugal (Carvalho, 1949; Abreu, 2009). One of the main innovations was
the creation of a corps of resident healing officers, who devoted themselves daily to caring all the ill poor who
came from all parts of the Kingdom and its overseas domains (Lopes 1890).
According to the 1504 Regimento [rules of procedure], there was one physician, two surgeons, an apothecary,
a cristaleira [who performed clysters] and a bleeding barber, and many other employees who ensured the proper
administration and care of the patients in the institution. Each one had a role in the ceremonial visitation of patients,
which took place under the watch of the provedor [ombudsman], the vedor [indendant] and the chief nurse (Salgado
et Salgado, 1992, fs. 86v.-87), in order to strengthen patient confidence in 16th century healing methods.
To constitute this corps of officers, the institution selected healers according to their availability, its financial capacity,
the agent’s reputation, the suitability of their practice to the diseases and even previous recruitment experiences,
both theirs and the institutions they administered. Therefore, what was the profile of healers in the Lisbon hospital?

The doctor physician
In an Ancient Regime hospital, the main function of the physician was to identify the patient’s disease and explain
it to the officers who administered the institution, using terms from medical knowledge at the time. Based on the
theory of humours, each disease was an imbalance healed through the restoration of harmony. Together with the
All Saints Royal Hospital ombudsman, the physician visited the patients, identifying the most appropriate
treatments, in order to distribute the patients by wards and exclude incurable cases, which were treated
in other institutions.
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Physicians with a more extensive literate career were preferred for this role, almost always masters and doctors.
Thus, during the early years, Doctor Burglês was contracted and practised until 1509 (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 1116, f. 12) and, in 1561, Doctor Alonso Rodriguez de Guevara, professor of Anatomy in Coimbra, arrived
to teach at the Hospital (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 221). These doctor physicians were largely hired
during periods of greater economic vigour, such as the hospital’s foundation or when surgical teaching was reformed.
After the Lisbon Misericórdia took over hospital management, hiring former Coimbra professors became more
frequent, such as João Lopes Neto (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 314v.) and later Francisco Tomás,
future chief surgeon of the kingdom (Lemos et Coutinho, 1772, f. 311).
This did not prevent the search for physicians with a career outside the university. Thus, the hospital hired the bachelor
Gaspar Ribeiro, in 1546, after he had served for several years in the retinue of Queen D. Catherine of Austria. Later,
in 1561, the hospital hired Doctor Francisco Geraldes, who had practised at the Court of Santo Ofício [Holy Office]
of Lisbon (ANTT, Tribunal do Santo Ofício, Lisbon, doc. 25, f. 61v.). While having a more extensive practical career
than doctors, all of them had university education, which allowed them to fully fulfil their duties.

Literate surgeon
The hospital surgeons included those who lived in the hospital homes and those who lived outside the institution.
Both had to attend to all cases that required surgical techniques, from the most complex bleedings to broken arms
and other types of operations involving intervention in the patient’s body. Their knowledge resulted from practice
obtained by assisting other surgeons, but also from the theory contained in the work Guido, a 14th century treatise
written by the anatomist physicist Guy de Chauliac (Lemos, 1909, p. 201).
The 1504 Regimento already sought to ensure this transmission of knowledge, through an apprenticeship model
based on the personal relationship between the “master” and the “apprentice”, as with other late-medieval urban
masters. Therefore, the resident surgeon had to teach his apprentices, training them in practice and theory until
they were old enough to undergo an examination with the chief surgeon. The exam was the moment when the
apprentice became a master, assuming seniority and independence to heal and teach other young people who
wanted to learn the art.
However, from the mid-16th century, the teaching of surgery gradually changed, moving from this corporate
tradition to a more scholastic model. The hospital increasingly became a school for surgeons and bleeders (Costa
Santos, 1925), first with the creation of the class of Guido (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 211), then
with the arrival of Alonso Rodrigues de Guevara as an anatomist and, finally, with the publication of the work
Recopilaçam de Cirurgia by the surgeon António da Cruz (1601).
Common to all these changes was the presence of literate surgeons, such as Ruy Dias de Ysla, a master of buboes,
author of Tratado contra o mal serpentino (1539). Despite his eminently practical training, he mastered writing, although
he did not know Latin.
The role of the practical healer also changed. For example, the surgeon bleeder associated his practice with the
knowledge of writing. The importance of writing for the treatment of patients, for teaching the art and even for
including treatments in the medical knowledge of the period, gave increasing value to those who had literate training,
whether in the university or in the Jesuit colleges founded in the mid-16th century in Lisbon and throughout the
kingdom. Hospital surgeons were favoured with privileges granted by Royal House for their services, but this did
not change their social condition.
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Masters of buboes, bleeders and cristaleiras
In addition to these literate physicians and surgeons, there were other healers, who exercised their activity in the
institution. Among them were the bleeding barbers, who shaved all the patients in the institution and bled those the
physician indicated. The cristaleira applied enemas, leeches, or suction cups. She earned the same three thousand reis
a year, as the bleeder barber, and was the highest paid woman in the institution (Salgado et Salgado, 1992). These
professionals are rarely mentioned in the hospital sources, but were well known throughout the 16th century Lisbon.
Along with apothecaries and midwives, they were probably the most common healers in the local medical market
and, therefore, the object of municipal rules (AML, Livro dos Regimentos dos officiaes mecanicos da mui excelente e sempre
leal cidade de Lixboa reformados per ordenação do Illustrissimo Senado della pelo Licenciado Duarte Nunes de Liam, 1572,
fs. 246v-249). As in the hospital, the city council also sought to establish norms for these agents, in ever closer
articulation with the physicians. However, the city’s growing maritime vocation imported new diseases, further
stimulating the epidemic context that characterized the Portuguese 16th century.
One of the diseases the authorities sought to respond to immediately was mal serpentino [the serpentine disease],
also known as mal das boubas [buboes disease] or mal francês [French disease]: syphilis. According to Ruy Dias de Ysla,
this disease came from the American Indies, brought by the sailors of Cristovão Columbus, and quickly spread
throughout Europe, from port to port, in the first decades of the 16th century (Diaz de Isla, 1539). With periods
of deep crisis, followed by latent inactivity and rapid spread, the disease was difficult to integrate into the medical
knowledge of the time. Therefore, this opened an opportunity for figures like Ruy Dias de Ysla, a surgeon, who
through his experience knew alternative treatments, some coming from the New World (Arrizabalaga, 2013). This
allowed the emergence of many other masters of buboes, such as Brás Tenreiro, who succeeded him in the
administration of the syphilis ward (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 172).

Conclusion
All Saints Hospital became a space of mediation between theoretical physicians and surgeons, and the masters of
buboes, bleeders and even the cristaleiras worked side by side to heal the sick. However, this new reality led to
numerous social and professional tensions between the two dimensions, which the doctor physicians were fated to
win, as they made the most important decisions, but above all they explained diseases within the models recognized
by the people governing the institution. However, the constant crises related to administrative and economic
management (Ramos, 2019) provided numerous opportunities for practising and literate agents to coexist,
contributing to the training and teaching of numerous agents who practised in Portugal in the following centuries.
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The turning point after which Portuguese nursing became a profession surely coincides with the conceptual and
material reform of assistance practices in the kingdom. A reform promoted by King D. João II and whose
cornerstone was the foundation of All Saints Royal Hospital in 1492.
Until the late 15th century, the meagre social support in case of sickness, extreme poverty or destitution resulted
from pious acts of individuals, confreres, the military, or religious orders that, in search of salvation, provided
“charitable responses inscribed in a spirituality of beneficence, rooted in the thinking of St. Bernard St. John
Chrysostom or St. Thomas Aquinas” (Pacheco, 2019, p. 128).
The practice of charity, in the name of eternal life, but also of social prestige - materialized through the donation
of assets to pious causes -, was at the root of countless small assistance houses, often referred to as “hospitais”
[hospitals], with no discernible difference between those geared to provide health care and those with the mission
of providing general hospitality “to the poor, foundlings, beggars, travellers, and pilgrims, to feminine solitude, to
orphans, to prisoners, to prostitutes, to captives, those whom the vicissitudes of life or volunteer deprivation have
turned into potential beneficiaries of charitable altruism, in short those whom the Lower Middle Ages knew as the
pauperes Christi” (Pacheco, 2019, p. 129). In these founding institutes, we do not find the continued presence of
physicians, surgeons, apothecaries or nurses; the daily service was in the hands of a hospitaleiro/a [hospital servant].
In the context of a religiosity that still saw disease as divine punishment, caring for the soul assumed preponderance
over regenerating the body.
Perhaps we can best understand the metamorphosis All Saints Hospital operated in assistance practices to
hospitalized patients by considering nursing care. The procedural rules1 allow us to perceive, immediately, that care
was no longer directed primarily towards saving the soul, but sought to care for the body. Routines were
defined to discipline and optimize interventions related with providing therapy, diet, hygiene and comfort,
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naturally given the standards and knowledge at the time.
.

Responsible for everything that occurred within the wards and privileged actors in the hospital-patient relationship,
nurses were required to be available, omnipresent, to have a personal attitude driven by love for one’s neighbour,
such that nursing care resulted in advantage and comfort for the sick. In the text of the rules, the task of caring for
another, entrusted to the nurses, was as important as the virtues of the mezinhas [medical preparation], “porque se
o contrario disso fosse seria couza muito damnosa”2 [for otherwise it would be harmful to the sick]. There is a
relationship of closeness, of permitted intimacy with the sick, with the sick’s body, which explains why in death it
was the nurse’s duty to provide care for the dead person’s body3.
There are streaks of modernity in this concept of caring for the “other”. “Cuidar” [Care] acquires an earthly, material
dimension, aimed at relieving human pain and suffering in its corporeal aspect, with the ultimate objective, whenever
possible, of re-establishing the individual. In the early 16th century, the idea of hospitalisation is being redefined
and nursing as a profession is being institutionalized. Even so, the perspective of disease as a preparatory process
for death persists, in a time when the health of the body is still a prisoner of the health of the soul, and where
medicine gives precedence to the requirements of religious ceremonial (Carmona, 2005, p. 11). Likewise, in its early
years, the Hospital maintained the spaces that functioned as a shelter for the poor and travellers. The transmutation
from the concept of hospitality to hospitalization, far from constituting a break, was a process, with advances and
setbacks, but a process, as always happens when we talk about changing ways and underlying mental frameworks.
We turn now to the language of numbers as a starting point to perceive how many nurses there were in All Saints
Royal Hospital, who they were and how they learned their profession. In 1504, with four operational wards4, the
Hospital had four Senior Nurses assisted by seven Junior Nurses or assistants. In addition, there was a Nurse for
the women, and her assistant. The numbers varied considerably during the institution’s lifetime, but these variations
are beyond the scope of the present synthesis5.
Let us therefore move forward, taking as a reference the period from mid-1758 to mid-1759, mobilizing the quantity
and wealth of available information. Of the 19 functional wards mentioned by the Chief Nurse at that time,
15 were for male patients and only four for sick women. Regarding the nurses placed in these inpatient units, there
were two Senior Brothers with one Assistant, 15 male Nurses and 30 assistants, totalling 48 male nursing
professionals. In the women’s wards, there was a Senior Sister, four Nurses and four Assistants, a total of nine
elements (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, fs. 156-157v.)6.
It may seem paradoxical that in a profession we experience as mostly female, there were so many male elements.
We need remember the “standards of moral conduct and roles reserved to women in late-medieval and early modern
societies, roles that did not favour nursing where the female presence defined the gender trend” (Pacheco, 2019, p. 14).
In the dawn of the early modern age, in a society of men sculpted by Tridentine thought, women had little autonomy
and space to manoeuvre, their limited choices being marriage or, alternatively, cloister or marginality, and “female sexual

The 1504 Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos [Rules of Procedure of All Saints Royal Hospital] reflect, in our view, “knowledge from past experience”. In fact, the Hospital
received sick in previous periods, which justifies the Carta régia de nomeação, para o cargo de enfermeiro do Hospital de Todos-os-Santos, de Fernão Colaço [Royal Charter appointing Fernão
Colaço to the post of Nurse in All Saints Hospital] of March 9, 1502 and in whose text we already find many of the main defining lines of what will become the duties of nurses in the Rossio
hospital (ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro 35, fs. 22v.-23).
2
“Item o dito Enfermeiro mor, e Enfermeiros pequenos seram obrigados de dar purgas aos doentes da sua Enfermaria, e asy toda outra mezinha que lhe ouver de ser dada, e lamedores, e
toda outra couza, que mezinha for na quelles tempos, e horas que convier, e pelos Fizicos lhe for ordenado, o que farão com toda dilligencia, e cuidado, e com tanta caridade, e consolação
para os doentes, que alem da virtude da mezinha os doentes recebam por isso em suas enfermidades proveito e consollação, por que se o contrario disso fosse seria couza muito damnosa, e
saude dos Enfermos [Also the Chief Nurse - in 1504, the terms ‘Chief Nurse’ and ‘Senior Nurse’ were used indiscriminately and with the same meaning, executing tasks not unlike the
Purveyor - and junior Nurses will be made to provide purges to the sick in their ward, and also any other treatment they must receive, at the convenient hour, as ordered by the Physicians,
which they will do diligently, with care and charity and consolation to patients, so that in addition to treatment, patients therefore receive consolation, for otherwise it would be harmful to the
sick and their health] (Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, p. 73).
3
It is the nurses’ job to wrap the dead in a shroud, take them to the church, prepare them for “encomendação” [final blessing], ensure that he “que tever cargo de fazer as Covas que lhe vá fazer
a Cova” [who is responsible for graves digging, dig the grave], request the “offerings” of bread and wine and accompany the burial. (Regimento do Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, pp. 72-73).
4
The wards of Santa Clara (women), São Vincent (feverish, men), São Cosme (wounded, men) and a fourth, usually referred to as “Casa das Boubas” [House of Buboes; syphilitics], and the
“Mesa das Águas” [literally, water table], which later would become known as “Banco” [literally, bench] - where the sick were admitted. There was also the “Albergue” [shelter] for pilgrims
and the “Casa dos Enjeitados” [foundling house], where there were no nurses (Pereira, 1993, p. 76).
5
We analysed these numbers, in great detail, in 2008.
6
In the same document (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 1106), in fs. 201-205, we find a list of Despesa com ordenados, no Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, de 3 de Julho de 1758
a 3 de Julho de 1759 [expenses with wages in All Saints Royal Hospital, from July 3, 1759 to July 3, 1759]. There are slight deviations between this list and the description by
Chief Nurse, D. Jorge de Mendonça, regarding the number of nurses, the most significant being the absence, in the list of payments, of the thirty nurses’ assistants, absence
that we believe is due to a lapse by the clerk.
1
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honour became a value increasingly defended through repression of women” (Sá et Lopes, 2008, p. 38).
As for the Royal Hospital, because access to the male body was denied to women, according to the rules women
were reserved for the female wards. In the name of morality and decorum, on August 20, 1759, female nurses and
assistants were forbidden from “as janellas das enfermarias para evitarem o escandalo” [approaching the ward
windows in order to avoid scandal] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 121) and furthermore female nurses
were “a via por onde serão socorridas as enfermas” [who cared for female patients] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José,
Livro 1106, f. 151)7, and should not speak to anyone strange to the ward nor approach the door more than necessary,
“ocupando se muito na boa assistencia de suas doentes” [occupying themselves with taking good care of their
patients] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 151). Visits to the women’s wards could occur only with the
permission of the Chief Nurse and only by women, and even Doctors, Surgeons, Master Bleeders, and bleeders
could only enter the women’s wards during visiting hours, under the watchful eye of the Doorwoman and the Senior
Sister (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 151v.). Evidently, the “stereotyped notion that nursing was, in the
various periods, a sensibility, an art, a profession of women” (Pacheco, 2019, p. 14) does not apply in the period
under appreciation, in the kingdom of Portugal.
Such a requirement for behaviour, coupled with harsh working conditions, created conditions for the application
of disciplinary sanctions clearly indicated in the documentation. We are, after all, speaking of “ordinary people,
men and women who do not lose their human condition by being accepted into hospital service, who experience
feelings, needs and desires of various order, for which they seek answers, even if exposing themselves to regimental
justice” (Pacheco, 2008, p. 130).
Who, then, are these men and women who devoted themselves to hospital life, how did they come to All Saints
Hospital and how did they obtain the knowledge that enabled them to carry out their duties? The answers are clearly
laid out in the documentation: lay people8, whose only relationship with the Church was their personal faith, people
who related to the Hospital through a service contract, in exchange for a wage, lodging and food, with personal
availability to acquire skills through a long and unstructured training process. D. Jorge de Mendonça stipulated that
there should always be the full complement of nurses and assistants in the multiple wards, so the latter could acquire
the experience of “toda a Carta de Enfermidades que no dito Hospital se Cura” [all the diseases cured in the hospital]
(ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 120v.).
In the Chief Nurse’s letter, we also find an outline of the system of progression for the nursing profession in
the Rossio Hospital: “(…) passão os supranumerarios ao numero […] e por suas antiguidades na forma dos
Editais já expressados sobem a emfermeyros, and Irmãos Mayores” [the supernumerary will enter the number
and based on seniority in the edicts will progress to nurses and Senior Brothers] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José,
Livro 1106, f. 126). In ordinary terms, those admitted would first become nursing assistants, as
“supranumerarios, sem ordenado, mas só com ração, e pão para o Serviço do Hospital” [supernumeraries,
without pay, only with ration and bread for Hospital Service] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 126).
The transition to an Assistant entitled to pay varied among individuals and their skills, particularly writing9 and
their apprenticeships. The latter, as well as personal qualities, enabled progression to the position of Nurse,

The formulation by D. Jorge de Mendonça is quite advanced, considering that nursing was far from being recognized as a profession with its own corpus of knowledge and an autonomy
differentiating the nurse’s intervention from that of other care providers.
8
They can marry. However, as nurses and assistants reside within the Hospital, there are reasons of decorum and economy that seek to prevent the marriage of a “Familiar”. This did not
always have the desired effect, as there are reports of several marriages of residents in the institution. This was the case of Manuel José de Oliveira, nurse in All Saints Royal Hospital,
married to Maria Joaquina dos Prazeres and who, on May 19, 1771, asked the Brotherhood of São José dos Carpinteiros to pay for the bride’s dowry, worth 50 000 reis (AML, Irmandade de
S. José dos Carpinteiros, cx. 149).
9
With regards to writing, D. Jorge de Mendonça states: “Tanto que se tocar á vezita dos Medicos, e Cirurgioens, os Enfermeiros, e Ajudantes, estarão nas suas respectivas
Enfermarias, para assistirem á dita vezita, e o Enfermeiro estará com a taboa do receitoario, para receitar o que os Medicos determinarem de hua parte, e da outra o
Ajudante que milhor souber receitar” [During visits by Doctors and Surgeons, Nurses and Assistants will be in their respective Wards to assist the visit, and the Nurse will
have the prescription table to prescribe what the Doctors determine, and on the other side the Assistant who can best write prescriptions] (ANTT, Fundo Hospital de S.
José, Livro 2241, f. 2.)
7
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along a career progression scale where the last stage corresponded to Senior Brother10.
Irrefutably there were pedagogical concerns in All Saints Royal Hospital that went beyond the School of Surgery.
In fact, the institution was also concerned with transmission of know-how in the field of nursing, even if
empirical, creating conditions for entry into the “art of caring”: “os ajudantes conforme a capacidade, sciencia
and habilidade serão attendidos, and providos no lugar de emfermeyro, os quais terão debaixo de sua jurisdição
os ajudantes, para estes operarem no serviço dos pobres, o que seo respectivo enfermeyro lhe ordenar” [assistants
according to their capacity, science and ability will be admitted and given the position of nurse, who will have
assistants under their jurisdiction, for them to work in the service of the poor, which the respective nurse will
coordinate] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 1106, f. 148v.). Nomination to the position of nurse was therefore
the result of a training process.
Finally, the idea, also stereotyped, that the practice of nursing was, as a rule and until the 19th century, almost exclusively
by religious and consecrated men and women, although applicable to a variety of hospitals in the West, has no
applicability to nurses and assistants in All Saints Royal Hospital11, an institution founded by the monarchy
and managed by lay people (Pacheco, 2019, p. 143). As pointed out by Isabel dos Guimarães Sá (2008, p. 37)
“in Portugal until the 18th century there were no hospitals where the religious were responsible for caring for the sick”.
In short, care giving in the esprital grande de Lixboa [great hospital of Lisbon] was ensured by a body of “Familiares”,
under contract, who obeyed rules of procedure, earned a wage and were part of well-identified professional categories.
Nurses were responsible for hygiene and comfort of patients, food, administrating medication, helping the process
of dying and, finally, guaranteeing care of the dead body (Pacheco, 2019, p. 143). Men were by far the majority.
All Saints Royal Hospital Real was therefore the bedrock, officially since 1504, from whence the routine practice of
nursing will affirm itself as a profession, that is, an activity, or an art form, developed by a group of people, an art
with an evident benefit to others, with its own know-how, apprenticeships, and progression, exercised to earn a wage,
whose type and frequency changed over time. It was a long process, which only in the late 19th century took its
first steps towards structured training and autonomy. And perhaps this late recognition as an autonomous profession
explains its absence from the Livro dos Regimentos dos Oficiais Mecânicos (1572-1808) (AML, Livro dos Regimentos dos
Oficiais Mecânicos da mui excelente e sempre leal cidade de Lixboa reformados per ordenação do Illustrissimo Senado della pelo
Licenciado Duarte Nunes de Liam, 1572-1808), a document where we can find, among dozens of others, some trades
that, having exercised duties in the Hospital, had a previously sanctioned status, such as the barbers, apothecaries,
bleeders, midwives or cristeleiras [who provided clysters].

Almost all the Senior Brothers we have identified reached their position after exercising as nurses. However, the cases of António José Álvares - an assistant who refused the position of
Senior Brother and was therefore dismissed (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 2241, f. 19v.), and after 1813 held the position of Police Inspector General - and Manuel José Antunes assistant nominated Senior Brother on April 18, 1792 and who would only become a nurse in 1811 (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 2241, f. 32 v.) - seem to indicate that being a nurse was
not sine qua non to assume the responsibilities inherent to the position of Senior Brother. Clearly, people with exceptional qualities could be nominated.
11
The exception were the periods between 1593-1606 and 1630-1644, when nursing care was provided by Castilian religious from the Minim Congregation of Poor Brothers
Infirmarians, of Bernardino de Obregon. The acceptance and removal of these religious merits its own study, also considering the nature of the Resolution of the
Misericórdia’s Board that assumes the expulsion of Obregonians: “for actions, intrusions and secret information on the lifestyle and procedures of the obregonian brothers,
we surmise it was a discredit to God and damage to the Hospital’s treasury to have their assistance therein because they are implicated in many faults and mistakes
inconvenient to mention and they are therefore fired from service and nurses should be admitted as before and this record be taken so they are never admitted again”
(Nogueira, 1934, p. 178).
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All Saints Royal Hospital, exemplary for its design and operation as attested by the existing testimonia, reveals the
Hippocratic-Galenic cognitive model of Western medical art, whose epistemological systematization will last, with
patent reinterpretations in commentaria on the classics - see António Luís (1540) or Ambosio Nunes (1603) -, until
the mid-18th century. We will try to identify a confluence between the postulates of the Portuguese scripta on food
hygiene and this Hospital’s practice.
A holistic ars medica was practised, based on the humoral theory of pre-hippocratic origin and, in close association,
on the concept of the Great Chain of Being (animals, including Man, and plants) (Grieco, 1996, pp. 479-490). The
temperaments of beings was derived from their qualities in the four elements: active (warm, cold), which quickly
generate pain, and passive (dry and moist) (Montalto, 1614, fs. 34-35).
An individual’s constitution was determined by the predominance of a certain humour: in the melancholic, excess
yellow bile (Earth, cold and dry); in the phlegmatic, excess phlegm (Water, cold and moist); in the sanguine, excess
blood (Air, warm and moist); in the choleric, excess yellow bile (Fire, warm and dry). The physician’s duty was to
promote the health of the body and mind by harmonizing the cure with the humoral predispositions of each patient.
Imagine an imbalance of humours in a choleric patient: therapy would focus on the evacuation of the humour in
excess, resorting to a regime contrary to its temperament, i.e. cold and moist food. Medical practice preserved and
prolonged existence by intervening in the way of life (diaita) based on the “six unnatural things”, i.e. external to
man. These were the subject and title of works such as the Tractatus de sex rebus non naturalibus (1602) by the protophysician Fernando Rodrigues Cardoso, where he explained “Ora são estas as coisas não naturais, que são
precisamente seis, a saber o ar e o meio ambiente, a comida e a bebida, o sono e a vigília, o exercício e o repouso,
a evacuação [e a repleção] (Cardoso, 1602, cap. 10 “De pletudine”), e finalmente as paixões da alma” [Now these are
the unnatural things, which are precisely six, namely air and environment, food and drink, sleep and
wakefulness, motion and rest, evacuation and repletion; and finally the passions of the soul] (Cardoso,
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1602, f. 1r.). The six unnatural things, omnipresent in all the books referenced, will be reused until the end

of the 18th century (Paiva, 1787), for therapy with food and drink was a priority in any pathology. The cure lato sensu
comprised three strands: dietetics, manual intervention (surgery) and pharmacopoeia.
Dietary hygiene in Portugal followed the European medical context (Ornelllas e Castro, 2011, pp. 73-91). The use
of Latin, until the mid-17th century, allowed inter pares dissemination and the printing press allowed the recovery
and spread of previous works1. Maximilian Lemos considered three major domains: pests (public health),
the aforementioned six unnatural things, and the specialized topics, such as bromatology (properties of food). One
of the most notable works in bromatology, De qualitatibus alimentorum... (1636) by André António de Castro, King
D. João IV’s physician, in ten treaties, defined the concept of food, digestion, nutritional value and the modus edendi
of cereals, quadrupeds, poultry, eggs, fish, fruits, vegetables, legumes, seasoning,
condiments, wine and water. But fame fell to Ancora medicinal... (1721)2 by Fonseca
Henriques, written in Portuguese, containing translations ipsis verbis from Castro. O
Homem medico de si mesmo... (1760) by Xavier do Monte was an original work.
Texts on public health, which insisted on the prophylactic value of diet to stop
epidemics, greatly influenced hospital practice. We underline the physician Ambrose
Nunes whose treatise on the plague (1601) stemmed from measures he took during the
“little plague” (1598). Earlier (1569), before the “great plague”, King D. Sebastião had
resorted to the Sevillian doctors Tomás Álvares and Garcia Salzedo. Similar concerns
arose in the Regimento pera conservar a saúde e vida (1626) by Fernão Solis da Fonseca; in
the Tratado de preservar do mal de peste included in the 5th edition (1671?) of the surgical
opus of Gonçalo Rodrigues Cabreira; in Tratado da peste (1680) by João Curvo Semedo;
and, in 1724, the anonymous Breve regimento, […] para a preservação, e cura da peste.
Prevention stresses measures on “the air and environment, food and drink”, so All Saints
Royal Hospital’s obligation to choose the best quality food to treat patients or the order
“que ao Comprador do Hospital se deem, primeiro que a outra nenhuma pessoa, as
carnes e pescados necessários pera o mesmo” [that the Hospital Buyer be given, before
anyone else, the necessary meat and fish for the Hospital] (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Mercês e Privilégios, mç. 2, n.º 41, ref. to June 29, 1502) constituted sanitary measures.
Only Ribeiro Sanches in Tratado da conservaçam da saúde dos povos (1756) would analyse in
depth the role of the state in public sanitation (Barreiros, 2010, p. 130).

De qualitatibus alimentorum... (1636)
de André António de Castro
Available in Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
http://purl.pt/16743

In addition to treatises on practical medicine, narrative genres such as the consilia3 and
correspondence, covering individual cases, are quite useful to reveal the inclusion of new products in the European
diet and discuss their ingestion as appetizers (light foods to prepare the stomach) or digestives (that tend to be more
sugary, warm, and dry, such as dried fruits, quince, pears and other canned fruits or jams) (Ornellas e Castro, 2018,
p. 338). Nurses observed the patients’ meal sequence because the order of intake could make healthy food harmful.
The documentation indicates a predominance of cereals, such as moios of wheat (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Registo de Despesas, Livro 790), barley, rye, and corn, or in the form of wheat bread or a wheat/corn mix (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, mç. 2, n.º 27 and n.º 66); wine; red meat (sheep, some beef and veal) (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Registo de Despesas, Livro 790); an abundance of chicken (due to the lower incidence of cockerel and capon);
spices, salt, olive oil (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Registo de Despesas, Livro 790); and sugar (and less frequently
honey4). Overall, the occurrence of fresh vegetables (cold and dry) was low (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Mercês

This is the case of Pedro Hispano’s Thesaurus Pauperum (1205/1210-1277) printed in the original Latin and in translations.
The work Âncora Medicinal para Conservar a Vida com Saúde by Francisco da Fonseca Henriques had four editions: 1721, 1731, 1749 and 1754.
A genre that developed in the 13th century after the legal consilium, such as Centuriae (1556) by Amato Lusitano. The compilation of letters between doctors became more
common in the 16th century, of which we highlight the Commentarii (1564) by Garcia Lopes.
1
2
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e Privilégios, mç. 2, n.º 31)5. Legumes (fava beans, grass peas and lupines) replaced cereals, but they had to be
flavoured with condiments.
The medical literature distinguished between foods that digest in the stomach and nourish, and “medicinal foods”
because they nourish, but change the body. Medicinal food, always warm and dry to various degrees, included
seasonings (aromata) or spices, and the condiments (condiment) or flavourings: olive oil, vinegar, salt, honey/sugar.
From the mid-16th to the late 17th century, there are records of true-cinnamon, pepper, ginger, cloves6, as well as
mace and benzoin, intended for culinary use or the pharmacy. Etymologically “temperar” [to season] means
“to balance”, which explains the corrective function of the “medicinal” food over food juices, making them equally
more palatable (Ornellas e Castro, 2018, p. 328). In the medical texts, there are many recipes for sauces, meat broths
(chicken and mutton), herbal teas, decoctions, and infusions, as well as preparations with sugar, namely syrups,
marmalades, confectionery, preserves and jams. These symbols of therapeutic cuisine, true restorative potions,
influenced all Western culinary literature.
The dietary discourse considered quadruped meat to be salty, and prohibited cured meats for patients, because they
had accumulated melancholic humours. Hence the necessary seasoning or the preference for meat broths with some
vegetables. The consumption of chicken stems from it being less excretive and ensuring good digestion. Initially,
broths did not include rice. Europeans added rice to chicken broths7. The 20 quintals of rice per year were used for
canja (from the hindu “Cange”), a therapeutic broth for intestinal ailments made from very cooked rice. In turn,
fish was allowed for the sick, a concession to the liturgical calendar rather than a healing imperative, with preference
for rocky and pelagic fish, because of the waters of their habitat.
Therapeutic drinks, digestive like the cereal decoctions, were water-based, because they quenched thirst and cleansed
the organism. Milk was also diluted in water (pure milk had bad juices). There was care with water quality (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Mercês e Privilégios, mç. 2, n.º 35). When in doubt, water was often cut with a little wine
(warm and dry) or vinegar, both effective bactericides. In Comentário ao tratado de Hipócrates Sobre a dieta em enfermidades
agudas, Galen (131- 201 A.C.) evaluated wine using five factors, in this order: 1st by colour; 2nd by taste, 3rd by
substance; 4th by odour; and 5th by strength. Doctors prescribed wines that were white, light (i.e. digestive) and
mild, considered diuretics, preferably with a little water or even ice for feverish patients; and “red” wines, because
they are more nutritious, i.e. generated blood, for the more robust patients (Ornellas e Castro, 2017, pp. 57-78).
All Saints Royal Hospital accounting records do not allow any conclusions about the type of wine from barrels and
casks; the wine is once referred to as white (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 924, f. 87).

Honey, also warm and dry, was replaced by sugar, from the Madeira archipelago, but remained as an ingredient in enemas. It appears in the diet of the wet nurses (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 940, f. 300), because it is softer and does not cause changes to the milk intended for breastfeeding.
5
The literature only recommended fresh consumption of lettuce and borage.
6
In the medical texts of the 17th century, we come across these four aromata plus mustard and saffron, which we have not found recorded, perhaps because of their high price.
7
Rice was used by the iatric Hindus to treat bowel problems and cholera. Garcia da Orta was the first European to describe the “canja”, in his Colloquia, n.º 17 (Ornellas e Castro, 2015, p.87).
8
The geography of the wine consumed in All Saints Royal Hospital - from producing areas all around Lisbon: Almada, Alcochete, Alhos Vedros, Barreiro and Oeiras does not help elucidate this point, although in many of these localities white wine predominated, until recently. On provenance, vide ANTT, Hospital de São José, Registo
Geral, Livro 940, confirmed by ANTT, Hospital de São José, Mercês e Privilégios, mç. 2, n.º 49; on Santarém in general, vide ANTT, Hospital de São José, Mercês e
Privilégios, mç .2, n.º 58 and Hospital de São José, Documentos da Segunda Repartição, Registos de Receita e Despesa, Livros 566 e 576, f. 208 and the wine of Oeiras;
and f. 209 one wine from Ribatejo.
4
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Pestle
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
Length 20 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/8c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Mortar (?)
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
16th-18th century
Height 7 cm; rim Ø 13 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Spoon
Copper alloy. Unknown origin
c. 1550. SE well of NE Cloister
Max. length 18 cm; max. width 4.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00 Q.4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Sugar mould
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery.
Late 15th century. In S. Domingos Royal Channel
Max. height 34.3 cm; rim Ø 21 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ G10 [501])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Alpisteito [“bowl to feed the sick”]
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750-1775
Height 15.5 cm; rim Ø 12.2 cm; bottom Ø: 9 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/15c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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_VEGETABLE AND HERB GARDENS:
DIET AND PHARMACY (16TH AND 17TH CENTURIES)
Bruno Barreiros
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon
Adelino Cardoso
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

The 1504 Regimento [Rules of procedure] of All Saints is very precise concerning the apothecary’s responsibility in
the production of mezinhas [medical preparations] prescribed by the doctors and surgeons, whose daily patients
visits he should accompany personally or, in case of impediment, by one of his boys: “Item o dicto boticairo sera
obrigado de istyllar todas as agoas em seu tempo e de se prover de todas as hervas e necesidades semelhamtes de
botyca e de as mandar apanhar e colher.” [The apothecaries must distil all the waters in time and collect all the herbs
and similar pharmacy needs and order them collected and harvested] (Salgado et Salgado, 1992, p. 144). Likewise,
he should to take care of the hospital’s hygiene, particularly of the “lavatoreos e banhos” [lavatories and baths]:
“cozera as hervas com que se fazem os lavatoreos e os banhos e se as nam tever colhe las ha nos tenpos porque
ysto he de seu oficio” [he will boil the herbs used in the lavatories and baths and if he doesn’t have them, he will
harvest them as that is his job] (Ibidem, p. 145). Clearly, the mezinhas are basically “hervas e necessidades semelhantes”
[herbs and similar needs] found at hand, certainly in the Royal Hospital’s garden to be picked and harvested.
Information about this garden is very scarce and systematically refers to the same source, Fr. Nicolau de Oliveira,
who in his book Livro das Grandezas de Lisboa (1620) notes that the Royal Hospital “tem uma grande horta, com muita
água; aí, para além da hortaliça que produz, há também dois tanques, onde se lava a roupa dos enfermos” [has a large
garden, with lots of water; in addition to the vegetables it produces, there are also two tanks, where the patients’
clothes are washed] (Oliveira, 1620/1991, p. 602). The same description is provided by António José de Ávila Júnior
in A Nova Carta Corográfica de Portugal or by the historian of Medicine Augusto da Silva Carvalho in his monograph
on the hospital (1949/1992). Apparently, the tanks intended for washing the patients’ clothes were discontinued in
the late 17th century. In 1695, the Mesa da Santa Casa da Misericórdia [Court of the Holy House of Mercy], which ran
the hospital, decreed that clothing hygiene be entrusted to washers outside the hospital (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Portarias da Misericórdia, cx. 390, mç. 1, n.º 14). Was the aim to gain more space for the garden?
Friar Nicolau de Oliveira merely mentions the “hortaliça que produz” [vegetables produced] in this space,
which does not mean that medicinal plants were not also cultivated. In fact, a distinction between food
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and medicine can be problematic. Yet nothing is said about the size of the garden and the vegetable and medicinal
species cultivated. What was the proportion of one and the other? Was it a vegetable garden or a real medicinal
garden, like many others scattered throughout 15th and 16th century Europe? We hope that future research will be
able to elucidate this point, very obscure to date.
As mentioned by Maria de Fatima Silva and Jorge Paiva, “the notion of plants’ healing powers comes from time
immemorial” (Silva et Paiva, 2016, p. 42), a constant in all ancient civilizations. The Portuguese and Spanish discoveries
gave a new impetus to the use of medicinal plants by sharing knowledge and practices between regions that until
then were unknown to each other. In turn, Renaissance humanism resumed the legacy of the Greco-Roman classics,
whose works were re-edited and translated. It was no accident that the Greek scientific book with more editions
and translations in 16th century Europe was De materia medica by Dioscorides (Jesus, 2015). Just as it was no accident
that the first professorship in Botany appeared in the first half of the 16th century (Padua, 1533), as well as the first
botanical gardens (Pisa, 1543, Padua and Florence, 1545).
The basis for therapy in the 16th and 17th century, following the Hippocratic-Galenic tradition, were plants and
herbs used for multiple medicinal purposes. They were a fundamental component of the recommended diet for
each type of condition. The doctor prescribed a diet, just as he prescribed medication. Many products were both
horticultural and medicinal, such as mint, coriander, lemons, oranges, apples, carrots, pumpkin, garlic, onion, grapes,
plums, olive oil and wine. In fact, as clearly illustrated in the most recent historiography on medical matters, there
was no rigid demarcation between food and medicine throughout the medieval and early modern periods. Many of
the ingredients have both a culinary and medicinal use, certain techniques of producing medicines come from that
sphere (decoction, filtration, mixing) and, sometimes, certain substances have complex histories, such as chocolate
and tobacco, and their appreciation as food or medicine experienced different polarizations over time (Rieder
et Zanetti, 2018, p. 9).
But there were herbs and plants used exclusively for therapeutic purposes, such as aloe, motherwort, althaea, angelica,
artemisia, lemon balm, fennel, hellebore, marjoram, rose, sage, senna, sarsaparilla, valerian. A significant number of
plants from America and the Orient were added in the 16th century, and became part of the European
pharmacopoeia: tea, cinnamon, cardamom, benzoin, China root, guaiacum, and opium. These plants were used for
purging (included in enemas), for topical use in the form of ointments or oils, for tempering humours through
infusions and pills, for disinfecting and cleaning through baths.
The work of Amato Lusitano, Sete Centúrias de Curas Medicinais, published between 1551 and 1561, is a paradigmatic
example of clinical observations in which a clinical case’s description - diagnosis, therapeutic resources used and
outcome of the disease - is accompanied by scientific-therapeutic elucidation. It indicates an immense source of
medicinal plants and herbs. For example, note the profusion of plants and some minerals used to cure quartan fever,
after digestion is normalized: “Só então é seguro purgar muitas vezes com os remédios que limpam a bílis negra,
como mirabolanos da Índia, flor de orégão, tomilho, sene, polipódio, catolicão, preparado hamec, confeição de
folhas de sene, pílulas de fumária da Índia, de pedra da Arménia, de lapis-lazuli, chamada turqueza e semelhantes.”
[only then is it safe to purge often with the remedies that clean the black bile, such as black myrobalan, oregano
flower, thyme, senna, polypodium, catholicon, confectio hamech, confection of senna leaves, Indian fumitory pills,
Armenian stone, lapis lazuli, called turquoise and the like] (Lusitano, 1983, vol. I, p. 77). Or a preparation for cleaning
and healing cold sores: “Para lavar estas chagas, mandei preparar o seguinte decocto ou banho: R.: de rosas vermelhas,
de flores de romã, de mirtilos, de folhas de oliveira, de lentisco, de sumagres, de tanchagen an, um manípulo; de alúmen de rocha, meia
dracma. Em três libras de água, faça-se uma decocção até quea água fique vermelha” [To clean these sores, I ordered the following
decoction or bath: of red roses, of pomegranate flowers, of blueberries, of olive leaves, of malosma, of sumac,
of plantain, one handfull; of rock alum, half drachma. In three litres of water, make decoction until the
water is red] (Ibidem, p. 104). Confident in the healing power of Oriental plants, Amato was delighted
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with China root, which he used repeatedly and believed suitable for “ao morbo gálico, aos defluxos,

aos catarros, às dores das articulações e às doenças do humor aquoso” [Gallic disease, runoff, phlegm, joint pains
and diseases of the water humours] (Ibidem, p. 220).
In addition to plant substances, 16th and 17th century medicine also used minerals. Amato Lusitano used especially
sapphire, jacinth, emerald, beryl, stone-magnet, lapis lazuli, silver, and gold. For example, on lapis lazuli, he wrote
that the most appreciated are speckled with golden-yellow, used to cure melancholy.
Garcia de Orta, author of a work of reference in the field of botany, pharmacy and medicine practised in India,
dedicated four of his Colóquios dos Simples, published in Goa in 1563, to the medicinal value of minerals, emphasizing
the “virtues” of bezoar stone, which he thought useful to cure “enfermidades melancólicas velhas”, “sarnas grossas,
lepra, prurido antigo, impigens”, “febres quartãs” [old melancholic diseases, thick scabies, leprosy, old pruritus,
impetigo, quartan fevers] (Orta, 2018, p. 318). This illustrious physician and naturalist, who treated many patients
with cholera morbus, particularly in the epidemic that affected the city of Goa in 1543, considered his great discovery
in the treatment of this disease to be precisely the use of bezoar stone (Orta, 2018, p. 170).
We can conjecture whether All Saints Royal Hospital used the type of preparations we find in the work of Amato
Lusitano, and whether the colloquiums of Garcia de Orta had an impact upon this hospital’s clinicians. But these
are assumptions, which ongoing studies may or may not confirm.

The medicinal and pedagogical garden of Gabriel Grisley
One way to mitigate the silence that seems to surround the garden of All Saints Royal Hospital is to analyse medicinal
gardens whose similarity or contrast with All Saints Royal Hospital is uncertain, but that could have some elements
in common. A good example is the Royal Garden of Xabregas (Lisbon), a 16th-century space for the cultivation
of plants and medicinal herbs whose management was entrusted to Gabriel Grisley, a doctor of German origin
who settled in Portugal during the reign of D. João IV, and who practised medicine in Lisbon until the late 17th
century (Silva, 1859, p. 105). Based on this experience of herbalization, Grisley published his best-seller Desenganos
para a medicina ou botica para todo o pai de família (1656), with two more editions in the 17th century (1669 and 1690),
two in the 18th century (1714 and 1754), and one in the 19th century (1851).
To some extent, Gabriel Grisley’s work, both cultivating and publishing, sought to provide the public with a portrait
of the prototypical medical garden of this period. In fact, that was the aim of the project. At its genesis was the
will of the monarch himself, who intended to consecrate, with the Xabregas garden, a place not only for controlled
experimentation and conservation of available botanical knowledge, but also for popularizing the therapeutic value
of medicinal herbs, both native and from the different points of the kingdom. In Grisley’s own words, “(…)
em uma pequena [porção] de terra [in a small plot of land] provide “geral notícia de todas as hervas salutíferas, que
a natureza produziu nas mais partes do reino” [general information of all the beneficial herbs, which nature has
produced throughout the kingdom] (Grisley, 1851, p. III).
One might ask why this project, with a clear therapeutic vocation, was not linked to All Saints Royal Hospital. The
work’s target audience, as Grisley points out, was not so much the experts, but the “pai de famílias na sua quinta,
& fazendas” [family fathers on their farm and lands] who should “se saiba valer delas [plantas] como de botica
caseira” [know who to use plants as a homemade pharmacy] (Grisley, 1851, prologue).
Overall, in this special work, where each chapter corresponds to a seedbed, the importance of the classics is notable,
namely the heritage of authors such as Dioscorides, and the predominance of the Galenic framework
in the interpretation of the plant world. Regarding the first aspect, Grisley’s warnings to the reader are
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illustrative. All information available in the text should be confronted “com as descrições de Dioscórides,

& dos outros autores, assi no sabor, como na cor, folhas, flor, semente, cheiro, talo & raiz” [with the descriptions
of Dioscorides and other authors, on taste, as well as colour, leaves, flower, seed, smell, stem, and root] (Grisley,
1851, prologue). The suggestion is understandable, especially in a work without illustrations. Regarding the second
topic, the author could not be clearer in stating the true key to understanding Botany: “O sabor de cada erva he
indício infalível das primeiras qualidades; temos nove diferentes sabores, & como toda a herva há de ter hum delles
pelo menos, alcançamos quanto excede no frio, ou quente, no húmido, ou seco” (Grisley, 1851, prologue). [the taste
of each herb is an infallible indication of the first qualities; we have nine different flavours, and as all herbs must
have at least one of them, we gather how much it exceeds in cold or warmth, in moisture or dryness] (Grisley, 1851,
prologue). Galen wouldn’t have said it better.
The work - divided into chapter-seedbeds - corresponds to an effort to educate the public. In his words, “para que
se dê o seu a seu dono” [to give the owner his own]. The first seedbed deals with twenty herbs “muito principais na
matéria medicinal” [important in medicinal matters], often confused and inadvertently mixed up, which resulted in
“se não acerta na cura” [no success in healing] (Grisley, 1851, p. 6). The second focuses on plants celebrated by the
ancients and approved by the modern (but whose names were being forgotten), with the aim of preserving botanical
memory. The third seedbed included more than two hundred plants whose biggest obstacle, although they are
commonly known, was the general confusion regarding their medicinal properties. In this latter situation, for example,
was coriander, whose leaves Grisley warns should not be used as a medicinal preparation, thus conforming with the
opinion of Dioscorides. The fresh seeds were harmful to the head, but its malignancy was lost when soaked in
vinegar for one night, and thus they were recommended for treating the stomach, a runny nose and phlegm. Crushed
and drunk with wine, there were recommended for roundworms and purging in women. The continuity between
the apothecary’s shop and the kitchen is here clearly indicated. Among the many herbs in this chapter, he focused
on saffron, recommended for the stomach, chest and liver when ingested as food, for the eyes when applied topically,
for headaches as a plaster, or even for gout when mixed with other substances (egg white, rose water and olive oil)
in the form of ointment. These are two examples of how Grisley intended to educate the public, declaring the
virtues of each herb, following the best ancient and modern authors and, confroning each of them “com os debuxos,
nomes, descrição, e melhor com a vista, nesta horta Real de Xabregas” [with the drawings, names, description, and
best of all with observation, in this Royal garden of Xabregas] (Grisley, 1851, prologue).
Regarding the plant species Grisley grew in this garden, they were overwhelming native plants from the European
continent. Among the few exceptions, we highlight sumac, the aforementioned saffron, tobacco and tamarisk
(Tamarix gallica), native to the regions of Asia and Africa. Therefore, Grisley’s Desenganos para a medicina portrayed a
stable and conservative therapeutic universe, dominated by the classical authorities, such as Galen and Dioscorides,
although with scattered innovations in terms of cited authors (Andrés Laguna, Charles Écluse) and cultivated
specimens. Significantly, for example, the influence of Garcia De Orta and his colloquia is not felt in this work.
Grisley’s work seems marked by a certain therapeutic conservatism, associated with valuing native products, perhaps
bringing into botany that nationalist fervour experienced during the restoration of independence, in 1640. Note,
however, the important chapter Grisley dedicated to the art of distillation, a modern invention “que como viram
muitas plantas não ficarem em seu vigor mais que quatro ou cinco meses, e que com as folhas secas não podiam
alcançar o intentado fim (…); acharam que a substância líquida das plantas tiradas por este artifício podia suprimir
todas as virtudes delas nas doenças (…)” [as many plants did not retain vigour for more than four or five months,
and dried leaves could not reach the intended aim; they thought the plant’s liquid substance extracted by this artifice
could carry all their virtues against diseases] (Grisley, 1851, p. 167). This innovation, in a way, attenuated a certain
botanical conservatism that seems to characterize the Royal garden of Xabregas.
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Conclusion
The first Regimento of All Saints Royal Hospital and the many books of clinical observations published in the 16th
and 17th century, including the Centúrias of Amato Lusitano, support the notion that the medical matter used in All
Saints Royal Hospital during this period was mainly composed of herbs and plants, and also raises several questions
for which we do not yet have answers given our state of knowledge: What herbs and plants were used therapeutically
in All Saints Royal Hospital? Which were cultivated in the All Saints Royal Hospital garden? What was the relevance
of herbs and plants from the New World and Orient in therapeutic practice and the garden? Was the Royal Garden
of Xabregas, which Grisley developed and recorded in his book, in any way a replica of the garden in All Saints
Royal Hospital or its counterpoint? What was the role of minerals in mezinhas at All Saints Royal Hospital? Did the
doctors at All Saints Royal Hospital share the resistance to chemical drugs from the school of Paracelsus and Van
Helmont, which shaped the nearly generalized attitude of Portuguese clinicians?
Despite all these questions, the period under review was also clearly a period of profound changes in the therapeutic
field. Exotic plants and some minerals attracted the attention of doctors, who integrated them into their clinical
practice. This enthusiasm for novel therapies extended to chemical drugs, which throughout the 17th century were
being spread by some doctors, as well as by druggists, who marketed them in the form of secret remedies, namely
the famous Pós de Quintílio [antimony powder] (Dias, 2007). At the end of the century, João Curvo Semedo, claiming
the status of paladin of stibium or antimony in his Polianteia (1697), could already affirm that “os amigos do antimónio
são os melhores autores da medicina, os quais defendem & acreditam as virtudes do Estíbio” [the friends of antimony
are the best authors of medicine, who defend and believe in the virtues of stibium] (Semedo, 1727, p. 18).
Therefore, and considering what little is known and how much is unknown, we can only emphasize once again the
importance of medicinal gardens, places of experimentation and conservation of botanical knowledge. A better
understanding of All Saints Royal Hospital will certainly imply continuing to search for its forgotten garden.
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Royal donation to All Saints Hospital of sandalwood
and benzoin from Casa da India
1515, June 26
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 103
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT

Royal donation to All Saints Hospital of spices from Casa da India:
cinnamon, pepper, ginger, clove, nutmeg, mace, sandalwood, and benzoin
1518, August 14
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 124
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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All Saints Royal Hospital’s refectory has long since disappeared and only with difficulty can we capture the rituals,
gestures and sociability that took place there. According to the spirit of its founders, there would have reigned a
certain reverence and edification, in the good manner of religious institutions. According to the Hospital’s Regimento
[rules of procedure], a normative text from the beginning of the 16th century, the Provedor [purveyor] should ensure
constant discipline and devotion. This document determined that, during meal times, there were readings aloud
from “allguum livro de vida de samtos” [some book on the life of the saints] or some other text of “boa doutrina
e de bom emxempro” [good doctrine and good example]. Patients ate their meals - jantar and ceia, our lunch and
dinner, roughly speaking - in the wards, while the dining hall was for the staff, who were entitled to eat there as part
of their monthly subsidy.
Meal times were stipulated, in the early 16th century, with the accuracy possible when measuring time was not more
geometrico. The first major meal, lunch, should take place “despois de se acabar de dar de comer a todos os doentes
de todas as emfermarias do dito estpritall (…)” [after giving all the patients their meals in all of the Hospital’s wards],
while “as oras da cea sejam em tall maneira que sempre se çee com de dia” [dinner time was such that it always
ended during the daytime]. The amounts given to staff and patients were also determined with some accuracy.
In addition to a daily ration of bread, three quartiles of wine, an arrátel of meat [roughly half kilo] and another of
fish (possibly alternately) ensured their subsistence. The exception to this basic regimen were patients with specific
prescriptions or, in the language of the time, “esteverem em cura” [being cured]. In these cases, the physician
adapted the most appropriate dietary norm to each patient in a conceptual framework where the regimen was a
fundamental part of therapy. This not only counterbalanced the debilitating effects of the conventional Galenic
therapies practiced at the time - bloodletting, purges, syrups and evacuations -, but also allowed direct action on the
body to balance the four humours - blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile -, on whose harmony health and
disease depended for centuries in the West. The fundamental importance of bread, meat, and fish essential items for medical reasons and to cope with lean days scattered across the liturgical calendar
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(about 68) - reveals the Hospital’s strong commitment to food considered fortifying. In a work of wide

circulation at the beginning of the 18th century, a Portuguese doctor still extolled the properties of this food trinity.
“De quantos alimentos se compõem as mesas a carne é o que mais nutre” [of the foods on our tables, meat is the
most nutritious], underlined Francisco da Fonseca Henriques, while bread was a “triaga, e corretivo de todos aqueles
[alimentos] com que se mistura” [theriac, and corrective of all those foods it is mixed with] (Henriques, 1731 [1721],
pp. 95; 84-85). Fish, on the contrary, was looked upon with reservations, because it “corrompe-se com facilidade”
[corrupts easily] and “todos nutrem pouco” [all fish nourish little], which was aggravated by the fact that “comido
com muita continuação laxa e enfraquece as fibras” [eaten often, it softens and weakens the fibres] (Henriques, 1731
[1721], pp. 181; 185). Other foods complemented this basis. The Regimento underlined the ombudsman’s necessary
vigilance over “todallas cousas” [all things] in the pantry, including olive oil, honey, and vinegar, as well as meat,
poultry and wine. The document also mentions that the Hospital’s incomes, which the Almoxarife [administrator]
should receive, could be paid in cash, but also in bread, wine, olive oil and vinegar. The hospital could also receive
rents and consignments in wheat, barley, corn, and vegetables, among other food items, such as wine and olive oil
(Páscoa, 1993, p. 23).
This general picture does not differ much from the prevailing framework in the mid-18th century, when a huge
fire (1750) destroyed the imposing building almost completely. Apparently, the 723 patients were saved and the
Hospital remained in operation under very precarious conditions until the 1755 earthquake, which left its already
very weak structure in ashes. Until its transfer to the College of Santo Antão - towards the end of the 1760s - the
whole building was precarious and temporary but continued to fulfil its hospital function. We focus our attention
in this final period of the institution - or rather, its time of rebirth. A record of Hospital expenses in 1765-1766
- already under the designation of Royal Hospital of São José - is very elucidating about the relative weight of
expenses with food, compared to the total. Between May 26, 1765 and July 3, 1766, a total of 490$585 reis were
spent on simple ingredients and compounds for the hospital pharmacy, while 778$460 reis were spent on a single
foodstuff: chicken protein. In fact, this item was both food and pharmacological, given the clinical ubiquity of
chicken broths, whose characteristics are well explained in this volume by Inês de Ornellas e Castro. Spending on
bread, “para os enfermos e servos” [for the sick and servants] was 710$280 reis; cow, veal and lamb was 578$880;
and olive oil, butter, rice, and other pantry items was 450$726. Overall, food expenditure was by far the most
significant share of total spending.
During the period, whose spending records I have analysed in more detail - 1750 to 1766 and, by comparison, 1667
and 1668 - the high spending with chicken was constant. By way of example, 5623 chickens were bought in August
1751, 3045 in September, and 3868 the following month (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 917, fs. 135v.-136).
With slight variations in the following months, the amount would easily surpass 6 000 units, as occurred in July 1752
(6387) (Ibidem, f. 145v.). In these arid records given their accounting nature, there is one particularity: they note the
“despesa de galinhas que se compram pela botica” [expenditure on chickens bought by the pharmacy]. According
to our interpretation, this means the purchase of chickens stemmed from a direct clinical prescription, although its
preparation took place in the hospital kitchen. The secular clinical efficacy associated with this food was very clearly
supported in the medical literature of the period. The aforementioned Portuguese physician referred to it as “bom
alimento assim para os sãos, como para os doentes” [good food both for the healthy and for the sick], concluding,
“não há parte nela, que não sirva de remédio” [there is no part of it that does not serve as a medicine] (Henriques,
1731 [1721], p. 151). A panacea for all ills, it was recommended for such diverse ailments as kidney stones, hoarseness,
skin problems and stomach pains.
Mutton was also a significant expense but was administered more sparingly. This was also a food and
pharmacological item, in a very broad sense. With more limited frequency, in the mid-18th century, we find the
purchase of sheep heads specifically “para a emborcação dos doudos” [for bathing by the insane] (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 928, f. 51). Emborcação was a broad medical term in the 18th century that alludes to
a topical application, in the form of bath, partial ablution or internal cleansing. Fonseca Henriques,
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whose book was still an authority in this period, also mentioned this sheep’s head broth, which “cozido

em água, tomado por ajuda, cura as cólicas flatulentas e de causa fria” [cooked in water, taken with help, heals
flatulent and cold-caused cramps] (Henriques, 1731 [1721], p. 106). This means that instead of ingested, the doctor
recommended the broth be given as an enema (help), to rebalance the stomach and intestines. Even if it is not
very clear to us, the fact this was associated with the insane, leads us to believe that these broths were thought to
have some therapeutic virtue in cases of mental alienation. Treatment naturally sought to mitigate the alienation,
in this fashion, to the extent that it favoured the free flow of humours in the body and this ailment tended to be
seen as a result of this same blockage1.
Overall, grains (wheat, barley, corn), wine, olive oil and animal protein appear as frequent expenses, and can be
considered the dietary basis in the hospital. In the preserved records, these products were always purchased in
very significant quantities. In 1757 and 1758, for example, the Hospital acquired, in addition to wine, 97 alqueires
of wheat [roughly 1300 litres] “para sustento dos pobres enfermos deste hospital” [for the sustenance of the ill
poor of this hospital] and extraordinary expenses included products as diverse as two boxes of sugar (39 and 30
arrobas, roughly 500 kilos), rosemary, lavender, marmalade, brown sugar, chocolate, lemonades, lemons or brandy
(ANTT, Hospital de São José Livro 922, fs. 88; 186; 188). Like mutton, many of these products had both culinary
and pharmaceutical uses. This was the case with brandy, aromatics or sugar, which on occasion are referred as “se
comprou para a botica” [bought for the pharmacy] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 923, f. 188v.)2. Fennel and
saffron were also acquired occasionally, and lavender was used in the mandatory deodorization of wards, as
recommended by the Regimento.
Olive oil was also used in lighting, pharmacy recipes and food preparation. In 1758 and 1759, spending with olive
oil was a little above 245 jugs, with the explicit indication that “que se gastaram na cozinha deste hospital (…) com
o comer dos pobres enfermos e para os Arrábidos e para as Luzes das enfermarias e Botica deste Hospital (…)”
[they were spent in the hospital kitchen with the food for the ill poor and for the Arrabidians and for the lights in
the wards and for the hospital pharmacy] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 924, f. 86). That year, there was also
reference to the purchase of white wine, 6 lambs, 275 chickens, 39 strands of onions, 56 and a half alqueires of
corn. In the Hospital’s economy, wheat and barley were also a value in credit that could be converted into currency
and used to pay for various services provided to the institution. In the last two years of the 1750s, there were
significant quantities of barley (c. 143 moios and 54 alqueires) “que se venderão a diversas pessoas por diversos preços”
[sold to several people at diverse prices] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 924, f. 88). And the same had happened
the previous year (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 922, f. 88). In 1751 or 1752, doctor Simão Félix da Cunha’s
wage, for “trabalho que teve em curar os pobres enfermos” [his work healing the ill poor], was also paid using barley
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 917, f. 93). And in the middle of the same decade, the wage of a master bleeder
included, in addition to a fraction in money, such diverse items as wheat, barley, pork and mutton (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 921, f. 51). This example was far from exceptional.
In addition to these multiple uses, barley was a key component of the pharmacopoeia, in the form of herbal tea.
In the chapter on the functions of the apothecary, the Regimento is very clear about the importance of “águas de cevada”
[barley waters], which he should prepare daily “asi limpa e boa como deve ser” [clean and good, as it should be].
As frequent expenses, we also find throughout the analysed period, foods as diverse as salt, eggs, butter, fish, vinegar,
rice, marmalade, white and brown sugar. We also occasionally find the acquisition of cow, goat, and donkey milk
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 927, f. 48 et seq.). Medicine in the 18th century attributed an important
therapeutic function to donkey milk. According to Fonseca Henriques, this product was effective in combating

Information from Inês de Ornellas e Castro.
“Huma caixa de assucar que se comprou para a botica que pesava trinta e quatro arrobas e meia (…)” [a box of sugar was purchased for the pantry that weighed
34 arrobas and a half] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 923, f. 188v.).

1
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burning urine, dry and convulsive coughs, pulmonary consumption, bilious cramps, and nephritic pains (Henriques,
1731 [1721], p. 144).
Cereals, vegetables, and other foods the Hospital received as payment and consignment certainly completed the food
supply. The institution’s garden also provided fruits and vegetables that offered meals a greater variety, colour, and
nutritional balance. In the consulted information, we did not find abundant references in this regard. However, in
1761 and 1762, we came across the purchase not only of turnip seeds, but also the payment “a quem as semeou”
[to the one who sowed them] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 928, f. 48). And, two years later, there was a
payment in salt “por um homem que foi cortar o milho” [to a man who came to cut the corn] and another “por
ordenado do moço das vacas deste mês” [as wage for the cow boy this month], as well as spending with “quem
espalhou o esterco na terra” [who spread the dung on the earth] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 934, f. 848, 52).
As expected, we made little progress regarding the rituals and gestures that shaped the meals at All Saints Royal
Hospital. Given the exuberance of the information available and the synthetic nature of the text, we chose to focus
on a very specific period in the institution’s history. From this very partial analysis two ideas arise with which we
would like to conclude, and which are closely articulated: the overwhelming weight of spending on food goods and
the strong interpenetration of food and therapy. Food was, to a large extent, also medicine, and this general
Hippocratic principle very likely applied throughout the entire history of the hospital.
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All Saints Royal Hospital’s expenses with the purchase of chickens
1750, July
Registos de despesa
Hospital de São José, liv. 916, fs. 106-106v.
PT/TT/HSJ/A-D-A/032-011/0916
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Peach, walnut, chestnut and pine seeds
Plant material. Portuguese origin
c. 1550-1600. SE well in NE Cloister
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (HPF00/q4/5[1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Coconut husks
Woody material. Africa
c. 1750. Well of SW Cloister
Variable dimensions
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ F11 [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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OF ANATOMY AND SURGERY IN PORTUGAL
Luiz Damas Mora
Comissão de Património Cultural, Centro Hospitalar Universitário Lisboa Central

On April 4, 1726, a male child was born in Sentieiras, a small village in the county of Sardoal, district of Abrantes,
who was given the name of Manoel Alves, and who, for reasons explained below, would come to be known as
Manoel Constâncio.
Member of a large family of few possessions - his father was a rural worker - he would eventually rise the social
ladder amidst an aristocratic society. Orphaned of his father at the age of twelve, his mother was forced to stay in
Sardoal where the boy began working with the local barber and bleeder. Later, he was admitted to the Hospital of
the Abrantes Misericórdia as a surgical assistant. Protected by the 2nd Marquis of Abrantes, he was hired as a barber-bleeder in the House of D. Pedro de Lencastre, who resided in the Santos Palace in Lisbon.
Manoel Alves had, however, studied Portuguese and Latin, and revealed an obsessive hunger for culture, so they
named him Constâncio, name he would later adopt.
On February 27, 1750 he enrolled as a practitioner of Surgery at All Saints Royal Hospital. His master of surgery
was Dr. José Elias da Fonseca, and the master of anatomy was Pierre Dufau, a Frenchman who had come to Portugal
under the influence of Sebastião José de Carvalho and Melo, future Marquis of Pombal, when he was in charge of
the kingdom’s affairs in Vienna. Dufau would be very important in Constâncio’s scientific training and would adopt
him as his favourite student.
In 1754, he was approved as a bleeder and, in 1758, as a surgeon, beginning his practical life in the capital. This was
interrupted, in 1762, when he was mobilized for the Seven Years War that opposed the Portuguese and English,
on one side, against the Spanish and French, on the other (note: Portugal lost Olivença in this war). The Count of
Lippe, a German who commanded our military forces, exercised strict discipline, and Constâncio felt
relegated to his former role as a barber-bleeder, which fostered in him a firm resolve to rehabilitate the
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image of surgeons. When the conflict ended, Dufau, a Frenchman, was forced to leave Portugal, and

recommended Constâncio to replace him as professor of Anatomy, the position for which he is nominated by King
D. José. He continued his work as a surgeon, however.
After the earthquake, teaching continued in All Saints Royal Hospital, but by order of Marquis of Pombal, on April
3, 4 and 5 of 1755, the personnel, patients and material were transferred to the Royal Hospital of S. José, where
Constâncio would find the conditions he lacked in the degraded establishment in Rossio.
Anatomy was a scorned discipline, and at one time even the dissection of corpses was forbidden. But Constâncio
would revolutionize anatomical teaching. He considered that surgeons needed to learn the structure of the human
body, he restored the dissection of corpses, considered that older students should teach and even examine younger
students, and established examination by “Orações do Ponto” [similar to bachelor’s theses] at the end of the course.
He reserved theoretical lessons for himself, for which he established a system of presenting Anatomy that, although
never published, was recorded by his students in the form of “Notes”, of which there is a single copy in the library
of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Lisbon. Critical authors such as José António Serrano (1851-1904)
and Maximiano Lemos (1860-1923) consider this anatomical systematization to be of high quality.
Two other facts make Constâncio a milestone in the history of surgery in Portugal. On the one hand, following the
thinking of Ribeiro Sanches (1699-1783), the most distinguished students were sent to the best surgical centres in
England and Scotland, and upon their return refounded Portuguese surgery based on the principles practised in
those centres. On the other hand, he insisted the creation of a Royal School of Surgery was indispensable.
He did not see this latter objective in his lifetime; the school was only established in 1825. But regarding the former
aim, several students were sent to London, among them Antonio de Almeida - who would become the most famous
Portuguese surgeon of the first half of the 19th century - Francisco José de Paula, Manuela Alves da Costa Barreto,
António Lopes de Almeida, and his own son, Francisco Solano Constâncio, who, because he was only fourteen
years old, had to ask permission from the Queen D. Maria I. All played important roles in the field of surgery in
Portugal. Francisco Solano graduated from the University of St. Andrews in Edinburgh, later practiced in Paris,
and was recognized as a prestigious doctor, intellectual and diplomat.
From the school of Constâncio, several disciples arose who founded many other accredited surgical centres where
the master’s pedagogical principles were applied. José Correia Picanço (1745-1823), after graduating in Montpellier,
became an anatomy professor in Coimbra and later founded, in Brazil, the School of Surgery of the Royal Hospital
Real of Bahía and the School of Surgical and Medical Anatomical of Rio de Janeiro. Caetano José Pinto de Almeida
(1738-1798), Picanço’s disciple, was a surgical therapy professor in Coimbra. In Porto, Vicente José de Carvalho
(1792-1851), collaborator of Manuel José Teixeira, of Constâncio’s school, was the first professor of Anatomy and
Operations at the Medical-Surgical School founded in 1825. The posts of military surgeon in Almeida, Chaves,
Elvas and Tavira were also filled by Constâncio’s disciples.
Manoel Constâncio had an indisputable influence in the modernization of Portuguese surgery in the late 18th and
early 19th century. Retired on May 24, 1805, he retired to his Quinta do Vale do Souza, acquired many years earlier
in Sentieiras, where he died, aged 91, on July 14, 1817. He was buried on the farm’s chapel.
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Anatomy classes by Doctor Duarte Lopes
1556, November 20
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 211
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
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Anatomy classes by the graduate Pero Lopes Cardoso
1560, December 10
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 219
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT

Anatomy classes by Doctor Alonso Rodrigues de Guevara
1561, October 21
Livro 1 do Registo Geral
Hospital de São José, liv. 940, f. 221
PT/TT/HSJ/B-A-A/004/0940
© Lisboa, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
Image courtesy of ANTT
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Pharmaceutical Science in the 16th to 18th century
Between the 16th and mid-18th century, pharmaceutics struggled with two opposing scientific schools: on the one
hand, the still prevailing Galenism, rooted in an explanation of disease as an “imbalance of humours”, envisioned
by Hippocrates, and associated with the traditional methods of grinding, mixing and dissolving therapeutic
substances, primarily of natural origin (plant, animal, and mineral); on the other hand, Paracelsianism that saw
disease as an anomaly and a chemical (rather than humoral) imbalance. An anomaly was a chemical manifestation,
so the drugs should also be chemical. Iatrochemistry argued that the human body was a chemical laboratory and
should be treated with dyes, extracts and essences resulting from chemical operations, such as distillation,
evaporation, incineration, sublimation, and leaching, often with the help of fire. There was also the introduction of
new medical drugs from the Orient and especially from the American continent: camphor, ginger, rhubarb, guaiac
(anti-syphilitic), sarsaparilla (anti-syphilitic), quinine extracted from the cinchona plant (antipyretic and anti-malaria)
and ipecacuanha (emetic), in addition to tea, coffee, cocoa and tobacco.
Regarding the pharmaceutical profession in the early 16th century, the Regimento do Físico-mor do Reino [rules of
procedure of the kingdom’s chief physician] was published in 1521 during the reign of D. Manuel. It regulated the
pharmaceutical profession and determined a mandatory exam by the chief physician of all who wanted to practice
the profession of apothecary:
“(...) porque somos informados que muitos boticários e pessoas outras assentam boticas não tendo aquela suficiência
que convém pera tal ofício (...) mandamos que daqui em diante nenhum boticário nem pessoa outra em todos os
nossos Reinos e Senhorios não possa assentar botica nem usar do ofício de boticário sem que primeiro seja
examinado pelo nosso físico-mor” [because we are informed that many apothecaries and people establish apothecary
shops without the convenient skill for that profession, we hereby order that no apothecary or person in
our Kingdoms can establish an apothecary shop nor be a apothecary without being examined by our
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chief physician] (Fonseca, 1935, Regimento do Físico-mor do Reino, pp. 27-34).

In addition to this exam, in order to rise to the apothecary profession, pharmaceutical studies were instituted at the
University of Coimbra, during the reign of D. Sebastião (1557-1578). These pioneering studies in pharmaceutics,
in Europe, began with learning Latin for two years in University, after which the apothecary apprentices were placed
in a botica [apothecary shop] where teaching was solely practical, with no theoretical classes. The apothecary candidate
was thus dependent on the knowledge of the master apothecary. After four years of practice in a botica, students
had an examination at the University, with a jury of doctors, professors of the Faculty of Medicine, and apothecaries
of recognized importance.
The 1521 Regimento, in addition to access to the profession, also regulated the supervision of apothecaries,
the uniformity of medication prices, and the provision of medication by medical prescription.

Fig. 1 Letter of approval from the apothecary
Manoel Felis, Lisbon,
March 21, 1766.
Lisbon, Biblioteca da Ordem dos Farmacêuticos

The botica in All Saints Royal Hospital
All Saints Royal Hospital, in Rossio in Lisbon, was idealized by King D. João II since 1479 and inaugurated in 1501
by King D. Manuel I. This grandiose work was considered the Portuguese hospital of reference until the 1755
earthquake. It was subsequently transferred to the former Jesuit College of Santo Antão, under the designation of
Hospital of São José. The All Saints was initially administered by a provedor [purveyor] in the King’s trust, then
between 1530 and 1654 by the priests of the Congregation of São João Evangelista, and afterwards the
administration was definitively given to the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa [Lisbon holy house of mercy].
According to the Regimento of All Saints Royal Hospital, conferred by D. Manuel I in 1504, the hospital was intended
for those who were considered “(…) dezamparado, e pobre” [helpless and poor] (Correia, 1946, Regimento do Esprital
de Todolos Santos …, cap. III, p. 41). They should be received in the hospital with “(…) toda a esmola, e caridade
(…) para nelle serem curados, e remediados”, “(…) não sendo suas doenças, e enfermidades incuráveis, e sem
remedio” [all the alms and charity, and there be cured and remedied; when their diseases are not incurable and
without remedy] (Ibidem, cap. III, p. 41)1 . The exception was the house of Buboes (syphilis) where the doctor had
to provide assistance: “(…) o dito Fízico será obrigado de curar, e vezitar os doentes das Boubas (..) e curará o
melhor que puder na casa apartada, que para oz ditos doentez hordenamos no dito Esprital.” [said physician was
obliged to cure and visit the patients with buboes and cure the best he can in the separate house, whereto we order
said patients in said Hospital] (Ibidem, cap. III, p. 49). All Saints Royal Hospital was notable, even at the European
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Sick victims of epidemics, such as the plague, were excluded from that hospital and sent to the Casa de Saúde [House of Health], founded in 1520, in the Alcantara valley,
far from the city centre.

1

level, in the treatment and fight against Serpentine disease (another designation for syphilis), for the number of patients
cured, and for their compulsory hospitalization, which prevented the spread of the disease2.
Another precondition for being admitted to All Saints Royal Hospital was “(…) pessoa q adoecesse dentro em
esta Cidade, ou que adoecesse até dez legoas della (…) quer sejam naturaes quer estrangeiros (...)” [a person who
fell ill within the city, or up to ten leagues, be they native or foreign] (Correia, 1946, Regimento do Esprital de Todolos
Santos …, cap. III, p. 41), including those who arrived in Lisbon by sea. In other words, the poor population living
or in transit in the city of Lisbon and surroundings within a 45 km radius, excluding all those with incurable or
chronic diseases.
The Hospital’s provedor had to ensure the botica’s smooth operation and not compromise the provision of drugs to
the hospital’s patients nor the practice of the profession, or in other words, “(…) he obrigado de prover sobre a
Botica e saber se nella há as cousas, que convem para as necessidades das mezinhas dos doentes, e asi se o Boticario
em seu Officio guarda, e faz o que deve, e se o serve com aquella dilligencia e bom cuidado, que he obrigado,
e assim se tem aquella habilidade, e saber, que para tal Officio, e tal Caza convem.” [he has to supply the apothecary
shop and know whether it has the necessary items for patient medication, and whether the apothecary does his job
properly and serves the profession diligently and carefully, as he should, and if he has the ability and knowledge, as
necessary for the profession and the House] (Ibidem, cap. III, p. 38)3.
The Regimento also established an apothecary, hired for 15 thousand reis per year, with the right to reside within the
hospital, and three apothecary assistants, each earning 3 thousand reis per year, with the right to accommodation
and food in the hospital refectory: “(…) haver no dito Esprital hum Boticario, ao qual temos ordenado de seu
mantimento por anno quinze mil reis sem mais outro comer. Este boticário hade viver dentro no Esprital nas cazas
que lhe sam ordenadas para seu aposentamento. A este Boticario temos ordenado três mossos, q o ajudem, e cada
hum deles hade hyaver de seu mantimento por anos trez mil reis, e mais hamde comer no Refeitorio. Estes se ham
de agasalhar dentro no Esprital com o dito Boticario.” [there be a apothecary in the Hospital, with a living wage of
15 thousand reis without other earnings. This apothecary will live in the Hospital in the houses ordered for his
lodging. For this apothecary, we order three assistants, that will help him and have a wage of 13 thousand reis a year,
plus food in the refectory] (Ibidem, cap. I, p. 21).
Chapter IX of the Regimento, entitled Do Titulo do Boticario do dito Esprital, e a Maneira e Regimento q hade ter em o dito seu
Officio [on the title of the apothecary in said hospital, and the manner and rules of his office], establishes that for
the treatment and healing of the sick in All Saints Royal Hospital there be within the hospital’s premises a “Boticario,
o qual tivesse sua Botica ordenada e asi provida (…) ser homem que saiba mui bem o Officio, e tenha pratica delle
(…) seja mui prestes, e despachado nas couzas do dito Officio [a apothecary, with an organized and provisioned
apothecary shop; a man who knows his profession well, and is experienced, and is very competent and resourceful
in the things of his profession] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 65). In other words, the apothecary should be considered an
excellent professional and have a lot of experience in addition to “(…) ter carrego de sua Botica, e terá em tanto
concerto e limpeza” [being in charge of his shop, maintaining it functional and clean] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 65) which
meant that, as one of the hospital’s employees, everything within the apothecary shop (furniture, instruments,
apothecary vessels, therapeutic substances, etc.) belonged to the apothecary, which provided all the medication
prescribed by the physicians and surgeons of All Saints Royal Hospital, upon additional payment. This mode of
botica administration was established in this Regimento, which dictated the following: “Pelas quaes isso mesmo o dito
Boticario dará a sua conta das mezinhas, e couzas, que na Botica lhe forem entregues á custa do Esprital, por que

On this subject, see the work of Ruy Diaz de Ysla, Tractado côtra el Mal Serpentino, Sevilla, 1542, where the author gives a valuable testimony and describes the first cases
diagnosed in Barcelona, soon after the travels of Christopher Columbus and the numerous patients he observed during the 10 years in which he worked at All Saints Royal
Hospital as a surgeon. In his work, Ruy Diaz de Ysla, described the treatments of the time made with medicinal compounds: mercurials, guaiac, China root and sarsaparilla.
3
The apothecary rules of procedure can be consulted at AML, Livro dos Regimentos dos officiaes mecanicos da mui excelente e sempre leal cidade de Lixboa reformados per ordenação do
Illustrissimo Senado della pelo Licenciado Duarte Nunes de Liam, 1572, fs. 252v.-253.
2
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elle não hade meter nella cabedal seu nenhum.” [the apothecary will account for the medication and things delivered
in the apothecary shop at the hospital’s expense, to which he shall not add anything of his] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67).
This form of administration of the All Saints Royal Hospital’s botica originated several complaints, such as on June
6, 1617 when the Mesa da Misericórdia [Court of the house of mercy] established the treasurer’s obligation to only
pay the apothecary for receipts signed by doctors and surgeons. “A mesa tem por bem que o tesoureiro não pague
ao boticário senão as receitas que forem assinadas pelos médicos e cirurgiões, com uma declaração e devem assinar
cada uma das receitas que passam para cada enfermo.” [The board orders the treasurer not pay the apothecary
except for prescriptions signed by the doctors and surgeons, with a declaration, and each prescription they issue
each patient should be signed] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 941, f. 91).
The Regimento do Físico-Mor (1521) was often invoked when there were disputes with apothecaries who were not
considered good professionals and were the frequent target of complaints by the Hospital administrator because
of the bad quality of their preparations (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 943, f. 58v.) and the price of medication.
In 1648, the Mesa da Misericórdia demanded that only medication prescribed by the physicians be paid (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 941, fs. 91; 166; 348v.), as determined by the said Regimento (Fonseca, 1935, pp. 27-34)4.
The apothecary should always be present during patient visits by doctors and surgeons, or in case of unavailability,
should send one of his most experienced apprentices.
The apothecary’s rigour and exigency in the execution of his office was required for all medical prescriptions made
during the patient visits, wherein the apothecaries should make “(…) as mezinhas (…) como devem”
[the preparations as they should be] (Correia, 1946, Regimento do Esprital de Todolos Santos …, cap. IX, p. 66).
The Regimento also stipulated the organization and operation of daily visits to hospitalized patients: “(…) elle, ou
seu mancebo, como dito he, hirá a todalas Vezitações com o Fizico, e Cellorgiam, e levará consigo huma imenta
comprida de papel de marca grande, a qual fará de cada hum mez,(…) e nesta imenta fará o dito Boticario dous
títulos, convem a saber hum titulo de purgas apartado por si, e o outro de todas as outras mezinhas místicas, que se
ouverem de fazer (…) a recepta da mezinha que a cada hum Enfermo for ordenada, decrarando o dia, mez, e anno
da vizitação, e assinará ali o Fisico a dita receita (…) decrarado o que he para cada hum paciente, e se não trocarem
as mezinhas, que o dito boticário mui grande tento, e recado” [he, or his assistant, will accompany all visits with the
physician and surgeon, and will take with him a long paper inventory; and in this record the apothecary will make
two titles, a title of purgatives he orders, and the other of all mystic preparations that need be made; the preparation
recipe ordered for each patient, noting the day, month and year of the visit, and the physician will sign the
prescription, declaring what is for each patient, so prescriptions are not exchanged, with which the apothecary must
take great care] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 66).
There is a remarkable level of organization and concern to avoid clinical errors in the treatment of patients, and
accountability of each professional within the hospital structure. The apothecary should identify the vessel containing
the medicine prescribed by the physician with the patient’s name, the ward and the bed number: “E feito ise virá o
dito Boticario com a dita imenta a sua botica, e ordenará, e compurá as suas mezinhas pera cada hum paciente,
e em sima de cada purga hum leitoario, ou mezinha, qualquer que for na vasilha em que for poerá escrito em que diga
o nome do paciente, per que a tal mezinha he, e (…) em q enfermaria está, e daquele leito he, se primeiro, se segundo,
se terceiro, se de qual, o que tirará por sua imenta, para não haver embaraço” [thus said apothecary will come with
the inventory of his apothecary, and order and make his preparations for each patient, and on top of each purgative
per bed, or preparation, whatever the vessel, he shall write on it the patient’s name, the ward and bed, whether the
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4
Cf. Regimento do Físico-mor do Reino in M. D. Tello da Fonseca (1935) - História da Farmácia Portuguesa através da sua legislação, vol.1, Porto Emp. Industrial Gráfica do Porto, pp.
27-34. In 1627, the chief physician determined that medicine prices be taxed according to a regulation updated triennially.

first, second, third, or whichever, which he will record, so there is no confusion] (Ibidem, cap. IX, pp. 66-67).
The functions of the apothecary are also defined, such as “(...) será obrigado destilar todas as agoas em seu tempo,
e de se prover de todas as ervas e necessidades semilhnates da Botica, e da as mandar colher, e apanhar. (…)
compoerá as ditas purgas, e todas outras mezinhas, dará os Enxaropes aos Enfermos, e asi as purgas, e todas as
outras mezinhas” [he is obliged to distil all the waters in due time, and procure all the herbs and similar apothecary
shop needs, and order them gathered and collected. He will make the purgatives and all other preparations, administer
the syrups to patients, as well as the purgatives and all other preparations] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67) and “ (…) fará
agoas de Cevadas assim limpas, e boa, como deve ser, e fallaha em cada hum dia por que se faz azeda se he de mais
tempo, cozerá as ervas com que se fazem os lavaiorios, e os banhos, e se as não tever colhelasha nos tempos, (…)
fará todolos (…) estomáticos, e emprastos” [will make the barley waters clean and good, as should be, made anew
each day so they won’t sour with time, will cook the herbs for washing and baths, and if there are none, he will
collect them and make all mouth washes and poultices] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67).
And the care with hygiene and cleanliness of his botica and attention with patient diets: “(…) terá mui limpos todos
os vazos da sua Botica e tellaha mui varrida, e limpa, será sempre prezente ao comer dos Enfermos por que veja a
ordem, que se tem com elles em seu comer, e se alguma couza vir desordenada, e que os Enfermeiros não fazem
como devem, dirlheha a maneira que devem ter, porque esta he huma das principaies couzas em que consiste a
saúde dos pacientes” [all the vessels will be very clean in his apothecary shop, and it will be swept often and clean,
he will always be present when feeding the sick, observing the order they are to eat, and if anything is out of order,
and the nurses don’t do as they should, he will tell them how they should act, as this is one of the main things for
the health of the patients] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67).
Thus, we learn the pharmaceutical forms of this time used to treat patients at All Saints Royal Hospital, such as
distilled waters, laxatives, syrups, barley waters, waters for washing eyes and baths, mouth washes and poultices. The
curative role of a good diet (cockerel, chickens, mutton and eggs) in the treatment of patients was clearly recognized,
in addition to the practices of the time, such as purges, vomiting, bleeding, leeches, suction cups and enemas.
The clinical diagnosis of the patients was performed twice a day, at sunrise and at two o’clock in the afternoon, and
consisted of “(…) vezitação dos pulsos dos doentes pelo Fízico, verá isso mesmo as agoas (urina) de cada hum”
[checking the patient’s pulse by the physician, who will also see each one’s urine] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67) and little else.
In each ward, there was a closet with “(…) asucar rosado, e agoas de cheiro, e outros cordiaes, e asi cheiros para os
darem aos doentes de noute, e de dia.” [rose sugar, and smelling waters, and other cordials, and smells to give the
patients night and day] (Ibidem, cap. IX, p. 67).
The botica’s location is not known exactly but is believed to have been in one of the main façades, with easy access
to the exterior, for it also served the general public. In the mid-17th century, the apothecary even requested
permission to open a door to the outside, in Betesga Street, to sell his medication to private individuals (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 941, f. 166).

The inventory of All Saint’s Royal Hospital’s botica (1753)
In 1753, there was an inventory of the botica at All Saints Royal Hospital5, following the purchase of a botica for 1 266

5
Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses (GEO), Anno de 1753, Inventario e Custo da botica, Caderno do Inventário e custo da botica, que comprou à veuva de António da Silva de Carvalho,
boticário que havia sido do mesmo Hospital cuja botica se entrou a fabricar, em 25 de Julho de 1753” - Inventory courtesy of Dr. José de Quintanilha Mantas.
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360 reis, from the widow of António da Silva de Carvalho, who served as apothecary from 1730 until his death. Despite
the terrible fire in 1750 that almost destroyed the hospital, the botica was not affected much by the dramatic event.
On July 25, 1753, the inventory and sale of the botica was executed, also including other spaces designated as Caza
das Ervas e Raizes [herbs and roots house], the Casa do Meyo [middle house], the Caza do Fogo [fire house] and the Caza do
Trabalho [work house], which illustrates the dimension of the whole area dedicated to the storage and manipulation
of medication.
This inventory indicates all the splendour, grandeur and sobriety of the botica, with tall cabinets of open shelves in
waxed wood, containing apothecary vases and jars in white faience or blue sponge decoration - with the insignia of
All Saints Royal Hospital in blue, at the centre (an S within the O of Omnium Sanctorum) -, and glass domes and jars.
The layout was U-shaped, with two doors topped by shelves; in the centre, a wooden display case with scales and a
brass lamp, and behind, a statuette of a patron saint of apothecaries.

Fig. 2 - Sugar bowls, with the heraldic crest
of Order of the Carmelites.
Glazed faience, 17th century
Lisbon, Museu da Farmácia, N.º Inv. 308, 309

The botica is described as having a frontal area, with shelves containing 11 “veined” white faience pots with therapeutic
substances such as Electuario Cariscotino, Sabolla albarran seca, Alcanfora, Aristoloquia Longa, etc. [Cariscotin electuary,
dry squill, camphor, long aristolochia]; 42 “german” glass jars, with lid, with Sinabrio de antimónio, Oleo de turbentina,
Tartaro Vitriolado, Sal de Chumbo, Sal de favas, Mercurio Sublimado doce, Sal de Jancianna, Unha de Grãa besta, Leite de Inxobre,
Deente de javali, Sal de Alambre, Tartaro emético, Sal de Losna, etc. [cinnabar of antimony, turpentine oil, tartar vitriolate,
lead salt, fava bean salt, sweet sublimate of mercury, gentian salt; great beast’s nail, milk of sulphur; tooth of boar,
salt of amber, emetic tartar, salt of wormwood, etc.]; 60 small glass sugar bowls with Vidro prelado, Topazios, Bollo
armenio, Alcassûs, Espremacete, Pós de Adragante, Pós Dentrificos, Assucar Cande, Cremor tartaro, Pós de Joanes, Alcanfora, Ponta
de Viado, Mumia, etc. [Prelate glass, topaz, Armenian cake, liquorice, spermaceti, powder of tragacanth, tooth powders,
sugar candy, cream of tartar, mercuric oxide powder, camphor, deer antler point, mummy, etc.]; ten large sugar
bowls with Pontas de Viado, Olhos de caranguejo, Marfim, Coral, etc. [deer antler points, crab’s eyes, ivory, coral, etc.] ; 42
“german” glass jars with these things and glass lid Espírito de Nitro doce, Espírito de Inxofre, Espírito de Sal Armoniaco,
Tintura de Antimonio, Tintura de mirra, Espírito de Sal doce, Balsamo Catholico, Olio de Alfazema, Espírito de Sereja, Balçamo
Sulfor. Tirbenti. Espírito de Sal Composto, Agoa Seleste, Oleo de Alambre, Tintura de Castor, Oleo de cravo, Tintura de Losna,
Espirito de Alfazema, Olio de Ouro, Oleo de Erva Doce, Laudano Liquido, Espirito de Canella, Oleo de gema de Ovos, etc. [sweet
spirit of nitre, spirit of sulphur, spirit of salammoniac, tincture of antimony, tincture of myrrh, sweet
spirit of salt, catholic balm, lavender oil, spirit of cherry, sulphur balm, turpentine, compound spirit of
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salt, heavenly water, oil of amber, tincture of castor, oil of cloves, tincture of wormwood, spirit of

lavender, oil of gold, fennel oil, liquid laudanum, spirit of cinnamon, oil of egg yolks, etc.]; underneath, drawers
with “Meyas portas e Enseradas” [with doors and closed] containing Pâo Santo, Raiz da China, Rays de Tormentilla, Cravo
Romano, Aguarico, Rosas de Toledo, Ponta de Viado, Emplastos para Secar Leite, Saturnus (chumbo), Sabão, Espremacete, Magnetico
Arcenical, Caustico, Mussilagem Gomada, De Rana ? com Mercurio, Com do brado (?) Mercurio, Paraçelso, Estomatico, Topazios
em bruto, Solimão, Pedra de vazar, Hua Caixa de tinta de Laquim, Sangue de bode, Olhos de Caranguejo, Sal do Maranhão, Inxofre,
Rayz de Jancianna, Hua panella de Vidro deporada, etc. [lignum vitae, china root, root of cinquefoils, thrift, agaric, Toledo
roses, deer antler points, poultices to dry milk, saturnus (lead), soap, spermaceti, arsenical magnet, caustic, gummy
mucilage, from agaric? with mercury, with doubled ? mercury, paracelsus, stomatic, raw topaz, mercuric chloride,
bezoar, a box with Indian ink, goat’s blood, crab’s eyes, salt from Maranhão, sulphur, gentian root, a pan of
anacardine confection], shelving above a side door, with two small “veined” vases with Confeição Anacardina, Catto,
Confeição de Jacintos, Sementes de Cardamomo [anacardine confection, catechu, confection of hyacinth, cardamom seed].
In total, 174 faience and glass containers and drawers, conserving 212 therapeutic species and pharmaceutical forms.
On the right, a cabinet with 24 large glass domes and 59 small glass domes, with syrups De rosas Secas, De marmelos,
De Losna Composta, Arrobe de Amoras, Balçamo Catholico, De Tucilagem, De Viola, De Avenca, De nabos, De Artimisa,
De Coral, De Cardamono Santo, De Sabugueiro, De papoulas, Rozado, Mel Rozado, Xarope de 5 Rayzes, Xarope de fumar, Xarope
de Almeirão, etc. [of dry roses, of quince, of compound wormwood, mulberries, catholic balm, of coltsfoot, of viola,
of maindenhair fern, of turnip, of artemisia, of coral, of cardamom, of elderberry, of poppies, rose, rose honey,
5 root syrup, syrup of fumitory, syrup from Almeirão, etc.]; 45 large faience pots with the same sponge decoration,
with Quina, Sal Armoniaco, Sal Catartico, Cardamomo, Mirra, Goma Laca, Euforbio, Asafetida, Sangue de Drago, Escamonea,
Ammoniaco, etc. [quinine, salammoniac, cathartic salt, cardamom, myrrh, shellac, spurge, asafoetida, dragon’s blood,
scammony, ammoniac, etc.]; with seeds of Cominhos, Sementes de funcho, Cubebas, etc. [cumin, fennel, cubeb, etc.];
18 small pots with ointments, such as Peitoral, De Agripa, Nervino, Santo, Refrigerante de Galeno, Sandolino, etc. [pectoral,
of agrippa, nerve, holy, galenic coolant, sandal]; 25 small pans with Triaga de Esmeraldas, Tamarindos, Sementes de
Dormideiras brancas, Vallariana, Goma Arabica, Alcatira, etc. [emerald theriac, tamarind, seeds of white poppies, valerian,
gum arabic, tragacanth gum, etc.]; 20 large “veined” pans , with Unguento Egipciae, Concerva Cordial, Conçerva de Violletas,
Pós Restrictivos, Benedicta Laxativa, Cremor Tartaro, Conçerva das nove Rosas, Sementes de Meimendro, etc. [Egyptian ointment,
cordial preserve, preserve of violets, restrictive powders, benedict laxative, cream of tartar, preserve of nine roses,
henbane seeds, etc.]; and 13 large jugs with Agoa de flor, De toda a Cidra, De Serejas pretas, Agoa Esprituosa de Serejas,
Agoa de Erva Sidreira, Agoa de Artemisa, Agoa de papoulas, Agoa Cordeiais, Agoa de mil flores Agoa de Arruda, Soro de Leite
destilado,etc. [flower water, from the whole cider, from black cherries, cherry spiritual water, lemon balm water,
artemisia water, poppy water, cordial water, water of a thousand flowers, water
of Arruda, distilled milk serum, etc.]; and two large black glass jugs, with Agoa
de flor, Agoa de toda a Sidra [flower water, water from the whole cider]. In total,
206 faience and glass containers, conserving 105 therapeutic species and
pharmaceutical forms.
On the left, another cabinet with 21 large bottles, containing Xarope Violado de
9 infuzoes, Summo de Romãs, Summo de Mortinhos, Summo de Amoras, Agoa de Beldroegas,
Agoa de Malvas, Agoa Rosada, Agoa de flor de Sabugueiro, Agoa de funcho, Agoa de Eufrasia,
etc. [violet syrup with nine infusions, pomegranate juice, myrtle juice, blueberry juice,
water of purslane, water of mallow, rose water, water of elderberry flower, water of
fennel, water of eyebright, etc.]; 55 smaller glass bottles of syrup, with Xarope de
Rosmaninho Composto, Vinagre Rosado, Xarope de Limão, Cascas de Sidreira, Romans Azedas,
Oleo de amendoas doce, Xarope de Dormideiras, Xarope Violado Xarope Aurio, Oleo de amendoas

Fig. 3 - White faience jar
with blue sponge painting, first half of the 18th century
Lisbon, Museu da Farmácia, Nº Inv. 7761
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amargo, etc. [lavender syrup, rose vinegar, lemon syrup, lemon balm peels, sour pomegranates, sweet almond oil,
syrup of poppy, syrup of violet, golden syrup, bitter almond oil, etc.]; 34 faience pots with sponge decoration, with
Espicanardo, Pós de Rosmaninho, Summo de Alcasus, Pós Sarcotico, Opio, Chumbo queimado, etc. [citronella, rosemary powder,
liquorice, sarcotic powder, opium, burnt lead, etc.]; 27 smaller pots with ointments, with Unguento Aragonês, Untura
forte, Unguento de Tutia, De Sarna, Unguento branco, De fumar, Pirolas Arabicas, Tartarias, Cochias, Laudano Opiado, etc.
[Aragon ointment, strong ointment, ointment of tutty, ointment for scabs, ointment of fumitory, Arabic pills,
tartarics, cochias, opiate laudanum, etc.]; 21 small pans with Farinha de Cevada, Farinha de favas, Cebo Confeito, Malvaisco,
etc. [barley flour, fava bean flour, confection of goat fat, marsh-mallow, etc.]; 20 large pans also with sponge
decoration Hiera picra, Confeição de Jacintos, Fezes de ouro, Bollo Armenio, Cana fistolla, Unguento Bazalicão, Polpa de Tamarindos
[Hiera Picra, confection of hyacinth, litharge, Armenian cake, golden shower tree, basil ointment, tamarind pulp]
and nine black glass jugs with Agoa Rosada [rose water]. In total, 187 faience and glass containers, conserving
87 therapeutic species and pharmaceutical forms.
One shelf above a door, with 11 small glass domes, with Espírito de Serejas, Azogue, Balçamo verde, Laudano Líquido,
Agoa de per(fume?) de Rosas, Oximel, Oximel Simples, Xarope de Duque, Tintura de mirra [Spirit of cherry, mercury, green
balm, liquid laudanum, rose water, oxymel, simple oxymel, syrup of grape vine, tincture of myrrh] and 44 green
glass jars, and 13 small black bottles, with Jancianna, Azeite, Losna, Arruda, Euforbio, Lirio, Agoa de Canella, Olio de
Andorinha, Olio de Violas, Olio de Espicanardo, Olio de Althea, Olio de Alcaparra, Oleo Rosado, De Marmello, De Asusenas,
Espirito de Vinho, Pedra Cordial, Pedra de porco espinho, Rays de Alcasus [gentiana, olive oil, wormwood, rue, spurge, lily,
cinnamon water, oil of swallow, oil of violet, citronella oil, oil of marshmallow, oil of capers, rose oil, of quince, of
lily, spirit of wine, cordial stone, porcupine bezoar, liquorice root]. In total, 68 faience and glass containers, conserving
45 therapeutic species and pharmaceutical forms.
In the botica, there were also ladders to access the “simple and compound” medications and a barrel containing
brandy, a basin with peanuts, a pithos with olive oil, eight pithoi with distilled waters, another “glazed” pithoi from
Caldas, and other containers for waste.
The Casa das Ervas e Raízes contained therapeutic species such as Malvaisco, Trigo, Espargo, (…) de funcho, Almeirão,
Xicoria, Lingoa de Vaca [marsh-mallow, wheat, asparagus, fennel, chicory, bugloss]. Das mais raízes e ervas pouco mays ou
menos 200 Duzias. [More or less 200 dozen of other roots and herbs.] Rozas vermelhas Secas, Flor de Sabugueiro, Garrafas
de Agoa de Inglaterra, De Madreperola, De Maná, Olio de Cupayba , Verdete pouco mais ou menos, Escamonea, Hu Caixote com
chrytal, Hua saca de flor de Violas, Quina (5 Libras), Duas sacas de Sene, Asucar branco (6 arrobas), Salsaparilha (6 Libras),
Huas pontas de corno de Viado, Flor de papoulas, (…) Flor de papoulas, Pós Louro, Raspas de Viado, Coral, Olhos de Caranguejo,
Pedra lipes, (…), Contra Erva, Tútia, Rabarbo da India, Oleo de Terbentina [Dry red roses, elderberry flower, bottles of
water of England, of mother-of-pearl, of manna, oil of copaiba, more or less verdigris, scammony, one box with
crystal, one bag of violet flowers, quinine (5 pounds), two bags of senna, white sugar (6 arroba), sarsaparilla
(6 pounds), two deer antler points, poppy flower, laurel powder, deer antler shavings, coral, crab’s eyes, blue vitriol,
contrayerva, tutty, indian rhubarb, turpentine oil]. In total, three glass bottles of Water of England and boxes and
bags conserving 36 therapeutic species.
The Caza do Meyo had Hum Barril de termentina com sua tampa, Huã caixa com sementes de Çidra,4 Boyois de barro vidrado
de infusois, 18 Boyois brancos mais pequenos, com Unguento de Sarna, Magistral grande, Popillião, Unguento de Tutia, Unguento
Basilicão, Unguento de Althea, (…) Unguento Branco, Unguento Camello e Hua panella com gálbano [One barrel of turpentine
with its lid, one box of cider seeds, 4 jars in glazed clay of infusions, 18 small white jars with ointment for scabs,
magistral grande ointment, popilion ointment, ointment of tutty, basil ointment, ointment marsh-mallow; white
ointment, Camello ointment and one pot with galbanum]; 24 Potes pequenos Vidrados com Unguento Aragam, Unguento
Alcanforado, Unguento de fígado, Unguento Rosado, Oleo Alabastro, Unguento Mercurio, Termentina fina, Unguento
Marcial, Unguento de Genciana, etc. [24 small glass pots with Aragon Ointment, camphor ointment, ointment
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of liver, rose ointment, alabaster oil, mercury ointment, fine turpentine, martial ointment, gentian

ointment, etc.]; 30 Boyois grandes com Olio de cachorros, Olio de Mortinhos, De Alcaparras, Oleo Tramquilo, Oleo de Andorinhas,
De Alfazemas, De sete flores, Violado, Oleo Rosado, Oleo de Lirio, Banha de flor em 2 potes, Azeite sem sal em duas almotolias, etc.
[30 large jars oil of dogs, myrtle oil, of caper, tranquil oil, oil of swallows, of lavender, of seven flowers, violet, rose
oil, oil of lily, flower lard in 2 pots, olive oil without salt in two oilcans, etc.], and 6 glass pots used for Cozimentos e
infusois [cooking and infusions] with Agoa de tanchagem, Agoa de serejas pretas, Agoa de Cardo santo, Agoa de Escorcioneira,
Agoas Cordeais, Hua paella com balsamo, Hua ponta de Inferon, Agoa de gingas, Agoa de flor de Sabugueiro, Agoa de papoulas,
Olio de Espicas, De ameixas, De trociscos, de Bezoartico Contra febre, etc. [Plantain water, black cherry water, thistle water,
salsify water, cordial water, a pan with balm, a tip of Colocynth, sour water of cherry, water of elderberry flower,
water of poppy, oil of cobs, of plum, of troches, of bezoar against fever, etc.]. In total, 88 faience and glass
containers, conserving 62 therapeutic species and pharmaceutical forms.
The entire area occupied by the botica and other facilities contained 547 therapeutic species and pharmaceutical
forms, conserved in 726 glass and faience containers, of which very rare remains survived to the present, after the
terrible cataclysm of 1755. The so-called Trastes da Botica [apothecary’s equipment] included instruments such as a
stone mortar and its glass pestle; funnel, brass and iron measures and spatulas; metal scales and weights.
The so-called Caza de Trabalho was a kind of workshop or laboratory, with a large work table and bronze (1),
brass (1) and stone (3) mortars; two sieves to filter Cozimentos [cooking], three fine silk sieves, two large sieves and
two small; a large press; an iron mill to grind flours; a stone to shape and manipulate poultices; a distillation jar and
a still with tin head and also a copper cup, four clay pots and a waste box.
Regarding pharmaceutical literature, the inventory only refers to “(…) Livros quimicos e galénicos”, [chemical and
Galenic books], without mentioning titles, so we assume there were some of the works published in Portugal before
1753, including such works as the Pharmacopea Lusitana (1704), the first (unofficial) Portuguese pharmacopoeia by
D. Caetano De Santo António. This work had new editions in 1711, 1725 and 1754, the latter posthumous. In 1713,
D. São Caetano de Santo Antonio translated the Pharmacopea Bateana, by Jorge Bateo (a new edition in 1763); the
Polyanthea Medicinal (1697) by John Curvo Semedo (1635-1719); and the works by Jean Vigier (1662-1723) Thesouro
Appolineo, Galenico, Chimico, Chirurgico, Pharmaceutico, where he discusses chemical medication, and in particular the
Pharmacopea Ulyssiponense (1716), the fundamental work organizing knowledge about the chemistry and production
of chemical medication in Portugal. In 1735, Manuel Rodrigues Coelho published the first edition of Pharmacopea
Tubalense (new editions in 1751, 1760), the pharmacopoeia in widest circulation in 18th century Portugal.
The so-called Caza de Fogo was essential for chemical operations, equipped with a large copper stove and its trivet,
iron pincers and two trivets; a large copper still and a smaller one and other instruments, such as copper and tine
pots, a brass spoon, two skimmers and three iron lamps. Towards the botica and other facilities, there was also a
courtyard with a “fence” and access gate.
Regarding the pharmaceutical forms of the drugs produced in All Saints Royal Hospital’s apothecary, they were
largely considered Galenic, such as electuaries, powders, pills, troches, stones, spirits, balms, oils, waters, confections,
poultices, syrups, ointments, pulps, gums, preserves, juices, oxymel.
There were many tinctures and some chemical medications, such as Sinabrio de antimónio, Oleo de turbentina, Tartaro
Vitriolado, Sal de Chumbo, Mercurio Sublimado doce, Leite de Inxobre, Sal de Alambre, Espírito de Nitro doce, Espírito de
Inxofre, Espírito de Sal Armoniaco, Tintura de Antimonio, Espírito de Sal doce, Balçamo Sulfor. Tirbenti. Espírito de Sal Composto,
Oleo de Alambre, Olio de Ouro, Laudano Líquido, Saturnus (chumbo), Inxofre (enxofre), Sal Armoniaco, Sal Catartico, Laudano
Opiado, Fezes de Ouro, Laudano Liquido, Oleo de Terbentina, Unguento Mercurio, Termentina fina [cinnabar of antinomy,
turpentine oil, tartar vitriolate, lead salt, sweet sublimate of mercury, sulphur milk, amber salt, sweet
spirit of nitre, spirit of sulphur, spirit of salammoniac, trincture of antimony, sweet spirit of salt, sulphur
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balm, turpentine, compound spirit of salt, oil of amber, oil of gold, liquid laudanum, saturnus (lead),

sulphur, salammoniac, cathartic salt, opiate laudanum, litharge, liquid laudamum, turpentine oil, mercury ointment,
fine turpentine].
For the treatment of syphilis, as mentioned, the prescribed medications were therapeutic substances with mercury
present in the inventory in considerable amounts compared to other substances, such as Mercurio Sublimado doce
(12 onças) e especialmente Unguento Mercurio (21 libras) [sweet sublimated mercury (12 ounces) and especially mercury
ointment (21 pounds)]; less used was Rays da China (1 Libra) e salsaparrilha (6 Libras) [China root (1 pound) and
sarsaparilla (six pounds)]. Curiously, we do not find guaiac wood or pau santo, indicating a decision to treat patients
essentially with mercury.
Regarding drugs from America, in the Caza das ervas e Raizes we find Quina (5 Libras), salsaparrilha (6 Libras) [quinine
(5 pounds), sarsaparilla (6 pounds)] and large quantities of Olio de Cupayba (36 Libras) [copaiba oil (36 pounds)] used
as analgesic and cicatrizant and also Assucar branco (6 arrobas) [white sugar (6 arrobas)].
There were some secret medications, such as Agoa de Inglaterra [water of England], a secret medication containing
quinine, and Agoa Seleste [heavenly water], a secret medication to treat malaria. And also, Pedra Cordial [cordial stone],
a secret medication that was a specialty of conventual apothecaries, “(…) cuja receita ocultamente se conserva na Botica do
Collegio de São Paulo da Cidade de Goa na India Oriental (…) por ser segredo alli revelado pelo Padre Gaspar Antonio, e por sua
morte ao seu substituto o Padre Jorge Ungarete, e depois deste passou a outro Boticario Religioso, todos insignes Operarios da Arte
Pharmaceutica, e Boticarios da mesma Companhia” [whose recipe was secretly kept in the apothecary of the College of
São Paulo of the city of Goa in Eastern India, as its secret was revealed there by Father Gaspar Antonio and, after
his death, to his replacement Father Jorge Ungarete, and afterwards to another religious apothecary, all distinguished
workers of the pharmaceutical art, and apothecaries of that Company] (Pharmacopea Tubalense, p. 310).

Conclusion
The existence of a botica inventory, precisely two years before its destruction, is a valuable informative testimony
about the size, space and pharmaceutical art of the All Saints Royal Hospital apothecary. In 1753, before its complete
destruction by the Lisbon earthquake, we can conclude by analysing the All Saints Royal Hospital botica’s inventory
that it was well supplied with essentially Galenic therapeutic substances, and that it followed the technical-scientific
knowledge of the time, although with some delay concerning the introduction of chemistry in pharmaceutics.
As a hospital apothecary, there were a large number of medicines (547) for the treatment of patients admitted to a
hospital with the size and importance of All Saints Royal Hospital. As it also sold medication to the inhabitants of
Lisbon, it surely competed strongly with the lay and convent apothecaries nearby.
After the Hospital bought the botica, the pharmaceutical services became exclusive and entirely the hospital’s
responsibility and a botica administrator was appointed.
On May 30, 1760 and by decision of King D. José I, (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 943, f. 71), the All
Saints Royal Hospital apothecary received all the contents of the boticas in the College of Santo Antão and the
Novitiate of Arroios, both of the Company of Jesus, which replenished the botica. After 1775, the botica was
definitely integrated into the new hospital of São José, established on the premises of the former Jesuit College
of Santo Antão.
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_AN 18TH CENTURY INVENTORY OF THE ROYAL HOSPITAL’S BOTICA
Ana Cristina Leite
Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses (GEO), Municipality of Lisbon (CML)

To understand All Saints Royal Hospital’s botica [apothecary shop], we identified a manuscript preserved in GEO Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses (ref. MS-MÇ 635), titled Caderno do inventário e custo da botica que comprou o Hospital
Real à viúva de António da Silva de Carvalho boticário que havia sido do mesmo Hospital e cuja botica se entrou a fabricar em 25 de
julho de 1753 [Notebook with apothecary shop inventory and cost of the shop bought by the Royal Hospital from
the widow of António da Silva de Carvalho, who had worked at the same Hospital, and which became operational
on July 25, 1753] (herein identified as Inventário). With 27 folios, in paper and parchment, it was given to GEO, in
2003, by José de Quintanilha Mantas, who indicated that he found it in the trash. There are areas with moisture
spots that irretrievably deteriorated parts of the support and text. It remained largely unknown, until it was released
in 2017 (Leite, 2017). It was recently referred to by Rute Ramos, who had access to a copy provided by the previous
owner, but without mention of the original (Ramos, 2019, pp. 221-222).
The Regimento do Espritral de Todolos os Santos de El-Rey Nosso Senhor de Lisboa, [rules of procedure of All Saints Royal
Hospital], the regulatory instrument over operations and health care, established by King D. Manuel in 1504,
determined the existence of an apothecary and sua Botica ordenada e asy provida [his apothecary shop, organized and
furnished], who should be homem que saiba muy bem o Offício, e tenha apratica delle [a man who knows his trade well and
has practised it], ensuring the rapid and effective preparation of mezinhas [medicinal preparations] (Correia, 1946,
pp. 65-66), and who would accompany the physicians and surgeons during the daily visits to patients (Leote, 1977,
p. 327). He earned 15 thousand reais annually and resided in the Hospital, like other hospital employees, therefore
always available to provide care, possibly in the houses facing Rossio or Betesga Street. In the hospital hierarchy, he
occupied the third position after the provedor [purveyor] and physician. He had three assistants who helped make
preparations and clean the botica and containers, and who earned 3 thousand reais a year. The new Hospital Regimento,
dated 1630, would add little to the functions of the apothecary, already determined in the previous rules (Abreu,
2009, p. 281).
This activity, classified as a mechanical profession, was regulated by the 1497 Regimento dos Boticários [rules
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of procedures for apothecaries], reformulated in 1572 (AML, Livro dos Regimentos dos oficiais mecânicos da cidade de
Lisboa… - Regimento dos boticários, cap. 68, fs. 245v.-246), which determined the obligations of the apothecary; and by
the 1515 Regimento do Físico-mor [rules of the chief physician] (Mendonça, 2004, pp. 345-348), in its 1521 reformed
version, which regulated access to the profession and placed apothecaries under the purview of the kingdom’s chief
physician (Abreu, 2010, pp. 98-99).
Since 1502, when he was appointed the first apothecary, Alvaro Rodrigues (apothecary to the King) (ANTT,
Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro 35, f. 20) until the institution closed in 1774, there were 21 apothecaries in All
Saints Royal Hospital (Leote, 1977, pp. 335-336).
Although the hospital had a botica, it has not yet been possible to locate it accurately, neither in the 1960 archaeological
interventions (Irisalva Moita), nor in those of 1999-2001 (Rodrigo Banha da Silva). There are several hypotheses,
all on the ground floor for reasons of accessibility: it was probably close to the apothecary’s house, perhaps even
part of his rooms, along the institution’s walls, according to José Leote (1976-1977, p. 333); or open to one of the
cloisters for reasons of salubrity, since preparation of certain medications could cause unpleasant smells. The
Inventário corroborates this location when it mentions the existence of a “cancela e tapume para o pátio” [gate and
fence to the courtyard] (f. 27), as well as the opuscle on the Hospital’s 1750 fire, which states that from the “pateo…
passou a queimar-se a botica” [yard, the apothecary shop was also burned] (Relação Verdadeira, e Individual do Formidavel
Incendio, que se Ateou no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos em 10 de Agosto, deste Ano de 1750). Hypothetically, it was in the
north-east or south-east cloister; or in the façade facing Rossio “com acesso fácil ao exterior, pois ainda que privativa
do Hospital, servia também o público em geral” [with easy access to the exterior, which although private to the
hospital, also served the public in general] (Moita, 1992 p. 43); or in the façade on Betesga Street, as the botica was
allowed to open a door to this street in the mid-17th century, in order to sell medication to the exterior (Ramos,
2019, p. 221), which contradicts the hypothesis the apothecary was exclusively for the Hospital (Leote, 1977, p. 326).
António da Silva de Carvalho, the apothecary mentioned in the inventory, was appointed to the position on June 9,
1730, a position he held until his death, succeeded by his widow, Maria Máchalla Rosa - women apothecaries were
a particularity of the Iberian Peninsula (Dias, 1994, p. 21) - who was dismissed in February 1750, according to Leote
(1977, p. 336). Meanwhile, the botica was hit by the fire of August 1750, but we do not know with what severity. The
hospital remained operational in deficient conditions. Some recovery works were conducted and some expansion
projects planned (Pacheco, 2008, p. 90). Without a functioning botica and without a apothecary, and as had occurred
previously (Ramos, 2019, p. 221), the institution may have bought the medication from the neighbouring botica in
the Convent of São Domingos until 1753, when the chief nurse, Count de Castro Marim, decided to purchase the
botica for the hospital from Maria Máchalla Rosa (note that the apothecary shops were always owned by apothecaries
(Pita, s.d.), for 1 266 362 reis, as stated in the Inventário (f. 27) and the Livro de Despesa … ( ANTT, Fundo do Hospital
de São José, Livro 919, f. 196). There were possibly recovery works, as suggested by Rute Ramos (2019, p. 221),
considering references in the Inventário to expenses with window glazing, doors, gates and fencing.
From the title of the Inventário, we deduce the botica was operational on July 25, 1753, although the payment is dated
August 28 (Inventario, f. 27). Although there is documentation with botica expenses, especially sugar dated April 2, 4
and 26, 1754 (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Portarias da Misericórdia, cx. 390, mç. 1, n.º 36), we do not know under
what conditions the botica was “producing”, as only in 1759, after the 1755 earthquake hit the Hospital, was José
Pereira Freire appointed as a new apothecary and administrator (Leote, 1997, p. 336). At the same time, a notice
reinforces the apothecary’s responsibility over hygiene where the medication was made and where the containers
were stored (cit. Pacheco, 2008, p. 148).
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In 1760, the botica was expanded and valued, by royal initiative, with the annexation of all contents in the
apothecary shops of the College of Santo Antão and Novitiate of Arroios, both of the Company of Jesus,
since expelled from the country (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 943, f. 71; cx. 274, mç. 2, n.º 73).

Expenses with drugs and medication were always large and grew over the years, a very expressive part of overall
hospital expenses. In 1764, they amounted to 4 516 831 (cit. Ramos, 2019, p. 195). There are records from 1768,
1769 and 1770 of payments for various medicines, drugs and compounds (cit. Pacheco, pp. 155; 174). Like the
Hospital, the botica continued to provide health care until its transfer, in 1775, to the Jesuit College of Santo Antão,
then Royal Hospital of São José.

The content of the Inventário
The inventory lists the spaces in the botica, associating them with equipment, tools and vessels, mostly containing
substances, drugs and medication. The weights are always mentioned, according to the 17th century system, and
their assigned value. It describes a physical space organized, as other boticas, in three distinct areas: the Frontispício da
Botica [apothecary front] (fs. 2-8), for the conservation and packaging of medicine; the Casa das Ervas e Raízes [house
of herbs and roots] (fs. 21-22) and Casa do Meio [middle house] (fs. 22-24), intended for storage and separating the
frontal area from the production laboratory; which included the Casa do Fogo [house of fire] and Casa do Trabalho (fs.
26-27), possibly a single division.
In the Frontispício da Botica, the main external compartment for receiving the public, there was a “Estante da parte
Direita” [shelving on the right side] (fs. 10-15), a “Estante da parte Esquerda” [shelving on the left side] (fs. 15-19),
the “porta da roda” [wheel door] (f. 8) and the “Estante da Porta” [door shelves] (fs. 19-21), where there were
various faience containers (about 128 vessels, domes, pots, pans) and three hundred glass containers (sugar bowls,
German glassware with lid, jugs, bottles, jars) that served to store drugs and therapeutic preparations, all identified.
There were also “Gavetas” [drawers] (f. 8) with therapeutic substances.
The Casa das Ervas e Raízes and the Casa do Meio were storage areas, but 85 recipients (glass pots, pans) were also
kept there. These divisions separated the handling area and the laboratory in the Casa do Fogo and Casa do Trabalho.
There we would find various tools, furniture, instruments and devices indispensable for the handling of drugs and
producing medication. The botica had a whole arsenal of containers of various formats, materials, colours and sizes,
tools and instruments, essential to pharmaceutical practice.
Towards the end of the list, we find, separately, the Trastes da Botica (f. 25) [apothecary’s equipment] and the Trastes
da Casa do Fogo [fire house equipment] (f. 26), with the objects that usually equipped 18th century apothecaries, used
mainly in handling. In the Trastes da Botica, we highlight the mention of two Farmacas, designation of notebooks that
were part of the apothecary’s training and were used to prepare medication, and that were the target of criticism
and held responsible for errors (Dias, 1994 p. 57); and unspecified chemical and Galenic books. Although the
Regimentos recommended that apothecaries have some works, and the Library of the Hospital of São José did store
books supposedly used by the apothecaries at All Saints Hospital (according to Leote, 1977, p. 342) - such as the
Pharmacopea Lusitana by Caetano de Santo Antonio, the first Portuguese pharmacopoeia (1704), and the Pharmacopea
Ulyssiponense by Jean Vigier (1716), the first to consistently approach chemical drugs (Pita, 2012, p. 238) -, only in
1792 was there an official pharmacopoeia that all apothecaries should possess (Dias, 1994, p. 62), of which São
José also had a copy. However, in addition to the usual and dominant traditional Galenic pharmacy - supported by
the use of substances of animal and plant origin (very abundant and predominant in this inventory), based on
Galen’s theory of humours -, the innovative and rival chemical pharmacy (introduced in Portugal in the early 17th
century) was also practised, although it was less expressive. Chemical drugs, according to the iatrochemical paradigm,
used metallic salts (such as antimony and mercury, listed in the inventory) and substances obtained by laboratory
distillation of plant drugs (Dias, 1994, pp. 36-37). However, at this time, the training of apothecaries, which followed
the traditional Galenic school, was still insufficient in the field of chemical medication (Pita et Pereira,
2012, pp. 236-237).
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Throughout the Inventário, the structure of the botica is listed as composed by shelves; drawers; steps to climb the
shelves; doors; ladders; tables; brass and iron lamps; courtyard gate and fence; glass windows; hũa figura do mostrador
[display mobile] and the pintura da botica [apothecary shop painting]. Furniture usually represented a significant
proportion of the value of the remaining furnishings and was an indicator of the apothecary’s status, together with
pieces of decoration (Oliveira, 2011, p. 131). This was the case of the Pintura da botica, valued at 140 400 reis, and
the Hũa figura do mostrador [display mobile], worth 9 600 reis. In contrast, the books and Farmacas were only worth 10
760 reis, indicating lesser attention to scientific issues. However, there were other high values, such as the 24 thousand
for a large press and the 10 050 reis for a large copper still to “destilhar agoas” [distil waters] (f. 26).
The listed substances, drugs and medicines denounce the presence of a large therapeutic arsenal with more than
five hundred varieties, including such famous secret remedies as “Água de Inglaterra” [water of England], “Água
Celeste” [heavenly water] and the “Pedra Cordial” [cordial stone].
This manuscript provides details about the botica’s structure, in the 18th century, during a period of great
transformation and evolution in the medical and pharmaceutical sciences, and allows deductions on its operation,
as well as the institution’s preferred therapies. It indicates an important secular botica, well-equipped, with a medium
size compared to other boticas (Dias, 2009), which had, as we underlined, an appreciable variety of plant and animal
substances, and simple and compound medication. There was also a diversified set of the indispensable containers
and tools for the conservation and manipulation of the most common Galenic preparations, together with some
known chemical medications, and also imported drugs from the American continent, such as quinine and sarsaparilla,
result of the common practice of polypharmacy (Pita, 1998, p. 155) at the time, in Europe and in Portugal.
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Paleographic transcription of the botica inventory bought
by All Saints Royal Hospital from the widow of the apothecary
António da Silva de Carvalho
1753, july 25
Câmara Municipal de Lisboa,
Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses (GEO), MS-MÇ 635
Paleographic transcription by Ana Cristina Leite
Ano de 1753
Inventario e Custo da botica

Vidros
Sinabrio de Antimonio
Oleo de Turbentina
Tartaro Vitriolado
Pós Cornaxinos
Sal de Chumbo
Pir. Antaçidas sendo do Curvo
Sal de Favas
Antiatico de Poterio

2 onças e ½ a 200rs
8 onças a 300rs a libra
3 onças e 2 oitavas a 120rs
2 onças e ½ a 160rs a onça
12 onças a 800rs a libra
1 onça e ½ a 800rs
4 onças e ½ a 1200rs a libra
meia onça

$500
$150
$400
$400
$600
1$200
$337
$730

Segue adiante

8$440

[f. 1v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

8$440

Mercurio Sublimado doçe
Sal de Cardo Santo
Bezuartico jovial
Bezuartico mineral
Sal de Jancianna
Sal de Sent.
Sinabrio nativo de Ungria

12 onças a 1920 a libra
1$440
8 onças e ½ a 50rs
$425
6 oitavas a 300rs a onça
$225
6 onças e 2 oitavas a 300rs
1$800
6 onças e 2 oitavas a 1200rs libra $468
7 onças e ½ a 1200rs a libra
$562
4 onças a 300rs
1$200
4$560

Caderno do inventario e custo da botica que comprou o Hospital Real
à veuva de António da Silva de Carvalho boticario que havia sido do
mesmo Hospital, cuja botica se entrou a fabricar em 25 de julho de 1753
[f. 1]
Conta da botica que se comprou e ajustou em 25 de julho, de 1753
Fronte Espicio da botica
Potes pequenos jaspiados [Fig. 6]11 a 60rs
Millium Sollis
3 onças a 30rs
Semente de gilbarbeira
2 onças e meia a 15rs
Electuario Cariscotino
8 onças a 25rs
Semente de Lingell
3 onças a 10rs
Sabolla albarran seca
7 onças

$660
$090
$037
$200
$030
$050
1$067

Alcanfor
Aristiloquia Longa
Tofilago
Flores de Golfaos
Raiz de Noza
Visco querçino

libras 2 e 2 onças
a 1200rs a libra
libra 1 e 6 onças a 100rs
15 onças a 150rs a libra
5 onças a 300rs a libra
3 libras a 60rs
3 libras e 14 onças a 160rs

2$550
$136
$135
$090
$180
$620

Unha de grãa besta emplastro
Nitro da aforet.
Arcan. duplic.
Leite de inxofre
Etiop. Miner.
Castorio emplastro
Dente de javali emplastro
Sal de Alambre

1 onça e 6 oitavas a 600rs
8 onças e ½ a 50rs
4 onças a 200rs a onça
1 onça
9 onças a 1600rs a libra
meia onça
10 onças a 3200rs a libra
1 onça e ½ a 960rs a onça

21$595
Sal mart. de rever.
Croc. mart. adstringente
Croc. mart. aprehent.
Quintilio
Mille ped. preparado
Tart. emet.
Troc. de min.

3 onças a 120rs
5 onças a 50rs
8 onças a 50rs
4 onças a 100rs
2 onças a 120rs
2 onças a 120rs
3 onças a 30rs
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$360
$250
$400
$400
$240
$240
$090
23$575

Asafrão emplastro
Sal de Losn
Cran homan. preparado
Precipit. branco
Pos Viperin
[…]

2 onças a 400rs
2 onças a 960rs a libra
3 onças a 400rs
9 onças a 240rs
1 onça
3 onças e ½ a 240rs

Segue adiante

4$778

Considering the orthographic differences throughout the Inventory, we used the criterion of rigorous transcription, preserving the specificities of ancient writing. We
attempted, when possible, to apply criteria that allowed for easier reading, not burdening the text with symbols and characters.
Therefore, we maintained the document’s organization, extended the abbreviations, except in some cases where they were maintained, namely in the terms regarding the
elements of the pharmacopeia. Revision by Edite Martins Alberto.
1

1$050
$425
$800
$300
$900
$120
2$000
1$440

$800
$120
1$200
2$160
$480
$840
29$175

[f. 2]
Soma a Lauda em fronte
Vidros da Alemanha
com tarrachas do mesmo
Assucareiros de vidro
pequenos
com o seguinte
De Abutua emplastro
Caranguejos
de aynão preparado
Pos absorvente magistr.
Nitro prelad.
Toppazios preparado

29$175

42 a 140rs reis

5$880

60 a 90rs

5$400

2 onças e ½ a 40rs
4 onças a 240rs
1onça e ½ a 300rs
3 onças a 600rs a onça
17 onças a 480rs a libra

2 onças a 300rs
9 onças
2 onças a 20rs
2 onças e ½ a 100 reis
2 onças a 1920rs a libra
2 onças a 30rs
3 onças a 600rs a libra

$960
$450
1$800
$510

$600
$160
$040
$250
1$080
$060
$110
46$575

Triassand.
Verdet. emplastro
Jacinto preparado
Espremaçete
Pos de atragacant. frio
De Arodam. Al.

5 onças a 1920rs a libra
meia libra
5 onças a 1920rs a libra
1 libra e 6 onças a 480rsa libra
5 onças a 1920rs a libra
4 onças a 2400rs a libra

$600
$480
$600
$660
$600
$600
50$115

Cristais de Roc. preparado
Antimónio de aforet.
Pos Dentrific.
Bezuartic. do Curvo
Alf. digo Aljof, fino preparado

11 onças a 600rs a libra
7 onças a 80 rs
5 onças a 60rs
2 onças a 1200rs
1 libra

$407
$560
$300
2$400
5 […]

Segue adiante

59$382

[f. 2v.]
Soma a lauda retro

59$382

Assucar Cand. imp.
Pos de guetet.
Crem. tartaro imp.
Pos de Joan.

11 onças
1 onça e ½ a 300rs
8 onças a libra a 160rs
1 libra e ½ a 1440rs a libra

1 onça e ½

$120
$450
$080
2$160

75$144
Pedra Canan. preparado
Pós sefalic.
Pedra medicamentosa
Pós marquion
Vitriol. branco
Trocisco de raris sem opio
Licho de lagarto
Sangue de Drago imp.
[…]

4 onças a libra a 600rs
7 onças a libra a 1600rs
2 onças a 60rs
10 onças e ½ a 300rs
2 onças
8 onças e ½ a libra a 640rs
3 onças a 100rs
9 onças a 60rs
5 onças a 100rs

4 onças e ½ a 1200rs a libra
10 onças e 1/2 a 6400rs a libra
5 onças a 60rs
meia libra
5 onças a 20rs
12 onças a 1920 a libra
4 onças a 60rs

$337
4$200
$300
1$920
$100
1$440
$240
70$729

$150
$700
$120
3$150
$030
$340
$300
$540
$500

Segue adiante

80$974

[f. 3]
Soma a Laude em fronte

80$974

Sipó imp.
Assucareiros grandes
Com o seguinte

5 onças e ½ a 1200rs a libra
10 a 220rs

Sal pernel
Pedra Ematite preparado
Pont.de Viad.
preparado com fog.
Pont. de Viad.
preparado sem fog.
Crist. Mont.
Olhos de Caranguejo
preparados

1 libra
1 libra e ½ a 600rs

$412
2$200
$300
$900

2 libras e 7 onças a 600

1$459

1libra e 3 onças a 600
1 libra e 13 onças e ½ a 600rs

$711
1$099

3 libras e ½ a 800rs

2$800
90$855

Marfim preparado
Coral preparado
Tint. mart. de manrig.
Tint. mart. Aperiente.

2 libras a 320rs
$640
3 libras e 14 onças a 600rs a libra 2$318
1 onça
$100
5 onças a 60rs
$300
94$213

Espirito de Nitr. doçe
Espirito de inxofr.
Espirito de Sal armoniac.
Tintur. de Antimon.
Tintur. de Mirra

3 onças a 100rs
7 onças a 40rs
1 onça
meia libra a 150rs a libra
4 onças a 50rs

62$192
Alcanf.
Razim. de Jalap.
Jalapa imp.
Sipó adstringente
Alva de Cam. imp.
Antimónio de aforetico marcial
Pós de Condr. Car.

$450

4 onças
$400
11 onças
$550
1 onça
$480
9 onças a 40rs
$360
1 onça
$800
1 libra e 10 onças a 800rs a libra 1$300
2 onças e ½ a 30rs a onça
$075

$100

44$275
Aromat. Roz.
Bollo armen. preparado
Alcassus empastro
Pos sifalic.
Granada preparado
Aristiloq. redondo emplastro
Coralina preparado

Rabarb. imp.
Ponta de Viad.
Olilorf. preparado
Tut. preparado
Torcisco de Alambal
Azebre imp.
Trocisco de entanc. Sang.
Mad. perol. preparado
Mumia imp.

$300
$280
$100
1$200
$200
96$293

Espirit. de Sal doçe
Tintur. de Azebr.
Espirit. de Vinho
Olio petrolio
Espirit. Vitriol.
Balsam. provian. liquido
Balsam. Catholic.
Olio de Alfazema

2 onças a 100rs
2 onças a 50rs
6 onças a libra a 48rs
6 onças a libra a 960rs
4 onças a libra a 400rs
2 onças a 200rs
3 onças e ½ a 240rs
5 onças a 200rs

$200
$100
$180
$360
$100
$400
$840
1$000

Segue adiante
[f. 3v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro
Espirit. de sereg.
Espirit. de torment.
Balçam sulfor. tirbent.
Espirit. de Sal Com
Agoa selest
Pós Antepleurit.

99$473
meia libra
8 onças a libra a 240rs
1 libra e ½ a 960rs
2 onças e ½ a 60rs
10 onças a 120rs a libra
meia onça

$800
$120
1$440
$150
$075
$100
102$158

Espirit. de Nitr. Corroziv.
Balçam Verd.
Oleo de Alamb.
Tintur. de Castor

onças e 1/2 a 1200 libra
4 onças a libra a 300rs
4 onças a 60rs
1 onça

$707
$075
$240
$100
103$280

Oleo de Cravo
Espirit. de ferrug.
Espirit. de Corn Serv.
Olio de tijolos
Tintur. de Losn.
Olio de Matiol.
Espirit. de cocliaria
Espirit. de alfazem.

Gavetas

99$473

1 onça
3 onças a 100rs
1 onça
1 onça
3 onças a 60rs
1 onça
6 onças a 60rs
2 onças a 50rs

$480
$300
$060
$100
$180
$150
$360
$100

Pao Santo em razur.
Rais da China
Rais de tormentil.
Cravo Roman.

8 libras a 60rs
1 libra
10 libras a 100rs
1 libra

130$515
Gavetas por baixo dos vidros
com varios resido-os de farinhas
Brazia mari
Aguarico
Rosas de Toledo
Ponta de Viad. queimad.
Emplastros para secar leite
Oxicroçio
Saturn
Segue adiante

libra 1 e ½
$120
11 onças
$300
12 onças a 360rs a libra
$265
6 libras e meia a 300 reis
1$950
1 libra
$360
1 libra e 14 onças a 800rs a libra 1$500
4 onças
$073
[,,,]

[f. 4v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro
Carminat de silv.
Geminio
Sabão
De Apalm.
Sulfur. de Roland.

135$085
meia libra
1 libra e 13 onças a 240rs a libra
1 libra e 6 onças a 300rs a libra
libras 4 e 4 onças a 200rs
11 onças a 50rs

1 onça
8 onças a 400rs a libra
2 onças a 100rs
1 onça
1 onça e ½ a 240rs
8 onças a 3200rs a libra
6 onças a 480rs a onça

9$600
$200
$200
$240
$360
1$600
2$880

Segue adiante

120$090

[f. 4]
Soma a Lauda em fronte

120$090

Espirit. de Canell.
Oleo de gema de Ovos

4 onças a 100rs
meia onça

Vidros de Alemanha
em que estão estas cousas,
com tampas de vidro

42 a 140rs

Na porta da roda estão
vasos pequenos jaspiados

9 a 60rs

$540

Com o seguinte
Confeição anacardin.
Catto
Confeição de Jacint. Complet.

1 onça
4 onças a 30rs
12 onças a 100rs

$060
$120
1$200

128$410
Sement. de Cardam.

3 onças a 15rs

Espremacet.
Magnetic. Arcenical
Athanario Lour.
Caustic.
Aquil. maior

10 onças a 60rs
1 libra a 100rs a onça
6 onças a libra a 600rs
2 onças a libra a 1200rs
2 libras a 360rs

$600
1$600
$225
$150
$720
141$260

Zacharias
Mussilag. Gomad.
Deaforetic. de Burb.
De Dom João
De Aquil. mayor
Guilherm. Servem

1 libra
libra 1 e ½ a 480rs
4 onças a libra a 600rs
libras 7 e 4 onças a 300rs a libra
10 libras e 10 onças a 360rs
7 libras e 4 onças a 400rs

$400
$120

5$880

$640
$420
$420
$850
$550
137$965

105$010
Olio de Ouro
Vidro de Antemon.
Tintur. mart. de Manriq.
Oleo de Sera
Oleo de Erva doçe
Laudan. Liquid.
Caustic. de pap.

$480
$480
1$000
$100

$480
$720
$150
2$175
3$825
2$900
151$510

De Rans com Mercurio
Com dobrado Mercurio
Paraçelço
Manus Dei
Quintil.
Emplastro Andron.

2 libras e 4 onças a 550rs
3 libras e 3 onças a 720rs
2 libras e 3 onças a 600rs
4 libras e ½ a 600rs
4 onças e ½ a 100rs a onça
3 libras e 12 onças a 300rs

1$283
2$295
1$311
2$700
$450
1$050
160$599

Mellelloto
Estitic. de Crolio
Diabotan
Diaquilam Gomad.
Espinhel

$040
Segue adiante

4 libras e 6 onças a 360rs
7 libras e ½ a 600rs
5 libras a 2400rs
21 libras e ½ a 480rs
5 libras e 14 onças a 300rs

1$575
4$500
12$000
10$320
1$755
190$749

[f. 5]
Soma a Lauda em fronte

190$749

Preto de vid.
Contr. Rotura de pel.
Confortatiu de vig.
Promatris
Estomatic

2 libras e ½ a 300rs
5 libras a 480rs
11 libras e ½ a 360rs
1 libra e 6 onças a 480rs a libra
1 libra e 6 onças a 480rs a libra

$750
2$400
4$140
$660
$660
199$359

Topazios em bruto
Solimão
Pedra de vazar occ.al
Hũa Caixa de tinta de Lanquin
Magent. Arçençial
Capa Rosada queimada
Coralina imp.
Sangue de bode preparado

12 libras a 100rs
3 libras e 15 onças a 2400rsa libra
1 onça e ½
2 onças e ½
meia libra
14 onças
12 onças a 20rs
2 onças e ½ a 1600rs a libra

1$200
9$450
$900
$750
$800
$175
$240
$250

213$124
Terra Doçe de Vitiol.
Flores Cordeais
Olhos de Carang. em rezido-os
Razuras de marfim
Sal do Maranhão pera os Olhos
Inxofre
Raiz de Janciann
Hũa panella de Nitro deporad.

6 onças e ½ a 50rs
1 libra
2 libras e meia a 400rs
1 libra e ½ a 150 a libra
1 libra e ½ a 200rs
5 libras
3 libras a 160rs
1 libra

$325
$480
1$000
$225
$300
$200
$480
$240
216$374

Estante da parte direita
Redomas grandes
Redomas mais pequenas
Redomas mais pequenas
Potes Jaspiados grandes

24 a 360rs
28 a 300rs
31 a 240r
45 a 140rs

8$640
8$400
7$440
6$300
247$154

Segue adiante
[f. 5v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

247$157

Potes pequenos de unguentos
Panellas pequenas
Panellas grandes jaspiadas
Garrafões grandes

18 a 80rs
25 a 120rs
20 a 180rs
13 a 800rs

Tem estas var.as o seguinte
Agoa de flor
De toda a sidra
De serejas pretas
Agoa Esprituosa de serejas
Agoa de Erva Sidr.a
Agoa de Escorçionr.a
Agoa de Card. Santo
Agoa de Artemija
Agoa de Papoulas

libras 24 a 50rs
libras 24 a 50rs
libras 24 a 50rs
libras 2 a 120rs
libras 14 a 30rs
libras 24 a 50rs
libras 24 a 30rs
libras 8 a 10rs
libras 24 a 10rs

Agoa Cordeais
Agoa de mil flores
Agoa de Arruda
Soro de leite destilado

1$200
1$200
1$200
$240
$420
1$200
$720
$080
$240
272$094

$800
$300
$540
$960
274$694

Tem as Redomas dos x.es o seguinte
De Rosas Secas
De marmelos
De Losna Composta
De mortinhos
De Sorvas
Arrobe de Amoras
Balçam Cath.
De Alcas

10 libras e ½ a 200rs
8 libras e ½ a 200rs
1 libra e ½ a 240rs
6 libras a 200rs
3 libras e ½ a 200rs
14 libras e ½ a 150rs
4 libras a 1920rs
10 libras a 240rs

2$100
1$700
$360
1$200
$700
2$175
7$680
2$400

Segue adiante

293$009

[f. 6]
Soma a Lauda em fronde

293$009

De Tucilag.
De Viol.
De Jujubas
De Avenc
De Nabos
De Jiop.

5 libras a 200rs
5 libras a 200rs
8 libras a 240rs
7 libras a 160rs
7 libras a 160rs
7 libras a 240rs

1$000
1$000
1$920
1$120
1$120
1$680
300$849

De Cravo hortenc.
De Artimija
De Coral
De Card. Sant
De Sabug.

4 libras e ½ a 400rs
1 libra
2 libras e ½ a 600rs
2 libras a 160rs
6 libras a 300rs

1$800
$240
1$500
$320
1$800
306$509

De papoul.
Rozad.
Mel Rozad.
Xarope de 5 Raizes
Xarope de fumar
Xarope de Almeir.
De Ortig.
De Escorçioneira

1$440
3$000
3$600
10$400
265$594

libras 80 a 10rs
libras 6 a 50rs
18 libras a 30rs
8 libras a 120 reis

18 libras a 180rs
7 libras a 200rs
9 libras a 240rs
libras 4 a 200rs
5 libras a 160rs
7 libras a 200rs
1 libra
8 libras a 200rs

3$240
1$400
2$160
$800
$800
1$400
$200
1$600
318$109

Potes com o seguinte
Pedra Lip.
Quina imp.
Sal Armoniac.
Sal Cartartic.
Cardomom
Inçenc. imp.

1 libra e ½ a 240rs
meia libra
5 libras digo 5 onças a libra a 400rs
1 libra
5 onças a libra a 720rs
12 onças a 300rs a libra

$360
$720
$125
$120
$225
$225

Segue adiante

319$884

[f. 6v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

319$884

Almeçig. da India imp.
Mirra imp.

2 onças
3 onças

$120
$180

Inventory of All Saints Royal Hospital’s botica
Caderno do inventário e custo da botica que comprou o Hospital Real
à viúva de António da Silva de Carvalho boticário que havia sido do mesmo Hospital
e cuja botica se entrou a fabricar em 25 de julho de 1753
cover sheet and fs. 1, 1v. e 13v.
MS-MÇ 635
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Gabinete de Estudos Olisiponenses
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Tacamac.
Goma Laca
Euforbio imp. e rezido-os
Goma hedra

12 onças a 50rs
4 onças a 60rs
4 onças a 100rs
4 onças a libra a 960rs

$600
$240
$400
$240
321$664

Asafetid.
Sangue de Drago
Escamon.
Ammoniac.

1 onça
1 libra e 2 onças a 60rs a onça
5 onças a libra a 1200rs
1 libra

$050
1$080
$375
$480
323$649

Sementes
Paparras
Cominhos rustic.
Semente de funcho
Semente de querem
Semente de Azed.
Cubeb.
Semente de Zaragat.

6 onças a 240rs a libra
6 onças a 200rs a libra
1 libra
4 libras a 240rs
6 onças
3 onças a 30rs
1 libra

$090
$075
$100
$960
$055
$090
$200
325$219

Unguentos
Setrin
Peitor.
De Agrip.
De Lupulatiu. de sum.
Nervin.
Alabrastro

1 libra e meia
1$650
4 librase 4 onças a 400rs a libra 1$700
8 onças
$300
1 libra
$300
2 libras e 12 onças a 400rs a libra 1$100
1 libra e 12 onças a 300rs a onça $840

Soma e segue adiante

331$109

Diascerd. Trascat,
Raiz de Zudiari. imp.
Ancanf.
Vallarian
Unto de Alefant.
Gom. Arab.

3 libras e 3 onças a 360rs
1$147
3 onças a 50rs
$150
1 libra e 2 onças a 1200rs a libra 1$350
2 onças a 360rs a libra
$045
12 onças a 320rs a libra
$270
1 libra
$150
347$593

Alcatira em sort.

12 onças a 320rs

$240

Segue adiante

347$793

[f. 7v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

347$793
Panellas grandes

Unguento Egiciae
Conçerv. Cordial
Conçerv. Percie.
Conçerv. de Violl.
Pos Restitiu.
Benedict. Lax.
Crem. Tart.

12 libras e ½ a 200rs a libra
21 libras a 300rs a libra
141 libras a 300rs a libra
17 libras a 400rs a libra
3 libras a 200rs a libra
2 libras a 1000rs a libra
8 onças a 120rs a libra

2$500
6$300
42$300
6$800
$600
2$000
$060
408$353

Conçerv. das nosc. Rosas
Semente de Mememd.
Camedrios
De acatiliam
Aveia

13 libras a 120rs
1 libra e 4 onças a 120rs
1 libra
10 libras a 600rs a libra
meio alqueire a 400rs o alqueire

1$560
$150
$120
6$000
$200
416$383

[fl. 7]
Soma a Lauda Retro

331$109

Regad.
Santo de Carv.
Refregerant. de Galen.
Sandalin

8 onças
meia libra
3 libras
1 libra e 4 onças a 240rs a libra

$150
$640
$600
$300
332$799

Panelas pequenas
Pelloll. de singlos.
Triag. de Esmerald.
Conçerva Troquesc.
Filon. Percic.
Tamarind. em Rama

1 libra e 6 onças a 200rs a onça
1 libra e 14 onças a 960rs
3 libras e 11 onças a 480rs
2 onças a 1920rs a libra
1 libra

4$400
1$800
1$770
$240
$180
341$189

Confeic. Amec. Limp.
Semente
de Dormideiras brancas
Becabung.
Polp. digo Peulp. de Tamarind.
Esturaq. Calamit.

1 libra e ½ a 600rs

1$800

2 libras
$240
8 onças
$090
1 libra e 11 onças a 600rs a libra 1$012
3 onças a 50rs
$150
344$481

Garrafões pretos
Agoa de flor
Agos de toda a sidra

6 almudes 1 canada e ¾ a 2400rs 14$750
16 canadas a 2400rs o almude
3$200
Estante da parte Esquerda

Garrafois grandes
Garrafas mais pequenas
Garrafas
mais pequenas de xaropes
Potes grandes jaspiados
Potes mais pequenos
de ungentos

21 a 360rs
24 a 300rs

7$560
7$200

31 a 240rs
34 a 140rs

7$440
4$760

14 a 80rs

1$120
402$413

Potes mais pequenos de pelloll.
Panellas pequenas jaspiadas
Panellas grandes do mesmo
Garrafois pretos
Segue adiante

13 a 60rs
21 a 120rs
20 a 180rs
9 a 800rs

$780
2$520
3$600
7$200
476$513

[f. 8]
Soma a Lauda Retro

476$513

Pos de Ros.

4 onças a 480rs a libra

567$013

Garrafões grandes com o seguinte
Xarope viol. de 9 inf.
Summ. de Romãs azedas
Summ. de Mortinhos
Summ. de Amoras
Agoa de tanxag.
Agoa de Beldroeg.
Agoa de Malv.
Agoa de Coichell.

libras 18 a 200rs
libras 14 a 60rs
libras 18 a 50rs
libras 90 a 30rs
libras 24 a 10rs
libras 24 a 10rs
libras 24 a 10rs
24 libras a10rs

3$600
$840
$900
2$700
$240
$240
$240
$240
485$513

Agoa Rosada
Agoa de pez de Ros.
Agoa de flor de Sabug.
Agoa de Silidon
Agoa de funcho
Agoa de Eufrasia
Xarope de sorv.

34 libras a 50rs
36 libras a 50rs
24 libras a 30rs
24 libras a 20rs
12 libras a 10rs
12 libras a 20rs
10 libras e ½ a 200rs

Xaropes
Xarope de Corm.
Xarope de Golf.
Xarope de Rosman. Compost.
Vinagre Sglitic.
Xarope de hera terrest.
Xarope de Alt. Fernel.
Vinagre Rosado
Xarope de limão

6 libras a 480rs
3 libras a 200rs
2 libras a 300rs
2 libras a 120rs
1 libra e ½ a 300rs
5 libras a 300rs
4 libras a 60rs
48 libras a 240rs

Segue adiante

Cascas de Sidr.
Romans Azedas
Oleo de amend.
doçe sem fogo
Xarope de Dormideira

1$700
1$800
$720
$480
$120
$240
2$100

Sum. de Alcassus
Pos Sarcótic.
Opio emp.
Epoçistid.
Hermodatil.
Abutua
Eburo negro
Piret.
Elebret. Branco
Livio […]

2$880
$600
$600
$240
$450
1$500
$240
1$520

510$703
meia libra a 300rs
3 libras a 200rs

$150
$600

9 libras a 400rs
12 libras a 240rs

3$600
2$880

13 onças a 10rs
5 onças a libra a 1280rs
4 libras a 150rs
meia libra
1 libra
2 libras e ½ a 120 reis
2 onças a 30rs
5 onças a 240rs a libra
4 onças a 30rs
meia libra

569$338

[f. 9]
Soma a Laude em fronte

569$338

Mexoa Cam.
Chumbo queimado

meia libra
7 libras a 200rs

7 libras a 200rs
21 libras e ½ a 500rs
44 libras a 480rs
3 libras e ½ a 600rs
10 libras a 480rs
11 libras a 200rs
2 libras e ½ a 600rs

1$400
12$750
21$120
2$100
4$800
2$200
1$500
563$803

Oleo de amend. amarg.
Xarope Epatic. de Ribr.a
Xarope de Marroius

3 libras e ½ a 300rs
2 libras e ½ a 480rs
1 libra e ½ a 240rs

1$050
1$200
$360

Potes grandes
Rais de Azar.
Espicanardo

4 onças a 20rs
meia libra

$080
$400

$150
1$400

Potes pequenos [Figs. 7 e 8]
Unguento Arag.
Merecatão
Sal Poliquerstr.
Untura fort.
Unguento de papel.
Unguento de Tutia
De Sarna

2 libras e ½ a 400rs
12 onças a 400rs a libra
6 onças a 60rs
10 onças a 600rs a libra
1 libra e ½ a 300rs
1 libra e 4 onças a 240rs a libra
10 onças a 300rs a libra

1$000
$300
$360
$375
$450
$300
$187
573$860

Unguento branco
De fumar.
Pirol. Arabic. de Nic.
Tartarias
Ant. Cib.
Cochias
Lucid. maior
De Lizenteric.
Sinc. quib.
Condr. Fluss
Laudan. Opiado
De Clericat.

1 libra e 6 onças a 200rs a libra
3 onças a 100rs
2 onças a 100rs
2 onças a 100rs
4 onças a 100rs
1 onça
6 onças a 100rs
4 onças a 120rs
4 onças a 100rs
2 onças a 100rs
meia onça
meia onça

517$933

Xarope viol. de 9 infar
Xarope Perçio
Contr. morb.
De xicoria de Nicol.
Xarope Aurio
De Romans azed.
Regio

$130
$400
$600
$320
$200
$300
$060
$075
$120
$120

Segue adiante

492$673

[…]

[f. 8v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

$120

$275
$300
$200
$200
$400
$080
$600
$480
$400
$200
$400
$120
577$515

Panelas pequenas
Mille pedes prep.
Farinha de Çevada
Farinha de favas
De tramosse
Cebo Confeito
Confeic. Alecrim

4 onças a 80rs
2 libras a 30rs
1 libra
meia libra
meia libra
1 libra e […] a 2400rs

[…]

581$490

[f. 9v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro
Malvaisco imp.

$320
$060
$040
$215
$240
3$300

581$490
1 libra

$240

Panelas grandes
Hiera piera
Confeic. de Jacint. imcomp.
Feses de Ouro
Deaplunes
Bollo Armen emp.

8 libras a 400rs
9 libras a 1200rs
libras 16 a 50rs
5 libras a 300rs
6 libras a 10rs

3$200
10$800
$800
1$500
0$120

De Cupaiv.
Livio
Agoa de Canell.
Olio de Andorin.
Olio de Viol.
Olio de Espicanard.
Olio de Althea

7 libras a 240rs
3 libras a 100rs
1 libra e ½ a 720rs
6 libras a 200rs
4 libras a 150rs
1 libra
6 libras a 120rs

659$052

598$150
Cana Fistoll. empolp.
Unguento Bazalic.
Polpa de Tamarind.

10 libras e ½ a 300rs
7 libras a 150rs
5 libras e ½ a 240rs

3$150
1$050
1$320

Garrafas pretas
Água Rosada

Estante da porta
Redomas pequenas
Espirit. de serejas
Azogue
Balçam Verd.
Laudan. Liquid.
Agoa de pes de Rosas
Oximel
Oximel Simp.

11 a 100rs
libra
16 libras a 800rs a libra
1 libra e 10 onças a 200rs libra
2 libras e 12 onças a 1600rs
2 almude e 5 canadas a 160rs
4 onças
4 onças

1$100
1$200
12$800
$325
4$400
4$640
$037
$030
638$762

Xarope de Duque
Xarope Acceptor. Limp.
Tintur. de Mirra

Olio de Tranquil.
Aparicio
Espirit. Vito
Olio de Alcaparr.
Oleo Rosado
De Marmell.

2 libras e 6 onças a 480rs
2 libras a 120rs
1 libra e 10 onças a 800rs

1$140
$240
1$300

44 a 80rs
13 a 40rs
1 libra
1 libra

De abobera
De Assussenas
De Matta
Almeçeg.
Espirit. de vinho

Soma adiante

646$882

[f. 10]
Soma a Lauda Retro

646$882

Janciann
Tartar.
Azeite sem Sal
Olio de Golf.
Losn.

1 libra
2 libras e 4 onças a 600rs
4 libras a 60rs
1 libra
1 libra

$600
1$350
$240
$120
$100
649$292

Rapozos
Arruda
Euforbio
Mortinhos
Cachorros
Espirit. de Torment.

5 libras a 240rs
2 libras a 100rs
3 libras e ½ a 200rs
1 libra
5 libras a 200rs
2 libras e ½ a 200rs

5 libras a 120rs
2 libras a 100rs
4 libras a 100rs
10 onças a 400rs a libra
1 libra

1$200
$200
$700
$100
1$000
$500
652$992

$600
$200
$400
$250
$300

Segue adiante

664$662

[fl. 10v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

664$662

Raiz de Escorsiour.a
Pedra Cordial Ligit.a
Pedra Bezuartica
Pedra de porco espinho
Raiz de Alcassus

10 arrobas a 600rs
2 onças e 6 oitavas a 1920rs
1 onça
uma
libras 96 a 40rs

Casa das Ervas e Raízes
3$520
$520
$600
$800

1$440
1$200
$480
$240
$200
$300
662$912

Frascos de Vidro Verde
Destes são
Garrafas pretas pequenas
De Seutaria
Card. Sant.

6 libras a 240rs
6 libras a 200rs a libra
2 libras a 240rs
2 libras a 120rs
2 libras a 100rs
3 libras a 100rs

5 alqueires e ½ a 160rs a canada 10$560
598$150

1$680
$300
1$080
1$200
$600
$480
$720

Malvaisco-Aipo-EspargoSal de gilbarbr.a
e de funcho de todas
Almeirão-XicoriaLingoa de Vaca
Das mais raizes
e ervas pouco mais
ou menos
Rosas Vermelhas Secas
Flor de Sabug.
Garrafas de Agoa de Inglaterra
[Fig. 5]

6$000
5$280
6$400
$800
3$840
686$982

3 arrobas a 50rs a libra

4$800

32 libras a 50rs

1$600

200 dúzias a 30rs
33 libras a 200rs
libras 4 a 120rs
3 a 1600rs

6$000
6$600
$480
4$800
711$262

De Madreperola
De Maná de Cesilia
Olio de Cupaiva
Verdete pouco ou menos
Escamonea

libras 96 a 100rs
6 libras e ½ a 400rs
36 libras a 240rs
19 libras a 480rs
3 libras e ¾ a 1200rs

9$600
18$600
8$640
9$120
4$500
761$722

Hum caixote
com cristal amontano
Hũa saca de flor de Viol.
Quina
Duas sacas de Sene
Assucar branco

libras 40 a 50rs
5 libras a 240rs
5 libras a 960rs
3 arrobas 24 arrateis a 350rs
4 arrobas e 6 arrateis a 1800rs

2$000
1$200
4$800
42$000
7$537

Saleparilha
Hũas pontas de cruas de viad.
Flor de papoulas

6 libras a 400rs
6 libras a 60rs
8 libras a 150rs

2$400
$360
1$200

Soma adiante

835$119

[f. 11]
Soma a Lauda Retro

835$119

Pez Leuro
Raspas de Viad.
Coral em rama
Olhos de Carang.
Pedra Lipes
Hermodatilos

1 arroba e 9 libras a 600rs
4 libras a 180rs
16 libras a 280rs
42 libras a 350rs
11 liras a 180rs
libras 6 a 160rs

$768
$720
4$480
14$700
1$980
$960
858$727

Contr. Erva
Tutia
Rabarbo da India
Oleo de Terbentina

1 libra
20 libras a 240rs
4 libras a 1200rs
14 libras a 240rs

$400
4$800
4$800
3$360
872$087

Casa do Meio
Hum Barril de Termentina
com sua tampa que terá
Hum Barril de Sarro
Hũa Caixa
com Sementes de çidra
Boiois de barro vidrados

1 arroba 16 arráteis a 160rs
2 libras a 40rs
meia libra

de infusois 4 a 60rs
Boiois brancos mais pequenos 18 a 100rs
[Figs. 1, 3 e 4]

7$680
$360
$060
$240
1$800
882$227

Com o seguinte
Unguento da Sarn.
Magistral gard.
Popillião
Unguento de tutia
Unguento Bazilic. e Zacharias
Unguento de Althea
Unguento Mulient.
Unguento Branco
Unguento Camell.
Hũa Panella com galbano dep.

2 libras e ½ a 200rs
libras 7 a 200rs
16 libras a 200rs
libras 13 a 240rs
libras 8 a 275rs
meia libra
4 libras a 200rs
2 libras a 160rs
4 libras a 160rs
3 onças a […] rs

Segue adiante

895$357

895$357
24 a 60rs

1$440

Com o Seguinte
Unguento Aragam
Unguento de Rabaos
Unguento Alcanf.
Unguento de figad.

1 arroba12 [arráteis] a 200rs
4 libras a 200rs
1 libra
21 libras a 300rs
6 libras a 160rs
8 libras a 80rs
1 libra
1 libra

8$800
$800
$150
6$300
$960
$640
$240
$240
917$287

Boiões grandes

nº. 30 a 200rs

6$000

Com o seguinte
Olio de cachorros
Olio de Mortinhos
Marçiat.
De Alcaparras
Unguento de Condec.
Oleo Tranquil.
Oleo de Andorinhas

9 libras a 100rs
17 libras e ½ a 100rs
18 libras e ½ a 120rs
6 libras a 120rs
2 libras e ½ a 400rs
14 libras a 150rs
4 libas a 200rs

$900
1$750
2$220
$720
1$000
2$100
$800
932$777

De Assussenas
De Sete flores
De Marcella
De Agripa
De Marmell.
De Zopulatiao de summos

4 libras a 100rs
7 libras a 480rs
28 libras a 100rs
21 libras a 100rd
10 libras a 100rs
35 libras a 100rs

$400
3$360
2$800
2$100
1$000
3$500

Segue adiante

945$937

[f. 12]
Soma a Lauda em Fronde

945$937

Antepleuritico
Violad.
Aragao
De tutanos
De apallun

11 libras a 120rs
5 libras a 150rs
11libras a 200rs
1 libra
89 libras a 30rs

1$320
$750
2$200
$120
2$670
952$997

Oleo Rosado
Oleo de Lirio
Oleo de Rans
Banha de Flor em 2 potes

44 libras a 100rs
31 libras e ½ a 100rs
2 libras a 160rs
34 libras a 240rs

4$400
3$150
$320
8$160
969$027

[f. 11v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro
Potes Pequenos Vidrados

$500
1$400
3$200
3$120
2$200
$150
$800
$320
$640
$800

Unguento Rosado dois potes
Balçam Arc.
Oleo alabastro
Unguento Mercurio
Termentina fina
Mant.a Crua
Unguento Marciat.
Unguento de fençino de bollo

meia libra
2 libras a 120rs
4 libras a 200rs
4 libras a 300rs

$120
$240
$800
1$200
899$157

Azeite sem Sal
em duas almotolias
Potes vidrados que servem
de cozimentos e infusois
Agoa de tanxag.
Agoa de serejas pretas
Agoa de Card. Sant.
Agoa de Escorsioneira
Agoa Cordeais

22 libras a 60rs
6 a 60rs
3 almudes e 7 canadas a 480rs
2 almudes a 2400rs
5 almudes e 1canada a 1440
7 almudes e 3 canadas a 2400
3 almudes e 7 canadas a 480
a canada

1$320
$360
1$720
4$800
7$320
17$400
20$640
1022$587

Hũa panella
com balsam. de cam
Hũa ponta de Inferon
Agoa de gingas
Agoa de flor de sabug.
Agoa de papoul.
Olio de epirição
De amexas
De Trocisc.
De Benzuartico contra febres

libras 6 a 300
libras 12 a 80rs
9 canadas a 200rs
3 almudes e 7 canadas a 120
7 almudes e 1 canada a 40rs
a canada
60 libras a 200rs
9 alqueires a 160rs
8 libras e ½

Segue adiante

1$800
$960
1$800
5$160
3$400
12$000
1$440
21$700
7$200
1078$047

[f. 12v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro

Duas Espomadeiras
Duas Trempes de fornalhas
Hũa Trempe grande de fogareiro

1182$047
Hum fogareiro grande de cobre 20 arrobas a 220rs
Hum lambique grande de Cobre de Estilhar agoas
que levará 6 almudes 2 arrobas 18 a 220rs
Hum lambique mais pequeno 1 arrateis a 220rs
Hum atanás de ferro
Três Candieiros de ferro

2$400
10$760
3$200
$600

Hum almofaris de bronze libras 67 a 150rs
Hũa mão de ferro do dito
Dois peneiros de coar Cozimentos
Hũa mesa grande
Hum caixão de despejos
Dois grais de pedra medianos e mãos
Hum gral de pedra grande
Hũa prença grande com parafusos de ferro

1095$007
2$400
1$600
1$200
3$000
9$600
$800
1113$607

A pintura da botica
Vidraças da janella
Meias portas e enserradas
Hũa escada de mão com ganchos e machas
Hum Barril que serve de agoardente
Hũa talha que serve de azeite

14$400
3$360
9$600
1$200
$480
$900
1143$547

Hũa talha Vidrada das Caldas
e mais louça de barro que serve de despejos
Oito Talhas de ter agoas destilladas a 900rs
Hũa mesa grande de pinho com gaveta
Hum Alguidar de amendoadas com tampa
Hũa balança grande, conchas de pao
e pesos de meia arroba e de arroba
Segue adiante

$600
7$200
2$400
$480
4$000

Um lambique velho com certan de cobre
9 arrateis e ½ a 150rs e cabeça de estanho
Hũa pedra de bandaliar emplastros
Hum pucaro de cobre 2 arrateis a 220rs
Hum moinho de ferro de moer farinhas
Tres Tamises finos
Dois de Seda grandes
Dois peneiros pequenos
Segue adiante
[f. 13v.]
Soma a Lauda Retro
Quatro potes de barro
Hum boião das destilaçois
Hũa Raspadeira de ferro de limpar casas
Hum almofaris de botica de Latão
De Custo da Cançela e tapume do pátio
Soma

Trastes da Casa do Fogo
4 ditos de cobre com 70 arráteis a 220rs
4 ditos de Arame 29 arráteis a 180rs
Hũa Colher de Latão

15$400
5$220

1$600
$600
6$400
24$00

1$425
$120
$440
2$400
1$200
$200
$240
[…]

1257$122
$480
$120
$240
2$000
6$400
1266$362

Importou o custo da botica que se pagou ao Reverendo Padre Antonio
da Rosa, irmão e procurador bastante de Antonio da Silva de Carvalho
hum conto duzentos, sessenta e seis mil trezentos e sessenta e dois reis
em 28 de Agosto deste presente ano de 1753.
Como consta do Livro de Despeza a f. 196v.

1158$227

10$050
$240
$200

1251$097

1158$227

[f. 13]
Soma a Lauda em fronte

18$040
3$080
$200
$240

Casa do Trabalho

Trastes da Botica

Hũa pedra de preparar com seu caixão
Degraos de subir as estantes
Balança pequena com sua poleé
Balança com seu marco de 3 arrateis
Hũa figura do mostrador e dirandelas
Hum candieiro de 3 Lumes de Latão

4$400

1208$007

078$047

Hum gral de pedra de quartzo
e mão de vidro
Duas Farmacas regias,
e Livros químicos e galenicos
Hũa caceta, funil, medidas, colheres,
quatro espatollas tudo novo de latão
Quatro Espatollas de ferro

$400
1$200
1$600

Fig. 1 - Small apothecary pot
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
Height 8.5 cm; rim Ø 8,5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS60/s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Fig. 2 - Measuring cup
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
Height 3.2 cm; rim Ø 2.9 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/15c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Fig. 3 - Small apothecary pot
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
Height 8.5 cm; rim Ø 10 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Fig. 4 - Small apothecary pot
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
Height 8.5 cm; rim Ø 10 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Fig. 5 - Bottle of “Água de Inglaterra” [Water of England]
Glass. British or Portuguese origin
c. 1770. SE well of NE Cloister
Height 34.5 cm; bottom Ø 11.3 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 escavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ q.4/5[1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Fig. 7 - Apothecary jar (fragment)
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
1750-1755. SW Cloister
Max. height 9.5; bottom Ø 7.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Fig. 6 - Apothecary jar (2)
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
1750-1755. SW Cloister, filling of drainage gutter
A - Height 18.5 cm; rim Ø 9 cm; bottom Ø 7.4 cm; max. width 10 cm
B - Height 28 cm; rim Ø 11 cm; bottom Ø 10 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ E10 [1437])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Fig. 8 - Apothecary jar (2 fragments)
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th century. Well of SW Cloister
Rim Ø 9.9 cm; bottom Ø 9 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ F11 [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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The Royal Hospital of All Saints is an unavoidable reference when exploring the past of Portuguese achievements
in medicine. In the 15th century, Lisbon, as other major port cities, was struggling with a series of diseases and
pestilences (Sousa, 1996). The increase in population flow alongside the lack of hygiene, the poor health conditions
and the poor diet of most of its inhabitants, increased the incidence of diseases such as tuberculosis, typhus,
smallpox, malaria, dysentery and syphilis, culminating in an environment of increased morbidity. In order to create
a more efficient health care, King D. João II reformed the fragile medieval hospital’s network (Pacheco, 2008) and
founded the Royal Hospital, in 1492.
The All Saints Royal Hospital, site for teaching medical practices and one of the first European hospitals to adopt
the system of Medical Resident doctors, was not intended exclusively for the practice of medicine. It was also
committed to provide assistance to the poor, the helpless and the pilgrims. It was an institution encompassed by an
essence of piety and mercy, in order to care for the soul and the body of those who needed it most (Carmona,
1954). Built in a wide structural complex, it comprised a main body and other dependent buildings outside the main
complex. In addition to the wards designed, for example, for the “inválidos e carentes” [disabled and those in need],
“febres” [fevers], “feridos” [wounded], “boubas” [syphilitics] - each with the name of a saint - the hospital also had
residences for “oficiais e serventuários” [administrative staff and servants]; a “criandário” [nursery] for the care of
the unwanted children, a shelter for pilgrims, a room for triage, a church dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Amparo,
and also spaces reserved for some support services such as the kitchen, the refectory and the pharmacy (Moita,
1993; Ramos, 1993). To attend to the increased number of patients, All Saints Royal Hospital underwent several
structural changes during its existence, multiplying some of the wards, namely those dedicated to the care for the
syphilitic - the “boubas” wards (Moita, 1993). In 1750, when it was hit by a massive fire, the hospital housed 723
patients, a much higher number than what the hospital was initially prepared for (Lopes, 1890). In 1755, due to the
Lisbon earthquake, All Saints Royal Hospital was partially deactivated. However, its activity only ceased
definitively almost 20 years later, when it was transferred to the former Jesuit College of Santo Antão515
o-Novo, giving rise to São José Royal Hospital (Carmona, 1954).

In the first archaeological works in Praça da Figueira, directed by Irisalva Moita in 1960, some of the dependencies
of the Convent of São Domingos and the All Saints Royal Hospital were excavated, namely the Church of Nossa
Senhora do Amparo (Moita, 1993; Silva, 2005). But it was not until 1999, during the archaeological works developed
by the Archaeology Service of the Lisbon Museum - following the construction of the underground car park in
Praça da Figueira - that several remains of the extinct hospital were identified, including evidences of a major
structural reform in the rear of the building, leading to an expansion of the facility to the east, and the deactivation
of a 15th century foundation wall.
The ground floor of this new structural body, resulting from the reforms of King D. João V, was reused for funerary
purposes (Silva, 2005). The reuse of this corridor for funerary purposes, a corridor formerly intended for circulation,
seems rather unusual, considering that the poor who died in the hospital, as well as unclaimed bodies, were buried
in the old Cemetery of Santana - also known as the cemetery of the Santa Casa [Holy House] or “dos pobres do
hospital” [for the hospital’s poor] - “(…) because people of quality were buried in the churchyards of their religious
orders, many in the Church of S. Domingos (…)” (Carvalho, 1949). During major epidemic outbreaks, corpses
were also buried in other cemeteries, such as those associated to the churches of Nossa Senhora do Paraiso and São
Roque (Carvalho, 1949).
The organization and management of burial grounds were conditioned by several factors, such as social, cultural
and economic factors, but also those related with space availability, or with the urgency of disposing of the cadavers
during conflicts or epidemic outbreaks due to the nature of the decomposition process of the corpses. To explain
the unusual reuse of this corridor, three hypotheses can be explored: the first is related to the possibility that the
Cemetery of Santana was overcrowded or inaccessible, requiring an alternative area, accessible and available for the
immediate disposal of cadavers. The second hypothesis is the eventual need to create a differentiated burial ground,
adapting the extinct corridor for this purpose. Finally, the third hypothesis links the use of this area to a specific
event, which occurred between the early reign of D. João V (1707) and the construction of the arches which linked
the hospital to the Camillian priests’ ward and chambers (1754), since one of the graves was partially obliterated by
the foundation of one of these arches.
In this burial ground, alongside an ossuary with the human remains of at least four adults and two children,
17 individuals were exhumed from nine primary graves: four single graves, three double, one triple and one quadruple.
Nine male and six female skeletons were identified but, unfortunately, the biological sex of the remaining four
skeletons could not be determined. Regarding age at death, two skeletons belonged to children, the youngest between
four and six years old, and the oldest about 12. The remaining skeletons belonged to adults, the oldest surely over
30 years old, but the vast majority were young adults.
The corpses were placed along the corridor, in shapeless and rudimentarily excavated graves reflecting no sign of
investment. However, the distribution of the graves in the corridor looks more organized: distributed in two lanes
along the corridor walls, leaving one lane between them, probably for circulation. Also, the space left between graves
was relatively uniform. This burial ground seems to result from an emergency in the management of cadavers, for
a period long enough to give rise to the creation of an ossuary. Therefore, the concern with space management
would be less attached to the care of the dead, and more with the suppression of risks to the health of the living.
The graves did not suffer significant post-depositional disturbances, and the decomposition of the cadavers occurred
within a filled space, without resorting to coffins, promoting the maintenance of anatomical skeletal connections
after the soft tissue decomposition. The practice of shrouding corpses - sometimes using bed sheets for the purpose
(Carvalho, 1949) - also contributed to the retention of anatomical connections. The presence in at least two graves
of partially articulated bones not belonging to any of the individuals buried there - such as a foot - also
suggests some lack of care for the dead, particularly in the transferring of the human remains from the
516
graves to the ossuary, in order to reuse the grave. The corpses were deposited in supine position - face

up - with a single exception, identified in a triple grave, where one man was buried in ventral decubitus - face down.
Graves with more than one individual (multiple) received corpses with short intervals between them, or almost
simultaneously. In these graves the cadavers were deposited in opposite directions: feet of one body over the skull
of another. The graves were heterogeneous in terms of composition, with no specific pattern concerning age or
sex - containing the human remains of men and women together, and of adults, young adults and children. For
now, it is impossible to assess biological affinities (kinship) or changes of pathological nature (disease) between
individuals of the same grave.
Several cases of pathological bone changes due to infectious-contagious and inflammatory diseases, congenital
anomalies, trauma and dental problems were found. Traumatic injuries were only observed in adults. Dental
problems, as well as bone changes of an infectious-contagious and inflammatory nature, were observed in both
adult and non-adult individuals (Casimiro et al., 2017; Laughton, 2016). Among these a probable case of syphilis
was identified in association with the skeleton of an adult woman. This case may be direct evidence of All Saints
Royal Hospital activity in the treatment of syphilis (Casimiro et al., 2017; Laughton, 2016; Assis et al., 2015). However,
caution is needed when reconstructing health and behaviour profiles in past populations. For example, because
these human remains were recovered in association with a hospital - recognized in the treatment of pathologies,
such as syphilis - it should not be assumed that evidence of syphilis or any other disease will be found.
It should be stressed that the study of past disease, based on osteological changes, is limited to what is recovered,
but also to the resilience of the patient and the probability that the disease will leave its trace in the bones. The
interpretation of past disease should be based on concrete and substantiated data, with caution prevailing over error
(Casimiro et al., 2017; Alves Cardoso et al., 2013).
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“...não se recebe nenhum enfermo sem que
se confesse e comungue primeiro, para que sane
a alma antes que sane o corpo...”
[...no sick person is received without first confessing
and taking holy communion, in order to heal
the soul before healing the body...]
Francisco de Monzón (1544, f. 189v.)
This research seeks to understand how differences in
social status, gender, and religion materialized in the
different areas of All Saints Royal Hospital. The period
under analysis extends from the opening of the hospital
in 1502 to its detailed description published in 1620 by
the Trinitarian friar Nicolau de Oliveira1. The study
is based on textual sources, sometimes laudatory,
sometimes normative - involuntary micro-utopias - that
may not reflect reality, but embody intentions, and
in this strict sense are considered reliable from a
historiographic point of view2.

Spaces
As in the rest of western Europe, the emergence of the
modern hospital in Portugal was marked by a spatial
segregation between patients and pilgrims - previously
admitted indiscriminately in medieval shelters and
hospitals - and the medicalization of assistance to the
sick (Park and Henderson, 1991; Park, 1994; Sá, 1996,
p. 95). Infirmaries were thus the true innovations of the
early modern hospital. All Saints Hospital was no
exception, as it separated areas for beggars and pilgrims
from those ascribed to the sick. Francisco de Monzón,
chaplain of King D. João III, referring to the former,
described them as healthy persons who did not need
healing (1544, f. 190)3. The assistance they received
contradicts the relevance historiography has given to
Portuguese laws expelling beggars (Abreu, 2014, pp. 26-29). Unlike the wards, which faced inward, these casas
[rooms] - the author referred to compartments - related

Ana Cristina Leite suggests the 1601 fire only affected the church (1993, p. 6).
Visual sources and archaeological collections from excavations will not be addressed here, because they have already been studied or are being processed. Cf. Leite, 1993
and 2012; Moreira, 1993; Pereira, 1993; Moita, 1993.
3
About this man, chaplain and preacher for King D. João III, see Fernandes, 1991, pp. 39-41 and Buescu, 1996, pp. 56, 102-103.
1
2
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with the outside of the hospital. They were located on
the ground floor, facing the street, opening to the busy
square in front of the building’s main façade, where a
market was held on Tuesdays.
The wards. The hospital’s initial plan, in the shape of a
Greek cross, included three wards in its main body. Each
ward occupied one of its three arms (two for men, one
for wounds and the other for fevers), and the other for
feverish women. The absence of a ward for wounded
women must be noted, probably because they were in
small number. The fourth arm, which corresponded to
the church, shall be discussed later.
A fourth ward, located outside this central body, was
dedicated to syphilitics, whom the hospital treated
throughout its existence. In the documentation, they are
referred to by different names, probably not always
designating syphilis, but also other venereal diseases:
males, boubas, mulas, gálico [ills, buboes, mules, French
illness]. It was located on the first floor, above the rooms
for beggars and pilgrims.
The hospital admitted enjeitados [foundlings] since its
foundation because the incorporated medieval units
included a hospital for abandoned children: there were
also areas for them, because as early as 1504 two resident
wet-nurses lived in the premises in order to breast feed
children. Whether during this period there was a roda de
expostos is yet unconfirmed [foundling wheel; wooden
cylinder embedded in the wall that allowed depositor to
leave children without being seen]. Incurable patients
were not admitted, at least in theory (Salgado et Salgado,
1996, p. 467, 468).
In the 1540s, when Francisco de Monzón described
the hospital, there were already casas for the mentally
hill, so presumably these were formed by several
compartments. The same author also refers to rooms
available for patients of a higher condition, cured
according to “as suas qualidades” [their qualities],
indicating the existence of social boundaries within the
building (1544, f. 190). Although not mentioned by
Monzón, the hospital administration by the priests of
St. John Evangelist (1530-1564) was marked by the
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creation of another ward for patients from the poorest
of Franciscan families - Capuchin friars - but only those
originating from convents located in the Lisbon
hinterland. This prerogative derived not only from their
poverty, but also from the royal court’s preference for
Franciscan spirituality since the medieval period. The
Capuchins therefore had their own ward, with five beds,
located in the gardens of the hospital, in accordance
with the hermitic penchant of their religious order.
The number of wards kept growing during the
following decades, although their designations are
confusing, as well as their functionalities. Friar Nicolau
de Oliveira documents the existence of sixteen healing
areas, but not all can be considered wards, as some were
located in corridors, suggesting a densification of
space. However, new functions seem to have emerged,
including two areas for the specific treatment
of camarentos [patients with gastrointestinal diseases] - a
ward for men and a corridor for women - and an
infirmary for convalescing patients, located on an upper
floor, with good sun exposure and air circulation
(Oliveira, 1620, fs. 119v.-120). These three areas,
however, are difficult to locate given the lack of a
detailed building plan.
Support areas. In addition to the wards, there were
support areas for the sick: two kitchens, one for patients
and the other for the syphilitic. The latter’s clothes,
moreover, were washed separately in their own water
tank. The contagious character of the disease determined
a strict separation from other patients. The casa das águas
[water house], where patients were admitted, so called
because diagnosis implied the visual examination of
urine, was located next to the church4. The hospital could
not operate without its own dispensa [pantry], for storage
of supplies needed to feed patients and hospital staff.
There was also a casa da fazenda [treasury], where the
financial management of provisions of clothes and food
took place, as well collection of the hospital’s rents. The
patients were fed in their wards, while the hospital staff
ate in its refeitório [dining hall]. Later, the hospital would
also have its own rouparia [linen room].
Open areas: garden and cloisters. The hospital area

João Brandão provides information on the location of the casa das águas [water house] (Brandão, 1990, p. 127), and the 1575 account by Villalba y Estaña mentions doctors
who analysed urine on the church’s steps (Villalba y Estaña, 2002, p. 65).
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was not restricted to buildings: according to Monzón, its
garden supplied vegetables and medicinal plants; the 1564
inventory mentions agricultural instruments as well as a
mule used for cultivation (Pinto, 2011). As previously,
there were also water tanks to wash the laundry. No less
important, there was a small chapel or, separate from the
main building (Monzón, 1544, f. 189v.). Friar Nicolau
reports two new residential structures located in the
garden in addition to the Capuchin ward. They were the
homes of the two “priests of agony”, who were in charge
of providing spiritual help to the dying in their final
moments (Oliveira, 1620, f. 126).
There were also four cloisters formed by the arms of
the cross, which were paved with stone slabs at the time
of Friar Nicolau’s description, with a well in the centre.
In the kitchen cloister, however, the well was located on
the side, in order to facilitate washing [para sua limpeza]
(Oliveira, 1620, f. 222).
The Church. Patients boarding in the three main wards
of the hospital had visual contact with the church
chancel from their beds5. However, religious
celebrations extended far beyond the spiritual needs of
the sick, as the hospital’s church was one of the
epicentres of the city of Lisbon. Masses and offices
were celebrated; chaplains and boys sang in the choir,

and the hospital hired an organ player. There was a huge
number of masses for the dead, with prayers and hymns,
as the hospital was under the obligation to celebrate the
ceremonies instituted by the founders and donors of the
medieval incorporated hospitals, besides those of the
hospital itself and the masses on behalf of the reis
instituidores [founding kings] (Ramos, 2019, pp. 86-88).
There was also a pulpit where prestigious preachers
delivered their sermons. Among them, the Sermão das
Obras de Misericórdia [Sermon on the works of mercy]
preached by the famous António Vieira, S.J. (1754,
pp. 1-10). The church’s importance is also attested by
the fact that it hosted the acclamation ceremonies of
cardinal-king D. Henrique in 1578 (Leite, 1993, p. 6).
A residential building. The hospital was the
permanent home for many types of people. Like many
buildings of the time - convents, retirement houses,
royal or aristocratic palaces, colleges, universities, and
even cathedrals - many individuals not linked by kinship
lived there permanently or temporarily. Unlike most
public buildings today, where the staff goes home after
a day’s work, most people working in the hospital stayed
there night and day, although they did so segundo a
qualidade das suas pessoas [according to the quality of their
persons], to use coeval language.

Table 1: Hospital residents and commensals
Year

Residents

Non-resident

1504
1620

49
67

2
12

n/ a
6
26

Commensals

Non-commensals

43
-

6
-

n/ a
6
-

Total
55
105

Sources: Salgado et Salgado, 1996, pp. 450-494; Oliveira, 1620, fs. 123v.-128v.

A judicial structure. All Saints Hospital was formed
by the merger of dozens of the city’s welfare institutions
into a single unit. These incorporations were
accompanied by the reform of chaplaincies, hospitals
and confraternities, a process initiated in 1498 (Rosa,
1998, p. 205). Reorganising those institutions was a
bureaucratic task, since it involved collecting documents,
issuing certificates, and settling disputes regarding
the administration of properties. The headquarters
of the provedor [purveyor] in charge of this reform
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Friar Nicolau de Oliveira notes that these openings were covered in his time (1620, f. 19v.).

operated within the hospital’s physical space, and as a
consequence the latter also became the locus of a
complex judicial structure, with its own magistrates,
associated with its own court of justice. The
incorporation of the medieval hospitals into All Saints
Royal Hospital meant that their past religious obligations
were transferred to the care of the new hospital, while
the court of justice extended its action to all the
previously mentioned institutions located in the Lisbon
area. In the early years, the hospital’s chief officer had
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the title of provedor das capelas e do hospital [purveyor for
the chaplaincies and the hospital], but soon afterwards
the office was divided in two, and the hospital’s affairs
separated from those of the chaplaincies. However, the
competences of the two offices overlapped, as the
income of the hospital often derived from chapel entails,
thus generating conflicts. In order to curtail them, the
King ordered the provedor of chaplaincies in 1507 not to
interfere portas adentro [within doors], because its
jurisdiction belonged to the hospital’s provedor (Salgado
et Salgado, 1996, pp. 516-517). The hospital statutes of
1507, because they refers exclusively to the hospital, do
not mention the officers ascribed to chaplaincies, but
Cristóvão Rodrigues de Oliveira counted thirteen
officers in 1551 (Oliveira, 1987, pp. 60-61).

The distinctions: social status, gender and religion
There were other dividing lines in the hospital besides
the separation between the administration of
chaplaincies and the hospital. Other distinctions were
present since the hospital’s foundation, although they
changed over time. They applied to either patients or
hospital staff, and were structured around social and
legal status, gender, occupation, and wages.
Social and legal hierarchies. As we have seen, patients
with higher social status could be treated in private
hospital rooms, but this was not the only social
discrimination among the multitude of patients or livingin staff. Foundlings, like the hospital slaves, dressed in
blue clothes marked with an “S”, an emblem that the
hospital would keep until the end of its existence.
Foundlings and slaves shared this sign because of their
common legal status, as both were under the paternal
power of the hospital, which reproduced the patriarchal

family model. Slaves performed the dirtiest tasks: they
cleaned the nurses’ camareiros (basins), the urinals of the
sick and, once a week, the necessárias (toilets). However,
they were not worthy of sweeping the church (though
they swept the wards), a task that fell onto the choir boys
(Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 484; 460).
In the dining hall, there was also a separate table for the
higher officers (provedor, chaplains and senior male
nurses) and other tables for the remaining staff (lower
nurses and other workers). Some of the latter would
serve the tables, in shifts, eating after the first group had
finished (Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 476).
Gender divisions. The hospital had two wards for men
from its beginning (one dedicated to fevers and the
other to wounds), and one for women. This unbalanced
gender division persisted when the number of wards
increased. Gender boundaries also pervaded among the
staff, as the hospital mirrored the existing occupational
divisions. Women performed tasks considered
unsuitable for men: they washed, kneaded, baked,
clysterized, and nursed female patients. Due to the
growing number of patients, the hospital increased the
number of women in its staff, but they were always in
smaller numbers than men, especially after 1564 when
the brothers of the Misericórdia [house of mercy] took
on the administration of the hospital, although their
tasks were not remunerated. However, among paid
employees, the ratio between men and women declined
(Table 2), because the need for female occupations
increased. The hospital statutes of 1504 advised the
provedor to promote peace within its walls, hindering
gossip and disorder, and warned against the presence of
brash and loud women among the staff, without
however mentioning any similar male temperaments
(Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 471).

Table 2: Employees by gender6
Year

Men

Women

n/ a

Total

1504
1620
1552
1620

46
60
61
47

9
16
23
35

23

55
76
84
105

Gender ratio (M/W)

Sources: Salgado et Salgado, 1996, pp. 450-494; Oliveira, 1987, pp. 58-61; Brandão, 1990,
pp. 128-131; Oliveira, 1620, fs.123-128v.
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5.1
3.7
2.7
1.3

In the statutes of 1504, the nine women who were to
form the female staff (including two slaves) were also fed
in the hospital. However, they did not eat in the previously
mentioned dining hall at the same time as men, in order
to avoid endangering their honour (Salgado et Salgado,
1996, p. 456). Only the senior staff members (those who
received an annual income equal to or greater than twelve
thousand reais) should buy their food. Male servants, such
as the barber and the bleeder, also ate out, perhaps
because their work involved blood, and thus were
considered impure (Le Goff, 1986, pp. 57-58).
A purified space. As previously referred to, the hospital
included facilities for pilgrims and beggars on the
ground floor, and a syphilitic ward on the floor above
them. None of these areas had direct visual access to
the eucharist, unlike the other three patient wards,
creating the need to celebrate separate masses in these
areas, sometimes with the help of portable altars. The
statutes made clear that masses for beggars were
celebrated only on Sundays and holy days, by priests
other than the hospital chaplains, unlike the daily masses
in the church (Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 457).
Mandatory confession and communion for all who
wanted to be treated in the hospital established an
insurmountable barrier for all those who were not
willing to repent and take communion or even fake it7.
Heretics, Moors and Jews were thus excluded from this
community, which had the spiritual privilege of suffering
comparable pains to those of Christ and Mary. Baptism
was used as a barrier against New Christians, as the latter
were forbidden from recovering children they had
abandoned, unlike old Christians who were only
required to demonstrate that the foundling belonged to
them. This is yet another rule confirming the hospital’s
religious character, structured as an irreversible entrance
into Christendom, as foundlings were baptised when
entering the hospital, even though it was uncertain
whether they had already received this sacrament
(Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 469)8.
The influence of religion extended to the staff ’s

common meals, which occurred in a similar manner of
those of convents: the lives of the saints were read aloud
and chaplains blessed the food. Thus, the hospital’s
organization imitated a male religious community,
further confirmed by the fact that married men should
not eat in the refectory (Salgado et Salgado, 1996,
pp. 471, 476, 456).
All Saints Hospital was from its start a repository for
the assets of infidels. By royal order, all lands and
buildings belonging to new Christians who fled the
Kingdom were incorporated into its properties9. The
assets of the tangomaos - those Christians who had fled
Christendom to live among the gentiles in Africa, often
adopting hybrid creeds (Hespanha, 2019, p. 51) - were
also allocated to the hospital. Recurrent laws between
1510 and 1539 ordered the confiscation of their
property on behalf of the hospital (Salgado et Salgado,
1996, pp. 420, 424-425, 514-515).
Some confirmations of lease contracts regarding former
communal properties of Jews or Moors can be found.
These contracts, celebrated between the hospital’s
provedor and the tenants, had to be confirmed within one
year by the king, which explains their presence in the
royal chanceries. They were mainly concerned with
urban buildings, some corresponding to previous
community structures, such as a mosque, baths, or one
of the three existing synagogues in Lisbon before forced
conversion10. We ignore how relevant these properties
were among the hospital’s assets, but their symbolic
importance is beyond question: the hospital was
intended as a locus for unification of Christian faith. One
of the implemented discriminative principles derived
from its enunciation as a Christian institution.
The hospital served the king’s justice: many infractions
gave rise to fines that reverted to the hospital. These
were compiled in the 1504 statutes (Salgado et Salgado,
1996, pp. 442-446). The crown made sure that the goods
confiscated from infidels and transgressors were used

6
Cristóvão Rodrigues de Oliveira (1987) did not consider the ten officers working in the court of justice ascribed to the reform of chaplaincies and other institutions. The 128 male members
of the Misericórdia who served in the hospital each year were not taken into account in this table, since they performed their tasks on a voluntary basis, as required by confraternity membership
(Oliveira, 1620, f. 120).
7
Patients had two days to confess after entering the hospital (Salgado et Salgado, 1996, p. 461).
8
Precaution that would remain throughout the history of the foundlings.
9
Laws dated 6 April 1499, 29 March 1500 and 22 June 1501 (Salgado et Salgado, 1996, pp. 383-386).
10
ANTT, Chancelaria de D. Manuel I, Livro 6, fs. 103v.-104v., 105v.-106; Livro 4, fs. 35-36v.; Livro 21, f. 17v.; Livro 22, fs. 4v.- 6; Livro 25, f. 158v. (Jewish assets). On Moorish
assets, Idem, Livro 17, fs. 15-15v., 45v.-46, 63-63v.; Livro 6, fs. 64-65; Livro 22, fs. 121-122; Livro 8, fs. 84-84v. There is also an inventory of movable and immovable
property confiscated from the Jews, apparently very incomplete (“Tombo dos bens móveis e de raiz em Lisboa e comarca da Estremadura tomados pela Coroa aos cristãos
novos e doados pelo rei ao Hospital de Todos os Santos”, 1507, Lisboa, ANTT, Feitos da Coroa, Núcleo Antigo 305).
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on charity to the poor, instead of reverting to its
advantage. The same logic was to be applied to the assets
of those who were tried for having propagated the
massacre of New Christians in 1506, which broke
out near the hospital, in front of the convent of
S. Domingos11.
The hospital’s internal areas, as we have just seen, were
not used equally by everyone. On the contrary, they
embodied gender differences regarding occupation and
moral behaviour, and varied according to hierarchy and
legal status, thus expressing the social and religious
divisions of sixteenth century Portugal. The laws
transferred to the hospital all the assets confiscated from

Jews and new Christians, and the property of the
renegades who had left Portuguese society to settle
among the infidels, thus contributing to the process of
religious unification of the kingdom, which was at work
since 1496. Statutes and other normative texts
transformed the hospital into a space designed for
religious purification, based upon the ministering of
Catholic sacraments, such as the eucharist, confession
and last rites. To underline these issues, however, is not
the same as to affirm that healing the body and
medicalization were not important.
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_CLOTHING, GENDER AND DISEASE IN THE 1504 REGIMENTO
Carla Alferes Pinto
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

In 1504, King D. Manuel (1469-1521) established a
Regimento [rules of procedure] for All Saints Royal
Hospital. This regulation expressed the practical
experience of clinical operations, for by then the hospital
had been providing services to the community and
accepting hospitalizations for two years (Pereira, 1993,
p. 83). The document sought to govern the institution’s
entire operation, and was organised by entries detailing
the functions, duties, salaries, and benefits of different
staff members. In fact, this structure did not include
some professions, and a clear definition of the functions
of some other crafts.
Among the regulated crafts are three specifically linked
to the subject of this text: the group of competences
and people directly related to the treatment and
preparation of clothing in All Saints Royal Hospital, when
it opened and in the decades that followed. In particular,
the hospitaller - “Título do hospitaleiro e do regimento
e maneira que há-de ter em servir seu ofício” [Title of
hospitaller and the rules and manner he should perform
his office] -, the (female) tailor - “Titulo da alfaiata do
hospital e da obrigação e maneira em que há-de servir
seus ofícios” [Title of hospital (female) tailor and the
obligations and manner she should perform her office]

- and (female) washer - “Título da lavadeira e obrigação
que tem no serviço do seu ofício” [Title of (female)
washer and the obligations and manner she should
perform her office] (Regimento, 2004, pp. 101-104;
updated spelling).
This present text focused on the references, and
especially in the gaps, indicated in the Regimento
concerning clothing for the sick in the hospital, as a
device contributing towards understanding gender
differences - in recognition and exercise of professions,
and attention given to either gender in the rules - and the
maintenance of the male standard in 16th century
society, as evidenced by undermining women’s
representation, also in sickness.
*
The second paragraph on the duties assigned to the
hospitaleiro [hospitaller] mentions the responsibility of
receiving and managing all the institution’s service roupa
[clothing]. Roupa was the Portuguese word used during
the early modern period to refer to all types of cloth that
was cut, fashioned, and sewn to serve as a cover, be it
for the human body, a space or furniture.
Thus, a vestido [dress] (i.e., a piece or group of
533
pieces covering the body) was clothing, as

were bed sheets or tablecloths, and also silk or linen
cloths, carpets and pillows for comfort in domestic,
public and religious spaces.
The hospitaller was responsible for guaranteeing that
both patients and hospital staff had the necessary
clothing, under clean and proper conditions. Regardless
of their use, cloths were stored and treated in the
rouparia [linen room], a space (usually a building or set
of spaces separate from main hospital building) where
all kinds of clothes were made, sewn, and stored
(Rodrigues, 2013, p. 204).
There is a clear concern in the rules with bed linen - see
for instance the enumeration of objects included in a
bed: straw mattress, wool blanket, feather bolster, two
flax sheets, etc. (Regimento, 2004, p. 103) -, but the text is
strangely ambiguous regarding clothes, that is wearing
apparel. Concern for bed linen reflects the period’s
conceptions regarding the danger of disease propagation
through contact with the sick’s body, or with what had
touched their body. Cleanliness and suppression of bad
odours were on the list of precepts leading to patient
cure, along with care from doctors, nurses and priests,
and attending mass.
As for wearing apparel, the Regimento does not provide
any indication of how the clinical staff was dressed
(nurses, physicians, surgeon, cristaleira, or the women who
applied clysters), nor does it mention what patients wore
in the wards. Although unspecified in the rules, we
known that patient clothes were kept in a bag when they
entered the hospital, as was common practice in other
hospitals throughout Europe (Park et Henderson, 1991,
p. 181). The bag in which the clothes were kept,
deposited in the linen room, was individual and identified
with the wearer’s name, so that, in case of cure, clothes
could be returned to the person they belonged to, or, in
the case of the death, could revert to the hospital and be
sold (Ramos, 2019, p.136).
Although no 16th century inventories survived that can
attest to the description of the sick’s clothes when
admitted in the hospital, one record (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro, n.º 1461), which indicates the sick who
entered São Bento Monastery and Almada Palace the
days following the 1755 earthquake, contains
the list and brief description of garments the
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sick were wearing when they arrived. This

book testifies to the existence of a consolidated practice
that took place even in a disaster situation, as the one in
question, which also explains why clothing characteristics
were annotated hastily.
This practice, as well as the hospital’s urban centrality,
made patient admission very little private and subject
to public scrutiny. Although All Saints was a general
hospital, it would be interesting to understand what
the admission records of different patients tell us
about the relationship between gender, quality of
clothing and disease - particularly, in the case of
venereal diseases, referred to in the Regimento as bubas
[buboes, likely syphilis].
The patients did not enter and remain in the wards with
their own clothes. As stated in the title description of
the hospitaller, they were given some sort of clothes. In
the third item, when it comes to apparel, there is a
distinction between “todos os vestidos feitos e também
camisas” [all made apparel and also smocks] (Regimento,
2004, p. 101), but the text is silent as to the characteristics
of this distinction, and whether there were gender
differences in making and shaping apparel.
Reading other passages of the regulation, one can see
that a shirt would in fact be the clothing most
commonly worn by the sick in the hospital, since
among the duties assigned to senior male nurses was
taking the shirts to the hospitaller so he would have
them washed and replaced as regularly as possible.
Even if the text does not specifically mention it and
assigns this function only to the male nurses who
served in the male wards, the same would apply in the
women’s ward, and it was up to the nurse to ensure the
smocks were cleaned and changed.
One can infer that to some degree disease brought the
genders together. The smock was a garment suitable for
both genres and its fashion did not differ greatly between
sexes. Worn directly over the skin, it was used by all social
strata and under all garments, always the last piece of
clothing to be taken off and the first to be put on
(Hollander, 1993, p. 159). The smock was a comfortable
piece of clothing, usually wide and long, almost always
reaching the knees, and flexible. The neckline could go
up to the base of the neck, or be wide, bordering the
clavicles; the sleeve could be long or short. The smock
could be made from different types of cloth, from the

simplest and most common, such as dun linen, to the
most delicate and luxurious, such as silk. The quality of
the fabric and confection, and the addition of lace or
yarn and precious stones dictated the economic
differentiation of different social groups that wore the
banal smock.
That the sick all wore smocks does not prevent a closer
reading of the rules of procedure from expressing early
modern society’s masculinising worldliness by assuming
a standard that does not recognise the specificities of the
other half of humanity. The Manueline regulation was
designed and written for the male standard, even though
admission of women was also anticipated, regarding
both the organization of the information and
explanation of its nature (that is, adequate for the needs
and social roles assigned to men), or in the genderised
subordination of professions in the description and
higher payment of roles assigned to male actors and
omitting the female roles.
According to the Regimento, few women were part of the
staff. The women paid by the hospital were organized in
clinical jobs, as the women’s nurse (and her assistant, a
total of two, compared with the eleven male nurses,
senior and junior, for men; in the same way, nurses
received half the wage of their fellow senior male nurses)
and the cristaleira, and in the roles associated with charity
and assistance, such as the merceeiras (women who earned
their living by praying for the souls of the deceased) and
the hospitaleira [female hospitaller], who despite boasting
a title similar to the hospitaleiro, was supposed to receive
and accompany patients and technical staff, and was,
therefore, at all times at the hospital’s disposal (Regimento,
2004, p. 105); and in technical specializations related to
food, such as the amassadeira [kneader] and the forneira
[oven operator], and, lastly, jobs associated with clothes.
Specifically, the female tailor and female washer, both
manual professions and (apparently) not very technically
demanding, especially in the case of the female tailor,
who, according to the title’s description, only stitched
and patched, that is, they did not design or cut, as would
male tailors, and who received the same amount as the
female washer: 4000 reais.
In All Saints Royal Hospital most clothing was made of
linen or cotton - one of the raw materials used in the
making of a type of cloth called lenços (Costa, 2004,
p. 150), which appear mentioned in the text of the

regulation -, probably of low quality and bought in bulk
(Regimento, 2004, p. 85). In the Regimento there are several
references to the existing apparel or that which had to
be made for hospital service and welfare obligations.
However, the title description of female tailor states that
duties only included sewing and mending all sheets,
napery (tablecloth, hand towels and napkins), lenços,
cushions and hoods, as well as mattresses. Note that
there is no mention of smocks or dresses, or of their
design and cutting, and that the only reference to sick’s
clothing is the hood.
The reference to the hood, and what was
aforementioned about the smock, helps clarify what
constituted the sick person’s dress, male or female, in All
Saints Hospital, namely if we consider what was
happening in Nossa Senhora do Pópulo Hospital in
Caldas da Rainha, where in addition to the hood and
smock, all patients were given some slippers and
breeches (Rodrigues, 2013, p. 179).
In All Saints Royal Hospital, the dress was blue and had
a seal sewn to the chest (the shape or design of which is
not specified) identifying it belonged to the hospital
(Regimento, 2004, p. 89). Regardless of what was actually
the male or female patient’s dress, this is a uniform. The
uniform, with distinct colour and having the sign, would
homogenize, upon admission, social differences in the
daily lives of men and women entering the hospital,
while creating a new hierarchy, between those who
healed and those who subjected themselves to all the
constraints in search of a cure.
The surprisingly little attention given by the 1504
Regimento to clothing is also reflected in the discrepancy
between what are the titled functions of the female
tailor and those which, in reality, she would have to
fulfil. According to the regulation, it is unclear why in
the definition of the female tailor’s competencies there
is no mention of cutting and making smocks and
dresses. Historiography’s lack of knowledge about the
definition and performance of some professions and
offices in the early modern period in Portugal does not
help elucidate this question. One could argue that
women tailors did not design or cut (unlike the male
tailors), but in this case one need explain the lack of a
male tailor among the hospital staff or clarify
whether these items of clothing were
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purchased from tailors in the Lisbon shops.

Perhaps it was only a question of guild and expertise,
according to which the technical ability of designing and
cutting couldn’t be attributed to women, even if in
practice this skill was used in the profession’s everyday
performance and depended on the easiness implied in
cutting a piece, such as the smock.
This hypothesis is reinforced by the fact that on 1 June
1502 (as already mentioned, the year the first patients
were actually admitted) a female tailor and seamstress
(not mentioned in the regulation) were appointed to the
hospital (Mário Carmona cit. in Ramos, 2019, p. 53,
n.º 162), which raises a technical distinction between the
office of tailor and seamstress.
If, on the one hand, the Regimento is unclear regarding
all functions of the female tailor, on the other, it is clear
as to which “vestido que se h[avia] de dar” [dress was
to be given to] the foundlings received in the hospital,
the slaves, male and female, who worked there, and to
“todas outras pessoas que o houverem de haver”
[all other people there may be], and regarding the need
to “fazer de novo” [make anew] all bed clothes and
hoods passing through the hands of the female tailor
(Regimento, 2004, pp. 89; 104). Thus, the possibility is
reiterated that, in reality, the female tailor cut the fabric
in bulk, in order to make the dresses (which would
include, as we have seen, at least one piece to cover the
body and another for the head) for the sick, the clinical
staff (?), foundlings and slaves.
The 1564 hospital inventory compiled when the
administration was transferred to the Misericórdia de Lisboa
[Lisbon House of Mercy], as well as the subsequent
documentation, clarifies some of these issues.
For example, documentation from São José Hospital
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 567, f. 14) refers
the existence of “oitenta varas de pecetas brancas para
cueiros dos enjeitados” [eighty yards of white cloth for
foundling diapers] and the list of what was found in the
linen room includes “dezoito aljaravias novas que
estavam a tingir” [eighteen new aljaravias - an ample
tunic with wide, short sleeves, and hood (Glossary, s.d.),
similar to s smock - that were being dyed], “quinze
camisas novas por acabar” [fifteen new smocks nearly
ready], “quarenta e uma carapuças novas”
[forty one new hoods], “dois roupões de
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cacheira preta velhos” [two old black robes

in cacheira - a long plush fabric (Glossary, s.d.)];
300 shirts, 280 hoods, 79 robes, 47 pairs of slippers,
10 aljaravias, 1 alquice (type of Moorish garb, like a cape
[Glossary, s. d.]), and 8 aprons (for use by male and
female nurses?), dispersed through the various wards
(Pinto, 2011, pp. 252; 263; 267-269, updated spelling).
This more careful description extends both the types of
dress present in the hospital’s universe and the technical
skills the professions involved in making clothing
needed to master: cutting, sewing, dyeing.
At a time when all objects had an extended life, clothing
- even when torn, ripped or very used - was reused to
the limit, fulfilling other functions and needs. Thus, on
the one hand, and as already noted, the sale of clothing
in good condition (reverting in favour of the hospital
when the patient died) could be a kind of uncertain, but
constant, income - which seems to have grown
exponentially over the course of the 17th century: from
680 reais, in 1614, to 55 600 reais, in 1664 -, and old
clothing that wasn’t sold was used for shrouds, for
bandages used in wounds and torsions, for thread
assigned to multiple uses (Ramos, 2019, pp. 136; 232233), and to fill mattresses and pillows, when they were
no more than rags.
The cost of clothing and its weight in managing the
hospital’s budget was reflected in this reuse of fabrics,
but also in the early modern charitable practice of
donating clothing to the most varied institutions. In this
context, it would be interesting to understand what
happened to “toda outra roupa de linho e assim [a] todas
as minhas camisas” [all other clothing in linen as well as
all my smocks] (Excertos, 2004, p. 557) that King Manuel
left to All Saints Royal Hospital in his will. Did it revert
to the patients, the clinical staff, or the purveyor? The
answer to such a question raises issues regarding social
representation and hierarchy within the hospital system
that go beyond the scope of the regulation.
The 1504 Regimento deserve a thorough and comparative
analysis to better understand the options embodied by
the King. An instrument of this nature reproduces an
ideal, and orderly and concrete image of aspects of
hospital operations that sets aside, as we have seen, many
other aspects and, above all, does not mirror the daily
tensions nor the difficulties in managing a system that
only provides solutions if the staff and working
conditions are the necessary ones, not the possible ones,

as verified most times. The documentation produced and
the changes in hospital operations when it was
transferred to the administration of Misericórdia de Lisboa,
in 1564, attest to this (Ramos, 2019).
Also, a deeper analysis of wearing apparel - materials,
shapes, uses, and sartorial choices (who wore what when
they were admitted in the hospital) - will contribute to
document the trade and manufacture connected with the
urban culture of fashion, to better understand the

feminine and masculine universes in the hospital (both
regarding the type of care and under which conditions particularly when the medical staff was exclusively malecare was offered to each gender - particularly when the
medical staff was exclusively male - insomuch as it relates
to the social pressure and the shame women experienced
faced with illness), and to understand the implications
of disease in creating genderised and socially
undermining images of certain groups/professions.
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Thimbles (3)
Copper alloy. Unknown origin
16th-18th century
A - Height 2.5 cm; rim Ø 0.9 cm
B - Height 1.5 cm; rim Ø 1.5 cm
C - Height 1.6 cm; rim Ø 1.4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS 60. s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Buttons (2)
Bone. Regional production
c. 1770. SE well of NE Cloister
A - Ø 1.7 cm
B - Ø 1.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5[1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Fragments of shoe sole and heel
Leather and wood (hell). Regional production
1700-1750. Well of SW Cloister
Variable dimensions
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5[1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Buckle
Copper alloy. Regional production (?)
c. 1750. Well of SW Cloister
Height 5 cm; width 3 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Buckle
Silver. Regional production
1st half of the 18th century. Well of SW Cloister
Height 3.4 cm; width 2.2 cm
CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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PAGEANTRY, THERAPY OR DEVOTION?
Isabel Monteiro
Centre for the Study of the Sociology and Musical Aesthetics (CESEM), FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

The documentary survey conducted within the scope of
this research project resulted, as expected, in several
elements related to the musical activity in the Royal
Hospital of Lisbon1. The sparse and fragmentary
information covers a wide chronological range, which
does not offer a clear, continuous, and rigorously
supported timeline of musical presence in this
prestigious institution over the approximately two
hundred and fifty years of its activity. Nevertheless, the
sources indicate relevant aspects of this practice,
comparable to other contemporary realities in Portugal.
There is an old and widespread idea that there was a
remarkable musical activity in this hospital, whose costs
were borne by successive monarchs since D. Manuel.
Curiously, the Manueline 1504 Regimento [rules of
procedure] does not indicate any specifically musical
activity, only mentioning that divine worship should be
“feito na Igreja do dito Esprital, com [a] maior
solenidade e mais devota e honradamente que ser
possa” [done in the hospital’s Church, with the greatest

1
2

solemnity, devotion, and honour] (Correia, 1946, p. 44)2.
In the mid-16th century, Cristóvão Rodrigues de
Oliveira (1551) mentions that D. Manuel ordered
“houvesse missa de canto de órgão” [there be mass with
polyphony] - that is, mass with polyphonic music, sung
by the chorus in several voices - also noting that at that
time there was a “tangedor de órgãos” [organ player] for
church services - and therefore, also an organ suggesting an effective solemnization of liturgical
ceremonies (Oliveira, 1987, pp. 58-59).
These data were corroborated by João Brandão de
Buarcos the following year (1552), with the indication
that the organist had to “tanger domingos e festas” [play
on Sundays and festivities]. The author also praised the
perfection of the divine offices at the Hospital,
underlining “que em muitas paróquias se não fazem tão
perfeitamente” [that in many parishes, services are not
so perfect] (Buarcos, 1990, pp. 129-130). In the reign of
D. Sebastião, these practices endured: Francisco de
Monçón, in 1571, asserted that “los Domingos y Fiestas,

The material resulting from research, although not covering the topic comprehensively, suggests this field of musicology deserves greater attention in the future.
Cited text was slightly modernized.
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ay musica de canto de organo” [on Sundays and
festivities, there is organ singing], adding a new fact: the
presence of a chapel master, presumably in the role of
musical director, in addition to the “cantores, y tañedor
de organos” [singers and organ player] (Monçón, 1571,
f. 226). There is additional reference to musical activity
in the Hospital’s church in the following decade,
already under Philippine rule, during the ambassadorship
of the young Japanese diplomats in Lisbon (1584). Sande
refers that “nos dias festivos [as sagradas preces]
são entoadas por grande quantidade de cantores,
com acompanhamento de instrumentos musicais”
[during festivities, the sacred prayers are sung by a large
number of singers, accompanied by musical
instruments], possibly representing an increase in the
number of musicians associated with the chapel
(Sande, 1997, p. 160).
The 1602 Regimento da Capela [rules of the chapel], a new
version of the previous rules - “Pelo tempo se
mostrando ser necessário reformar-se o Regimento que
havia na Capela desta casa” [Time demonstrating the
need to reform the rules for the Chapel in this
institution] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940,
f. 412v., Regimento da Capela, 1602) - suggests a solid and
demanding musical organization, based on the
experience of the previous century, but also bearing
similarities with the Royal Chapel itself. It required
musical criteria in the admission of chaplains, since there
was no reliance on lay singers, from outside - the choir
was assured by the religious. We know of the
applications by fathers Francisco de Miranda (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 941, f. 18, petição, 1601) and
Diogo de Barros (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro
941, f. 22v., petição, 1602), both with tenor voice. The
Regimento demanded they be “mui escolhidos assim de
vozes como de ciência no canto” [carefully chosen for
their voice and science in singing], in order to guarantee
the musical quality in the remarkable institution founded
by the Crown, considering that “esta casa é real e os
ofícios divinos nela é bem que se celebrem com toda a
solenidade possível” [the house is royal and divine
services there should be celebrated with all possible
solemnity] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940,
f. 417, Regimento da Capela,1602).
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The same document defined and scheduled
the mandatory interventions of the choir, in
plain chant or polyphony, the choral and

instrumental participations, as well as the duties of the
organist and Chapel Master, who was to use “o ofício de
Presidente e [mandar] no Coro como superior dele” [the
Office of President and command the choir as its
superior] and had wide responsibilities (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 940, f. 418, Regimento da Capela, 1602).
Frei Nicolau de Oliveira, in 1620, informed that this
Chapel Master “tem escola de canto de órgão, e ensina a
muitos moços dentro no mesmo hospital” [is schooled
in organ singing, and teaches many boys in the Hospital],
further stating he had a budget to support a boy with a
soprano voice, in particular “quatro mil reis e um moio
de trigo para um tiple”, [four thousand reis and a moio of
wheat for a soprano] (Oliveira, 1991, [fs. 127-127v.],
pp. 612-613), in accordance with the obligation,
stipulated in the Regimento, to “ter sempre bons tiples”
[always have good sopranos] and ensure the most high
pitched voices in polyphonic singing (ANTT, Hospital
de São José, Livro 940, f. 419, Regimento da Capela, 1602).
Shortly after, two names appear of baixão [Renaissance
bassoon] players: P. Luís Gonçalves (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro, 941, fs. 122-122v., petição, 1629) and
P. Salvador Rodrigues, his successor (ANTT, Hospital de
São José, Livro 941, fs. 158-158v., petição 1643). This
suggests an increase in musical numbers in the 17th
century, since previously the only mentioned instrument
was the organ. Note that, since 1600, the Regimento da
Capela Real [rules of the Royal chapel] required precisely
“dous baixões e uma corneta” [two bassoons and one
cornett] (BNP, Regimento da Capela Real, 1600, Cap. X),
which may explain the introduction of this instrument
in the hospital, as the Regimento da Capela expressly
determined “em tudo queremos que a capela deste
hospital guarde o uso das Capelas Reais” [the hospital
chapel be in all similar to the use in the Royal chapels]
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 418, Regimento
da Capela, 1602).
This brief outline of the musical practice, apparently
continued in All Saints Royal Hospital, clearly indicates
that music was intended primarily to manifest the
greatness and liberality of the Monarchs - descendants
and successors of the Hospital’s founder, and its
renewed patrons - resulting in a demand for musical
quality compatible with the regal statute. Likewise, the
catholic kings of Portugal were obliged to publicly
express their devotion in a truly courtly manner,
particularly considering this church was an integral part

of the Hospital, in turn an heir to the Christian tradition
of assisting the needy.
While we cannot state the music produced here was for
therapeutic purposes, patients in the main wards could

listen to the divine offices celebrated in the hospital
church, so the musical perfection, attested by several
authors of the time, could eventually contribute to their
spiritual comfort.
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The creation of All Saints Royal Hospital in 1492
entailed the annexation of a number of welfare
institutions, which until the end of the 15th century had
spread throughout the city of Lisbon, generally referred
to as spital, espital or sprital [hospital] (Ribeiro, 1932, pp.
531-533), but which were mainly intended to help the
poor. Annexation led not only to the seizure of the assets
of these institutions, but also assuming their inherent
obligations. One of these obligations related to the
maintenance of poor women, carefully chosen by the
institutions dedicated to that type of support for the
needy, who since the 16th century were designated in
documentation as merceeiras [devout laywomen]. They
were in fact beneficiaries of favours granted by the
institutions for their maintenance by the donation of
goods that guaranteed existence of those institutions.
The just created Great Royal Hospital could use the
assets and rents of annexed hospitals only if it also
assumed their expenses. This was the context for the
transition of merceeiras from the D. Maria de Aboim
Hospital to All Saints Hospital, as well as the later
inclusion of the merceeiras from D. Jerónima de
Mendonça chapel, thus deferring its assistance role to
the new hospital.

The D. Maria of Aboim Hospital and its associated
merceeiras resulted from a desire expressed in Lady of
Portel’s will (D. Maria de Aboim was also Lady of Mafra
and Ericeira), of 30 July 1337, which created two
intrinsically linked institutions: a chapel in the Church of
the Convent of S. Domingos in Lisbon where she was
to be buried; and a hospital, that is, a house to care for
ten poor single women and a caregiver to care for them,
to which she left considerable property for installation
and maintenance. The ten poor women who resided in
the hospital created for them were to be “de boa
nomeada” [of good repute] and received aid for their
food, clothing, and footwear. In return for these benefits,
the merceeiras had the obligation to attend vespers and the
mass prayed daily for the soul of D. Maria de Aboim in
her Chapel in S. Domingos. They would have been
mindful to pray and to entrust to God the soul of their
benefactor (AML, Testamento de D. Maria de Aboim).
Little can be ascertained regarding the merceeiras and the
chapel of D. Jerónima de Mendonça. We know the
founder created the S. Diogo chapel, in the Church of
the Convent of S. Francisco, in Lisbon, with
five merceeiras who should pray and entreat
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God for her soul. Each received a wage of

25 000 reis, paid for by the goods donated by the founder,
through the Casa da Fazenda [treasury] of All Saints Royal
Hospital (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 942, f. 32v.)
who made the payments of all merceeiras. In any case, the
supremacy of the merceeiras of Maria de Aboim over
those of D. Jerónimo de Mendonça is unquestionable:
double in number, much higher wage (120,000 reis) and
additional aid for food, clothing, and footwear.
A supremacy that justifies the constant petitions to
transfer from the D. Jerónima de Mendonça mercearia
[house for these laywomen] to D. Maria de Aboim
whenever there was an opening.
Throughout its entire existence, All Saints Royal Hospital
fulfilled its obligations towards the merceeiras, maintaining
the number stipulated by the founders, providing,
remunerating, and replacing them in the event of death
and administering the assets left by the founders for their
survival. Note that the hospital even benefited them. In
the mid-16th century, the Casa da Misericórdia [House of
Mercy] decided to increase the monthly salary of each
merceeira by 200 reis, also changing at that time the
structure of the house instituted by D. Maria de Aboim,
creating the job of apontadora [checker] to note who did
not fulfil their obligations. The checker should be elected
among and by them, annually, then nominated by the
Ombudsman and Brothers of the Casa da Misericórdia.
The checker was also to receive an additional wage of
30 reis a month during the exercise of that office (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro 940, fs. 365v.-367v.).
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Will of D. Maria de Aboim
1337, July 30
Parchment
Livro 1.º do Hospital de D. Maria de Aboim, doc. 2
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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_CARING FOR THE WAR WOUNDED IN PORTUGAL
IN THE BEGINNING OF THE EARLY MODERN ERA
Luís Costa e Sousa
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

Traditional military historiography has devoted greater
attention to the aggressive essence of war, the physical
confrontation on the battlefield - on both land and sea.
The immediate outcome of the battle, that is, providing
medical care to the survivors affected by the fighting, has
been somewhat excluded from the most recent
comprehensive reflections about military phenomena.
At a time when the world’s health situation is the centre
of attention, the historiography dedicated to the problem
of assistance assumes special relevance as a topic of
reflection. This short text is intended to serve as a first
approach to a fundamental theme, to broaden the
understanding of the war phenomenon in Portugal in
the 16th century, especially how the human aftermath of
a military confrontation was managed.

Spain
We do not aim to address the evolution of war in the
beginning of the Early Modern Era, but we need
mention the Spanish war system, which dominated
Europe from the late 15th century until the early 17th
century. Its recognized tactical effectiveness was
associated with the development of an extremely

advanced logistical system, which allowed extending
large military forces to locations thousands of kilometres
apart. This capacity, unique in the European geography
of the time, was the result of a long process whose basis
was established during the wars of Granada in the late
15th century. The mobilization of resources to sustain
the nearly uninterrupted military campaigns between
1482 and 1491 - and which led to the destruction of the
Nasrid Kingdom - required a logistic component until
then non-existent. This capability would be used and
developed over more than 100 years of war fought
across half the world. Today historians confront the
detailed records of all the expended efforts, originating
in-depth research, often impossible with other
contemporary cases.
The evolution of how the war wounded were treated is
one of the results of this organizational effort, studied
by authors such as Juan Redondo (1903), Salvado Clavijo
(1925), Sebastian Monserrat (1946), Miguel Parrilla
Hermida (1964), Manuel Garcia Rivas (1988) and José
Maria Massons (1994). Therefore, we can look at Spain
as a pioneer in the creation of hospital-like
establishments - or more or less permanent
549
military hospitals - supported by medical

personnel of recognized merit. Or look back to the great
Aragonese naval expeditions, from the 13th century until
the early 14th century. It is well-established that during
the Battle of Toro, tents were installed with beds
intended for the wounded. This situation was repeated
during the most relevant military actions of the Grenada
war, from 1484 to 1491 (Rivas, 2006, pp. 765-766.).
Spain is also recognised as the pioneer in providing
immediate care on the battlefield (Parker, 2004, pp. 73-75). The best example is probably the creation and
continuous use of the first military units with fixed
personnel, the so-called “tercios” [thirds]. These large
groups of 3,000 soldiers, which reached the “canonical”
form around 1567, had a well-defined officer corps - an
innovation at the time that would pave the way for the
creation of a permanent officer corps - and a doctor and
surgeon (Quatrefages, 1979, pp. 58-63). These were
manifestly insufficient to attend to all soldiers, especially
when the number of wounded increased exponentially
during military campaigns; for this reason, the immediate
work of “atar feridas em tempo de necessidade”
[bandaging wounds in time of need] (Londoño, 1589,
p. 32) was left to the “barbers”, individuals who,
although without higher qualifications, integrated the 12
companies of each “tercio” to provide the most
immediate and practical assistance.
The existence of health professionals in the military
forces suggests that, throughout the 16th century, there
was a progressive specialization of medical care. One
indication was the creation of the Spanish military
hospitals, which seem to be linked to naval activity. Ships
were used to transport the various equipment for army
logistics, from ammunition to soldiers, but also the
material necessary for the installation of field hospitals,
namely beds, the scarce furniture, and the tents intended
for immediate support stations (Rivas, 2006, p. 766).
However, military assistance was not limited to the naval
connection. Although the references are scarce - even
for the usually well-documented Spanish case - there is
evidence of several land-based military hospitals since at
least the mid-16th century: S. Dizier (Landrecies), 1544;
Metz, 1552; S. Omer and Winocxberg, c. 1554 (Parker,
2004, note 28); Valenciennes, 1557; Marza Mursetto
(Malta), 1559-1561; and Malinas (Mechelen , Brabant),
the first permanent European military
hospital, founded when the Duke of Alba
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arrived in the Netherlands in 1567 (Parker,

1996, pp. 73-74) and which functioned intermittently
until its definitive establishment in 1617 (Parker, 2004,
p. 141). The very designation “Hospitales Reales del
ejército y armada de S. M.” [Royal hospitals of the army
and navy] (Rivas, 2006, p. 769) makes it clear that the
functional framework of these institutions was intended
to provide logistical support to the armies.

Portugal
The study of military medical care in Portugal during the
16th century is confronted with an almost complete
shortage of information. The chronology covered by the
only work entirely dedicated to assistance in the military
context in Portugal (Borges, 2007) illustrates this
documentary vacuum. Still, in this and other works
dedicated to specific themes of Portuguese assistance
(Ramos, 2019), we can detect some clues, albeit tenuous.
All Saints Hospital is often referred to having treated the
war wounded, as can be read in its 1504 Regimento [rules
of procedure] (Borges, 2007, p. 33). A more tenuous clue
about this institution’s relationship with war relates to
the Confraternity of São Jorge, linked to the production
of weapons and “atendimento curativo” [healing
treatment], based in the hospital since its foundation by
King D. João II (Ramos, 2019, p. 164).
With the Iberian Union, Portugal seems to have entered
a new stage, at least with regard to the existence of
documentary records. We learn that the Spanish fleet
commanded by the Marquis of Santa Cruz during the
1580 invasion had a field hospital, as did the two fleets
the same general took to the Azores in 1582 and 1583
(Rivas, 2006, pp. 165-184). The first permanent
installations strictly dedicated to the treatment of
wounded soldiers arose during this period, particularly
fertile in war actions within the territory of European
Portugal. Lisbon was chosen as the site to establish these
structures: as the kingdom’s main port, it naturally
became the location for several hospital installations,
whose size is still to be fully evaluated.
In 1580, there is record of a military hospital in the
castle of São Jorge, administered by the Order of the
Hospitaller Brothers of S. João de Deus (Borges, 2007,
pp. 33-34). In 1587, two hospitals were established to
support the future navy destined to invade England, the
“Vizcainos” and the “Xabonería” (Rivas, 2006, pp. 165-

-184). The Royal Hospital of Angra was installed in the
Azores, a fundamental stopover on Atlantic routes,
using the temporary structures shipped by the Marquis
of Santa Cruz’s fleet in 1583. The building, initially in
the hospital of the Misericordia [house of mercy], was
transferred to the new Military Hospital of Boa Hora,
built between 1591 and 1615 (“Military Hospital of
Nossa Senhora da Boa Nova”, in www.monumentos.pt).
All Saints Royal Hospital would continue to play a
relevant role in the network of specialized care for the
war wounded. In 1605, the king donated a “merçe de 3
mil cruzados para a enfermaria no Hospital Real de
Todos-os-Santos para se recolherem e curarem os
enfermos da Armada do mar oceano” [three thousand
cruzados for the All Saints Royal Hospital ward to
receive and treat the sick from the navy] (Biblioteca da
Ajuda (BA), cod. 51-V-71, f. 74v.1); two years later the
ward was still unfinished, but the royal command was
confirmed by a new diploma (BA, cod. 51-VIII-9,
f. 312). It is interesting to note that this space was
intended for the treatment of soldiers and sailors
(Ramos, 2019, p. 140); in fact, these “trades” intersected
in a common war context, which firearms made even
more abrasive due to the severity of the injuries they
caused (Parker, 2004, p. 142).

Portugal, before 1580
What care was given to the war wounded before the
annexation? The documentation available for this period
is even more scarce, but we can join some scattered
information.
One case that gives us some information is the
expedition of Cristóvão da Gama to Ethiopia (15401543). This expedition was organized from the armada
commanded by his brother Estevão da Gama in 1540
and was intended to “burn” the Muslim vessels anchored
in the Suez. Although obviously the troops included
personnel detached from a substantial squadron, a
military contingent of great effectiveness was organized

with great ease. In fact, these soldiers operated in an
inhospitable region for 2 consecutive years, fulfilling their
goal even after the death of the chief captain. The 400
detached soldiers were accompanied by several
tradesmen, most notably a surgeon (Castanhoso, 1564,
p. 66)3. Contrary to the physician João Bermudes, who
accompanied the embassy of Rodrigo de Lima to the
court of Lebna Dengel (Prester John) in 1520-1521
(Conde de Ficalho, 1898, p. 260), the surgeon of the
1540-1543 expedition was not a “professional of the
liberal arts”, a scholar, who seeks the means for a cure
through a theoretical approach and the observation
of symptoms, but rather a “practical” man whose
intervention was limited to “fazer incisões dos abscessos,
pensos nas feridas, redução das fraturas e até sangrias”
[making incisions in abscesses, bandaging wounds,
mending fractures, and even bloodletting] (Silva, 2015,
p. 1347); that is, traumas akin to war injuries. Castanhoso,
the only survivor that returned to Portugal, wrote a short
description of how soldiers were treated: “Este dia levou
Dom Cristóvão muito trabalho, porque curou todos os
feridos por sua mão, por o cirurgião que com nós ia estar
ferido em a mão direita” [“this day, Dom Cristóvão had
a lot of work healing every wounded, because our
surgeon had been wounded in his right hand]; so, we can
conclude that a major part of the surgeon’s work was to
take care of battle wounds (Castanhoso, 1564, p. 66).
And what other evidence can lead in this direction? We
know the Portuguese military structures, systematically
changed during the reign of D. Sebastião, copied the
Spanish organizational structure. The plan for assistance,
however, seems to be an exception. In fact, the diploma
of this profound restructuring, the “Regimento dos
Capitães-Mores e mais Capitães e Oficiais das
Companhias da gente de cavalo e de pé e da ordem que
terão em se exercitarem” [rules of chief captains and
other company captains and officers of soldiers on horse
and on foot and on the order they will have to exercise],
does not mention any medical care providers, in
particular the “barbers” present in the Spanish “tercios”.
The 1578 expedition to Morocco may provide some

“Sobre a merçe de 3 mil cruzados para a enfermaria no Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos para se recolherem e curarem os enfermos da Armada do mar oceano” [About the 3,000 cruzados
for the ward at the All Saints Royal Hospital to receive and heal the sick of the ocean navy], Valladolid, 1605, outubro 25.
2
“Carta d’El-Rei para o Provedor e Irmãos da Misericórdia de Lisboa sobre se recolherem no Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos os soldados doentes da Armada do mar
Oceano, embora não esteja feita a enfermaria ordenada para esse fim” [Letter from the King to the administrator and brothers of the Lisbon Misericórdia on receiving sick
soldiers from the ocean navy in All Saints Royal Hospital, although the mandated ward for that end is uncompleted], Madrid, 1607, outubro 16.
3
“Este dia levou Dom Cristóvão muito trabalho, porque curou todos os feridos por sua mão, por o cirurgião que com nós ia estar ferido em a mão direita” [This day gave
Dom Cristóvão a lot of work, because he cured all the wounded by his own hand, as the surgeon was wounded in his right hand].
1
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revealing data. The large Spanish military units,
the “tercios”, were introduced in Portugal during
king Sebastião’s reign. Despite the lack of detailed
descriptions of the organization of the Portuguese
“terços” - the Portuguese word for “tercios” -, we know
that a surgeon accompanied the ill-fated army that
fought in Ksar El-Kebir: the Spaniard Alfonso
Rodríguez de Guevara (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 940, f. 308). Guevara treated the battle wounds of
the Spanish ambassador Juán da Silva and returned with
him to Spain (Codoin, 1862, vol. 40, p. 89). He would
later play a significant part as an informer - actually, a spy
- during the succession crisis that took place after the
death of the Portuguese king in Morocco (Skaarup,
2015, pp. 90-94)4. The surgeon Dionisio Daza Chacón
accompanied the squadron of Spanish galleys who
fought in Lepanto (1571) (Rivas, 2006, p. 767), but the
extent of the similarities between the Portuguese and
Spanish realities is unknown. However, this underlines
the role of the surgeon in providing care for the most
seriously wounded, those directly related to the human
(or physical) toll of the battle. More important than the
physician were the surgeons - the “practical” healers who accompanied the armies, both on land and at sea
(Borges, 2006, p. 27). The social visibility of the barbers,
essential to appear in the written records, can be linked
to their pay. In Spain, a doctor was paid 30 escudos, a
chief surgeon 20 and a barber six.
The professional exercise of the healers was regulated
systematically, as seen in the two Manueline Regimentos
for the “físico-mor” [chief physician] and “boticário”
[apothecary] and in this monarch’s reformulation of
Medical studies (Silva, 2015, p. 1344). All Saints Royal
Hospital played a crucial role here, as a place of training,
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namely since the reign of D. João III, with the beginning
of anatomical studies (Ramos, 2019, p. 57). Guevara
arrived in Portugal in 1557 by indication of King Philip
II, to serve as physician to Queen D. Catarina. After a
period in Coimbra, where he was awarded the degree of
doctor, he went on to “do anatomy” at All Saints
Hospital (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 940, f. 221;
222; 232-232v.).
Guevara was close to the court and, apparently, played
an active role in the wedding projects of King
D. Sebastião (Serrão, 1984, p. 203). Possibly he was
the author of the observation on the controversy
surrounding D. Sebastião’s impotence. Still, favoured by
such a high-level recommendation, Guevara served as
regal doctor until the annexation. Thus, the proximity to
the failed Portuguese monarch is the most plausible
reason he integrated the expedition that culminated in
the Battle of Ksar El-Kebir (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 940, f. 308). Taken prisoner, his release in
1579 naturally brought him to the pro-King Philip circle,
which benefited from his vast knowledge of the tensions
in the Portuguese court.

Conclusion
At this point in a preliminary investigation, the only
possible conclusion is that the analysis of the problem
of assistance to the war wounded of 15th century
Portugal is a difficult subject. However, some of the
sources explored here suggest the existence of working
material that might lead to a deeper and more
consequential study, namely on the role of All Saints
Hospital in a military context.

Guevara probably took part in the court intrigue during king Sebastian’s reign, namely in the rumours of the king’s inability to provide an heir.
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The direct, that is, explicit documentation concerning the
relationship between foreigners - as individuals or
communities of individuals of the same nationality - and
the institution named All Saints Royal Hospital is scarce.
Therefore, the fundamental basis in terms of sources to
advance such a field of study lies in the normative
dimension. Indeed, it is based on legislation, more
specifically the Regimento do Hospital de Todos os Santos de
Lisboa [rules of procedure of All Saints Hospital in
Lisbon], that we can advance hypotheses about the actual
contours of this relationship. This does not mean,
however, that we should confine ourselves to legislative
resources. We must, as far as possible, draw upon the real
and concrete, giving voice to other testimonies.

All Saints Royal Hospital and its Regimento
If in the 16th and 17th centuries Lisbon was
continuously receiving people from other places - who
joined the wide community of its residents, a growing
community at least since the 13th century - then it is

self-evident and natural that the human element
forming this demographic condition had contact with the
grand hospital in some way and at some point: either as
health care providers, therefore staff, or as recipients
of that institution’s services, that is, the disadvantaged
- the poor and/or sick - in need of urgent care. After
all, one should remember that All Saints Hospital
treated not only needy patients, but also sheltered and
helped the poor, corresponding in essence to a premodern phase of hospital existence1. Therefore, it
constituted a model hospital institution as a centre for
social assistance and medical innovation in Portugal and
early modern Europe.
Construction of All Saints Hospital began on 15 May
1492, a moment Garcia de Resende underlined in his
Crónica de D. João II and Miscelânea, the culmination of a
process that had long been thought and prepared and
that would be concluded in 1504. Together with its
heritage, 31 hospitals in Lisbon were incorporated into
the so-called Hospital Grande de Todos-os-Santos [All Saints
Grand Hospital]. Among these, with different locations

The modernity only arrived in the second half of the 19th century, when due to the introduction of a set of new medical techniques and practices, such as anaesthesia,
the institution became effective from the therapeutic point of view (Ramos, 1993, pp. 333-350).

1
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throughout the city, were mainly hospitals for trades or
professions (Leme, 2016, pp. 393-437).
This revolutionary institution’s innovation was bringing
together, in one space and one operation, two essential
dimensions: on the one hand, the spiritual dimension
provided by the church, that is, charity and love for one’s
neighbour; and, on the other, the dimension of public
good guaranteed by secular power. In this context of
religion and, at the same time, assistance as a public
service, it is unsurprising to find foreigners, as either
recipients of the service or as health care staff. In
particular, because care for the poor, sick, travellers,
outcasts, newcomers, that is all those in need, from then
on with a perspective far beyond religious motivation to give shelter and support those in need,
institutionalising care within a religious spirit, but as a
public service and practice - was part of the same
dynamic instituting the Misericórdias [Houses of Mercy]
(1498). The foreign element, so important in the
Kingdom, both in the homeland and overseas, could not
be left out, especially because of the added technical
value, in this case of health professionals.
The coeval society was extraordinarily mobile, especially
in the urban world and particularly in a city like Lisbon.
Given the configuration of this remarkable city’s border,
between the Old and New World, people were always
arriving. On the other hand, life in a population centre
of this nature and size is full of unforeseen and
unfortunate events, offering numerous possibilities, but
also taking them away, generating a whole gallery of
potential victims, in particular foreigners for whom the
unknown, insecurity, disease, abandonment, the
misfortunes typical of the urban world were always a
threatening reality (Macedo, 1996, pp. 9-16).
When, in 1504, in the context of its foundation, King
D. Manuel I decided to establish rules of procedure for
All Saints Royal Hospital, he quite clearly expressed the
Crown’s purpose (initiated with his cousin, D. João II)
to organize assistance in Portugal through the
unification and consolidation of the hospital network
in one location and larger unit, with the consequent
reduction in the previous number of small institutions.
In this effort, the care of the foreign peoples present in
the city, on a permanent or transitional basis,
is clearly stated: “Sopricou ao Samto Padre
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que porquamto elle tynha hordenado de em

esta cidade por ser a primcipal destes regnos e de
gramde povo e maneo dos homens asy naturaaes como
estramgeiros fazer huum Estprital sollene lhe dese
autoridade pera que ao Estprital que asy queria fazer se
ajumtasem todos os outros estpritaes que nella ouvese
e asy todas suas remdas porque ally jumtos e suas rendas
recolhydas allem das ajudas e esmolas que elle de sua
fazemda fezese.” [Beseeched the Holy Priest that, as he
had ordered, the city, as the main city of these kingdoms
with many people and workforce of men, natives and
foreigners, build a solemn Hospital, give him the
authority so the Hospital he thus wanted built may unite
all other hospitals in the city, as well as all their rents,
thus gathered and collected in addition to aid and alms
it may receive] (Regimento do Hospital de Todos os Santos,
2004, p. 76).
Paradigmatic of royal actions regarding health care in
Portugal, the Regimento do Hospital de Todos os Santos is an
essential tool to study the relationship between
foreigners and this institution, to the extent that it
“documenta a polivalência do novo hospital face à
diversidade de pessoas pobres existentes na época”
[documents the new hospital’s versatility, given the
diversity of poor people existing at that time] (Sá et Paiva,
2004, p. 10) and confirms a coeval trend of separating
the areas for the sickly poor from the shelters for people
passing through, among which the foreigner gained
particular emphasis. In contrast, during the Middle Ages
the tendency was to welcome poor patients and pilgrims
in the same areas (Sá, 1996, pp. 87-103).
In addition, a passage from the same rules regarding the
obligations of the hospital chaplains, specifically holding
mass and offering the sacraments, clearly indicates a lack
of a distinction between natives and foreigners in their
access to hospital services: “Item allem das dictas mysas
que asy sam hobrigados dezer em cada huum dia como
dito he sam obrigados de menystrar a todos os pobres
emfermos sãaos e doemtes que no dito Estprital ouver
todos sacramemtos a saber comfysões umções
comunhões e todas e quaesquer outras cousas (…).”
[In addition to the mentioned masses they are obliged to
say each day, they are obliged to provide all the poor
patients, healthy and sick, there be in said Hospital with
all the sacraments, in particular confession, unction,
communion and all and whatever other things] (Regimento
do Hospital de Todos os Santos, 2004, pp. 79-80).

The same applies to the provedor’s [ombudsman]
obligations, as well as nurses, physicians, surgeons, and
pharmacists, indeed the institution’s backbone (Ibidem,
p. 86).
A major figure in the hospital administration, and despite
not directly stated, the provedor must always ensure that
this equality be maintained, even in secondary services,
such as, among others, the kitchen, the pantry, the dining
hall and the cleaning activities (Ibidem).
Lastly, to establish the geographic limits along which the
sick should be considered apt for hospital admission, as
well as other conditions, the rules are clear about natives
of the realm and foreign elements being at the same
level: “Comvem a saber pesoa que adoecesse demtro em
esta cidade ou que adoecese ate dez legoas della nam
semdo porem natural do luguar em que asy adoecese e
semdo pesoa pobre e que manyfestamemte seja sabido
e conhecydo que nam them remedyo pera se poder
curar nem remedyar em outra parte estes desta
callidade [f. 102] sejam recebidos e nam outros allguuns
e quer sejam naturaes quer estramgeiros nam semdo
suas doemças e imfermidades imcuravees e sem
remedyo porque os imcuravees nam se receberam no
dito Estprital. Item as pesoas desta callidade acima
decrarado que vierem doemtes do mar posto que de
mais lomje adoecesem que das ditas x legoas como
conhecydamemte for sabydo que nam tem quem os
remedye nem elles teverem pera yso fazemda
mamdamos que sejam recebidos no dito Estprital e nelle
curados e remediados nam semdo suas ymfmnydades e
doemças ymcuraves como dito he. E mandamos ao dito
procurador que estes destas callidades mamde receber
no dito Estprital e nam outros allguuns e elle será muyto
avysado de saber e fazer toda a delligemcia por que se
sayba se os taes tem as callidades que dito he pera
deverem ser recebidos por tal que nyso nam recebam
emgano.” [Any person falling sick withing this city or
up to ten leagues, but not native to the place where they
fell ill and being a poor person that demonstrably is
known to have no aid to cure or remedy themselves in
another place, those in this condition will be received
and not others, be they natives or foreigners, if their
diseases or infirmities are not uncurable and beyond
remedy, because said Hospital does not receive the
uncurable. Also, people in the conditions declared above
who came sick from overseas, as they came sick further
afar that the 10 leagues, if it be known they have none

to care for them nor can they afford care, we order they
be received in said Hospital and there cured and
remedied, unless their infirmities and diseases be
uncurable as mentioned. And we order the said
ombudsman receive in said Hospital those of this
quality and not others, and he shall be warned to know
and take all measures if said persons have the qualities
mentioned to be received, so none are received by
mistake.] (Ibidem, p. 88)

The sick foreigners
In 1422, Lisbon had 60 000 inhabitants. At the end of
the first quarter of 16th century (1528), there were 85
thousand. That number grew to 100 000 in the mid-16th
century (1551), of which 7 000 would be foreigners,
either residents or passing through (Ferreira, 1990). This
figure is relevant and inseparable from the operation of
the largest and most advanced hospital in the city, an
unprecedented institution in the whole kingdom in the
field of health care.
Note that the All Saints Hospital’s rules of procedure
clearly indicate a need to ascertain patient identification
(including possible nicknames), country of birth and
parentage. There is clearly a concern with registering the
beneficiaries of assistance. However, this aspect never
materialized in any form of segregation, or separation,
between natives and foreigners: “mamdamos que o
capellam que tever a cura e carreguo primcipal da igreja
tenha cuydado de fazer e faça huum livro no qual asemte
todollos emfermos e pesoas que no dito Estprital
emtrarem e dia e mes e era em que emtrarem em elle
forem recebidos pera com elles se fazer caridade e obra
piadosa e no asemto de cada huum decrara per nome o
tal emfermo e de honde he natural e se he casado ou
sollteyro e como ha nome seu pay e may e que allcunhas
them e homde o dito seu pay e may sam moradores.”
[We order the priest holding the church’s main office to
record all those patients and people who enter in the
Hospital and the day and month and year they are
admitted, for them to receive charity and pious work and
in the record of each one declare the name of the
patient, the place of birth and if married or single and
the names of father and mother and any nicknames and
where father and mother reside.] (Regimento do
Hospital de Todos os Santos, 2004, pp. 81-82).
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This is, in fact, a cornerstone regarding the association
and presence of foreigners in the Hospital, whether as
patients or as health professionals. No distinction is
made between natives to the realm and the human
element from abroad. The only condition, of course, is
that they be Catholic Christians. The origin itself is
therefore not considered.
Another key aspect is the religious identification of the
patient. As Luís Oliveira Ramos points out, “when you
look at the hospital complex as a whole, the space the
temple occupies within the whole hospital is impressive.
This is due to the fact that the church had a primary
function in supporting and qualifying patients. The
hospital was to serve Christ through the poor who
represented him and whose prayers were stronger than
those of ordinary mortals. So not only were the sick
wards connected with the church, but all together they
formed a cross. In other words, the hospital had the
layout of a religious building” (Ramos, 1993, p. 338)
In effect, the hospital should be a material expression of
Christianity’s essence. This was a central aim in its
creation (together, as aforementioned, with its public
purpose). For this reason, the spiritual component played
a fundamental role in therapy. The exemplary realization
of this fact lies in the main altar occupying the centre of
the cross, and thus being visible from any of the four
arms occupied by the church nave and main wards (Silva
et Leite, 2015, pp. 49-52). Before healing the body, you
had to heal the soul.
This situation implied that the religious belief of the
beneficiary of the hospital service was decisive to grant
access to the same. In this period, religious minorities
(Jews and Moors) are supposed to no longer have
demographic expression either in the Kingdom or in
its main city. Protestant Christians, in turn, would have
to adhere to the Catholic faith in order to benefit from
hospital services. On this point, one question arises:
how was it possible, in practice, to identify the nonCatholic, in particular the Protestant? Naturally,
through confession. Indeed, even before entering the
hospital, those applying to benefit from hospital
services had to confess.

On the other hand, one of the first duties of the
physician before starting any treatment was knowing
whether the patient had already confessed. In addition,
after hospitalization, the sick should listen to the
obligatory masses and receive sacraments from the
chaplains (Regimento do Hospital de Todos os Santos, 2004,
pp. 79-80).
Note that in the 18th century, shortly after the great
Earthquake of 1755, the so-called Livros das
Enfermarias [Books of the Wards], particularly the subseries “Enfermarias no Rossio e nas Portas de Santo
Antão” (1755-1757), contained the record of the sick,
men and/or women, admitted to the hospital wards,
identifying the name, marital status, parentage
(when patient was not married), the parish and
diocese/archdiocese of origin, occupation, clothing
worn upon admission, date of entry and exit or death.
As a general rule, at the end of these records, there was
an index with the patient’s name that could contain
information such as colour, nationality, legal status,
whether a minor, whether a foundling and also whether
deaf, stuttering, blind, demented, among other things.
In summary, the foundation of All Saints Royal Hospital
in Lisbon sought to answer the ever more pressing needs
of a city in continuous growth and that, in this period,
unequivocally assumed its transnational and even
intercontinental dimension and influence. All as a result
of the proto-globalization process initiated with the
maritime navigations and discoveries that began at the

In fact, in 1485 (the request for Lisbon was made in 1479), Pope Sixtus IV granted King D. João II the papal bull Ex debito sollicitudinis officio pastoralis and with it the authorization, not only for Lisbon but for all the cities of the kingdom, to integrate into a single central hospital all the small hospitals that existed in each urban nucleus,
together with their income and properties (Ramos, 1993, pp. 333-350).
2
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On this point, we refer to the Royal Hospital of
Coimbra, which presents a similar historical context and
was established adhering to the same objectives that
guided the creation of All Saints Hospital in Lisbon2, and
therefore, in diverse aspects, namely the confession of
the sick, what was valid for one was also valid for the
other: “(…) em nosso regimento feito havemos por bem
que os que houverem de ser recebidos nesse Hospital
Novo se confessem e communguem primeiro antes de
serem recebidos (…).” [our rules of procedure state that
those who are to be received in this new hospital need
confess and celebrate communion before being received]
(Regimento do Hospital Real de Coimbra, 2004, p. 131)

dawn of the 15th century. An increasingly populous city
with a diverse human landscape, which permanently felt
the need for a welfare institution capable of overcoming
the shortcomings of the spatially dispersed care provided
until then, such as serving all the needy natives and
foreigners (if Catholic Christians). The latter, for
example, when they stopped in the great city for business
and for some reason fell ill there or even when they
returned sick from a tour at sea that had led them to
Lisbon. According to the thinking at the time and
particularly the spirit of the monarch who was fully
conscious of the growth of the kingdom’s capital, all of
them should receive shelter and remedy for their most
urgent needs. Regarding All Saints Royal Hospital, as
noted in 1551 by Cristóvão Rodrigues de Oliveira
(Oliveira, 1987), incurable patients were excluded and
had another hospital destination.

Foreign health officers
Throughout the long process of the medieval dusk, the
Portuguese Crown unequivocally demonstrated an
increasing interest in the need to reform the different
areas related to health, especially hospitals and healing
professions (Mendonça, 2004, pp. 221-242).
Firstly, in 1461, King D. Afonso V separated the job of
physician and apothecary, prohibiting apothecaries from
practising medicine and surgery, and physicians and
surgeons from selling medication. King D. João II, in
1476, when still Prince Regent, issued a decree to
strengthen control over the profession of physician,
arresting all those who did not hold a license (note that
in this respect he confirmed an order by his father). In
fact, the legislation in general encouraged the people of
the kingdom themselves to denounce unregulated
professionals, seeking to impose order upon the various
associated activities and, consequently, ensure greater
health safety.
Later, in 1515, already with King D. Manuel and within
the framework of the innovative All Saints Royal
Hospital, the first Regimento do Físico-mor [rules for the
physician general] arose to regulate the provisions of the
previous permits and confirm the strengthening of the

3

health authorities. This document establishes that, except
for physicians with a diploma from “Estudos de Lisboa”
[Studies of Lisbon, or ancient University of Lisbon], all
candidates wanting to perform the arte da física [the art
of physical care, medicine], native or foreign, should be
evaluated by the physician general, together with other
doctors of the Court. The examination had two
components: one theoretical and the other practical, but
the latter could be replaced by written testimony
guaranteeing that the candidate had two years of
experience in the company of approved physicians.
On the other hand, candidates had to undergo an inperson assessment to ascertain their professional ability.
This evaluation would take place during three or four
medical visits organised by the physician general (Ibidem).
Several previous royal rules were thus confirmed. From
then on, the practice of the arts of medicine and surgery
was not possible without prior examination by
competent physicians and surgeons. The evaluation
became mandatory for all, whether or not born in the
kingdom, except for those who were graduates of
“Estudos de Lisboa”.
If we also consider the Regimento do Hospital de Todos os
Santos, promulgated by the same monarch in 15043, we
can easily see the decisive role this King played in
reforming coeval healthcare in Portugal. Clear and
noteworthy is that the core of all this process lies in the
foundation and subsequent full functioning of said
hospital, the stage where all these innovations took shape
and became practice, the physical horizon where the
legislative plan and the will of its creator and director
became reality.
The reform was planned under King D. Duarte and
above all King D. Afonso V. Later, King D. João II set
off the process and King D. Manuel implemented the
plans in several areas. Among other dimensions, the said
Regimento [rules] regulated, rigorously defined, and
delimited, the functions of those who have underook
curative practices (physician, surgeon, and pharmacist).
Note that throughout this process, which involves several
monarchs, culminating with the legislative action of D.
Manuel and the full operation of the All Saints Hospital,
no borders and consequent limits were established to the

Note that, until further conclusions are reached, there remains a controversy about the possibility of an earlier date: 1501.
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action of foreign health officers. Across the full spectrum
of practicing the arts of healthcare, there were no
differences between natives to the realm and those
professionals born beyond the borders.
This is the theoretical component of the issue, which
relates to its normative dimension. Regarding the real,
the concrete, we do not have direct data allowing us to
evaluate the exact weight of foreign elements
constituting the body of health officers at All Saints
Hospital, be they physicians, surgeons, or pharmacists.
The same applies to the duties of nurse and bleeder.
Adelaide Brochado in her documentary4 survey, which
covers the entire operational existence of the institution
(with registered activity from 1504, when it was
inaugurated, until the end of its operation in 1775), does
not present any figures regarding the presence of
foreigners among those who had an active role in the
provision of healthcare in the city of Lisbon. This does
not, however, invalidate the aforementioned, that is, the
presence of foreigners in the hospital’s medical staff.
Moreover, the cartas de ofícios [letters of office] prior to
the rules of 1504 and 1515, which contained Royal
determinations from D. Afonso IV to D. João II, are very
clear about the problems of those who asked to exercise
the practice of healing: among males, together with the
Jews, foreigners represented a very significant percentage
of candidates, especially those of Castilian, Genoese and
French origin (Mendonça, 2004, pp. 221-242). The same
is true, for example, as shown in the Livro de Registo da
Chancelaria da Cidade [Register of the Chancellery of the
City], regarding the examination letters in Lisbon already
after the foundation of the hospital.
When analysing the relationship of foreigners with the
hospital, another approach lies in the topic of anatomical
studies. In fact, the thesis Vesalio defended in his 1543
work De fabrica corporis humani, that doctors should
perform autopsies, which pointed towards a clear
convergence between medical and surgical knowledge,
crossed Europe and was readily echoed in various medical
faculties, which henceforth invested in renewing medical
and anatomical studies (Abreu, 2010, pp. 97-122).

Transferred from Coimbra to Lisbon, in 1561, and
eventually appointed King’s physician and, in 1565,
hospital physician, Afonso Rodrigues de Guevara
proved himself a key figure in the renewal of All Saints
Hospital in the second half of the 16th century and,
specifically, in the structure of the Escola de Cirurgia
[School of Surgery].
Thus, the foreign presence in the Royal Hospital of
Lisbon occurred through another path: beginning the
practical teaching of anatomy in the hospital. This is
certainly an indirect relationship, more in terms of
influence, between foreigners and the hospital, but full
of validity, moreover because it shows that in this field
Portugal was open to the winds of innovation and
progress blowing from the rest of Europe.

The selected corpus of documents includes predominantly of rules of procedure, consultations, decrees, permits, Royal provisions, petitions, records, letters patent,
property titles of offices, letters of office and office examination letters. A significant part of the typologies contains royal determinations for the performance of official
functions with recognized contribution in the area of health (Brochado, 2019, pp. 149-213)
2
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As part of this framework, in 1556, King D. João III
invited Afonso Rodrigues de Guevara, who had
introduced anatomical studies in neighbouring Spain, to
lecture anatomy at the University of Coimbra. The
invitation was accepted, and the renowned specialist
became responsible for opening the surgical chair in this
academic institution, which occurred the following year.
Naturally, this figure’s presence in Portugal, as well as
other foreign specialists in this same area, especially
Castilian ones - namely, Henrique de Cuellar and Rodrigo
Reinoso - inaugurated a period of great innovation in
the teaching of Medicine in Portugal. An epoch marked
by an important overlap between anatomical practice and
bookish learning, that is, experience gained ground over
theory, which until then was almost exclusive. A state of
affairs confirmed in a charter by King D. Sebastião, in
26 July 1559, that required the study of curing by surgery
and anatomy should last two full years in All Saints
Hospital. The rules of procedure of D. Manuel, which
already “previa que um dos cirurgiões do hospital lesse
diariamente aos seus aprendizes uma lição de cirurgia, da
obra do médico francês do século XIV, Guy de Chauliac,
Chirurgia Magna Guidonis” [foresaw that one of the
hospital’s surgeons would daily read to his apprentices a
lesson in surgery, from the work of the French 14th
century doctor, Guy de Chauliac, [Chirurgia Magna
Guidonis”] (Abreu, 2010, p.102), thus gained a new
scope in medical practice.

Final notes
Undeniable caput regni, during the long reign of D. João
I (1385-1433), Lisbon gradually became a cosmopolitan
and international city. Full of vivacity, colour and
economic activity, its daily life reflects an increasingly
outward-looking Kingdom, especially through the
Atlantic routes. Standing out among the dynamic city’s
rich human framework are foreigners and the
communities in which they are inserted. In addition to
contributing to productivity and the city’s
aggrandizement in the most varied fields, its mere
existence mirrors a remarkable intercultural exercise as
a distinctive mark of Early Modern Lisbon.
Heterogeneous and distinctly identity-driven, these
foreign colonies are defined, firstly, in contrast with the
Portuguese Other and, secondly, regarding other groups
of foreigners. But unquestionably, at the turn of the 15th
to 16th century, and from then on, they are increasingly
rooted within the city’s human fabric.
Therefore, one cannot think of Lisbon and its daily life
at the turn of the Middle Ages to Early Modernity,
without taking into account the presence of the “muitas
e desvairadas gentes” [many different people] (Lopez,
1975, p. 7) referred to by Fernão Lopes, in the prologue
to the Crónica de D. Fernando [Chronicle of D. Fernando].
This human element from abroad, which quickly
constituted strongly identity-driven communities, was
part of the city and participated in the development of
its identity, breathing at its same pace, participating in its
celebrations and contributing in an important way to its
enhancement and internationalization. This premise is

necessarily extended to All Saints Hospital, Portugal’s
major emblem of health in this transitional period.
The instituted power’s attitude of openness and
tolerance towards foreigners in terms of this health care
institution - as is the case in other fields, especially
commerce - makes them a precious instrument in the
service of the sovereignty of the city and kingdom. In
this sense, one can speak of an exploitation of the foreigner:
instituted power’s attitude is quite benevolent when the
foreigner meets the city’s interests (and, ultimately, the
kingdom’s), either by bringing a particular skill or
representing an unexpected financial gain.
Regarding the hospital, there was in fact no negative or
segregationist alterity towards those who came from
abroad, either in the practice of the art of healing or as
beneficiaries of hospital services. The legislative
documentation, which lays down the rules of the game, is
clear in relation to this aspect of community and
everyday life in Lisbon. Of course, pertinent questions
always arise, for instance, the possible barriers raised
between health officers and patients due to the language
differences (which would not be rare, since certainly
those involved would not always know Portuguese).
After all, at the time, a nation was specially a language.
And if, as we know from the courts, there were
complaints from Lisbon natives about foreigners in
general, particularly in relation to commercial practices,
the truth is that royal power could not but support the
latter’s integration, and their almost always highly skilled
labour, into the human framework of Lisbon and in
particular in the field of healthcare.

This work is funded by national funds through the FCT Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, I.P., under
the Norma Transitória - DL 57/2016/CP1453/CT0015.
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EXPERIENCES AND DAILY LIFE
_Inhabiting the Royal Hospital

INDEX

_THE SLAVES IN THE ROYAL HOSPITAL
Jorge Fonseca
CHAM, FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon

Slaves were among the workers at the Royal Hospital and
many of them also received health care from that great
welfare institution.
In a society like that of Early Modern Portugal - where
human beings deprived of freedom, while not the basis
and motor of the economy, had an important role as a
labour force complementing that of free workers
(particularly in the most heavy, dirty, and unhealthy
jobs) -, many members of the wealthiest sectors of
society and almost all institutions (state, ecclesiastical or
others) relied on the efforts of slaves to pursue their
goals and interests. Most Royal departments,
counties or monasteries included slaves among their
permanent or temporary workforce. Likewise, the
large majority of families of the nobility, business
bourgeoisie, prosperous artisans or even farmers owned
slaves or rented them when necessary. The same
occurred with All Saints Hospital.
The rules of procedure that King D. Manuel I
established for the Hospital determined there be
“quatro escravos do dito esprital para varrerem e para
qualquer outro serviço que nele se haja de fazer e que
lhe for mandado que façam” [four slaves of said

hospital to sweep and for any other service that need be
done or they are ordered to do]. In addition, “duas
escravas que sejam dele para ajudarem a lavandeira a
lavar a roupa” [two female slaves to help the laundress
wash the clothes] (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro
938, f. 90). In addition to sweeping the facilities, the
latter were also to clean the “camareiros” [chamberpots] where the sick excreted and, once a week in the
winter and twice a week in summer, wash the Hospital
toilets so they are “limpas e fora de mau cheiro” [clean
and free from bad odours] (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 938, fs. 118-118v.). Under supervision of
hospital staff, they were to also change the patient beds
once a month, turning them over and airing them
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 938, f. 124v.).
The male and female slaves ate in the institution’s dining
hall. The meals were served to all users, according
to the rules of procedure, and included lunch and
dinner. On average, these included the following main
components and respective amounts per person: three
alqueires [bushels] and a half of grain per month, one arrátel
[pound] of meat and fish a day, and three
quartilhos [pints] of wine (ANTT, Hospital de
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São José, Livro 938, f. 105). The administrator

was to send them clothes and shoes, from time to time,
when he saw they were necessary (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 938, f. 90). Their clothing should be like that
of other workers, in blue cloth, with an S on the breast to
identify they were from the spirital [hospital] (ANTT,
Hospital de São José, Livro. 938, f. 104v.).
In the mid-century, there is mention of two additional
female slaves to help in the kitchen. In 1564, they
received daily food worth 10 reais and, when necessary,
shoes (Ramos, 2019, pp. 322-323). Very likely additional
slaves were used, when deemed necessary.
The slave labour came mainly from the privileges that
King D. Manuel I granted the Hospital, in 1506,
to receive a male or female slave, “a melhor peça que em
cada navio vie(sse)” [the best piece brought by each
boat], from each slave ship destined for the crown that
arrived from Guinea (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro
940, f. 18; Mercês e Privilégios, mç. 273, doc. 5), but also
from bequests to the Hospital from people who died in
the empire’s lands, such as the island of Santiago in Cabo
Verde. These bequests also included land, cattle, and
money (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro. 940, f. 96).
In some cases, if the slaves could be sold to the Antilles
with advantage to the beneficiary, the administrator
would so order (ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro. 940,
f. 153). Furthermore, the mulatto children of lançados
(Portuguese in Africa who ran away from territories
dominated by the Portuguese crown or from their ships
and went to live and trade with the natives) became slaves
and property of the Hospital. However, if the Hospital
wanted to be “usar caridade por serem filhos de cristãos”
[charitable because they are children of Christians], they
could be freed following payment of five gold cruzados
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro. 940, f. 157). Since
at least 1524, the Hospital had an administrator to gather
all its assets that were collected in Guinea and Sierra
Leone (Torrão, 2001, pp. 251-252).
The value of these slaves for the Hospital was
irrefutable, for it would dispute possession of slaves
whose condition was questionable. This occurred in
1514 with Beatriz, a black women and former slave of
Esteve Eanes, deceased in Guinea. Her master, she
alleged, had freed her, but the Hospital claimed her
possession. Given the freed woman’s
complaint, the King decided the administrator
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should not claim her (ANTT, Hospital de São

José, Livro 940, f. 63v.). On certain occasions, the
Hospital had more slaves that it needed. In this case, the
solution was to sell them, as did other owners. This
occurred with Manuel António, who in 1757 was sold
“para o Grão-Pará e Maranhão” [to Grão-Pará and
Maranhão, two regions in Brazil] for 178 333 reais
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 744, f. 261).
On the other hand, the Royal Hospital provided housing
and health care to slaves, naturally paid by their masters.
In 1528, a slave belonging to King D. João III was sent
to the Hospital to be cured. He was destined for the
Royal works, but wasn’t accepted by the architect and
master builder, Diogo de Castilho, because he was
“muito mal disposto, assim de asma como dos lombos”
[very ill, from asthma as well as his loins], according to
the diagnosis of two court physicians (ANTT, Corpo
Cronológico, parte I, mç. 41, doc. 76). Common people
also sent their slaves for hospitalization, sometimes to
recover their health, which was in the interest of the
owners, but other times simply for them to die outside
the home, so the owners wouldn’t have to be concerned
with providing assistance during their last days of life.
The Hospital’s expense records from 1757 and 1758
(ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro 744, fs. 258-277)
(after the Great Earthquake and with the sick temporarily
housed in locations outside the ruined building), include
the revenue from hospitalising 35 slaves. Their stay lasted
on average 13 days and half, with a maximum of 72 days
and a half and a minimum of half a day. Of these 35,
17 left cured and 18 died. The latter’s hospitalisation time
was shorter than for cured patients: 7 to 16 and 19 to 81
days, respectively. This suggests that some masters were
concerned their slaves remain hospitalised for the time
necessary for their cure, while others took them to the
Hospital when there was little that could be done to save
them. The average cost paid for hospitalization was 300
reais and, for those who died, the cost of their shroud
was 960 reais. These amounts were equal to those of
other in-patients, that is, those who were free.
The references to the slave owners, for the most part, do
not offer insight into their profession or social condition.
This was only possible in six cases, suggesting a captain,
two lieutenants, two priests and a doctor. In previous
years, from 1751 to 1752 (ANTT, Hospital de São José,
Livro 744, f. 257 onward), the daily cost had been 200
reais and the shroud likewise 960 reais.

Medieval hospitals provided health care, but also
accommodated anyone needing a bed, warmth during
winter, or food, in addition to spiritual support. Together
with the sick, the target-audience included the poor,
pilgrims, and wayfarers (Mollat, 1979, pp. 178-181; 184;
338-339; 344). The Royal Hospital, created by King
D. João II, in part followed this tradition, which was
maintained until early modernity. A proof of this
practice, although on a wider scale, was how the
monarch gave many people the right to receive food in
the Hospital, as a way of rewarding services to the crown
or answering their needs.
One example, among many, was the sailor Bastião de
Oeiras, who had served in India and, as a result, been
crippled. In 1506, King D. Manuel I ordered he be
provided food, “jantar e ceia, assi como a cada um dos

outros oficiais e servidores do dito esprital” [dinner and
supper, as for each other officer and servant of said
hospital]. The same should be given to “a um moço
índio, seu escravo” [an indian boy, his slave], who he
brought with him and served (ANTT, Hospital de São
José, Livro 940, f. 21). This order, probably an example
among others, reveals another mode slaves were included
in All Saints Hospital, in addition to serving the
institution and being treated because they were sick. This
slave, because he belonged to a Hospital worker, surely
went to the Hospital canteen for some time and
benefited from the food aid. In a society like that of
Early Modern Portugal, where slaves were omnipresent,
intervening in multiple economic activities, at the service
of masters from diverse social conditions, their
appearance in any situation, however unusual it may
seem to us, is confirmation of that same reality.
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Royal charters bestowing the Hospital a male or female
slave from every ship coming from Guinea
Hospital de São José, cx. 273, mç. 1, n.º 3A
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“...aqui não há pobres no hospital porque como são
recebidos os doentes são ricos porque lhe[s]
fazem como a ricos em seu comer e cura quanto é
possível fazer-se...” [...] There are no poor here in the
hospital; because of how they are received, patients are
rich, as they are treated as the rich in their food
and treatment as much as possible...]
Pedro de Lemos1
This was the rhetoric style used by of one of All Saints
Hospital’s first provedor [purveyor] to characterize
treatment of its patients. However, this was not far from
the intentions of the founding kings: provide the poor those who could not call a physician or surgeon to their
home - with a space of healing marked by the abundance
of food, the quality and hygiene of its facilities, the
availability of medical treatment, and the spiritual
comfort of holy mass and sacraments.
The hospital was a royal project since its inception. We
mention just a few common statements regarding its

1
2

history: its construction was started by King D. João II,
who died in 1495 before the hospital walls had been
erected. His successor, D. Manuel I, would continue its
construction, and the hospital became operational around
1501-1502, always with administrators appointed directly
by the king, until 1530 when João III (1521-1557)
entrusted the hospital to the priests of St. John
Evangelist, under whose management it would remain
until 1564. In that year the new king, D. Sebastião,
transferred the administration of the hospital to the
Misericórdia of Lisbon, motivating the elaboration of an
inventory of all the hospital’s assets, both consumables
and goods that can might be considered as fixed capital:
bed linen, furniture, kitchen, and garden utensils, etc.
(Pinto, 2011)2.
We must start by stressing the building’s primordial
materiality: its monumentality. The hospital occupied a
surface of considerable size, which a 1696 survey
described as having a main façade of about 109
meters leading to the square, 69.5 meters on the south

ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, parte I, mç. 8, doc. 24 - “Apontamentos que fez Pedro de Lemos sobre o Hospital Real de Todos os Santos”, Lisbon, 21 July 1509.
We thank Pedro Pinto for providing the All Saints Hospital’s 1564 inventory (Pinto, 2011) in text form.
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side, 86 in the rear, and 133.9 meters adjoining the
S. Domingos convent (Leite, 1993, p. 7).
Not all the area was built upon, as there were four
cloisters, each with its own well, and a garden in the back
with tanks to wash clothes. The building was filled
with people, patients and service staff, its number
growing during the early modern period. The hospital’s
architectural and human scale was perhaps comparable
with the neighbouring Paço da Ribeira, the main palace
of the royal court (Senos, 2002): courtiers in the palace,
the poor in the hospital - if we exclude its senior
administration officers, who were recruited among the
pessoas principais [principal persons], to adopt the
expression of Francisco de Monzón (1544, f. 190v).
Before King D. João II planned its construction, Italy
and also Flanders were already providing examples of
large structures to treat the sick, with their specific
architecture, inspired by the palaces of the urban elite,
but distinct due to their function of assisting the bodies
and souls of the poor. The Milan hospital (Filarete, 14601464) and the Ospedale degli Innocenti in Florence
(Brunelleschi, 1419-1427, opened in 1445) were at the
vanguard of hospital architecture of the time, and All
Saints Hospital did not lag far behind. Spanish examples,
such as Santa Cruz de Toledo, Granada, Seville, Santiago
de Compostela, among others, would be constructed
later (Moreira, 1993, p. 24). These hospitals were
entirely new constructions, with a unified plan:
they were erudite buildings, sometimes created by
artists consecrated by posterity. They had coherent
construction programs, without the addition of new
modules, which characterized so many medieval
hospitals, giving them the disorganized aspect of a set
of disparate volumes, merging different scales, phases
of construction and functional purposes. They were very
different from the medieval, vernacular, accretionary
buildings, expanded to suit changing needs. The Caldas
hospital, the second largest in the kingdom after All
Saints, although from the modern era, offers a good
example, with its blend of volumes (Matias, c. 1915). Like
the great and most famous preceding hospitals - mostly
Italian - political purposes presided over the architectural
coherence of the hospital in Lisbon. From its inception,
it was a royal hospital, and as such mentioned in all the
chronicles of the kings of Portugal and other
texts. One design, one power, or at least that
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wish, because harmonious buildings dignify

the political community. Construction began in 1492,
and the hospital was at the centre of King D João II’s
concerns, as he recommended its conclusion to his
successor in his last will. On 15 May, when the first stone
was laid, the king was present and threw many gold coins
onto its foundations (Resende, 1973, p. 209).
Nevertheless, its construction was slow, and Flemish
pilgrim Jan Taccoen van Zillebeke noted during his stay
in Lisbon in 1514: “There is a magnificent hospital and
[people] are working hard in its construction” (Fonseca,
Stols et Manhaeghe, 2014, p. 128). The hospital would be
praised over the following two centuries, as it occupied
a prominent place in the textual and visual descriptions
of the city.
There was an experimental character to the hospital, for
it served as the headquarters for the reform of chapels,
hospitals, shelters, and monasteries (Rosa, 1998). In
addition, it treated syphilis since its inception; the
practice of curing this disease, hitherto unknown in
Europe, would give rise to one of the first medical
treaties on the “French disease”, written by the physicist
Ruy Díaz de Isla, largely based upon his experience of
many years working in the hospital (Arrizabalaga, 2013).
The Portuguese kings, mostly D. Manuel I (who reigned
from 1495 to 1521), regarded their royal hospital as the
first in the kingdom. In addition to issuing laws in its
favour, the building was considered a city emblem from
the beginning, and kings provided a vast heritage to
support its expenses, by constantly donating resources
to the hospital. It received a diverse array of gifts, from
old objects from the royal palace, to other brand new
items. The hospital equipment included African and
Asian textiles, although the most frequently used fabrics
in the hospital were of European provenance (flax,
velvet, fabrics from Rouen, Brabant, Ostende etc.). Food
provisions also included products from the Portuguese
overseas expansion, of which the most important is
undoubtedly sugar from Madeira, followed by Asian
spices. The hospital started to receive the former very
early, because it constituted one of the basic elements in
the treatment of the sick (Rodrigues et Sá, 2015).

Sugar and spices
Sugar became one of the main resources allocated to
the hospital, which was responsible for its distribution

to numerous Misericórdias, convents, monasteries, and
other hospitals (Salgado, 1986). At the height of the
royal donations, the hospital received 700 arrobas
(about 10.5 tons), mostly intended for annual
distribution (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, Parte II, mç.
61, n.º 93)3. The hospital also reserved substantial
quantities for its own consumption: in 1518, it received
50 arrobas, while the other institutions generally
received less than five. The second largest hospital in
the kingdom, hospital das Caldas, received fifteen arrobas
(ANTT, Registos de Leis e Regimentos de D. Manuel
I, fs. 70-75v.)4. However, after 1520, the Casa da
Mina was entrusted with distributing sugar to other
institutions (ANTT, Registos de Leis e Regimentos de
D. Manuel I, fs. 171-174)5. Sugar remained an essential
product to the hospital’s functionning, as documented
in the 1564 inventory, which refers to 92 sugar loaves,
but also to more delicate varieties such as powdered
or rose sugar.
King D. Manuel was equally generous with regard to
spices: in 1511, he assigned ten arráteis of storax to the
hospital, an aromatic resin from Sumatra, probably used
to eliminate foul smells (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico,
Parte I, mç. 12, n.º 48)6. The aforementioned list of
institutions benefiting from sugar donations, dated 1518,
also contained spices that All Saints Hospital was to
distribute to other hospitals, convents and monasteries:
pepper, chilli powder, cloves, cinnamon and ginger.

The slaves
In a city where foreigners could not avoid noticing the
many Africans who populated Lisbon, the presence of
slaves in the hospital is not surprising (Stols, Fonseca,
Manhaege, 2014). The second largest hospital in the
kingdom, founded in Caldas by the king’s sister, the
dowager queen Leonor (1458-1525), also owned

enslaved persons (Sá, 2011, p. 112)7. The All Saints
Hospital statutes of 1504 mentions four male and two
female slaves among the hospital servants, assigned to
the cleaning of secular spaces. They swept the wards,
emptied the chamber pots of the staff, and cleaned the
toilets of the sick [necessárias] (Salgado et Salgado, 1996,
p. 484). King Manuel I issued a license that granted the
hospital one slave from every caravel from Guinea,
probably intended for sale (ANTT, Gavetas, Gav. 2,
mç. 2, n.º 62)8. However, sixty years later, the 1564
inventory mentioned only two slaves in the hospital’s
possession: a pregnant black woman, who said she was
from Cape Verde, and her son, a boy named Gaspar
(Pinto, 2011, p. 262).

Acquisitions from the Muslims
Understanding the hospital’s imports from the Muslim
world is difficult, since the Arabic terms used in the
sources may correspond to products made in Portugal.
However, the 1564 inventory refers to 200 aljaravias long tunics with wide sleeves - as coming from Casa da
Mina. They were reported as treçadas [meaning either
moth-eaten or torn up] and used as shrouds. Another
eighteen aljaravias were being dyed red, which means they
had multiple uses.
The same inventory also refers to alquicés. According to
Bluteau’s dictionnary, this was a “filele branco com que
se cobriam os mouros” [white cotton fabric that the
Moors use to cover themselves with] (vol. I, p. 282),
although other authors define them as “capa ou cobrejão
de lã branca ou manta de viagem” [white wool cover or
travel blanket] (Costa, 2004, p. 139). Inside the hospital,
we find them as bed curtains, usually coloured red. By
all indications, the African textiles in the hospital were
not always used according to their original function.

Cópia do padrão de 700 arrobas de açúcar, de que o rei fez mercê ao Hospital de Todos-os-Santos de Lisboa [Copy of the royal donation of 700 arrobas of sugar to All Saints Royal
Hospital]. Lisbon, 18 October 1515.
4
“Regimento que D. Manuel I deu ao bispo de Safim, provedor do Hospital de Todos os Santos, na cidade de Lisboa, sobre as ordinárias de açúcar que daria a certos mosteiros, misericórdias,
hospitais e casas pias do reino” [Rules King D. Manuel I gave the Bishop of Safim, the director of All Saints Hospital, concerning permanent donations of sugar to certain monasteries,
hospitals and pious houses in the kingdom]. Lisbon, 12 August 1518.
5
“Regimento que o rei D. Manuel I deu aos oficiais e tesoureiros da Casa da Mina sobre as ordinárias de açúcar que deviam ser pagas a certos conventos, misericórdias, hospitais e recolhimentos” [Rules King D. Manuel I gave officials and treasurers of Casa da Mina concerning the amount of sugar that should be paid to certain convents, houses of mercy, hospitals and
shelters]. Lisbon, 24 April 1520.
6
ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, Parte I, mç. 12, n.º 48 - “Alvará de D. Manuel I por que mandou dar para o Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos, 10 arráteis de beijoim” [Document by King D.
Manuel I providing All Saints Royal Hospital with ten arráteis of benzoin]. Lisbon, 28 December 1511.
7
Lisbeth Rodrigues states that in 1532, when the administration was transferred to the priests of Saint John Evangelist, there were 15 slaves in this hospital (Rodrigues,
2013, p. 333).
8
“Alvará (traslado) que o rei D. Manuel I fez ao Hospital Real de Todos-os-Santos da entrega de um escravo por cada caravela que viesse da Guiné” [Copy of document
by King D. Manuel I providing one slave from each caravel coming from Guinea], 24 October 1520. The initial license is dated from Lisbon, 17 September 1515.
3
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Used textiles and furniture
The 1564 inventory mentions luxury textiles from the
best European production areas, Arras and Tournai,
mainly door curtains, but also furniture, such as highbacked chairs. Strange products in a hospital, unless we
are aware that they are sometimes described as worn out
and very old. Further documentation explains where
they came from. King Manuel I and, to a lesser extent,
his son King João III had the habit of sending the
hospital old items, no longer of use in the royal palace.
One document mentions: “...todos os alambéis rotos [...]
que já não sejam para servir e colchas de Holanda e
cobertores de grã e arquelhas e esparáveis e reposteiros
de Londres branco e vermelho e outros de lã e alcatifas
de toda sorte e bancais de verdura e bancais de figuras
de Arras e coxins de Arras de figuras e lençóis de
Holanda e travesseiros de Holanda e almofadinhas de
cabeça e toalhas de Holanda [...] e cadeiras guarnecidas
de veludo e almofreixes e todas as coisas destas aqui
declaradas que forem rotas e tais de que nós já não [nos]
possamos servir...”, [... all the torn cloths... no longer
good for serving, and bedspreads from Holland and red
blankets and covers, and white and red London curtains,
and others in wool, and carpets of all kinds, and
tapestries of Arras decorated with figurative, and vegetal
decoration and cushions of Arras with figurative
decoration, and sheets from Holland, and bolsters from
Holland, and small head pillows, and towels from
Holland... and velvet-lined chairs and travel cases, and all
such things as mentioned that are worn out and thus
we cannot use...] (ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, parte I,
mç. 6, doc. 74)9.
Following this royal order, the hospital’s almoxarife
[administrator], Fernão Gomes, acknowledged the
reception of some objects, remarking that some of them
were too old and damaged to be of use (ANTT, Corpo
Cronológico, parte II, mç. 14, doc. 142)10.

There are other instructions from the king or his officers,
as well as hospital receipts of similar nature, focusing on
napery, confirming that the king ordered that old and
worn clothes be delivered to the hospital (ANTT, Corpo
Cronológico, parte II, mç. 35, doc. 22; mç. 52, doc.
194)11. In his last will, King D. Manuel I (1495-1521)
donated all of his shirts and bed linen to the hospital,
including some mouriscos [Moorish] specimens12.
The 1564 inventory refers eighteen grã blankets given by
Queen D. Maria (1482-1517). Grã implied a very valued
red pigment, which may correspond to the famous
cochineal from Spanish America, although this particular
document did not mention its origin13. By 1564 Queen
D. Mary had died almost 50 years earlier, and her will
contained no legacy to the hospital, therefore she must
have donated the blankets while alive. However, the
memory of the donation persisted among those who
elaborated the inventory.
The royal family’s gifts in movable objects constitute a
small part of the resources the kings of Portugal,
especially D. Manuel I, allocated to the hospital, which
included rural and urban real estates, interest rates and
tax revenues. Notwithstanding, in the moral economy of
the time, it was relevant that a sick person in the hospital
might wear a shirt that was part of the king’s wardrobe
or be told their bed was warmed by a blanket donated
by a Queen. Thus, the hospital kept to a logic of
incorporation, whereby a subaltern person inscribed in
his own body the dependency due to a master (Jones et
Stallybrass, 2000, pp. 1-33).

Eastern textiles
The first reference to Oriental textiles within the hospital
is the 1564 inventory, which documents the presence of
fabrics of Asian origin in its capela [chapel], which

ANTT, Corpo Cronológico, parte I, mç. 6, doc. 74 - “Alvará do Rei para Lourenço Godinho, guarda reposte, entregar ao recebedor do hospital de Todos-os-Santos de Lisboa, certos panos e
outros trastes usados” [Royal document instructing Lourenço Godinho, storage guard, to deliver certain cloths and other used items to All Saints Hospital]. Almeirim, 31 January 1508.
According to Bluteau, esparável is a cloth or wooden cover to protect from the sun and rain (vol. 3, p. 259).
10
“Conhecimento por que consta que Fernão Gomes, almoxarife do Hospital de Todos os Santos, recebeu de Lourenço Godinho uma mesa grande marchetada e outros trastes velhos”
[Receipt indicating that Fernão Gomes, All Saints Hospital administrator, received from Lourenço Godinho a large decorated table and other old items], Lisbon, 9 June 1508.
11
“Mandado de Vasco Anes Corte Real, vedor da Casa Real e do conselho do rei, por que ordena a Rui Figueira, manteeiro do dito senhor, que entregue ao almoxarife do Hospital de Todos-osSantos de Lisboa toda a roupa velha e desnecessária que houver na dita mantearia” [Order by Vasco Anes Corte Real, the Royal House’s intendent and member of the king’s council, instructing
Rui Figueira, responsible for the royal clothing, to deliver all old and unnecessary clothing to the administrator of All Saints Hospital]. Lisbon, 25 October 1512; and “Mandado de Vasco Eanes
Corte Real para o manteeiro Rui Figueira entregar toda a roupa velha, pertencente à mantearia, ao almoxarife do Hospital Real de Todos os Santos da cidade de Lisboa”
[Order by Vasco Anes Corte Real instructing Rui Figueira to deliver all old clothing, among the royal clothing, to the administrator of All Saints Royal Hospital], Lisbon,
4 November 1514.
12
In “As gavetas da Torre do Tombo: edição digital”. Vol. 6: (GAV. 16-17), entry 3794, p. 117 -169, this reference on p. 114 (http://purl.pt/26848). On D. Manuel I’s
wardrobe, see Freire, 1904, pp. 381-417.
13
About the colour red and cochineal, see Greenfield, 2008.
9
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constituted one of the city’s main Manueline churches
(Pereira, 1993). Some of the silk, taffeta, and satin that
formed part of the chaplains’ liturgical clothing were
probably of Eastern origin, although they were not
referred to as such, and might have been imported from
Italy. In contrast, numerous objects referred to as being
made of pano da Índia [cloth from India], though not
liturgical garments, had sacred use: sliding curtains
designed to cover altarpieces, antependia, alparavazes
(valences), the black cloth “que serve na adoração da
cruz” [used in the worship of the cross], white cloth
towels used “ao dar o santíssimo sacramento” [when
ministering the Eucharist], or a punkah (a fan in palm
from India) “com suas bandas de tafetá azul e anil”
[with leaves of blue and indigo taffeta” (Pinto, 2011,
pp. 250; 247). To a lesser extent, there were also Indian
cloths for secular use in the wards (towels, curtains, etc.).
Members of the aristocracy also donated movable

property to the hospital, and in some of these gifts, nonEuropean objects assumed particular relevance. The
most significant donation of this type found so far dates
from October 1570, when the viceroy and former
provedor of the hospital, D. Luís of Ataíde (1516-1581),
count of Atouguia, donated a considerable amount of
ready-made clothing for the wards, ordered from India
(on this viceroy, who ruled India in two different
mandates, 1568-1571 and 1578-1581, see Nuno VilaSanta, 2014). There were not only sheets and hoods
made of “cloth of India”, a somewhat vague
designation, but also the famous bertangil, a cotton fabric
from Gujarat. Some of these bertangis were painted and
used on bedspreads and corrediças (the sliding curtains
that separated the beds of the patients within the wards).
The following table offers an idea of the magnitude of
this commission:

Table 1: Indian clothes donated by Viceroy D. Luís de Ataíde in 1570
Ward for
the injured

Fevers ward

Sheets

70

144

132

Shirts

170

180

250

70

144

132

Pillows
and bolsters

Syphilitics
ward

Non-discriminated
wards

Bertangil bedspreads
and painted covers

50

Red bertangil curtains

200

Total pieces

310

468

514

250

Source: ANTT, Hospital de São José, Livro de Receita e Despesa do Hospital, 1570-1571, Livro 571, fs. 46 onwards.

This was a very substantial donation, including 1,542
ready-made items from the Estado da India. The viceroy
probably shipped the order in 1570, from Goa, when he
was serving his first term as viceroy, having returned to
the kingdom two years later.
The importance of this donation lies in the fact that it
demonstrates the use of cotton cloth in the hospital,
especially regarding bertangil. Cotton had several
advantages over silk and wool: unlike them, it was
washable, cheaper, and better at fixating coloured dyes.

However, it was not very reusable (Riello, 2013, pp. 112;
115). Moreover, the hospital’s clothing, because of
repeated use and wear, was regularly renewed, its officials
registering the discarded and new pieces in the account
books. Beverly Lemire attributed a pioneering role to the
Portuguese maritime trade in the diffusion of Asian
textiles in Europe during the 16th century, especially
cotton and silk (2009, p. 211). This is confirmed by the
Lisbon hospital, since cotton became a fabric
of common daily use in its wards, also lending
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colour to bed curtains and bedspreads.

Conclusions
The material culture of All Saints Hospital reflects what
was already known about the repeated reuse of objects,
even when old and worn out, as was the case with the
textiles and other movables donated by order of the king
from the royal palace. These gifts not only transferred
old furniture to the hospital, but also napery (coloured
tablecloths, door curtains, etc.). On a more personal
level, these donations followed a logic of incorporation,
as in the case of King D. Manuel I, who left his
bedclothes and shirts to the hospital in his last will. As
far as donations are concerned, the hospital thus appears
as an extension of the court, an institution designed to
look after the most destitute subjects, a testament to the
king’s paternal benevolence.
The use of non-European substances and products
occurred on a day-to-day basis. Sugar from Madeira
featured prominently in hospital cures, as did spices.
North African products such as aljaravias - used as
shrouds - or blankets also marked a presence in the
hospital among the everyday equipment, and Asian
textiles, initially called panos da Índia [cloth of India], were
used in altar covers, frontals and sliding curtains. Later,
in the 1570s, Asian cotton textiles appeared in the form
of bertangis through a donation from a former provedor of
the Misericórdia of Lisbon, later a viceroy. The early
presence of cotton fabrics in the Lisbon hospital is
worthy of notice since this fabric would expand globally.
The hospital also participated in the revival of slavery
within Europe. Enslaved men and women performed
the dirtiest tasks inside the hospital, such as sweeping,
emptying chamber pots or cleaning latrines. A further
example of the trivialization of African slavery that
had been occurring in the city of Lisbon since the mid15th century.
The hospital’s material culture was thus a mirror of its
time, reflecting the advent of a monarchy stronger
than that of the medieval period, and benefiting
from its proximity to the royal court, of which it
was a counterpoint. Furthermore, it documents the
consumption on a daily basis of non-European
products, imported from Africa and Asia, thereby
extended to its inmates, either sick patients or
staff members.
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Plate (fragment)
Majolica. Produced in Montelupo
1525-1575. Reform of pavement of NE Cloister
Max. width 4.2 cm; Rim Ø 30 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/N2/[893])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowl (fragment)
Porcelain. Chinese pottery
16th century. From medieval well
in the rear of All Saints Royal Hospital
Max. height 3 cm; max. width 9 cm; bottom Ø 21 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/2684-75)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowl (fragment)
Porcelain. Produced in Jingdezhen (China)
1583-1620. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Max. height 3.4 cm; max. width 14 cm; bottom Ø 6.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/U7/[300])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Statuette
Porcelain. Unknown pottery (China)
17th century. All Saints Royal Hospital landfill
Width of base 5 cm; max. height c. 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/U7/[29])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Plate
Enamelled ceramic. Sevillian pottery
c. 1550. SE well of NE Cloister
Height 4.3 cm; rim Ø 18 cm; bottom Ø 4.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/8003-1)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowl
Enamelled ceramic. Sevillian pottery
16th century. Work in rear of All Saints Royal Hospital
Height 5.4 cm; rim Ø 14 cm; bottom Ø 5.2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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All Saints Hospital, considered the most important
Portuguese hospital of the early modern period,
integrated a church, also praised by its contemporaries
in encomiums. Although not the largest in the capital,
“muy poucas lhe leuão a ventagem em architectura, &
fermosura” [very few surpass its architecture and
beauty], in the opinion of Frei Nicolau de Oliveira.
According to the same author, responsible for one of
the most detailed descriptions of this building available
(Ramos, 2019, p. 4, note 10), “A Capella mòr da Igreja
que he muy alta, & larga, fica no fecho da Cruz deste
edificio do Hospital, & em tal sitio, que por tres janellas,
que nella havia, ouvião Missa os doentes no Altar mór,
estando deytados em seus leytos” [the church’s main
chapel, which is very high and wide, closed the cross of
the Hospital building, and through three of its windows,
the patients heard Mass in the main altar, while lying in
their beds] (Oliveira, 1620, p. 119v.). Although spiritual
obligations implied a much smaller investment than
health care (All Saints hospital’s main aim), the quoted
excerpt calls attention to the importance of religious
activities, both in the logic of the organizational layout

1

(Carvalho, 1949, p. 56)1 and also in the institution’s daily
life, in its care for the body, but also the soul. In this
sense, twelve chaplains were hired “que rezão os officios
diuinos em choro, & cantão todos os dias a Missa do dia,
& os Domingos, & dias sanctos de Nosso Senhor, Nossa
Senhora, & Apostolos he de canto d’orgão (…)” [who
will pray the daily services weeping, and everyday sing
the daily mass, and on sundays and holy days of Our
Lord, Our Lady and the Apostles there will be organ
playing (...)” (Oliveira, 1620, pp. 126v.-127).
Liturgical ornaments were also procured, indispensable
components as ritual material instruments, all the more so
because in addition to listening, patients could, “das suas
camas, ver o sacerdote quando celebra missa” [from their
beds, see the priest celebrating mass] (Sande, 1863, p. 86).
In the first years of the hospital’s operation, implements
did not abound, judging by the mandatory reports, which
indicate a reality marked by a scarcity of furniture and
clothing and by successive Royal donations in order to
fill these needs (Carvalho, 1949, pp. 137; 139-140).

A circumstance that forced the temple’s pavement to be raised in order to be levelled with the wards, which explains the existence of the famous main entrance staircase.
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However, in the mid-16th century, the situation changes
and, subsequently, the expenses with worship2. This is
reflected in an inventory of church ornaments from
1564, listing a significant quantity and typological
diversity of pieces “que seruem comtino na capela” [for
continuous use in the chapel], as well as others clearly
intended for extraordinary celebrations, such as four
pontificals including copes and “duas almaticas, com
suas estolas manipolos capelos aluas amitos Regaços E
cordões e bocaes das mangas” [two dalmatics, with two
stoles and maniples, albs, amices, and cords and panel
bottom sleeves] (Pinto, 2011, pp. 245-246)3. In addition
to the interior and exterior vestments worn by the
celebrants, several liturgical adornments are indicated,
such as cloths serving for the high altar and side-altars
and on the altars of the cross and a “de lemço d alimpar
as mãos nos altares velhos” [cloth to clean hands in old
altars], “panos de cobrir os caliz” [cloths to cover chalice]
and “corporães d olamda com suas palas” [corporals
with their palls] (Pinto, 2011, pp. 249-251).
To decorate the temple and its furniture, there are pulpit
falls, cloths for the iron music stands in the choir and
main altar, and music stands de pao [in wood] in side altars
and also choir (Pinto, 2011, pp. 249-250), as well as altar
frontals, tabernacle veils, guadamecis [leather panels], some
golden “que seruem nos degraos do altar mor polas
Doenças” [that were used on the main altar’s steps to the
sick ward] and others red “de cobrir os altares” [to cover
the altars] (Pinto, 2011, pp. 248; 250), as well as a canopy
and a cover for the cross’ base, used in processions.
Cloths and corediças [curtains] decorated the altars. The
black curtains were used during Lent and the Adoration
of the Cross commemorations (Pinto, 2011, p. 248).
Therefore, these curtains performed different functions
from those indicated by Duarte de Sande in 1584, used
to protect the “muitas e insignes pinturas, parte das quais
representam os reis de Portugal” [the many and
distinguished paintings, part of which represent the
Kings of Portugal] that covered the walls of the nave
and were only seen on festive days (Sande, 1863, p. 86).
This record reminds us of another fact regarding the
celebrations that punctuated this church’s life, such as
the day of its patron saint, dedicated to All Saints, when

At the time of the inventory, this panoply of textiles
presented a variable state of conservation: some were
new, some used or had been “comçertados de novo”
[mended anew], while others were already considered
old, as the mats “que servem nos degraos dos altares”
[used on the altar steps] (Pinto, 2011, p. 252). Perhaps
for this reason, four years later, the chapel steward
“despendeo mais dous mil e quinhentos reis que pagou
por compra de cinquo esteiras e hum alparavas de
junquo pera os tres altares da igreja” [spent more than
25 hundred reis to pay for five mats and one reed valance
for the three church altars] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José,
Livro 570, f. 79v.).
Unsurprisingly, many of these pieces are made from
pano da Imdia [cloth from India], an expression that
refers to the Asian origin of the respective supporting
textile (which since the fifteen hundred entered the port
of Lisbon), as well as to the hospital’s close relations

Following the establishment of new chapels, the hiring of chaplains, payments to merceeiras [devout laywomen] and the holding of cultural ceremonies, which involved investment in a series of material resources; cf. Ramos, 2019, pp. 238-239.
3
The same document includes the list of those “que serue no oratoryo - da orta” [working in the oratorio - the garden], which will not be addressed herein.
2
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that space was covered by a church hanging – as was the
case before its first fire, in 1601, “em que estaua toda a
Igreja armada da mais rica tapesaria que avia e consertada
com Requissimos ornamentos” [when through the
whole church there were the richest tapestries available
and decorated with magnificent ornaments] (Markl et
Serrão, 1980, p. 50). There is a known 18th century
description of one of these sophisticated campaigns,
upon the canonization of S. Camilo de Lélis in 1747
(Relaçam, 1747; Tedim, 2009). But there are several
references that attest to the systematic use of such
interventions since the 16th century. In fact, the
aforementioned inventory (Pinto, 2011, p. 252) refers
“quatro escadas d armaçam da igreja” [four ladders used
to place ornaments/hangings] and early on the Chapel’s
steward would “ver como se administrão os officios
divinos, & das armações da Capella pellas festas” [see to
the administration of daily services, and Chapel hangings
during festivities] (Oliveira, 1620, p. 123). The complexity
of these programs required regularly spending
considerable amounts to purchase cloth and rope for the
ornaments (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 570, fs. 73;
74v.), as well paying men to set up and take down the
church hangings (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 570,
fs. 75v.; 78; 121).

with the Portuguese overseas expansion in that part of
the globe. These pieces correspond to cloths or
corrediças [curtains] and alparavazes [valences], mostly
plain or striped, in black, brown, red, or white, and altar
linens, particularly altar linens for the vestry altarpiece,
towels used to administer the sacrament and chalice
veils, identified as cloths to cover the chalice (Pinto,
2011, pp. 248-250).
Recent studies note that the religious service provided
in the hospital church was often disjointed, mainly due
to the lack of commitment by the religious and the
absence of professional pride (Ramos, 2019, p. 229).
Such aspects also tended to affect both the cleaning
and storage of textiles and the temple itself,
fundamental to the dignity of worship and devotional
practices. However, the reviewed sources indicate the
implementation of measures in line with the pioneering
measures set up by the Constituições Sinodais de Lisboa
[Synodal Constitutions of Lisbon], in 1537, which
concern precisely this aspect, given the “negligencia &
descuido [com que] se trata as vestimentas: ornamentos
& livros das igrejas que servem ao culto divino”
[negligence and carelessness with which the clothing is
treated: the church ornaments and books used in
divine worship] (Constitviçoens, 1537, p. XLIX), thus
foreshadowing the reformist environment behind the
resolutions emerging from Trent (1545-1563) (see
Ferreira, 2011, vol. I Parte III. Os Têxteis nas directrizes
religiosas pós-tridentinas).
Understandably, the issue of hygiene assumed particular
importance in this type of institution, and there were
many expenses with the cleaning and maintenance of
their respective structures, such as the purchase of lime
to whitewash the corridors and wards, of a large number
of brooms, or the regular payment of washers and
sweepers who were part of the hospital’s team of interim
officers4. The church was no exception in this regard,
and there was probably greater openness there to
implement all logistics that would ensure compliance
with the Constituiçam primeira de como se ham de lauar & ter
limpos & guardar os ornamentos do altar [first constitution
on how to wash and keep clean and store altar
ornaments]. Among the amounts transferred by the
treasury steward to the Chapel steward, during 1568, for

this purpose, note the: “corinta e cinquo reis […] para
lavajem da roupa da capela” [fourty five reis ... to wash
the chapel clothing], “cincuenta reis […] pera sabão para
lavar os corporaes” [fifty reis ... for soap to wash the
corporals] in the large tin basin for this purpose,
identified in the inventory (Pinto, 2011, p. 250), “trinta
reis […] para lavagem das sobrepelizes” [thirty reis ... to
wash the surplices] and “mais cem reis […] para lavagem
dalvas e sabão” [additional one hundred reis for washing
albs and soap] (ANTT, Hospital de S. José, Livro 570, fs.
44; 68; 68v.; 79v.). The head supervisor of ornaments
and everything else belonging to the church was the
second chaplain, who was responsible for the treasury
(Carvalho, 1949, p. 107) and the “lauãdeira da
Sanchristia” [the sacristy’s washer] was responsible for
cleaning (Oliveira, 1620, p. 126).
On the other hand, the 1564 inventory reports not one
but several containers specific for storing ornaments and
their complements, as recommended by the regulatory
documents: “arca gramde de pão com sua fechadura E
chave Em que estavam estas cousas” [a large wooden
chest with lock and key where these things were kept]
(those that seem to be of non-daily use), “três caxas de
pão dos corporães ss. duas pimtadas E h a forada de
brocado, uma arquinha de bordo pequena também para
os corporais, uma arca de pau velha para a roupa de linho
sem fechadura e uma boçeta de madeira “em que se
guardam E amdam estes cordões” [three wooden boxes
for corporals, two painted and one lined with brocade, a
small maple chest also for the corporals, an old wooden
ark for linen clothes without a lockm and a wooden box
where the cords are kept] (Pinto, 2011, pp. 248-252).
Notably, “três asteas com suas vasoiras de varer a igreja”
[three sticks with their brooms to sweep the church] and
“hu a tavoa em que estam as palavras quamdo se
reveste o sacerdote escryio de mão dourada que esta na
samcrestia” [one board with the words for when the
priest dresses written in golden hand which is in the
sacristy] (Pinto, 2011, pp. 252; 251), as prescribed by the
instructions for the Missal [mass], which sets out the
actions and corresponding prayers the priest must
perform when placing each ornament before
approaching the altar (Pezzola, 2006, pp. 49-50).

Washing, sweeping, and whitewashing houses and streets was, after all, the method used in the late 15th century to circumvent the plague epidemics that then regularly
ravaged the kingdom’s capital (Correia, 1937, cap. III).
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The present field of study concerning the Church of the
All Saints Royal Hospital is still poorly developed, lacking
further research. But, from the documentary sources
analysed so far, in the 16th century, this Lisbon temple
seemed to follow the coeval guidelines of the Rome
pastoral with regard to cleanliness and dignity of its

textile collection: not only did it have an expressive textile
corpus, in terms of quantity and diversity, but also it gave
sufficient attention to ensure its cleaning, use and
maintenance. We still ignore how this evolved over time,
but for that period such aspects certainly contributed to
building a good image characterizing that institution.

This work is funded by national funds through the FCT Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, I.P., under
the Norma Transitória - DL 57/2016/CP1453/CT0045.
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Altar element
Black and yellow limestones and white marble. Lisbon workshop
17th century. Church?
Side: height 100 cm; width 30 cm; depth 15 cm
ML.ARQ.0860
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
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The documentation from the time of the Royal Hospital’s
construction and first decades of operation, such as the
first Regimento [rules of procedure] of 1504, or the
Descrição da Cidade de Lisboa by Damião de Góis, of 1554,
locate the infirmaries in the upper level of the building
and associate the ground floor to other daily life activities.
Contemporary bibliography, in particular the Crónica do
Hospital de Todos-os-Santos, by Augusto da Silva Carvalho,
of 1949, complements our understanding of the
organization, placing one of the two dining rooms, for
the administrative officers and staff, in the eastern side.
In 1620, the Livro das Grandezas de Lisboa by Fr. Nicolau
de Oliveira, refers a cloister with two wells, one of
which in a corner to support the kitchen, pantries, and
dining halls. This data, when compared to the
archaeological records obtained in the different
interventions, suggests a NE location for this cloister,
among the primitive infirmaries of São Vincente and
Santa Clara, according to the identification of two
hydraulic structures compatible with the description
(Bargão, 2015, p.108).
However and despite the fact that archeologically these
support areas were not categorically located, the

identification of the wells and their full excavation made
it possible to gather a considerable collection of objects
(from intentional and/or accidental disposal) which
provide valuable data to study the life in the Hospital.
A quantitative approach to the exhumed objects allows
the construction of consumption profiles from the
16th century until the moment in which the institution
was closed and dismantled, in the third quarter of the
18th century. Thus, during the Royal Hospital’s early
activity, in the 16th century, there was an evident
predominance of vessels intended for individual
consumption, expressed in the form of the cup, mug,
dish and bowl. In the transition from the 16th to 17th
century, there was a gradual replacement of bowls by
plates, which persisted until the building was
dismantled, when ceramic drinking cups had been
replaced by glass chalices and cups. In fact, table
ambience in the Early Modern Era was the end of a
circuit that began in the kitchen or storage areas, where
water and other liquids were confined within large
containers (such as clay pots and storage hoists), and
then transported to the table in jugs, pitchers
or jars, culminating in the consumption in
587
individual cups and glasses. In this regard,

the recovery of a large and unique set of small lids, of
identical size and quantity as cups, raises a question
about the relationship between the two objects: were
these lids used to cover and preserve contents? Not
only water, but also infusions or therapeutic fluids?
Although uncertain, the rarity of this type of object in
other coeval Lisbon archaeological contexts is
suggestive to its functionality in the hospital.
In a city so progressively marked by the acquisition of
new knowledge and objects from other geographies
(Silva et Guinote, 1998, p. 73), the object profile acquires
new forms related to food consumption. This is the case
with the especieiro/salseiro [container for spices/salt] as
testimony of the introduction of spices or seasoning in
the diet, but also of the covilhete, a specific type of short
bowl associated with the vulgarization of sugar and its
derivatives (Torres, 2011, p. 40).
The increase in trade that marked the 15th and 16th
century turned Lisbon into an entrepot of people and
knowledge (Silva et Guinote, 1998, p. 73). In this
sense, the collected items include essentially objects
produced in the potteries of the Lisbon and Tagus
Valley region, along with Hispanic plates and bowls
enamelled in white, or white and decorated in blue,
contrasting with the red and unvarnished ceramics
from the Lisbon region.
Later, in the Hospital’s last two centuries, the previous
green-glazed or honey-coloured dishes were gradually
replaced by national productions in faience. Scarcely
present in the 16th century, the introduction of this type
of production in the 17th and 18th century occurred
with a varied panoply of forms, types and quite
exuberant decorations, comprising various sizes,
multiple or very specific functions, for example, deep
and shallow plates respectively and, also, platters.
Portuguese faience displays a great decorative diversity,
with motifs delineated in cobalt blue and, sometimes,
manganese/wine on a white background, from potteries
scattered all over the country (Sebastian, 2011, p. 190).
In addition, Portuguese faience was seen as a more
affordable and economic alternative to exotic Chinese
porcelain. There was a notable process of mutual
decorative acculturation between these two very
different productions.
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This success of faience is probably due to its

ornamental versatility, allowing specific commissions:
note the decorative representations associated with
Royal Hospital’s areas, for example the dish with the
inscription “REFto” (referring to the dining hall), and the
specimens with ENFRa” and “EMFERMa” (referring to
the infirmaries). However, the only archaeologically
characterized case of ware ordered directly for the
Hospital is a synchronic set found in the same
context, and which must report to a very specific and
circumscribed occasion in the institution’s history.
Still in this context, the careful observation of the
ensemble of Portuguese faience collected in the
archaeological excavations of 1960 and 1999-2001
suggests the existence of contacts with several religious
orders in the 18th century, with exchange of not only
ideas and people, but also objects. Reflections of this
dialogue are materialized in the dishes bearing the
symbols of Orders, such as the Franciscan Order
or the Order of Malta (Bargão, 2015, p. 120). Possibly
part of the Royal Hospital’s more private sphere,
associated with the working staff, other tableware also
bear family heraldry, perhaps corresponding to the
same circumstance or “incorporations”. In this
private domain, there are also examples of majolica
produced in the workshops of Montelupo, Savona or
Albisola (Italy), and similar elaborations from Delft
(Netherlands), or from the Rhineland, in this case
stoneware bottles (Bargão, 2015, p. 299). In addition,
there are also pieces from more distant geographies, such
as Chinese porcelain from workshops in Jingdezhen
(Barradas, 2017, p. 61).
Nevertheless, the Royal Hospital operated with a diverse
palette of international and national objects, embodied
in the archaeological record (scarce) of fineware and
trends produced in potteries of Prado (Guimarães) or
Alentejo (Bargão, 2015, p. 254).
In the Royal Hospital, there were also small pieces
whose primary utility is not always evident. This group
includes the refined red ceramics adorned with white
stones, which in addition to the evident ornamental
value also served to aromatize environments. The
presence of bowls and cups decorated in this same way
may also suggest the content’s refrigeration (Sardinha,
1990-1992, p. 510).
The object world under analysis allows, in addition to

identifying the objects used at the table, to discern
hypotheses regarding the diets practised in the Hospital.
The large number of bowls recorded in the stratigraphies
dating from the first decades of the hospital’s operation
was later replaced by a predominance of dishes, which
suggests the possible mutation of eating habits, that is,
a consumption of liquefied food overlapping with
more solid food. In this sense, animal remains collected
in coeval contexts as the ceramics indicate a high
consumption of birds, pig and cattle, rather than
sheep/goat and molluscs, such as oysters and clams. It
is also important to mention the identification of peach
seeds, pine nuts (Bargão, 2015, p. 102) and coconuts,
brought from far more distant lands.
The versatile study of ceramic sets also identifies a
growing consumption of confectionery, materialized in
the regional bowls in fine ceramics, profusely decorated
by modelling the still raw clay (Rodrigues, 2017, p. 98).
This type of tableware is represented in the 17th century
iconography of Josefa de Óbidos (1634-1684) and
Baltazar Gomes Figueira (1604-1674), occupying a place
of evident prominence at the table and associated with

the consumption of confectionery (Gonçalves, 2012,
p. 40). The consumption of jams and similar
preparations is also related to the aforementioned
covilhete, an idea corroborated by coeval 18th century
written sources (Bluteau, 1728).
An approach to early modern ceramic sets requires
distinct but complementary reflections. The
materialization of the piece is part of a more or less
complex process, from its conception by the potter to
its introduction in the commercial circuit, a moment
always connected with socio-economic aspects that,
consequently, influence product sales. Acquisition of a
piece precedes its handling and, in turn, loss of
function and disposal: here is where archaeological
collection provides a “new life” to objects, and a new
meaning (Foster, 1960, pp. 606-609; Adams, 2003,
p. 38), leading to quantitative readings. These readings,
keeping in mind that this is just a sample, allow us to
provide chronologies to contexts, consumption and
production patterns, formerly active commercial
circuits and acculturation processes (Poulain, 2013,
pp. 105-106).
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Plate
Glazed pottery. Mata da Machada (Barreiro) pottery
c. 1550. Work on pavement of NE Cloister
Height 4.5 cm; rim Ø 18 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/q4/5[1203])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Small pot
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
1550-1580. SE well in NE Cloister
Height c. 7 cm; rim Ø c. 5 cm; bottom Ø c. 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Small pots
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
A - Height 8.1 cm; rim Ø: 7 cm; bottom Ø: 3.8 cm
B - Height 7 cm; rim Ø 7.5 cm; bottom Ø: 3.9 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowls
Ceramic. Regional pottery
A-16th-17th century. Unknown
Height 5,2 cm; rim Ø: 15 cm; bottom Ø 4.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. Escavações 1960
B - c. 1550. SE well of NE Cloister
Height 5.4 cm; rim Ø: 16 cm; bottom Ø 7 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 (B) excavations
CML-CAL (A - HST.60. s/n; B -PF.00/Q.4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Small pots
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
1550-1580. SE well in NE Cloister
Height c. 7 cm; rim Ø c. 5 cm; bottom Ø c. 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Cup and small bowls
“Merida Ware”. Lisbon pottery
1550-1580. SE well in NE Cloister
A - Height 6.5 cm; rim Ø 12 cm; bottom Ø 8 cm
B - Height 10.5 cm; rim Ø 10 cm; bottom Ø 6 cm
C - Height 8 cm; rim Ø 10 cm; bottom Ø 6.8 cm
Praça da Figueira1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/q4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Plate
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
1630-1670. Well of SW Cloister
Height 2.7 cm; rim Ø 22 cm; bottom Ø 13 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/F11/[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Lid
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th-early 18th century. Well in SO Cloister
Max height 3.9 cm; rim Ø 7.1 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/F11/[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Lid
“Merida Ware”. Lisbon pottery
1550-1580. SE well in NE Cloister
Height 6.5 cm; rim Ø 12 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/q4/5 [1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Saucers
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
17th-18th century
A - Height 3.1 cm; rim Ø: 15 cm; bottom Ø: 11.5 cm
B - Height 3 cm; rim Ø: 14.8 cm; bottom Ø: 12 c
C - Height 3.2 cm; rim Ø: 14 cm; bottom Ø: 11 cm
D - Height 3.2 cm; rim Ø: 13.3 cm; bottom Ø: 10.5 cm
E - Height 3 cm; rim Ø: 15 cm; bottom Ø 11.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/280c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Plate
Glazed pottery. Mata da Machada (Barreiro) pottery
c. 1550. Work on pavement of NE Cloister
Height 4.5 cm; rim Ø 18 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5[1203])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Plate
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
1630-1680. Work in rear of All Saints Royal Hospital
Height 5 cm; rim Ø: 19.5 cm; bottom Ø 10 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/T4 [1147])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowl
Glazed pottery. Caldas da Rainha fabric (?)
c. 1770. SE well of NE Cloister
Height 7.8 cm; rim Ø 21.3 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/ q.4-5/ [1115])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Bowl
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
18th century
Height 7.7 cm; rim Ø 18.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/96c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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The concept of “utilitarian ceramics” covers a broad and
diffuse meaning, comprising a vast set of objects that
favour use and practical handling in recurring actions in
individual and/or collective everyday activities, rather
than the aesthetic and ostentatious value (Cruz et Correia,
2007, p. 11). Regardless of the intrinsic complexity in the
craft design and modelling, these objects could require a
particular attention in relation to their surface coating.
Therefore, the presence of lead glaze or traces of a
smoothing technique are common, aspects that also
comprise a utilitarian intention.
All Saints Royal Hospital’ kitchens would certainly
be equipped with a wide range of utensils for food
preparation or preservation, such as pots, pans,
saucepans and stockpots, mostly redware, some with
green-glaze or honey-coloured finish on the outer
surface or burnished inside. These latter finishing
techniques would avoid food adherence and ease
washing after use.
The analysis of the ceramic collection associated with
food preparation, exhumed archaeologically in the Royal
Hospital horizons dating from the 16th and 18th century,
reveals, at the outset, suggestive indicators. While the

day-to-day presence of these objects is most remarkable
among the hospital’s universe of ceramics, the
application of quantitative methods (Orton, 1980) allows
us to observe, in that period of time, a predominance of
the cooking pot rather than the various sorts of frying
pans throughout the 16th and 17th century, a scenario
which is inverted in the 18th century: this data suggests
possible changes in diet, raising the hypothesis that
opened vessels destined to more liquefied food were
gradually replaced by closed vessels intended for
thickened food, and also that frying assumed a greater
relevance than previously. However, the high percentage
of small pans (commonly identified in other coeval
Lisbon contexts) may indicate that their use was reserved
for Royal Hospital workers and family members, or other
small groups related with the hospital. In contrast, the
only objects that could possibly be integrated within the
community are a copper pot and a cauldron, the latter
perhaps associated with confectionery (Sousa, 2006,
p. 28) or, even integrated in the preparation of sugarbased traditional natural remedies and ointments, often
mentioned in the coeval pharmacopoeias (Eysenck,
2000 apud Trigo, 2007, p. 11), otherwise
supported by documentary research.
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The use of the stove cannot be excluded from the
kitchen universe that, albeit with less quantitative
expression, is transversal to the entire period of the
hospital’s activity. Once again, this refers more to the
private sphere of the hospital, rather than to the
institution’s specific areas.
Despite its modernity at the time the fact it rested upon
one of the city’s main sanitation ducts, the Cano Real de
São Domingos [the Royal Conduit of São Domingos], the
hospital used the city’s regular system for the disposal of
physiological waste in its various compartments: the
ceramic chamber pot. Timidly present in the first century
of the building’s existence, it appears more frequently in
the 18th century, and goes from being redware to being
exclusively glazed on both sides, thus favouring better
hygiene. Despite the greater frequency of these vessels
predominantly in its higher variant, intended for direct
use but also for the transport of waste, smaller
Portuguese faience specimens sharing the same
functionality were also noted.
The individual care, including personal hygiene, is
quite evident in the Royal Hospital’s Regimento [rules of
procedure], of 1504, where four main work groups were
individualised, namely the clinical staff, the infirmary
nurses, the apothecary, and the assistants (Pacheco, 2008,
p. 54). The latter also included the appointment of a
barber and bleeder “encarregue de barbas, tosquias e
sangria dos doentes” [in charge of shaving, haircuts, and
bloodletting for the sick] (Idem), whose routine included
the bacia de barbeiro [barber’s basin], with one metal
specimen found during the excavations, but
unfortunately absent in faience in the Royal Hospital’s
object records, although a recurrent finding in other
archaeological sites in the capital.
Lighting and aeration in the spaces would use different
fenestrations towards the exterior or the four
courtyards, vital elements for the proper functioning
of the building (Leite, 1993, p. 7). Complementing the
need for light, but also for religious devotion, fragments
of clay lamps, which stand out from the rest because of
their reduced size and simplicity, were exhumed. In the
18th century, these movable objects were joined by iron
and bronze lamps, glass suspension lamps and high-stemmed brass candelabra, eventually used
in more private environments.
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The attention to the quality of the air, initially framed in
Renaissance ideals, is also evident through the finding of
small portable burners. Despite the still uncertain
functionality, these objects can be associated with the
combustion of therapeutic essences or simply for the
purpose of disinfecting and scenting the air (Bargão,
2015, p. 90). For this latter purpose, coeval sources also
refer to the properties of the Portuguese ceramic cups
containing water, well known, and praised in several
coeval European courts (Santaliestra, 2016).
The ceramic vessels used in the varied routines would be
prone to a high rate of breakage and consequent loss of
function, being quickly discarded and replaced. However,
the annulment of the primary function with which the
object was designed did not invalidate the assignment of
a secondary function to the fragments, commonly
integrated into mortar, crumbled into layers for floor
repair and/or wall preparation covering. Some of these
ceramic fragments - either in common pottery, unglazed
or glazed, in Portuguese faience or Chinese porcelain were cut into circular shape and used during leisure time
as playing pieces for board games.
This assumption of reuse was also present for vessels
originally intended for cooking, such as pans, used to
store or transport lime, the element applied in wall
coverings and, no less important, as disinfectant (Bargão,
2015, p. 62).
Sixteenth century Lisbon is currently analysed as a
revolving platform of knowledge, people, and new
habits, such as smoking, an idea corroborated by Pierre
Grignon in 1525 (Levardy, 1994, p. 18). This action,
quickly transformed into a habit, in addition to being
associated with leisure and pleasure, was also used as a
therapy for the treatment of respiratory illnesses, a
reputation reinforced by the Spanish physician and
botanist Nicolás Monardes in the pamphlet Joyful News
of Our Newe founde Worlde, 1565 (Gately, 2001 apud Trigo,
2007, p. 11). Actually, the consumption of tobacco leaf
by combustion and inhalation has been documented in
Lisbon since at least 1558 (Silva et Guinote, 1998, p. 87),
in parallel with its direct application to wounds and
ulcers. Moreover, its recognised therapeutic properties
justified the designation of this leaf, originated from
distant geographies, as erva santa [holy grass], the term
used by Damião de Góis in 1566 (Góis, [1566] 1926,
pp. 119-124). Hospital pipes are an example of Lisbon’s

increasing contact with a world that, in addition to the
indigenous production in red ceramics (Pimenta et al.,
2008, p. 345), also integrates the circuits of the main
production centres located in the Netherlands and Great
Britain during the peak of commerce at the end of the
17th century and the first half of the 18th century (Idem).
Also part of these fervent commercial dynamics, wine and
olive oil were packed in vessels produced in the pottery
workshops of the Guadalquivir Basin, often referred to
as anforetas or botijas [“Spanish olive jars”] (Goggin, 1960;
Avery, 1997), and transported by sea. Despite the direct
association with the sea, these vessels are also found in
terrestrial contexts, and the Royal Hospital is a clear
example. Note, however, that anforetas could be reused to
store other liquids after emptying the original content.
The multifunctional character of objects is present in
different ceramic morphologies, with particular emphasis
on the alguidar, or basin, which could be found in the
kitchen to assist food preparation, but also part of
personal hygiene routines or for cleaning and washing:
an example of multifunctional vessel whose function is
defined by the user. Such is the case of the basin in
Portuguese faience containing the inscription “CARIde”
[charity] on the inner side, integrated in care routines, or
in the private sphere of those who were staying at the
hospital (Oliveira et Silva, 2016; Bargão, 2015, p. 52).

Water had an indispensable role in the Hospital’s routine
life, in individual and/or collective consumption, food
preparation, cleaning, watering the garden, pharmacy
activities, washing and hygiene, actions only possible with
the existence of hydraulic structures in the cloisters, but
also through acquisition, as revealed by documentary
research. The water circuit would begin mainly with the
water collection in wells, some with a water wheel, an
aspect reflected in the numerous exhumed water wheel
buckets, or by rope and pulley systems (Bargão, 2015,
p. 23), followed by storage in large jars and subsequent
transport in pots and/or pitchers, culminating in
consumption at the table or other purposes.
The study of the artefactual world from All Saints Royal
Hospital requires special attention regarding the potential
functional versatility of objects, reflections that are
needless in other contexts, such as residences, disposal,
or landfill. In this regard, note the example of the
identification of mortars and pestles together with
measuring cups, objects that would certainly be used in
kitchens and their dependencies but which, given the
hospital context, could also be used as pharmacy tools.
In contrast, we can therefore conclude that the only
objects unquestionably connected with clinical therapy
and its preparation are the rare albarelos [or tall pharmacy
jars], in Portuguese faience, found in the various
archaeological campaigns.
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Pans with handle
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery.
1750
A - Height 3.1 cm; rim Ø 11.2 cm; bottom Ø 7.4 cm
B - Height 6.5 cm; rim Ø 20 cm; bottom Ø 8 cm
Praça da Figueira. Escavação 1999-2001 (A); 1960 (B)
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 (A) and 1960 (B) excavations
CML-CAL (A - PF00/F11 [376]; B - HTS.60/15c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Pans
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
c. 1550; c. 1750
SE well in NE Cloister and SW Cloister
A - Height 6.3 cm; rim Ø 15.3 cm; bottom Ø 10.4 cm
B - Height 8 cm; rim Ø 16.1 cm; bottom Ø 11.2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5 [1194], F11 [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Pan
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750. Well in SW Cloister
Height 19 cm; rim Ø 15 cm; bottom Ø 11 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Jug
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750. Well in SW Cloister
Height 21 cm; rim Ø 6 cm; bottom Ø 9.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/F11/[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Jar
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750. Well in SW Cloister
Height 20.5 cm; bottom Ø 8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Pots
Ceramic. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750. Well in SW Cloister
A - Height 10 cm; rim Ø 7.1 cm; bottom Ø 4.3 cm
B - Height 9.2 cm; rim Ø 7.5 cm; bottom Ø 4.3 cm
C - Height 10 cm; rim Ø 6.5 cm; bottom Ø 4.3 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 (A) and 1960 (B, C) excavations
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Pitcher
“Merida Ware”. Lisbon pottery
17th century
Height 43.6 cm; rim Ø 16.4 cm; bottom Ø 14.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS/60/175c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Cruet
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery
1550-1580. SE well of NE Cloister
Height 13.5 cm; rim Ø 3.5 cm; bottom Ø 4 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/Q4/5[/ 1194])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Lid
Ceramic, with stamped decoration and applied micas
Pottery from Prado (Guimarães)
17th-18th century
Height 6 cm; rim Ø 10 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Jar
Moulded ceramic. Lisbon pottery
1650-1700. Well in SW Cloister
Max. height 21.3 cm; bottom Ø 5.2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Vinegar jugs
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery
c. 1750. Well in SW Cloister (C)
Height 19 cm; rim Ø 4.5 cm; bottom Ø 9.1 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n;)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Basin
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery
18th century
Height 14.5 cm; rim Ø 48 cm; bottom Ø 2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/ s/n)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Chamber pot
Portuguese faience. Lisbon pottery
18th century
Height 16.2 cm; rim Ø 17 cm; bottom Ø 10.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
CML-CAL (HTS.60/25c)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 201
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Chamber pot
Glazed pottery. Caldas da Rainha fabric (?)
c. 1770. SE well in NE Cloister
Height 14.2 cm; rim Ø 17 cm; bottom Ø 15.5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (HPF00/q4/5[1113])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Chamber pot
Glazed Pottery. Lisbon pottery
c. 1770. SE well in NE Cloister
Height 25.8 cm; rim Ø 21.5 cm; bottom Ø 15.2 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (HPF00/q4/5[1113])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019

Chamber pot
Glazed pottery. Lisbon pottery
c.1770. SE well in NE Cloister
Height 34 cm; rim Ø 26 cm; bottom Ø 18 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF00/4147)
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2019
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Inês Coutinho
Research unit - Glass and Ceramics for the arts (VICARTE), School of Science & Technology, NOVA University of Lisbon

The areas inside All Saints Royal Hospital were
conditioned by the size and shape of the building. The
location of this complex, near Rossio Square, influenced
this organization too. The hospital and the welfare
services operated on the upper floors, towards the
internal courtyards around which the various wards were
located. In addition to allowing for better airing of those
spaces, this also allowed for patients to be better
protected from the noise coming from the nearby square
(Pacheco, 2008, p. 58).
Almost all of the hospital’s ground floor was used for
support services, such as the kitchen, the apothecary and
other storage areas, as well as other welfare functions,
such as a shelter for pilgrims and beggars or the “casa
dos expostos” [house for the foundlings]. This area of
the building also included the hospital staff residences
(Pacheco, 2008, pp. 58-59; Silva et Leite, 2015, p. 50).
Here, the materiality of daily living would not be very
different from other housing contexts at the time,
although the presence of some medical-surgical objects
was not uncommon (Boavida, 2017, p. 455). This
evidence is best known through the urban archaeological
works that took place between 1999 and 2001.

Most everyday objects were recovered inside wells, dated
later than the hospital complex’s foundation, probably
resulting from construction work that took place in the
16th century, during the reign of King João III (Silva et
Rodrigues, 2015, p. 2; Bargão, 2015, p. 118). One of the
wells was located in the southwest courtyard, with a
circular plan, and was turned off and closed during
rehabilitation work in that area, badly damaged by the
1750 fire (Boavida, 2017, p. 454). Another well, in the
southeast corner of the northeast courtyard, with
rectangular plan, remained operational until the hospital
closed, having disappeared with its demolition (Bargão,
2015, pp. 119-121). One last well, of oval plan, identified
in the hospital’s rear area, was deactivated during
construction work in the early 17th century (Barradas et
Silva, 2017, p. 1693).
The structural characteristics of the wells, as well as the
taphonomic conditions of the environment inside,
allowed the preservation of elements that in other
conditions would not normally be conserved. In addition
to the remarkable quantity of ceramic containers, it was
also possible to recover objects produced in
other materials, which reflects the daily
605
activities of the nearby areas.

Fig. 1 - Cup
Glass. Portuguese production
c. 1750. Well from SW Cloister
Height 6 cm; rim Ø 7 cm; bottom Ø 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© Filipa Pimenta 2020

Fig. 2 - Comb
Bone. Regional production
c. 1750. Well of SW Cloister
Length 8 cm; width 5 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])

Fig. 3 - Dice (4)
Bone. Regional production
c. 1750. Well of SW Cloister
1 x 1 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Fig. 4 - Spoon
Copper alloy
c. 1750. Well of SW Cloister
Full Length 18 cm; width spoon 3.5 cm; Ø handle 0.8 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1999-2001 excavation
CML-CAL (PF.00/F11[376])
© Carlos Boavida 2020

Fig. 5 - Shoe and clothes buckles (13)
Copper alloy. Regional production
17th-18th century
Variable dimensions
Praça da Figueira. 1960 and 1999-2001 excavations
CML-CAL (HTS 60. s/n; PF.00/Q4/5[1115;
PF.00/F11 [376])
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020

Fig. 6 - Caldron
Copper alloy. Produced in Lisbon (?)
18th century
Height (w/out handle) 14 cm; rim Ø 22 cm
Praça da Figueira. 1960 excavation
ML.ARQ.0858
© Lisboa, Museu de Lisboa
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Glassware is among the numerous objects, mostly
composed by vessels to contain liquids. The most
common shapes identified are bottles and drinking
glasses. The latter appear in three forms. Among the
drinking glasses, three beakers were found, two of which
have a slightly pushed up bottom and the glass has a light
green hue. The other beaker has colourless glass and is
probably older. This beaker was produced by halfmoulding technique, which gave it a series of vertical ribs
in the lower half of the shape, while the rest of the
surface close to the rim is smooth (Custódio, 2002;
Coutinho, 2016; Coutinho et al., 2017a). A fourth cup
corresponds to a third shape, as it is a stemmed glass,
with a baluster-shaped stem and with a discoidal foot.
This last cup is an extremely fine example, denouncing
the mastery of the glassmaker and a probable Italian
production is proposed (Medici, 2014). This object of
great refinement must have belonged to someone of a
higher social strata (Boavida, 2012).
Cylindrical and square-shaped bottles were also found
in those spaces. All these forms could be used at the
table, but also to store wine, liqueurs, gin, and other
liquids (Coutinho et al., 2017b). A gourd-shaped bottle
was also identified. This form is frequently found in
Portuguese glass assemblages, but so far is unknown to
have been unearthed in other countries (Medici, 2014;
Coutinho et al., 2017c).
Also in glass, fragments from hanging lamps were
found, which would be used in lamps or metal
structures suspended from the ceiling (Medici, 2014).
While no such supporting parts remain, several wooden
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beams were identified, as well as the iron pins and nails
that would keep them together, creating possible
compartments. With similar functions, but in copper,
some spikes from fabric or leather chair linings were
recovered, as well as other nails, possibly from tables,
small cupboards or chests. Objects used in food
preparation or consumption were also discovered, such
as a marble mortar, a limestone grinder, flints of iron,
cooper and tin elements from knives and spoons. In
this context, an iron scissors was also recovered
(Boavida, 2017).
Some iron horseshoes were found too, as well as bronze
buckles used with clothing. Some iron lamps were also
discovered (Boavida, 2017).
Among the metal objects there was also a silver chain, a
lead seal for measuring fabric quality, and a small
religious medal with effigies of Saint Peter and Saint Paul
(Boavida, 2017).
A bone or ivory lice comb was found, suggesting hygiene
care that was not exclusive to the hospital’s non-medical
areas nor to that institution. The same can be said for
the traces of one washing syringe (Boavida, 2017). Also
in bone, four small dice were recovered, most likely used
in playful activities (Boavida, 2017).
In conclusion, although the number of non-ceramic
pieces is small, their presence is quite diverse, not only
in the shapes present, but also in the materials used to
produce them, revealing several aspects of the daily life
in All Saints Royal Hospital’s non-medical areas.
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“[...] God deliver us from war, famine, and plague”
[…] A peste, fame et bello, libera nos Domine
Litany of the Saints (Litaniae Sanctorum)

The geographic position of Lisbon, where the Tagus estuary meets the Atlantic Ocean, fostered this city’s
development and prosperity since remote times. The port’s navigability and safety were recognized early on by
sailors, but made it vulnerable to plague outbreaks, which spread from other kingdoms and affected it repeatedly
(Abreu, 2018 (b), pp. 81-84). With commercial progress, Lisbon became the national territory’s main entrance, and
as such, preventing the city’s contagion and the consequent spread to the rest of the country became paramount.
Although well defended militarily by a set of ramparts controlling the entrance through the Tagus - expanded
throughout the early modern era -, the dangers of contamination led to specific protection measures, both by the
Crown and city government, in order to control the entry of foreigners from infected areas (Barros, 2015, p. 251).
One of the oldest surviving documents about the concern with defending the city from plague outbreaks dates
from the reign of D. João I, wherein Infante D. Duarte addressed the judges, councillors, procurator, and gentlemen
of the city of Lisbon, and criticized the action towards an English ship that docked in Lisbon with several sick crew
members, triggering a plague outbreak in the city. To avoid similar situations, the infante dictated a set of measures
to be applied by the municipality of Lisbon (AML, Livro dos Pregos, f. 258v.; published 2016, pp. 474-4751). Thus, at
the slightest suspicion “sem mais tardança devereis de mandar o dicto navio e todos os homeens que em elle veherom
que se forom fora da Cidade e porto pera honde lhes aprouguesse que nom estevessem mais hi” [without further
delay, said ship and its crew must be sent outside the city and port, wherever they wished but no longer there] (AML,

All the 521 documents that make up the so-called Livro dos Pregos were studied and transcribed in a volume with the same title published by the Câmara Municipal de
Lisboa in 2016 (VIEGAS, Inês; GOMES, Marta, coord. (2016) - Livro dos Pregos. Estudo introdutório, transcrição paleográfica, sumários e índices. Lisboa: Câmara Municipal de
Lisboa (Introdution by Edite Martins Alberto).
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Livro dos Pregos, f. 258v.; public. 2016, p. 475). The infante justified these drastic measures given the danger of affecting
the city, from which “se espalharia por toda a terra que seria gram damno” [it would spread throughout the land
with great damage] (AML, Livro dos Pregos, f. 258v.; public. 2016, p. 475). Notably, there is an understanding that
Lisbon was the main gateway to the Kingdom, and it was therefore necessary to prevent contagion in the city and
its consequent spread to the rest of the country.
A few days later, on 29 May2, he reinforced the previous measures, ordering that when ships passed the Restelo area
into the Port of Lisbon, city officials should already have information regarding any sick people on board or if any
crew member had died during the voyage. In case of suspicion, the ship should be prevented from entering the city
and should leave the Tagus River estuary (AML, Livro dos Pregos, fs. 258v.-259; published 2016, pp. 475-476).
Since the danger might persist, on July 10, Infante D. Duarte determined that a period of quarantine be practised
in Lisbon for ships carrying crew members infected with the plague (AML, Livro dos Pregos, fs. 259-259v.; public.
2016, pp. 476-477). City officials had prevented the entry of a ship from Bristol for carrying a sick man; seven had
died on the voyage. With the arrival of other ships from the same city, they were ordered to anchor next to the first
ship in the Restelo area (Brochado, 2020).
The imposition of measures to prevent and control epidemics were common during the subsequent reigns. On
November 28, 1487, King D. João II wrote the Lisbon Senate imposing measures for the prevention of the plague
and the defence of the city (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 4-4v.), and years later, October 16,
1492 (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 6v.-7) he ordered the placement, near Alcantâra, of two
marble pillars with two flags - one with the painted image of S. Sebastião and the other with that of S. Vincente which no ship should pass if they had come from places affected by the plague. In the event of non-compliance,
half of the cargo reverted to the Crown and the other half was applied to city works, while the ship officers and
crew were flogged and sentenced to exile. Ships from suspicious places should quarantine near Montijo (smaller
ships) or in “a boca do rio do barco das Enguias” [mouth of the River of the Eel Boat].
In the following reign, D. Manuel, on March 11, 1506, ordered that Lisbon apply measures against the plague, similar
to those implemented in Genoa, namely evacuate the city for a few days, housing its inhabitants in the surrounding
areas and posting guards at the city gates (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 13-13v.). Days later, on
March 20, he imposed new sanitary measures regarding the burial of plague victims, creating two cemeteries, one
in Santa Maria do Paraiso and another in Santa Maria do Monte, in Lisbon, thus preventing the dead from being
buried in the churchyards (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 14-14v.).
The same monarch, in January 1514, wrote the Senate again about measures with foreign ships to prevent the plague,
warning that attention that should be given to news about epidemics in England and in some regions of France and
Flanders. To help prevent contagion, the measures were proclaimed throughout the city, and two officers were
appointed to obtain information, from the crews of foreign ships, about locations with cases of the plague (AML,
Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 8-19).
The concern with defending the maritime entry into the port of Lisbon was a constant concern for the monarchs.
In the following reigns, Restelo (Belém) became the site where health on board ships was checked, and therefore
where the entrance into the port of Lisbon was decided (Néu, 1994, pp. 192-202). This area would become the
maritime border, and in time the place chosen to control maritime traffic and impose an effective service of control
measures and sanitary prevention rules, manned by regimented officers, functioning permanently with the aim of
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2
The previous document was written in Santarém on May 3, and this one in Santa Maria da Merceana on May 29. Both have no reference to the year. As D. Duarte was
associated with the government since 1421, but was not yet crowned King, these documents must have been written between 1421 and 1433.

preventing and neutralizing any communicable disease coming from other locations.
The first information concerning construction of a house especially for the control and defence of public health
and the associated quarantine space in Belém dates from September 5, 1492. In a letter sent to the Lisbon city
council on July 23, 1520, King D. João II ordered the councillors and procurators of the city and the procurators
of Lisbon’s tradesmen to build “huum alpendre no topo de huuns pardieiros que estam alem huum pocoo de sancta
Maria de belem” [a porch atop some old houses near Santa Maria de Belém], ordering the placement, as signals,
of “huuma cruz de pedra grande en huuma ponta que esta alem dos moynhos de Fernam Lourenço pera as naos
que vierem de lugares perigosos nom pasarem da marqua da cruz e pera asoelharem suas mercadorias e sse
rrecolherom neste allpendre que se asi fezerem nestes pardieiros” [a large stone cross at one end beyond the wind
mills of Fernão Lourenço so the ships from dangerous places don’t pass the mark of the cross, and unload their
goods there, where they will be collected in this porch built on these houses] (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde,
f. 11). This sanitary establishment, later called Casa da Saúde [Health Office], was located on the perimeter of the
Belém Tower and remained there throughout the following reigns. In 1695, when D. Pedro II confirmed the Regimento
do Provimento da Saude do porto de Bellem [sanitary rules of procedure for the Port of Belem], the Casa de Saúde was a
centre of operations for preventive measures against epidemics coming by sea, while isolation occurred in another
building located on the southern bank of the Tagus (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 3-15).
During the reign of D. João V, the location was noted in a letter from the secretary of state, Diogo de Mendonça
Corte-Real, addressed to the Municipal Registrar, Manuel Rebelo Palhares, dated July 9, 1723, where he indicates a
concern with moving the site, as correctly as possible, within the same area: “Sua Magestade foi informado que a Caza
da Saude do porto desta cidade se acha situada da torre de Bellem para cima, e depois dos navios passarem por ella se
lhes faz a visita a tempo que a ditta torre não podera impedir que os navios subam para cima, é o mesmo Senhor
servido que os senados cuidem logo em mudar a ditta Casa da torre de Bellem para baxo” [His Majesty was informed
that the Health Office of this city’s port is beyond the Belém Tower and, after ships pass by and visit said tower, ships
cannot be stopped from going further upstream, so you are instructed to ask the senate to change said Health Office
of Belém further downstream] (AML, Livro 3º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Ocidental, f. 105).
Institutions for the care of patients were also created. The Casa de São Lázaro [House of S. Lazarus] existed in the
city since the early 14th century - by all indications following a municipal initiative, with privileges confirmed by King
D. João I (AML, Livro 1º D. João I, doc. 6; Livro 1º do Hospital S. Lázaro, doc. 8) -, with the purpose of harbouring the
gafos or lázaros, that is, those suffering from leprosy (Nóvoa, 2019, pp. 28-30). The leprosarium was not to “curar a
doença mas sim confiná-la oferecendo duas formas de proteção: proteção à cidade, que se resguardava do contacto
com os indivíduos doentes; e proteção aos doentes que, ao se recolherem no estabelecimento, se tornavam dele
dependentes” [cure the disease, but confine it, offering two forms of protection: protecting the city, thus isolated
from contact with sick individuals; and protecting the sick, who were sheltered in the establishment, becoming
dependent upon it] (Nóvoa, 2019, p. 42). This house with its very own specifications was not suitable for receiving
patients affected by epidemiological outbreaks. The constant epidemics that plagued the city created the need for
other spaces, with sufficient conditions and size to receive and heal the sick. The newly built All Saints Royal Hospital
was not intended to solve plague outbreaks. And even when, exceptionally, in the reign of Filipe III, it received
contagious patients, the case was resolved by the Lisbon Senate, to prevent contagion among the sick and to find a
place for those who had no accommodation in the hospital (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 78v.-80).
The need to create host institutions, despite some specific measures mainly related to space availability, was always
forwarded by the royal power to the city government. In a letter sent to the Lisbon City Council on July 23, 1520,
King D. Manuel presented the need to build a special and permanent house to receive and treat patients with
pestenemça [pestilence], indicating a precise location: the lands of D. Jerónimo d’Eça, near the Alcântara
bridge. The choice of site was driven by the convenience of having plenty of water nearby for washing,
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surrounding land for burials, with good and direct access to the Tagus. To best realize this work, the king

offered “de esmolla huum milhao de reaes” [alms of one million reais, for building material, clothing, and other
objects for the preparation of the House and asked the City Council to contribute a subsidy, from its incomes, and
also that the nobles provide a generous donation, in the name of health and the public good]. Initially, the Casa dos
Doentes [House of the Sick] in Alcântara had 160 beds and all the associated equipment and staff
(AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 65, 68; Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 23v.-25).
This house would replace or complement an existing one, referred to by King D. Manuel in February 1504 when
he authorized the Senate that some plague patients be treated in their own homes, and not be forced to move to the
Casa dos Doentes (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 12v.-13)3.
Following the Regimento que leva Pedro Vaz sobre o que toca ao bem da Saúde de Lisboa [rules of procedure of Pedro Vaz
regarding the health welfare of Lisbon], dated September 27, 1526 (AML, Livro dos Regimentos e posturas da Casa da
Saúde, fs. 31-41v.), D. João III sent a letter to the Lisbon city councillors, informing and ordering the beginning of
municipal measures to comply with the rules and demanding the establishment of a house for the sick “que tenha
agoa que he a principal cousa que convem, e que seja o mais perto da Cidade, e o mais apartado da conversação da
gente” [that has water, which is the main convenient thing, and that is close to the city and furthest from gatherings
of people] (Colleção dos Regimentos …, 1819, p. 55), suggesting the palace of Estáus, a large building, with many rooms,
water storage tanks, easily isolated from access to Rossio and close to the burial grounds of São Roque. If the
council did not agree, the king would provide his palace in Santos, a walled location, also with plenty of water and
easy passage through the Ribeira [riverfront area].
With the population growth and development of Belém, the space next to the house of health - commissioned by King
D. João II, in 1492, for the quarantine of people and goods (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 11) - was no
longer outside the city. Therefore, another isolation area had to be circumscribed for successful quarantines. The logic
of health prevention of the rulers was to move any disturbance to public health away from the city. The choice fell
upon land in Trafaria, near the tower of S. Sebastião, on the bank opposite the urban centre (Néu 1994, pp. 203-207).
A decree sent to the Lisbon Senate, on August 7, 1565, by Cardinal D. Henrique, on behalf of King D. Sebastião,
ordered the construction of a lazaretto in Trafaria, in the outskirts of Almada, where the crews of ships, with or
without goods, from places affected by the plague could “assoalhar o tempo que for necessário” [be exposed to the
sun for the required period]. The building could be built upon Gaspar da Rua’s property, which should be evaluated,
and a third paid from the city’s incomes (AML, Cópia do Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, fs. 50v-51).
The building was built and fulfilled its mission for many years, but with the development of trade and increasing
maritime traffic it became insufficient for the detention of people, goods, and baggage from other countries. Often
isolation was inside the ships themselves, detained and anchored near the lazaretto. References to this sanitary
establishment in the 18th century documentation are few and staggered but provide hints on the existing problem
with safety and maintenance of the building and implementation of operational rules. On September 19, 1711,
King João V ordered the construction of a new lazaretto building in Trafaria, according to a plan designed by the
military engineer Manuel do Couto and instructed the Lisbon Senate to implement the plan and aid the engineer
who would lead the work (AML, Livro 5º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 150). Two years later,
in a new decree sent to the City Council on December 9, 1713, and given the loss of the lazaretto’s plan, the king
instructed that engineer Manuel do Couto make a second plan, beginning construction as soon as possible (AML,
Livro 5º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 269). He added that payment for the project be taken
from contributions for the expansion of Douradores Street, in the city’s downtown (AML, Livro 2º de consultas e
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3
The “casas dos doentes” or “casas de saúde” [houses for the sick or houses of health] were temporary establishments, created during epidemics as a resource to treat
infected patients and then deactivated when the epidemic outbreaks ended.

decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 24v.). This time it seems the work advanced, because in mid-1716 the king
was informed of the municipal treasury’s critical situation. Construction of the lazaretto had increased the municipal
debts to the point that creditors began to apply enforcement proceedings with municipal properties, and the Senate
appealed to the king to resolve this situation. This matter persisted for a long time, with financial advances and
setbacks. Construction was stopped and restarted, but the lazaretto continued active regardless.
All these public health measures were based on successive rules, completed, and adapted throughout the various reigns
according to the evolution of knowledge and political strategies. The first regimento [rules of procedure] dates from 1526
and was based on information gathered by the judge Pedro Vaz, sent to Italy by King D. João III to ascertain the measures
applied in Italy, where there had been great epidemics (AML, Livro dos Regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 31-41v.).
The king granted him full powers to implement these sanitary practices and recruit the necessary and competent officers,
in the most sensitive places, to “se remediar o mal, como para poder a gente estar nelles, sem manifesto perigo” [remedy
the evil, so people can live there without manifest danger]. The epidemic that broke out in Lisbon in 1579 (Lima, 1947,
pp. 113-115), and which forced the City Council to take exceptional measures, led to a revision of the rules then in
force. Thus, relying mainly on prevention, cardinal King D. Henrique, on January 26, 1580, ordered the implementation
of the Regimento do Provimento da Saude e Cura dos Enfermos [rules for the provision of health and treatment of the sick],
which the Senate had presented based on the experience during previous outbreaks, in order to establish uniform
procedures for all officers in the service of defending public health. In addition to these indications, penalties were
established, for each of the categories, if the rules were not followed (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 214). In
1680, the charter with the Regimento da Saude que fez o Senado da Camara em tempo do Senhor Rei Dom João o IV [health rules
by the city senate in the time of King D. João IV] was confirmed. This resulted from a question the king put to the City
Council about “se seria melhor curarem se os doentes do ditto mal em suas casas, que na Casa da Saude pois a Cidade
não podia supprir a despeza que se fazia, e o mal se hia tanto dilatando” [whether it would be better to heal the sick in
their houses, rather than a Health Office, as the city couldn’t cover the cost, and the disease would spread], in order to
combine the indispensable treatment with a reduction of costs, and best use the necessary spending (AML, Livro de
regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 44). D. Pedro II approved the Regimento que se hade observar succedendo haver peste (de
que Deus nos livre) em algum Reyno, ou Provincia confinante com Portugal [rules to be observed if (God forbid) there is a plague
in any kingdom or province bordering Portugal] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 15v.-43v.). While
the provedor-mor [chief officer] was the highest officer on health issues in the Kingdom, based in Lisbon, the chief guards
were his appointed representatives in the country’s various municipalities, with more than one in the border cities and
towns, both inland and on the coast, from “Castro Marim que está na foz do Guadiana, ate Caminha na foz do Minho”
[Castro Marim at the mouth of the Guadiana, to Caminha at the mouth of the Minho], particularly in case of plague
outbreaks. This regimento established the powers of the chief guards “para que se posa ter toda a vigilancia, evitando que
passe pesoa alguma para este reyno” [so that there may be full vigilance, avoiding that any person pass into this kingdom],
authorizing them, in chapter II, to plan and execute a defensive strategy for the placement of armed guards at the city
gates, and that transgressors “lhes farão logo tiros, ate que com effeito os matem” [be shot until killed], if they do not
comply with the prohibition orders (AML, Livro 5º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 10-10v.).
The first proposal of the Regimento do provimento da saude para o porto de Bellem, elaborated by the Lisbon City Council
and presented to D. Pedro II in 1694 demonstrated the need to establish more rigid and appropriate standards for
the installation, in the capital’s port, of a maritime sanitary cordon on an international scale (AML, Livro de regimentos
e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 3-15). In this regimento administered by the Casa da Saúde de Belém, the provedor-mor da
saúde remained the highest public health officer in the Court and Realm4. He coordinated communication with
Portuguese ambassadors, merchants, and tradesmen in other countries, as well as customs officials and other port

At the beginning of a new year and usually attributed at random, the area of health fell to one of the city councillors appointed to the City Senate, who was thus named
Provedor-mor da Saúde da Corte e do Reino [chief health officer of the court and realm] (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 180). The duties of this senior officer remained
almost unchanged with minor technical adjustments and increased duties according to the reinforcement of norms to preserve the health of the people, following the
early modern policy to renew the public health services, approved by King D. João V on December 15, 1707 (Silva, 1830, pp. 246-247).
4
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authorities where ships would stop to load goods or passengers. He could thus obtain information as quickly and
effectively as possible, and trigger prevention measures in case of the slightest suspicion of contagion.
Another officer of great importance was the guarda-mor da saúde [chief health guard], who was responsible for all the
practical work of prevention and surveillance. He oversaw checking the letters of health, which were very susceptible to
falsification; hence great attention should be paid to their inspection to prevent any irregularity5.
Due to the increasing sea trade and, consequently, a greater and constant arrival of ships to the port of Lisbon, coming
from the most varied locations, the provedor-mor appointed another full-time guard so there would always be two guards
present, thus ensuring the safety standards. The second guard to be recruited had to belong to the Casa dos Vinte e Quatro
[literally, the House of Twenty-Four, where the main trades were represented] and be chosen by the juiz do povo [people’s
judge], as also occurred with the assistant officers chosen to serve in the lazaretto and in some quarantined ships when
an increase in personnel was necessary to best implement prevention measures (Oliveira, 1551 (ed. 1987), pp. 86-87).
In the Regimento do Provedor-mor da Saude, e dos Provedores della desta Cidade de Lisboa [rules of procedure for the chief
health officer and the health officers of the city of Lisbon], decreed in 1707, the second chapter instituted daily
meetings between health officials, indicating that “o principal remedio de todos he o Divino” [the main remedy
above all is the Divine] and therefore the health officers, meirinhos [judicial officers], clerk, physician, surgeon and
others “se juntarão como he costume (…) honde depois de se dizer missa (…) se fará a Meza” [will gather as usual,
where after mass they will convene the board] to discuss the situation and analyse the day’s work (Collecção dos
Regimentos…, 1819, p. 64).
The study and scientific knowledge of actions essential to the preservation of human health was accompanied by an
immense fear of the divine, which explained catastrophes as punishments for the lack of morals and bad actions of
men. Thus, to plan and help fight the evil of pestilences, the first spiritual measures were masses, prayers, sacrifices,
and processions. In this context, D. Tomás de Almeida, the Lisbon ‘s first patriarch, upon taking office, in the first
letter he sent to the Senate of Western Lisbon6, gave notice of the primary measures the new patriarchal chapter take
for the benefit of public health: the urgent (re)institution of the procession in honour of the Holy Martyr S. Sebastião
- protector against epidemics - which had been forgotten (AML, Livro 1º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado
Ocidental, fs. 100-101; 105). The procession would be prepared and depart from the Parish Church of S. Julião, run
across the city’s downtown, climb to and end at the Church of S. Roque, another holy advocate against the plague. The
procession of S. Sebastião was created by King D. Sebastião, in 1570, as a vow of thanks for the end of the plague that
had affected Lisbon (AML, Livro 1º das Festas, f. 108). For the prelate, this renewed vow, focusing on the two Saints,
would be a devout act of faith and, therefore, of great spiritual importance against disease. Insisting on the priority of
entrusting the city’s people to the Holy protectors, the Lisbon Senates occupied a large part of their administration in
the months following their inauguration with fulfilling the patriarch’s ecclesiastical orders, who constantly sent letters
about additional processions and the precepts the municipality should observe, not only in terms of spending but also
attitudes and procedures (AML, Livro 1º de consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado Ocidental, fs. 96-95, 100-101, 105;
Livro 4º de consulta e decretos de D. João V do Senado Ocidental, fs. 280-281; Livro 24º de consulta e decretos de D. João V do Senado
Ocidental, fs. 101-102v.). Thus, there were a multitude of spiritual projects, integrated in the capital’s daily political and
economic administration, all in the name of the population’s health and welfare. No less important, in parallel with the
ongoing rational sanitary measures, there arose a spiritual practice with a specific and punitive conception related with
disease. The city regularized and adopted all hygienic precautions, but the basic principles of an effective sanitary
attitude were also transposed to the devotion and practice of religious worship.

5

Examples of these “letters” can be found in Livro 15.º de consultas e decretos de D. Pedro II, fs. 277-278 (AML), containing a compilation of three letters of health from the ports of Genoa,
Alicante, and Cádiz, 1697 (see in presente edition pp. 643 to 645).
6
The papal bull In supremo apostolatus solio by Clement XI divided the city of Lisbon and the diocese’s territory into two parts: the Patriarchate of Western Lisbon with headquarters in the royal chapel, with the title of Holy Patriarchal Church, and the Archbishopric of Eastern Lisbon, with headquarters in the old See of Lisbon. Each part with
its own Senate: Western Lisbon and Eastern Lisbon. This division persisted until August 31, 1741, at which time King D. João V again unified the city (AML, Livro 16º de
consultas e decretos de D. João V do Senado Ocidental, fs. 132-133).
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In conclusion, the city of Lisbon’s urban space has always proved conducive to the outbreak and contagion of
epidemic diseases, given its unsanitary internal conditions and the factors and elements of external transmission. A
tight sanitary surveillance, in terms of defensive procedures supported by severe penalties, was essential, not only
along the land borders, but particularly in the capital’s seaport.
From the creation or renovation of establishments and the prophylactic specialization of officers to the elaboration
of specific rules for individual behaviour, the king’s authority intervened in municipal sanitation at the level of social
practices, the court’s welfare, and as a political affirmation of his power. Regulating and formalizing preventive
measures entailed establishing a legal field of action and, as part of the general adoption of sanitary rules,
presupposed essential means to combat and eradicate the scourge of epidemics.
In this context, the organization of health services, articulating theory with science, arose from the need for an efficient
health defence of the population, which the municipal authorities assumed and gradually adapted, closely following
public health problems in Europe. Practical interventions in times of epidemic crisis were temporary preventive health
measures that, later and in continuity, led to the creation of definitive structures and decisive regulations.
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D. João II order the construction, in Belém, of a shelter for people
and goods of ships coming from locations affected by the plague
1492, September 5
Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 11
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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D. João II orders the city of Lisbon implement measures
to fight the plague
1493, October 12
Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 22
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

D. João II orders the city of Lisbon place masts with flags
on the riverfront after which ships from locations affected
by the plague should not pass
1494, May 29
Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 25
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Cardinal D. Henrique, on behalf of D. Sebastião, orders the creation
of a site in Trafaria for the quarantine of ship crews
from affected locations
1565, August 7
Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 155
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Health Office of Belém - 18th century
Grande Panorama de Lisboa (detail)
c. 1700
Blue over white faience
MNAz inv. 1Az
© Lisboa, Museu Nacional do Azulejo
DGPC/Arquivo de Documentação Fotográfica Carlos Monteiro, 1994
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Health Office of Belém - 19th century
Atlas da carta topográfica de Lisboa: n.º 63
1856-1858
Filipe Folque
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Health Office of Belém - 20th century
[1900-1958]
Photograph
Eduardo Portugal
PT/AMLSB/POR/059759
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa

Health Office building in the present
Praia do Bom Sucesso Street (Belém parish)
2020
Photograph
© CML | DMC | DPC | José Vicente 2020
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Public health is essential for social welfare. Therefore, faced with the threat of an epidemic, the authorities spared
no effort to avoid the harmful consequences of this evil. Early on, the kings decreed, and the municipality of Lisbon
regulated, occasional and rudimentary public health measures against epidemic outbreaks, and expanded specific
and rigorous practices aimed at their implementation. Since the 16th century, hygienic measures were promulgated,
with greater rigour and policing of health prevention, demonstrating knowledge of what was happening throughout
Europe in this regard, and indicating a notable degree of technical and scientific progress.
In 1526, King D. João III received from the desembargador [appelate judge] Pedro Vaz, his envoy to Italy (Abreu (b),
2018, p. 82), a report with health instructions on the measures applied in the Italian cities where great epidemics
broke out and that, according to him, should be applied in the Kingdom of Portugal, given their demonstrated
efficiency in containing contagions or “para se remediar o damno da dita pestilencia” [to remedy the damage of
said pestilence] AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 28v.). The King decided to give him full powers
in order to carry out these sanitary practices and employ the necessary and competent officers, in the most sensitive
places, to “se remediar o mal, como para poder a gente estar nelles, sem manifesto perigo” [remedy the evil, so
people can live there, without manifest danger] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 31).
The Regimento que leva Pedro Vaz sobre o que toca ao bem da Saúde de Lisboa [rules of procedure of Pedro Vaz regarding
the health welfare of Lisbon], dated September 27, 1526, issued in Tomar (AML, Livro dos Regimentos e posturas da
Casa da Saúde, fs. 31-41v.), presents thirty-five items, and constitutes “o mais antigo regimento do serviço de saúde,
de que temos conhecimento “ [the oldest health service rules of which we are aware] (Oliveira, 1906, vol. XV,
p. 327). It begins by defining the election of one or three health provedores [purveyor], with enough private wealth
to face the expenses inherent to the proper functioning of their office, as well as the appointment of a clerk who
would work with them. Pedro Vaz justified the choice of a variable number of provedores with the fact
that “sendo dois, e desvairados pareceres, muitas vezes acontece damnar mais sua discordia, do que
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aproveitão seus officios” [if there were two, and divergent opinions, often discord does more damage

than any benefit from their work], predicting the future implications of discord between only two opinions to
address such a great responsibility (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 31v.). The provedores were
given all the authority within their jurisdiction to proceed in an appropriate manner to prevent or control outbreaks
of plague. The basis of this work was organized and stipulated according to the following elements: the conditions
of the house that received patients and convalescents and the procedure with clothes and cleaning; the reasons and
circumstances regarding the supply of quality items for this house; specific orders for the meirinho [judicial officer],
beleguins [bailiff], jailer and minister of Justice, “todos da peste, os quaes usam somente de tal officio nos impedidos”
[all for the plague, who will use this office only for the sick] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde,
f. 33); and the obligation to mark with a French cross all the doors of houses suspected of disease. Items VII and
VIII of the Regimento relate to the election of an officer in each parish - the cabeça da saúde [head of health] - and
established their authority to supervise and inspect everything pertaining to public health in their jurisdiction. The
following two items (IX and X) refer to the selection and functions of a physician named físico de exame [examining
physician], who would accompany the provedor in his inspection of private homes and shops in the city, as well as
how to proceed in these examinations when disease was detected. The Regimento defines the sanitary measures to be
taken with the sick, according to social position, and regarding houses, clothes, cleaning and contact with family or
neighbours, indicating the obligations of the different health officials in these processes; the danger represented by
“os lugares publicos de mulheres” [the public places with women] because “huma destas mulheres com que acerta
de ter partes hum homem impedido, pega o mal a vinte sem ella adoecer” [one such women that happens to contact
a sick man will spread the illness to twenty without falling ill herself] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da
Saúde, fs. 38-38v.); measures to be applied in fairs where used clothing was sold; procedures for congregations and
clerics, regarding the moral and spiritual action with the sick; the mandatory daily reports by the cabeças da saúde for
general and higher information about the state of the situation in each parish. The last items indicate the best time
of the day to carry the sick or bury the dead, as well as the procedures to be followed, according to practices
recommended in Italy; item XXXI has an extensive treatment of the proper attitude towards cleaning public streets,
particularly in front of the houses marked with a cross, also comparing with cleaning in Italian cities, reinforcing
that care with public hygiene should be the same during normal times of health; item XXXII mentions awards for
overtime during epidemics payable to the “Ministros da peste que são Fisicos, Sangradores, Espritaleiros,
e Confessores, e os Provedores, Cabeças das Freguesias, Fisico do Exame, e Escrivão” [Ministers of the plague,
who are Physicians, Bleeders, Hospitallers, and Confessors, and the Purveyor, Heads of Health of Parishes,
Examining Physicians and Clerk] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 40-40v.). The three final
items define the work of provedores, parish cabeças de saúde, physicians and clerk, in times when epidemics have lost
their strength, and refers the concern, in milder times, to seek information from foreign merchants and ship
commanders about the existence of epidemic outbreaks elsewhere.
The charter that accompanies the Regimento enunciates, in fourteen items, the penalties if sanitary orders are
unfulfilled, for both health officials and civilians, from flogging in the public square to exile of seven or ten years
in the island of S. Tomé, also including the payment of fines. These punishments were stipulated according to the
culprit’s social position and the gravity of his act (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 41v.-43).
In a letter sent to the city councillors of Lisbon, the king ordered municipal measures implementing these norms,
with special attention to the provisions related to cleaning and hygiene. In response to item III, the king demanded
that the house for the sick be established “que tenha agoa que he a principal cousa que convem, e que seja o mais
perto da Cidade, e o mais apartado da conversação da gente” [that has water, which is the main convenient thing,
and that is close to the city and furthest from gatherings of people] (Colleção dos Regimentos …, 1819, p. 55), suggesting
the palace of the Estáus, as it was a large building with many rooms, water tanks, easy to isolate in its Rossio access
and near the burial grounds of São Roque. If the council did not agree, the king would provide his palace in Santos,
a walled location, also with plenty of water and easy passage through the Ribeira [riverfront area]1.
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In a first phase, twenty beds were established for the sick. The officers and assistants who were

recommended join the health service were: a meirinho with six helpers, a physician, a surgeon, a bleeder, two
clergymen, a jailer, a minister of Justice, two cristaleiras [women who administered enemas], four washers, four women
for various tasks and eight men to service the sick and for burials, and a tabelião [notary] for the wills. The payment
to these officers and servants would come from the City Council of Lisbon and, during periods free from illness,
the city councillors had jurisdiction to dismiss this personnel, as they considered most appropriate (Collecção dos
Regimentos…, 1819, p. 56).
A clear commitment to equip the authorities with modern mechanisms against epidemic scourges was thus beginning
to emerge. Later, in 1579, a new outbreak of plague broke out in Lisbon, forcing the city council to take exceptional
measures, while warning the monarch of the urgent need to establish health rules that should be enforced
continuously. The City Council sent a proposal on hygiene provisions and positions, to best implement the sanitary
prevention measures (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 206).
Thus, relying on future prevention, Cardinal King D. Henrique, on January 26, 1580, issued a charter with legal
force ordering the immediate implementation of the Regimento do Provimento da Saude e Cura dos Enfermos [rules for
the provision of health and treatment of the sick], which had been presented by the City Council, based on the
experience with recent fatalities, in order to provide uniform procedural guidelines to all officers in the service of
defending public health, but, in particular, the “fisiquos, sorogiois, samgradores, medicos, cabeças de fregesias,
menistros dos esquifes, coveiros, compradores das cousas nesesarias a saude, guardas da caza da saude, lavamdeiras
da caza da saude, meirinhos, cristaleiras, barbeiros” [physicians, surgeons, bleeders, doctors, parish heads of health,
coffin carriers, gravediggers, buyers of the necessary things for health, guards in the house of health, washers in
the house of health, judicial officers, women providing enemas, barbers] and even to the patients themselves.
In addition to these indications, penalties were established for each category, if they did not comply with the rules
of procedure (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 214).
In 1680, the charter with the Regimento da Saude que fez o Senado da Camara em tempo do Senhor Rei Dom João o IV [health
rules by the city senate in the time of King João IV] was confirmed. This resulted from a question the king put to
the City Council about “se seria melhor curarem se os doentes do ditto mal em suas casas, que na Casa da Saude
pois a Cidade não podia supprir a despeza que se fazia, e o mal se hia tanto dilatando” [whether it would be better
to heal the sick in their houses, rather than a house of health, as the city couldn’t cover the cost, and the disease
would spread] (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 44; Collecção dos Regimentos…, 1819, p. 57),
in order to combine the indispensable treatment with a reduction of costs, and best use the necessary spending.
Composed of sixteen items, this Regimento began by ordering an increase in the number of physicians and surgeons,
and that patients be charged a certain amount for services, because in the new proposed format “os doentes que
tiverem poses, e maneira para serem curados em sua casa o poderão fazer com licença do Provedor-mór” [patients
who had means, and conditions to be cured at home, could do so with authorization from the chief health officer]
(AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 45).
The expenses increased considerably as each private house affected had a physician or surgeon, and a bleeder at
their exclusive service, that is, they “não poderão curar outros doentes neste tempo, nem communicar com outras
pesoas desimpedidas” [will not be able to cure other patients at this time, nor communicate with other sick patients]
(AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 44v.). These health officers, because they were in direct contact
with patients, had to obey strict hygiene standards and wear an identification badge whenever they went out.
The remaining items refer to the rules of procedure of the guards of the Health Office, parish cabeças de saúde,

Another hospital facility for hospitalization of the infected in the city of Lisbon was the Casa de Saúde [house of health] of Alcântara (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde,
fs. 65 and 68).
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meirinhos, gravediggers, washers, and other servants, in relation to the chief health officer and in their communication
with the declared patients. The rules also explicitly state the procedures for washing and disinfecting clothes and
objects (AML, Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, f. 47v.; Collecção dos Regimentos…, 1819, pp. 60-63).
In practice, these regimentos are similar regarding the care when contacting people and things. As regards the
administrative and management functions of service personnel, they are also similar in some respects, but extend
or divide responsibilities differently over the successive reigns, seeking more effective procedures.
In this regimento from the time of King D. João IV, we find the provedor, called provedor-mor da saúde [chief health
officer], the heads of parish, called parish cabeças da saúde, the meirinho specified as a health meirinho2, and a reference
to a single priest, while the regimento of Petro Vaz mentioned two clergymen who divided the liturgical and assistance
tasks. The eight male servants now appear designated as gravediggers, bleeders, and purchasers of health items,
as they were already referred in the 1580 regimento.
On August 4, 1668, the monarch issued a decree in which he named the chief health officer as provedor-mor da Saúde
da Corte e do Reino [chief health officer of the court and realm], extending his responsibility and authority to “todos
os Officios da Saude das terras do Reino, e Conquistas, e que as Cameras, e Justiças dellas se não intromettão na
jurisdição da Saude, mas executem as Ordens que do Provedor-mor lhe forem dirigidas” [all the health offices in
the kingdom and conquests, and that the city councils and their Justices shall not interfere in the health jurisdiction,
but should execute the orders of the chief health officer] (Collecção dos Regimentos…, 1819, p. 78). In this way,
the provedor-mor da saúde saw his jurisdiction extended to the whole kingdom.
Under D. Pedro II, the Regimento que se hade observar succedendo haver peste (de que Deus nos livre) em algum Reyno, ou Provincia
confinante com Portugal [rules to be observed if (God forbid) there is a plague in any kingdom or province bordering
Portugal] was approved. With fifteen chapters, it focuses once again on responsibilities, in this case of the chief
guard, assistant guards and flag guard. As these rules were specific for land and river borders, the main responsibility
fell precisely upon these officers to take action on the ground (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do
Senado Oriental, fs. 10-14v.; Livro de regimentos e posturas da Casa da Saúde, fs. 15v.-22). While the provedor-mor was the
highest officer on health issues in the Kingdom, based in Lisbon, the chief guards were his appointed representatives
in the country’s various municipalities, with more than one in the border cities and towns, both inland and on the
coast, from “Castro Marim que está na foz do Guadiana, ate Caminha na foz do Minho” [Castro Marim at the
mouth of the Guadiana, to Caminha at the mouth of the Minho], in case of plague outbreaks (AML, Livro 2º de
Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 10). This regimento established their powers “para que se posa ter
toda a vigilancia, evitando que passe pesoa alguma para este reyno” [so there will be full vigilance, avoiding that any
person pass into this kingdom], authorizing them, in chapter II, to plan and execute a defensive strategy for the
placement of armed guards at the city gates, and that transgressors “lhes farão logo tiros, ate que com effeito os
matem” [will be shot until killed], if they do not comply with the orders of forbidden terrain (AML, Livro 2º de
Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 10v.)3. Since the efficiency of the rules relied on the management
and obedience of the surveillance groups, these chief guards had to be men of honour, native to their locality and
remain under the exclusive command of the chief health officer.
In these localities with measures restricting movement of both natives and foreigners, in addition to public
announcements about the location’s sanitary condition, there was a security perimeter marked by flags around the
town. Next to the flags was a surveillance post that served to check health passports, documents that authorized,

These titles were established by the charter of January 7, 1571, within the framework of the City Council’s new organization, but were only established as such in this Regimento of King D. João IV.
These guards were authorized to carry arms, be order of King D. Pedro II, on February 7, 1695, the official date of confirmation of this regimento. This must have been
effective, because it was later reiterated by King D. João V, in 1707, when he reconfirmed the health regimentos, specifying all firearms could be used, except pistols.
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or not, the entry into the village, mainly for merchants, noblemen and clergymen. Chapters IV and V determined
that these safe-conducts issued by the City Council - which had the same goal as the letters of health for ships4, but
were more specific in their description of the carrier’s physical appearance -, followed specific rules as to the type
of letter and paper used, sheet measurements and their price. Only the municipal clerks were allowed to print and
distribute these passports, as a certificate of authenticity (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado
Oriental, fs. 11-11v.).
There were also special procedures regarding mail sent by land, and a different attitude regarding mail sent by sea.
Always towards prevention, chapter XIV located the point of collection and shipping of correspondence on the
bridge of Badajoz, halfway between Lisbon and Madrid “e se ordena que o estafeta que vae todas as semanas a
Badajoz a receber as cartas que o estafeta de Madrid traz, não entrara na cidade, e chegara ate junto da ponte de
Badajoz, em pouca destancia, ficando da parte de Portugal, e no fim da ponte o estafeta de Madrid tirara todas as
cartas dos saccos e as pora em terra e seram logo todas passadas por vinagre e por fogo” [and it was ordered that
the messenger, who every week goes to Badajoz to receive the letters brought by the messenger from Madrid, does
not enter the city, and will stop a short distance from the Badajoz bridge, on the Portuguese side, and the messenger
from Madrid at the end of the bridge will take all letters from the bags and lay them on the ground and they will be
passed by vinegar and fire]; after this disinfection and meticulous fulfilment of the hygienic rules, each messenger
would go on his way, while the messenger in Portugal was accompanied to Elvas by two guards on horseback for
greater security (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 13).
Chapters VI to XIII refer to the special procedures of night and day surveillance over the river movement of ships
on both banks of the Tagus, regarding loading and unloading in Cais of Santarém, Ribeira and Terreiro do Paço.
These measures had provisions similar to those of port towns on the border with Spain, with due differences for
the capital (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 11v.-13).
The first proposal of the Regimento do provimento da saude para o porto de Bellem [sanitary rules of procedure for the
Port of Belem], prepared by the Lisbon City Council and presented to D. Pedro II in 1694, demonstrated a need to
establish stricter and proper standards for the installation, in the capital’s port, of a maritime sanitary cordon on an
international scale. This proposal was confirmed in February 1695 and became final in December 1707 with the
confirmation by D. João V (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 13v.-14).
The Health Office of Belem’s regimento had twenty-two chapters, beginning with the basis for efficiency: rules for
the health personnel. The provedor-mor da saúde remained the highest health officer in the Court and Realm5.
He coordinated communication with Portuguese ambassadors, merchants, and tradesmen in other countries, as well
as customs officials and other port authorities where ships would stop to load goods or passengers. He could thus
obtain information as quickly and effectively as possible, and trigger prevention measures in case of the slightest
suspicion of contagion. This measure was one of the most important to guarantee no source of information was
neglected, because if the slightest symptom of disease arose in the ports were people and goods arrived, the first
reaction was concealment, so business would not be interrupted.
Upon notice of any city or port with an outbreak or suspicion of contagion, the provedor-mor should inform all other
ports in the kingdom6, immediately ordering the implementation of surveillance and prevention measures. If these
precautions were delayed and if any strange disease had already manifested, the urgent first measures were triggered.
The Lisbon Senate was informed, which in turn informed the king, and jointly they determined the specific health

Letters of health, a health passport that all ship captains or commanders had to possess and show when requested, effectively a health certificate from the ports where the ship had docked,
with declaration by those port authorities, taking responsibility that no one was infected on board. Passengers also had their personal letter of health.
At the beginning of a new year and usually attributed at random, the area of health fell to one of the city councillors appointed to the City Senate, who was thus named
Provedor-mor da Saúde da Corte e do Reino (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 180).
6
This procedure was also contemplated in item XXXV of the Pedro Vaz instructions and in Chapter I of the regimento against the 1693 plague (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas
e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 10).Provedor-mor da Saúde da Corte e do Reino (AML, Livro 1º do Provimento da Saúde, f. 180).
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rules according to the locality and severity. If necessary, the provedor-mor would go to the site to assess the best
strategy to be applied.
Another officer of great importance was the guarda-mor da saúde [chief health guard], who was responsible for all
the practical work of prevention and surveillance. As one of the front-line health officials, his importance was
gradually extended in the various regimentos and, in the 1694 regimento the office reached its maximum position: the
administration and total control of the Health Office when the provedor-mor was absent (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas
e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 1v.-2). Appointed by the provedor-mor, he should be a reputable person,
resident in Belem, who would not leave his post without notifying the provedor-mor or the Senate with sufficient
advance so a substitute could be appointed. As was already customary in times of crisis and depending on the
severity, two or four additional temporary guards could be appointed, divided between assistant guards and flag
guards. This senior officer also received petitions, usually complaints about tardiness in resolving issues, and would
ascertain the veracity of the accusations and issue a dispatch, giving his opinion to the provedor-mor. He also had to
verify the letters of health, very susceptible to falsification, hence the great attention given to any irregularities.
When an anomaly was detected, a process began, sometimes very lengthy, which forced the ship commanders,
merchants, tradesmen and even ambassadors, to send numerous requests. These initiated a legal procedure by the
provedor-mor, which was then subject to the Senate’s analysis.
Another relevant officer in this Regimento was the health clerk, also residing in Belém, who gave continuous assistance
to the Health Office (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 2-2v.). His task was to
zeal for the regimento, maintain it in good condition and available for consultation at any time. He was in charge of
keeping all the instruments and equipment used in the disinfection of letters of health and other suspicious papers
in order and ready for use. Before being sent to the provedor-mor to initiate the penalty process, suspicious letters
went through “depuração artesanal” [artisanal purification]: “o que fará tendo huma cana comprida, ou vara aberta
na ponta, e nella se meterão as cartas, passaportes e quaesquer outros papeis de suspeita, e se banharão em vinagre,
e logo se defumarão em hum brazeiro, e com bom fogo se enxugarão, e sem esta dilligencia não receberá papel
algum de parte suspeitosa” [which he will do using a long cane or stick open at the tip, where the letters, passports
and any other suspected papers will be placed, bathed in vinegar, and then smoked over a hearth and dried with
a good fire, and without these measures no paper from suspected party will be received] (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas
e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 2).
The health clerk had to maintain two books: one to register the chief guard’s condemnations and the value of those
fines, which was given to the provedor-mor at the end of the year, for his supervision and the elaboration of total
revenues; and the other to register all suspicious commodities sent for quarantine, with the name of the commander
of the ship they came in, the number of volumes, the nature of the cargo and the manufacturer’s brand, the day
they were retained in Belém, the day they entered confinement, the day they were opened to begin purification by
the sun, and which officers were responsible for the confiscated items7.
All these procedures were accompanied by the health flag guard, another officer with rules stipulated in chapter IV
(AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 2v.). The latter was responsible for surveillance
over entrance in the Tagus. He reported to the chief guard, if any military or merchant ship was approaching,
so that all prevention measures could be prepared for on board sanitary inspection once it anchored. He had to
accompany those in charge of the ships to the Belém health house, where they would present the letters of health
and make the mandatory trip statements. The flag guard also supervised the detained ships, from the crew’s
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7
In the documentation consulted, there is no reference to a single registry book explaining the operation of the shared bureaucracy between Belém and Trafaria. These
two books were a bureaucratic innovation of this regimento, as they had not yet been defined with this thoroughness. Item V in the 1526 Regimento of Pedro Vaz mentions,
regarding the payment of fines, that the clerk “de sua receita e despeza, faça livro diso bem ordenado para dar sua conta (…) e em fim de cada mez lhe asignareis as
despezas” [records incomes and expenses in an organized book and at the end of each month will indicate expenses], a book solely for economic control. Items X and XI
of the Regimento, reconfirmed in 1680, mention a book for recording goods purchased for the Health Office and another to record entry and exit of patients.

permanence on board the quarantined ships to the end of all the sanitary procedures.
The different origins of the crews on foreign ships required another specialty among the health personnel: the
interpreters (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 2v.-3). Obviously of great
importance, the professional obligation of these health assistants required an attitude of trust and responsibility
above that of any other officer, which was not always observed. In the rules, the interpreters are the only officers
who could be fired if they didn’t comply with their obligations: “e constando em algum tempo que deixou de a
fazer [a tradução] o ditto Interprete alem de perder o officio será castigado com as mais pennas, que parecer ao
senado” [and if during some time said interpreter stopped translating, in addition to losing his post he will be
punished with addition penalties, as seen fit by the Senate] (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado
Oriental, f. 3). Chosen and appointed by the Senate with prior agreement by the provedor-mor, interpreters should
have a great knowledge of European languages, especially those most frequently spoken in our ports - English,
Italian and French - to translate, explain or comment the declarations and provide information to outsiders, paying
close attention to the physiognomy and actions of those questioned, to determine whether they spoke falsely or in
good faith. The testimonies were translated for the chief guard who attended the interrogation and issued the
declaration summary, which was signed by all present and registered in the appropriate book by the clerk (AML,
Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, fs. 3-4).
The thorough interrogation process, described in detail in the regimento, entailed questioning the captain or
commander and, with some exceptions, followed the same criteria for both civilian and military vessels. There were
questions regarding the length of the trip; the ports of call; the type of food that had been loaded; if there was
communication with other ships and whether there had been exchange of crew; how many people were on board;
their ages and sex; if there was anyone sick on board or whether anyone had died during the trip; and several other
prudent questions whose aim was to certify there was no danger of contagion. For passenger and freight ships,
there were also questions regarding the nature of the cargo and whether any animals were transported. For military
ships, there were questions of a military nature and concerning the personal habits of the soldiers.
The statement, signed by the declarant, whose name, nationality, and rank on the ship had already been recorded,
was then corroborated by two witnesses, also identified in detail, and heard separately, so that “em quanto depuser
cada huma dellas estarão as outras em distancia que não possão saber o que se dis nos depoimentos” [when each is
deposed the other is far away so they cannot hear what is being stated]. As secrecy was part of this investigation,
the officers under the chief guard had to avoid “que em quanto se estiver neste exame falle pessoa alguma com as
da embarcação” [that during this exam, anyone speak with the crew], which remained under surveillance by the
guards and anchored near Belém Tower (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 3v.).
No references were found regarding the personal precautions that health professionals should take in these
interrogations in case of suspicion. This issue raises doubts and even questions as to the reactions of these officers,
faced with such an immediate danger of contagion. We know about the system to purify letters and other papers,
but what were the measures of hygiene regarding people: were they all in the same room or were there partitions
between them; was there physical contact; were there signs of repulsion or rejection by the agents... These and other
similar issues need further study on how these health officers protected themselves in their professional contact
with probable elements of contagion. However, the regimento itself does indicate precautions after the interrogation,
following a prudent and wary procedure.
At the end of the interrogation, the clerk collected the health certificates from everyone on board. The chief guard,
present during the session, included an opinion regarding the behaviour demonstrated and, together with the
interrogated person’s statement, sealed these documents and sent them to the health provedor-mor, who
took notice, signed, and addressed the Senate so measures could be taken. If there were no suspicions
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declaration and report for future consultation, and returned the letters of health to the crew, certified by the Port
of Belém, while the chief guard gave the ship order to raise anchor.
In the case of suspicious ships, there were “health visits” by a doctor and surgeon, accompanied by guards: a
procedure to ascertain the hygienic conditions on board and the health status of the occupants. When approaching
the ship and in case any anomaly was suspected, the officers who had not boarded the ship, would immediately
return to Belém beach where they would undress and wash before continuing their work. If they had boarded the
ship and disease was declared certain, the guards would remain on board for at least twenty days, a period considered
sufficient for the demonstration of any epistemic symptom. Their duties entailed checking the cargo, conferring
the invoices, and collecting their tribute, which necessarily implied physical contact with people and goods, placing
these inspectors at risk. While on board, they communicated with land through a defined set of signs with flags and
lights: during the day, the signal corresponded to a white flag near the main mast; while at night, the captain ordered
two shots fired, reinforced with light from a lantern (AML, Livro 2º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado
Oriental, fs. 5-6v.).
In the year 1706, the judge André Freire de Carvalho, city councillor of Lisbon and serving as provedor-mor da Saúde
da Corte e do Reino, when consulted by King D. Pedro II on November 8, declared the need to renew the old health
rules, as they were damaged, and one couldn’t ascertain what certain chapters ordered. He also mentioned that the
Senate, confronted daily with diverse health occurrences, proposed elaborating a new regimento (AML, Livro 1º de
Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 284).
As this matter took some time to be analysed - perhaps a consequence of the time between the death of King D.
Pedro II and King D. João V fully assuming his obligations in the realm, and because the royal resolution requesting
the analysis of the old rules was only issued in October 1707, on November 23 -, the Senate sent a new consultation
reaffirming the importance of resolving the matter, reinforced by the chief physician of the Kingdom8 who called
attention to some irregularities, blaming the health officer (AML, Livro 1º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado
Oriental, f. 285). Three points stand out in the insistence of this consultation: the declaration of the exclusive duties
of the chief physician, the provedor, surgeons and doctors, in terms of health characteristics; an allusion to complaints
by the officers themselves, due to usurpation of duties and undue interference in each other’s specific jurisdiction,
situations that ultimately affected the public good; and a reference to the chapter on gravediggers, which had to be
updated. There were also references to other matters regarding burial fees and death certificates, and a request that
the king allow the reformulation of the Regimento do porto de Belém, as non-compliance with these rules corresponded
to situations of negligence.
Despite the importance of the situation, the king disciplined the action of the health officers almost immediately and,
with the resolution of December 15, 1707, ordered the Regimento do Provedor mor da Saude, e dos Provedores della desta Cidade de
Lisboa [rules of procedure for the chief health officer and officers of the city of Lisbon]. The first chapter mentioned the
need to clarify and specify the competences of the provedor-mor and his direct assistants - the health provedores and guards9
- and also that “nas condemnações, e despeza da saude haja mais ordem” [there be more order in the condemnations and
health expenses], where the provedor-mor would have total authority to punish, arrest or fire any negligent health officer and
“deve devassar cada anno dos Officiaes della, assim dos da Cidade como dos do porto de Bellem” [he should each year
inspect the city officers and those of the Belém Port] (Collecção dos Regimentos…, 1819, p. 64).
The concession given to the chief physician, and afterwards the chief surgeon, to lead procedures and penalize

The Regimento do físico-mor do Reino [the rules of procedure of the Kingdom’s chief physician] was elaborated in 1476, during the rule of King D. João II. Later, in 1496 and
already as king, he would confirm these rules, renewing the superintendence of the chief physician in everything that concerned the exercise of medicine and pharmacy
and the supervision and administration of the various categories of the medical profession (Correia, 1937, cap. IV).
9
This regiment, with thirty-two chapters, has no reference to a chief guard, direct representative of the provedor-mor, as in the previous Regimento, but only the appointment
of health guards and health provedor, as assistants to the health provedor-mor.
8
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surgeons, barbers, apothecaries and cristaleiras, is described and authorized in this regimento’s final section. Continuing
to adjust the qualifications and duties of each office, chapter VIII refers to the obligation of the provedor-mor, the
doctor and the surgeon of the city and its outskirts to issue death certificates properly, under penalty of seeing their
offices suspended. Chapter XIV is related to these certificates, ordering the health clerk to register, in a specific
book, the names of the deceased and the cause of death, in each parish, as in the certificates sent to the Casa de São
Sebastião [House of S. Sebastian] by the cabeças da saúde10. A few disastrous consequences for public health, contrary
to contagion prevention, were at stake. Therefore, as mentioned previously, clarifying the powers of these officers,
and extending their means of punishment was urgent. Thus, chapters III and IV established how the provedor-mor
should proceed regarding accusations, sentences, and orders, against or in favour, of officers considered careless in
their service, whatever their category, and Chapter VI legislated the possibility of pay cuts for the cabeças da saúde if
they didn’t fulfil their obligations, both bureaucratic and practical. The authority of the provedor-mor is again stated,
in chapter XII, prohibiting any court from interfering in his domain, so no one could be neither privileged or falsely
accused11. The provedor should be present during inspection of shops and food warehouses and, if “cousas que sejão
podres ou corruptas, e de mao cheiro” [things that are rotten or corrupt, or with foul smell] were found, he should
call the city doctor and chief surgeon to urgently take the necessary measures, for example, order the goods burned.
Chapters XXI and XXII indicate the health provedores should prohibit entry into the city of Lisbon of água-pe
[piquette] or new wine before S. Martin’s day and its sale during the month following that November 11. As harmful
products and considering the non-compliance with its prohibition, the officers would make a full report of
occurrences to the provedor-mor12. There was cooperation with other municipal services, such as Almotaçaria
[inspection] or Cleaning, for better sanitary prevention: Chapter X indicates the provisions regarding cleaning of
public fountains and washing the streets, together with the almotacés [inspectors], and Chapter XIII refers the care
with cleaning places where fish and meat were sold. Collaboration with customs officers and in the Casa da Índia
[House of India] was also important because it was necessary to have information about exotic products coming
from distant lands and take the necessary measures, under supervision of an apothecary, before distribution in the
city. Chapter XI mentions the inspection of pastry shops by the examining physician13, surgeon and apothecaries,
as their shops “tem conservas, e outras cousas damnadas pelo muito prejuizo que pode resultar aos doentes” [have
preserves and other things that can cause much damage to the sick]. Pharmacy visits were reserved for the chief
physician, who would report them exclusively to the provedor-mor, if falsified medication or material were reported.
Another important item enunciated by the Lisbon Senate in the consultation of November 23, 1707, lead the king
to establish five chapters in this Regimento do Provedor-mor da Saude to complement the Regimento do provimento da Saude
para o porto de Bellem. In order to decidedly implement this decision, he ordered that “entendendo que he necessaria
a muitas cousas principalmente no tempo da saude para conservação della (…) este Regimento se registara no Livro
da Camera e no da Casa da Saude, ou de S. Sebastião, onde estão Portarias e outras Posturas da Saude” [considering
they are necessary for many things, particularly in healthy periods so health is preserved, these rules will be recorded
in the books of the City Council and Health Office, or House of S. Sebastian, where there are other health
ordinances and positions] (AML, Livro 1º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado Oriental, f. 285).

This House was the headquarters of the city’s public health administration. The bureaucratic work must have been immense, if we consider that the clerk’s records were used for the daily
reports of deaths sent to the Senate, so the city council had a constant knowledge of the city’s state of health. There were also other registry books, such as the books of convictions, chapter
XXV, noting fines paid in cash, and another, Livro das achadas, recording the same convictions, when the guilty party did not pay or was pardoned, in case he appealed and was acquitted. That
is, in practice, one book certified the other, both registered the revenues and were the responsibility of the health clerk. They were signed by the provedor and then sent to the provedor-mor
every month. The depository of net revenues, based on the book of convictions, would also make a list of all revenues spent on “obras com augmentos da ditta Casa de S. Sebastiao, e nas
festas e noutras dilligencias por causa da saúde” [works to expand the House of S. Sebastian, and the festivities and other matters because of health], with the approval of the provedor-mor.
In the end of the year, both books were sent to the city treasurer for verification and comparison with the reports of detentions and sentences by the provedor, to confirm all the work done
(Collecção dos Regimentos…, 1819, p. 70).
11
The king’s intervention in the local reactions against the independence of the chief health provedor motivated the decree on August 4, 1688, ordering the Senate to notify all City Councils
and Courts in the country that they should obey the provedor-mor in all health matters, as he was the sole responsible officer, resolving or ordering according to the matter at hand (AML, Livro
10º de Consultas e Decretos de D. Pedro II, f. 89).
12
The doctor and his assistants gave an opinion based on the analysis of the wines produced in the period following the harvest and considered that these new wines were
still impure, as they had not resting enough time, which was thought to seriously harm health due to fermentation (AML, Livro 10º de Consultas e Decretos de D. João V do Senado
Ocidental, f. 180).
13
The reference to this officer, his nomination, and his competences, were already present in item IX of Pedro Vaz’s Regimento and continued to be chosen among the
“melhores da terra, a que se da premio conveniente por seu trabalho” [best in the land, who is awarded conveniently for his work].
10
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In line with this complement to the Regimento do provimento da Saude para o porto de Bellem, in chapter XV we find that
the port provedor had a residence on site, in a house paid by the city, a provision absent in the previous rules. This
officer was continuously at his post, observing the daily movement, except when he went to the Casa de São Sebastião.
As for the control of maritime activity entering the Tagus river, in the new rules there is only a reference in chapter
XVI to procedures with suspected ships and persons, which are placed in isolation. In the previous rules, this clause
was divided into several chapters, and the duties of this provedor and his performance with ships in general is distributed
in several items. The next chapter orders that foreigners be treated well and, when suspected, not be threatened, at
which time a report must be sent to the higher authorities. This has no equivalent in the previous rules and is probably
a diplomatic procedure, based on the cordial relations the monarch intended to maintain with European partners.
The drastic measures of previous reigns were thus moderated. Better knowledge of epidemic outbreaks and how
to mitigate them, the implementation of effective sanitary measures, along with concerns with good international
relations, contributed towards such moderation. The danger of contagious diseases, however, remained present in
the following years and reigns. By way of example, citing but a few documents, we come across a warning of plague
in Algiers, in July 1752, and the specific appropriate measures taken for its prevention (AML, Livro 3º de consultas,
decretos e avisos de José I, fs. 51-52v.; Livro 4º de consultas, decretos e avisos de José I, fs. 40-41v.); in October 1761, a strict
quarantine was enforced upon all ships coming from the Adriatic Sea (AML, Livro 12º de consultas, decretos e avisos de
D. José I, fs. 228-229v,); three years later, in July 1764, a new mandatory quarantine was decreed, now for vessels
from Naples and Sicily (AML, Livro 13º de consultas, decretos e avisos de José I, fs. 200-201v.); in May 1767, the entry of
ships from Genoa was prohibited (AML, Livro 16º de consultas, decretos e avisos de D. José I, fs. 40-43v.); and finally in
this short survey, in July 1770, quarantine was imposed in Portuguese ports for ships from the Mediterranean, due
to the plague in Alexandria, Smyrna and other ports in the Ottoman Empire (AML, Livro 17º de consultas, decretos e
avisos de D. José I, fs. 46-47v.).
In conclusion, these procedures demonstrate the zeal when facing any suspected outbreak of contagion. Security
measures were taken to the extreme, trying above all to provide protection against pestilences. These regimentos,
normative public health documents, are rich repositories of information, which allow us to reconstruct the evolution
of knowledge of epidemics, both in terms of prevention and mitigation. They also allow us to evaluate the methods
of supervision, particularly at the municipal level, but also the efforts of the royal power to establish authority over
the existing society and control epidemic outbreaks.
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Health Rules of Procedure
Regimento do provimento da saude para o porto de Bellem
Regimento que se hade observar sucedendo haver peste (de que Deos nos livre)
em algum Reyno ou Provincia confinante com Portugal
1693
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_FIGHTING THE DISEASES THAT ARRIVED BY SEA (AND BY RIVER!):
THE 1693 REGIMENTOS
António Costa Canas
Naval Research Center (CINAV), Naval School (EN); Centre for History of the University of Lisbon

Introduction
In the past, as in the present, infected travellers contributed to the spread of contagious diseases. The sea has
always been a privileged means of communication, for despite the dangers associated with sea travel, one could
transport more products and faster. For example, in the 19th century, before completion of the coast-to-coast
railway line, the fastest, safest and more effective way to go from Boston to California was going around Cape
Horn, in the extreme south of America, a journey of about 11 500 kilometres, almost three times the distance by
land, about 4 300 kilometres.
While the sea was a privileged communication route between distant places, it was also a route for the spread of
infectious diseases. Thus, when it was understood that travellers could transmit diseases, measures were taken to
prevent contagion.
This text seeks to understand some of the measures taken in Lisbon to reduce or eliminate contagion from those
arriving by sea or by river. As our main sources, we will rely on two Regimentos [rules of procedure] drafted by the
Lisbon Senate, in 1693, and later confirmed by D. Pedro II, in 1695 (AML, Regimento do Provimento da Saúde para o
porto de Belém e Regimento que se há-de observar quando houver peste em algum reino ou província confinante com Portugal). Both
were printed in 1720. To understand the importance of these new rules, we will present a brief history of how
these issues were dealt with previously, highlighting some measures taken in Lisbon.

Measures against epidemics propagated by sea
The transition from the Middle Ages to the Early Modern Age was rich in outbreaks of plague, especially
in Europe. The perception disease would spread rapidly in the presence of infected people led to the
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adoption of measures to reduce contact with them. The most devastating outbreak occurred in the 14th century,
with origin in Asia and “entering” Europe through the Mediterranean. The first measures taken to reduce contact
with infected patients were in this sea. Lazarettos were created, where the sick, or those who came from places
where the disease was raging, remained for a period of isolation, or quarantine. In an interesting entry in a thematic
dictionary, under “Degredo” [exile] - the name by which the lazareto was also known -, Alberto Vieira says that one
of the first spaces with this function was in Venice, in 1403, having appeared in Lisbon in the last decade of the
same century, at which time a similar space was also created in Madeira (Vieira, 2014, pp. 47-48).
In fact, the first known record of a location in the Tagus for people and goods to remain after arriving from
dangerous places is from 1492. On September 5 of that year, in a letter addressed to the nobles of Lisbon, King
D. João II recommended that a gallery be built in Belém to shelter those people and goods. He also recommended
placing a cross, a mark upstream of which ships with suspicious cases could not pass (AML, Cópia do Livro 1.º do
Provimento da Saúde, fs. 20-20v.).
At the same time, D. João II ordered the construction of the Tower of S. Sebastião da Caparica, in Porto Brandão
near Trafaria. This fortification, together with the Tower of Belém, built a few years later, ensured control over
navigation moving up river, for they were located where the Tagus becomes narrower, for those coming from the
sea. That is, this space near Belém was strategically important for the defence of the city, both against military
incursions and for sanitary purposes. Given the importance of this area in the Port of Belém for such control, the
fortification in Caparica would later become a lazaretto to house those who had to remain in quarantine. In the
reign of D. João II and following reigns, there are numerous letters indicating measures that Lisbon should take to
limit contact between those infected on board and the city’s inhabitants. However, a document was found from the
reign of D. João I, in which Infante D. Duarte determined measures against ships from areas where the plague was
raging, and which had some deaths on board. This document, dated between 1421 and 1433, determined that ships
go to Restelo, where they would stay a few days until it was confirmed that those on board did not suffer from the
plague (AML, Chancelaria Régia, Livro dos Pregos, doc. 333, fs. 259-259v.).

The Regimentos of 1693
As mentioned, several measures were taken in the 15th, 16th, and 17th century to control the “import” of the plague
by sea, and we cannot analyse them here in detail. Therefore, we will describe the two Regimentos of 1693, as they
are the most detailed. Some earlier Regimentos had already established several posts and measures mentioned in those
from 1693, but these are not as complete.
The first is entitled: Regimento do provimento da saúde para o porto de Belem [rules for the provision of health care for the
port of Belem]. The introductory paragraph states that there were other previous regulations, notably by the Lisbon
Senate, but these did not establish all the measures to prevent the disease, nor the powers to impose sanctions, thus
justifying this new regulation. Then there are five chapters dedicated to the different entities that oversaw health
issues in the Port of Belém.
The first entity, the Provedor-mor [chief officer], had a national mandate. As part of epidemic prevention, he had to
establish contacts with foreign entities, have up-to-date information on the existence of outbreaks of contagious
diseases in some locations, disseminating this information throughout the kingdom. The other entities identified in
the following chapters concern the Port of Belém.
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The Guarda-mor [chief guard] was the supreme entity of the port in sanitary matters. He lived in Belém
and could not leave without authorization, at which times he was replaced; similar conditions applied to
the other officers of the Port of Belém. He addressed claims and was responsible for confirming the

veracity of letters of health presented to him, for there were many falsifications.
The Escrivão [registrar] was responsible for the main records, namely convictions, money collected, and the goods
unloaded and delivered to the lazaretto. The Guarda da Bandeira [flag guard] was in charge of surveillance of the
incoming ships, ensuring the other port officers received incoming ships. He should also ensure that those who left
the ships did not contact anyone other than health officials. He also received the money from the escrivão and gave
it to the Treasurer of S. Sebastião da Padaria.
Since most of the arriving ships were foreign, there was an interpreter appointed by the Senate. He should master
the main languages of the countries most visiting the port, and if he did not know a language, the Senate would
appoint someone qualified to serve as an interpreter. The inquiries had be detailed and detect whether there were
any attempts to deceive the authorities; there were punishments if he was not diligent in this regard. The Regimento
also indicates the questions for the elements on board, and the list is exhaustive, covering details such as the number
of people on board, ports visited, health status of the people on board, among many others.
Another relevant element in the Regimento is the care that should be taken to prevent the disease from spreading,
if it existed. Any documents the crew delivered, such as letters of health or passports, were received on the tip of
a stick, cleansed with vinegar and then smoke, and only after this process were they delivered by hand.
The letters of health were documents attesting that in the ship’s port of origin there was no contagion. They could be
printed or handwritten and should contain the name of the ship and other elements relating to the people on board.
They could be issued by the health authorities in the ports of origin, or by local residents, usually religious. As there
was no single model for letters of health and they could be falsified, they had to be confronted with previous letters
from the same place, in order to find dubious elements. Ships coming directly from cod fishing or carrying brine
or timber from Norway had free access, although they did not bring letters of health. Other ships without letters
of health should not be given free access. If the ship came from a known contaminated site, it was sent out to sea,
after replenishing what it needed.
Ships from “suspicious” places should be quarantined, never less than forty days, and they should also expose the
goods to the sun. Two guards should board these ships to ensure a permanent watch and that no one violated the
quarantine. They should be especially careful that no goods or persons were unloaded during the quarantine. If the
guards needed to get something from land, they should avoid getting close to the people who took them what they
needed. If any military or judicial officer had dealings with a quarantined ship, they should avoid boarding, and if
they did, they would have to remain on board until the end of the quarantine. The religious who begged for alms
in the ships were forbidden from entering the quarantined ships.
Ships from places without great danger could have free access. However, their goods would have to go to the
lazaretto if they came from suspicious locations. Generally, goods from North Africa were considered suspicious
and would have to undergo disinfection, which varied according to the type of goods. This practice also applied to
goods from the ports of Cascais, Sesimbra and Setúbal, but that had arrived in these ports from suspicious locations.
As for correspondence, it should be subjected to “purification” with vinegar and smoke, as with the letters of health.
The last chapter of the Regimento lists the penalties against anyone who undermined the rules of protection.
The punishments could consist in the payment of a certain amount, or be tougher, such as exile (possibly to Brazil),
or physical punishment and imprisonment.
The other Regimento is entitled: Regimento que se há de observar sucedendo haver peste (de que Deus nos livre) em
algum Reino, ou Província confinante com Portugal [rules to be observed if there is a plague (God forbid) in
any Kingdom, or province bordering Portugal]. As the title indicates, these rules extended to the entire
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territory of the kingdom. There were, however, some chapters devoted to river navigation. As much of the Lisbon’s
supply came by ship from Ribatejo or the southern margin, these ships could only unload people and goods on the
quays of Terreiro do Paço, Ribeira do Peixe or Barcos de Santarém, which were all close to each other, not far from
the court. Unloading should be monitored by a health official. In the Tagus ports, from where these ships departed,
there should be health authorities issuing passports to all who boarded them. If someone did not bring a passport,
all those on the ship were sent to the lazaretto in Trafaria. Ships that went fishing downstream of Belém, should
take passports, which they would present to the Guarda-mor of the Port of Belém, before heading out. To identify
these ships more easily, they flew a flag with the image of S. Sebastião.
These were the general measures to combat diseases coming from the sea, in an attempt to preserve the city from
the occurrence of epidemic outbreaks.
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Letter of health from the port of Genoa
[1698]
Livro 15º de Consultas e Decretos de D. Pedro II, f. 283
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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Letter of health from the port of Alicante
1698
Livro 15º de Consultas e Decretos de D. Pedro II, f. 284
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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Letter of health from the port of Cadiz
1698
Livro 15º de Consultas e Decretos de D. Pedro II, f. 285
© Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, Arquivo Municipal de Lisboa
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The Casa de São Lázaro de Lisboa [Lisbon’s House of Saint Lazarus], also referred to in the documentation and
historiographical works as leprosarium, gafaria or Hospital of Saint Lazarus, was an institution to harbour lepers or
gafos, that is, individuals who suffered from leprosy, gafeira or the illness of Saint Lazarus. Like several other leprosaria
scattered throughout the Portuguese kingdom, including Coimbra (Rocha, 2011), Évora (Beirante, 2008) or Santarém
(Conde, 1999), the Lisbon leprosarium performed a dual function: on the one hand, it protected healthy society,
promoting health in the city by confining the disease to a limited space; on the other, it protected the sick, providing
sustenance and shelter to those who entered the institution. This ambivalence, of exclusion and integration, was at
the heart of medieval and early modern leprosaria, which operated in societies where fear of leprosy intersected
with manifestations of piety and charity towards those who suffered from the disease.
Due to various vicissitudes, among them the fires following the 1755 earthquake, there are few remaining documents
produced by the Lisbon leprosarium itself, and most of the documentation that remained about the institution was
issued by the municipality of Lisbon and the Royal chancellery. These records were reorganized, probably in the
19th century, in a thematic documentary collection called Livro I do Hospital de São Lázaro, which is currently preserved
in the historical archive of the Lisbon Municipal Archive. This archive also holds the Livro das Posturas Antigas
containing the only known Regimento [rules of procedure] of the Lisbon leprosarium, produced in 1460 by the
municipal councillors, corregedor [judicial official] and procurador [procurator] (Rodrigues, 1974, pp. 180-187).
It is mostly from these two books that we can know some of the contours of the history and functioning of Lisbon’s
House of Saint Lazarus between the late Middle Ages and part of the Early Modern period, although they tell us
little about the beginnings of the institution. In fact, we cannot specify when the leprosarium was founded.
Historiographical tradition has stipulated that the hospital’s construction dates back to the beginning of the
Portuguese monarchy, but its existence is documented only from the 14th century onwards. We also do
not know where it was originally located, and it may have been built on the current street of São Lázaro
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or moved there when the Fernandine Wall was built (Oliveira, 1904, p. 538; Correia, 1944, p. 338;

Rodrigues, 1968, p. 126). Finally, it is not clear which entity or group of entities promoted its construction. However,
in the early 15th century, it was argued that it was the municipality of Lisbon, in partnership with other donors, that
endowed and built the hospital.
This uncertainty regarding the foundation of the leprosarium fostered, in part, several jurisdictional conflicts about
the hospital’s administration throughout the 15th and 16th centuries, opposing the municipality, the Crown and,
later, the mesteirais [craftsmen]. Despite successive royal interventions, which offered the hospital and its residents
protection in 1392 (Rodrigues, 1968, p. 130), and claims by craftsmen, the main administrative role fell in fact to the
municipality, which was responsible for the management, regulation, and internal organization of the establishment
(Martins, 2000, pp. 124-126).
At this level, the organization and functioning of Lisbon’s House of Saint Lazarus was similar to that of other
leprosaria (Nóvoa, 2010, pp. 71-78). In essence, the institution depended on three groups of functions provided by
the outside world. The first corresponded to the civil officers, which evolved over the centuries and included officers
such as a provedor [purveyor], a registrar, a porter, and an almoxarife [receiver]. Of these, the most relevant position
was that of provedor since it functioned as a link between patients and the outside world. The provedor was elected
among the Lisbon councillors and, along with other duties, he was responsible for managing the leprosarium’s estate
and supervising its use, administering alms, choosing domestic staff, or applying sentences against uncompliant
lepers. In association with these civil tasks, the second group of functions concerned religious offices. Like other
leper houses, the Lisbon’s House of Saint Lazarus had its own chaplain, whose presence is documented at least
between 1355 and 1835 (Nóvoa, 2019, p. 32). However, contrary to what happened in other leprosaria, the chaplain
of Lisbon was limited to saying masses, while administering the sacraments to the lepers was reserved to the priest
of the Church of Santa Justa, which probably held certain parish rights over the area where the leprosy was installed.
The civil officers and chaplain were joined by a number of other men and women who, together with the lepers,
carried out household chores, agricultural tasks or the manufacture of certain foodstuffs.
The sustenance of all these officials, lepers, and the institution itself depended on a diverse set of incomes. Part of
this income derived from the management of several rustic and urban properties with which the institution had
originally been endowed or which it had subsequently acquired. Another part, possibly more significant than the
first, came from the assets of the lepers. According to the 1460 Regimento and like other Portuguese leprosaria, half
of the properties held by the lepers at the time of entry into the leprosaria would revert in favour of the institution.
After their death, all their movable and immovable property passed definitively to the hospital’s possession, which
therefore prevented the lepers from bequeathing their property (Rodrigues, 1974, pp. 184-185). Finally, an equally
important source of income came from charity by the healthy society. Several wills remain where alms were left to
lepers, such as the second testament of Queen D. Isabel, wife of King D. Dinis, dated 1336. In addition to these
“voluntary alms”, the Lisbon’s House of Saint Lazarus also enjoyed another type of charity that is not documented
for any other Portuguese leprosaria. The Regimento stipulated that each resident of the city and surroundings was
obliged to offer the lepers one real per year in order to prevent the lepers from begging outside their limited area
(Rodrigues, 1974, pp. 186-187).
This “mandatory alms” was not the only specificity of the Lisbon House. In fact, there was another, also present
in the same Regimento, which determined the compulsive nature of admission to the leprosarium (Rodrigues, 1974,
p. 185). Thus, all lepers, men and women, with ties to the municipality and its surroundings (natives and, possibly,
residents) were obliged to enter the leprosarium, even if against their will. This practice differs from what is
documented for other leprosaria, where admission required the payment of a certain amount, as occurred in
Santarém (Conde, 1999, p. 352) or in Coimbra (Rocha, 2011, p. 69). This implied a voluntary admission, dependent
on the economic ability to pay entrance. However, we know that the obligation to enter the Lisbon
leprosarium was not absolute, since it could be circumvented by means of a royal or municipal
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authorization (Nóvoa, 2010, p. 55). In contrast, we have records of applications for voluntary admission

to the Lisbon leprosarium from individuals who weren’t able to enter the House because they had no connection
to the municipality or surrounding (Nóvoa, 2010, p. 55).
Thus, by free initiative or by obligation, the men and women who entered the Lisbon leprosarium enjoyed certain
rights, such as allocation of a monthly ration, and were subjected to a set of rules that limited their daily lives and
their ability to act. However, this does not mean that the lepers were merely passive subjects in institution where
they lived. Symbol of their intervention is the existence of the cabido, an organ that represented the lepers before
the other officers in the House and before the outside world (Nóvoa, 2010, pp. 110-111).
Therefore, entry into the leprosarium did not dictate the end of contact with the outside world, the healthy world,
nor did it constitute the leper’s civil death. The very daily nature of coexistence between the healthy and the sick
shows that this contact was essential for the establishment’s functioning, linking health and disease in a space that
simultaneously separated and integrated sick individuals. As we have seen, the Lisbon’s House of Saint Lazarus was
no exception and the role it played in promoting health and protecting in sickness was considered relevant at least
until the end of the 19th century. Although the leprosarium was immune to the unification of assistance institutions
that led to the birth of All Saints Royal Hospital, the Crown recognized its importance by financing significant
works of renovation in the early 16th century (Nóvoa, 2010, pp. 84-85). The House remained autonomous from
the Royal Hospital until 1844, when, according to Eduardo Freire de Oliveira, its administration passed into the
hands of the administrative commission of the Santa Casa da Misericórdia [holy house of mercy] and the (then named)
Royal Hospital of São José (Oliveira, 1904, p. 535). The Lisbon leprosarium remained in operation possibly until
the construction of what became known as the last Portuguese leprosarium, the Hospital-Colony Rovisco Pais,
inaugurated by the Estado Novo in 1947 and finally extinct in the 1990s when “[se] fechou, em definitivo, as portas
à lepra” [the doors were definitively closed on leprosy] (Cruz, 2009, p. 427).
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